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THE INDIAN ANTIQUART,
A JOUEML OF ORIENTAL RESEARCH.

VOLUME XXXVIII. — 1909.

THE EELIGION OF THE IRANIAN PEOPLES.

BT THE LATE C. P. TIELB.

(Translated by G. K» Nariman!)

(Continuedfrom VoL XXXYIJ^ p, 360!)

8. Mazda’s Satellites.

Along side of Mazda in the Gdthas stand a few heavenly beings, who co-operate with him.

They are six in number, are closely allied to him, and latterly are placed, together with him,

as the seven Amesha Spentas at the head of creation divine.

This term, Amesha Spentas, does not occur in the Gdtfias proper, but in other Gathic

writings. It has been conjectured that in the remotest period they were called Ahuras
;
bnt

this has not been proved. Another question is whether, as known to the poets of the Gdthas^

they formed a heptade at all. This has been asserted, regard being had to the seven Adityas of

the Indians, and it has been opined that the worship of seven supreme existences, which we

encounter in both the kindred races, at least in posterior times, demonstrates the existence of the

belief in the epoch, when they had a common habitat. The numeral seven as a sacred figure

is assuredly old. We have already admitted as much, but did the Zarafchushtrian reformers employ

it from the first with reference to their divine spirits ? This is doubtful, even of the Adityas

;

and their number is in no way fixed and certain. And I would certainly call it in as regards

the spirits, which were latterly definitely named Amesha Spentas, for even in the younger Avesia

occasionally more than seven are enumerated. One of the poets on one occasion has combined in

a single strophe all those which subsequently wore reckoned among them, and he has, at the same

time, specially mentioned Spento Mainyush. as one of them : — “ Through Spento Mainyush and

Vahishtem Mano, through words aud deeds springing from Asha may Mazda-Khshathra-Armaiti

Ahura give me Haurvatat and Ameretat (health and immortality and there is no doubt

that he meant it to be so. But properly speaking it is eight spirits that are here invoked, for

Spento Mainyush is clearly distinguished from Mazda Ahura. Then again at least two of the

spirits, health and immortality, here appear not as personal beings, but as celestial boons.

Further, Mazda Ahura is in the text united with Khshathra and Armaiti in a trinity, and

finally, as we shall see, Ahura Mazda stood so high above all the rest in the oldest announcements,

that the idea had not yet suggested itself of placing him on a level with them even as primus inter

pares. If, therefore, the figure seven was a sacred one to the Eastern Aryans, the fact that the

Yasna 47, 1.
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Iranians at a subsequent period applied it to their Amesha Spentas and the Indians to their Adityaj?

does not show that originally there were seven of both classes oi existences. Geush Urva, Geush

Tashan, and Atar, the fire-god were also occasionally so named, and in a younger Gathic writing wo

shall find still more personifications reckoned among them. It is possible that the strophe cited

above iurnisbed the Zaratbushtrian theologians of the post-Gathic ages with a means to elevate the

seven mentioned therein to a special category, the passage being turned into a proof of the now

tenet. They found seven and not eight beings in it, because to them Spento Mainyush had long

become identical with Mazda.

A peculiarly intimate relation subsists between Mazda, Volinniano, and Asha Vahishta.

There is no question but that they play the principal role. All the three together are entitled the

most beneficent, and the most benignant helpers of the human race.®^ To them follow Khshathra

and Armaiti, Further in the back-ground appear Haurvatat and Ameretat. They are seen much

less frequently as persons, the two last certainly not ofteiier than Sraosha, who, like another female

personification, Ashi, figures as the image of Khshathra and Vobumano. Let us first examine the

special significance of each separately and then their general or common character and the relations

in which they stand to Mazda.

Vobumano.

Vobumano literally means the good spirit” or the “good mind/’ The poets know this.

They seldom employed the term as a fixed proper name
;

oftener they named the angel, Vahishtem

manoy the “best mind.*’ We may call him the personification of the righteous or pious mind, the

frame of mind, veracious and pleasing in God’s sight. In fact, he approaches nearest to what we

understand by the Holy Ghost,— Spento rminyu, indicating something different, though the term is

mostly so interpreted. Hence the mention of his®^ oracles, his doctrine and his wisdom. With
Aramaiti he brings Mazda’s revelations to Zarathuslitra. But reference is mostly made to his

actions and his energy, by which he helps on the growth of Mazda’s domination, so that we may
even say that he actually gives the sovereignty to him.®3

As a person he is characterised above all by his right manly quality of virius or hunaratat.^^

He is the cherisher and heavenly representative of all beings, especially of men, and of the order of

the pious on earth, who bear his device or mark {fradakhshta I should not be surprised if he

were the Manu transformed by speculation,— the first father of our race among the Eastern Aryans,

perhaps also among the Old Aryans, who left behind but feeble traces in the Zaratbushtrian dogma

—

a personified religious-ethical idea, consequently, superposed on an original national hero,

Asba.

Asha is common to the Zaratbushtrian and the Vedic religions. It is the same word as the

Tedio Hay being equally derived from the Aryan artay and is not essentially different from it in

signification. Only tbe Indians have not personified him, as the Iranians have. The concept is,

therefore, an old one, originally non-Zarathnshtrian, but adopted by it, as being very appropriate.

Or better, it so dominated the original Aryan faith that it asserted itself in the religions sprung from
it, how divergent soever they otherwise were.

Yasna 28, 9,

Yasna 48, 9 and 29, 6. I derive Vaftisli from to weave, and not from vap, to throw.
«» Yasna 48. 11. lasna 49, 5. Yasna 43, 7. Yasna 31, IC-II. Yasna 43, 16. Yasna 45, 4, vangheush

vereayanto mananghoy the very active Vohuinaiio. Yasna 48, 8. Yasna 30, 8. Yasna 31, 6. Yasna 51, 21 the
Khshatthrem created hy Vohamano.

* *

«*XMno60,8. ^ Geeihao vi/paO’ TasmU.S. yangheushhaox thwat manangho. Tamai5,9.
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There caa be little question regarding the significance of this personification and yet it is

impossible to express it in one ^^ord. Some translate it as purity others, folWhig Plutarch,

see “truth *’ in it. Neither of these is incorrect, but both are imperfect equivalents and to the last

word we attach a different sense. The base-idea is that of being “ fitted to or “ proper”, and

thus it indicates “ to establish or to consolidate.” Hence asha or Ha is that which is befitting,

coming, proper as well as what is deterraineil, regulated, legitimate, righteous. Among the Indians,

as well as the Iranians, the term is employed, in the first instance, with reference to sacrifice and the

cult, and so we may probably translate it by “pious/* But it is by no means limited to piety. It

comprehends all that we understand by “ divine order of the world,” especially the moral order* It

embraces all the duties of man in general and bis obligations to the heavenly powers in particular.

As a rule we shall translate the substantive by “ uprightness *’ or “ order,” the adjective by

“ righteous *’ or “ pious,” and also differently, where the sense requires it, but not without, at the

same time, calling attention to the original word.*

Asha then, or, as his full name runs, Asha Valiishta, is, as a personification of all that is dutiful

and godfearing, the controller of divine laws and the prime factor or personage in the cult. The

conduct of religious operations devolves on him. Longevity is attained by the practice of

** Voluimano’s order,” which Obviously is an allusLoa to the everyday cult. He is called the “ order

incarnate ^astavat asliem^^ And when the seer asks :
— “ This I inquire of Thee, tell me aright,

Ahura, how shall I pray with a prayer worthy of Thee he follows it up by the supplication :

—

“ May friendly succour be vouchsafed ns through Asha, when he comes to us with the Good Mind

(Vohu Mano).”«s

No marvel that, as the representative of the sacrificial service to which the Aryan ascribes such

terrible potency and such rich blessings, he is the most powerful foo of the Druksh, who destroys

his settlements. Her strength however does not avail her much against him. She will have to

surrender herself into his hands and he will completely overthrow her, ere the renovation or tlio

resurrection of the world.®®

Finally, as such, he is connected with Aramaiti, who, as we shall see, is his complement with

Haurvatat and Ameretat, who, as will also be shown, are represented by the two most important

offerings, and above all with the fire, whose genius he himself becomes at a later stage.^®

As the concept of Asha, so also was the worship of fllre an heritage from the earlier times to

the Zarathusbtriaii reformers, a bequest which they would not forego, but piously preserved. To the

fire must be brought the offering of worship. It comes to the pious, strong in Asha and with the

strength of Yohumano. It is his segis against the wicked glaiue of the vindictive, and belongs to

Mazda, who, with it and with bis miiid or spirit, supports Asha.^^

Along with the worship of fire, has an old system of ordeal or divine judgment remained

imbeded in the Mazdayasnian faith? At all events it has, according to the tradition. It is related

that the celebrated Atarpad Mahrespand subjected himself to a glorious ordeal of fire and vindicated

the Zarathushtriaii faith in the reign of Sliahimhr II. Molten load was poured on the chest, if it

did no harm, it established the truth of the doctrine and the claim to aposlleship. According

to several esegetes, the GdtJias refer to it in many places and the pioneers of the Zarathushtriaii

precepts are said to have pat their antagonists to shame by successfully issuing out of trials by

fire. Others are of the view that, in the passages in question, the last judgment is referred to when

all will be purified by fire, the wicked suffering tortures and the good experiencing an agreeable

67 Fasna 33, 3 4. Fasna 43, 2, 13, Taswa 44 , 16.

69 Yiisna 30 ,
8. Ahura rules over those who deliver the Druhsh into the hands of Asha. In 31, 1, 1 translate

g{Bthao by settlements and not by “ wesen ” as does Geldner, for it is not clear to me what could be the meaning oE

“ Wesen Jshas”
70 Yasna 44 , 10. Tasna 31 , 6, maihmn ym haunaiaio ashahya animtatasTidha, Yasna 31, 3 and laejia 39,

8, whers utvaxishta is one of the sacred fires.

71 Yasna 43 , 9j 43 , 4} 46 , 7, thv^ahmat athrashaha mananghaslicha.
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warmth, I am coiniuced, however, that this dogma is to be found only as a germ in the G(itha<,

When they speak of a defiiiite decisive division of two parties, or coiucnding sections, they merely

indicate the struggle between the MazJayasnians and the Dsevayasnians. The eschatological

deduction is a later thought. It is possible that men were willing to decide the contest by an appeal

to the test of fire, for there is the unmistakable mention of Magda’s hot red fire, as well as of his

spirit. It is also possible to construe this only as figurative language, employed by tlie poets,

or at least to look upon it as we do on the encounter of Elijah and the prophets of Baal on Mount

Carmel, In any case this barbarous animistic usage did not belong to the Zarathushtriau canon.

It was a survival which was still tolerated.^*

Khshathra.

Khshathra is at once the sovereignty of Mazda in the abstract and his empire, which is celestial

as well as terrestrial. The things celestial are delineated in vivid colours. Even prior to the creation,

this domiuion belonged to Mazda Ahura, Asha and Aramaitl. It is indestructible. There is there

reverence for perfection, and forgiveness of sins. There also live the supreme spirits. It is also

known as Khshathrem Vairim, the desirable dominion, the most advantageous portion, the best lot.

The pious long for it, and as their reward for their prayers addressed to the Deity, they hope for

a share in it to their eternal beatitude.^3 the earth it appears as the domination of the good

spirit, from which his blessings emanate, in which, Asha with Armaiti, the worship of God

with active life (or as ^ve would say piayer and work) flourish, and in which Mazda graciously

promotes true life. If it is stated that Mazda created Asha out of or by himself, but that ho had

Khahathra brought to light by moans of Vohumano, then we must think of the kingdom of heaven

on earth, which la a production of the good spirit,^^ How far are we still from that postoritjr

doctrine, which makes of Khshathra Vairya a genius of metal, a god of riches ?

Aramati.

Aramati, still so named by the poets of the Gdthas, and corrupted subsequently into Armaiti,

is an old Eastern Aryan goddess, who was received from the first into the Zarathushtriau system,

and occurs sometimes in the Veda* Here she is far from occnp^diig the place of importance, w’hirh

is assigned to rta* On the other hand, she plays an important role in the Aveslay and is scarcely

less adored than Asha, with whom she is often conjoined. Plutarcli calls her the creator of uibdom

and this she is, according to the tradition, as she also is the guardian spirit, or deity, of the earth.

Strange as the union of these two may appear, it dates from a distant past and is to be met with

equally among the Indians and the Iranians^® Besides, it is by no means inexplicable, neither does

it conflict with the signification of the name, Aramati indicates the solicitous, the good Mother

Earth, who considers what is salutary for her children and is accordingly ever denominated the

beneficent.

^2 According to Geldner, and in his footsteps Jackson {Bez^enherg&irs Beitrasge, siv, 15 ff, and ** A Hymn of

Zoroaster,” respectively), there is no reference to divine judgment or a decision in strophe 3 of Yasna 31. They
construe rano in the dual or in the plural, occurring in Yasna 31 ; 18 in 47 ; 6 and in 51 ; 9 not as two rival or

contending parties, but variously as “ the two helpers of Mazda,” as “ the spirit and fire,” as “ the fire and lead,”

and as “ Mithra and Eashnn.” I am not satisfied with this explanation.

Also Kem in a private communication is of opinion that rana can have no meaning, but the one given above.

He assigns hereto Ash the narrow sense of oath, if not divme judgment, and that corresponds to the meaning of the

word in the Ossetian, Armenian and Slav languages.
73 Yasna 51, 12 and 4, lagem atbibairishiem, Yasm 28, 8. 7* J^asna 51, 21; 30, 8 ; 33, 13, 14 ; 34, 3,
7s The crgixLovpSos cro^ids of Plutarch corresponds to Neriosengh’s translation sam^urnamanasa. He also

explains her as jprtfAuipatZ, lord of the earth. As Spiegel observes (EramscTie Alterthumskundey 11 ^ 28), Sayaua
explains Rig Veda, vii, 36, 8 and 42, 3 by hhumih, the earth. This, however, is usually objected to, as incorrect. But
it 18 better than Grrassman’s translation ” dis andachUgoUin” and the explanation of Bergaigne, who would make
of her a personification of prayer {Religion Vediqae, 1,320 suive and III, 243), in which there is only relative truth.

Also Rig Veda, V, 43, 6, brings her in connection with rta ; — mahim aramatimjnam devm—rtajnam s in Rig Veda,
vii, 3S, 8, she is invoked along with Pushan, the god of husbandmen, Bhaga, the god of fortune, and Purandhi,
the dispenser of superabundance, which is altogether in keeping with her character as a beneiolent earth-goddess.
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How the reformers were able to adopt this xiryan divinity into their system, while they

rejected all the other popular gods becomes clear, as soon as we reflect that the fostering of

agriculture went hand in hand with religion and constituted such an important part of their work

of reform. She is therefore actually represented as the guardian deity of the husbandman.

A daughter of Ahnra Mazda, who belonged to Geush Tashan and lived with her in her divine company,

was allowed by the Deity her choice as to whom she would take under her protection on earth,

whether her protegiS was to be a husbandman or a non-agriculturist. She elected the industrious

tiller of the soil, the pious lord who advances the good Spirit, and consequently her followers,

must, when the false and the true preachers come to them, always make investigations to find ont on

which side lies the Lie, Her activity, so runs another passage, is manifested in manual labour, in

contradistinction to tlie expressions of Vohnraano, which are produced by the mouth and the tongue.

With her comes the true sovereignty, which seen res a good dwelling place, fosters tillage and

thereby disables the bloodthirsty fiend. By means of wisdom, good words and deeds one becomes

a beneficent follower of Aramati.

And finally this last significance of the ancient goddess explains why she has always been united

with Asha, with whom she progresses together, whose creation and seat she is called, and how reference

is made to her own ashoi^ which one must study well in order to enter the kingdom of Mazda.

Asha is the informing concept of all religious and ethical obligations, as prescribed by the

Zarathushtrian doctrine. Wherever she is regarded, settled mode of life prospers. The well sewn

earth is the creation and the seat of this religion, and to cultivate the land is a religious duty.

Hence the older mythical character of the deity is also well manifested in the Zarathushtrian

Aramaiti.

But of yore she had another phase still, which made her a sort of dependent of Asha, for

Aramati can also mean the right prayer, the right pious thought,** which could help make her

a genius of piety. This is not her only significance, as is usually supposed, though there are isolated

passages in which she appears so to have been comprehended. When her sacrifices are spoken of,

sacrifices with which Mazda is glorified, or her prayers and blessings, then this sense appears to be

the most suitable. Yet, as said above, such are stray passages, for when it is said she instructs

Zarathushtra in the ordinance of the infallible wisdom of Mazda, or brings to the Prophet, along

with Vohu Mano, Mazda’s revelation, that can be applicable to her only in her capacity of the

guardian deity of the husbandman and the patron saint of settled life.

Haurvatat and Ameretat.

Indissolubly united are Haurvatat and Ameretat, perfect well-being, or sanity and immortal,

ity :—two concepts, which the Veda and the Avesta share in common, but which, however, in the

A'oesta have been transformed into spirits and united into a Duality, It seems that their personi-

fications in the Gdihas took place in their incipient stage. At any rate, they play a subordinate role

and seldom appear independently. More often the words occur in their ordinary significance

without any personification. For instance, they are even called “ the food of Mazda,** which, he, in

his kingdom, by which is meant here the kingdom of heaven, bestows on the pious, after having

conferred o^them here below strength and endurance. For strength aud endurance are the earthly

blessings, which correspond to the heavenly haurvatat and ameretat. As personal spirits, both

belonged, at least at this time, to the cult. Their manthra is joined with that of Asha, They

promise the priestly singers their reward, namely, steeds and camels
;
and next to endurance,

which is the gift of Ameretat, we have mention of the draona, that is to say, the sacrificial cake of

Haurvatat. Ameretat here fully occupies the place of Haoma, so that we might hazard the

conjecture that, in the cult' of the Gdthas, it was turned into the drink of deathlessness.
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Sraosha.

EvenSraosha, a word which several times is employed in its ordinary connotation of obedience,

occupies but a very modest place as a genius in the Gdthas. He is a messenger bct^Yeen tlie

terrestrial and the celestial worlds, is despatched by Mazda with Vohii Mano to his favourites,

distributes together with Ashi, the bestower of riches, blessings among men, leads the pious on to

the eternal domains of the beneficent Spirit along paths, which, starting from righteousness, cniidmd

to the scat, where is Mazda Ahura enthroned, and he is even called “the Way to Godh(*ad.'^

Sraosha seems to have been in the beginning only a clearly defined heavenly figure, and to hiivo

acquired only at a later period great importance as the representative of divine revelation.

Airema.

The Aryan god Aryaman, in the Veda the companion of Varuna and Mitra, retained his

place of honour also with the Zarathushtriaas. At least they recognise a genius in wlioni he is

concealed, Airema Ishyo, the desired friend. In one of the oldest prayers, which bears his nanu*,

the wish is expressed that he might come in order to delight the men and women of Zurathushtra

by his presence, to which is joined another prayer that Mazda may shower his blessings upon those

who deserve them through righteousness.

These are the higher beings who were obviously aclvnowle4ged in the most ancient

Zarathushtriaii doctrine and who were revered by the early order. Partly deities of an earlier epoch,

but afterwards substantially modified and reduced to harmony tvitli the principles of the new

teachings. Properly speaking they are none of them gods at all, with the single exception of

Mazda Ahura. Most of these figures are more personifications than persons
;
in fact are neither

more nor less than concepts appearing in the shape of divine beings whose real significance

was nevertheless perfectly clear. Here and there they occur as mere manifestations of the existence

of the supreme Deity, the effectuation of His spirit.

Some times two of them, as a rule the two that are pre-eminent, Vohu Mano and Asha, are

united to Mazda in an almost indissoluble Trinity. Asha’s will is in the moat complete accord with

Mazda’s, Later on this is said of all the seven Amesha Spentas. That early in this period the

seven were known as closely combined and elevated to higher rank than other Yazatas cannot be

proved. On the contrary Sraosha, Geush Tashan, Aryaman, but above all the first, are held in no
less esteem than, for instance, Haurvatat and Ameretat. And, however hostile the new preach-
ing was to the Dseva worship, that it had its roots in the elder faith, and that it *was a reforma-
tion of it, is evident from the harmony between Mazda Ahura and Varuna, and the conservation of

the older gods, after peculiar modifications, such as Aramati and Aryaman, and the ancient

prevailing beliefs, such as those in Asha and Ameretat, and from other circumstances to which we
shall refer further on.

One of the most important features of this reform is the tendency it shows to
Monotheism. Too little value has been hitherto attached to the fact that even the most exalted

celestial beings stand by no means on the same footing with Mazda. He alone is properly God,
of whose being created or born there is no mention anywhere, except in an heretical doctrine
promulgated centuries later. The rest of the spirits are all created or have come to birth. They
are the creatures or the progeny of Mazda, and by consequence distinct from him, not only in rank,
but in their very essence. As a matter of fact, as well as in actual practice, the system
of Sarathushtrian religion in its most ancient form known to us was monotheistic.
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ANCIENT HISTORY OF THE NELLORE DISTRICT.

BY V. VENKAYYA, M. A., KAI BAHADUR.

(Continuedfrom VoL XXXVJl.^ p, B57.)

The Feudatory Families.

This is the main thread of the history of the Nellore District until the close of the first quarter

of the 14th century A. D, Before continuing the narrative we must attempt a brief survey of the

various feudatory families that sprang into existence in the Nellore District on the first sign of

weakness of the imperial CJiolas. With the Velanandu chiefs who
The chiefs of Velantn^u.

Tsandav61u in the Guntur District-3 we are not

much concerned, though a few inscriptions of the family have been found in the extreme north of

Nellore. The family has already been mentioned incidentally in this paper more than once. It is

enough here to remark that though they belonged to the fourth or Sudra caste, they based their

claim to dominion on the services which they had rendered to the Eastern Chalukya king

Vimaladitya^i and to prince Vira-Ch6da,25 one of the viceroys of V^ngi during the reign of

Kuldttunga I. The last named king is also said to have adopted a Velanandu chief as his son.^^

Subsequently, the members of the family expanded their dominions and occupied a considerable

portion of the province of VShgi. Kulottufiga-RajAndra is the only chief represented in the

Nellore volume (0* 59, 0. CO, and D. 45). He was a feudatory of the Eastern Chalukya

Rajaraja II. in A. D. 1167-C8.

The Vaidnmbad.

The 0h61a king Parfintaka I. claims to have conquered the Vaidumbas. Several inscriptions of

this family have been found in the Ouddapah District.^^^ Members

of the Yaidumba family figure as feudatories of the Rushtrakuta

Krishna III. in his inscriptions found at Tirukkovalfir in the South Arcot District.28 Subsequently,

they appear to have transferred their allegiance to the Chdlas.^^ A few later Vaidumbas seem

to have held some authority in the south of Nellore, originally as 0h61a feudatories (G. 61,.

G. 88, N. 6 and S. 8). RajSndra-Chdla-Vaidumba-Mahriraja (S. 8) was evidently the feudatory

a Telugu-Ch6da chief, whose name is not preserved in full;

The family whose history is more complicated is that which, on a former occasion I styled

the Telugu-Chodas. The name does not seem to be inappropriate,
The Telagu-Ch64aa.

because these Chodas appear to have extended their dominions

over a considerable portion of the Telugu country. Almost all the known branches of the family

trace their origin to the mythical Gh51a king Karikala mentioned in Tamil literature. This fact

proves that Karikala and his achievements were well known in the Telugu country, if it cannot

be taken to show that his dominions extended thither. In support of this conclusion may be

adduced the existence of a Ch6la principality in the southern part of the Kurnool District in the

8th century A. D., the rulers of which claimed to be descended from Karikala and to be born

Ep, Ind», Vol. VI, p, 238.

^ Ibid,, Vol. lY, p. 34. YimaUditya gave them the tract of country round GndivSda.

IHd,, p. 36. T!ra-Ch&da is said to have given them the country between the ICri8hn& and Godfivar! rivers.

^ This was Ghoda, on whom was bestowed the country of Y#hgi containing sixteen thousand villages.

See my Annual Report on Epigraphy for 1905-06, Part II, para. 52.

« Ep. Ind„ Vol. VII, pp. 142—44. South-Ind. Inscrs,, Vol. Ill, pp. 106-7.

8® Annual Report on Epigraphy for 1899-1900, paragraphs 44—54,
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ia the Solar race and the Osyapa-f/S^ro.^^ The Chinese pilgrim Hiuen Tsiang, who travelled in

India in the 7th century A, D. refers to a Ohola kingdom in the
Hiaen Tsiang s Chn-li-ye.

locality.32 It has, therefore, to be concluded that more than

a century before the Chojas of the Tamil country became dominant in Southern India, there was

a Chola kingdom comprising the southern portion of Kurnool, and the northern part of Cuddapah.

With this principality and its history we are not at present concerned. Its existence has, however,

to be noticed, because the Chbdas with whom we have to deal must have had some connection with

the former.33 At any rate, they claim no relationship with the Chojas of Tanjore.®*

Of the Telugu-0h6das I noticed three branches in the Annual Report on Epigraphy for

1899-1900. One of them seems to have settled down in the modern Guntur District with Konidena

(the ancient Kotyadona) near Narasaraopet as its capital. Dasavarman, the earliest known
member of this branch claims to have conquered Pakaufuju and to have ruled at Pottapi^®, a name
which is associated with the surnames of a large number of Telugu-Ohoda chiefs. Kandukuru in

PSikanadu also seems to have been the capital at some time or other. The early history of these chiefs

is obscure and the circumstances which led to their acquiring dominion are nowhere set forth. But
towards the close of the reign of the Chalukya-Cliola emperor Kulottuhga I. some disturbances

hitherto unexplained appear to have taken place in the province of VShgi.^^^ The Cholas of the

Telugu country whom we found in possession of a kingdom in the 7th and 8tli centuries must have
sunk into comparative insignificance during the succeeding three centuries and were probably looking

for an opportunity to acquire dominion and reassert their power. The disturbance in Veiigl might ha\e
afforded them the requisite opportunity. The earliest®? inscription of the Teliigu-Chodas is dated in

TheTelUBn.Ch64asof Ko^ddena.
(D. 68). Next came Pottapi-Kamadeva Choda-Mahdraja^^ and

Karikala-Ohoda-Maharaja who were feudatories of Kulfittuhga I. and whose inscriptions have been
found at Tripurantakam in the Kurnool District.^® D. 48 and D. 49 introduce Ballichoda-Mabaruja
(or Ballibhiipalaka), sou of Kama, grandson of Veaka and great-grandson of Pottapi-Nimiii-
Oh64a.^i The dates of Ballich6da are Saka-Samvafc 1067 and 1088 corresponding to A. D, 1144-45

M See my Annual Eeport on Epigraphy for 1904-05, Part II, paras. 6 and 6.

This reference was first noticed by me in an article contributed to the Madras Christian ColUg& Magazine
for 1893 (Vol. XI, p. 284, note ) and pointed ont independently by Mr. V. A. Smith in hia Xarlv History of India
second edition, p. 417.

^

«» In his Tolnme Twnkur insoiiptioaa, KpijropMa Camoiico, Vol. 2II, p. 7. Mr. Hice refers to certainChain tsootds from the oooatry roond HfimlTati (in the Anantapnr Diettiofc) andNidneal. These he MKimia
to the middle of the 8th century A. D.

* J-nesene assigns

«* The «le ‘‘lor^f the dty of 0iaiy(lr”iB borne hy many of them and would slow that they
desoeat, not from the Chdias of Tanjore, but from the earUer Chd^e who hod their capital at Ujaiyilr.

^

M P^api is petlmps identical with Potapi near Tongootoor in the Pnllampet tOluk the Cnddanah District
see my Annual Report on Epigraphy for 1907-08, Pari 11, paragraph 79.

“uapan uistnot,

« J! f
viceroys ( Ep. Tad.. Vol. VI. p. 884 ) and the alleged adoption of a Volanfindu chiefas son hy Kulottonga I. are facts which are at present inexplicable on any other snpposition.

»» If the date assigned by the editors to P. 22 be oorreot. the history of the family would be carried to a s*illearlier pemd. The ms^ptions of this branch as well as the Telugu records of the southern branch opon ^itha Sanskpt psissage, the first words of wbioh ate sburo^^sordra^to-vfiiata-vildcTiatia.

» Perhaps Hiis is thesame as theCheSaballayaoha^a on p. 18 of tbeAnnaal Esport on Epigraphy for 1890-1060.W Perhaps identioal with KSma who married ^riyfiaSvt and whose date is Saka-Saibvat 1059 ( iUd.).« Annual Esport on Epigraphy for 1903-0S, Part 11, paragraph 54
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and 1105-66.^3 Ballichocla does not acknowledge the overlordship ol the reigning Eastern

Chalakya kings Kulottiiiiga II. and Rajaraja II. But another Telagu-Choda chief who was
a contemporary of Ballichoda, viz, Tribhiivanamallad^va-Olioda maharaja was actually an Eastern

Chaliikya feudatory in A. D. 1147-48 (0. 142). He probably bnilt the K^sava temple at Konideiia.

In A. D. 1152-53 (0. 19) ho seems to have been a semi-independent ruler of Kammanandu.^3 in

A. D. 1226-27 Mallid^va-Chodamahriraja^^ of the same family appears to have been governing

Kammanrmdu (0. 17). D. 28 dated in A. D. 1254-55 introduces Harid^va^s.Ohodamahriraja who

might have been a Kakatiya feudatory. On the same day***^ Gangayasdhani, another Kdkatiya

feudatory, already known from the Tripurantakam inscriptions, made a grant at the same village,

viz, Gaugavaram in the Darai division (0, 25)>5 [Sihgajyadeva Gadideva Choda-Mahuraja, who

was a feudatory of Eudramaharaja and for whose merit a grant was made in A. D. 1267-68 (D. 24

must also have belonged to the Telugu-Ohoda family, though it does not appear how he was

connected with the other members who have been already mentioned.

Another branch of the Telugu-Chodas is represented by the inscriptions of the southern

talnks of the Nellore District. The capital of this family appeals
The Telugu-0h6daa of Nellore.

, , v ,, mi n- i ,

to liave been Nellore. They were, accordingly, more in touch with

the Choi a kings whom they generally acknowledged as their overlords. Some of these cliiets

appear to have carried their arms as far south as Conjeeveram. In the temples of Conjeeveram a^

w'Ldl as in the North Arcot and Cluugleput districts, a large number of inscriptions of this branch,

have been found. One of its members was also a patron of Teliign literature.

The earliest members of this branch were MadhurAntaka Pottapi-Chola and Tiluhga-Vidya.'^o

Of the former it is said that he acquired the name Madhurantaka by conquering Madura and

Pottapi-0h61a by founding in the Andhra country the town of Pottapi, Tilunga-Vidya is reported

to have erected a pillar of victory with a figure of Garuda at the top at a place called Ujyapuri.'’^^

The time when these two flourished is not known. But as the latter is said to have been born in

the race of the other, the interval of time between the two must be considerable. The first five

kings of the family®^ mentioned in inscriptions from the Tamil country are not represented in the

*2 0. 92 dated in Saka-Sarbvat 1079=:A. D. H56-57 mentions six grenerations, viz. RAjamah^ndra-Potapi-Clio^a ;

his father SCiraparAju ; his father Nanni-Choda ;
his father Ka[ntra] Vahkya; his father BailerAju; and his father

ChAgi-Yahkana of the Solar raoe. There is nothing in the inscription to show that these chiefs enjoyed any

dominion. They might have been private individuals who boasted of some remote connection with the Telugu-

Chodas. If this be the case, the origin of the Telugu-Ohoda' family is carried to a period anterior to the oldest

liitherto discovered record of the family. D. 38 dated iu A D. 1163-37 records a gift for the merit of the

MahdmandaUhara PamttadAva-Ch61amahAr.Aju, who might be a local chief, though it is doubtful if he had any-

thing to do with the family of which we are now speaking.

43 See also the Anniial Report on Epigraphy for 1899-1900, para. 47. The name of the chief is not preserved in

full in 0. 19, as the stone seems to be built into a tank-bund. 0. 120 also belongs to the Telugu-Oh6da family.

But as it is very badly damaged, neither the king’s name nor the Saka date is certain.

44 Chodad^va-ChodamahArAja and his brothers MahddvarAju and ChikkirAjn are mentioned in EE. 22 dated

in A. D. 1236-37.

45 A close examination of the impression makes me think that the reading Qha^iMva is not unlikely.

4G iphe details of date are the same in D. 28 and D. 25.

47 Annual Re-port on Epigraphy for 1905-03, Part II, paragraph 44.

48 A later KAkatiya feudatory was Ohodamalid^va-MaharAju, who, in A. D. 1291-92, made a grant for the merit of

PratAparndra (D. 6). To judge from the name he might have been a Telugu-Choda. Other inscriptions which

may be assigned to the Telugu-Ohoda family on the same ground are 0. 66, which mentions the Mahdma^flaUsiam

Mallid^va-0h6d.amahArAja ;
0. 117, where the king’s name is only partially preserved ; O. 91, dated during the reign

of JagaCdobbajgandaUjvala-Chdda-BaQjlaya-OhfjdamahArAju ; and 0, 125, where the king’s name cannot be made

out in full from the impression. As late as the 15th century A. D. there was a chief who boasted of having

obtained dominion through the favour of KarikAla-0h6da ( 0. 148 ).

48 The details which follow are taken from Dr. Liiders’ paper in the Rpigraphia Ii-idica, Yol. VII.

58 Dr. Liiders identifies this place with tTjlpuram or XJjjapuram, 18 miles east-south-east of EollAgAl in the

Coimbatore District, There is, however, a place now known as XJtsfir in the Sfilfirpet Division of the Nellore Dis-

trict. The village is called Uohchiyfir in a Tamil inscription found at the place (S. 19).

« Members of the Telugu-Chfida family who were contemporaries of the Chdla kings Vikrama-Ch6la and Kul6-

ttunga II. are mentioned in inscriptions from Nandalfir in the Cuddapah District
j see my Annual Ee^orf on

Epigraphy for 1907-8, Part II, paragraph 78.
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Nellore volume. These are Siildhi, his younger brother Betta I. and tlie latter’s sons, DaYabhinm,

Nallaslddhi, and Erasiddhi. Of these, Nallasiddhi is said to have taken Kanchi. n there be any

truth in this, it may be that the event took place prior to the reign of the Chola king Kulcttnhga

111.53 The capture of Kunchi and the victorious entry into the city mentioned in soim* of th.;

inscriptions of ICulottuiiga IIL,53 may, in that event, refer to his rccoveiing it from Nallasiddlii or

from his successor.

The earliest inscription of the branch in the volume before us Is dated during tlie reign of the

(JhOla king Kulottuiiga III. (N. 40) and in Saka-Samvat 1112 corresponding to A. D. 118*J-0U.

It records a gift to a temple at Nellur alias Vikramasimhapurum by a chief who is called Siddhi ni

the Sanskrit portion and whose name is not fally preserved in tlic Tamil portion. Perhaps he wiw

called Madurantaka-Pottapichbla-Manmasiddha.sii No records of Bcfcta 11. , who is said to ha\<*

resigned the kingdom m favour of his younger brothciS^ are found in Nellore. Tammusiddlii (KV,

ii9, N. 72, and N. 75) is represented as a feudatory of Kuldttnnsja III. in an inscription of Jiis 2dlli

year= A. D. 1208-04 (N. 72). Here the former is called M. P. alius Tauimusiddbi. His records

have been found at Conjeeveram, Tiruvorriyur and Timppasur m the Chlnglejmt District and

TirnvMaiigadu in the North xArcot District. From the Conjeever«am inscription we learn that he was

the son of GandagQpjila (which was evidently another name of E'‘asiddhi) by l^ridcvi and younger

brother of ManTnasiddliiSy and that ho “ performed his anointment to universal sovereignty in tin*

town of Nellur.”57 IJis dates found in the Tamil country range from Saka-Sarri\ at 1127 to

1129 = A, D. 1205-0 G to 1207-08. Then came M. P. alias Nallasiddhara^a who was probably

ruling at Nellore ( N. 85 ).5^ Ho seems to have been a feudatory ot Kulottnuga III. Irom the 27tli

to o5th year of his reign (Q. 34, N. 67 and A. 18) and had a son narniid Pettarasa55> or Bettarasa

(G. 76). M. P. Pettarasa mentioned in N. Ill with the date xA. D. 1218-4 has probably to b.*

identified with this Pettarasa, It is not unlikely that his father Nallasiddharasa is the same as the

Bhujabalavtra-Nallasiddauadcva-ChGdamaharflja ( R. 86 ), Bha]abala[vira]-Nallasulilauade\a-Cliud:i-

maharSja ( G. I ) and Vira-Nallaslddanadeva-Ghodamaharaja (KV. 13 ).^'0 The last boasts of having

levied tribute from (the ruler of) Kanchi. The relationship, if any, which this Nallasidilha^i bur** to

Tamransiddhi, is not explained. As the former appears to have been a contemporary of Kulottunga

III. from his 27th to 35th year, it is clear that he must have come after Tammii.siddhi.^'*^ 'I’lie

contemporary of Rljariija HI. was apparently M. P. alias Erasiddha^^*"* (R. SS, V. 10, and G. 59; or

ca Marunasiddhi and Tammusiddhi, soua of BrasidJhi, wore feudatories of Kulofctun*,^ III. at> \v ill bo ponito«I out
in the next paragraph.

See my Annual Be;pori on IJpigraphy for lOOi-S, Part H, paragraph 19.

04 la a TaujLil fragment found in the town of Nellore (N. 82} montion is made of [ Maduriljntalca-PoUap' pi-

CholJa aUas Manumasit [tarasar]

.

55 JSp. Iind., Vol, Yir, p. 122.

6C Prom KY. 39 the editors of the Nellore volume ha*ve made out that Nallasiddhi was the cider brothor of
Tarainusiddhi. Other inscriptions of the family hitherto known mention two elder brothers of Tammusicldhi, vtz.

Manmaaiddhi and Betta II. of whom the latter did not reign. The impression of KV. 39 found m the collection
mad© over to me by Mr. Lutterworth is indistiuot at the end of line 15 where the editors road tatr-u^in-NaUa^^ and
I am therefore unable to deoida if this is the oorreot reading or if it has to be tatr^^Ststn-Manmafi,

57 Jhid., p. 155.

58 phe inscription is mutils^ted and the date is lost.

59 a. 83, dated during the 36th year of Tribhuvanaviradeva, i, e. Kulottunga HI. mentions Siddarasa. son i.f

Peddaras^, who probably belonged to the N^ga family (see below). Siddaraaa’s elder sister is said to have married
M. P. Manmasiddharasa.

60 lij. this jlnsoription, two sons of his seem to be mentioned, viz, Manmasiddha and [A]ttiga.

KB. 2.6, which professes to be dated in Saka-Samvat 1180, the cyclic year Kalayukta, mentions NellCiri-
N alasiddiraju, who invaded Yarjagaddapfidu in connection with the grazing of cattle . The same story is elsewhere
told of SiddirSju of Nellore who is said to have fought against the combined troops of KStamar&ju of Yarragadda and
of the padmanSyaka who was ruling PahiM.

’ — .

.

«2 The provisional genealogy given on p. 18 of my Annual Report for 1899-1900 seems now to be confirmed by
records of the family founjd at Nandaldr in the Cuddapah District

; see my AnnualBeport on Epigraphy for 1907-8
Part II, paragraph 74. In the former, Dayabhlma, son of Betta L, appears to have been called after his grandfather
who would in that case be identical with No. (1) Dfiyabhlma of the Nandaldr inscription.

This Erasiddha must be different from and later than his namesake who was the father of Tammusiddhi.
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Bhujabalavira-Erasid(iaiiadS7a-Ch6datnaharaja, who boasts of liaviog levied tribute from the ruler of

Kanchi ( A. 38 ). He is also mentioned in R. 37, V. 7, and G. 58.®^

The next chief whom we have to consider is Tirukalatid^va who seems to have been a feudatory

of Kulottunga III, He figures first in a record of the [3] 1st year of Kulottunga III. where he is

called M. P. alias Tirukkalattideva (N, 101), The same name occurs in R. 66, dated in the

3 7th year of Kulottunga-OholadSva. He is also called Chola-Tikka-nripati and Chola-Tirukalattideva

( R. 8 ), son of Manumasittarasar^s ^nd Bhujabalavira-Tikakalad^va-OhbdamahAraja (R. 47).

KR. 29, which is dated in Saka-Satiivat 1137, the Sukla samvatsara apparently belongs to him.

Here he is called TirukrdtidSva-Ohoda-Mah^raja, Gandagopala-Tirukalad^va ( or M. P. Ganda-

g6p^la Tiru[kk^lat]tid8van),®« whose dates range from Baka-Saihvafc 1150 (KV. 38) to 1153

(
R. 65 ), appears to be different from the abovementioned chief. He was a feudatory of the Chola

king Rajaraja HI, ( S. 12 and G. 60 ). KV. 45 probably belongs to his reign .67 Prom the Telugu

NiruachandUarardnidijanamu we know that Tikka-nripati (or Ohoda-Tikka), son of Manmasiddha,

defeated Karnataka Som^sa ( i, e, the Hoysaja king Vira-SomSsvara), Sambuvaraya and other

enemies, established the Chola king on his throne and in consequence assumed the title Chdla-

sthdpandchdnja. Though we canuot be quite sure at present how many chiefs there were who bore

the name Ohola-Tikka or Tirukkalattideva (or if there was only one who reigned a pretty long time

at Conjee v'eram and who slightly altered his name during the later portion of his life) we have to

identify the Tikka-nripati of the Hiirmchanottarardmdijanamu with the Chdla-Tikka-nripati, son of

Manumasittarasar, mentioned above. R. 39 which seems to be dated in A. D. 1243-44 mentions the

MahdmandaUsvara M. P, [^alias'] Tilakanarayana [Manujmasittarasan.

Next came Allu Tirukalatid^va-Maharaja who was ruling at Kanchi and who had a maternal

uncle (or father-in-law) called Tirukiladeva-Mah^raja (A. 7). The prefix allu was evidently added

to the former to distinguish him from his uncle. G. 77 dated in the 3rd year of Alluntirukk^lat-

tid^var alias Gandagoplla-Maharaja may belong to him. His dates range from Saka-Samvat 1166

( KV. 25 ) to 1174 (U. 48 ) in the latter of which he his called Tikayad^va-Mah^raja and figures

as a feudatory of Virarajeadra-OhSda-chakravartin. He had a younger brother named VijayMitya-

d8va63-Ch6damahdraja (R. 20).®® KG. 11 where the king’s name is only partially preserved^® and

Nallur in Pdkanc^^u is mentioned as the capital, may also belong to him.^i

{To be continued*)

In A. 45 an officer of a certain jfirasidir§.in is mentioned.
es KV. 40, whicli is -andated, mentions the MahStrmndaUivara Jagadobbaganija Kfimayadeva-Mahar^ja and

ManmaBi[dda]deva-Ch6damahSr4ja.
66 There is an inscription in Tamil of GandagOp^la in the AruUla-Periimfll, temple at Little Oonjeeveram. The

date is A. D. 1233 and he is called M. P. Maqumasittara^au Tirukkdlattid&vaij alias Gandag6pfi,la (No. 37 of 1893 ).

This name shows that he was the son of Manumasittarasaij and therefore he might be identical with the Gh61a

Timkfilattiddra mentioned above. A Sanskrit inscription in Kanarese characters of Obdla-Tikka is also found in

the same temple. It is dated in Saka-Samvat 1156 ( No. 34 of 1893 ) corresponding to A. D. 1233-4. Though the

names are different, it is not altogether improbable that these tv70 inscriptions belong to the same king who might

be identical with the Ch6la-Tikka of the Telngn Nirvachan6ttarar6i,m0i,yaTi)>amu,

N 51 which is a Tamil fragment mentions Pottappiohchola Gan^ag6pd[la]

.

It is not known when Vijay&ditya of 0. 57 flourished or to what dynasty he belonged. In G. 98 the editors

have read the king’s name as Vijayad^va. An examination of the impression leads me to suspect that, in the

original, the stones on this part of the temple wall may be out of order.
6® A. 55, dated in {^aka-Samvat 1212, the cyclic year Vikxitx =: A. D. 1290-91 belongs to the reign of Manuma-

gandag6pMad5va-MahArSja, son of VijayAdityad^va-Mah&rilja. There is, however, nothing to show that the former

was a Telugu-Ohdda, though his name was borne by a chief of that family. It is also possible that Manumagan^-
g6p4la was not the son of VijaylldityadSva-MahdrSja, but that the unnamed son of the latter made a gift during

the reign of the former.
TO The second portion of the inscription records a gift by a chief whose name seems to be different from that of

the donor in the first portion.

No. 43 of 1893, where he is called Tribhuvanaohakravartin ^ri-Alluntikkamahdrija Gandag6pdlad§va,

No. 649 of 1904 (Bdmagiri) and No. 201 of 1903 (K&lahasti) may also belong to him. In the second he is called

Tribhuvanaohakravartin Sri-Alluntikkarail5au alias Gan^agOpaia and in the third Tribhuvanaohakravartin Sn-

Alluntirukk&lad#ya dUaa Qandag6p&la.



ARIYUR PLATES OF VIRUPAKSHA. SAKA SAMVAT 1312.

BY T. A. GOPINATHA BAG, M.A.

Supermtendent of Archceologp^ Travnncore Stale,

While editing tlae papex’ on tlie SoraikkAvtir Plates of the Vijayanagara king Virtl-

pAksha in Epigraphia Indica^ Yol. VIII, I happened to show a transcript of the inscription to

the late Mr. S. M. Na^sa Sastri, B.A., who, struck by tho identity of the introduction of thus

record with another of which he had a transcript, placed that transcript at my disposal

I now edit the inscription from the transcript kindly lent to me by him. lie adde^l that tho

plates were discovered by* one Saiikara Sastri of Ariyilr, while digging in a portion of his house

for a foundation. The plates were made over to Mr. Natesa Sastri, who did not remember

what he did with them, but thought he might have sent them to Dr. Fleet.

The set must have contained at least three plates engraved oii both sides. Tliey arc each

marked on the left corner of the first side with the Tamil numerals one and two. The inscrip-

tion does not end with these two plates and hence the surmise that thei'e must bo at least one

more plate now missing.

The language of the inscription is partly Sanskrit and partly TamiL The first part

is in the former language, and the second m the latter, and both of them are written >n tho
Crrantha alphabet. There are here and there Tamil letters employed, which will be noticed in

the foot-notes added to the text of the inscription. The Sanskrit portion contains verses which

are word for word almost identical with the verses in the introduction of the Sot*aikkavur plates.

Here also the genealogy begins with Sangama whose* wife was KAnaAkshi; his son was
Bukka; and his sou Harihara (II.). This Hariliara married MallAdAvi, the grand-daughter
(pautri) of RAmadAva. To them was born VirtlpAksha, who is described as having conquered
Kuntala,Tuii(Jira, OhAla, and PAndya countries. He is said to have weighed himself against

gold in the presence of (god) RamaaHba and made gifts of a thousand cows. He is called

mdrgasthdpandchdrya. He re-gilded (the central shrine of the temple at) Srirahgam and the

golden hall (at Ohidambaram). The plates further add that the prince Virupiiksha conquered
also Siihhaladvlpa (Ceylon)

;
this last fact is mentioned in tlie Alampuirli plates, but not m

the Soraikkavur ones. He is compared to the celestial halpalca-rrihsha in giving presents to

those depending upon him.

The record is dated in the Saka year 1312, expressed by the chronogram rdjijaMgliyc, This
corresponds, according to the inscription, to the Cyclic year Pra[m6duta]. The name of the
month in which the record is dated is lost, but H is one of the months of the chdturmdsya vrila

beginning with the mouth SrAvana. The gift in made on a Sunday, tho eleventh iitJd of the
bright half of that month. The immediate object of the grant is the gift of the village of
Ariytlr, said to be situated in the KalavA nivrit belonging to the Paduvur-kottam of the Jayii-
chola province (Jayaugonda-solamaudalam), to learned and famous Brahmanas of good family,
under the name of YirapAkshapura. Following these statements are the* usual four impre-
catory verses ;

and at the end we find that the document was drawn up by Vi&vanAtba by the
command of the king Yirupaksha. From the fact that the Sanskrit portions of the Soraikkavur
and the Ariyur plates are almost identical, we can well infer that VisvanAtha must also be the
composer of the SoraikkAvfir plate grant.

1 said to have beea the grandson through hie daughter, of ESmadfeva.whom Mr. V. Venkayya identified with the Ttdaya king E&maehandra of DSyagiri. But Mr B Sewell m a not.
oontributed to this Jonmaa ( ante, Tol. XXXIV, p. 19), disagreed with Mr. Venkayya in his opinion about tL
ideufaiy of ESmadi^a erf the itampflp^i pant with the TWava king Eftmaohaudra and! in oonoluston, dismissed tti
view that though MaJUdSn might have been of the raoe, she was not the daughter of king ESma, if B4ma is to be
identified wia B&maohaudra of Dfivagiri. About this point, see my remarks and those of Dr. Hultzsoh, in mv
paper on the Soraikk&vAr plates in Bp. Jnd., Vol. VIII, p. 299.

^
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Tile second part deals exclusively with the division of the shares in the village granted.

The inscription informs us that the village was divided into 32 shares and the following table

gives at a glance the names of the donees, their goiras, suiras and vedas, and the shares of each
in the division :

—

No. Names cy£ the donpos.
Vedas of which
they arc students Gfitras. Sttras.

1

1

Number of
shares.

1 2
1

2 Kayamanikkabhatta • •• • Dvivedi Yriddhah-
gtras.

Kansika ... 2

3 Rachaya ... ... • • • Do. K^syapa ... Asvalayana. 1

4 Kuppanna ... ... Kapa Do. 1

5 Peddibbafta ... YaJurvSda... Bharadviija. Apastambba, 1

G Svayampaki Girippaiina Dikshita

.

RigvSda ... Visvamitra... Asvalayana... 1

7 Kodu Dcvanathayya ... YajurvSda .. Harita Apastambba. 1

8 Vainadoyabhafta ... • •• ... Do. Kanndmya,., Do. ... i

9 Sriramganatha ... • •• ... Do. Samkpiti ... Do.

10 Mallappa ... Siikla Yajur-
veda.

Kansika Katyayana ... i

11

12

Mallinatha Partita ««• Yajurveda,,,

Do.

K%apa ...

Do.

Apastambba.

!Do*

1

1

13 Lakkanahgal • • • ... Do. Visvdmitra. Asvalayana, 1

14 Vishnubhatta • •• ... Rigveda ... Srivatsa ... Do. ... 1

15 PLesavabhatta . • • ... • • • Do. Visvdmitra... Do. ... 1

16 NagabbadSvabbatla ••• Saunab h a r-

gava.

Do. ...

A

1

17 Srikrisbnabhatta ••• ... • •«> Yajurv6da... Naddhrnva
Kasyapa.

Apastambba. 1

18 Devar^jabbatta ... ... Do. ... Yatsa ... Do. 1

19 Srikrisbnabbatfa . .

,

Do. Kaundinya... Do. ... 1

20 Virar&gbavabbatta ••• ... YajnrvMa... Kaundinya... Do. 1

21 Sudar^ana ... Do. Atr^ya IDo* ... 1

22 Eduttuvamudiyar (?) ••• • •• Do. Bbaradv§.ja. Do. ... 1

23

24

Bbava . • • bbatta ... • • m Do.

Do.
.«.|

Porukritsa...

Do. ...

Bodhayana,..

Do.

1

*.

.

3 The details about this name, &o., are lost.
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Text.®

First Plate; First Side.

1. 1 I SnbTiaiii = astu [ H"] Avignam = astn [ 1|*].

2. 6mkar - aihluna - daiiishtraya sa -

3. kal - amnaya - ghoskine I adya -

4. y = astu naraas = tasmai Varahaya makau -

6. jase I [ I*] = Adkara - saktim = amkkodki —

6. mekkaldrh ratna - garkkinim I Kara - murttim

7. HarA^ kant^m Bkutadkatrlm = upasma -

8. k6
II
Asit Sbm - anvay - 6fctam -

0. sail Kamakski - Samgam = atmajali
\
Ba -

10. kka - bkupa iti khyato raja. Ragku -

11. r = iv = aparah
1 [ i*] Tasya kkuc = tanayas - h'lman

12. rrija Harikar^svarah'^ \ Yask = skocla

-

13. sa makadana -sukrit - amrifca - sagarak \ [l*]

14. sa pautryam Raruadevasya Malla -

15. dSvyam makasayam 1(0 Virupakska -

16. niakl [palam lakdka]vaii = atma sambkavah*’ I [ l^]

17. Sa Kuutal - 5ndus = Tundlra - Ckola —

18. Pa^dya - kskittsvarak \ sanuidhau -

19. RainianSfckasya tulam = ^rudkaya -

20. n = dkanaih
j|
sa go - sakasra-d5

21. veda-marg [g*] a - stkapana-tatparak l( I ) Srt -

22. raiiiga-KaSclianasabka yatkil puraraa -

23. bkasayat® Srikriskna-ksk^tra niskpanna — ^

24. visva-ckakra-makaddkvarali |(l

)

brakmandadl

-

25. na santuskta samasfca dvija-mandalak l[l Sirh -

2G. kala-dvlpa yinyasta-prasasta jaya -

27. laTija (cka)iiak I asrit = umara-vrikskG sau -

28. srlman-Virupa-kkupatik® '[l*] Rajyasl^

First Plate; Second Side.

29. [gky^ ] sakasy = ^bd^ Pra[inoda-SaTh’*'"].

30. yatsare

31. purv = asmin pakska !fikMasi-ti -

32. than | Ck^fcur-xnm^syG Bkaiiu-var6

33. puny = asmin samayS-prabkak
||
Jaya -

34. ck61esku Paduvur-k6tte Ka -

35. layai nlvriti Ariyiir(r) = id(h)aia gramam

3 From the transcript of the late Mr. 9. M. Nat^a S&stri, B.A.
* Asii rdjdttdhirajf^ = sya ^trd Marihar^Umrah, I , in the Soraikkflvfir plates.
3 Bead samhhavam. e BriraThga-hMchoimsabM-pmarudbhdsana kahamah, in the Soraikk&vAr plates
’ Lines 1 to 23 are identical with the SoraikkA'v^r plates,

* The passage beginning from MJcrishna'^ np to IMjgaiih is not found in the Soraikk^vAr plates.
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36, Yiriipakshapur = akhya
||
Sakam va -

87, shna sabhagabhyS dvafcrimsad = vritti sa -

38. mmibam
|
prMat prasasta gotre -

39. bhyo brahmauSbbyd yaso dhana

40. sarva-manyatayS sayyo dhara -

41
«

purvam
j]
tayAsfcbira dra varddhatAm = agralia -

42. r6=yam‘aohandra-ravi"tarakam I Daaa-pa -

4!3. lana tayorm = maddbye d^nat sreyo *-

44. nupalanam danat svarg[g^]ain ;= a-vapnd -

45. ti palanad =: achyufcam padam
[|
fikai -*

46. va bhagint loke sarvesbam =: eva

47. bbubbujat J
nabbojya nakaragrabyd

48. pradattA vasundbarS
|
svadattam. paradatta[m’^]

49. va yd barefca vasundbar^m
|
sbasbti

50. varaba sabasrdni visbtbayd[m] jSyatd -

51. krimi
|
Sdmdnyoyara dbarmma Sdtu nri -

52# panSm kald kSle pala -

58,

nlyd bbavatbbih sarvAa = dfcdn bbavi -

54. na partthivendrdn bbuyd bbdyd

55. ydobatd RSmabbadra^
|
Vidusha Visva =

56. ndijbdna Virdpdksba nripdjSay^

57. tattam = aay = agrabSrasya , « . • na-nyamam

Second Plate; First Side,

58. 2 I
Bbagbanam

|
Br^bmandndm gotra

59. namani
Q
Yibbdgam!!•••,.«

60. bbAgam
|

. . vriddb = Smgtrasa g6 -

61. tratta Kaasika sutra dvivedi Kdya -

62. ®indaikka-bbatta-dlksbifcarka^® vritti
1 2 |

Ka -

63. syapa-gdtrattu Asvaldyana-sutra -

64. fcfcu dyivddi Iracbcbayarkii^i vritti
!|
1 1|

65. Ka[sya*]pa gotrattu Asvalayana-sutratta

66. Kuppanuamikku^2 vritti
||

1
||
Bharadvaja go -

67. tratta Apastamba sutrattu Yaja[r]yddi -

68. ddi-bbattarka^^ vritti
||
1

||
Vi^vamitra gotra -

69. ttu AsvaUyana sdtrattu RigvSdi sva —
70. yampaki Girippanar-diksbitarka^s vritti III.

71. Harita gotratta Apastampa —
72. sutrattu YajarvMi Kodu^Mdvanata -*

78. yanukka(kku)i7vrLtti
||
1 I

Ko^dinya go -

9 The letter md is TamiJ.
10 The letters rfea is Tamil in this and the following instances (14), (16), (22) and (25) to (32), (34)

.

11 The word Jr6iCTichayarlcu is entirely in Tamil oharaoters. i® The word Kw^'gat},ar^uk'ku is also Tamil-

1® The letter n^e is Tamil, lo The letters are Tamil, it The letters nukkuikhu) is Tamil.
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74, trattu Apastampa sutrattii Yajurvedi

75, Vainad6ya-bhattaniikkui8 vyitti
||
1

1|
Sam —

76, kriti gOtrattu Apastamba sutratfcu

77, Yajurvedi Sriraihganathanukkni® Yritti J ^ ||

78, Kausika-gotrattu Kafcyanana -

79, sutratfcu aukla-Yajurvedi Mallappanukku^® vri -

80, tti
II I II

Kasyapa-gofcrattu Asvala -

81, yana-sOfcrattu Janclie Daivauanu(kktt)

82, kku^i vritfci
|| | ||

Kasyapa-g6fcrattu A-
83, pastamba sutrattu Yajurv6di Mallina -

84* tha-PaQditarku22 vritti
||
1

1|
Kasyapa g6 —

85. trattu Apastamba s0.fcrafctu Yajurvedi -

Second Plate ; Seoond Side.

86. • . • nukku(kku)23 vritti
J 1 J

VisTami —

87. tragOfcratfcu AsvalSyana —

88. sdtratfcu YajurvSdi Lakkanauga -

89. lukku24 Trifcfci
|| 1 ||

Srivatsa-gdfcrattu

90. Asvalayana-sutrattu Iligvddi Vishnu —
91. bhatfcarku^® vritti

|] 1 ||
Visv^tnitra g6tra

92. tfcu Aivalayana-sOtrafctu Rigv6di Ke —

98,

sava bhattai’ku2« vyifcti
|| 1 ||8auna-bhdrggava -

94. gOtrattu Asvalayana-sutrattu Nd -

95. kabha (?) d^va-bhatta-”ka37 vritfci J 1 | Naddhruvaclia (?) K:1 -
96. syapa-gdfcrattu Apastamba sutrattu

97. YajurvMi srl-Krlshiia-bhattarkuSs vritti
j) 1

fj
Va. -

98. tsa-g6trattu Apa[stamba’^] sutrattu YajurvS -

99. di-Ddvaraja-bhattanu(r)kku2® vritfci
|| 1 |

Kau -

100. ndinya-gOtrattu Apastamba sOtrattu -

101. YajurvSdi srl-Krisbua-bbattarkuSo vritti
0 1 [|

102. K.auiadiiia-gdtTattu Apastainba*sii •-

103. trattu YajurvSdi Virardgbava^bbatta •—

104. rku” vritti 1 1 | Itreya-gStrattu A -

105. pastamba-sOtrattn Yajurvedi Suda -
106. [rsa]na-bliattarku3a vritti

j 1 1 BhSradvSja go -

107. trattu Apastamba-aOtrattn YajurrSdi

108. Eduttnvamudiyarku (?)3S vfitti
[ 1 |

P6 -
109. rdkritsa-gdtrattu BMh6yaiia -•

110. afltrattu TajurvOdi Bhava . . . bLatJa -
111. rku« vritti

| 1 | P6rukritsa-g6 -

w The letters »ui4» are Tamil in this and in the followinr cases >-(19) (m mL ^“ The letters are in Tamil. an Th, Wf i
‘

^
^

AS The unintellieible name muttwaumdiyathu, is ia Tama. •
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO PANJABI LEXICOGRAPHY.

SERIES I.

Industrial Teehniealities.

BY H. A. BOSE, I.C.S.

(^Continued /romp. STl.")

Don^i : a boat whose bow makes an angle of 30® and stern one of 60° with the water. Mono
W ood Manufactures, p. 17.

Borassa : an alloy of gold. Cf. ddkara.

Bori; a jewel string. Cf. Hind, dori, Platts, p. 568. Mono ; Silk Industry, p. 20.

Bosdti ; a cloth with double threads in both warp and woof. Mono : Cotton Manufactures,

p. 7.

DrtLii: a cradle used in gold washing. C£. Kawa. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 2.

DrfiLnwftla: gold dust
;
Rawalpindi. Cf. gori. Mono: Gold and Silver Work, p. 4.

Bugga : a variety of boat. Mono : Wood Manufactures, p. 17.

Dugu ; a bangle. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 36.

Dukan : a loom. Mono : Carpet-making, p. 12.

Dukhi ;
a Bokhfiran silk used in embroidery. Mono: Silk Industry, p. 15.

D'fi.la : a washer for gold, usually a Kahar by caste. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 2.

Dulara ; a neck ornament, Cf. dholard.

Bumchl: crupper. Cf. sdkht Mono: Leather Industry, p. 24.

DuudktX: a basket. Mono: Fibrous Manufactures, p, 18.

‘ Durmarah ; a neck ornament
;
Gujr^iiwala. Cf. dharamra. .

Dutd.ra: a Bengali silk. Cf. ekidra, Idnit mahtul and kattar. Mono: Silk Industry, p. 15.

Butli ; the turner’s tool used for smoothing tusks. Mono : Ivory-carving, p. 11.

BuwM z&man; a secondary stirrup leather. Mono: Leather Industry, p. 33.

Ekt&ra : a Bengali silk. Cf. dut&ra,

Ekwai: a two-pointed anvil. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 18.

Bra: iypha angustijolia; the bulrush, Gurdaspur, Cf. dibihunder, lidtk. Mono: Fibrous

Manufactures, App. I, p. i.

Eri : the silk yielded by the castor-oil silkworm, attams ricini. Mono r Silver Industry, p, 1,

Bath ckand : a head ornament. Mono: Gold and Silver Work, p. 32.

Birilza: turquoise blue: (? adj.), cf. ‘ tui-quoise,’ Platts, p. 785. Mono: Woollen

Manufactures, p. 10.

Qainjan: a small, sharp sTseel instrument. Mono: Leather Industry, p. 22.

Gaira: a bundle. Cf. Hind, gahrd, Platts, p. 932. Mono: Wood Manufactures, p- 4.

GalfLna: a head ornament. Ci.jdl. Mono: Gold and Silver Work, p. 32.

GaugSL-jamnl : a pattern consisting of plated rings in brass, Cf. Platts, p. 919. Mono:

Brass and Copper Ware, p, 3.

Ganni : oreoseris lanuginosa, from the woolly growth under whose leaves tinder is made.

Mono : Fibrous Manufactures, p. 5.
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GAnwart; a skia taken off by the village sweeper or chamdr, 0pp. to qassubu Mono:
Leather Industry, p. 17.

GarAi: a percentage on the value oE a made article o£ jewellery. Mono: Gold and Silver

Work, p. IG.

Garbl (garvi) pattl : a kind o£ cloth oE cotton and wool mixed. Mono : Woollen Manufacture.'?

,

p. 8.

Garbi : a rug o£ a mixed cotton and woollen fabric exported from Multan to Sindh, Moiu>
‘

Carpet-making, p. 8.

GArdah (gulbarra) : a plain or striped silk. Mono: Silk Industry, p, 10,

GAru : a kind of bamboo (arundinaria fahata). Mono : Fibrous ManuEactures, p, 4,

Gaung: a necklace. Mono: Gold and Silver Work, p. 3G.

Gausa : a strip of old leather let into a shoe. Mono : Leather Industry, p, 28.

Gazi: a mould Eor making hooks. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 10.

Ghambail ; a wide hole made in the ground wherein a potter deposits prepared clay as stock.

Of. bhord. Mono: Pottery and Glass Industries, p. 3.

GhamsAn : a hhea (blanket). Mono : Cotton Manufactures, p. 5.

GhAr : a synonym for rambi (an iron scrape knife)
;
Kullu. Mono : Leather Industry, p. 21.

Gharoli ; a zinc bracelet. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 35,

GharrA: a sort of hammered brassware. Of. sah'd. Mono : Brass and Copperware/*!). 3.

Ghaawattl ; touchstone. Cf. haswattt. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 19,

GhAt : a kind of silver
;
Jhelum, Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 5,

Ghati : a fine cloth of close texture. Mono: Cotton Manufactures, p. 7.

Ghetta or ghetla: a woifian’s shoe
;
Delhi. Of. Hind, ghetld, slipper, Platts, p. 940. Mono :

Leather Industry, p, 29.

Ghorisambi : an extra piece of leather which goes round the outside of the heel. Mono ;

Leather Industry, p. 28.

GbotAyA-Kacbtia: a man who gives paper its first rubbing
; Sialkot; --jpaleha: a man who

puts the final polish on paper. Mono : Fibrous Manufactures, p. 16.

Gbugge-kA-tbappa : a die. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 25,

Gbuggl; a cone. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 25.

Glmri : a double ringlet. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p, 25.

Gijai: a tinsel. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 27.

Girib kosbAd ; a bodkin awl. Of, sutali. Mono; Leather Industry, p. 23,

GodAb ; a small water-bag
;
Bannu. Mono ; Leather Industry, p. 22.

Gol ; an earthen vessel with au elongated body and broad mouth. Of. Hiud. gol, Platts, p. 926
Mono ; Pottery and Glass Industries, p. 7.

GolA ; a small vessel. Mono: Brass and Copperware, p. 4.

Golra: a chisel. Mono: Gold and Silver Work, p. 18.

GorA; an Indian silk of inferior quality. Mono : Silk Industry, p, 15.

Gori; gold dust. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 4.
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Gosha : a cliarge for the loan of ornaments. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 38.

Grand : a square bin for corn and flour
;
Derajufe. Mono : Pottery and Glass Industries, p. 10

Gujai: an arm ornament. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 33.

Gujri : an ornament. Cf. Hind, gvjrt, Platts, p, 923. Mono: Gold and Silver Work, p. 34=,

Gulbadan: a silk fabric with narrow stripes. Of. Hind. Platts, p. 912. Mono:
Cotton Manufactures, p. 8.

Gull : the disc resulting from the cooling of molten metal poured into earthen pans. Mono

:

Brass and Copperware, p. 2.

Gull ; apricot oil. Mono : Leather Industry, p. 20.

Gulla : a loop. Mono : Carpet-making, p. 12.

Gulli: a silver ingot, Cf. raini. Mono: Gold and Silver Work, p. 27,

Gulsam : a cliisol. Mono : Gold and Sdver Work, p. 18.

Gungrtl: Bengali silk. Mono: Silk Industry, p. 17.

Gunyan and parkftr
:
gnomon and compasses. Cf. Pers. parladr, -yrfr, Platts, p, 250 and

252. Mono : Stone-carving, p. 3.

Gurd; silk of the first quality. Cf. Id^ laut^n, ndh. Mono ; Silk Industry, p. 17.

Gurdasa : a chopper. Cf. iaha. Mono : Wood Manufactures, p. 5.

Halaila ; inj^robolan. Mono : Leather Industry, p, 20.

Halala : Terminalia chehala. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 30.

HariSina ; a kind of cotton
:
probably same as BAgar

;
Delhi.

Hath : the handle of a plough. Mono : Wood Manufactures, p, 5.

Hathell : a mallet. Contr. Hind. ‘ a handful,’ etc., Platts, p. 1219. Mono : Leather Industry,

p, 19.

Hdthipaur : elephant*s-foot silver (so called from its shape) ; a soft silver used in wire-drawing.

Mono: Gold and Silver Work, p. 5.

Hatiali : an ornament. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 33.

Haweg; an ornament. Mono: Gold and Silver Work, p. 33.

Haweza-(chillam) ; a tobacco-holder. Mono : Pottery and Glass Industries, p. 11,

Hazarrl:a cloth containing 1,000 threads to f lbs. of a yard. Mono: Cotton Manufacture,

p. 4.

H6uai; a cheap paper. Mono : Fibrous Manufactures, p. 16.

Henkal ; a necklace. Cf- hamail. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 4.

Hiramji: a coloured earth. Pers. hirmhi^ Platts, p. 1226. Mono: Pottery and Glass

Industries, p. 20.

Hurr : the dried fruit of terminalia chehula, Cf. hahaira. Mono : Leather Industry, p. 19.

Imaml : a synonym for Nawabi silk. Of. cMll&jaidar. Mono : Sill? Industry, p. 15.

jaktl: dues paid to menials
j
Kullu, Mono : Leather Industry, p. 3,

jai : a head ornament. Cf
.
gaHna.

Jalbist : a kind of mould. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 19.
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Jalll : a screen. Mono : Stone-carving, p. 3.

Jamawdr : a shawl kbric with a striped pattern. Mono : Woollen Maiiiif^ciures, p. 9.

Jand: the turner’s frame. Mono: Ivory-carving, p. 14.

Jatiji: the upright of a plough. Mono : Wood Manufactures, p. 5.

Jtojru: an ornament. Mono: Gold and Silver Work, p. 34.

Jarfthan: the Himalayan nettle (urtica lieterophylld)
;
Kungra, Mono : Fibrous Manuracturcs,

p. 3,

Jasla : a shallow vessel, witli a broad mouth, used for keeping pickles
;
Kangra. Mono : Pottery

and Glass Industries, p. 9.

Jasti : an alloy of silver with zinc or pewter ^ AmMla, Sialkot, Jhelum, and Pcsliawar. Of.
Hind..;as<^ (adj.), pewter, Platts, p. 581. Mono: Gold and Silver Work, p. 5.

Jat
:
goat’s hair. Mono : Woollen Manufactures, p. 11.

Jaumaia : a necklace. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 35.

Janri : an ornament. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 34.

Jhabi : a pendant of a hJiawatta (armlet). Of. Hind, Platts, p. 402 Mono : Gold and
Silver Work, p. 33.

Jhalian : bellows. Cf . dhannt,

Jhamkangan ; a small hollow bracelet with grains inside. Mono: Gold and Silver Work
p. 32. ’

Jliandra : a stamper. Mono : Fibrous Manufactures, j). axlix,

Jhanna : a sieve. Of. channd,

JMicwft ; vitrified brick. Also Hind., see Platts, p. 401. Mono ; Leather Industry, p. 17.

; a large cJiaM. Mono : Fottery and Glass Industries, p. S,

Jharas
:
perforated metal

; HissSr. Mono : Wood Manufactures, p. 8,

Jharl ; a largo vessel, either round or flattened, with a narrow, low neck. Cf. Hind Plitts
p. 400. Mono: Pottery and Glass Industries, p. 8.

" ’

JMwftn karnowftia ; a cleaner of paper ; Sifilkof. Mono : Fibrous Manufactures, p. 16.

Jhirmil : a variety of thin soft silk-work. Mono : Silk Industry, p, 20.

JhulanyaB ; an ear ornament. Of. lachke and khatke. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 33.
Jilaini ; an instrument for polishing minute silver work. Mono : Gold and Silver Work,

p. lo. ’

Works’S'
ornaments are polished. Mono: Gold and Silver

Jilu ; an ornament. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 84.

Joadri: the anth^raa sivalika silkworm. Cf. haunUd. Mono : Silk Industry, p. 2.
Jooh : a rope made of hemp

; Ongra. Mono : Fibrous Manufactures, p. 12.

'

Joih; an ornament simUar to the tih, but smaUer. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 35.
Jnsta ; a kind of shoe

; Peshawar. Mono : Leather Industry, p. 29.
Jhta bokhara: a kind of gold ; Gurddspur. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 4.
Juva tan ornament. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 33,
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Kabbal : cynodon dactylum. Cf. dilb,

Kabia : a hexagonal mould. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 19.

Kabil : a wooden scraper. Cf. bedngra. Mono : Leather Industry, p, 23,

Kacbar : silk of the third quality : Cf . hctnan
; suf,

Eachbli ; a rope made of hemp. Mono : Fibrous Manufactures, p, 12.

Kacbmar : the name of a tree
;
probably Tcachndr, Mono : Leather Industry, p. 18.

Kadhaya : a man who lifts the pulp from the vats on to the nir in paper factories
;

Sialkofc,

Mono : Fibrous Manufactures, p. 16.

Kaddhi: an ornament. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 33.

Kaddhi : a tliappa^ a kind of die. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p, 19.

Kaffpai : a heelless slipper
;
Delhi. Cf. haunsh. Mono : Leather Industry, p. 81.

Kabi mittl : an earth containing iron as a sulphate. Mono: Gold and Silver Work, p. 22.

Kabi sbora k4 tez4b ;
nitro-muriatic acid. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 23.

Kai: a kind of grass used for making ropes; Shahpur. Mono : Fibrous Manufactures, p. 11.

Kaindb; a tree. Cf. Hind. hendH, a kind of ebony, Platts, p, 890. Mono: Woollen Manufac-

tures, p. 12.

Kairl : a gold-digger and washer. Cf. sansoU leambar and nydrya. Mono : Gold and Silver

Work, p, 10.

Kaitbn ; a plain uuflowered ribbon. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 28.

Kakra : a kind of silk imported from Hong Kong. Mono : Silk Industry, p. 17.

K41btlt : a clay cone. Mono: Pottery and Glass Industries, p. 24.

Kalbata ; a wooden cylinder. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p, 19.

Kall4wa : a ladle. Mono: Brass and Oopperware, p, 5.

Kalmi sbera; alum nitre. Mono: Gold and Silver Work, p. 22,

Kalyar : the bark of the bauliinia variegata
;
Rawalpindi. Mono : Fibrous Manufactures, p. 5.

Kamana : a bone. Mono : Ivory-carving, p. 14.

Kamar peti ; a waist ornament. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 34,

Kambar : a gold-digger and washer. Cf, hairt,

Kameia ; an unprepared hide. Mono : Leather Industry, p. 13.

Kamr kbisa : an elaborate belt. Mono : Leather Industry, p. 26.

Kan : an ear ornament. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p, 33.

Kanar ; a toe-piece. Mono : Leather Industry, p. 29,

KanawSz ; a thick silk, woven from thread formed of an unusually large number of strands.

Mono: Silk Industry, p. 19.

Kanda : an iron rod. Cf . sabbaL Mono : Ivory-carving, p. 14.
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Kandail or kandwail : a mould. Mono: Grold and Silver Woik, p. 19.

Kanda sarytowftla : a head ornament. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. J2.

KandM : an ornament : ? Hind. /cawrfM, necklace, Platts, p. 8 5r>. Mono : Gold and Silver

Work, p. 33.

Slandnrai; a basket like a barrel, used for clothes
;
Kolian. Mono : Fibrous ^lanufactures,

p* 14.

Kanerna : a chisel. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 18.

Kangalola : a mould. Mono. Gold and Silver Work, p. 19.

Kanghi : a heavy comb by which the threads of the woof are pressed home. Hind.
hahght^ comb, Platts, p. 855. Mono : Woollen Manufactures, p. 6.

Elanglmi-ka-li&r : a necklace. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 32.

Kangi : a kind of fork, with a wooden handle and iron teeth nsed for striking between
the lines of the warp of a carpet. Cf, panja. Mono : Carpet-making, p. 2.

Kangnu : a thick silver wristlet. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 3G.

£d.ngri ; a vessel used chiefly in the hills, which is filled with live charcoal and carried
under the clothes for warmth. Hind, kdhgn, brazier, Platts, p. 807. Mono : Pottery and
Glass Industries, p. 11.

Eangrl: an ear ornament. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 33.

Ktoli; a fibre used for making ropes and string. Mono : Fibrous Manufactures, p, 4.

KAti-khaiaU: an ornament worn round the neck. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 30.

Kanni or kiuftr: a pure silk border made to stitch on to cotton fabrics. Mono : Silk

Industry, p. 19.

Kappar : a light red clay
;
Derajdt. Mono : Pottery and Glass Industries, p, 2.

Karal: the Himalayan nettle. Of. bhawnar; Hill States.

Karandl; a flower basket
;
Kangra. Mono : Fibrous Manufactures, p. 13.

Karchob : a man who works gold or silver wire on cloth. Cf. zardez^ Mono : Gold
and Silver Work, p. 28.

Karobobl; an ornamental shoe. Mono : Leather Industry, p. 33.

Kart; a wooden platter. Of. phulU, Mono: Gold and Silver Work, p, 2.

Karidar : an ornament. Of. tora and guthwa. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 33.

Kariru ; a synonym for konera.

Karla ; the Himalayan nettle. Cf . bhawnar

t

Karrolra thappa ; a die. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 25.

Kashrai : a basket made of mazri
; Kohat. Mono : Fibrous Manufactures, p. 14.

Kasn : a thick forked branch fixed in the ground. Mono ; Leather Industry, p. 17.

Kaswa;aladle used in washing sand kaswd.iov gold. Mono: Gold and Silver Work
n. *
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Kat ; a pair of scissors. Mono : Brass and Copperware, p. 2.

Katani : an embroidering needle. Mono : Leather Industry, p, 33,

ICatariil : a coarse awl. Mono : Leather Industry, p. 23.

K&th : a goldsmith’s scissors. Jiono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 18.

Kathauri : a dark-green stone. Mono : Stone-carving, p. 4,

Kath-kashl : a tool used in perforation work. Mono : Ivory-carving, p. 11.

Kathla : an ornament. Hind, hanthldy Platts, p. 813. Mono : Gold and Silver Work,
p. 33.

Hath m§,l : a collection of 7 short Jcanthts (necklace strings). Mono : Gold and Silver

Work, p. 35,

Katira : bladed pincers. Mono: Gold and Silver Work, p. 18.

Katka kill! : a tapering wooden cylinder, ronnd which wire is wound. Mono : Gold and

Silver Work, p. 19,

Katni : a small instrument with a flab edge. Of. nahid. Mono : Leather Industry, p. 23.

Katra; a wooden tray. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 20,

Kattai : a China silk, imported vid Bombay. Mono : Silk Industry, p. 15.

Kattar : a Bengali silk. Cf. dutdra.

Katwi : a synonym for hdndt. Mono : Pottery and Glass Industries, p, 8.

Katy&s : bladed pincers. Cf. Icattra,

Kaunsh : a heelless slipper; Peshawar. Of, Imffpai,

Haunta : a cocoon. Mono: Silk Industry, p. 17.

Haunta, kaintr : the sivalika silkworm, QLjoddrt^

Kawa-changl : a small orooked-bladed pincer. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 18.

Kazak: an instrument. Mono : Wood Manufactures, p. 9.

KhSihir (a) : a wooden scraper, Cf. hahil,

Khaddi : a loom. Mono : Cotton Manufactures, p. 4.

Khadir: a kind of cotton
;
Delhi. Mono: Cotton Manufactures, p. 2.

Khal ki lei ; a paste of oilseed cake. Mono : Leather Industry, p. 28.

Khftl : a threshing floor. Mono : Leather Industry, p. 5.

Khaini : a village leather-worker
;
Hazara. Mono : Leather Industry, p. 5,

Khambandi; an Indian silk of inferior quality. Mono: Silk Industry, p. 15.

Khap : a wooden scraper used in removing hair from hides. Mono : Leather Industry,

p. 19.

Kbar&wd>iL : wooden pattens. Mono : Leather Industry, p. 82.

Kliarclia, kharchi : an iron spoon. Mono : Pottery and Glass Industries, p. 24.
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Khari ; anatherium muriGatvnn. Of. dab,

Hliarsaiiai saGGhaTMni sj^outa'n.euM, Of. Icciiih, Mono 2 Fibrous Manufactures, p. A-i.

EMsdan; a plate £or^i^?^. Mono : Brass and Oopperware, A-c, p. 8.

Khatke; an ear ornament. OL lachlce 2i,ndL ghulanyas. Mono: Gold and Silver \\t)rk,

p. 83.

Ehatta ; a concave in a block of vrood. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 24,

KhattCi; a yellow-red stone. Mono: Stone -carving, p. 4.

Kher: a fine pointed chisel. Mono : Ivory-carving, p. 14.

Ehera; a leather sandal ; Shahpur. Mono : Leather Industry, p. 29.

Kher&d: an instrument. Mono : Ivory-carving, p. Ifi.

Eheri ; a leather sandal. Of. chapli. Mono : Leather Industry, p. 6.

Ehilim : a carpet with woollen warp and woof made in Dera GhAzl Khan. Mono:

Carpet-making, p. 8.

Khingrl: a wavy ribbon (gota). Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 28,

Ehalandri; an arm ornament. Mono ; Gold and Silver Woi'k, p. 33.

Khopra; a concave rest. Cf. arthra,

Khorlya ; a scraper shaped like a small cup or Icatora, Mono : Pottery and Glass Indus-

tries, p. 5.

Khosa; a leather muffler put by cattle-thieves on the feet of cattle to obliterate the tracks.

Mono : Leather Industry, p. 26,

Khosrfli : an old shoe. Mono : Leather Industry, p. 33.

Khujandi : a kind of silk imported from Bokhara. Cf. argauzt. Mono : Silk Industry*

p. 14.

Ehumr-CL : a small vessel used by Hindu milk-sellers for sending out milk. Mono :

Pottery and Glass Industries, p. 10,

Khurdflii : an instrument. Cf. cholnd. Mono : Pottery and Glass Industries, p. 22.

Khurnl : a fine stapled cotton
;
Shahpur, Mono : Cotton Manufactures, p. 2.

KiliLni; a clamp. Cf. cMmp,

Kilta: a basket; Knllu. Mono : Fibrous Manufactures, p. 13.

Kimchi : a kind of instrument. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 19.

Kimukht-sSij : a maker of shagreen from donkey hides. Fr. Pars. IctmuLkt, shagreen,

Platts, p. 890. Mono : Leather Industry, p. 7.

KLnti : an ear ornament. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 33.

Kirinftnl: a kind of pasham imported from Persia. Mono : Woollen Manufactures, p. 2.

Kirpana ; a tool used for smoothing ivory. Mono : Ivory-carving, p. 15.

he continued^
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RICHARD PISCHEL.

BY STEN KONOW.

PROFESSOR RICHARD PISCHEL of Berlin, Germany, died in the Madras Hospital of

blood-poisoning on the 26th of December last. He was on hisw’ay from Germany to

Calcutta, where he had been asked bj' the University to give a series of lectures on the Prakrit

dialects. He never reached his destination, but was taken ill in Madras in the beginning of

December. His death is a very heavy loss to Indian scholarship and to German learning.

Dr. Pischel was a Professor in the principal German university and a member of the German
Academy. In both qualities he exercised an influence on tlie development of Indian studies in

Germany and Europe on the whole wliich cannot easily be overrated. Ilis learning and personal

qualities made him eminently fitted for this position. His studies had taken him over the

entire field of Indian philology, from the ancient literature of the Vedas and down to the

most debased forms of Indian speech, the dialects spoken by the Gipsies of Europe. Those

who learnt to know him personally, very soon realised that the sharp criticism which some-

times appeared in his writings, was absolutely foreign to Lis character. He followed the

studies of others, and especially those of his own pupils, with keen interest and sympathy, and

lie never got tired of assisting others with his advice.

Professor Pischel was born o-ii the 18th January, 1849, in Breslau in Silesia. He was a

pupil of Professor Sfcenzler in Breslau and of Professor AVeber in Berlin, and took his

degree of doctor in the Breslau University in 1870. Immediately afterwards he had to

join the Prussian troops which were garrisoned in Paris. When be was able to return to bis

studies, he went to London and Oxford, where lie examined the Indian manuscripts in the

big libraries. In 1874 he returned to the Breslau University as loader of Sanskrit;. In the

lollowing year appointed a Professor in the Kiel University, wdie^noe he was transferred to Hallo

in 1885. After Professor WebePs death he was finally called to the first chair of Sanskrit in

Germany at the Berlin University, and shortly afterw’ards he 'was elected a member of the

Berlin Academy, This shows liis reputation in his own country, and Sanskrit schoLirs

of other nationalities were agreed that the German Government had selected the right man
to the most important Sanskrit position in its gift.

When Pischel published his first paper, a French critic wrote that liis work exhibited

a master’s hand. He had chosen tlie thorny subject of the different recensions of Kalidasa’s

'SahuntaM.^ That famous play was originally made known in Europe in the form which is

contained in Bengali manuscripts, i?. y., in William Jones’ famous translation and in the edition

prepared by the French scholar Cbezy (Paris, 1830). After that time, however, European

scholars generally preferred the so-called DSvanagari recension, which was published by

Bcehtlingk (Bonn, 18*^2), Moiiier Williams (Hertford, 1853 and Oxford, 1876) and others.

Only Stenzler protested against this view. Then Pischel stepped in^ He unreservedly threw

in his ‘lot with those who considered the Bengali recension as, on the whole, the purest form of

the play. And his principal argument was a linguistic one. He showed that the different

Prakrit dialects used in the drama are confounded with each other in all recensions with

the sole exception of the Bengali one, where the dialects are correctly distiuguished. These

studies induced him to undertake a critical examination of the Prakrit grammarians. It was

a paper on them with which he introduced himself as a teacher of Sanskrit in the Breslau

University .2 Later on he showed how the Prakrit grammarians, and the practice in good

manuscripts, such as the Bengali ones of the 'Suhuntald^ make it possible to reconstruct the chief

features of the Sanrasemi dialect.^ Then bis masterly edition of the Bengali recension of the

'Salcuntald (Kiel, 1877) showed the practical application of the law^s he had been able to lay

down. His editions of HSmachandra’s PrdJcni Grammar^ in the original Sanskrit and in

German translation (Halle, 1877-80) and of bis D^kindmamdld (Bombay, 1880) wero the next

J De K&HidSiscs Sdkuniali rScimslonibus, Breslau ; 1C70. * Be grammaikie prrc'i^tcis. Breslau : 1874.

3 Beitraje ziir v&rgleichenden S^jprac'hforschiing, Yol. YIII, pp. 129 and ff.
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steps. Pischel had now become aniversally recognized as the chief authority on the Prakrits,

and he was accordingly asked by the late Professor Buhler to write the Trdhrit Gi^ammar for

h\s EnoifdopesJiia of In lo-Arym Research, This Grammar, which appeared in Strassburg in

1900 and was awarded the Volney prize by the French Academy, will long remain the

standard work on the Prakrit dialects. The high estimation in which Pischel was held as

a Prakrit grammarian was also evidenced by the fact that he w'as, last year, requested by the

Oaloutba University to revive the stu dy of the Prakrits in India in a series of lectures.

In connection with these studies on the Prakrits, I must also mention the editions of Pali

works, such as the Assalduam Sutta (London, 1880) and the Tfdrigdthd (London, 1883), and the

various papers devoted to the investigation of the language and customs of the Gipsies of

Europe. The edition of the 'Sahuniald on the other hand led to extensive studios about the

history of the Indian drama and into the system of the rhetoricians."^ Tlic literary history of

India, on the whole, was one of his favourite subjects, and Professor Pisclicrs lectures on this

topic are the best lectures I ever heard in any university. Ho did not, however, publish them.

But he showed, in his paper on the court- poets of Lakshmanas^na (Gdttingoii, 1893), his capacity

for making the subject interesting. His literary history of India® was a different work,

destined for a wider public.

When Pischel made his entrance in the learned woi*ld, the study of the Vedas in Germany
was under the spell of the school of Professor Roth, who tried to understand them out of

themselves, without consulting the traditional explanation of Indian scholars. Pischel was
of opinion that this method was essentially wrong. The Indian tradition, no doubt, contains

a lot of valueless rubbish. There are, however, also traces of a good old tradition, mixed up
with the phantastio speculations of later ages. In order to show how he thought it possible to

exploit this tradition, Pischel in 1889 started a periodical publication Vedic Shidies (Stuttgart

1889-1901), together with bis friend Karl F. Geldner. These studies have not failed to

exercise a great influence on the views now commonly held in Germany on the VMas.

After his transfer to Berlin, Pi’ofessor Pischel was brought into contact with the rich

finds brought homo by the German expeditions from Central Asia. He took a very keen
interest in them and published some fragments of the Buddhist Canon in the Proceedings of
the Berlin Academy (1004, xxv and xxxix). He was able to show that the ^ansTctit Canon
to which they belong, has not been entirely lost, and that it has not been tianslatcd from Pali
Though the two often agree verbally, and though we can prove that the old Buddhist tradition

was to a great extent homogeneous, the differences in arrangement and in details are considera-
ble. It 'seems necessary to explain many of the instances of concurrence by the supposition
of a common source handed down in Md.gadhi Prakrit.

I do nob intend to give a full bibliography of Professor PischePs papers. What I have
mentioned is, I hope, sufficient to show how wide the field was over which he spanned. And in

every branch where he has been working, he has left his mark. His solid learning and his
wide horizon made him eminently fitted for his work. But the influence he exercised cannot
be measured from a mere catalogue of his writings. He was an excellent teacher, and none of
his pupils ever appealed to him in vain. Every mail, moreover, brought a heap of letters, from
every quarter of the globe, with enquiries about the most different subjects connected with
Indian lore, and he was a very conscientious letter-writer. His loss will therefore be widely
felt, mostly, however, among bis personal friends and pnpils, who had learned to appreciate not
only his learning, bnt also his kind heart and his sympathetic interest in everything concerning
them. He was very happy when an opportunity at last offered itself of realising the dream of
his youth, to visit India and see with his own eyes what had always interested him more than
anything else. It is sad to think that his dream should end in the vast Nirvana, and that he
should not be permitted to return from India, enriched with fresh impressions of the actual
life and existing conditions.

* gri^amaia and Bwgj/aka’s SahriayaWi, Ki.l , 1S6S ; Haimat rfw PitcwnaptW.
5 Jhe menfahscAen JAteraturet 1, 7,

x' . i. .
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THE CHUHAS, OR RAT-CHILDREN OF THE PANJAB, AND SHAH DAULA.

BY H. A. EOSE, C. S. AND MAJOR A, 0. ELLIOTT.

The ChUhas, by H, A. Bose,

The CbfLhAs or Rat-children are an institution in the Panjab. They are microcephalous

beings, devoid o£ all power of speech, idiots, and unable to protect themselves from danger, of

filthy habits, but entirely without sexual instincts.^ They are given names, but are usually

known by the names of their attendants, whose voices they recognise and whose signs they under-

stand. They have to be taught to eat and drink, but cannot be allowed to go about unguarded.

Their natural instinct is to suck only, and, when they have been taught to eat and drink and can

walk, they are made over to a faqir of the Shah Daula Sect, who wanders about begging with

his Shah Daula’s Bats.

The popular idea is that these unfortunate beings have been blessed by the saint, Shah
Daula Daryal of G-xyrat in the Panjab, and that, though they are repulsive objects, no con-

tempt of them must be shewn, or the saint will make a Ohuh^ of the next child born to one who

despises one of his proteges. It is this fear which has brought about the prosperity of Shah
Daula’s Shrine at Gujrat.

The common superstition as to the origin of the Ghuhas is this. Shah Danla, like other

saints, could procure the birth of a child for a couple desiring one, but the first child born in re-

sponse to his intercession would be a Chuha,— brainless, small-headed, long-eared and rafc-faced. The

custom used to be to leave the child, as soon as it was weaned, at Shah Daula’s Ichdhgdk, as an

offering to him, After the saint’s death the miracle continued, but in a modified form. Perseus

desiring children would go to the saint’s shrine to pray for a child, and would make a vow eitlier

to present the child when born or to make an offering to the shrine. In some cases, when the

child was duly born in response to the prayer, the parents neglected to make the promised gift.

Upon this the spirit of the offended saint so worked on the parents that the next child born was

a Chuh^, and all subsequent children as well, until the original vow was fulfilled.

The tomb and shrine of Shdh Daula lie on the eastern side of Gujr^t town, about 100 yards

from the Shah Daula Gate, His descendants dwell near and around the shrine, and their

houses form a suburb known as GarhS SMh Daula. The shrine itself was built in the latter

part of the seventeenth century by a ‘ saint ’ named Bhftwan Shah and was rebuilt on a raised

plinth in 1867. In 1898 it was put into thorough repair by the followers of Shfih Daula,

The cult of Shah Daula offers few unusual features. No lands are attached to the shrine and

its pirs are wholly dependant on the alms and offerings of the faithful. Three annual fairs are

held at the shrine, one at each and a third at the urs on the 10th of Muharram. A weekly fair

used to be held on Fridays, attended by dancing girls ;
but this has fallen into abeyance. There

are no regular rules of succession to the shrine, and each member of the saint’s family has a share in

it. Three of them, however, have a special influence and one of these three is generally known

as the sijjdda-nisMn, or successor of the saint. The general income of the sect is divided into

three main shares, each of which is divided into minor shares—a division per stirpes and per capita*

The shareholders also each take in turn a week’s income of the shrine.

1 For medical opinion on the ChOh&s, see an article in the Indian Medical Gaxette for May Ist, 1866, by

B. J. Wilson Johnston, M. D., M. B. 0. S, E. This article is reprinted in Punjab Notes and Queries 1885,

HI, § § 117-118
; .see also II, § § 69 and 172.
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The principal murids^ or devotees of the sect, are found in Jainrnd, Punch and the Frontier

Districts, and in Swdt, Malakaud and Kafiristan. Shah DauWs/a^zys visit each miirU annually

and exact an offering (wa«ar), usually a rupee, in return for which they profess to impart spiritual

and occult knowledge. Some of these faqirs are strongly suspected of being concerned in the

traffic in women that exists between the Panj&b and Punch and Jammu, and it is from these districts

that the ChuliSs are chiefly recruited.

There is a notable off-ahoot of the ShdhDaula/ojzVs in an ‘Order’ of/fl^?r5,who properly own

allegiance to the Aklinnd of SwAt. A disciple of the Akhund, named Gh^lzi Sult&n Mubam*
mad, a native of Awan, a village in Gujrat District on the Jammu border, has established

a considerable following. He lives now at Shah Daula’s shrine, but has built himself a large stone

bouse at Awan.

The Legend of Shfirh Danla^ by Major A. C. Elliott.

Shah Daula was born in A. D. 1581, during the reign of Akbar. His father was ‘Abdu’r-

Rahim Kh^h Lodi, a descendant of Sultan Ibrahim Lodi, grandson of Bahlol Shah Lodi who
died in A. E. 894 (A. D. 1488). This would make him a Pathan by descent, but he is

nevertheless claimed by the Gdjars of Gujrdt as belonging to their tiibe. His mother was

Niamat Khaliin, great-grand-daughter of Sultan Sarang Ghakhar,

In the reign of Sultan Salim, son of Sultdn Slier Shdh (A. H. 952-960 or A. D. 1545-1668)

a large force was sent to subdue Khawas Kh^h, who had rebelled in support of ‘Adil Kh^h, Salim

Shah’s elder brother. Khawas Kh^h met with a crushing defeat and sought refuge with the

Gbakhars, who supported him, and a battle was fought near RohtS,s in the Jhelam District, in

which Sultan Sprang Ghakhar was killed, and all his family were afterwards made captives.

A daughter of Gh^zi Kh^h, son of SuMn SAraiig was among the captured, and she had at the time

an infant daughter at the breast. This was Nitoat Khdtun, who was taken with her brother

to Delhi and in the first year of Akbar’s reign (A. H. 963 or A. D. 1556), shortly after

Hum^ydn’s death, she was married to Abdu'r.Rahim Lodi, then an officer of the imperial household.

But Shdh Daula was not born of this marriage till the 25th year of Akbar’s reign (A.H. 989 or

A. D, 1581) which was also the year of his father’s death.2

Where Sh4h Daula was born is not known, but his widowed mother returned to her native

country, Pathos, now represented by the Jhelum and Rawalpindi Districts. On her arrival, however,

she found that, though she was the great-grand-daughter of Saltan Sdrang, she was as much
a stranger there as in Hindustan and that no one had any regard for herself or her fallen family.

For five years shehad to earn her living by grinding corn in the village of Sabhdl^ in the pargana
of Phirhdlat, whence she removed to Kallh, where she died in A. H. 998 or A. D. 1590 after four

more years of toil.

ShSh Daula, now left an orphan and friendless, determined to go a-begging. In the course

of his wanderings he reached Sakhi SiSlkot, where met one Mahta Kiman, a slave of the

Q^nODgos of that place, and a rich and generous, but childless man. Moved by pity and favour-

ably improved by his looks, he adopted Shah Daula and brought him up in luxury. ShSi,h Daula’s

intelligence attracted the notice of the Qinfingos, who gave him charge of their tosha-'khdna or

treasury, but so generous was Sh^ Daula by nature that he could never turn a deaf ear to a beggar.

The result was that not only all his own money, but also all the valuables, cash and furniture of the

iosha-hhdna disappeared ! The Q^nungos refused to believe his story that he had given every-

thing to mendicants and had him imprisoned and tortured.

® [Tbia story roads like tbe familiar fictitious connection of local heroes in India with the great ones of the
land.—Ed. ]
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In his extremity under torture Shah Daula declared that he had buried the money and
would dig it up again if released from prison. He was led to the iosha-lcMna where he at once
seized a dagger from a niche and plunged it into his belly. This act put the fear ol the authorities

into the Qanungos who sent for a skilful physician, who bound up the wound, from which Shah
Daula recovered in three months.

The Qanungos then set him free and he went to Sangrohi, a village near Sialkot, where he

became a disciple of the saint, Shah Saidah Sarmast. Shah Daula now ingratiated himself with

one Mangu or Mokbu, the saint’s favorite disciple, and spent his time as a mendicant. The
scraps he seonred as the proceeds of his begging were placed before the saint, who ate all he wanted
and passed the remainder on to Mangu. After Mangd was satisfied, the small portion that

remained was given to Shah Daula, whose hunger was rarely appeased. But such poor earnings in

kind failed to satisfy the saint, who set Shah Daula to work and earn money, with which cooked

food might be bought, as a substitute for the stale scraps received as alms.

At that tiiue a new fort was being built at Sialkot out of bricks from the foundation of some

old buildings, and Shah Daula was sent to dig as an ordinary labourer at a taM or two pice

a square yard of brick work dug up. So hard was the material that most powerful men could not

excavate more than two or three square yards in a day, but Shah Daula worked with such amazing

energy that he dng up seventy square yards on the first day and separated the bricks. The officials,

recognising superhuman aid, offered him seventy taJeds, or full payment for his work, without

demur, but he would only accept four.

With the four thus acquired, he bought a savoury dish of IcJuehrt, which be presented

to the saint, before whom he was inclined to boast of his powers. But the saint showed him his own

hands, all blistered with the invisible aid he had been rendering to ShAh Daula. As a mark of

favour, however, the saint gave him some of the hhichr% which produced such excruciating pain in

the second finger of his right-hand on his commencing to eat it, that for days he could neither sleep

nor rest, and at last asked the saint to relieve him. Mangfi a^so interceded and at last the saint

told Shah Daula to go to the Butchers’ Street and thrust his hand into the bowels of a freshly-

slaughtered cow. As soon as he had done this there was immediate relief and he fell into a deep sleep

for twenty-four hours
;
but on awakening he found that the finger had dropped off ! He returned,

however, to the saint and thanked him for his kindness, whereon the saint said :

—

“ Man, thus much of self-love hadst thou, but it has gone from thee now and love for others

only remains. Be of good cheer. Thou art proven worthy of my favour, and of the knowledge of

God.”

For twelve years Shah Daula remained in the service of the saint, Shah SaidAn Sarmast, who

was a faqir of the Soharwardl sect. At the end of the twelfth year the saint saw that his own
end was approaching and asked who was near him. The reply was, “Daula,” but the saint told

him to go and fetch Mokhii, ue„ his favorite Mangu. But Mang\i refused to come as it was night.

Thrice Daula went and thrice Mangu refused. The saint then remained silent for a while, but

towards morning he roused himself and said:—“ God gives to whomsoever he will.” He then made

over his dalg (faqir^s coat) to Daula, and when the latter said that he knew Mangu would not let

him keep it, the saint said :
—“ Let him keep it who can lift it.” And so he gave the dalg into

Shah Daula’s keeping, gave him his blessing also, and died.

When the day broke it became known that the saint was dead, and Mokhfi and all the other

disciples took their parts in the funeral ceremonies. They then attempted to seize the holy dalg,

which fell to the ground. Each in turn tried to lift it and then they tried all together, but it would

not move until Daula grasped it with one hand, shook it and put it on, thus proving his right to the

name and title, by which he has always been known, of ShAh Daula,
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Making his ^ay out of Sialkot, and leaving the jealous disciples, he hid himself for a while

outside the town. For ten years after the death of Sh4h Saidah Sarmast he remained in the neigh-

bourhood, growing yearly in reputation and power* He built many buildings, mosques, tanks,

bridges and wells, the most notable of which was the bridge over the Aik, After this Shah Daula

moved to Gujrat and settled there permanently in obedience to divine instructions*

‘ Faqira believe that each city has its guardian saint, and Shah Daula is looked on as the guardian

of Gujrat. During his life he devoted himself to works of public utility and the constructions of

religious buildings. His principal works were the bridge in front of the eastern gate of the town of

Gujrat over the Shah Daula Naia, and the bridge over the Dik in the Guiranwaia District. It is

said that he never asked for money and that he paid his labourers promptly. He was also most

successful iu finding the sites of old ruins, whence he dug up all the materials he required for his

buildings. He was liberal to the poor, irrespective of creed, and had a peculiar attraction for wild

animals, keeping a large menagerie of all sorts of beasts and birds. His tolerance made him beloved

of all classes and there were both Hindus and MusalmAns among his disciples. He became very famous

for his miracles and received large gifts. The attraction towards him felt by wild animals largely

contributed to the general belief in him.

The emperor Akbar died whilst Sh4h Daula was still at Sialkot, and it was in the seventh

year of Jahangir that he went to Gujrat in A. H. 1022 or A,D. 1612. NTo meeting between Shah

Daula and Akbar is recorded, but the following account is given of an encounter between him and

the emperor Jahangir :

—

Sh^h Daula used to put helmets, with rauris sewn over them, on the heads of his favourite

animals. One day a deer thus arrayed strayed near the place where the king, Jahangir, was

hunting at ShShdar^ near Lahore. The king saw the helmeted deer and enquired about it, and

was told about Shah Daula and his miracles. The deer was caught and two men were sent to

fetch Sbdh Daula who at that time was seated at his khdhgdh^ During the day he had remarked to

his disciples What a strange thing has our deer, Darbakhta, done I It has appeared before His
Majesty and caused men to be sent to call me before him. They will come to-day. Cook a delicious

jpiWo and all manner of food for them.” The astonished servants prepared the meal and towards
evening tho messengers arrived with His Majesty’s order.

Placing the order on his head, Shdh Daula wished to start at once, but the hungry messengers
had smelt the supper and so they stayed the night at the hhdagdh, and did not take the Shdh to
Sh^bdarS till the next day. When he arrived, he called for ingredients and made a large cake,
which he wrapped in a bed kerchief and offered to the king when summoned. The king was seated
on his throne with Nfir Jahdn Begam near by, and they were both much struck by his holy appear-
ance. The king asked Shah Daula where he had found the philosopher’s stone, but he denied all

knowledge of any such stone and said he lived on alms.

The king, however, saw in him a wealthy and influential person, capable of raising a revolt
and Mr Jahdn suggested that he should be made away with. At the king’s order the imperial
chamberlain produced a poisoned green robe, which ShAh Daula put on without receiving any harm.
A robe smeared with a still more deadly poison was then put on him and again no injury resulted
Upon this the king ordered a cup of poisoned sharbat to be mixed, but his throne began to quake*
the palace rocked violently, and faces oifaqirs were seen everywhere. The king in his fear recog-
nised the saintship of Shdh Daula and dismissed him with honour and two bags of ashrafis. Giving
the king his blessing, Shdh Daula departed after distributing the ashrafis to the royal servants.
Hearing of this the king summoned him again and asked him if he would accept a grant of 5 000
Mghd$ of land. Sh^h Daula replied that he did not want any land, but would avail himself of’ the
offer Uter on, if necessary. Upon this the king allowed him to depart after showing him much
reverence.

®
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The building o£ the bridge over the Dik came about in this way. During one of the journeys

of the emperor Shahjahaii into Kashmir, the private belongings of Dara Shikoh and Hari Begam
and many pack animals were lost in the Dik, which was in flood. The Paujddr of the District, Mirza
Badi UsmSn, was accordingly ordered to have a large and permanent bridge ready by the time the

royal party returned. The Faujdar set to work, but could get nothing but mud bricks and so he

imprisoned all tlie brick-burners. The result was that when the emperor returned the bridge was

not even commenced. On being severely reprimanded, the Faujdar remarked that only Shah Daula

could build the bridge. The emperor at once ordered him to fetch Shah Daula. By a stratagem

he was induced to enter a palanquin and was carried off, but he remarked :
—“ There is no need to

force me to obey the emperor’s orders. I know them and will carry them out,”

Arrived at the Dik, Shah Daula procured the release of the brick*burners and set about build-

ing the bridge. A wicked who inhabited the spot, destroyed the work as fast as it was done»

but after a controversy, in which he was overcome, the giirii was lured into a lime-pit and buried up

to his neck in lime and mortar by Shah Daula.

Shah Daula met with many other obstacles. Among them was one raised by Buta, the land •

oivner of the neighbourhood, who made money out of the ford at that spot, ButS cut the dam in

order to drown iliQfaqirs encamped underneath it, but Shah Daula cleverly frustrated him by making

a second dam below it. A faqtr was sent to report on Buta’s behaviour.to Shahjahan, who ordered

liim to be sent to Lahore bound hand and foot, there to be beheaded and his head to be hung on a nim
tree. But Shah Daula interceded for him and obtained his release, Buta after this rendered every

possible assistance, the bridge was duly built and Shah Daula returned to Gujrat.

About this time a faqtr, named SaidSh, came to Gujriit and claimed the guardianship of

the town by divine appointment in order to discredit Sh^h Daula, By spiritual means Sbdh

Daula convinced the impostor that he was wrong, and VciQ faqtr disappeared and was never heard of

again.

At that time female infanticide was rife in Rajaur, now a part of the Jammu State, R^j^

Chattur Singh of Rajaur was a devoted follower of Shah Daula, but he always killed his female

children at birth. However, on the birth of one girl, Sh^h Daula told him to let the child live, as

she would be very fortunate and become the mother of kings. The child was therefore allowed to live

and grew up a fair and lovely maiden, and when Sh^hjah^n was passing through RSjaur on one of

his journeys to Kashmir, the Raja presented her to him as a nazar. The girl was accepted and

bestowed on Prince Aurangzeb, who married her.

Later on, the prince, being anxious to know whether he or one his brothers, Dara Shikoh and

Murad, would succeed to tne throne, went to see Shah Daula and presented him with a zar murgh

(golden pheasant), a foreign cat and wooden stick. If the saint accepted all but the stick it

was to be an omen that the prince would succeed. But Shah Daula, as soon as he saw the prince,

arose saluted him as “Your Majesty,” and giving him a cake, returned the stick and said

“God has sent you this cake, and this stick is granted you as the sceptre of your authority. Be of

good cheer.” Aurangzeb told the tale to the Begam Bai, who confirmed him in his belief in it by

relating Shah Daula’s prophecy that she herself would be the mother of kings. Her sons were

Mu*azzim and Mahmud, of whom the former became the emperor Bahadur Sh^h.

At a later period, after he had become emperor, Aurangzeb again sent for Sh^h Daula, who

appeared before him in a miraculous manner. The emperor was dining by himself, but he saw

that a hand was eating with him. Galling his attendants he told them of this, and said that the hand

was the hand of an old man with the second finger missing. One of the attendants, named

Bakhtiwar, said that the hand was probably Shah Daula’s. The emperor thereupon summoned the

Saint to appear, when Shah Daula at once stood revealed, and was dismissed, loaded with presents

by the amazed sovereign.
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Many other tales o£ hla miracles are told of Shdli Daula, but that which is chiefly associated

with his name is the miracle of the ChtLhfts or Rat-childre», said to be born through his agency

with minute heads, large ears, rat-like faces, and without understanding or the power of speech.

Shah Daula lived to a great age, commonly stated to have been 150 years, and was contom^

porary with Akbar, Jahangir, Shahjah^n, and Aurangzeb. He was born in the 25th year of Akbar,

A.H* 989 or A.D. 1581 and died, according to the anagram of his death, Khudcldostj iu A.H* 1087

or A.D. 1676, He was therefore really 95 years old at his death.

His usual title is Shah Daula Daryal, because of the numerous bridges that he built. To the

end of his life, princes and nobles, rich and poor alike, sought his blessing. At last, when he saw his

end approaching he sent for his disciple, Bhawan Shah, duly invested him \Yith the dalgt and in^

stalled him as sijjdshla-nisMn and successor.

The existing members of the Sect of Shah Daula claim that Bhawan Shall as fhe son of the

saint, but whether he was a real, or an adopted sou or Italkd^, the present Tirs aie the dchcciidiiuts

of Bhawan Shiih,

INotes by the Editor.

There are some points worth noting in the stories of Shah D aula's Buts and of »Sbuh Daula
himself.

In the first place it seems pi-etty clear from what has been above recorded that the ascri])tioii of

the Ohulias to the agency of the well-known saint of Gujrut is posthumous. One snsjiects that

Bhawan Sh^h of the Shfih Daula Shrine created the cult, much in the fashion that Ghtizi Sultan
Muhammad is creating one now out of the shrine which he has set up round the tomb of the great local

saint. All the circumstances point to such a situation. There aie the extreme modernness of the
cult, the fact that a band or order dfaqtrs make a living out of a certain class of local microcephalous
idiots, and the convenient existence of an important shiine. Then the absence of landed projjorty iu
possession of the band, or of any recognized right to succession to tbe leadership, and the entire
dependence on earnings, in turn dependent themselves on the gullibility of the « faithful/ all make it

almost certain that Bhawan Shfih took the opportunity of the then recent decease of a well-known
ancient and holy man to find a sacred origin for the unholy traffic of liis followers. The division of
the income thus earned is just such as one might expect of a body that had no other source of
cohesion originally than profit out of a common means of livelihood.

As regards the legend of ShSh Daula himself, we have the usual ascription of a direct connec-
tion by birth of a local holy man with the great ones of the earth in his day, with the usual clear
openings for doubt in the account thereof, and we have also the ascription of miraculous powers
common to PanjSbi saints. There is nothing in the story that could not have been picked up by
the tellers out of the tales of other saints commonly current in the country. No doubt there did
live, during the seventeenth century, a holy mau in GujrSt town, who died there at an advanced a*?e
and had a tomb erected to him, which became venerated. It is quite probable that he was
instrumental in forwarding works of public utility in his neighbourhood, and was notorious for his
parity to the poor and needy, led an excellent life, and was venerated by the nobility around him.
Considering the situation of the town of Gujr^t, it is quite possible also that he attracted tbe
Jtention of the emperor Sh&hjahan and his suite, during their many journeys to and fro between

as nur and their Indian Court. But all this affords no ground for supposing that he had anything

fastened themselves on to his name.
^ nave

As regards the Chuli^s themselves, it is quite possible that there is tendency to produce suchIdiots among the population of given districts, such as PCinch and Jammfi, but one cannot help

of
^ continuous supply being forthcoming for the well-beingthose who ive on them, some of these unfortunates are artificially produced after their birthas ordinary infants. It would be sc easy to accomplish this on the part of the unscrupulous.
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A TRIPLET OF PANJABI SONGS.

BY H. A. BOSE.

I.

K&fl Ghuiam Farid Ohacliran Sharif dAK A KAfi of Ghuiam Farid of Chadqrfttt

Sharif.2

Text, Translation.

Refrain.

ITik dam hijar^ na sahndi,^ he !

Bil dilhiif^ Icdrine^ mdndt,'^ he!

I.

Soz gudaz® di tul wicbhanwAn.

Dukh duhag® di sejli banrawaii.

Hur ghaman da gal wich pawan.

Dard di banh^® sirandbi, be I

Hik dam bijar, etc.

II.

0, the heart cannot hear se’paraiion for a

ment

!

0, the heart grows sichfor the "beloved !

I.

The mattress of pain and sorrow I would

spread.

The bed of sorrow and pain I would make.

The garland of grief I would place around my
neck.

0, the arm of pain under my head I

0, the heart cannot bear, etc.

II.

Mabi bcparwa milyose.^^

Paired® soz (Iraq piyose.

Hal kanhn behAl tbeyose.

Jindri jhok^® ghaman di, he !

Hik dam bijar, etc.

III.

I have fallen in love with a careless lover,

I have caught the pangs of separation in my
skirt.

I have fallen from calmness upon evil days.

0, my soul is the thirsty habitation of

sorrow !

O, the heart cannot bear, etc.

III.

Deub nibhawafi sarden baldeh.^^

Rat wanjawsih galdeh jaldeh.^^

SM nmar gai bath maiden

Hai, bai ! Maut na andi, be 1

Hik dam bijar, etc.

I pass the day in grief and sorrow.

I pass the night in sorrow and grief.

My whole life is passing in regret.

Alas, alas ! O, the death does not come !

0, the heart cannot bear, etc.

1 A song of the Der& Gh&zl Kh&h Bistriot.

2 The poet whose takhallas was Farfd, and whose real name was Ghnlt.m Farid, dwelt at ChtchySn Sharif,

a town on the right bank of the Indns, opposite Kot Mith&n, where he had charge of his ancestors* shrine.

ITaw&b S^diq Muhammad Khah, of Bahfiwalpnr, was one of his murtds or disciples. I am indebted to Sayyid Sher

Sh&h, a Mnnsif in the P&njab, for this song and its translation.

s Pers, used locally to mean ' separation from the beloved. *

* saTwA, to hear, endure i scil, dil, the heart : ‘the heart does not endure.*

5 dilbar

:

Pers., * one who takes the heart,* the beloved. ® k&rim, postposition, * for.
*

T mandi, sick : Pers. maniZa, wearied. ® soz gvddz : Pers ,
‘ pain and sorrow *

: Ut., * burning and melting.*

• duhh duhdg : local expression, ‘ pain and sorrow.’

dard di banh : the sense is that ‘ arm of pain is under my head ’ while sleeping, instead of the arm of my
mistress.

n mUyose, Ut., * we have met’ :
‘ I have fallen in love with. *

la Allusion to the custom of beggars receiving alms in the skirt.

IS pLoh, local ;
an isolated habitation without a well of drinking water.

1* sarden balden, galden jaldeh : lit, ‘ rotting and burning,
’

‘ melting and burning * ; both expressions mean, iu

grief and jealousy. ’

hath maUeh, lit., ubbing the hands *
:

‘ in regret,
*
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IV.

Sonhren^® keti Kecli^^ tiyaii.

Aya bar birhon sir bhari.

Sengian^s sartian karia ua kait.

Bewas pai kurlandi, he !

Hik dam hijar, etc.

V.

Yad karesuD yar diah gahlin :

Sonhriaii ramzEh mohhriah chulio.

Toreh mehrheh dewih Siyalin.^®

Tang Farid na jaudi, he !

Hik dam hijar, etc.

II.

H&r Phuldn do.

Text.

H&r jphuldh de, pd^ndh hdr phiildh de,

Phul ledBf hdnkd ydtjpdwdh har phiddn de,^^

I. — Nftr.

Qissakhwani de bazar dhup dopahar di, he I

Tere table di tikor hai kaisi qahr di, he !

HSr phuldh de, etc.

II. — Hard.

Itth^D samhul darakht, ni, guw^h rahiida.

Teri nainau de sawar ohauhkidar rahrida.

H&r phulfia de, etc.

III.— Nar.

QissakhwS,nl de bMr assth khalote:

Uththe manggan panj rupaia, santih pain gote.

IV.

My love is ready to start for Kccb.

The burden of grief seems heavy on iny head.

Her companions and maids give me no help.

0, I am become helpless and lamenting !

O, the heart cannot bear, etc.

V.

I shall ever remember the talk of ruy friend :

Her amusing questions and her charming
gestures.

What though the Siyjil women chide.

0, the longing of Farid that departs not !

0, the heart cannot bear, etc.

The Garlands of Plowera.^i

Translation.

Refrain.

Garlands of flower 8y love, garlands of Jloweis

will I wear^

Bring flowers, my gallant fiend, and I will

tvear garlands ofJlowers,

I. — Girl.

0, the noon-day sun is hot in the Qissakliwant
Bazar 1

0, the power of thy note on the ialld t

Garlands of flowers, etc.

II. — Man.

The samhul tree here is our witness, love.

It stands guardian of the beauty of thine eyes.

Garlands of flowers, etc*

III. — Girl.

I went and stood in the Qissakhwani Bazar

:

And when they asked five rupees, I was

H?ir phnl^h de, etc.

plunged in care.

Garlands of flowers, etc.

« UU, ‘beautiful* : used for ‘the beloved.’
^ “

poetically to a gii

senflrtdn, girl companious of her own age.

-r
H&r and E&njh4, a ‘ Borneo and Juliet story of the Pani&b Etoib& came hotl^akht HaaM .md H r was of the Siy&l trihe and their mutnal love was highly impomc Hen^th^rremoc

oSlnfrth ^ The poet is using the langl”of Hir, and by the term Siy&Un’ he means his oiuji country-women.
^

20 My love, my darling : used by a man to a woman.

isin^i^ielL'LXT

I

suspect that this rersio:

^Jsed as a refrain after each couplet. Here the man addresses the girl in the first line and she replies in th

At Pesh&war,
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IV. —Hard.

Lake surklu, tail dandas^l, mukh sawardehaiu :

Karke qaul, tail qarar, manii wisarde hain.

Har phulafi de, etc.

V, — mr.

Hath chitte, tail clianger wich phul kaliaii.

Koi sohni solini huka dendi wioh galtaii.

Har phulaii de, etc.

VI. — Hard.

Ki kite, ni, garib nun kliwiir karke ?

Maiii mobiyii palili rat, tera didar karke !

Har pbulaii de, etc.

VII. — mr.

Tail tail merfi yar
;
tere nal maiAngt.

Hath pharke teri buiih, Jhang-SIyiil wardngi.

HSr phulaii de, etc.

VIII, — Hard.

Jutti teri mokli : pajama tera tang.

Do anna sude mor de, tO baithi tukre raahg.

Har phulan de, etc.

IX. — mv.

Banhiah patfiaii lakh hazar rat na tahrdi, he !

Terd husan da guman dhup dopahr di, he !

Har phulaii de, etc.

X. — Mard.

Tuii tail turna turna chahya rate ni.

Sdde hath jigar nuii pays! haiisydrie, ni.

HSr phulaii de, etc.

IV. — Man,

They take vermilion and dandusil and adorn
their faces

:

They make vovrs and premises, but soon for

get them.

Garlands of flowers, etc.

V. — Girl.

Their hands are fair and flowerbuds are in

their baskets.

Many a beauty hawks her wares in the lanes.

Garlands of flowers, etc.

VI. —. Man,

What dost thou gain, love, by troubling a poor

man?
I was thy lover from the first night I saw

thee

!

Garlands of flowers, etc,

VII. — Girl,

Thou art indeed, my love ; I will die with

thee.

Clasping my hands on thy arm, I will go to

Jhang-Siy&l.

Garlands of flowers, etc.

VIII. — Man.

Loose thy shoes : tight thy trousers.24

Give me back the two annas and sit thou

here and beg.

Garlands of flowers, etc.

IX. — Girl,

Alas, binding a lalch of bandages does not stay

the blood !

0, thy beauty in its pride is as the noon*day

sun !
25

Garlands of flowers, etc.

X. — Man.

Thou bringest the desire of love as thou

goest, dear.

And my hand is on my side for laughter, love.

Garlands of flowers, etc.

2^ As worn bjr Panj&bi women. The meaning is that she oonld not walk far.

26 [In the story of Mirzil and Sfihibah, which is connected with Jhang and the Siy&ls, the pair eloped and were
caught under a tree, and MirzA was murdered before the ©yes of his paramour, *— En. ].
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XI.— Nftr.ae

Chall chbaman obhaman, tmi piyari nt.

Zar^ atakii& b^zAr, nainanw&liye ni.

Bkr pbulan de, etc.

XII. — Mard.

FardesiAn de baske boliye, d1.

N^kar bnsan d^ gnm&n: pOr^ toliye, m.

H^r phulSn de, etc.

XIII.— mr.

Asib tere liye parote bar cbbote obbote, ni t

Kibnun boldi bain bol sflnun mote mote, ni?

Har pbulab de, etc.

XIY. — Mard.

Teri zulf kunclal paya, kali nag koloii.

Teri gall bai mazedar, ni, gulab kolon.

Hdr pbulan de, etc*

XV. — Nftr.

Tera rang bai mazedar mabt&b kolon.

Teri dbunni mazedar tang sbarab kolon.

Har pbulan de, etc.

XVI. — Mard.

Teri aiikb bai mazedar amb anar kolon :

Terii nak bai kbunde di dbar, n5, talwilr kolofi.

Har pbulan de, etc.

XVII.— mr.
Kabenuu baitbi tir nainan de cbalaont, be ?

Sine barcbbtan tOn mizbgi.n diaii laoni, be ?

XI. — Girl.27

Come with tby tinkling feet, thou dearest love.

Stay not a moment in the bazar, my love

with the ( beautiful ) eyes.

Garlands of flowers, etc.

XII. — Man.

Thou should speak graciously to strangers,

love.28

Be not proud of tby beauty, love
;
but be just

( to me ).

Garlands of flowers, etc.

XIII. -- Girl.29

For thy sake I have made many little garlands

love

:

Why dost thou speak to mo with rough words,

love ?

Garlands of flowers, etc.

XIV. — Man.

Thy locks have fallen into curls like black

snakes.

Thy cheeks arc fairer than the rose, love.

Garlands of flowers, etc.

XV. — Girl.

Thy colour is fairer than the moon.

Thy navel is more intoxicating than a flash of
wine.

Garlands of flowers, etc.

XVI. — Man.

Thine eyes are sweeter than the mango or the
pommegranate :

Thy nose more slender than the edge of

a sword, love.

Garlands of flowers, etc.

XVII. — Girl.

0, why dost thou sit and let loose the arrows
of thine eyes ?

Har pbulan de, etc.

O, why dost thou pierce my breast with the

spears of thy glances t

Garlands of flowers, etc.

26 [ From this point something has gone wrong with the regular interchange of couplets between the man am
the woman, and verses 11, 12, IS, 14, 16 and 18 should all be addressed to the woman, and only 15, 17 ( doubtfully
and 19 to the man. This verse, No. 11, both forms its substance and its form, should not be spoken b’
but to, the woman. Such irregularities and obvious discrepancies axe, however, characteristic of Pani&b
bards —Ed.]. ^

M
[ But the man should speah this Terse. I suspeot that not only is this yersion inoomplete. but also that th

verses are given in any order, just as they occured to the singer, — Ed. ]

Julitt^— Ed
hostile to that of S&hxb&n. Hence the trouble. They were a Paiiiabi Romeo an(

23
[ Here again the man should be speaking. — Ed. ]

36 But all the expressions are feminine and apparently the man should be speaking. — Ed. ]
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XVIII. — Hard. XVIII. — Man.

Teri^u bhanwdn goshadar, ui, kaman koloii. Thine eyebrows are more curved than a bow,
love.

Tere naiaan de ndl ralinde, ni, nisliari koloii. Thine eyes, love, are always on the mask.^i

Har phuldu de, etc. Garlands of flowers, etc.

XIX. — isr&r. XIX. — Girl.

Teri patb! da singdr mazedar rahiida : The arrangement of thy hair is captivating

:

Teri aagi da audr rasidar rahiida. The pomraegranate of the angt^^ is full of juice.

Hdr phulan de, etc. Grarlands of flowers, etc.

111.

Sehriau. The Garlands.

A Welding Song of the Joii/as of Multdn Diet,

Text. Translation.

Sehrd L Garland /.

Refrain.

Sehridhxodld hanardjlwe ! Long live the bridegroom with the garlands !

S^hridhwdld bjLnard jiwe I

1.

Nam Farid Khaii ! Zat Lakhwera !

Long live the bridegroom, with the garlands !

1.

By name Farid Khan ! By tribe Lakhwera.

Lakh salami thiwe ! Ldklis of men salute thee

!

Maharaja, banar^ jiwe I Mahar^jtl, may thy bridegroom live

!

Sehriaiiwilia, etc. Long live, etc.

2. 2.

Jitwal charhteh, teri fatah hameahd !
Where thou dost attack, be victory ever thine 1

Jor bhaiah da thiwe

!

Be thou united to thy kinsmen !

Mabardja, banara jiwe

!

Maharaja, may thy bridegroom live 1

SebrUiiwalfi, etc.

'

Long live, etc.

3.

Congratulate the bride’s®* mother.

3.

Banara di mai nun diyo mub^rak.

Sharbat piyala piwe. Let her drink the cup of sharbat.

Maharaja, banara jiwe ! Mahstrajl, may thy bridegroom live !

Sehriaiiwahi, etc. Long live, etc.

Sehra IL Garland II,

Sakbi Firoz rangila, The generous and beautiful Firoz,

Jug jug jiwe ! May he live for ever 1

Sagal wari pahar, Possessor of a mountain of wealth,

Aise Joya tufi dat^r ! Be thou a creator of wealth like the Joiyas

!

A than nawah zunln da Of eight or nine friends

Sarkop madita ! Be thou the great leader !

Jug jug jiwe! May he live for ever 1

Sakbi Firoz rangila, The generous and beautiful Firoz,

Jug jug jiwe

!

May be live for ever I

Carryingf on the metaphor of the eyes and the arrows.

[An under-garment covering the breasts^ Here again apparently the man shonld be speaking. — Ed. ]

Lakhwera: one of the principal class of the Joiyas, an interesting account of whom will be found in the

forthcoming Gazetteer of the Bah^walpur State. LdiJck in the next line is simply placed punningly in juxta*

position.

Note that the same term is used for bride and bridegroom.
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Seh'a 111*

Lchidh iuh M bane hai pa7u1v /

1 .

Tainun sewan Jamwan de rSje,

Dasteii ghore pair piyWe !

Joija, kafeari de sardai* I

Lamaii tun, etc.

2 ,

Bare II wich wanjara sewe

!

Bohar ghaiinaii ditar I

Lamaii idn, etc.

3.

Jauak Khan suklmandd purd t

Terii baclian na howe kurA

S^hib de darbSr !

LAmuii tiiii, etc.

4.

Jis wal cbarhen teri fatah kamesha
;

Fatab liar darbar !

LamEn tkii, etc.

5.

Sare JoiyAn da sardar,

Basul Allah dA hain tun yAr /

Mubarak dewe sab sansAr 1

LAman tun, etc.

Sehra IV.

Jiwe hotteh sehridhwdld baunah!

Wadi JAnak sami di maVlit tangsal gharai.

Sone ghariAh batrih galaii sohni dhal khindai.

SonA put soput ralai.

Wich ghore phiren daryAi*

JAnak JoiyA ati Sidu Mtr dhuwaniih jhikloi apAu

Ghari taksAI
;
baui badshAhi !

Garland III.

Refrain.

He the ranJcs of thy amy ravaged lilce iht hills!

1 .

May the o'djds of Jammu serve tlire

Themselves on foot and their horbes by the hand

!

JoiyA, Lord of ( many ) forts !

Be the ranks, etc.

2 .

Be thy enemy subdued on the battle-field 1

Be thou a ( very ; hohai^^^ tree as a creator of

wealth 1

Be tlie ranks, etc.

3.

As Janak Khan, fulfil thou thy ]jromise !

Be thy v^orcl never false

Before the Court of God 1

Be tlie ranks, etc.

4.

"Wliere thou dost attack, be victory ever thine;

Victory in every Couit.

Be the ranks, etc,

5 .

Lord of all the Joiyas,

Thou art the friend of the Propliet of God !

May all the world bless thee I

Be the ranks, etc.

Garland IV.

Refrain .3®

Long live the bridegroom with the garlands !

Janak distributed at the wedding money coined

at the mint.

Golden coins he minted and gave them to the

servants and the poor.

He united a good bridegroom to a good bride.

River horses were used at the wedding.

JAnak JoiyA and Sidu Mir were ashamed and
covered their faces with a cloth.

With gold coins at the mint he founded

a kingdom 1

The banyan tree, or fieus mdica. Probably in practice repeated after every lice.
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THREE SONOS FROM THE PANJAB.

BY H. A. ROSE.

I.

A Love Song,

Text.

Sajan, woli din kaun the turn biclihrat^ mohe

chain ?

Gile ban kl lakri sulgat hai din rain.

Lakrl jal koila bahi, aur koila jal bahl rakh

:

Main papan aisi jali, na koila bahi, na rakh,

SAjau, woh din kaun the, jo turn guriya,^ ham
dor.

Chali wa parem, kit guriya ? kit dor ?

Snjan, woh din kaun the, jo bich ni rakhte

liar ?

Karanhar ne aisi ki, jo pargayz bich pahar.

Translation,

Which were the days, love, when T had
pleasure away from thee ?

The damp wood smoulders all the day.

Burnt wood makes charcoal, burnt charcoal

makes ashes

:

But I, poor wretch, am so burnt up that there

is neither charcoal nor ashes.

Which were the days, love, when you were

the kite and I the string ?

When the wind of love blew, where was the

kite and where the string ?

Which were the days, love, when there was

not even a garland between us 1

Now the Creator has so made it that there is

a mountain between us.

II.

RSg LarMyoh led*

Text.

Asa 11 apn^ charkba katna ;

Due dd muuh chattna.^

Kiuii due de karan roi ?

Bhed apne dil da khoi ?

Asaii apne ghar^ de raja ;

Due kane kuchh nahiii kaj.i.

Kiuii jag inanas khush kariia ?

Parna Malik de oliarna.

Kiuii kisi de sang asaii hasna ?

Kiuii kisi de ghar ja basna 7^

Asaii ant same marjaiiA ;

Due kisi sang naliiii jdiiA,

Kiuii DunyA de baje bajana.

Sukli clihadke, dukh ko pAuA.

Haiii mitti, mitti meii mil jana *•

Kiafi narm dushale biohhauA 7

The Maidens* Spinning Song.

Translation.

Gurs to ply the spinning-wheel

:

Not to flatter another’s face.

Why should we for another weep ?

Why let go the secret of our hearts?

We are lords of our own house

;

We have no concern with another’s

.

Why should man take pleasure in the world i

It is better to fall at the feet of the Master,

Why should we laugh with any one ?

Why should we go to dwell in any one’s

house ?

In the end we have to die.

We may not go with any other.

Why should we play the music of the World ?

Oars to forego pleasure and endure pain.

Earth we are, to the earth we must return;

Why then spread soft shawls?

* gOjnyCi) usually moans a doll, but bore = a four-cornered kite.

* Lif^, house : our own oonoerna.

1 hioTihraty separated.

® L.t.t to lick ; to flatter.
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Gdwan Timtdii dd.

Text,

Asan apna cbarkha katn&

:

Kal d^ie de kahnun rakn^ ?

Kiun duje de kol 3^ rot ?

Bliarni® apne 31 da khoi ?

Asan apne ghar dtafi ranisln

;

Kahn^n karni^n dLijlan di kahiaiiirin ?

KSnn jag nihera® sahije I

Saliiyo, apne nal raek^ rahije,

Kiun kiss de ckit lubMna ?

Kiufi jag ndn paia hasana I

Asan orak nun mar jAnS :

Kisi due de nal nahiii janA

Kiun jag viek dkum xnachai ?

Sukk ebbadke, dukh nth p£i,

Sab mittion, mifcti bo jana :

Kiun sejan te charb son^ ?

III.

2'Jie Moirons^ Spinntyig Soyig,

Translation,

Ours to ply tbo spinning >>’11001 :

Why do we abide with another /

Why do we go and weep with anotljor ?

And let go the fullness o£ onr hearts?

We are queens of our own honso :

Why do we talk of others’' doings i

Why do we eudnre the oo^pa* tries of th^'

world ?

Matrons, we should keep the world to our-

selyes.

Why should we enthral the heart of any one

Why should we suber riclieule in the world.

In the end we have to die

:

We may not go with any other.

Why do we make a display in the world ?

Ours to forego pleasure and endure

All are of earth, to the earth v/e must return

:

Why mount a bed to sleep 1

MOHIYE KI HAR, OR BAB,
BY H. A, BOSE.

1!%6 CJirenicU of Bdjd M&M Parkdsh, Ruler qf Ndlian (Sirrnnr) State.

(Continued Jrom p, 008*)

Saihjo ri seri da, R^je pS-lgi pheri, On the jilahi of Saihj the Raja t^irned }k-

palanquin,

210 Gayh rahi-goa N%ane rfi, sare paharo ri 230 (For) the fort of Nagan, the queen of all thv
' 1 N

hills, remained (untakeu).

The army of Mohi Parkash all turn«ul

towards Kagan,

The horsemen, with loins girt and gnii^>

ready

Round the Fort of Kagan rode their liors^’s.

As ii it were thundering in the clouds ami
bombarding.

215 NSga^ere garho tbe, garh NSganeeMto.s? 215 The tort of NSgan, Nagan Fort ytsi% taken.
nS'A-i.'U -mA Iaa TlA*. riai p . n ..-.x

*
. a ...

shiri2^
;

Mohiye ri fanjo, sab Kagai^e khe giri %

Kashe hunde kamare,25 lage-bufide tore,

Garho girde Ndga^re, gere ebakre ghore
Guxi row^ megbhla, jhdmi roSo kobeto ;2«

Garb ebuta Kag^ rd, leo maskis® Raje,

Bb%i guwe garble, rowe darwaz© kbuie^

Nag^ ri, O Kdlka, tnslio khe dubai

:

R^je tinie^® Mohiye, hdmeh ghari-ro khai

® Bouht, suspicion, error.

The fort of Nagaiii fell, and they said ;

‘crush the RSja.’

Its garrison fied away and its gates wort;

thrown open.

(The women cried :—)
‘ 0 Kalka of Kagani,

to thee we make our moan.
By that Rdj^ Mohi Parkash, we are brought

to great distress.

s Beggmg, coaxing.
24 x.a«';3 qk it t. t. ^ t ^ B- ^ ^-ocZi. creation : mcA«(3,. to be employed-

26 fI ^ ^\Kashe hundeMmare : with loins girt > tore : the tow (used to fire the long Indian gun.)26 Quri rowe,: is roarxng ; oMmt roto hoheto ; the mist is spreading.
® fa >

Z
to break ) : hroken, i. a., the fortress gave in. a iso matU : ornsh to pieces.Time . by that, h&men ghart-rojch&t i we are in sore distress (an idiom).
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1:^20 Gayli pb^ia Nagne rd, hajneu kliedi ro lai,30

dillpi ro merie Kalika/^i hameii karmi

jtiminoii

;

Ubhe awane de Beslui khe, lAmiii maso ra

liumo 11.^2

Uarlio pibide Nagni re, sui chiidro plieri,

Hati faujo Raje ri, Sainjo ri seri

;

225 Sidliie Koto ra tluikur, kind^ roA jfii ?

Dcsliu dhA.ro ri bAtri liamiii deU batawi.

Lilgi gowa boldiV® Bidhiyii bhAfco,

Manj Phagu ri rasta, Deshu dharo ri bato.

Ai palgi Raje ri, Dhamaiidri re ghfite,

230 Ghate paro Dhamandri re, Mohiye re

fcambu ;

Pliagii liali gowA Rane ra, alo ni. jya ]iimbu
;

Chau syarie Phagu re, Rajo khe mille :

Ghate lyae Dhainandii re, bathori re kille.

Phagu re, 0 Phagyaneo, tuse kanio c]ar6 ?

KarA bbore Nabinii khe, base lipue ghare

Al palgi EAje ri, Kaifchalo re ghafce,

^
]3aro ditta bakrA, Nalo re bbate,

Ai palgi Raje ri, Deshu ri dharo,

Desbu paro jubro^^ de, Mohiye re tAmbu,

240 Sara bAli gowA Keoiitbal, Alo ra jya

lAmbu;

TAmbu tani ro cbAkre, cbbari rAkba

muliAlA

Undi dbarti jhulko,4<* AbbA Indar halA :

Dbuwen rie badalle, ubbA surjo thamo.

Deshue gurli,^^ Mobiye ri drAgi,

220 He has burnt the fort of Kagaji and driven

ns out of it.

Do still, O my KAlikfi ! we will bear the

blame
;

Let them come up to Deshu, we will feed

the flames with human flesh.’

On the fort of Nagan was unfurled the red flag.

The Raja’s army returned to the plain of

Saihj.

225 (They asked :— )
‘ O SidhA, ThAkur of Kot

whither art thou going ?

Pray show us the pathway to the ridge ot

Deshu !

'

Bidhia Brahman replied

:

‘Through Phagu is the road, by the path-

way to Deshu ridge.’

The RAjA’s palanquin reached Dhamandri

230 At the of DhamAudrl was pitched, the

RajA’s tent,

And Phagu of the Rana of Keonthal shook

like the stalk of a potato plant.

Four elders of Phagu met the Raj A,

At the ffMi of DhamAadri they brought him
baskets of baihorUt,

(Said the RajA : — )
‘ O men of Phagu,ss

why are you afraid ?

235 Pay your revenue at NAhan, and dwell in

your own homes.’

The Raja’s palanquin came to the ghcli of

Kaithal,3«

And the Brahmans of Nal*^ village gave him
provisions and a goat.

The Raja’s palanquin came to Deshu ridge,

And on the meadows on Deshu were pitched

the Raja’s tents.

240 All the laud of Keonthal trembled like

a potato stalk.

When they had pitched the tents, they

bombarded to such an extent

That the earth below and sky above shook.

And clouds of smoke hid the sun above.

On Deshu sounded the music of Mohi-

Parkasb.

so Khed^ro Idi ; we have been hunted out,

SI ro merh K&Ukdi ; o my KAlikA I Be still! ; jummon: responsible.
32 Ldwitn mdiSo rA h'Omon ; we will feed the flames with human flesh, ss Ldgi govoa holM : began to say.
s* DhamAndr! : a place in Theog territory below PhAgfl.
so PhagyA^A the inhabitants of PhAgfl. se Eaithal : a ridge in Keonthal State.

NAl : a village in Chhabrot ^wrgan&t now in PatiAla territory, but formerly owned by Keonthal.
88 Jubro : in the meadow or waste-land.
so Chhdrt Md/hdlAf cJihdi'i rdhhd chhord muh^XQ, ,* the sound of firing, i . e., flred,

*0 JhulJco

:

shaking, Gv,rU

:

will roar ; drdgi : music.
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^45 Dhol baje, gliera^s bana, dhakuli bajl *,

Deslaue guri^® naubato, Koti shvino Raua :

tsbO. Uga bolada, NCip Saiiio Kami

:

Dhol baje, dhakuli baji, bajo gaihia-^-i brijjl,

Ke gui’i rowa meghula,^® ke awi-gowa

Raja ;

250 Dewo, Rane re hazrio, Manune aim jAi

:

Deshii dharo ri khabro, awaua le-ai.

Dewe Raiie re rigru Man^no ri dhuro,

Manuno ri dharo da, paiide na dewo 5

Sara rakh^ jabro,^^ tambiie chhai.

•255 Desh4 di dharo dl, iiiri^^ lag-rahi ago,

Biire disho baduko re, pagtye ri pAgo

Do Rane re rigru, hati avvi-gowe Koft :

Luni, mereo rigruo, Deshu dharo ri bato.

Deshu dharo ri bato, lai nahiii jandi,

2G0 SArS. rAkha jabro, fcambCie chhai

;

BolimdA ni, Ranea, tere sahiba dare

:

Deshue aya bairi, kot Saiujo gheri.

Rane tiniyeii Nup Saine, mat lai kamui,

Koti da Riiiia sahibe, derA Iowa uthui
;

265 Koti da Rand SAhib, gowA Jange ai :

Jungo re rauiwii®® da, Rana rowa gubbi,^^

Desh-ii aya bairi, gowA mulko dobi.^^

Jungo re pagiye da, RaiiA girda giro,^

Nairn Ani dewo Gumde, sabale phiro

245 The drains were beaten, the boundary

surrounded and tlie dhahfdt sounded.

On Deshu the nanbut rofsounded, and at Kot:

the Ran A heard it.

Thus he spoke, the Rana Xup Sain :

—

‘The drums are sounding and the dhal-uhs^

Either ’tis tlmndenng in tho cdouds, or the

RAjA has come,

250 Go, attendants of mo the RAiiA, go to Mnnim

,

Go and bring me news of Desliu ridge.*

The Rana s messengers went to the ridge ot

Manun,^®

As far as the ridge of Maiuin, but nut \ii

to it,*

All the waste-land was covered with tent>.

255 On the ridge of Deshu everywhere iire^ wen-

burning,

The gnus W’ore seen to be ternlde, ami
the turbans of the infantry.

The RAnA’s two messengers turiiod back an-i

came to Koti,

(Said the Raja: —)
* Tell me, my messen-

gers, the news from Hoshu <///«/*.

(They replied :—) ‘The now.'^ from he.diu

ridge is not to be told,

2G0 All tho waste-land is covered with tent^.

We dare not speak, RAnA fc’Ahib, from fear (U

thee.

The enemy has ri>aehed De»hu rhlge, art**’/

taking the fort of Saihj.’

Then RAnA Xup iSain made a uise rcsolvf*,

The RAnfi Sahib took his camp and came
JungA.

2G5 The RfmA SAhib from Koti came to Jun«»A.

At the palace of JungA the lU uA fell into

anxiety.

‘The enemy has reached Deshu ridge, my
kingdom has been overthrown.’

In the verandah at JungA the Rana paced
to and fro,

(Giving his orders:^) * Let GuimlA'’*
come from Nauii and be loyal,'

a
Bwroundea. « roared or resounded.

** Gabhra: deep, and so (idiomatically), that which can be heard from afar.

(hui rows, megMlS.

:

the clouds are roaring.
‘

«s Jubro (see footnote 38 )" Mandn! a ridge in Patitla territory
j also the name of the village deity who lives in Mandn viHa»J

i3
; only, merely ; nothing but.

® *

M Biro ( bad), dtsho (are seen ), badUo re ( of the riflemen), p&giyo ri pS.go ( the tnrbans ) : i. e , the tnrbin.Of the riflemen were seen to be terrible.
uv

‘!
B«“^«'*-- iatlie oourlya,ra. H rowd gttbM : theUM was strnok with grief, or plunged into anxietv- GowS rniako ^oSt -muHe gaya

:

i. e., the oonntry is lost. m (Krda giro .• waiked roundrotate pWo ; turn the right way. « Snmdd : the name of a man of Nflfln.
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270 Rawalo ani dewo Bhagte, R^e re wazlro

;

Charole ani dewo Chandre, Aitle ano

Fakiro.

Gille ani dewo Dhart^, sathe hande ua

balo,°8

Andro di Ranie, likhi ditio chiri;®^

Gills lyawana naite,®® Dliarta Ijawana

tiri :

27r5 Ae RSne re rigru, Gille re Bhareche,

Gille CLhibre, rSkhe pucbhne lae.

Do Rane re rigruo, kani joge awe ?

G lilts bolun, Chliibro, RSne rakbS bolae,

Ae Rane re rigru Dharte re Kote
;

280 Bbali®^ re jaiii Dbarte, rSkhe pucbbne

ISe :

’

Do Bane re rigru, kani khe tushe ae ?

Bhali re bolun, DharteS, Rane rakhe

bulSe,

SabhS ISgi Rane ri, dewri re cbobhSle

285 Gillae lior Dbarte, RSnS gbalS juhSri,®®

Bole RSne sabibS, kwai rSkbe bulai ?

Jungo re rauno da, RSna rowS gubi,®^

Desbu SyS bairi,®® roba muluk dubi
j

Raja awi-gowS MobiyS, gaifini®® rS gola

:

290 Take mango dbuiiwen^® kbe, Deyi rS dolS.

270 Let Bhagta, Rawal,®® the RSnS's wattv'*

come too.

Let Ohandra the CharolB? come, and also

Paqira, the Aitla.

Let Dharta and Gilla too, come, but not

together by the same road.**

From her palace the Rani wrote a letter

—

That Gilla was to be brought by way of the

river, and Dharta®^ across the hills.

275 The RSnS’s messengers arrived at

Bharecb,®^ _ Gilla’s village,

And Gills knew that the Chhibar had sent

them to inquire.

^ 0 messengers twain of the RSnS, what has

brought you hither ?
*

‘ 0 Chhibra, I tell (thee) that the RanS has

summoned Gilla!
*

Then the messengers came to the Fort of

DhartS.

280 DhartS took it in good part and began to

question them : -

—

‘ 0 messengers twain of the RSna, for what

purpose have you come ?
*

(They replied : —)
* ’Tis the truth we tell

you, DhartS, the RanS has sent for you.*

( Gills and Dharta were brought to the

place at Junga.)

The RSnS*s court was in session at the

terrace of the gateway,

285 GiUa and Dharta too did obeisance to the

RanS,

And said:— * O RSnS SShib, why have we

been summoned ?
*

In the court-yard at JungS, the RSnS was

in great anxiety,

‘ The enemy has come to Deshu, and my
kingdom is likely to be lost,

Mohi the Raja has come like a thunder-bolt

from the sky.

290 He has demanded ransom from every

hearth, and the hand of my daughter in

marriage.

RawAl: a clan of Kanets in Keonthal. Chabrol and AitlS : also the names of clans in Keonthal.

Mthe (together), hdn^e wd (do not walk), hHo (the way) : do not walk together on the road.

Andro di : from the palace : ehh i . a letter.

*® r^aite

:

should be brought by the river ; Urt by or over the peak of the hill.

(HllS and Dhartt : of the RdnS of Keonthal who were not on good terms with each other.

Bharech : a village in Keonthal. Jdnd (knew) ; rd&Ae pticfchne Me : have been sent to enquire.

Bhali

:

good. ®5 re chohhdle

:

on the terrace of the main gate. OhAldjUhM

:

paid his respects,

Ch&hi: plunged into anxiety, t® Bairi

:

the enemy, 6® Gain73>t: the sky (a thunderbolt from the sky).

J)h'&>nuin : smoke (from every house in which fire burns).
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Gill^ jS.ai Dharta, chori dele jab^bo.

Phiill karU pbulru, pliule karle aru,

B^ng^ r^kh^ BS.sde, Dliarte da

d^-rCi

;

inon bate li karni,^^ p^kheo Rana gk^i

;

295 B^nga kata B^sue, Rana bbarle sbai.^^

Jnngo re ranno di, mat lai kamM,

Diwan jani Pujyali la, Iowa bu-lM;

Jungo re rauno d^, deo rakha gliarewlJ^

Gille Dhartea, ka kari Iowa tba tu?'®

300 Dharte id dangra,^® kiindo mule lowe

Gilld or perchance Dharla 'vsili give him

a proper answer.

The flowers will bo blooming and peaches be

in blossom*

It was wrong that DharbVs pommegranatti-

tree should have been ent down by BAsu/

The Rdna made enquiry into the di'^put**

bet\\eeii Gilla and DhartA :

295 (He decided:) that Basu had dtmo

a wrong.

In the court-yard at Junga they made a

shrewd resolve.

The dtwdn was summoned from Pujyali

village,

In the court-yard at Junga the god \va<

consulted,

(And the dhodn replied :) ‘GillA, what wt‘To

you doing to DliaitA ?

300 You had taken axe in hand to kill Dharta.

* tha tu,

Ajo da porka77 Gil»eA, karna nahih mano
;

Ekse7® rasoie khyawe payA khaim :

DeshCi AyA bairi, ebe chAli lano.7®

MhAre bole ni dewandi,^® dingul} rj mAro,

305 KAre mAnjhe dube, mhare dAngru tarAro

Henceforth, 0 Gilla, bear not enmity to-

wards him,

Both of you have eaten food at one table.

The enemy has come to Deshil, thither

must you go,’

* We cannot, ’ they replied, * flght thcenemy

with sticks,

305 Our axes and swords have been taken away

for the land-revenue.’

GilleA ChhibreA, pare na pharA

Kilt cbori ro dhano ri, sawAn kiyA kara.^^

Nathde bhagde RAneA, parni-oh bero,®^

SAdhu chAra GhentA,®® dharo re sero

;

310 Sadhd da, RAneA, lAnde talwAoA terA.

Kara! GilleA Chhibrea, tushe apnA goh.®®

Talman sadhu da londA, rakhi demAhboh

(The RAna said :)
* 0 Gilla and Chliibar,

1 will remit you the rice revenue for a year
’

(GillA answered:)— *0 Rial, if wo run

away there will be delay.*

(Said the RAqa
: )

‘ GhentA the saint livt^

near the ridge .*

310 (Gilla replied
: ) ‘We will summon the

saint, O RAnA.’

( Said the Rana :) ‘ Do, GillA and Chliifa-

ar, as seems best to you,
’

They answered that they would send for the

saint and keep him below the tank.

72 Inon Itto rt 'karni.t . of these thing’s doings.
7* Deo r/ithhi gJiarewt

:

the deity was moved to ask.

71 Bangdi, kati . has been cut away.

^ 75 Bharle ah&i

:

the XLAnA will give evidence
75 KCi, kari lowd, tM tlX : what wert thou doing?
‘5 D^ngriL an axe

; hifi^o miUe lowe th^ i'&f

:

thou wert carrying under thy arm- pit

» f.® are fed on meal.
jB5e ehm lAifo

:

now should we go. »» Siwamdi

:

cannot be given.

revennf
iarSjfo

:

our axes and swords have been swallowed up (lit. plunged) in the

22 Fare wa joAArd : do not make pretence (idiom). [The Chhibar is ChartA].

M Mrd/ tbe revenue has been made upParnt-on hero . there wiU be delay s e. there will be no time to escape. Ohm fed or grasod“ Gen pleasure, or one’s own way. « . j „.fj
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Ohhoti lale adri,88 bare marie gaon.

Deji Ratie ri Sifcla, bhat bbajio khaudi,

315 Bare loko ri dhainiii,^ dew£ ro ni jandi

;

Tliaii tayiu Rauaiko,^^ ai ro ghalmcii

burl :

Muri jamen Junge ri, to lai glialmeu

chliuii,

Tliari tayiii Rauaiko,®® lai pamen sliarapo,®*

Gliare ghare parle®“ tlnire, De^i Sitlu re

papo;

820 Palaiii beduo®® Dharma, durji ra jhoto :

Ohukne bhulne®^ khe chliunna, Jango ra

tliaroto,

Bahiu®® clihuni ino kliOndo ri, HauiimaDO

ra neja,

Jo cbukla ijoii®® gadl khe, fcalo tesra beja ;

Gilla dela Dharta, Rane khe dilas^ :

825 Koti bethe Rauest., mhiirO. dekhe tamaslia.

Jango re I'aauo di, mat lai kamai,

Pandr^hazaro^®® tliSra thakro ri, chliero

ghidi chherawi

;

N^li khe ditte k%to, thakilri khe chithi ;

piiol baje dhakuU bajt, hor baji sauai,

830 Phulo la phulru, phulo li chhabari,

Th^kur aya Mahlogar, sathi ayu Kufchari

;

Baji loe bajang, sanai da baru

:

Morcha puja® turi ra, Rai aya Kuniharu.

Dhari baji Simle ri, dhaphru ra buna,

( Said the Rana :)
‘ If you "will do but a

slight service for me, you will got a large

village.
*

Sitin, daughter of the Rana,®® refused to eat

in her anxiety,

815 The daughters of great people do not go out

by themselves,

‘0 Ranaik !®2 when we return we will

punish you !' (Said the Rana
:)

‘ 'When we return to Juiiga, we will have

your throats cut.

0 Ranaik ! we shall have to curse you,

The curse of Dey i Sitla will fall on every

house of yonrs.

320 Dharma, the PaMni, is known as the root of

the feud :

For being loyal you should touch the place

of Junga deotdn

You should also touch the arms of these

attendants and the spear of Hanuman.
He who shall be disloyal to this throne,

shall lose his offspring,’

Gilld and Dharta gave solace to the Runa

:

325 * Do you remain at Koti, Ran^l, and witness

onr display.*

In the court-yard of Junga, it was shrewdly

resolved

That a levy of all Keonthal, with its

eighteen baronies, should be levied.

An order was sent to JSdli,^ and a letter to

each barony.

Drums, both large and small, and the pipes,

resounded,

830 Flowerets are blooming, and the Chhabari

plant is blooming.

The Thakur of Mahlog arrived, and with him

he of Kuthar.

Music was played : the pipes discoursed the

Barwa mode.

Foremost were the iitrU? then came the

Rai of Kunihar.

On the ridge of Simla, the kettledrums were

sounded.

Am : respect or work. JBhdjio : has denied. 3^ B'haihvi.t

:

the girls ;
: escaped or went.

<31 Of Keonthal, 32 Han&ik: the BSd&’s officials.

33 ThM tayin JRav.aiJeo

:

0 Ban&ika, for your soke ; dt ro : having come home, Shardpo

:

curses.

36 Ohare ghare iparle

:

on every house will fall the curse,

‘ 36 Beduo

:

is known ; durj^ rdjhoto : the root of dnrji * do i, e., two-sided, disloyal.

3*^ Chukf^e hhul'Q.e

:

for missing and failing ; tharoto

:

the place of JxmgA deotd^ 38 JSdhfn ; the arms,

39 jfyow : this or these ; tdlo (may destroy), Usra (his), hojd (seed or offspring).

ISO Pandrfi-haz&r : a name for the Keonthal State, then said to possess a revenue of Bs. 15,000. Chhero (the

war), ghdlt (was), chherdwt (begun.)

1 The name of a •jgargana. » Morchd fdjd : the vanguard arrived, * Musicians,
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835 Gaj baja bandiiko d^, Rana aya Dhamyana

;

PhMo-B pbdlra, pb^lo le-dlu ;

Ai raiyat Rane ri, thS,kuro Bhralu.

Ai rayiyat Raae ri, fehakuro Koteru.^

Ghati da baji Eobani re, dhakull rd bana,

340 Thakar Sy^ Rajyane rS, Kumharsaiau

R^aa

;

BAhiu de lae baltu,^ bor kEno de darotu :

Ghundid ay^, KhrunbbO dyd, sSthi aya

Trochu.

Beilin de Ide dhSgnle,® lambe loSye walo,

Thakur MMli rd, bor Safigri re

Sangr.^lo

;

345 Dh^ro da baji Manbno ri, dbolo dd band :

Thdkur dyd Theogid, sdtbi dyd Madbdud,

Sdthi dye tbdkuro, Khldshi DydlfcbO

Glia^eo,

Rdae ri Idgi rabi boiidi^* rayiyato
;

Rayiyat ai Ra^e ri, Bisbe re Bisbane :

350 Wafide pdnde^® re Bhaore, Kbumali rd

syand.

Rayiyat Ai Rane ri, Sbimle re Sbimlalo,

Pat6 de lyaye <lowono,^8 phar-ke d^ alo
j

Rayiyat ai Rane ri, BAgri re Bagralur

Hdtbo di lyAe dingdli,^® jdni jbarne pdlu.

335 The ramrods rattled in tlie guns, then came

the liana of Dhrmii,

Ploweret-j ^Yiil bloom and the potatoes Yvill

blossom.

Came the R dun’s subjects, aiul the Thakur

of Bharal,^

Came the Rana’s subjects, and the Thakur

of Koti.

On the i)ass abore Kohan** sounded the

music called ;

310 Came the Thakurs of Rajyana, and the

ilniid of Kumharsain.

On their arms they wore gold bracelets and

in their ears gold ear-rings.

The Thakurs of Ghiihil and Kharuhths

came, and with them the Th-dkui* of

Tarhoch.

On their arms they wore bracelets and

Jong woollen cloaks.

The Thakurs of and SaugrU^ came,

315 On the peak of Manun^® ^yjig beaten the

dram.

Came too the Thakur of Theog and with

him be of Madban.

Together came the Thakurs of KhalAsh,

Dyulth and Ghati

The Rand’s subjects were pouring in,

Came the subjects of the Rand, the Bisliands

of Bishd,is

350 The Bhaoras of both sides, and the Shyd-

nas of Kbumali,

Came the subjects of the Ranu, the Shimldls

of Simla,

Carrying their food in leaves, and potatoes in

their waist-bands.

Came the subjects of the Rdnd, the Bagrails

of Bdgri,

Bringing in their hands long sticks, as if

to gather hill apples.

* Bhartil : a pargana of Keontlial, e Koteru of Kotl : the people of Koti are called Koter.
® Koh£n : a village near JtmgA. t BdltH

:

a small bracelet
; darotO,

:

oar*rings.
* Kharfmth: apargana of Keonthal, 0 DMgula

:

bracelet
;
wdlo = wAle = having.

Now in PatiAla territory. n The people of Sdhgri are called SangrAl. Cf. ShimlAl, BagyAl, infra, -

Mandn is the name of a ridge on which the boundaries of Patidla, Keonthal and Kot meet, near the temple
of HanfimAn of Mnn^a.

KhlAsh OP Nakhldsh, Dy dlth and GhdtJ are now villages in Keonthal territory.
Ldgt rahi hondi . oontinned pouring or marching.
Btsha : a village in Keonthal, the people of which are called Bishdpds.

^6 pdhdS, trans- and cis-: here and there; sydnd, lit., a wizard
; also a village official.

Bhaord and Khdmdll : both villages in Keonthal State.
IS Dowoj}>o : a kind of food

;
phayhe de

:

in the waist -band,
^ingHU

:

a stick
;

=s as if
;
pdZd ; a kind of hill apple.
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355 Rayiyat ai Rane ri, Kaimale Kaljuiie,

Dhanun re ly^iye beware, sliemlu re

dune
;

Rayiyat ai Rane ri, unde ro tardi

Hatlio di l^sie barclilu,^^ jS-nt jUangne

shai.

Rayiyat jli Rane ri, unde re Tarande,

SCO Hatlio di lyae dinguli, de aiigtu^^ baiidhe

;

Rayiyat ai Rane ri, unde re Batera :

Terbi bandbo pdgari, dde re jye slier u.^'S

Rayiyat ai Rane ri, Clibibro hor Bhaliro,

Pithi b^ndhe targasbl, bhonro jye^s giro;

865 Rayiyat ai Rane ri, Naun Kbanogu Kiro:

Pbat paro mdii-oii-de,^® p^cbbu na giro.

Rayiyat ii Rane ri, JM re Jayane,

Gbati gbati karo kbumli,^® sabai sjane

syane

;

Rane rie rayite, bbari ruwe nalu

;

370 Koterii ^wi-goa Koti ra, Rbawdlthi rS

Robalu.

Tarba Debi Tarba rie, mat lai kam^i,

Hanumana bhayiya, amen Jnngo kbe jai

;

Rana cb^lS. Desbu kbe, sbikh au-men

lki.33

Hanumano il cbau.ki,33 lai b0.bar bitbat.

355 Came the subjects of the Rana from Kai-
raali and Kaljl!in,20

Carrying strings for tbeir bows and vessels

made of tree-leaves.

Came the subjects of the Rana from the

lower country.

Bring.ng in tbeir bands spears, as if to kill

porcupines.

Came tbe subjects of the RSna from below

Taraiida,

SCO Carrying in their hands sticks, and short

cloaks tied tight round the waist,

Caine tbe subjects of the Rand, from

Batera^s below,

With their pagj'ts tied awry, like the root^

of ginger,

Came tbe subjects of tbe Rana, the Chbi-

bars and Bbalirs^^

With quivers tied on tbeir backs, they

swarmed like bees.

365 Came the subjects of tbe Rdnd, from Nairn,

Kbanog and Kir.

Even when wounded in tbe face, they did

not turn their backs.

Came tbe subjects of tbe Rana, tbe Jayanas'

of Jai,

On every pass they held a council and every-

one was as wise as could be.

With tbe Rana’s subjects every ravine was

filled.

370 The Koters of Koti and the Robalus of

Rhawalthi came .31

Tarba, goddess of Tarba, made a shrewd

resolve,

( Saying
; )

‘ 0 brother Haimman, let us

come and go to Junga,

Tbe Rand is going to Desbu, we will give

liim good counsel.

'

Outside was kept tbe watch of Hanuman,

Kaimal! and Kabun were %.arg(j,<ms of Keonthal, but are now in Patiftla territory.

21 Bdioar^, strings ;
shemlH re duij^e

.

cups made of leaves of tbe silk-cotton tree.

22 Utide re tardi of the lower valley. *8 Barchht * spear
;
jhdfigi}e =:to kill.

2* Angtd ' small cloaks (Hindi aiijd or angarkha), Bateriij the people of Bater^ village.

26 Ade re jye sherd like i-he fruit or roots of ginger,

2' Obbibar and Bbalir ; clans of Kanets Tbe former give tbeir name to tbe Cbbabrot ^pargana.

28 Jye

:

like. 29 Pkai pa^o mdn they get Dlows on tbe inoutb.

KhvmU • committee. 8i Bbaw&lfch!: a village whose people are called Robdld.

52 Shtkh d'O.men Idi- . we will give them a lesson, ss ChauM * a seat, watch or guard.
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375 Dhare awo G^dmuii re, ehhatre jamaae,^^

Dhare cliarlio kbarki, cbbilo re kbane

Jungo re roiiaon di, hoi rahi bah^ro:^^

Tharo puji tliakuri, pandra hazaro.

RAne jSui Nup Saine, rakh^ mebna

•^80 Awi-ruwe khali r\iwe ii,

Dase tiiiiyefiS^ Jdnkie, mat lai kamai, •

B^weh hatho di shil ron-iioh di pM
;

Rtine tittiye Nup Saine, mun ben anguli

Hi:

Nabin antbi^s dbindble, Kofei rakbe ant,

885 Jungo re ron-nofi di, mat ]ai kamM,

Mhdre j4no tb^^® rauMko, bb^fc le khM
;

Pal^ni^ DharmeS, iwQ Desbu jM :

Ohau pAnjo dino kbe, B^je rakhai bbdlM,
Hadi Dbarma, badre re kboje,

890 Deshd jadn Dlulro kbe, kani re 6je

Babi aao bbanddro dS, patke di

Ja^ed cbb^ro galo d4, Idmba tilko laid
;

Pdndd Balgo rd beduo,^7 Desbd DbAro the
chdld

:

Hathe urn DharmS, rangflia ^ingi ;48

(Toi

375 Oil the ridga of Gdkimu waii pitched

a great canopy

Climbing the ranges, the Iclnt'lil trees

lopped by the muleteers,

In the court-yard ol: Jung.! thoro \\as inui-h

rejoicing.

The eighteen thAkurs arrived, and all th"

Koorithal poo])le.

RfinaNun Sain oE Keonfhal said iroiiira^h ;

380 ' These rascals have conic, but they cujiv'

cmpty-handoiL’

Janki Lbisio giwo shrevsd advico,

In his left-hand he took a huge stone and

cast it into the court-yard.

Seeing this liana Nup Sain bit his tinger,

(saying) :

* No, they arc not rascals, who live ut Kuti.

'

835 In the court-yard at Jungd lio inad<‘ a

shrewd resolve :

(Said the Rarui:} ‘Our ofHcials only kn ht

how to eat,

‘ 0 Dharmd Paldni, got thee to Dosliu

:

For four or five days keep the Ilfijil begnih* 1/

Dharmfi wdl speak like a groat man,

390 ‘What excuse shall I make for going to

Deshfi dhSr ?
’

‘Bring a book from the treasury, Dhurrua
wdl place it in his waist belt.

He will put a sacred thread round his neck,
and mark a long tilalc on his forehead *

(said the Rana),

‘In the guise of a pdhdd of Balg, Dharma
will go to Deshu dhdrf

In his hand he will carry a painted staff.
*

cotUinued,)

JamA^e; palanquin; chhaitrejam&ne (idiomatioaUy),

Zmna : a muleteer, (a oaste in the plains).

MUQ, mehi^i Idi: began to speak ironioally.

s® by that man (JAaki 3>As).

« having brought; m.- a huge stone; roAcfon
« AntM; is or are ; r&m Mo .• have been hronght.

** Bmim

:

win hoia a oonversation
; laire re Moje

.

Kant re <ge: oi what pretention t

« Bed«« known as. Of, line, supra.

with great pomp.

BaJi&ro

:

enjoyment or pleasure.

» phtfuOiU: mendicants, chiefly Vaishpavas

Mahant of KushAlA

dt : cast it on the court-yard.

JAno thA ' was aware,

in the manner of a great man.

45 PAla, will pni or keep ; Idld, ..m
48 RahgOlA a colonred stick.
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MISOELLANEA.

NOTES ON CUSTOMS AND BELIEB'^S IN SPHT.i

Br H. CALVEUr, I.O.S.

( Communicated by H. A. Rose )

Spiti is a portion of tlie KullO. Subdivision of

the K^ngra District of the Panjab on the Tibetan

border. The following notes wei'e made by

Mr, Calvert daring a tour in 1904,

I.

Customs connected with, the Social Relations.

Betrothal.

Betrothal is usually preceded by verbal in-

quiries through a relative or friend as to whether

the father of the girl is agreeable, wlio usually

takes with him a needle as an emblem of the

well-being of the family making the enquiry.®

If the girl’s father intimates his acceptance

of the proposal, the boy’s father takes some
chang ( barley brew) and khdta (cloth) to him*

If the giiTs father drinks the cliangt the betrothal

is complete.

A ldm% is then consulted as to an auspicious

day for the wedding, which may be six months

or a year later. The boy’s father has already

referred to the Idma to ascertain if the marriage

is likely to be fortunate before he made proposals

for the betrothal.

If, after betrothal and before marriage, the

girl prefers another man, or is married by her

parents to another man, the first fiance is giyen

a pony or a sum of money as compensation.

If a young boy he left an orphan, his relatives

select a grown-up woman as his wife, to look

after him and his property as foster-mother as

well as wife. The boy cannot on attaining his

majority marry a second wife.

Marriage.

Marnage within the got is prohibited, but

interchange of sisters is allowed and cousins

may marry,

A man may marry a woman of an inferior gof,

but a woman must, if possible, marry a man of

superior got.

Divorce.

A son-in-law who has been adopted cannot
be divorced by his wife as in Ladakh.

There is no custom in Spiti of a widow divorc-

ing herself from her dead husband.

Unfaithfulness and refusal to cohabit are

reasons for divorce, but incompatibility of

!
temper is not.

In cases of divorce both parties go to the Nono.

If the woman is in fault, her jewels and per{ik

(head ornament) and a pony are given to the

husband. If the man is in fault, a field is given

to the woman for her maintenance, but she can
only retain it so long as she does not marry
again. The man may re-marry.

A wife’s adultery is usually condoned by the

present of a few rupees to the injured husband.

A husband’s unfaithfulness usually only results

in a quarrel. A single lapse is nob ground for

a divorce, and only cohabitation with his para-

mour can give his wife right to a divorce.

Pregnancy.

A married woman wears white breeches till

she is pregnant, when she wears red or black.

Unmarried girls wear white breeches up to

twelve and afterwards red or black,

I9‘am£ng.

The name of a child is selected by a idma

after reference to the Sacred Books, who receives

for the service a khdta, or piece of cloth, such as

is given by visitors to a monastery.

When naming the child, the Idma places

a little bit of cloth upon it, or, if the child be not

present, sends the cloth to its parents.

In every monastery Jeesar, or green, water

is kept; i.e., water in which saffron, has

been placed. And sometimes, but not always,

when naming a child, the Idma sprinkles it with

k6sar water.

1 In Tibetan, sPiti.

® A needle, sent by one relative or friend to anothot by poople who cannot write, is a siga of the well-being

of the sender.
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The wealthy take their children to the monas-

tery to be named and pay a heavy fee, but the

poor bring the lama to their homes, feed him

and give him a small present of cash or grain.

The child to be named must be over a year

old and may be as much as three years old.

If a child die without being named, it is

buried. If it dies after the naming ceremony,

the Sacred Books are consulted as to the disposal

of the body.

The naming ceremony is not oonsidlered to

have any effect on the child’s future.

Adoption.

a,— Where there is no son.

If a land-owner have no son, but only a

daughter, she is ordinarily married to a man
ranking as an adopted son. This man must

be a younger son and so able to leave his father’s

house. He is not in any way looked down on.

However, if the land-owner have a younger

brother who would ordinarily be a lama he can

object, because a son-in-law can only be taken

into the house as heir with his consent, and he

can claim to co-babit with the land-owner’s wife

and beget a son. Or, if the wife be old, he can

marry another woman and, try and get a son

by her. If he does, the elder sonless brother is

turned into the Jchang chung^ and the lama'

takes possession of the kkang chlien.

h.—Where there is no ckild^

If there is no child and no younger brother,

or if the younger brother does not object, the

land-owner adopts a married man of his own got,

or he adopts a girl and finds a husband for her
who is made his heir. If in this case, the younger
brother objects he can be bought off with a field

or a pony or money or some similar present.

c.—TAe adopted son.

Once a man is adopted as a son, he cannot be
set aside, but there can be no adoption if a real

sou exists. If, after adopting a son, a real son
is born, the latter becomes a younger son, and
has to become a lama or is given a field for

maintenance, while the adopted son gets the
main portion of the land. The real son cannot
object.

It must be remembered that in a land where

only the eldest son marries and all the younger

sons are celibate, a sonless land-owner naturally

has no relations in the male line to adopt.

d.— Where there is a childless loidow.

If a man dies childless, his widow first marries

his younger brother. Failing him, she may
marry any man of her husband’s got. But the

laud is considered her property till she has

borne a son, who, on attaining his majority,

steps into the khang chhen.

Cremation.

Coffins are not used in Spiti for want of wood.

Corpses are earned in a sitting posture to the

burning-ground either on a man’s shoulder or

in a blanket held by four men.

II.

Social Ideas.

Asceticism.

Hermits exist and are said to subsist on
nothing but tea and one morning meal.

B^seommunication.

A man can be excommunicated for eating with

a man or cohabiting with a woman of lower

caste than himself. The decision is announced
by public proclamation.

The Idmas taking no paH in this, but they
turn out a Idma who misbehaves himself and he
is never taken back in any circumstances.

An excommunicated layman can be received

back into caste after ceremonies. He has to read

a book on shakspa or penitential offerings, burn
a lamp in front of a deota, feast the lamas, and
may be ordered to make 100 or 1,000 prostrations

before some deota in a monastery.

Leprosy.

Leprosy is found in one village in Spiti, as-

cribed to tbe water of a spring, wherein lives

a devil, Chutalwd.

If a man passes the spring on a day when the
devil happens to be present, he is liable to get
leprosy.

A leper is not allowed to marry, but if married,
he is not separated from his wife. He feeds
by himself in a separate room and the villagers

will not eat with him.
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Dancing

All the people dance on occasions of merri-

ment,— girls and men. At Kuling, while the

Buzhans were dancing s« or eight girls joined in.

Professional dancing women are looked down

and the peasant-proprietors will not eat with

them. They are not usually prostitutes, though

the unmarried ones may be.

III.

Objects connected with Beligion.

Cenotaphs.

Strictly speaking, the chorten is an object of

worship; the dungten is a bone recep^cle. The
chorten, usually made of wood, is the substitute

for the dungten^ which contains the bones of

some abbot or saint and is situated too far

away for practical worship.

Such is the origin, but in modern usage the

chorten is merely a Buddhist symbol, and like

a brass deota, may have no relation to any special

dungten or to the bones of any particular saint.

Altars.

Heaps of stones are erected to local spirits

—

to the ’lha of the pass or ravine and so on,

—

and every passer-by adds a stone or a horn.

Horns are more acceptable to the Zhathan stones

and the most acceptable gift is a lungta (cloth

with prayers printed on it).

Evei’y traveller adds a stone, even if in

a strange place, where he does not know to which
lha the altar has been erected. A white stone is

the best. Black stones are from the evil spirits

and are never placed on the heap. Usually

a fallen stone is replaced and only when there

are no fallen stones is a fresh one sought for.

A lungta is only added on special occasions.

Thus, when a merchant sets out on a trading

venture, he leaves a lungta containing a prayer

for his success, his name and the name of the

year.

IV.

Buperstitions.

Magic Dagger.

The dorja ^hurpm or magic dagger is used by
the choba^ attendant on the sick, and by the

Buzhans of Pin. It has three edges and an
elaborate handle.

An old trick of the Bazhans, which 1 have seen

them perform, is to wave the magic dagger over

a stone and then to place the stone on a man’s
chest and break it in two by hurling another

stone on to it.

Amulets.

The ahungwa is an amulet containing a paper,

with mauZrasand prayers against sickness, falling

stones and so on, written by some well-known

abbot.

The chhoh shun is an amulet specially worn

during a journey.

Ziueky and unlucky days.

Special days are lucky or unluclqr for special

acts \ e.g , starting on a journey, catting a crop,

sowing a field, and so on. Everyone knows these,

and lamas are only consulied for special occasions.

Unlucky days for journeys, when there is no

time to wait, are thus evaded. All you have to

do is to walk 20 or 30 paces in the opposite

direction to that of your journey and you can go

on your way rejoicing.

There are no lucky days for crossing the Spiti

River,

Unlucky days for actions, which must he

performed, are thus evaded. Call a Mma to read

ceitain /mantras and pay him a fee in money or

grain and all will he well.

Hares.

The people of Spiti will not eat bares, as they

hold them to be a kiud of donkey. The name for

them [rthong) means wild ass.

Karthquakes.

The God of the Earth is a frog and oocasion-

ally shakes it, as it is balanced on his back.

Deformities.

A child bom with an extra finger is lucky, but

a child bom with the number short or with the

fingers incomplete is unlucky. The people do not

admit killing off such children.
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OHAITEA-PAVITRA.

The above expression is often met 'with in

inscriptions which register grants to temples.

Special provision is made in the records for the

due performance of the Ohaitra-pavitra, What

does this expression mean ?

Dr, Elect has translated it “ the purificatory

rites of (the month) Ohaitra/’i and, in another

place, “the purificatory ceremony of the month

Chaitra.”® Dr. Hultzsch has rendered it

“purificatory rites in Chaitra.”® Hr. Rice’s

translation has been “Ohaitra purification.” *

I venture to think that none of the above scholars

has properly understood the meaning of the

expression in question. They have all taken it

to be a tatpurutsJia compound and interpreted it

accordingly. They have moreover taken the

word pavitra in its general sense, not knowing

that it is used here in a technical sense.

I now proceed to give my own interpretation

of the expression Chaitra-pavitra. To begin

with, it is a dvandm compound, the two words

which make it up being quite independent of each

other. Eurther, the word pavitra is here used in

the special sense of “ a sacred thread.” In most

temples, at any rate of Southern India, a festival

known as pavitrotsava is celebrated every year

between the full-moon day in the month of

Ashadha and the full-moon day in the month of

Karttika, or, according to other authorities, in

any of the four months beginning with Jyeshtha,

when gai’lands of sacred thread made of cotton

or silk are put on the necks and other parts of

the body of the holy images. Erom this it is

clear that the pavitra festival has no manner of

connection with the month Chaitra. It is

nowhere celebrated in that month, though what

is known as the Chaitra festival is always

celebrated in that month. Consequently, the

expression Chaitra-pavitra constitutes what is

called a samdhara-dvandva compound and means
” the Chaitra and the pavitra ( festivals ),”

In the Pancharatra works, whole chapters are

devoted to an exposition of the rites to be

perfomed preparatory to the celebration of

the pavitra festival and of ^ther details about

it. For instance, in the Isvara-Samhita the

whole of the 14th chapter, with the heading

pavitrotsava-vidhih, is devoted to this subject.

Similarly, the 14th chapter in the Charyapada of

the Padma-Tantra, which bears the heading

pavitrddyiitsava-vidhih, treats of the same sub-

ject. I give below a few brief quotations from

three Pancharatra works in support of the

statement made above. They explain the term

pavitra and tell us when and why the pavitra

festival is to be celebrated. I may add here that

the festival is also known as pavitraropana or

pavitrdrohana,^

tatra masa-chatnshkasya madhye kuryach

chhubhe dine \

Ashadha-panchadasyas tu yavad vai Kartikasya

cha tl

chaturmasye tv anyatame mase vai sukla-

pakshake |

dvadasyaih deva-devasya pavifcraropam acharet M

samvatsara-kritakritya-doshas samaya-purvakah |

nasam ayati vai kshipraih pavitrarohanan mune I1

pati yasmat-sa-dosham hi patanat parirakshati I

viseshena dvijam trati purna-karma karoti cha 11

sadhake cha kriya-hme tasmad nkto maya
mahan I

yaga esha Favitrakhya ukta-lakshana-lakshitah ||

Isvara-Samhita, Adhyaya 14.

prati-samvatsaram masi Siuvane tantu-nirmi-

taih I

pavitra-bhnshanam Vishnor aropyam hahu-

malyavat li

aradhya vidhivad Bhadrapade vasv-ayuje’pi va \

mantra-lopadina karma patitam vihitam

pnnah 11

prayaschittena yat karma kartaram trayats

pimah II

tat pavitram phalair bhuyo rohaty eva

samahitah )1

iti nirvachanat tad-jnaih Pavitrarohanaih

mataih 1

Padma-Tantra, Charyapada, Adhyaya 14

samvatsaropaoharanarii nyunadhikyopa^ntaye 1

chatnrasrama-dharmanam tad-vad doshapanut-

taye ||

Jyeshthadishu chatur-massu pavitrStsavam

acharet 1

sukla-pakshe’tha dvadasyaih paurnamasyam
athapi va il

Sravane Hasta-nakshatre pavitraropana ih ma-
taih 1

kanseya-tantun athava karpaseyan samaharet II

feri-Vishnutilaka, Adhyaya 8.

1 Epigraphia Mica, V, 22. « Jbid., 259. ® Ibid., VII, 128.

* Epigraphia Carnatica, V, 158 and 172.

Ep, Car., T, Belur 176, line 15 ; Argikere, 124, line 39, 130, lines 24-25 j
ibid., XII, Ohiknaikanha[li,2, lino 51.
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The Kannada equivalent of 'pavitra festival

is niila parha, -i.e., ‘the festival (^arva or parba)

of the thread (nul) ’ ; and this expression occurs

in many inscriptions ® The expression Ashddha-

masada nula parba used in ‘E’pigraphia Co.Ymiica^

VI, Kadur, 49, line 57, gives us the information

that the festival in question was usually celebra-

ted in the temple to which the inscription refers

in the month of Ashadha.

Though the expression Cliaitra'-paviira often

occurs as a samdMra-dvandva compound with

the singular case suffix which apparently led

the scholars mentioned above to translate the ex-

pression as they have done, still there are not want-

ing insciiptions in which it has the plural case-

suffix, thus shewing that two different things are

meant.® If further evidence is deemed necessary

on this point, it is indisputably furnished by
several inscriptions in which, not only is separate

mention made of Chaiira and pavitra, but also

separate provision is made for the celebration

of each. ® JEpigraphia Carnatica, V, Arsikere

108, line 60, for instance, tells us that provision

was made Chaitra-iri-paviira-dvitayad-edege^^^

that is, “for the two, namely, Chaiira and
pamira^\ The word festival, is under-

stood after each of these words : and the full

expression paintrotsava occurs in several inscrip-

tions'^, In the translation of the expression

Chaitra-paviira-vasantdtsav’-ddi’parvagalige {Ep,

Ind.t V, i!59), the word utsava which ought to

have been taken with each one of the three

words preceding it is taken only with one word,

vasania, which immediately precedes it,

I hope the evidence adduced above is sufficient

to convince the reader that the expression
Chaitra-pavitra does not mean a purificatory-

ceremony performed in the month of Chaitra,
but that it means the Chaitra and the pavL

tra festivals which are annually celebrated
in most of the temples of Southern India.

R. Narasimlhachjlr.

A MYSTERIOUS FIRE-PIT.

A writer signing himself ‘Nearchus, ’ in CaZ-

cuita Meview for 1875, p. 333, describes an old

channel of the Sutlaj
* near P ^kpatan, which is

on the no7'th side of the present stream, and was

the principal ferry at that point in the thirteenth

century, and proceeds to say that* there are

two ancient mounds on the old river bank, of

which no tradition lemains. One is called Munda
Shahid (Muhammad the Martyr ). This hillock

was taken possession of by the Muhammadans--
it holds a shrine and is covered with graves.

The other mound is known as TibbA R4i-ka

(the place of the ruler). It is situated above

50 miles north-east of Bahawalpur. This mound
has been excavated to the depth of thirty-five feet.

A foundation wall of large sun-dried bricks has

been found at thirty-two feet below the surface.

Other walls of fire-burnt bricks were found just

below the surface and extending to fifteen feet.

These walls indicate builders who lived at periods

I’emote from each other. The chief feature of

the place is a large pit, seventy feet in dia-

meter and eight feet deep, dug out of the

highest point of the mound, which is filled

with calcined human bones/

The writer seems to have copied this notice

from a report by the Political Agent at Bahawal-

pur.

Is anything more known about the pit with its

terrible secret, or is anything similar known

elsewhere ?

Vincent A. Smith.
December, 1908,

6 Ep. Car,, V, Belur, 115, line 22 ;
ibid., VI, Kadnr, 49, line 57, 68, line 57.

7 JSp. Car., V, Belup, 193, line 116, 19 i, line 101, Chaitra-paviiramim ; ibid., Belur, 137, line 38, A-rsiker e

32, line 31, 90, line 58, 93, line 49, Chaiira~pavitrak]ca7n,

8 Ep. Car.f V, Manjarabad, IS, line 45, Chaitra-pavitrangalam s Ep, Ind., VII, 131, Chaitra-pavitranga^uhku

® Dj). Car., VI, Tarikere, 45, line 113, Chaitrakke paga pav'trakke pdga; ‘ihid.t V, Belur, 115, line 22,

Chaitrakke ga 4 mla parbakke ga 7 ; ibid., VII, Shikarpnr, 111, line 24, pav'trakke kotta pat^a.

This has been wrongly translated thus s—“for two Chaitra purifications Ep, Cor., V,15S.

u Car., V, Belur, 8, line 114; ibid,, Arsikere, 71, line 63.

1 Raverty ( 1C92, Part I, p. 399 ) denies that Pak Pattan ( the ho’y town) ever was the site of a ferry.

It is also called Ajd^dhan (vulgo Ajodhan). It is now in the Montgomery District. The Imperial Gc^eiteer

(1908), 8, V, *PAk pattan Town, * repeats the story about the ferry which Raverty denounces as baseless He held

that there was a confusion between pattan = town, and patan =s ferry, and gave details in support of his view,
mentioning the high mound with thp MusalmAn saint’s tomb, but not the other one.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
INSOEIPTIONS NEAR KODAIKANAL.

Sib, —It came to my notice some time back

that there was a Malay&lam Inscription in the

FambArai temple, eight miles to the west
of KodaikAnal, and I expected another at

Kavnnji, eight miles further west, because

I had formerly noticed there a number of well-

dressed stone pillars which looked like the

remnants of a ruined temple.

On the 26th December 1908, I went with

a friend to those villages to see if the inscriptions

really existed and if anything could be made
out of them. At FCimbArai there are traces

of writing on stone walls in two different parts

of the temple. One of them appears to be in

Tamil and the other either in Grantha or Mala-

yalam. But it is almost hopeless to make any-

thing of either.

The ruins at Kavunji, we found to represent,

not a deserted temple, but the former residence

of a local chieftain styled Tambirdn (Zamorin)*

There was no inscription at that site, but

there was one close by cut on a rock in

an open place. This was in slightly better

condition than those at PAmhArai, The writing

is in Tamil and we were able to make out a few
words here and there. But it has become much
obliterated owing, mainly, to the action of the
weather. It seems to be possible, however, to get
something out of it if close attention were paid
to it for some length of time.

The legend of the inscription, as narrated to

us by several old men of the place, is that once

upon a time, the village was the headquar-

ters of tambirdn. The last tambirdn vrlsio lived

there had a controversy with a local artisan, in

the course of which he agreed to give up his

seat at Kavunji if his opponent made a wooden
cock which could crow like a living one. The
artisan succeeded and so the tambirdn had to

leave Kavunji for good and settled himself at

PdnaiyAr in Travancore tenitory. The people of

Kavunji believe that the details and result of

this controversy are related in the inscription.

The inscription occupies 4| feet by S feet and
contains 20 lines of varying lengths. The letters,

too, are of various sizes. The whole is enclosed

by lines and below the line at the lower end
there is the word ^‘tambirdn” showing that the
inscription purports to be in his name. We tried

to get impressions on paper but failed.

We were told that in an adjoining village

there is a similar inscription and also a copper-
plate grant in private possession, both of which
are believed to refer to the abovementioned
controversy.' But we had to return without going
there.

Can any of your readers let me know if their

existence is known to the Bpigraphists ?

S. SITABAMAIYA.
31 December, 1908.

The Observatory,

Kodaieanal.

NOTES AND QUERIES.
TABUS IN THE PANJAB.

In continuation of the instances of tabus m
the Panjab already noted the following cases

of tabus among particular families or
sections of a caste, or confined to the people

of a certain locality, are worth recording. The
subject of general tabus, binding upon a whole
religious community or a whole sect, is a very
wide one and no attempt is made to deal with
it here.

The Ahirs of the ChorA got, who live in KalwApi,
a village in tahsU Nuh ( District Gurgaon

), do not
burn the wood of a ban tree. They cut it

down and worship it as long as it remains green
and covered with leaves, hut may not touch it

with impure hands. Their tradition about it is

as follows :
—

• The village was once attacked and

entbely destroyed, only a pregnant woman escap-
ing. She took refuge in the trunk of a ban tree
and vowed that if she was safely delivered of her
child, her descendants should worship it for ever.

RAjptits of the Jokhar in the same District
do not eat mutton and they worship no god.
Their tradition about this is as follows : — In the
old times a man, in order to test the powers of
a saint, tied an iron pan on to a woman’s stomach
and brought her to the saint, asking if she would
bear a boy or a girl. The saint said:
(touch ), and the result was that the pan stuck to
the woman and could not be removed, so she was
compelled to file it off, and the filings were
thrown into the JamnA Some time after the
Rajpfits went to bathe in that sacred river and
saw that a tree had sprung up at the spot where
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tbe tilings had been thrown in. After they had

bathed, a dispute arose and they were all killed

with the exception of one {.regnant woman. She

put a lamb in her lap and went to the saint to

ask whether she would have a boy or a girl. As
before he exclaimed, and on this she

asked whether the child in her womb would

be stuck or the lamb in her lap. The saint

replied that the lamb would be attached to her

body, and accordingly it died, so the people of

this got have given up eating mutton ever since.

Among the Qanhngo MahSjans of town
the ears of both male and female children are not
bored until the parojan ceremony has been
pei formed, i. e., the kan chUedan or ‘boring

the ears’ ceremony follows the parojan: their

females do not wear bracelets
( ciiurts ) made

of lac
;
and on the marriage of a man’s sister’s

son, the members of his family do not take the
bhat^ to the wedding party themselves, but send
it by a Brahman or baiber. As regards the two
latter customs, they say that one of their ancestors*

who did not observe them, met with misfortune,

and so they have always observed them.

The Maghan Mahiljans of Jind neither curd
nor churn milk on the cMndnt dwddsM or

12th of the bright fortnight of every mouth, but

they may use it .for drinking. They say that

Atm& BS,m, one of their ancestors, had great

faith in Babd Sundar Dds Brahmachaii of B^rS;h

Kalan, the village which is also called Sundfirpur

after him. The saint told Atm& RSim not to curd

or churn milk on the 12th sudi or light fortnight

of each lunar month, and the injunction has

been observed ever since.

In connection with sati worship, certain

families have some peculiar tabus, or restrictions

on the use of certain articles and so on, which
commemorate events connected with a sati of the

family. For instance, among the Mahajans of the

Bhojau family of Jind, no female is allowed to

wash her head with warm water after the

pJierd ceremony at her wedding, till her child’s

parojan ceremony has been performed, because

a woman of the family once took a hot bath when
she became a sati

!

Among the MahS>jans of the Kakrotid and
Narwina families of Jind, no woman may
drink fresh milk after her marriage till her

death. This custom is a very old one. [C/. the

next para, but one.]

Among the L^ldh Mahajans of Jind town no
woman, after the birth of her first son, until bis

paroj tn ceremony has been performed, may eat
wheat, drink foesh milk or use vegetables
taken from a khari or basket, though she may
eat vegetables obtained from a garden. This,

also, is an ancient rule.

The Mahajans of che Singal got, in Juland

MSlwi and Deorar villages allow no Brahman
or sweeper to enter their houses on the 15th

of Bhfidon or Katik, on which days they worship

their satis. The tradition is that one of their

forefathers went to fetch his wife from her

parents’ house. He was accompanied by
a Brahman and a sweeper, who on the way back
were tempted to rob him of his ornaments, and
killed him. His wife, when about to bum herself

with his body, told his heirs that as he had been
killed by- a Bi’ahman and a sweeper, they should

not allow any man of either of those castes to

enter their houses at the time of her worship.

This being so, everything offered to the satis, at

their worship, is given to a virgin girl of the

birddati. Further, their women do not drink
D^esh milk after giving birth to a child, because

the wife, who as described became sati, had drunk
milk before starting from her father’s house.

Among the Bajrfi Brahmans of Jind town no
members of the family of any age, male or

female, may eat anything prepared by a bar-

ber. A boy of this family once went to play in

the bazar on the very day he had returned home
after his marriage, and there he was bitten by a
snake and died. His wife became sati with him,

and the female barber, who had accompanied
him, also became sati, as she was at a loss to know
what tale she should tell to the boys relatives.

The Mahajans of the Singal got in Kananfi

village do not use the wood of a kim tree for

making roofs, or burn it or spit on it, because

they consider it. a dev and worship it at the

parojan ceremony.

The Jfits of the Amlawat got in Efipgarh and
Jitgat'h do not cut or burn the kim tree, because

they consider it a dev. If any one fails to

observe this tabu, he is afflicted with ring-worm,

and in order to recover must give a feast to

a virgin girl under the kim tree.

The people of NarS^nfi in the Jind ildqa never
irrigate* their fields from a johar or pond
by breaking its embankments, because hun-

dreds of years ago, their forefathers made

1 Dower presented by the boy’s maternal grandfather. 2 Channel,
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a hMl from a johar and irrigated tbeir fields

'with its water. It thus beeame dry, the

frogs and fish therein died, and the cattle

retnined thirsty from the pend. The people

then sssembled and took an oath by thiowing

salt in an ewer of water (lote w&n gdlnd),

declaring that in future whoeTer irrigated his

field s from it should be dissolved like salt.

Women of the Muhammadan Sakkii o-r Water-

carrier caste in Jind town are not allowed to

wear a gold hvldq or laimg (nose-ring)

given them by their husbands,W they may
wear such ornaments if given by their fathers-

They may not make any sort of pickles of

mangoes, lemons, etc , but may make baris^

i. e., small balls of ground pulse. These customs

are very ancient among them, and whoever does

not observe them sustains loss.

Vermicelli ( sewtydih )
is never used by a sec-

tion of Brahmans at Thanesar, because it is said

that long ago one of the family died on the

Salono day when preparing sewtydn. (Hindus

eat sewiydn on the Salono, Muhammadans at the

’Id ).

The Jats of Jatwdr, a village in Naraingaph

tahsil of Amh&la do not keep a khar&B,or mill,

for grinding corn driven by bullocks, because

it is legarded as a sign of extreme poverty.

The R^jpdts of Patar Her! in this same tahstl

do not put up a thatch or make pickles in the

house within a year of a marriage.

Among certain sections of Brahmans in Thane-

sar, ivory bangles are never presented to

a bride, because once a newly-married girl lost

her husband after wearing them.

The people of Lawagharin the Kohat District

neither cut nor use of the wood of the fig

tree for domestic purposes. The reason as-

signed is that when Adam and Eve wanted to

hide themselves from the Almighty, and asked

for protect ion from the trees, none but the fig

tiee came forward with its branches and leaves.

The Muhammad zai Pathans of the same Dis-

trict do not climb a mulberry tree, as the i

tradition runs that one of their ancestors fell

from one and died.

The Hindus of J ampur in Dera GhazJ Khan
do not use kikar wood for building, consider-

ing it unholy.

Some sections of the Aroras in Perozeptir, do
net use anything new or celebrate a marriage
in the month of SAwan, but a new garment

may be given to some one else and having been

once put on by him, they may wear it.

In Amritsar, Kbatri females do not use

a spinning wheel on Tuesday or Thursday, the

foiTtner being considered the day of the goddess

and the latter the P?r’s day. Among Khatris of

the Najar goi milk is never ehurned, because

one of their ancestors died of drinking whey in

which a snake had got churned. The Khatris of

the MarwahA got newer use the Bptnning wheel,

because this section was once very rich and did

not do such menial work.

Among Hindus generally women consider it

unlucky to wash the head on a Tuesday or

Saturday, but among the Malians ( boatmen ) it is

considered unlucky for a virgin to do so on
a Sunday.

Like all those Hindus who are followers of

Keshab Dev, whose temple is at Mathra, the Jats

of Hassanpur in tahsil Nuh ( District Gurgaon )

do not use tobacco.

The i>eople of the Gui^gaon District think it

unlucky to put a manjlvd or hhanj'd,^ near an

earthen pitcher, because these two things are used

togeth er when a corpse has to be washed. In-

deed, all Hindus in general think it unlucky to

bring these two things together fi*om the bazar.

Not only are various articles tabued by
particular sects and families, but any misfortune

which has befallen a family, a section, or even

a whole caste will often cause its members to

tabu, a certain day, month or season in fear

of a recurrence of the catastrophe.

Thus the Shamepotra got of the Brnbrnans in

Deta IsmMl Khan District, do not begin any new
work in PhAgan, as one of their ancestors w^enfe

in that month to exhibit miracles at the court of

Aurangzeb, but was thrown into prison and only

released in Chet.

The Bhojepotra got of the Brahmans in this

District do not wear anything new in Jeth, be-

cause one of their ancestors forbade his son
to do anything new in that month. The son
disobeyed his father and disaster ensued.

The Narang, Kbanduja and Tanej^ gots of the
Aroras usually refrain from eating anything new
which they have not eaten on the 1st of BaisAklb
and from wearing anything new, or marrying, in
the month of Jeth.

The family of Chandhri JattA Ram Chhabra
in Danfid village, tahsil Sanghar, Dera Ghazi
Khan, do not shave, change their clothes or wear
new ones, or begin any new woik in MAgh.

H, A Rose.

5 These words are not traceable m the dictionaries, but both are said to mean an eaithen plate.
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TEN ANCIENT HISTORICAL SONGS FROM WESTERN TIBET.

BY A. H. FBANOKE.

No I. — King Nyima-mgon.

Text.

1. Aba Nyima-mgon Isliyirala ma phebs.

2. Bering mthsaani snyilampo.

3. snyilam nganpa rig mthong,

4. batlisa ngarangla barchodcig yong yin.

5. yserri sgala khraggi thsospa rig mthong.

6. flung dang rgya glinggi nangna,

7. buthsa ngarangla rtsespa re min.

8. rgyalpo nyerang lingsla ma skyod>

9. sras ZlaLa-mgonla barchod rig yong yin.

Translation.

1. 0 father Nyima-mgon, do not go

a-hunfcing.

2. To-night [ I had ] a dream.

3. To night I had (saw) a bad dream.

4. To me, a boy, an accident will occur.

5. I saw the colour of blood on my golden

saddle*.

6^ At [ the sound of ] shells and trumpets,

7. To me, the boy, there will be no [more]

dancing.

8. O king, do not go a-hnnting.

9. To thy son Zlaba-mgon will occur an

accident.

Notes on the Tibetan Text.

The Epio of king Nyima-mgon, whose son was killed by a lama^ is known among
a Dard family at Da, who do not sing the song in Dardi, but in Tibetan. The epic is said to be

rather long. As, however, I could not get at a member of this particular family, I had to be satisfied

with the nine lines of the epic given above :—

V. 1. — The name nyima mgon means ‘ sun-lord.*

vv. 2, 3. — snyilam^ dream, is the classical word riftilam. The Eudere relics have rmyilam.

This is one of the instances of the better preservation of the more ancient form of a word in

Ladakhi than in classical Tibetan
;
rmijilam may be pronounced snyilam^

V. 9. — The name zlaba mgon means ‘ moon-lord.’

Notes on the English Translation,

The song appears at first sight to be a hymn of nature-mythology
;
for it treats of a king and his

son whose names are in English ‘ Sun-lord’ and ‘Moon-lord.’ There is, however, some possibility

that the song contains a few historical elements. A king of the name Nyima-mgon actually

existed. He was the conqueror of Western Tibet as far as Gilgit and the first king of that country.

He reigned from c. 976 to e. 1000 A. D. Whether he had a son called Zlaba-mgon, who did

or did not survive him, we do not know. The name is not among those of the three known
surviving sons.

Nyima-mgon was a direct descendant of Langdarma, the Tibetan king who was killed by

a lama. It is possible that in course of time Nyima-mgon’s ancestor was mixed up with his

descendant and the original story that Nyima-mgon was the descendant of a king who was killed by

a lama became changed into a tale of Nyima-mgon’s son being so killed. At any rate, it is

interesting that the name of the great Tibetan conqueror turns up in the folklore of the Dards
of Da.
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No. II. — King Jo-dpal.

Text.

1. dponpo bzangpoi duspo :

—

la menna la yadopa ?

—

2. Jo-dpal-rnam-rgyalli duspo,

la miiyamparl jamadkun,

8, ngatang thsangkala yser rkyangngl thoda :

menna la yado kun ?

4. zhabs pbyi la thsangkala tbodabai lagsmo,

mnyampari jamad kun.

5. kha dena ja cliang ’abral med ;

menna la yado kun ?

6. kha dena ja chang ’abral naed.

dponpo bzangpoi thugs rje

.

7. ngatang thsangka ci yyangsnayang gang

yjangs,

menna la yado thsangka ?

3. zhabs phyi thsangka ci skyidnayang gang

skyid,

mnyampari jamad kun.

Translation.

1. In the time of the good master :

Isn’t it so, 0 [ my ] comrades ?

2. In the time of Jo-dpal-rnam-rgyal,

0 [ my ] comrades around me,

3. We all had nothing but hats of gold:

Isn’t it so, 0 [ my ] comrades?

4. All the servants had beautiful hats,

O C my ] comrades around me.

5. [Our ] mouths never became separated from

tea and beer
j

Isn’t it so, 0 [ my] comrades ?

6. [Our] mouths never became separated from

tea and beer.

[ It was through ] the mercy of our good

master.

7. Whatever pleasure there is, we enjoyed it,

Isn’t it so, 0 [ my ] comrades ?

8. Whatever happiness there is, ail the ser-

vants enjoyed it,

0 [ my ] comrades aronnd me.

Notes on the Tibetan Text.

This song was dictated by the ‘Mon’ of Khalatse and written down by Munshi Yeshes-rig-

’adzin.

V. is the Lower Ladakhi exclamation, corresponding to ordinary wa.

vv. 2, 4, 8.

—

mnyampatiyi stands for mnyampoyi or mnyamporanggi-, jamad is the Urdu word

jama'at, company.

w. 3, 4.

—

thoda, hat, is probably related to thod, skull.

•V. 7, yyfinjspa, is the same as classical yyang
;
but in Western Tibet it is used more commonly

to express ‘ pleasure, entertainment. ’ The inclusive pronoun mgatang is used in the song to denote

that the singers include all persons present when the recollections of the old times are sung.

Notes on the English Translation,

King Jo-dpal belongs to the First or Iiha-cheu Dynasty of Western Tibet and reigned
according to my chronology from 1276-1300 A. D. ; but possibly a little earlier. The rGyaUrahs
(Marx’ translation) has the following note on him: — ‘This king performed royal as well as

clerical duties to such perfection that he reached Nirvana. ’ This song confirms that statement.

In the song, the name of the king is erroneously furnished with the addition rnam-rgal, which
belongs to the Second Dynasty. My explanation of the error is that in the days of the rNam-rgyal
Dynasty all the royal names ended in rnam-rgal, and so the people came to believe that royal
names must have this addition to them, and thus this old name came to be furnished with a modern
royal suffix.
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No. III.— Prince Rinchen.

Te^t.

1. dbui rise lha snyanpo

gongmai phyag dang Idaii byung.

2. gongmayi rgyalbii gar skyodiiayang,

lhas skii sriings rig mdzad lo.

3. Binehen-dongrub-rnam-rgyalla

thseyi sku snings ng mdzad lo.

4. kha btags mdompa gangla

rimo bkrasMs rfcags brgyad.

5. kha bfcagsla drima ma pliogpar,

dponpola zhabstog rig phul yin,

6. kha btagsla drima ma pliogpar,

mi dbang brtan srungla zhabstog phul yin.

Translation.

1. The famous god of the summit

Has arisen through the hand of the highest.

2. Wherever the high prince may go,

0 god, protect h.s body.

3* To Rinchen-dongrub-rnam-rgyal

Give ( make ) protection to his lire.

4. [ The vow ot Prince Rinclien's servants ]

On a ‘ scarf of salutation ’ of the full

length of one fathom

There are the pictures of the eight happy

signs.

6. That no dirt may soil the scarf of salutation,

We will serve our master.

6. That no dirt may soil the scarf of salutation,

We will serve the lord of men to keep him

safe.

Notes on the Tibetan Text.

The song was obtained from the Moiis at Khalatse, and does not contain any unusual words

or formations.

It speaks of the depatture of a certain Prince Binohen, and the servants promise to take as

much care of him as of the ‘ scarf of blessing.’ This scarf is furnished with the eight signs of

happiness i a shell, an umbrella, etc. Such scarves are exchanged continually between the Tibetans

as a matter of courtesy.

V, 1 .—Ulan is used in the sense of ‘ come into existence, arise.*

Notes on the English Translation.

The name given in the text of the song is that of the last king of Zangskar, who was

transported by the Dogras to Jammu, where Ins life ended. I am convinced, however, that the song

was not composed in remembrance of him, but of another namesake. la the first place, he was

not transpoa’tod to Jammu as a prince, but as king. In the second place, it is very unlikely that

any Ladakhi servants were allowed to accompany him to the place of his captivity.

My belief is that the song speaks of the departure of Prince Binchen, who conquered Kashmir

in about 1318 A. D» In favour of this view it may be said, that according to the song, the title of

the prince is the old form rGyalbu, as we find it in the rGal~rahs^ and not the modern onerGyal&ras.

In the rGyaUrahs, this particular prince is called liha-cben-rgyalbu-rinohen, and, according to

the Kashmiri Edjatarahginl, Rinohen left Western Tibet with a great retinue of followers. It is

therefore probable that, until the time of the Dogra War, the words of v. 3, were ‘ Llt7.-chen,-rgyalhH

Rinchenla,* and that it was after that war that the present words crept in, because the king of

Zangskar had become so famous in Ladakh through his tragic fate that his name superseded that

of all other Rinchens. It may be added that the name Riaohen-dongrub-ruam-rgyal does not

occur twice in Ladikhi history. Thus we have good reason to suppose that the song was composed

in honour of the departure of the old Prince Rincheii to Kashmir.
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No. IV. — Defeat of the Ladakhis by the Baltis.

Text, Ti-anslation.

1. Thso Mondurri mthsoyi khara, 1. On Lake MondHr,
2. Stobsyabgopas sfcangs shig byasse binglags 2. Stobsyabgopa shows some strategy and

bed, comes out in some way.

3. Skar-rdoi lha dmag kun la plioladdi 3. The godly army of Skardo has lassos of

l]agspa yod. steel.

4. Ladvags si lha dmag kun la sman nang saza 4. The godly army of Ladakh is getting a

yod. beating as a compensation.

5. ata nang apobai kale zlog lags bed. 5. In return they ( the Baltis ) revenge their

fathers and forefathers.

G. Shigarri jo phrug kun khong dang rgyal 6. The children of the lord of Shigar gain

lugs bed. a victory.

Notes on the Tibetan Text.

V. S.—lja(j^pa, perhaps related to Ijags, tongue, said to mean ‘lasso.’

V. 4.

—

sman, said to mean ‘ compensation, sa::a, chastisement,’ Urdu.

V. 5.

—

hale, revenge,

vv. 1, 5, 6. — bed, the same as hyed^ make.

Notes on the English Translation,

V. 1.—Lake Mondur ; I have not yet been able to trace on a map.

T. 2.—The name Stobsyabgopa is a pure Tibetan name
;

stohs means ‘power, ’ yah ‘father,’
gopa ‘headman. Names of this kind are never found among th^ Baltis nowadays. Their present
names are ordinary Muhammadan words such as occur in aU Muhammadan countries. The sono-
must therefore go hack to au event, which took place before the Baltis became Muhammadans
i. e., before the year 1400 A. D. The Ladakhi Ohronioles do not contain any mention about wars'
with the Baltis before 1400, aud it is only through folklore like this song, and perhaps the account
of Binchana Bhoti in the Chronicles of Kashmir that we hear of such occurrences.

^t>. V.—King Sodnams Bambar of Baltistan.

Translation.

1. On the top of the Thale pass there
arrives an army of gLing.

2. 0 godly armies inside the town, shout
‘ bravo. ’

3. On the top of the Thale Pass, there
arrives an army of gLing,

4. 0 godly armies inside the town, shout
‘ bravo.’

Text.

1. Thale La mgona gLingpai dmageig
shagssed.

2. sharri nang lha dmag kun ‘ babas shig,’

3. Thale La mgona gLingpai dmageig
shagssed.

4. sharri nang lha dmag kun ‘ babas slug.’
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bdaggi dponbo gLingpai kbraba sang

stangscan yod,

G. Horri nang Hor dmag kinila srungsbig.

7. bSodnams Fambar jo gLuigpai khra

sang rtsalcanyod.

8. sham iha dmag kunla smngsliig.

9. spaiigbn cliungiigi nangdu lha dmag kunla

Cl dgossug zer.

10. ngari dponbo nang bzangpo pboladdi sgo

•ytan yod.

11. subesarag nang Tliale La mgola thonned.

12. iiyima nang snga sbar Shikar mKhargyi
rtse nonned.

13. bdaggi dponbo kun ^serpo yser kbri klia

bzbngs.

14. bSodnams Pambar kun -yserpo yser kbri

kba bzbugs.

15. sbar lha cbeiini skan mdunla nono kun

mdzessi mentog.

16. bSod-nams Pauibar joi skun mdunla

dBang-rgyal kun mdzessi mentog.

17. sdugs sbig rang media cang pbikjir ined.

18. Shikar Skar rdoi dmag kun non le.

19. sdugs sbig rang med cang phikyir rig med.

20. Sbikar Skar rdoi mkbar kun non le.

5. Our Lord is more clever in stiategy than

the falcon of gLing.

6. Beware of all the armies of Hor.

7. bSodnams Fambar our lord, is move

adroit than the falcon of gLing.

8 Beware of the godly army of the town.

9. Tell me what is needed by the godly army

in the little meadow.

3 0. Our good lord is [like] a door-bolt of steel.

11. Quickly he is coming out (emerging from)

at the top of the Tbale Pass.

12. Take command of the summit of the

Castle of Shigar at the early rising of

the sun.

13. [There] my lord is sitting on a golden

throne.

14. bSodnams Pambar is sitting on a golden

throne.

15. Before the whole nobility of the town the

prince is [like] an all-pleasing flower.

16. Before the lord bSodnams Pambar, dBang-

rgyal is an all-pleasing flower.

17. There is no misfortune, there is no sorrow

(among us).

18. Take command of the armies of Shigar

and Skardo.

19. There is no misfortune, there is no sorrow,

20. Take command of the castles of Shigar

and Skardo.

Notes on the Tibetan Text.

V. 1.—The Thale Pass is not known to me.

vv. 2, 4, 8, 15.

—

skar said to be sJiahr^ town, Urdu.

vv. 2, 4.

—

liabas shig, related to habbadd, bravo, Arabic through Urdu. It is used, hut not

commonly, in the same way as Pers. skdhush,

V. 9,

—

dgossug, contraction of dgos ^adiig^ must,

V. 11.

—

subesarag, said to mean* very quickly sa rah, saralc in Urdu.

V. 12, 18, 22.—Shikar, the well-known village of Shigar.

vv. 18, 20.

—

non^a or nanpa^ is used in Western Tibetan in the sense of * give commands. ’

V, 17, 19,

—

phihyir, sorrow is the Urdu fltr.
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Notes on the English Translation,

This song also goes back to the Buddhist times in Baltistan. The account it gives of the

wars of those days seems to be rather confused. The enemies mentioned in it are Hors, who were

either Mongolians or Turks, but it is very interesting to find there the names of two ancient

Buddhist kings of Baltistan (Skardo and Shigar), vw., hSodnams Pambar and his sou

dBang-rgyal, who must have reigned some time before Muhammadanism entered the country.

Stobsyabgopa (see Song No. IV.) may be another king of this line.

As the Baltis, after becoming Musulmaiis c. 1400 A. D., destroyed their ancient historical

accounts, it will be hardly ever possible to get exact historical information about their Buddhist times?

and we shall have to he satisfied with a few names gathered from folklore or inscriptions.

Erom inscriptions two names may be adduced : Tiagohen, ‘ great arm,’ Longimanus,

Mahabahu, occurs in Miss Duncan’s Sadpur inscriptions, No. 2. (See her &ummer~ride

^

p. 300), and Lho-nub-mda-mdzad-rgyalpo, king ® South-west-arrow-thrower,’ is found on

an inscription at Rongdo. (See my Collection of Histoiical Inscyipiions, No. 9).

The present pedigrees of the Balti chiefs all date from Muhammadan times, and contain

only partly reliable matter. To arrive at a trustworthy point of chronology, a note in the

rGyaU'als of LadcU may prove useful. It is there stated that All Mir Sher Khan, who was

apparently master of all Baltistan, invaded Ladakh. This All Mir Shcr Khan is generally

called only by one or two of his names and can be traced in all the Balti pedigrees, which were

collected by Cunningham in his Ladak?- On p. 80 where the dnkes of Kapulu are given, wo
find as No. 58 a Sultan Mir Khan. On p. 31, among the dukes ot Kyeris, as No. 3, there

occni’s a Raja Ali Mir Sher. On p. 32, among the dukes of Parkutta, we find an All Sher
Khan as No. 4. On p. 83, among the dukes of Shigar, as No. 15, an Ali Mir is found. On
p. 35, among the dukes of Balti-Skardo, as No. 1, the name Ali vSher can he read. On p. 37,

among the dukes of Rongdo, the name Ali Sher occurs as No. 1. Thus we see that the same
duke is found in the genealogies eight, nine or ten generations before the year 1830, Only in

the case of Shigar are there 13 names before 1830. Here a younger brother may have
occasionally followed an elder brother. My belief is that all the present lines of Balti chiefs
are descended from Ali Mir Sher Khan, who was master of the country from about 1550 to

1580
, and that there is no certainty about the names preceding him. I do not by this mean to

say that the rest of the genealogies do not contain several interesting items. For instance that
Sikander is placed at the head of the dnkes of Kapulu, may, as Cunnigham suggests, very
well point to Sikander Butshikan of Kashmir, the possible introducer of one type of

Muhammadanism into Baltistan, A Sultan Yagu may very well have been among the
ancestors of Ali Mir Sher Khan. Also the Dard word tha 77i (king), in the names of the dukes
o± Shigar is interesting, as pointing to the Bard origin of the Balti princes.

The legend of the Eakir origin of the princes of Skardo, given by Cunningham, seems
to occur also at Cbigtaii, where the first founder of the dynasty, who came from Gilgit, is

called Ltsang-mkhan-(beggar)-malig
;
and as the old Buddhist inscription at Chigtan shows

(see my First Collection of Inscriptions, No, 43), the word Itsang-mhhan, beggar, seems to have
been used almost as a dynastic title of the princes of Chigtan,

’ An inscription possibly containing bis name in the form Khan All in Arabic letters was photographed by Miss
Duncan.
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All Mir Slier Khan’s son and successor was Ahmed Khan, who suffered a defeat by the

Ladakhis under bDel-ldan-rnam-igyal. The Ladvags rGyaUrahs says that the Baltis made
a unanimous application for help to the Nawab (of Kashmir) who induced the Turks to invade

Ladakh, They were defeated as well as the Baltis. Cunningham says that according to the

Chronicles of Skardo^ this application was made during the reign of Jehangir (probably about

1625). Bernier also speaks of assistance rendered to one of the Haiti chiefs by the Mughals,

but he places it in the reign of Shah Jahan. x\t any rate, the Baltis became true friends of the

Mughals, and Baltistan was, as is also attested by Bernier, a province of the Mughal empire.

Much more we do not yet know of Balti history. As regards the pre-Muhammadan

times in Baltistan, folklore furnishes three, and archeology two royal Buddhist names. We also

know the name of one Balti-Buddhist lama of importance. It is found in the Beu mij,

translated by S. Ch, Das. There we read that the saint of Baltistan, sBalte-dgra-bgompa, was

born in 1128 A. and died in 1214 A. D.

No. VI. — Old ’aBumbhs.

Text.

1. Zhagpo nang skarmabo ’adzombari zhag

yod

:

menna wa yado kun ?

2 . skarmai nang rgya stod po sharbari zhag

yod,

mnyambari jamad kun.

8. rOyal-’abum bhai jo nyerang rgaspa

phangspa yod :

menna wa yado kun ?

4. rgaspai rgan ytampo mila mi zug

:

menna wa yado kun ?

5. rgaspai rgan berpo sala yang mi zug,

mnyambari jamadkun

.

6. I'Gyal-’abum-bhai jo nyerangla bran ma
khor :

menna wa yado kun ?

7. ama[nang3 zan medmola bu ma khor

rGyal-’abum-bhai joi zhabshi kun

le.

Translation.

1. [This] is a day when the stars assemble :

Isn’t [it so], 0 companions ?

2. [It] is the day of the rising of the chief

constellation among the stars,

0 assembled comrades.

3. 0 Lord rOyal-^abumblia, thou art old

and forsaken :

Isn’t [it so], 0 companions ?

4. The old speech of an old man does not

seize the people:

Isn’t [it so], 0 companions ?

5 The old stick of an old man does not take

root in the ground,

O assembled comrades.

6. 0 Lord rGyal-’abumbha, do not let the

servants work around you ;

Ins’t [it so], 0 companions ?

7. If a mother has no food, she must not let

the children [work] around her,

0 servants of Lord rGyal-’abumbha.

Notes on the Tibetan Text.

V, 1.

—

^adzombari instead of ^adzom^ai. The r was inserted on account of the metre, to

create one more syllable.

V. 2.

—

sharbari instead sliarhai for the same reason,

vv. 2, 6 .
—Jamad

^

company, is an Urdu word.

V, 4, 5.

—

zug is Ladahhi for ^adzugpa, take hold of.

V. 7.

—

zhahsM, the same as zhabs pliyi^ servant.
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Notes on the English Translation.

The personality of rGyal-’abumbha can be be ascertained 'with some amount of certainty.

A person with a very similar name occars in two inscriptions. (See my First Cdleciion of
Tibetan Historical Inscriptions^ No. 38 and No. 77). The former inscription mentions Iiha**

dbang-rnam-rgyal (e, 1500-1530 A.D.) as “father-king,** and Thse-dbang-rnam-rgyal
(c. 1530-80) as “ reigning king/’ and also mentions a minister ’aBum-lde, as a person in

authority. The latter inscription speaks of the construction of a bridge under Thse-
dbang-rnam-rgyal I, and gives the name of a minister ’aBum-bha-lde as the authority who
apparently had to superintend the work. The full name of the minister was possibly

rGyal-’abum-bha-lde, but here, as in the case of other persons, the full name is given only
in rare oases in Western Tibet. Thus, the song and the inscriptions all contain different

portions of the same name. The hero of the song probably had to superintend forced
labour and made ample use of the stick. When he grew old, people were no more afraid of
him and composed the song in mockery of him.

No. VII.—Thsering-malig of Ohigtan.

Text.

1. Lha yul nang mi yulli mthsamsna,

2, sengges bzhangspai mkhar zhig yod.

3. debo garise garise zerrugna.

4, ngati lha yul nang barmai sharpa kun
yin.

5 debo garise garise zerrugna.

G senmo Shag-mkharri shag thang kun
yin.

7. ngatang rtses shig rgod shig yado kun.

8. ngati jo lags joi skun mdunla habas shig.

9. Thsering-nang-malig joi skun mdunla
habas shig.

Translation.

1. On the boundary of heaven and earth,

2. There is a castle raised by [a] lion.

8. If you ask where that is, where that is.

4. It is the youths of middle age in our
godly land.

5. If you ask where that is, where that is.

6. It is all the gravel-plains of the beautiful

[castle] Shag-mkhar.

7. Let us dance, let us laugh, 0 companions.

8. Cry out ‘ bravo ’ before our good lord,

9. Call out ‘bravo’ before our good Lord
Thsering-malig.

Notes on the Tibetan Text.

T. 3.— Garise, where ! Pnrig
; zerrugna, instead of zerna, if you say, Purig.

V. 6.—senmo beautiful, Pnrig
;
perhaps related to sengmo, white

; Shag-mkhar was oncea famous castle of the ohiefe of Ohigtan.
was once

two
is the name of a Purig chief; nang is inserted between thetwo parts of the name only for the sake of the metre.

Notes on the English Translation.

of
between heaven and earth, raised by the lion, would make us think first of all
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The chief of Chigtan, Thsering-malig, who is mentioned in the song, is a well-known

historical personality. He reigned about 1550-1580 A. D. and was the first chief of Ohigtan

who became a Muhammadan.

I was told that the Chigtan princes were in possession of a Chronicle, and to get

a copy of it, I sent my munshi, Yeshes-rig-’adzin of Khalatse, to the present ex-chief, who is

residing at Kargil. The ex-chief said that the book had been lost only a few years ago, but that

he knew it by heart and was ready to recite it. According to the ex-chief’s recital, my munshi
wrote down the story afresh and brought me a copy. The Chronicle thus obtained, reminds

one of the Haiti Chronicles, as we find them in Cunningham’s Ladah, The first or

mythological part clusters round the figure of Ltsang-mkhan-(fakir)-malig and tells of the

emigration from Gilgit in prehistorical times. The second or historical part contains all the

Muhammadan chiefs of Chigtan, beginning with Thsering-malig. All the Buddhist chiefs,

who reigned after Ltsang-mkhan-malig and before Thsering-malig, are ignored.

That Thsering-malig’s ancestors were Lamaist Buddhists, we know from an inscription by
several of them in the Chigtan monastery. It is found in my First Collection of Tibetan

Inscriptions^ No. 43.

Of one of Thsering-malig’s descendants, Adam Khan, who reigned in the eighteenth

century, the Chronicles say that daring his time the Musalman religion was adhered to. This
can only mean that Adam Khan used his influence to make it the religion of all his subjects.

A copy of the Chronicles of Chigtan has been deposited at the library of the Macica

Serbska, Bautzen, Germany.

Ko. VIII.—mDzes-ldan rnam-rgyal and Thsering-malig.

Text.

1. ’aDiring ynyiddi snyilampo bzangpo rig

mthong.

2. zhag bzang ynyiddi snyilampo bzangpo

rig mthong.

3. gongma alam bdagpo nang mjalba rig

mthong.

4. rgyalpo mDzes-ldan-rnam-rgyal nang

mjalba mthong.

5. gongma alam bdagpo yser khri kha bzhugs-

pa mthong.

6. rgyalpo mDzes-ldan-rnam-rgyal yser khri

kha bzhugspa mthong.

7. buthsa ngarang langste phyag ysum

phulba mthong.

8. dKarpo buthsa langste phyag jsum

phulba mthong.

9. gongma alam bdagpoi phyag yyassi phyag

phrangpo.

10.

rgyalpo mDzes-ldan-rnam-rgyalli phyag

yyassi phyag phrangpo.

Translation.

1. To-night [I] had (saw) a good dream.

2. I had a good dream of a good day.

8.

I dreamt that I met with the high owner
of the world.

4. I dreamt that I met with king mDzes-
ldan-rnam-rgyal.

5. I saw the high owner of the world sit on
a golden throne.

6. I saw king mDzes-ldan-rnam-rgyal sit on

a golden throne.

7. I dreamt that I, a boy, rose and bowed
three times [before him].

8. I dreamt that I, the boy dKarpo, rose

and bowed three times.

9. The high owner of the world has a

rosary in his right-hand.

10.

King mDzes-ldan-rnam-rgyal has a rosary

in his right-hand.
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11. The precious first pearl (of the rosary) is

my good lord.

12. The precious first pearl is the noble lord

Thsering-malig.

13. I, a boy, do not possess a father in Stog.

14. dGra-dga, the boy, does not possess a

mother.

15. In the place of a father, [I have] the

high lord of all.

16. In the place of a mother, [I have] king

mDzes-ldan-rnam-rgyal,

17. In the wall between Stog and lilaspro

there is no door.

18. Between Stog and Maspro, there is no

bridge across the water.

19. In the place of a door in the wall, there

is the high owner of the world.

20. In the place of a bridge across the

water, there is a king mDzesddan-

rnam-rgyal.

Notes on the Tibetan Text.

V. 1 .—snyitanii is classical rmilam, pre-classical rmyilarrit di'eam,

. V. 3.

—

alam, is the Urdu alam, world.

V. S,-^dKarpo, the name of the boy-poet, means * the white one.
*

V. pkrany, rosary, respectful (classical phrengha)

.

vv. 11, 12. don ^adzinpOt * beginner of the meaning, ’ name of the first large bead of the

rosary. The meaning of these two lines is that the rosary is chanted over twice. When doing

it for the first time, it is for the benefit of mDzes-ldan-rnam-rgyal
; when doing it for the

second time, it is for the benefit of Thsering-malig.

V. 14. Here another name of the boy-poet occurs. It is dGa-dga, * joy-joy.' Or possibly
it is incorrect spelling for gaga, noblemau ? Stog and Maspro are the names of two villages
on the left bank of the Indus.

Notes on the English Translation.

A king mDzes Idan-rnam-rgyal is not known at all
;
but as Thsering-malig of Ohigtan

is mentioned together with him, the title mDzes4dan ^ possessing beauty ’ can only be taken as an
epithet given to ’aZam-dbyangs-rnam-rgyal whose date is about 1550-1580 A. D.

The song is of no particular importance. It was probably composed in commemoration of the
alliance which 'aZam-dbyangs-rnam-rgyal of Ladakh formed with Thsering-malig of Chigtan,

11. rinpoche don 'adzinpo bdaggi dponpo

bzangpo.

12. rinpoche don 'adzinpo gagai Thsering-

malig jo.

13. Stogpa nang bnthsa ngarangla aba rig

med lo.

14. dGa-dga bnthsala ama rig mi 'adng lo.

15. ababai dodpo gongma alammi bdagpo.

16. amabai dodpo rgyalpo mDzes Idan-rnam-

rgyal.

17. Stog nang Ma-sprobai barla gyang rta

sgorigmi 'dug.

18. Stog nang Ma-sprobai barla chula zamba

mi 'adug.

19. gyang nang rta sgoi dodpo gongma alam

bdagpo bzhngs.

20. chu nang zambai dodpo rgyalpo mDzes-

ldan-rnam-rgyal bzhngs.
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No. IX. — Defeat of the Baltis.

Text,

1. Sagling nang Mentog-mkharla jopa

bzhugssa stsalled.

2. dbyar nang kliodas yangla thse minned le.

3. Sagling nang mentog mkharla rgyalpo

bzhagssa stsalled.

4. vTsangma nang bdagpos yangla thse

minned,

5. Skar rdoi Hor dmagpo Daltong Lala

logse stsalled.

C. dbyar nang khodas yangla thse mincig.

7. mi thsela mi thugpai kamrgya nanne

stsalled.

8. hDe-skyong-rnam-rgyalli snamralla klog

barred.

Translation.

1. The lord is residing at the Flower-castle
of Sagling.

2. God is gracious to thee [this] summer.
3. The king is residing at the Flower-castle

of Sagling.

4. The ‘ Owner of purity ’ is gracious to thee.

5. Thou turnest back the Turki army of

Skardo on the Daltong Pass.

(5. God is gracious to thee [this] summer.

7. Thou dictatest a treaty to them to last

longer than a life-time.

8. Lightning flashes out of king bDe-
skyong-rnam-rgyaPs sworcL

Notes on the Tibetan Text.

V. 2.

—

yang^ contraction of nyidrang^ you ;
minned^ contraction of ininha yod^ minha means

‘ to give ’ in Balti ;
thse minha^ * give a lifetime,’ used in the sense of ‘ be gracious.

’

Y, 4.— nang hdagpo^ * owner in (of) purity, ‘ Lord of purity, ’ a Balti name of God.

Y, 7,—mi thsela mi ihugpe^^ * not touching a life-time, ’ together with nanne, nante, has the

sense of * exceeding a life-time.’ Earn rgya (dka rgya) said to mean ‘ a treaty.
’

V. 8.

—

snam-ral, respectful for ralgri^ sword.

Notes on the Unglisb Translation.

The royal name given in the song is apparently wrong. King bDe-skyong-rnam-rgyal

never went to any war, as far as we know. The king mentioned in the song was probably

bDe-ldan-rnam-rgyal (o, 1620-1640 A. D.), who beat the Baltis. The mention of a Turki

(Hor) army in v. 5 points directly to this king, as the Ladakhi Chronicles say that when the

Baltis were beaten, they received the assistance of the Nawab (of Kashmir), who induced the

Turks to overrun Ladakh, but they were driven back. The Balti king who suffiered the defeat

was Abmad Khan. See Notes on Song No. V, ante.

No, X. — The Siege of Basgo,

Text,

1. rGyalsa Basgoi;7yas phyogsnas Itaspa,

—

2. thsugsa Basgoi yyas phyogsnas Itaspa,

3. rgyalpoi ysang zhingpo Pangkatse

stengna,

—

4. mi dbanggi 7sang zhingpo Pangkatse

stnegna,

5. shau ysum stong Inga brgya zam yod lo,

Translation.

1, Looking towards the right from the

capital of Basgo,

—

2. Looking towards the right from the

caravanserai of Basgo,

3, On the field, (called) Pangkatse, of the

king,—

4. On the field, (called) Pangkatse, of the

potentate,

There are about three thousand five hun-

dred little beds.

5.
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6. bkag rdoba -ysiim brgja drag bcu zam yod

lot—
7. dendarig Yodtsag wa Hor ngaagyi

sogpo : —
8. dendarig Yodtsag wa dgra ngangyi sogpo.

6. And aboat three hundred and sixty irriga-

tion stones :—
7. As far as that [reached] the Mongol, the

bad Hor :

—

8. As far as that [reached] the Mongol, the

bad enemy.

Notes on the Tibetan Text.

The original song, as received from the Mons at Kh ala tse (like the rest of the songs with

the exception of No, 1 ), has eight more lines prefixed to the above text. Those additional

lines have nothing to do with Basgo, or the siege, and correspond very closely to Ladakhi

Songs No. VI. (See ante^ Vol. XXXI, p. 94.) It is probable that two different songs

have become mixed up, because both had the same tune.

vv. 3, 4. — ysang honorific term for zMng, field.

V. 5.— sJiau, shagu, a little bed in a field, in which the irrigation water is gathered.

V. 6. — bhag rdoba, ‘ hindering-stone, ’ one of the stones with which the irrigation water

is regulated.

vv. 7, 8. — dendarig, *as far as that.*

Notes on the English Translation.

‘ To the right ’ of Basgo does not necessarily mean * to the east * of Basgo, though it does

in this case. The united army of Central Tibetans and Mongolians had their camp on the

Ja-rgyal (? Bya-rgyal) Plain, between Basgo and Nyemo, and there a great battle with the

soldiers of the Mughal emperor took place, c, 1647 A.D,

Concluding Bemarks.

In conclusion, I may say that my Collection of Ladakhi Songs, published ante

Vol. XXXI, pp. 87-311 contained several historical songs of later times, as I have since

discovered, among which are the following :

—

No. I is a hymn in honor of Thse-dpal-dongrub-rdorje-rnam-rgyal, the last indepen-

dent king, c. 1790-1841 A, B.

No. II is a hymn in honor of the same king, and besides the king’s name it contains the

names of his eldest son, Tbse-dbang-rab-bstau-rnam-rgyaly of the queen, dPal-mdzes-

dbangmo, and of the first minister, Thse-dbang-dongrub.

No. Ill, the Polo Song, contains the name of the first minister of Chigtan, who was
tortured during the Dogra wars, because he was the instigator of an insurrection. (See my
Eistory of Western TiheU P- 158).

No. XIV, the Girl of Sheh, contains a passage referring to little prince bDe-skyong-rnam
rgyal, c. 1720-1740, who had lost his mother.

No. XVIII is a wedding congratulation addressed to the Leh minister, dNgos-grub-
bstan-’adzin, who became vassal king of Ladakh during the Dogra wars. See my History of
Western Tibet,

Besides those published already, I am in possession of an extensive collection of historical

songs dating from about 1600 to 1900 A. D., and as several of them are of considerable

historical value, I may publish a list of them in a future papex*.
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MOHIYE KI HAR OR BAR.

BY H. A. ROSE.

The Chronicle of Bdjd Mohi Parhdsh, Euler of Ndhan (Sirmdr) State.

(Concludedfrom p» 56.)

395 Palani Dharma, Deshfi Dharo khe

gowa ringi.

Ttobu gan-TifikaSO R^je ra, nadri par^.

KStlara®! khobra, tSmbu gdn-unk^

khara ?
’’

Khobra na bolna, ah-ah Balgo ra Panda,

Tan thalde52, R^jea, desk mulko dS

hahda.”

400 Palani dela Dharmd, nachne gera

:

“ Panda R^jea Balgo ra, tera jamkra®® tera.*’

“ Sehi Pdhda Balgo ra, jan^ bhuih de

betht,®^

Koti j^na ke Junge, deni salt dekhi®®.”

Palane Dharm^, gu'wli bhMh d^ beth!

405 Baht kholi pateri®® gfiwa bahoh da l%i.

Japi lai Dharme, Saihjo li karesu.®^

“ Nahirl d^ awane ra, ditt^ kunie desu ?®®

Shire baitha Sancharo, pairo rd Ketu.

Gro ri, Rajea, pujnu, karni to Bgo,®®

410 Baga l%o tano r^, pairo ra jora :

Pag lago shiro ri, chayne ra ghora.

He Raja s^hiba, kadi nahih mang^.

Baga kholi de tano ra, Panda jS,i rnwa

nahga !
”

Raja khole bastaro, Galerie khe aen.

395 In such guise Dharma PaUni went to Deshu
dhdr.

He saw before him the REjS’s tent.

(The Raja said:) “Who is that fool,

standing before my tent ?
’’

( Said Dharma : )
“ Call me not fool, for

I am come from Balg, and am a pdhdd.
In search of thee, 0 RajS, have I 'wandered

thro’ the land.”

400 DharmS Palani danced a tarn (and said
: )

O R^jd, I am a pdhdd of Balg and

a subject indeed of thine.
”

(Said the Bajd:) “Indeed, thou art

a pdhdd of Balg, be seated on the ground,

And give me an angary, whether I should

go to Koti or to Junga,”

DharmE Paldni sat down upon the earth,

405 Opened his book and began to read,

Dharm^ began to talk of the proceedings of

Saihj,

( Saying : )
“ For leaving N ahan, who gave

thee the auspicious moment ?

On thy head sits Saturn, at thy feet is Ketu,

Thou, 0 Raja, must perform worship of the

nine (planets).

410 The clothes on thy body and the shoes on

thy feet*

The turban on thy head, and the horse

from under thee, thou must give away.

0 Raj4 Sahib, these I have never asked for.

Unfasten the dress on thy body, thy panda

hath remained naked I
”

The RSjS doffed his robes, and DharmS

went to the RSj^ of Guler.

: perhaps
; gowa ringt

:

went, or has gone,
5® Gdn uhJcdi,

:

in front of, or opposite to ; na^ri da pafd

:

oame in sight ;
nairt (from Persian nazar) .* sight.

SI KetJ,rd

:

of which place?

62 fhalde : in seeking ; Udn^a

:

walked or wandered.
66 Jamkrd

:

subject (born in the territory).

6® tTd^d hhuin de ; you may sit on the earth.
66 edit dehhi: pray divine an auspicious day for going.
56 Patert

:

a small almanack.
6’ Karesd: proceedings.
68 Besd : an auspicious day (syn. edit).

62 KarJ}t to Ugo

:

it is necessary to do.
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415 Nange kiye Deshtle, dune shflra jawaen.

Japi lauDharmen, sab hadi kbo^.®®

<*Sahi de Pandea, Rana Jungo ko

Kott?”

Palani karla Dharma, Mobiye ri sewa,

“Aya shuni®^ Desbue, Rana Sukbeto kbe

dew^.

420 Kati tinlyen, tumri ri shirt.

Ter© dare, R^na sShiba, lai gh^li faktri*

Shun^ chhara Jung^, shunt R^ ne rt Koti.

Mhare karm Deshu dharo, basne ri

thaptt.”

Palaci re Dharm^, dere dere luwa

425 Dere dere hazit da, dano luwe garAi.®®

Palani Ran© rd Dharma, ^er© dere da

hando,

Kirya re jye bngche,®® bani lato phaiujo.

Palani re Dharme, Jungo khe jolt :—

^

** Shale pari rOw© bairi, dArd karo goli.”

430 Nau sau man misri Ran©, roh<noh khe pAi,

Misri chdhgo roh-uoh di, ubhe bAhdhle

mAfche.

Adhe khe pdgt misri, Adhe bishke hAthe.®7

Charhi AyA katak, garji rowi dhAro.

Ohalt rahi fanjo, lekha ruwA ni gano.

415 On the ridge o£ Deshu, both father-in-law

and son-in-law were stripped by him.

Dharma repeatedly said all he could ol evil

(against the RAna of Junga).

Tell me true, 0 Panda, whether the RAbiA

be at JungA or at Koti.”

(But) DharmA the PalAoi wished to serve

Mohi Parkash ( and said : — )

“ Hearing of thy arrival at Deshu, the

Rana went to Suket.

420 He has cut o£P the head of a gourd.

In fear of thee, the RAnA Sahib hath become

a mendicant.

Desolate hath he left Junga and Eoti of the

RanA.

On the Deshu ridge we must make a house

to dwell in.'’

DharmA the Palani went to each tent.

425 At each tent of the retinue he realised

offerings.

Dharma, the RanA’s PalAni, goes to every

tent,

And ties together his bundles, like the

bundles gifted at the death-rite*

Dharma the Palani turns his face to JungA,

saying : —
“ Idle lies the enemy, get powder and ball

ready.
”

430 Nine hundred maunds of sugar the RAna
bade throw into the court-yard.

In the court-yard the people pick up the

sugar and salute the RAnA as he stands

above.

Half of the army got the sugar, but the

other half went empty-handed.

The array ascended the hills which re^

sounded with the din.

The army marched away, and no account of

it could be kept.

Em hhott • spoke against (the BAnA.) HdACsword, abuse : hhoth evil.

Sdht : let zae know.

Ay6. Having beard of your arrival.

mtghm

:

has out off s iinigen

:

by him ; tumri ri sMri : the head of a gourd-froit (meaning he bae become
a menoioant).

«* Here dere luwajai

:

visited each tent.

Dano luwe gata^: is collecting the gifts,

«• Kir^ -rujgu hugche

:

Eke the bags of the last dntiee after cremation. Bini laio : ie binding the
parcels ; JoU : sent word

; shale ruwe hairi

:

the enemy is cold,

Blshe TiMe

:

empty handed.
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435 Dai'igi serf Kott ri, pari ruwS dero.

Daiigi sell Koti rf, pujje JSnki ro NSthu.

Ghen ne pande«® lai chMro, bhujt low^

batliu.

Koti ri pauli di, baji rakhio gbaiicii.

Bafchu bliuji cbadro da, lai sbiriii baiidi.

440 Jankie ro Natbue, kari rakha saka.

Sawa kbari batbu ra, keke piij^ phakd*

Mhareo Kaaaiko ; —• “ Jande nabin saro.

Esi cbalo Tbaiitbie ri, deiii daijgru di

pauo.’*

Koti ri pauli da, lagi rdwa baro.

445 Pano ditti daugru di, mircbo jye cbaro,

Koti de gauiike, disbo bamnari bani.

“ Age la^ mhare Desbii khe^ Hanumiino ri

aiii.”

Age baitbii palgi da, Hanumano ra Ma-

banto.

Pacbhe cbali faujo, rmvS nabin auto,

450 Dbm cbarbe Manuno ri, Hanuinani

cbele

“ Moti kato muslt, mabrO re gele.’*

Dbaro puja Manuno ri, Rane ra tbato.

Raje Mobiye ri faujo re, k^lje pbafo.

Gille ro Dbarate, mat lai kamai.

485 In the low-lying field of Koti the camp was

pitched

:

111 the low field of Koti arrived Janki and

Kathfi ;

On tbe bonfire they put the iron plates, and

began to cook tbe potberb.

In the gate of Koti tbe bell began to be

rung,

The potherb being roasted on tbe plates,

they began to divide it.

440 Janki and Katliu had formed a relationship

between them

:

One and a quarter hlidris were divided, but

each man only got a mouthful.

Said the Ran^ : —‘ ‘‘ Our officials are all

ignorant of business.

Oo this way to 'Jhanthia's, and have our

hatchets sharpened.
**

At the gate of Koji, rations are distributed.

445 They so sharpened tbe hatchets as if pepper

were put on them.

Opposite Koli is seen tbe Brahmans’ small

forest,

“ On our march to Deshu we must place

Haufimsin’s flag foremost,”

First of all in the palanquin sat tbe monk of

Hanuraan.

After him marched tbe army, which was

without end.

450 Up the ridge of Maiifin climbed Hanumaii’s

devotees ( saying : — )

** Out thicTs: clubs of oakwood.”

The Rana's array reached the ridge of

Mauim*

The army of Mohi Parkash lost all heart.

Gilla and Dharta made a sbrewed plan,

Ghenm $ande

:

on the great fire,

60
; to sharpen. Thanthi^, the name of an iron-smith.
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455 Bare bare bikhau di, kati leiii kliai.

Dliaro piije Manuno ri, ebbari luwa

mull ^la.70

Moliiye ri faujo ra, pani jeya bala.

Diirii dbuwen ri badlie, sbiri-surjo tluimba.

Suta tba Raja palgi da, tabe tliurni

kumba :

—

460 “ Ke gurl rHwa megbula, ke ebarbi Tiya

Raiia.”’

Nabiij guri ruwa megbula, -nabiij ebarbi

aya Raiia.*’

Dbarme Palaiiie ditta, Raje kbe dhiro :

—

“ Tere Raje sfibiba, mukhte aso biro.

Tu jaiida nabiii sabibS., bhole pabari ru

bbeto.

465 Chbt.rl guwa Ranu Jango, nathi ro dewti

Sukheto.

Dekbe nabln, R3»j& aubiba, Keonthalia

bboia.

Take le dbawwe mukbte, sdtbi deyi ra

dola.’’

Rdae tiuiyea Nup Saine, luwe kagato

bkbfie :

—

“Rajea Mobiya abe, Mmidenielo kbe awe,”

470 Rane re kagato, Raje age piijawe

:

Raje tiniyen Mobiye, tabe babebne Hwe.
Rfuie ra' aya bukam, ke Muiide melo kbe

4iwe.

Raje ri faujo ri, boi goi tajM,
Uesbu dbaro ri Kalik^, pbiri goiyo geri.

475 “ Rilje ri faujo paebbO, nabin batne mere
deui.”

Ayi faujo Raje li, ’Mubderi gbati,

Gilla ro Dharta, Ra^e kbe talmi dele :

“Sada kbayanikrainefj, Hanumanie cbele.

Pabli pabalo rii mamaM, Hanumanie
dele.”

455 That at every twelve paces should be dug a

ditch.

When they reached the ridge o£ Maniin the

rattle of the guns began.

The army of Mohi Parkash trembled like

water.

In the smoke of the clouds of gunpowder

the Sun God was hidden.

The Raja was sleeping in bis palanquin,

— but then be shook and shivered

(saying : —

)

460 “ Either it is thundering in the sky, or the

RSnIi has attacked us.
”

(They answered: — )
“ Neither is it thun-

dering, nor has the RSn^ attacked.
”

pharma the Paldni gave comfort to the Raja

( saying : — )

0 Rdja SShib, many are tby warriors,

Thou dost not know, Sire, the secret of these

simple billmen.

4G5 The RanS has abandoned JungS and fled to

Suket.

Thou hast not seen. Sir BAjA, the simple

people of Keonbhah

Take as much of his money as thou may’st

choose as well as his daughter to wife/*

Then RanA Nup Sain bade them write a

letter ( saying : -— )
“ 0 Ruja Moht, come and meet me at

Muiida,*’

470 The RAna’s letter was despatched to the

RAjA:

And RajA Moht began to read it.

The RAnA’s order is to come to meet him at

MuiidA.

The Raja’s army made ready,

And KAlikA of Deshu Ridge became
favourable in turn to him.

475 (Saying: — ) “Never will I allow the

RAja’s army to return again,
”

The RAjA s army reached the ghdt of Muiida.

Gilla and Dharta gave counsel to the RAuA
( sayiug : — )

“ These devotees of HaiiiimAn have always

enjoyed a free grant.

They should be in the forefront of the

battle.”

Chh(mluwixmuh(aai bombarded.
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480 J.lnki DAse mahafjte, Munie chadri taiii;

Dsfcti deoti ri karo,^^ lior boli “Jai jai

bad.’*

Cro dbauli gijo, bailha kala kag£i.

Dharo paiide Desliue, jadli mamla lUga.

13era laga taruri ra, uiidi jhamko duipn.

485 Bern, laga, kamani ra, jaa jya puiio.

Beta laga Raincbangi ra, megliMa jja

garjo,

Gobi clihuto Ramcbaiigi ra, bajo paudi

bhito.

Hanumariie chele maro, mnsbli ri cboto
;

Linde kiye ghorlu, tundi nakti banduko
;

490 Sidhiji Koto ra tliakur, Raje kij4 naiigA

Muiido re l^ge gbor, bahi lohu ri ganga.

Deo bbirA Jungo ra, Tara bblri Debi.

Tap bhira Nup Saino ra, cbele Hanumani.

Gill^ ro Dliarta dele, Moliiye kbe

mebneri.^

495 Poro da bola Raje kbe, Nalo ra Miun:—

“ Ori de lindi ghori, mere gahna gehiin,”

Rami Nup Saine Jungo kbe kngato difco :

—

Awi goi Deyie, Keoiitbaio kbe jito.”

Lag! ruwa bolada, Dbarama Palaiii

:

oOO Raje kbe dewo mebrie, buri bolo b^ui :

—

“ lu Rajea Mobiya, sawin duui da billa/^

Dbari jhirA Habdno li, lobe rd jyd kiila.”

480 The monk JSnki DSs stretched a sheet or

cloth at MuiidS,

And drew the ffeo<as’ lines, and said “Be
victorious/’

Tbe white vultures flew, and the black crow
perched.

On the ridge of Deslnl tbe battle was joined.

When the turn of the swordsmen came, the

flashes of their swords reached down-
wards to tlie valleys.

435 When the turn of the archers came, the

arrows fell like barley chaff.

When the turn of the Rdmcliaiigl gun
came, it thundered like a cloud.

Ihe ball of Ramchangi flew, its echo struck

the other side.

HanumEn’s devotees smote with their maces,
And struck off the horses’ tails and made

the guns useless.

490 Sidhia Thakur of Kot was put to shame by
the Rajd.

A heap of heads was piled up, and a river

of blood flowed.

The Deo of J ungd fought and so did the

goddess TdrS.

The star of Nup Sain fought, and so did

Hanuman’s devotees.

Gilla and Dhartd taunted Rajd Mohf.

495 Miun of Nal from the other side said to the

Rajii :—
“ Give me hither your tailless mare, to thresh

my wheat.

Raiia bade write a letter to Jungd, ( to

say : — )

“Daughter, victory has come to Keoii-

thal.”

Dharma Palani began to taunt the Raja

500 With ironical words and evil speeches : —
“ 0 Rajd Mohi, thou art accustomed to the

level valleys,

On the ridge of Habdn, thou art dragged

like an iron basket.
”

n JDitti deoti ri Icdro : drew a circle in the name of HanhmEn.
T2 Melmeri: ironical speeches. Saiotn dUri/t d6, hillijt,

:

art accustomed to the plain valleys.
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CONTRIBUTIONS. TO PANJABI LEXICOGRAPHY.

SERIES I.

Industrial Technicalities

»

BY H. A. BOSE, I.C.S.

( Contimiedfrom 24 ,

)

Eirro ; see jangli l&ns. Mono : Fibrous Manufactures, p. 4.

Eishta : a vegetable acid. Cf* hhatia*

EobA ; a wooden bottle-shaped mallet. Of. kubd. Mono * Leather Industry, p. 23.

Koda ; a head ornament. Mono J Gold and Silver Work, p. 82.

Koda : an anklet. Mono t Gold and Silver Work, p. 87.

Kokhtal ; a kind of silk imported from Central Asia. Of. alhchd,

Eonerd. or konerl : a convex piece of clay or stone fitted with a handle, used to beat out

clay vessels. Mono s Pottery and Glass Industriesj p. 5.

Eonta ; an earring. Mono i Gold and Silver Work, p. 8C,

Kora; a pure gold ;
Hoshifirpur. Mono i Gold and Silver Work, p. 4*

Eora: tinsel. Mono ; Gold and Silver, p. 27.

Eoterfi. ; a wooden shoe extender, Of. pachar^ Mono : Leather Ind., p. 24.

Euba ; a wooden bottle-shaped mallet. Of. mogrd* Mono : Leather Ind., p. 23.

Eucbbar ; a ronnd*headed hammer. Mono s Gold and Silver, p. 18.

EuiabA ; a drainage pipe. Mono s Pottery and Glass, p. 11.

Eular ; a small vessel used by milkmen. Mono : Pottery and Glass, p. 10.

Etin : a vat. Cf, ndnd and malnt. Mono. Leather Ind., p. 17.

Etina^ kuni : synonyms for Mndt, Mono : Pottery and Glass, p. 8.

Eunda ; a cow-dung cake. Cf . opld. Mono : Pottery and Glass, p. 6.

Eunda : a ring. Cf. Hind Mhdd^ Platts, p. 865. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 24.

Eundan ; the purest gold (Platts, p. 858) ;
-saz : a setter of precious stones. Of. mums-

sahir^ Mono t Gold and Silver, p. 4.
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Kunder : Tyjpha augusii/oUa ;
the balriash BannO cf. era. Mono : Fibrous Manu.,

App, I, p. i.

Kundl : a bodkin awl. Cf. dr himdivfStS. Mono : Leather Ind,, p, 23.

Kandlwaia : a bodkin awl. Cf. girih hosMd, Mono : Leather Ind., p. 23.

HundUzi : a synonym for Nawabi silk. Cf. eMlla Mono : Silk Ind., p. 15,

HUni : see kuni.

Hunkshi : a silver hoolc. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 35.

Huntla : an ornament. Mono 4 Gold and •Silver, p. 32.

Kur : bar-silver. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 1.

Knria : a piece of wood shaped like a lead pencil. Mono : Leather Ind., p. IS,

Hurs : breadloaf silver. Mono : Gold and -Silver, p, 5.

Kurumo ; a round receptacle for cotton
;
Kohat. Mono ; Fibrous Manu., p. 14

KtLtt i a kind of paste formed from the fat, etc., scraped off hides. Mono : Leather Ind

p.25.

KtLtnl : a wooden bottle-shaped mallet. Cf. /dpi. Mono : Leather Ind., p. 28.

Kyir-byir-tea : a small saucer-shaped silver ornament
;

Spiti. Mono : Gold and Silver,

p. 36.

La : first quality. Cf. 7dwin, gurd, ndk. Mono : Silk Ind,, p, 17.

Lab-i-abi: a kind of silk produced in the country bordering on the Oxus and is

Samarkand. Mono : Silk Ind., p. 15,

Lachche : a bracelet. Hind, lachchhd, Platts, p. 954. Mono : Gold and Silver, p, 33^

Laohcblia : a skein of beaten-up fibre. Mono : Fibrous Mann,, p. 11

.

Lachke : an ear ornament. Cf. jkulanyas. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 33,

Ladwa : an Indian silk of inferior quality. Mono : Silk Ind., p. 15,

Lagan : a vessel. Mono4 Brass and Copper Ware, p. 2.

Lagda ; an alloy with copper and silver. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 4,

Laka : a chopper, Cf. gurdam. Mono. Wood Manu., p. 5.

Lambibandi : an Indian silk of inferior quality. Mono : Silk Ind,, p. 15.

Laxninmaia ; a necklace. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 83.
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Lammi : aa ornament* Mono r Gold and Silver, p. 33.

Lammi-jiwaa-m&la : a neeklace. Mono : Gold and Silver^, p. .33.

Langri : an anklet. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 3C»

Mni: a Bengali silk* Cf. dutdra. Mono r Silk Ind., p. 15*

Iifibai chapper ; an Ind>ian silk of inferior quality. Mono : Silk Ind*, p. 15.

Lftni makttLl ; a» Indian silk of inferie** quality. Mono : Silk Ind., p. 15.

Lar : an ornament. Hind. Mv, a string, PlattSy p. 9>55* Mono r Gold and Silver, p. 33;,

LarMna : a tool used for marking off bracelets on a pieee of ivory. Mono : Ivory

Garving, p. 15*

Lasfira : the bark of the Cordia myxa
;
SiwaFiks and HinQ»alay.*is. Mono : Fibrous Manm., p. 6*

LaswStra : ths Cordia mjxa^ Hind, lasordt^ Platts, p. 957. Cf. lasietra and iasHra, Mono:
Fibrous Manu., App. I, p. ii.

Lath : a thick strong cotton rope ©n each side of a carpet. Mono : Carpet-making, p. 13.

La'vftyfir; a mam v^ho pastes the wet sheets of paper on to a wall; Sialkot. Mono : Fibreuis

Mann., p. 16.

Iiawin: ? fr. awaltnr first, of first quality. Cf. Id,

Leh ;
paste made ©f flour and water. Mono : Leather Ind., p. 83,

Lishntl: a small piece of cane, used as a hand-guard
;
Kullu. Mono : Fibrous Manu., p* 13*

Litkf : a small silver ring with ball-sliaped pendants
;
Kangra. Mono : Gold and Silver, p*35*

Loehka ; a gotd, two ungals wide. Mono: Gold and Silver, p. 28,

Loha rack ; a pointed chisel. Mono : Ivory-carving, p. 14.

Long ;
gold alloyed with copper

;
Hoshiarpur. Mono r Gold and Silver, p. 4,

Lotd : an earthen vessel tied into the mdhl or rope of a Persian wheel.* Cf. tmd. Mono :

Pottery and Glass, p. 10.

Ldkh : powdered bulrush
;
Peshawar. Mono : Pottery and Glass, p. 3, also the bulrush :

Trans-Indus.; cf. era.

Lundhl : a large skein. Mono : Fibrous Mann*, p, 12.

Lnrta : a chisel. Mono ; Gold and Silver, p. 18.

Mad : lime and water. Mono r Leather Ind., p* 33.

Madar ; a fibre used for making ropes and string
j Slidhpur. Mono : Fibrous Manu., p. 11,
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Madder : a juice. Mono : Leather Ind., p.

Magarb&ns : a female bamboo
;
Simla. Cf. hushdra. Mono : Fibrous Mann., p. 4.

Magar ohaudanl : an ear ornament. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 33.

Mabawar : an ornament. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 34.

MM: a kind of China silk. Cf. jpAwZ. Mono : Silk Ind., p, 14.

MMn : a head ornament. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 82.

MaithrS.: a Hong-Kong silk. Mono : Silk Ind., 15.

Majid: a dyeing material. Hind may i/A, madder, Platts, p. 1004. Mono: Carpet-making

p. 9.

Majma: a salver, cf* patnds* Mono : Brass and Copper, App. C, p. 8.

Makhawaji mftl : a necklace. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 85,

MakkM : a collection o£ moulds. Mono: Gold and Silver, p. 19.

Makttil : a Bengali silk, Cf. dutdra. Mono : Silk Ind., p. 15.

Mala ; a narrow iron bar. Mono : Pottery and Glass, p. 24,

Mali ; a synonym for cMnt
;
Kangra.

Malla : Zizyphus nummularia
;
Rawalpindi. Mono : Leather Ind., p. 18.

Mallas : camel’s hair. Of. masaL Mono : Woollen Manu., p, 11.

Malni : a vat. Cf. Mn.

Mancku : a Hong-Kong silk. Mono ; Silk Ind., p. 15.

Mandha: a wheat-straw basket
;
Hazara. Mono: Fibrous Manu., p. 14.

Mandri: a mat made of rice-straw or grass
;
Kullu. Mono ; Fibrous Manu., p. 11.

Mtogtika : a kind ol pliulMru Mono : Silk Ind,, p, 20.

Manidd : a person who ornaments churts* Cf. hangidr. Mono : Pottery and Glass, p. 26.

Manj ; lattice or pinjra work, similar to that seen in Cairene moucharabiehs. Mono: Wood

Manu,, p. 10.

Maroridar : a kind of mould. Mono : Gold and Silver, p, 19.

Masta : a twisting wheel, a form of the dhernd* Mono; Woollen Manu., p. 5.

Mat : a large earthen vessel. Cf. mattt. Mono : Pottery and Glass, p. 6.
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Matherd. : a man who turns parts of ornaments into an oval or round shape after preliminary

preparation by the sundr. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 24,

Matlind. : a light chisel. Mono : Wood Mann,, p. 11.

Mathni ; (i) a broad chisel for smoothing ivory. Mono: Ivory-carving, p. 15
;

(ii) a round

mould. Mono: Gold and Silver, p, 19,

Hatkd.zia : a small deep pot with a rim. Of. dhkhord. Mono : Pottery and Glass Ind., p. 8.

Matloha : a synonym for mat
;
Kangri.

l&Iditra s see cTiaJclci *

Mattan ; a vessel larger than the mat. Mono : Pottery and Glass, p. G.

Mattiftnl : clay deposits
;
Kangra. Mono : Pottery and Glass, p. 2.

MatCira; a large earthen vessel. Of. mailed. Mono : Pottery and Glass, p. 7.

K&yft : water in which rice, wheat or quince seeds have been boiled. Mono : Pottery and

Glass, p. 20,

Hayi : a hind of China silk. C£. mdt,

Mftyft laganewfilft : a starcher, of paper, Sidikot. Mono : Fibrous Manu., p. 16

.

Hazri : a fibre used for making ropes and string. Mono : Fibrous Manu., p. 2,

Hehxidi : an ornament. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 34,

Meshd : a sheep-skin. Mono: Leather Ind., p. 15.

Hiangi : an instrument. Mono : Wood Manu*, p, 9,

Milsi: masal, camel’s hair. Of. mallas. Mono : Woollen Manu., p. II.

Mina : scraps of coloured glass. Mono : Pottery and Glass, p. 26.

Miq.rftzi : a cotton pill carpet made at Hassanpur in the Gurgaoii District. Mono : Carpet-

making, p, 6,

Mirgang : a medicinal preparation of pure gold. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 30.

Mizrl : the dwarf palm or its leaves (Pashto) nazH. Mono : Leather lad., p, 6.

Mochha : a block of wood which is to be turned. Mono : Wood Manu., p, 11,

Mogha : a crucible. Cf. tkms. Mono : Brass and Copper, p. 4,

Mcgra, mogrl : a wooden bottle-shaped mallet. Mono : Leather Ind., p. 28.

Mohari : a rubber of agate or cornelian. Mono : Gold and Silver, p, 26.
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Mohr : a deota's face* Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 31.

Moll : a wooden instrument. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 24.

Mor phunwar ; an ornament. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 32.

Mot ; a mould. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 19.

Much ; a forehead ornament. Cf. tahiti. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 32.

Mudha : a spindleful of thread. Cf. chalU.

Mhga : a silk yielded by Anthercea Assam or muga worm. Mono : Silk Ind., p. 1.

Muhim-shahl : a kind of silver
; Kullu. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 6.

Muhnd.1 : a silver huqqa mouth-piece. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 30.

Mukat ; a semi-religious ornament worn by the the bridegroom at a marriage. Mono : Gold

and Silver, p. 36.

Mukesh : wavy tinsel. Cf, sulma. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 27.

Mukh-kd.-sd.h : a forehead ornament. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 33.

Mukra : a bow-like object on a loom. Mono : Carpet making, p. 12.

Muudft : a kind of shoe (gurgdbi)
;
Gurg^on. Cf. mmdld. Mono : Leather Ind., p. 31.

Mundla : a kind of shoe {gurgdbi) ;
Ambila. Cf. mundd,

Mungli : a wooden bottle-shaped mallet. Gf. musU, Mono: Leather Ind., p. 23.

Murabba nil : sulphate of indigo. Mono : Carpet, making, p, 10,

Murassakd>r : a setter of precious stones. Gf. hundansdz*

Mushka : a variety of coarse silk. Mono : Silk Ind., p. 20.

Musll ; a wooden bottle-shaped mallet, Gf. iulncu Of. Hind. Platts, p, 1090. Mono : Lea-

ther lnd„ p. 23.

Mutka : a variety of course silk. Mono ; Silk Ind „ p, 20.

ISTahian : an ornament. Mono : Gold and Silver, p, 84.

Nahnft : a small instrument with a flat edge. Of, Joatnt, Mono : Leather Ind., p. 23.

mk s of first quality. Of. Id,

Nakahai : a carpet or rug ;
Kohat and Bannu. Mono : Woollen Manu., p, 7.

Nakhra ; a kind of silk. Mono: Silk Ind,, p. 20.
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Nakli : imitation :—daryai, a plain fine stuff supposed to be like real darydt. Mono : Cotton

Mann., p. 8.

Nakyu : an ear-pendant
;
Spiti. Mono : Gold and Silver, p, 36.

N&l : a tall blue-stemmed variety of the jangli hang

;

Hoshiarpur. Mono : Fibrous Manu.,

p, 4.

Nam ; a gold necklace worn by Hindu males. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 25.

Namkani : a Central Asian silk. Mono : Silk Ind., p. 15.

Nan : a heavy chisel for rough-clearing wood. Of, nihdn. Mono : Wood Manu., p. 11.

Nand ; a vat
;
Rohtak. Cf. haingar,

Nar : a net. Mono : Fibrous Manu., p. 4.

Ndra: a person who procures silver from the sweepings of a goldsmith's shop. Mono: Gold,

and Silver, p. 6,

Nari : a generic term for sheep and goat skins. Mono : Leather Ind., p. 15.

Narma ; a kind of cotton : of the Rawalpindi and neighbouring tracts, H. D., p. 1183. Mono

:

Cotton Manu., p. 2.

Nasa: the bark of the ddk tree. Cf. .paldh and joaWa. Mono : Fibrous Manu., p. 5.

Nashi: an ear ornament. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 82.

(To he Goniinued*)

NOTES AND QUERIES.

MATHURA, A MINT OF AKBAR
FOR COPPER COINAOE.

*As an indication of importance, it may be

mentioned that in Akbar’s time there was
a mint at Mathura, though only for copper

coinage,' (Growse, ‘The City of Mathura’,

Calcutta Bew., 1873, p. 5, note ).

Neither Wright ( OataZ. Coins, L M., Yol. Ill)

nor Lane-Poole ( R. M, Catal.

)

gives Mathur^ as

a mint of Akbar's, Are any copper coins of

Akbar from the MathurA mint known ?

Yincent a. Smith.
ISth Becemher, 1908,

UNPUBLISHED ASOKA INSCRIPTION
AT GIRNAR.

When reading old numbers of the Calcutta

Beview, I came upon an interesting descriptive

article, signed by 0. M. and entitled ‘ Saurashtra

and the Hill of Sorath,’ in the volume for 1878.
The writer, when dealing with localities near
the shrine of ‘ Nimnath » ( Neminath ’ ), records
a note at the foot of p. 648, which states that
‘ another longish oval stone, about 10 feet by
12, inscribed with characters apparently re-
sembling those of Asoka’s edicts, is to be seen
near the Bhimkund. But the letters of this in-
scription also have been much injured by expo-
sure, ^

Burgess {Kdthidwdd and Kachh,p, 169) briefly
describes the Bhimakuuda, but makes no allusion
to the inscription mentioned by O. M., nor can
I find any mention of it anywhere. Can anybody
give information concerning it, or still better
publish a copy ?

Yincent a. Smith.

ISih Becemher, 1908,
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LEGENDS FBOM THE PANJAB.

BY SIB E. C. TEMPLE AND H. A. EOBE.

(Continued from VoL XXXV2L, p. 155.)

III.

THE WAR OP ATJEANGZEB WITH GURU GOBIHD SINGH.

WHEN the people told the emperor Aurangz^b that Guru Gobind Singh intended to take

Dehli, the emperor became anxious and asked his nobles and ministers, “ Is this

a tine leport ? ” And they leplied : “Save the king, it must be a true report.*’ On this the

king gave an order, “write a letter to Guru Gobind Singh.”

f.

2

li liid Aw tw gzeb m DilHoh pa rwana

:

"'Mercl hulm Qandahdr rich Kabul Kurdsdna^

lidje JDalchan Pahdr de sab harah saldmdh.

Eh haqiqat sun Kashmir di^jo loirii pandit^

siirj nar gyetnd.

Main chhoidh us nun, jo parhe namdz rozdnd:

Oh Morenge dhaim nuh^ viclidii dwan zmdnd.

Fatwd^^ mei d parhtdd vich dohdh jahdndh.

Mail eku bhejdh hdz wwA, hhd chir'idh tdmdJ^

Verse.

Wrote Aurangzeb a letter from Dehli

:

“ My writ (runs) in QandahEr and KSbul and
Khurasan.

The kings of the South and of the (Northern)

Hills, all make obeisance.

Hear about Kashmir, what happened to the

pandits

^

the gods, the heroes and the

wise men,

I cherish himj who daily repeats the (Muham-
madan) prayers :

Who will give up liis (Hindu) faith to come

within the (Muhammadan) faith.

My judgment is read in both worlds.

I have only to send one hawk to eat up all the

birds,’*

To this the Guru Gobind Singh sent a reply:

—

Nazm.

Satijdr sachclie bddshdh parhliyd parwdna^^ .*

Lihhjaivdb bhejidjo sachchd ndma,

^^LiJclizdh sab hihdyatdh : sun samajh, ndddna !

qasmjo Mti dage di ; maih tere dil dijdnd.

Tuii^^ har hahhdr holo, ndpdh zabdna /

Takabbur hiyd Iblis net gall la!anat jdina*

Bae-sirwarg^^ hai daint mdre hagmdna.

Verse.

The true giirfii the true king has read the

letter

•

He writes the reply and sends a true

document :

—

“All admonitions are written : listen and

understand, blockhead

!

Thou hast taken an oath of treachery:

I know thy mind.

Thou bawlest boastfully, O impure of tongue !

Iblis was arrogant, his speech was all impu-

rity.

Many a ten-headed demon has been destroyed

by pride.

SI For khutha, to read which in any man’s name is to proclaim him king.

PamAnd, a letter to an inferior : n^tma an authoritative document, a letter-patent. The terms used aro

peculiarly insolent. So is the use of thou, further on.

83 The Arabic turn of phrase when speaking of Iblis is noteworthy, ^ Dahisar, i. e., RSvapa.
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Shdhjahdn ho qaicl har, Dctrd marwdid. Tliou didst imprison ShMijahan and slay

Di\ra.^8

T7hh Tegh BahMur Gdru ndl ddh'u hamduu Thou didst treachery to Guru Tegh Bahadur.®®

^Adal hiyd Naushincaritjas jag lich jgdid* Naushirwan did justice and obtained honour
in the world.

Tm zahr dd ^^jd^ hun hMnd dijd,^' Thou hast sown the seeds of poison, now
thou must eat them,”

The emperor replied to his daughter:

—

Anrangzebfarmdyd

:

‘‘ Sun, jdn liamdrL Said Aurangzcb :
“ Hear, my life.

Math bhi Shah Aurangzeb, badd balahdru I am also king Aurangzcb, the great and
mighty.

Main pirtM dndi pair hei^jo hot hanhdri. I grind to the earth under my feet whosoever

is proud.

Mainuh rdjwdre sab mdtide, Mughal, Pathdn, All the kings obey me, Mughal, Pathan,

Qandahdri. Qandahdri.

Main, jis tval hatuk muhk, charhdii pae jd€ Whichever way I turn my face, there comes
ghubdi'i* confusion,

Mdttlwfi machhjlcachh sab hdnpie bulan sansdrL The crocodile, tortoise, alligator and shark all

tremble at me.

Main sku bhejdh surmdt mire tahcdrt.^' I will send but one warrior and he will slay

(them) with the sword.”

Replied Zdbu’u-nissdr to the king:—

ZpMCn-nissd farnidgd :
** Sun, hdp hamdre* Said Zebuhi-nissa ;

“ Hear, my father.

mil dgd gtcril, Sazdr thin le mansab bhdre* This gurd has come, bringing from the hand
of Majesty (God) a great dignity,

Td Icarih ^addwat ndl guru de mat, bdji hdte^ Do not make enmity with the guru, lest thou

lose the game,

Charni jd lag guru df, lage Darbdre, Fall at the giiru*s feet, be one of the Court,

Terd bnrj Shard' dd deh pagd, hun honusdre? ” The tower of thy Law hath fallen, who will

now raise it np ?
”

The emperor answered to his daughter:—

Auvangzeb /anndyd ;
“ Su7i, baoliclid ndddni. Said Anrangzeb : “ Listen, foolish daughter.

Main ghalldii Bahadur Shdli nun, jo ndghmdnu I will send Bahadur Shah, who is a serpent for

wdsdom.

Main rdje ghalldh Pahdr de, sab 'aqal MnU I will send the Hill chiefs, all full of sagacity,

Pahar Iduoeh guru nun ; mulh del'h tamdmV* They will seize the guru, and all this world

shall see.
”

Bddshdk ne beti ha hahnd na mdnL The king would not hear the council of his

daughter.

' She greatly argued with him. In the end he made war and attacked Guru Gobind Singh,

and killed the guru and conquered his country,

[So far our present text, but a Gurmnkhi text differs slightly and is about as long again.]

^ ShShjali^n was the father, and Dtr^ Shihoh, the elder brother of Aurangzcb, He deposed the former and
slew the latter. He also brought the Guru Tegh BahMur to an untimely end.

Naushtrwan is the legendary hero of justice in Indian and Persian story.
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ANCIENT HISTORY OF THE NELLORE DISTRICT.

BY Y. VENKAYYA, M. A., EAI BAHADUR.

{Continued frotn VoL XXXYllI^ jp, 11^

The period of about 80 years commencing from A. D. 1250 to 1280 is but poorly represented

in the inscriptions of the southern talukas of the Nellore district. There ^re no records from Eapur,

Sulurpet, and Vehkatagiri, which can be referred to this period while there are only a few from the

Nellore and Gudur talukas. The Pandya invasion which took place during this period"^ must have

caused considerable confusion in the southern portion of the district.^® The Chcda chiefs were

probably crippled on this account. Bhujabalavira^^-Manmasiddayadeva Chodamaharaja (KE. 60,

61 and 68) who had one or more Pallava feudatories and whose dates range from Saka-Samvat

1179 to 1188 = A. D. 1256-57 to 1260-61 and [Ijmmadi-Gandagopala-Vijay^dityadeva-Maharaja

(KR. 62) who had also a Pallava feudatory and whose date is A. D. 1260-61 belong to this

period. But their inscriptions have all been found at Pentrala in the Kandukur taluka, and

The Telagu-Chddas of PentrAla.

The same remark applies to the

consequently it is doubtful if they belonged to the Nellore

Telugu-Ohodas or if their influence extended beyond that village,

following three chiefs whose records have also been found in the
same village ;—ri) Bijjiraju-Siddayad8va-Ch6damaharaju whose date is A. D. 1267-68 (KR, 64) ;

(2) GadidSvaraju, son of Perumandid5va-Ch6damabMju whose date is A. D. 1268-69 (KR. 65) ;

and Siddayad^va-Maharaja, (son of) Bhimaraja, whose date is A. D. 1269-70 (KR. 66), According
to the Telugu Siddhisvaracharitramu and SdmadivardjtpamUy extracts from which are published by
Rao Bahadur K. Viresalingam Pantulu Garu in his Lives of the Telugu PoetSy Manmasiddha, the
ruler of Nellore, had been deprived of his kingdom by his cousins, Akkana and Bayyana.
Tikkana-Somayajin, the court poet of the former, is said to have gone to Aiiamkonda and persuaded
the Kakatiya king Ganapati to take up the cause of his patron. Records assignable without doubt
to this Manmasiddha have not been found.^s

’2 Abore Vol, XXXVIL, p. 353.

A munber of inscriptions dated during the reign of Tribbuvanaohakravartin Qandag6p&lad6ya or Vijaya-
G^dagdp^ladeva have been found in the Tamil country. One of them seems to have been a contemporary of the
Kakatiya king Ganapati (No, 47 of 1893) and another of the Ch6}a king Kuldttuhga III, (No. 44 of 1893 and

Intws., Vol. Ill, p. 207 f.). In tho Annual Report for 1899-1900, para. 51, 1 romarked that the Vijaya-
Oan^AgopaladSra, whose initial date is A. D. 1250 and who mnat hare reigned until at least A. D. 1266, mnsthaTe
been a Telngn-Oh6^a. In the first place, it is not certain if there was only one chief with this name or more than
one. the Nellore district, reooxda of TribhuTanaohakraTartin Vijaya-Gandag6p«la are found in the Gftdfir
NeUoie, and SfiWrpet tdlukas. They are alliuTamil. In case the latteiis identicalwith the former, his datesseem
to showthat he might hare taken part in the attempt to diive ont JatiTarman Sundara-PSndya I. from Nellore
rf any enoh been had made. In the insoriptions of the Pandya king, it is Vlra (not Vijay^j-GanaagdpMa that
figure as one of his ewmies m. Ant., Vol. XXI, p. 121). A Tamil epigraph of Tribhuyanaohaki^yariin Vir!-

Ml^a (G^e^""
Eamagtfim the Chingleput district {No. 659 of 1904) and another at Mallam in the

0-
Uaayagiri taiukji, have been found inserlptions of Bhnjabala-Cheda

TijnkEajltid^a-Maharajn. dated in A^. 1244-45 {TJ. 3) and A. D.1245-4«(U. 14). He was tbe lord of SKancht and bdon^d to tbe fa™ y of K^Ma. If he was related to the Pentraia Ch64aB.h6must have bee^ onetheir ancestors. Neither the Mdh&manAalHiara Manmasiddhayadava-Ohddamaliaraia ofKV 43 nor the MaTun.s.M
darasarof G. 39 could have had anything to do with the Pentr4s ChO^as.

' Manmasid-

•

a later prince of the Nellore Chinas, was also deprived of his kingdom, but wasreinstoted |^t Viki^asiriihapura by a K&katiya fendatory (Annuo! Seport on Epigraphy for mSM P^t U
vlm-Manmasiddaya-Oh|[amah«rf.ja mlntio^^W^^P«^^ltto4SS“S

gopala, Manmasiddha, and mistake Eudrad6Ta-Mabaraja for Ganapati.
^ Manmagan^a-
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The earlier part of this article has shown, what an important part the Pallavas had played in the

history o£ the district. There were evidently some reminiscences
Later Pallavas.

dominion and a few families claiming connection with them.

On the first signs of weakness of the Chola empire in the Telugn country, the Pallavas must also

have attempted to regain their dominion. Some of the chiefs belonging to the Pallava family

seem to have enjoyed considerable power, though most of them were only feudatories. As
early as A, D, 1102-3, while Kulottuhga I, was still alive, the MalidmandaUkvara Nandivarma-

Maharaia alias Ammaraja of the family of KAduvetti was rnling with Podaturu (f. e,, Proddiituru in

the Cnddapah district) as his capital. He was one of the sons of Doraparaju by his queen

DuggidSvi. His territory extended apparently into the TJdayagiri talaka of the Nellore district

(U, 6), He belonged to the Pallava family and to the Bharadvl^ja-^d^ra and had the kJiatvdhga

banner and the Icadtivdijpare drum. He claims to have been the lord of Kahclii and a devotee of the

goddess K Amakotyamblka (i, e. the KamaksM temple at Conjeeveram). In A. D. 1182^® we have

a Pallava, named Alluiitikka, at Gandavaram (N. 16) in the Nellore talnka and N. 15 mentions

Aliuntirukalfci of the Pallava family. At Somavarapadu in the Darsi Division (D. 69) is an

inscription dated in A. D. 1218-19 of a descendant of Makkanfi-Kadnvetti^? whose name docs not

appear to have been made out satisfactorily. He also belonged to the Pallava family and to the

BhAradvaja-^oirfl and was the lord of KAhchi and a devotee of the goddess KAmakotyambika.

He claims to have founded 70 agraMras in the country to the east of Briparvata, «. e. Srisailam in the

Kurnool district. The MaMmandaUsvara Inamadideva-Maharaja of the same family (with similar

titles) set np an image of KAsava-Porumal at Nagalavaram in theKanigirl taluka (KG. 24), He
ivas the son of a certain Bhimaraja by Srlyad^vi. Nallasittarasan^s of the Pallava family is

mentioned in an undated record from MannemuttAri (S. 2) in the Sulurpet Division. The best

known of these chiefs is the MahArajasiihha of the Tripurantaktun^® and Draksharama^o inscriptions

(perhaps identical with the rebel Kopperunjihga of Tamil records). The latter reigned from

A. D. 1243 to at least 1278-79,81 When and under what circumstances he advanced against the

Tolugu country and how long he remained there are questions which require to be investigated in

future. Allada-PemmayadAva^Maharaja (A. D. 1259-60) and Vijaya-Gandagopala (A, D, 1263-G4)

of the Tripunintakam inscriptions were also Pallavas.83 Vijaya-Gandagopala of the same family

(bearing the Pallava titles mentioned above) was probably governing a portion of the Atmakdr taluka

with a “lord of Uraiyur ’’ for his subordiuate (A. 25), Reference has already been made to the

Pallava feudatories of the Telugu-Chodas whose records have been found at Peat i ala in the Kandukur

taluka. These do not- boast of Pallava titles but claim to be descended from Miikkan'-ii-Kuduvetti.

76 The MahdManJaleiuara Ohiddanade^a-Miliaraja. of tke PuUava liniily is m^ationsd ia a rocordof A. D.. 1182*

83 from Ohmtalaputturu in tke Cuddapak district.

77 Mnkkanti is the Telugu equivalent of tke Sanskrit TfiVchana, the name given to the semi- mythical

Pallava king whom the founder of the Ch^lukya family claimed to have oonquored in battle. The same or

another Trildchana was a contemporary of the ChAla king KarikiUa who is said to have got him as well as the

other kings of the earth to build the banks of the Kavcil river {Annxial Report on Epigraphy for 1809-1000,

para. 45). Mr. Rice’s Gahga inscriptions seem to point to the existence of a place called Kaduvetti which ho

identifies with K^rv^tinagar, the headquarters of a Zamtndarl in the North Arcot district {Mysore Gazetteer, Vol. I,

p. 313). But in the phrase Mukka}}ti-K&3metitl, the second member must denote either the name of an individual

or of a family. Perhaps K&cUvettt is the same as the Tamd J{uL^^a' a which is synonymous with Pallava {Ep. Ind .

,

Vol. TIT, pp. 23). One of the NandalAr inscriptions gives the Saka dato 723 for Mukkanti-Kfiduvelti ; see my

Annual Report on Epigraphy for 1907-S, Pait II, paragraph 72. This was evidently later than his namesake who

was a contemporary of the ChOla king Elarikfila.

7* NalUsiddarasa of the Pallava family is mentioned in au inscription from Conjeeveram (No. 39 of 1893) j
see

the Annual Report on Epigraphy for 1905-3, Part II, paragraph 5.

79 lUd.t paragraphs 3 and 6. Ep. InR , Vol. VII, p. 137,

81 lUd.j p. 133. Annual Beiiori on Epigraphy for 1903-00, Part II, p.aragraph 7.
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Here are their names — (1) Allada[na]thadSva-Mah&r^ja, grandson of Siddiraja of Po[daJkanuru®3

(KE. 61) ; (2) Madhusudanad^yaSi-MahMja, grandson of YijayMitya of Andalnru (KR. 62)

;

(3) SiddamadSvula-Vijadevunda, son of Bbimayadeya-MahSraja (KR. 63). These three belong to the

middle of the 13th century. But as early as A. D. 1150-51, there flourished in the north of the

Nellore district a certain YijayMityadeya-Maharaja of the family of Mukkanti-Karluyefcti (D. 43).

In A. D. 1250 the Kflkatiya king Ganapati died.s^ leaving his daughter, Eudramba, as his

successor. During her reign, some of the Kdkatiya feudatories became powerful. The inscriptions

of Gahgaya-Sahiiii and Tripurarideva bear this out. One of these feudatories claims to have

established Manmagandagcpala at Nellore. It is, therefore, likely that these Kakatiya feudatories

interfered in the affairs of the southern portion of Nellore. In A. D. 1275-76 Nellore was ruled by

Nri[ga]deva-Mab^raja'5® (A, 29), whose inseriptiou is also found at iduru in the Nellore taluka

(N. 21). Ho probably belonged to the NAga family and might have been a Kakatiya feudatory.

An officer of his is reported to have made a gift in A. D. 1273-4 for the meiit of RudradSva-

Maharaja, which was the name adopted by Ganapati*s daughter, Eudramba, on her accession to

the throne (KV. 4S). Nagadeva himself made a grant in A, D. 1280-81 for the merit of the

The N* as
sovereign (0. 75). An earlier member of thd Naga family

e agas.
Skldarasa who was a Chola feudatory (G. 78). Peddarasa

of the same family was a feudatory of KulAttunga III. (G. 53). His agent is mentioned in G, 55,

Peddarasa’s son was Siddarasa who continued as a feudatory of Knlotinhga III. (G. 86 and G. 92)
though the characteristic Naga birudas are omitted in his case. A genealogy of the family for nine
generations is furnished by D. 13, which belongs to the 14th century.

The Telugu-Ohddas seem to have regained their lost dominion very soon. In A. D. 1278
Irumadi-Tirukkiilatiid^va ascended the throne (G. 45). But how

Nellore he was connected With Allu TirukalatidAva or with his uncle

Tirukaiadlva-Maharaja is not appare-it. Irumadl-Tirukkalatti-

dSva might, howeyer, be identical yyith Tikka II., son of Manmakshamiivallabha of the genealogical

table on p. 18 of the Annual Report on Epigraphy for 1899-1900. ManiimagandagopSla, whoso
initial date is A. D, 1282-83 (N. 31), was probably his snccessor. There seem to have been two
chiefs with this name known from other inscriptions, one whose head was cut off by a general of
Pratiiparudra and a later one who was aKakatiya feudatory. If theManmagandagdpSla of the Nellore
inscription was not different from these two, he may bo identified with the first. It was perhaps the
same chief who was originally dispossessed of his kingdom but subsequently established at Vikrama-
simhapura {i.e., Nellore) by the Kakatiya feudatory Ambad^va Maharaja. The second Manmagan-
dagSpiila appears to have been governing the northern portion of the Nellore district, and perhaps,
also a portion of Guntur as a Kakatiya feudatory (P. 32). His latest date is Saka-Samvat 1219,
the cyclic year HSmalamba corresponding to A. D. 1297-93. In the southern portion of the
Nellore district, the first Manmagandag6paia was perhaps sneoeeded by Tribhuvanachakravartin

"Mahirflia’* belonged are also mentioned, it is ertremely
doubtful if theypossessed any influence beyond their own villages. If this be the case, it is not a little surprisingthat oven men of no independent position olaimed Pallava ancestry. Some of the Oh64a “Maharajas’* mentionedin the foregoing pages might also have been private individuals. In fact, the affix mahtr&ja is by itself no

® VAYaia individual. Cb6dadava-Ch6afmaharajuMahaavaraju and Chikkiraju mentioned m a record of A. D. 12S6-37 (KB. 22) were probably similar ‘‘Maharajas.”
district is an inscription of TripuranlafcadaTa-MadhuBftdanadava of thePallava family and t}ie Bhrradvsja-jofro

; see the Annual Bsport on Epigraphy for 1905-06, Pait II. paragraph 5.M Seemy AnnuoZ Beport on Epigraphy for 1905-6, Part II., paragraphs.
M A. 51 may also belong to him. The Telugu poet Tikkana-Sdruayajin’s son MBrana is said tn i,...,.

hiarersionof the afdrfei«d«papuri^ja to Nagaya-Ganna, the general of the Klkatiya king Pratapsrudra If as
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Eajagandagopaliid6ra.y7 He is called “ the lord ol the city of Vikraniasimhapiira” (i, e,, Nellore) in N.
12. Five inscriptions of his reign which couple his regnal years with Saka dates prove that his accession

must have taken place about A. D. 1289-90 (N. 71, 62,G. 115, N. 60, and N.74). Hewas probably

also called Madurantaka-Pottapi-Ohola Sriranganatha alias Rajagandagbpala. By the time he

asserted his independence all traces of Chola dominancy had evidently disappeared and accordingly

he assumed the title of Tribhuvanaohahravartin

,

and as all his inscriptions come from the Nellore

and Gudur talukas,S3 it looks as if he took the place of the Cholas and was, perhaps, a rival of

the Kakatiya Rudradeva and Prataparudra. His latest date is his 15th year corresponding to

Saka-Sanivat 1227. KV. 37, dated in Saka-Samvat 1231, the cyclic year Saumya=A. D.

1309-10, records a gift by “king ” VehkatSsa, while RangaUtUha was the ruler. The only Kakatiya

inscription found in the town of Nellore appears to be dated in A.D. 1314-15. Rajagandagopala’s

reign must have come to an end and the Kakatijas probably annexed the southern portion of the

district in or before that year. MupjDidi-Ndyaka’s capture of Conjeeveram took place in the

next yearS9 and, perhaps, the campaign which commenced in the annexation of the southern portion

of the Nellore district ended in the capture of Conjeeveram.

Certain Chola feudatories who claimed Ohalnkya ancestry may now be noticed. Inscrip-

tions of this family have been found in Kalahasti (Nos. 172,

Ch&aanoe^t^-!*'*® 181, 182, 188, 191 ‘and 200 of 1903) and 'its vicinity (Nos.

209 and 282 of 1903) in the North Arcot district, Ramagiri

in the Chingleput district (Nos. 640 and 659 of 1904) and Tiruvannamalai in the South Arcot

district ( Nos. 494, 495, and 51 1 of 1902). References to these chiefs found in the Nellore volume

have all been discovered at the village of Cbapalapalli in the Vehkabagiri ZamindAri. They are

all in Tamil and belong to the reign of the two Chela kings Kul6ttuiiga III. and RiljarAja III,

The family claimed to belong to the Yadava race. The most important item of information

which these records furnish is that Bhujabala Siddarasa alias RajamalladSva founded a Brahmana

settlement at Nagapuclol in Pakkai-nadu and called it RA,jamalla-chaturv0dimangalam (7. 11,

V. 2 and V. 6), A tank was built at the same time in the village and calLd Kamalamahad6-

vipputteri (V. 7) after Bejjad6vi alias Kamalamahad6vi, the wife of Siddarasa (7, 1). The Vishnu

temple where all these inscriptions are engraved was called in ancient times Yadava-Narayaua

PerumA.1 and was apparently founded about the same time (V. 16). The temple of Tiriinagisvaram-

Udaiyar of which no traces seem to exist at present at the village was evidently more ancient and

had been founded by the sage Ndrada (?) (Y. 11). Siddarasa a Z/aa Rajaraalla was the son of

KattidSvarasan (V. 11 and Y. 13) called Ghatbid6va or Ghatfciyad^va in two Kalahasti inscriptions

(Nos. 189 and 210 of 1903). The latter was a feudatory of the Chela king RAjaraja III. in his

sixth and ninth years. The relationship which Ghattiyadeva bore to TirukkalattiJcva and to

Narasiihhadeva of tbe same family (^South-lnd» lasers. ^ Vol. III., p. 208), lias to be ascertained by

future researches. But Madurantaka-Pottappichola Erasiddharasa of the Telugu-Choda family

.seems to have been a subordinate of Siddarasa alias Rajamalla (Y. 11).

A few of tbe more important Kakatiya feudatories^o have now to be noticed, [Sihga]yadeva-

K"‘v V If* Garlideva-Choda-Mahuraja, the Telugu-Choda feudatory of the
a a lya eu a ones.

Kakatijas, has already been mentioned (D. 24).®^ The dynasties

to which [Y6bhala]d6va-Maharaja (A. 11) and Dasavarmad^va-Maharaja (KY. 11) belonged,

8" G, 50, wMoli is badly damaged and seems to ha7e been misread, probably also belongs to his reign.

88 That Rdiagandagdpdla’s dominions extended as far as K^ahasti in the North Arcot district is rendered

probable by a record* of A D. 1320-21 at the place (No. 199 of 1903) which refers to transactions in the 7th year of

his rexgn.

88 Ep. Xnd., Vol. VII., p. 129.

90 A Chdlukya chief who claimed descent from Vimaladitya was a feudatory of the Kakatiya king Ganapati

(P.7).
81 See p. 9 above.
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are not specified. From their dates it may be conclnded that they ivere probably Kukaliya

feudatories. Gaugaya Sahiiii and Tripnrariddva-Mahdnija of the Kayastlia family, nho are

mentioned in the Tripurantakam inscriptions, are represented in the Nelloro Toliimc by two records

ill the Darsi Division (D. 25 and D. 1). AmbadSva-Mabaraja, the younger brother of

Tripiirdnddva-Mahdraja, was the most powerful of the family. His claim to have established

Manmagandag6p&la at Vikramasimhapura (i. e., Nellore) has been already mentioned.»2 No

inscriptions of bis time are found in the volume before us and his boast, therefore, remains

unconfirmed.

The Mannepalli copper-plates (OP. 17) are dated during the reign ol the E:Aka%a king

Ganapati and record a gift by a chief named SArngadhara who belonged to the Sii]aiikayana-p^/!r<7

and was the son of a certain MAdliava. Six stone inscriptions which may bo attributed to this

feudatory family have been found in the Ongole laluka (0. 28, 0. 7G, 0. 101, 0. 103, O. 150, an«l

0. 1 51). Its influence seems to have been confined to the extreme north of the district. The chief

town of the family is said to have been the city of Addaidti. Its members boro tlie surname

ChakranarAyana. Their dates range from Saka-Samvat 1170 to 1104^3 corrcsj)onding to A. D.

1247-48 to 1273-74, Three chiefs of the family are known, viz, MAdliava, 'Sariigadliara and

Sihga or Siiigala. The relation of the last to the other two is not specified.®^ The compilers of

the Nellore volume suggest that the family might be connected with the Sennas.

The Kakaliya general Muppidi-NAyaka who captured Conjeeveram in A. D. 1310, is represented

by a considerable number of records iu the Atmakfir (A. 56), Kandukur (KR. ], KR. 23 and

KR. 84), Nellore (N. 80), and Ongole (0.87) talukas, ranging iu date from A. D. 1294-5 to

1315-16, from some of which it appears that he was in the service of the KAkatiyas already during

the time of PratAparudra's predecessor Rndradeva-MabAraja. In fact, it is said in one of the

inscriptions (A. 56) that Rudrad^va had placed the burden of the kingdom on him. KR. 23

reports that Muppidi-Nayaka’s father’s name was Nagi-Nayadn and his mother’s name
Gangasanamma.

The Beddis.

Before attempting a survey of the feudatory families that held sway over Nellore, 1 remarkel®^

that the Kakatiya dominions were in a state of disorder like the rest of Southern India in

consequence of the Muhammadan invasions. According to Mr. Sewell, Krishna, son of

Prataparudra, ‘'turned the tables in 1344, by making a grand combination of Hindu States

and driving the Muhammadans out of the coimtry,”^® This combination among the Hindu
States is not unlikely, as in the earliest Reddi inscriptions,»7 dated in Saka-Sariivat

1267= H. 1345, Ytoa who built a flight of steps at Srisailam is called “ the very Agastya to

the ocean which was the Miachchhns.” He is also said to have “ restored all the agraMras of

Brahmanas which had been taken away by the wicked Ml6chchha kings from ( the time of ) king
Vira-Rudra of the Kakatl-vaihsa.” At any rate, order had been restored in the Telugu country
(or, in a portion of it at least), in or before A. D. 1345, by the Reddis of Kondavidu, who belonged
to the cultivating caste. Why and how the Reddis became rulers is nowhere explained. It

as Above, Yol. XXXVII., p. 357.

ST 0. 73 appears to be dated m Saka-Samvat 1180, the cyclic year Yibhava. But as the Saka and cyclic years
do not agree, the editors of the Nellore volume have apparently accepted Saka-Samvat 1130 as the correct date of
the inscription, because it corresponded to the cyclic year Yibhava. The record belongs to the time of the
Ki^atiya feudatory MAdha^-MahAraja. As we have an epigraph of MAdhavad^va-MahArAja of the same family
dated in baka-Samvat 1194 (0. 101), it is doubtful if the assumption of the editors is justifiable.

B. 72, 0. e, 0. 27, 0. 84, 0. 86, 0. 88, 0. 89, and 0. 100 probably belong to the same family.
Above, Yol. XXXVII

, p. 3d7. 96 Zkis of Aniiquities, Yol, II., p. 174.
ST See my Annual Report on Epigraphy for 1899-CO, p. 23 f. and Ep. Ind., Yol, YIIL, p. 9.
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may be supposed that they occupied subordinate military as well as administrative offices in the

Kakatiya kingdom. The Telugu poem Uariua^hsamu and the Sanskrit Vtrandrciycmaclianta state

that the original seat of the Reddiis was Addahki.^s The country over wliich they originally

ruled was apparently Paka-nadu extending from Kondavidu in the Kistna district to Kandukuni
in the Nellore diatrict.®^ The Madras Museum plates of VSma say that his capital was the city

of Addaiiki in the country of Piiiigi,^®® which extended from the eastern slopes of Siisailam to the

eastern sea on both sides of the river Kundi, i. e. Guudlakamina* In the Nellore district, a

comparatively small number of inscriptions of this family has been found. 0, 73 mentions V^maya,

father of Komati-Prola, the earliest hitherto known Reddi chief. KR. 35 records that Verna, son

of K6mati-Pr61a, caused the Bdmdyana and the Hartcamsa to be translated into Telugu, the latter

of which is actually dedicated to V6ma. The poet who made the translation was Errapragada, who

is here mentioned by his other name Sambhudasa. The Nellore volume furnishes some details about

a branch of the Reddi family descended from Malla (KR. 34), the youngest brother of the above-

mentioned V^ma. To distinguish these from the Kondavidu and Udjahmundry Recldis mentioned

in my jReporHor 1899-1900, they may be called the Kandukur Redhs. Their capital is

said to have been Kandukur (KR. 43), and their inscriptions have
The of Kandukur.

found mostly in the town of Kandukur and in a village called

Chundi in the Kandukiir taluka. Sivalihgabhupati of this branch says, in his commentary on the

GiHsasmimihtimdld, that he ruled from his golden throne at Skaiidapuri situated in the south-east

of Srisailam. This Skandapuri may be identified with Kandukur, which is actually called Skandapura

in KR. 35, dated during the reign of Racha-Y^ma, younger brother of Srigiri of this branch. The

genealogy down to Sivalihga is given in his abovementioned commentary on the GirUasnitisulcHmdhu

Malla and his grandson, Macha, of this branch claim to have fought against the Muhammadans, and

nothing worthy of notice is said about the rest, Kommana*SOmayajulu, the ^radhdna of K6mati

Redcli of this branch brought a svayambhu-Unga from the PAtfilagaiigfi at Srisailam and set it up

in the village of Chuniji at the spot where he had performed the agnishtoma and the atirdira sacrifices.

He also caused a stone temple to be built at Chundi and planted a grove round the temple. A fort

was constructed at Chundi by one of the sons of Kommana and several tanks and wells are reported to

have been built by him and his sons in and around that village. This Kommana is different from

and later than Kommana, the father of the Telagu poet, Tikkana-Somayajin. The two belonged

to different gotras (KR. 16 and KR. 17). As late as A. D. 1515-16, there was a chief named

Gahga Reddi bearing the usual Reddi hirudas^ who was a subordinate of Krishnaraya (OP. 16). We
are not told if he possessed any dominions or was only an officer of the king.

The Vijayanagara Kings.

The earliest Vijayanagara inscription in the volume before us is the Kapalur grant (CP. 15)

dated in Saka.Saihvat 1258, the cyclic year Dhatri corresponding to A. D. 1336-37 and during

the reign of Hauihara I. This was the year in which the town o£ Vijayanagara was founded according

to Nuniz.^ The Kapalur grant reports that the founder o£ the

V^ayanagara
dynasty was Bnkka, whose sou by his wife MehgambiM was

Saihgama I., the progenitor of the family according to later

inscriptions. The mythical descent of the former from the Moon is traced through Budha, Ayus,

Nahusha, Yayati, and Y'adu. Saihgaraa’s wife was GAlarabika and they had five sons, viz, Harihara,

Kampa, Bukka, Mara, and Mudda. The eldest of them conquered all the quarters of the world

beginning with Ahga and Kalihga and was ruling the eaith from the city of Kunjarakona, which, as

the editors suggest, is evidently a Sanskrit rendering of the Kanarese Anegondi. Anegondi is «at

present the headquarters of a Zamindari owing allegiance to the Nizam of Hyderabad. The town

98 See my Annual Report on Epigrapky for 1899-00, paragraph 59. Ep. Ind., Vol. V., p. 53 and note 9.

19® This district is called Pdngai-[nA4Ti] in a Tamil fragment foimd at Nellore (N, 82},

1 Mr, Sewell's Forgotten EmpirOt p. 19.
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is situated on the north bank ol the river Tungabhadra, while the ruins of Vijayanagara are found

on the opposite bank of it. The Kapalur grant informs us that king Harihara on one occasion

crossed the river on a hunting expedition and found a forest to its south. There he saw a dog

being attacked by a hare and proceeded to the hermitage of the sage Vidyaranya to find an explanation

for the wonderful phenomenon. Harihara was told that the spot deserved to be the residence of

a family of great kings and accordingly founded the city of Vidyanagara. After his coronation, the

king granted the village of Kdpalur as an agralidra. The date of the Kapalur grant is three

years earlier than the only hitherto known record of Harihara I, On palatograph ical grounds the

editors suspect the genuineness of the grant.

The father of Saihgama I. is also mentioneds in three copper-plate grants published by

Mr. Eice, one belonging to the reign of Harihara 1. (AJp. Cam. Vol. X. Bg. 7U) and the other two

to that of Bukka I. (ibid, Mb. 158 and Gd. 46). Here the name of Saihgama’s wife and that of

his mother are given in a slightly altered form. Of the first the original has not been traced,

but Mr. Rice has published the text from a copy of it.3 It is dated in the same year as the Kapalur

grant. The date of the other two grants is Saka-Saihvat 1266, the cyclic year Tarana^ correspond-

ing to A. D. 1344-45. The donee in the two latter grants is Soma of the Bbdradvuja-^^^rflr,

Apastamba-Sutra and the Yajus-i^/c7i^. He was the son of Nachana, was well versed in the dgamas

and the eighteen Puraaas and could compose in eight languages. This S6ma is probably identical

with the Telugu poet Naehana-S6ma.5

Verses 1 to 28 of the first grant (Bg. 70) are nearly identical with verses 2 to 29 of the Kdpalur

grant and refer to the building of the city of Vidyanagara by king Harihara at the instance of the

sage Vidyaranya. The two later grants refer to the city as having been founded by Vidyaranya.®

The legend concerning the foundation of the city of Vijayanagar mentioned both in the Kdpalur

grant and in Mr. Rice’s inscription was current also in the first half of the 16th century. The

Portuguese chronicler Fernao Nuniz mentions the identical story in connection with the foundation ot

the city.T

Returning to the K^palfir grant, we find that the people of Bestarahalli in the Bagepalli tMuka

of the Kolar district possess a copy of a Vijayanagara grant dated in the same year as the former.

The original is not forthcoming, hut the text of the inscription down to the grant portion is

nearly identical with the Kapalur plates. As the villages granted in the two inscriptions are

different and situated in two different provinces, viz. YEragud in the Ghanasaila («. e, Penugonda)

rajya and Kapalur in the Chandragiri-rajya, it is unlikely that the portion which is similar in

both was copied, the one from the other. On the other hand, they must both have been copied from

8 KG. 7 belongs to a king named BukkarSya. According to the editors of the Nellore volume it is dated in
Saka-Samvat 1236, the cyclic year Inanda, which is too early for a Vijayanagara inscription. The Kkkatiya
king Pratlpamdra was ‘still living at the time. Besides Bukka, father of the Vijayanagara king Saragama, is a
more or less mythical person. Even if such a person existed, he could not have been a king possessing the power
and influence implied by the titles attributed to him in KG. 7.

8 The engraver of this inscription seems to he identical with that of the other two.
* These two inecriptions are evidently two copies of the same doonment. In Gd. 46, the Saka date Is denoted by

rasa-bM-naj/a»-««duooweeponding to the cyclic year TIratja, while Mb. 168 has ra[80-rfu]-noi;an-^nd» and the
same cyclic year. As Saka,-Sa*vat 1218 (ra.o.bh(l.nay««-«»d«) does not correspond to the oydio year Tirana,
Mr. Eice corrects the latter into Sidhirapa and the Seta year into 1292 (Bp. Cam. Vol. X., p. 219). This doable
correction seems to be unwarranted. I would take rata-rtu-myatfindu as the date of Qd. 46.

'

8 See my Jl?inwoZ Report tor: 1906-07, Part II, para. 53.

'
-^ interesting point in the inscriptions edited by Mr. Eioe 'is that the composer is a certain Mallaniridhya

of the Atr^-ffofra and the Tajns-sdad, who was the son ot KdtidMradhya. The Nalldr grant ot Hardiara IT.
verses of the mswiption were composed by Mallapiradhya, who was the son of

Ivbtisaredhya. The slight difference mihe name of the father in these two oases is not serious and it is just
® i^oth cases. As there is, however, a difference of 65years between the

^ Mr, ScwelPs Forgotten B(n%ire, p. 299 f

,
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a common original. In fact, it seems very probable that in the royal archives was preserved the original

of the preamble to be added to all public documents. This preamble seems to have been composed

by court poets and gave an account ol the reigning king’s military achievements as well as his

ancestry. In the absence of military achievements the king’s prowess was described in general

terms.s It is worthy of note that the abovementioiied plates of Bukka I. are in Nandinugari like

tlieK^alur grant of Hariliara I. and that the former were engraved by N'agidSva who is mentioned

as the artist that engrossed, the Yaragud inscription. This fact raises a presumption that the latter

is genuine, though the original copper-plafci is not forthcoming. The story of the foundation of the

city of Yidyunagara and other details found in the Kapalur grant are thus confirmed by what may

be taken for independent testimony. Whether Samgama’s father was Bnkka and whether his wife’s

name was Galambika or Mdlambika and his mother’s name Meiigambika or Magambika, the

student of historical research need not much mind.

The Bitragunta grant of Saihgama IT. reports that Harihara I. defeated the Sultan. The

political relationshipj if any, which existed between the Reddi chiefs and the kings of Vijayanagara

is nowhere clearly explained. Perhaps the former were at least semi -independent. The Kondavidii

Reddis were probably ruling over the modern Guntur district and a portion of the northern taliikas

of NTellore, while the Kandukur Reddis governed the modern Kandukur talnka, and the rest of the

Nellore district, might have belonged to the Vijayanagara kings. Harihara’s younger brother

Kampana is represented in the Nellore volume by an inscription

NdLlore^disfS
dated in Saka-Samvat 1268, the YjSLj^L-sanwatsara corresponding

Ts n(.
. ^ 1346-47 (N*. 28). His maM^radMna Sayanna-Odaya

is also mentioned here. This is two years later than the Hindu coalition against the Muhammadans
which has already been mentioned. It may be that Harihara I. sent his younger brother

Kampa^-Odeya to take part in the war against the Muhammadans. After the war was over,

Kampaua-Odeya probably set himself up as a semi -independent prince in the province which

subsequently came to be called the Udayaglri-rajya. The greater portion of the modern Nellore

district seems to have been included iu it. Kampala’s successor in the Udayagiri-rnjya was

apparently his son Samgama II, who issued the Bitragunta grant in A. D. 1356-57. Bight years

later we find Vira-sri-Savanna-Odaya ruling (N, 78) . From other inscriptions we know that this latter

was the son of Kampana by MeiigudSvi-Amma and that his dominions extended beyond Nellore.^

During the reign of Bnkka I. (A. D. 1353—77) the province of Udayagiri was governed by his

son Bhfiskara Bhavadura who in A. D. 1309-70 built a large tank at Poruraamilla iu the Cuddapah

district. The earliest inscription of Harlhira II. in the Nellore volume is dated in Saka-Samvat

1299, the cyclic year Pingala corresponding to A. D. 1377-78, while a record found in the

Rahganayaka temple at Nellore (N, 76) yields A. D, 1375-73 for his accession. He probably died

in A, D. 1404.11 A much mutilated inscription of his reign dated in Saka-Samvat 1808

(= A. D. 1386-87) is found at Rlvimanidiane in the Udayagiri taluka (U. 18 h and c). Daring

the reign of Harihara II., his son DSvaraya-Odeya was appointed governor of Udayagiri and occupied

that position in A. D. 1382-83.12 For the merit of his father DSvaruya built a tank at Mogilicherla

in the Kanigiri talnka about the year A* D. 1393-94 (KG. 28), He was crowned on the 5th

November, 1406,i^ (at Vijayanagara) in succession to his father. The successor of Devaraya in

the governorship of Udayagiri was bis son Ramachandra, hitherto unknown from Vijayanagara

inscriptions. In the Nellore volume there is a copper-plate and a atone inscription which refer to him.

® It is a oharacteristio feature of the Sanskyit records of the second Vijayanagara dynasty—both those on

copper and on stone—that a number of identical verses are found in them all—the kings to whom they should be

allotted being left, particularly in later ones, entirely to the whim of the person who drew np a document.

9 See my Annual Report for 1906-07, Part II, paragraph 52.

19 See Br. Hnltzsoh’s Amual Report on Epigraphy for 1902 3, paragraph 15.

11 Fp. Ind.f Vol. Yll] Appendix No. 478 and note.

12 See my Annual Report on Epigraphy for 1904-5, Part II., paragraph 29. ibid., No. 480.
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The former (CP. 1) is dated in Saka-Samvat 131*2, the cyclic year Prainoda corresponding to

A. D. 1390-01 and records a gift to Chennubhatta. The donee miglit be identical with his name-

sake who was protege of Harihara II. and author of the Sanskrit work TathabhdshdprahdsikS*

Ramachandra claims to have vanquished the Musalman king by his skill. The stone inscription

ol Ramacl andra^^ is from Daclircijdq'alle in tiie Kanigiri taluka (Kg. 4) and is dated in Saka-Saihvat

1338, the cyclic year Durmukha corresponding to A. D. 1416-17.

At Tripurantakam in the Knrnool district has been found a record of Vira-Bukka'® dated in

A. D. 1423-24 Another epigraph of the same king dated in the same year has been published by

Mr. Rice.^7 In the two latter, the parentage of Vira-Bukka is not given. But it is not unlikely that

Vira-Bukka of the two latter is identical with Vijaya-Bukka of the Kannparti inscription (0. 56).

Yira-Bukka alias Yijaya-Bukka was, peihaps, only another name of Vira-Vijaya, the son of DSvarAya

I. and father of B^varAya II. In an inscription at Mafjgyanapudi, the father of Devarayall. is called

Pratapa-Tijaya-Bukka-Malnlra^a (D. 47).^8 A. 31, winch is dated in the cyclic year ChitrabhAnu

ijorresponding probably to A. D. 1462-63, records a gift for the merit of the MaMmandalesvara
YirapiatApa-Virn[pakbha]rAya-Maliariiya, who might be identical with VirnpAksha, son of DevarAya

II. To the same reign may be assigned an inscription at OheialavAda in the Ongole taluka

(0. 30) where the king is called Praudhadevaraya and the date is Saka-Samvafc 1404, the cyclic year

Subhakrit corresponding to A. D. 1482-83. lu is, however, doubtful if this date belongs to his

reign or to tliat of the actual donation made by a certain TimmAreddi after looking into grants

previously made by Praudhadevaraya at the instance of a certain Panta-Mailareddi.^® The Udayagiri-

rajya in which the g eater portion of the Nellore district was included, seems 2o to have come into

existence soon after the Vijayaiiagara dynasty was founded and was governed by princes of whom the

first appears to have been Kampaua-Odeya. We also find inscriptions of the reigning sovereigns

which may be taken to show that the princes were not quite independent, at least in later times.

CP. 2, in whose date there is a discrepancy, mentions a certain DevarAya-Odaya, son of ParvatarAya and
grandson of Eslmachaudraraya of the KAsyapa-piJff'a. It is donbtfnl if the last is identical with the Vijayanagara
prince v ira-IlAmachaudrarA5 a-Odaya.

0. 53, dated in Saka-Saiiivat 1348, the cyclic year ParAbhava corresponding to A. D. 1423-27 records a gift
for the merit of DAvarAya (I), his queen DemA-Amma (DAmAmbikA of the Satyamahgalam plates) and his son and
buccessor Vijaya-BukkarAya-MahanVa. The gift was made by a ChA^a chief named Vlra-AnbhaladAva-
Cli6Llainahiufiya, son of Nfiiikayadeva-ChodamahArAya who is also mentioned in O 55. As the earliest inscriptiomof
Devai ftja II. is dated in Saka-Samvat 1343 (see my Amiual Ee-port for 1903-07, Part II, para. 54), the gift mentioned
above must have been made during his reign for the benefit of his father, grandfather and grandmother. It is
also pcBsible that Vira-Anbhala registered in Saka-Saihvat 1348, a grant made some years previously either by
Yijaya-Bnkka or by DAvaiAya I.

36 See my Annual Eeport on Epigraphy for 1905-3, Part II, paragraph 45. w Ep, Cam., Vol. IV., p. 112.

In KV. li and TJ. 17, which, if their dates have been correctly read, would belong to the time of DAvarAya
II., the king is described as the son of Harihara. It may be noted that DAvarAya II. had a paternal nncle named
HarihararAya-Udaiyar (see my Annual Eeport on Epigraphy for 1905-3, Part II

, paragraph 45).
IS A certain Panta-MailArA is mentioned in CP. 1C as a feudatory of DAvarAya II. He apparently belonged to

the Heddi caste and bore the titles Maraj}ivarO,ha and Chauhpaitamalla,

-0 In the northern part of the district, the Telugn-Ohodas seem to have lingered, though it is doubtful if thev
still exercised any dominion. One of them has already been mentioned as a Vijayanagara feudatory. Another
member of the same family was GangayadAva-Chdla-BIahArAja (0. 85). Besides these, the SAlnvas rose toprominence These seem to be different from the SAlnvas mentioned in the DAvulapalli plates In Saka-
Samvat 1360, the KA>aynkta-sa»ii'flfso?a corresponding to A. D. 14S8-39, TippalidAvt constmeted a tank at
Tipiialidevipalli in the Podili Division (P. 39). She was the daughter of Peda-EAyavibhAla, who was the youne-er
brother of Govinda. son of Peda-SamhurAya. Gdvinda had also two other brothers whose names seem toh™
beenTelungurAya and Alesandabhfipa. The Telngu poet SrinAtha, who was a contemporary of the Eeddi chiefs

of Kondavidn and Virabhadra of EAjahmundry, refers to TelungarAya, son of SAmparAya Atkfiohapudim the same division, SamburAyadAva-MahArAja, son of P AyavibhAladAva-MahArAja seems to have builta temple in Saka-Saihvat 1348, the cyclic year ParAbhava corresponding to A. 1). 1423-27 (P. 28). The SAIuttaGopara a who was a feudatory of DAvaiiya II. boasts of haying established SamhurAya in his kingdom. His dateis
Saka-i?amvat 1352, the cyclic year SAdhArana corresponding to A. D. 14S0-31 (Ep. Cam., Vol. X., Mr. 3).
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On the death of DSvaraya II. the succession was disputed according to Nuniz. But eventually

Padea Rao succeeded. Padea Eao, as I pointed out on a previous occasion ,
21 is perhaps a corruption

of PraudhadSvaraya, a name of Mallikarjuna, whose dominions might have extended at least into

the northern part of the Nellore district (0. 30). The city of Vijayanagara was besieged soon after

his accession by the allied Gajapati king and the Siiltun of the south. But Mallikarjuna routed the

enemies so thoroughly that the two allied kings just escaped with their lives .22 The Gajapati

antagonist of Mallikarjuna was Kapilesvara, who appears to have been continually at war with the

kings of Vijayanagara and who seems to have been allied with the Bahmani king Ahmad Shah I.

Then came the double usurpation at Vijayanagara, first by the Saluvas and then by the Tnluvas.

With these usurpations, however, we are not concerned in the history of the Nellore district. They
show that the central government became weak after the death of D^varaya II

, if not already during

his reign. The Reddis, too, do not appear to have been very strong after the time of the Rajahmundry
chief Virabhadra.23 In Saka-Saihvat 1377, the cyclic year Yuvan, corresponding to A. D. 1455,

Kondavidu was in the possession of the Gajapati king Kapilesvara (A. D. 1434-35 to 1469-70) and

was governed for him by a feudatory named Gdnadeva. Two inscriptions of the same Gajapati king,

one at Tirupati in the Godavari district and the other at Bezvada, show that he continued to rule over

the dominions of the Reddis.2^ The former is dated in the cyclic year Bahndhanya= Saka-Samvat

1381 and states that a minister of the Gajapati king was governing Rajahmundry. The latter is

dated 6 years later in Saka-Samvat 1387. Kapilesvara’s son Piirushottama (A. D. 14b9-70 to

1496-97) is said to have conquered Vijayanagara and to have brought thence a jewelled simJidsana^

which he presented to the temple of Jagannatha, and an image of Sdkshi-Gopdla which he kept

in his capital at Kataka. He is also reported to have undertaken an expedition against Kanchi.23

If all this be true, it is not impossible that a portion at least of the Nellore district acknowledged the

suzerainty of the Gajapati king,2®

Prataparudra (A, D. 1496-97 to about 1539-40), the successor of Purushottama on the Gajapati

throne, became engaged in a war with the Vijayanagara king Narasa, about five or six years after

the accession of the former. Vijayanagara inscriptions often speak of Narasa’s conquest of the

Tiirushka and the Gajapati kings.27 In spite of this conquest, the fortresses of Kondavidu (also

Udayagiri and Addanki in the northern portion of the Nellore district) had to be recovered from the

21 AnniLal Be^ort on Epigrraphy for 1904-05, Part 11, paragraph 32. As Yirupaksha also bore the title

Praudhad^var^ya, it is doubtful if Nuniz refers to Mallikarjuna or to his younger brother Virdpliksha 11.

22 See my Annual Report on Epigraphy for 1905-8, Part II., paragraph 47.

23 Devarfiya II. probably made an attempt to seonre the Reddi dominions ; see my Animal Report on

Epigraphy for 1899-1900, paragraph 65,

2* There is also a copper-plate grant which corroborates this conclusion ; see my Annual Report on Epigraphy

for 1899-1900, paragraph 65.

25 Jour. As. SoG.t Beng.i Vol. LXIX., Part I., p. 184. In A. D 1477-78 the Bahman! king Muhammad Shah 11.

made a dash towards Conjeeveram and returned with an immense booty . It is just possible that PurushOttama

joined the Muhammadan king as an ally.

26 See above, Vol. XXXVII., p. 357, note 19. Prior to the time of Krishnar^iya, the fort of Udayagiri (and

apparently the country to the north of it) was in the possession of the Gajapatis from whom he captured it.

Udayagiri and, perhaps, all the country to the north as far as the river K^ishn^ and a considerable portion of South

Nellore seems to have been governed by a feudatory family tracing its descent from a certain M&dhavavarman of

Bezvada. Two inscriptions of this family are found on the Udayagiri hill (U. 28 and 29) both dated in

Saka-Samvat 1382, the cyclic year Vikjiti, corresponding perhaps to A. D. 1470-71 and a third at Tirumala in

the North Aroot district dated in A. D. 1467-68, This family eventually became a feudatory of the Vijayanagara

king KrishnarSiya as is proved by an inscription in the Kanaka-Bnrg& temple at Bezvada, Prabhagiripatnam

in the Atmakhr ttoka, called in ancient times Prabh&karapatua in the Udayagiri-r&jya (A, 53 and N, 34-A), was

built by P&par&jn of this family. The political relationship which these chiefs bore to the first Vijayanagara

dynasty, the SMuvas or O-ajapatis is nowhere stated.

2T See e, g. Bp. Jnd. Vol. IIT, p. 132, text-line 21 and Ibid. Vol. IV., p. 12, text-line 24.
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Gajapati king by Narasa’s son Krisbnarlya. The latter not only regained the lost dominions of the

Vijayanagara kings, but advanced as far north as Simhachalam in the Vizagapatam district where he

planted a pillar of victory .28 Pratapariidra had to make a treaty and to give his daughter in marriage

to the victorious Krishnaraya. Other kings of the second Vijayanagara dynasty represented in the

Nellore volume are Achyuta and Sadasiva. Virapratapa Vira-Bhujabala TirumaladSva-Maharaja

who was ruling at “ Yidyanagara seated on the diamond throne
”

in Saka-Saihvat 141[4, the

Yibba]va-5awimfsara (perhaps a mistake for 1448, Parthiva) (U. 2) is probably identical

with TirumalaiyadSva, son of KrishnadSva, mentioned in an inscription at D^mal near

Conjeeveram with the date Saka-Samvat 1446 expired, the cyclic year Tarana corresponding to

A, D. 1524-25.28 That Krishnaraya had a son is also borne out by the Portuguese chronicler

Nuniz who says that the king desired to confer the crown on the young prince and went so

far as to abdicate openly in his favour. But the prince died suddenly ,3® During the reign of

Sadasiva,3^ Aliya Ramaraja became virtually the king, as is known from other sources.

Certain barbers having pleased Ramaraja by their services, the taxes leviable from the whole caste of

barbers were remitted. Records registering this remission have already been found in other parts of

the Telugu country.32 In the Nellore volume there are three (P. 85, KG. 20, and A. 17), the first

extending the privilege to the Podili district^ the second to the Kanigiri and Polacharla districts, and

the third to the village of Battep^du in the Udayagiri-r^jya. RamarSja’s brother Tirumala, called

Eaniaraja-Tirumalayyad^va-Mah^rS,julu in the inscriptions, was apparently the governor of Udayagiri

in A. D. 1551-52 during the reign of Sadasiva (N. 104). That Tirumala was governing Vellore

and the country surrounding it as a feudatory of Sad&siva even after the death of his brother

Ramaraja at the battle of T^likota, is apparent from four inscriptions at Vellore.®® Tirumala was

also a commentator of the Sanskrit poem Gitagovinda.^^ He is reported to have transferred the seat

of government to Penukonda in A. D. 1567 .®3 Tirumala is alleged to have murdered Sad^^iva in

A. D. 1568 and seized the throne for himself.®® N. 105, dated in Saka-Saihvat 1492, the cyclic

year Pramoda corresponding to A. D. 1570-71 belongs, however, to Virapratapa Sadasiva, who
was ruling the earth seated on the diamond throne.®? Ramaraja Srirahgar^jayyadSva-Mah&raja who
is here mentioned was probably the son (Rahga IV.) of Ramaraja who fell in the battle of Talik6ta.

Several inscriptions of Rahga II., son of Tirumala, have been found mainly in the southern talukas of

the Nellore district, and the latest date for him found in them is Saka-Samvat 1504, the cyclic year

Chitrabhanu (N. 124) corresponding to A. D. 1582-88. He must have reigned until Saka-Samvat
1507, the cyclic year Tarana corresponding to A. D. 1584-85.®® In two copper-plate grants published

by Mr. Rice (£7p. Carw., Vol. VII, Sh. 83,and Vol, XII, Ok. 39) Rahga is said to have conquered
Kondavidu, Vinikonda, and other fortresses after establishing himself at Uddagiri (Udayagiri),

Rahga’s younger brother Venkata I. was probably governing a portion of the Vijayanagara empire

28 See my innual Report on RpigrapTiy for 1899-00, paragraph 69.

8® No. 189 of the G-ovemment Epigraphist’s Oolleotion for 1895.

88 Mr. SewelVs Forgotten Empire, p. 359.

8^ N. 31-A where the date is read as Saka-Samvat 1448, is very badly damaged. The cyolio year is
completely gone while the Saka date seems to be 1458 — not 1448.

82 See my .Annual Report on Epigraphy for 1905-5, Part II., paragraph 48.

83 Sotith‘Indian Inscriptions, Vol. I„ Nos. 43 to 45.

8* See my Annual Report on Epigraphy for 1898-99, paragraph 13.

85 Mr. Sewell’s Poryoffen Empire, p, 209, and Ep. Ind., Vol. Ill, p. 238 f.

86 Mr. Sewell’s Forgotten Empire, p. 212.

8‘ Two inscriptions near sarukdr in the South Canara district dated in Saka-Samvat 1507 (No. 131 of the
Government Bpigraphisfa Colleation for 1901) and Saka-SaAvat 1508 (No. 140 of tke same oolleotion) refer
tliemBelves to the reign of Sadiiiva. These two dates are mnoh later than the latest enre date of the Hng Mtherto
known. But it is just posmb’-e thattheBfirukdr dates do not refer to the grants made by Sadftsiva but to the timewnen they were actually engraved on stone.

88 No. 237 of the Government Epigraphist’s Collection for 1903.
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already during tlie reign oE Sadasiva.39 During this period Venkata seems to have led an expedition

against Ceylon. On this event must be based his own boast of having conquered Ceylon, as well

as that of his brother Rahga’s claim to have levied tribute from Oeylon.^i Venkata is said to have

removed the seat of government to Cliandragiri. In the inscriptions of his reign founds in the

Nellore district, there is no reference to this change of capital. His grants are issued from

Vijayaiiagara (k, 53) and Peniigonda 2o, U. 24 and R. 60). According to Barradas, Veiikata

died in A.D. 1614 at the age of 67, leaving the kingdom to his nephew. But the nobles, ^3 \Ylioin

the new king displeased by his conduct, deposed and imprisoned him and crowned an adopted son of

Vehkatapati. The second son of the deposed prince escaped from prison and eventually succeeded to

the throne with the help of one of the nobles named fichama-Naik, who remained faithful to the family.

The last prince was reigning in A. D. 1616. In the Nellore volume are a number of inscriptions of

Veiikatapatid^va, whose dates range from Saka-Saihvat 1537 ( = A. D. 1615-16 ) to Saka-Saihvat

1558, the cyclic year Dhatri
(
= A. D. 1636-37). They have been found in the Ddayagiri, Atmakur,

Gudur, Rajour, and Kavali talukas
;
and five of them say that his capital was Penugonda (KV. 49,

KV. 50, U. 5, R. 6 and R. 35). Riima IV. answers to the description of the prince set up by

Dchama-Naik, as he was one of the sons of Venkata’s nephew Rahga III. Mr. Rice has published a

copper-plate grant of Virapratapa Vira-Ramad6va-Mahai%a (ruling from the jewelled throne

at Penugonda) dated in Saka-Samvat 1536, the cyclic year Ananda corresponding to A. D.

1614-15 (^Ep. Cam., Vol. IX, An. 47). In a stone inscription dated Saka-Samvat 1537, the cyclic

year Rukshasa ( = A. D. 1615-16) the king is called Virapratapa-sri-Riimachandraraya (Ep, Cam.,

Vol. VI., Ck. 103), who might be identical with Rama IV.*^^ The inscriptions of Venkatapatidgva found

ill Nellore would show that he succeeded immediately after Veiikata I. Perhaps Veiikatapatideva

^as only governing a portion of the Vijayanagara empire until the death of Bauia IV., and

eventually succeeded as Veiikata Virapratapa Vira-RamadSva-Mahai’aya, who was reigning

in Saka-Samvat 1550, the cyclic year Yibbava, corresponding to A. D. 1628-29 (A, 3) may also be

identified with Rama IV. Three other inscriptions of his reign are known, viz. a copper-plate

grant dated in Saka-Samvat 1543, the Durmati-sfmii^aifsijm corresponding to A. D. 1621 a

stone inscription dated in Saka-Samvat 1547, the cyclic year Krcdhana corresponding to A. D.

1625-26 (No. 616 of the Government Epigraphist’s Collection for 1904) and another dated in

Saka-Samvat 1551, the cyclic year Sukla corresponding to A. D. 1629-30 (No. 3 of the Government

Epigraphist’s Collection for 1894). The latest hitherto known Vijayanagara king Eaiiga VI.***^

is represented in the Nellore volume by a single stone inscription (0. 32) and by the Utsiir grant

(CP. 7), dated in Saka-Saihvat 1569, the cjclic year Sarvajit, corresponding to A. D. 1647-8.'^

33 Annual Report on Epigrapliy for 1C05*03, paragraph 19. llid.

Ibid, for 1901-Oj, paragraph 35. 43 Sewell’s Forgotten Empire, pp 222 and 224.

4^ Jagaraya mentioned by Barradas as the father-in-law of Yenkata and as the leader of the disaffected nobles

might he identical with the JIaliOAnanOaUham K6churi JaggaruJayyadewa-Maharaja, the donor of Y. 24 whose

date seems to be Saka-Samvat 15[2]4: {not 1584 as the editors have read it). Another chief named

Peda-Jagaddvardya figures in an inscription of Eamadeva dated in Saka-Saiiivat lo45, the cyclic year

Rudhirodgkin == A. D. 1623-24 {Ep. Cam
,
Yol. IS, Op. 182).

44 The Sholinghnr inscription of E^mad6va-Mahar&ya of Penugonda, dated in Saka-Samvat 1542 espired, the

cj olio year Randra (No. 11 of the Government Epigraphist’s Collection for 1893) belongs probably to the reign

of Rama IV.

45 This surmis3 is to some extent corroborated by the fact that Penugonda figures as the residones of

Yenkatapati only in inscriptions of Saka-Sam\at 1553 and 1553.

46 Ep. Ind
,
Yol. VII., Appmdix No. 540.

4’ To Eanga’s father GdpAla the editors of the Nellore volume tentatively assign a muoh damaged inscription

(KR. 7), But it is doubtful if G6pSla actually reigned and what remains of the lecord shows that it belongs to

the time of Manumagandagopala.

4* N. 33 is dated in Saka-Samvat 1567, the cyclic year [Parthiva], corresponding to A.D. 1645-43. But the

name of the king is not preserved, and the editors have tentatively read Yenkatadri Ayyavfirtu
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It TOsRanga VI. that granted from his palace at Ohandragiri to the English the piece of land on

which the Fort St. George stands. His Kallakursi grant is dated in A. D. 16l4-45‘^® while a

stone inscription of his time has been found at Kav^rippakkam in the North Arcot district.^o

The latter is dated in Saka-Saihvat 1559, which is one year later than the last known date of

V^iikata II. It is, therefore, not unlikely that the reign of VShkata II. came to a close in

Saka-Samvat 1558 and that the accession of Rahga VI. took place in the next year.

Among the provinces of the Vijayanagara empire, Udayagiri seems to have been the most
important. It is called the first fortress in the territories subject to Vijayanagara (KR. 27 and

KR. 30). During the period of supremacy of the first Vijayanagara dynasty the province was

governed by princes of the royal family. In the Nellore district, it seems to have comprised the

modern talukas of Udayagiri, Nellore (N. 124), Atmakur (A. 53), Kandukur (KR. 30), Kaiiigiri

(KG'. 5 and KG. 17), Kdvali (KV. 50) and Riipur (R. 41 and R. 49) and the Podili (P. 14 and
P. 19) Division, or portions of them. During the time of Krishnaraya, the province was governed by
Rayasam Konlamarusayya, whose title rdyasam ‘secretary’ shows the profession which he (or at least

his family) originally practised. He was succeeded by RIyasam Ayyaparusayya (KR. 77) who seems

to have been either transferred to Kondavidu later on or to whose charge Kondavidu was also added
(D. 53) in or before Saka-Samvat 1451, the cyclic year Vir6dhin corresponding to A. D. 1529-30.

In 1525-23 the governor of Udayagiri was China-Tirumalayyadeva-Mah^raju (N. 34 A), Aohyuta
being mentioned as the reigning king.s^ During the reign of xAchyuta, the governor of Udayagiri was
Bhutanatha Ramabhatlu (KR. 78). It has already been remarked that Tirumala I, of the Karna^
dynasty was governing Udayagiri and other provinces during the reign of Sadasiva before he
asserted his independence. That branch of the Karij^ta dynasty which is mentioned in the British
Museum plates of Sadasiva^^ seeme to be intimately connected with Udayagiri. A. 16, U. 20.
U. 22, and U. 44 refer to Timmaraja, son of the MahdmandaUsvara R^mar^ju KonStayyadSva-
Mah3.raja, One of the inscriptions in the Vitthalasvamln temple of Hampe, dated during the reign
of Sadasiva and in Saka-Samvat 1476, the cyclic year Ananda corresponding to A. D, 1554-55
mentions Udagiri Timmaraja, son of K6nS{ayya and grandson of Iriviti Ramaraju Kondayyadeva
(No. 13 of 1904). There is not much doubt about the identity of the two above-mentioned
Timmarajus. A certain MuddayyadSva-Maharaju seems to have been the governor under Venkata I,

(A. 53).

As regards Kondavidu, Salva-Timma was apparently the first governor after its capture from
the Gajapati king on the 23rd June, 1515.53 Salva-Timma is different from Rayasam Timmarusayya,
who is mentioned in an inscription of A. D. 1529-30 (D. 53), because the former was deprived of his
office during the latter part of his life. Salva-Timma was already in the service of Krishnaraya’s
predecessor and served the Vijayanagara kings for 40 years.5i The appointment of Slilva-fimma’s
nephews, NMindla Appa and Nadiadla Gopa, as governors of Kondavidu, one after the other, as
mentioned in the Mahgalagiri inscriptionss must have happened before their uncle got into disfavour

« Above, Vol. XTII, p, 153. so No. 383 of the Government Epigraphisb’s Colleotion for 1905.

f
and the cyolio year are damaged in N. 34 A. The date aooepted by the editors of the

t V
^ for and falls into the reign of KiiahnarHya. There is, however, some reason

6> Ep. It)d., Vol. IV, p. 4.

“ Mr. Sewell’s Eorgtiten Empire, p. 359.

Ibid., Vol. VI, p. HI.

“ Ep. Ind., Vol. VI, p. 112.
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with the Idng.s® ITeither of the two brothers is mentioned in the Nellore volume. A certain

Bacharusayya was the governor of Kondavidu during the reign ol Achyuta (0. 23). During the

time of Sadasiva, Siddhiraju Timmarajayya was the governor iu A. D. 1558-59 (0. 31) and
Tirumala I. in A. D. 1565-66 (0. 29).

Finally, a few remarks have to be made about the family of the Vehkatagiri Zamindars \yhich

played an important part in the history of the IN'ellore district daring the Vijayanagara period.

“By tradition,” the editors of the Nellore volume remark, “the family owes its elevation to

the patronage of the Orahgal Kakatiya dynasty.” Some of the inscriptions say that the family

belonged to the RScherla-g^^'a (R. 18) and to the race of Padma-Nayakas (A. 35). The family

name VSlugoti which is retained to this day occurs also in inscriptions. The district of Podila

(Podili) Tvas granted to Kumara-Timma by Srirafigad^va-Maharaja apparently in A. D. 1575-76

(P. 27), while the Udayagiri province (or Rapur-sima) seems to have been granted to

Yefikatapati-Nayanivaru, son of Amma(Timmd ?)nayaaigaru and grandson of Koadama-
Nayanigaru in A. D. 1590-91 (N. 46).57 The earliest inscription of the family is dated

in A. D. 1528-29 (KG-. 5) and mentions Timan^iyanihgaru, son of V^ligofci-Rahg^n^yadu.

Vehkatapati, whose inscriptions range from A. D. 1612-13 to 1638-39, deserves to be remembered

on account of his efforts to encourage irrigation. Either Veukatapafci himself or one of

his predecessors must have taken part in an expedition against the Finelyas. Accordingly,

Venkatapati bore the surname Paricha-Fdndii/a-dctla-vibhdlundu, “ the conqueror of the army of

the five Paudyas” (A. 35). The peligree of the family derived from inscriptions does not agree

with that published by Mr. Sewell in his Lisis of Aiitiqiiities, Vol. II. Inscriptions which mention

members of the Vefikatagiri family have been found in the Kanigiri, Nellore, Atmakfir, Guddr, and

Ongole TAlukas and the Podili and SulurpAt Divisions.

The Musalman inscriptions of the Nellore district deserve also some notice. The earliest of

them is from Masayapeta in the Kanigiri tAluka and is dated iu Saka-Samvat lo08, the cyoHo year

Vyaya corresponding to A. D. 1586-87 (KG. 22). It is in the Telugu language and character and

records the gift of a village to three Brahraanas by a Muhammadan named Ldl[aTh] Khan for the

religious merit of the Golconda king, Mahamandu Kuli Fata Sa[haj, i, e» Muhammad Quli Quth Shah

who reigned from A. D. 1581 to 161]. The document is instructive as it evidences the feeling of

religious toleration practised by the early Muhammadan rulers of Southern India. About this king

it is said that he was constantly at war with the Vijayanagara kings and that the province of

Kondavidu was held by liim.ss In 1589 he founded the present city of Hyderabad then called

Bhaglinagar. It is also believed that be conquered Gaadikota, Cuddapab, and all the country south

of the Peuuar. A number of inscriptions of his successor Abdulla have been found ranging in date

from A. D. 1640-41 (KR. 20) to 1661-G2 (U. 26). The big mosque oa the Udayagiri hill was

built by Ghazi Ali, apparently a general of the Golconda king. The work was begun in A. D. 1642-3.

He captured the fort of Udayagiri and “ with the fire of his sword he burnt in one moment the idol

of idol worshippers” (U. 39). The little mosque on the same hill was built in A, D, 1660-61 by

Husain Khan, who “ destroyed a temple and constructed the House of God” (U. 36).

The latest inscription in the volume is dated in A. D. 1802-03 when John Benward Travers

was Collector of Nellore and Ongole (KR. 42).

Rrislinarilya stispeoted that his only son died from poison administered by Sfilva-Timma and his sons and

accordingly cast Salva-Timma in prison and eventually put out his eyes; Mr. Sewell’s Forgotten Em^pire,

pp. 359—61.

The editors suspect that the date of this inscription has been incorrectly transcribed j see p. 1465 of the

Nellore volume.

“ Mr. Sewell’s Lists of Antiquit Iest Vol. II., p. ISS.
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CONTEIBUTIONS TO PA.NJABI LEXICOGRAPHY.

SERIES I.

BT H. A. BOSE, I.C.S.

(Continued from page 80*)

Nath. : a tliin strip of leather on the sandal which passes between the big and the second toes.

Mono : Leather Ind., p. 33.

Nauka: a round article made of bone. Mono : Ivory-carving, p. 15.

NawAbi : a Bokharan silk, used for the weft and in embroidery work. Mono ; Silk Ind., p, 15,

Necha-bandi: work on pipe stems. Mono : Silk Ind., p. 20.

Ngun-len: a foot ornament resembling the Kullii tora. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 36.

NigAl : a bamboo {arundinaria uiilis). Of. nirgdl Mono : Pibrous Mann., p. A-ii.

Niggarnath : a nose-ring. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 32.

Nihan; a chisel j see ndn.

NikAdi : a synonym for patpherd in Multan and Delhi
;
a man who prepares silk for spinning

and weaving. Mono ; Silk lud., p. 17.

NAk-M-kAm ; handwork, in illuminating manuscripts. Mono ; Gold and Silver, p. 30,

Nimanga : an ornament. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 33.

NaoLta; a nose band. Mono ; Leather Ind,, p. 24.

Nure ; anklets worn by Hindu females. Mono: Gold and Silver Work, p, 26.

NyArya : a gold-digger and washer. Of. kairL

Obri : an alloy of silver with gold; Jhelum. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 4,

Olgi : a menial
;
N.-W. Frontier,= in the Panjab. Mono : Leather Ind., p. 8.

Oli: a synonym for suraM

;

Kaiigra. Mono : Pottery and Glass, p. 8.

Orni ; a printed cloth used by women as a head-covering. Mono : Cotton Manu., p. 6.

PachAi : a fibre used for making ropes and string. Mono ; Fibrous Manu., p. 11.

Pachar ; a wooden shoe extender, Cf. holer d,

PdchAhn ; a thin wedge of wood. Mono : Fibrous Manu., p. 13.

PachlawA : an ornament. Mono: Gold and Silver, p. 33.

PaggA : an unbaked earthern pan. Cf, jwpawL Mono : Brass and Copper, p. 2.

Paindi or pindi : see honera,

Rainsi : a cloth containing 500 threads, three-fourths of a yard. Mono : Cotton Manu., p. 4.

Rakh; the sides of a shoe. Mono: Leather Ind., p. 28.

RakhaAll ; the sides of a cart, made from hemp. Mono : Fibrous Manu., p. 3.
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Pakla ; an ear ornament. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 33,

Pakpan : an ornament. Mono ; Gold and Silver, p, 34.

Paiak : the bark of the ddh tree. Of. ^alds and msa. Mono : Fibrous Manu., p. 5.

Pal&s : see paldh.

Palkin: an ornament. Mono: Gold and Silver, p. 32.

Paikon-ka-har : a necklace. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 82.

Palla : a broad kind of thappa or disc. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 28.

Palra ; a scale-pan. Cf, chahd. Mono : Leather Ind., p. 25.

Pam : a silk thread. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 28.

Pftn : an ornament. Mono: Gold and Silver, p. 34.

Panda: an instrument. Mono : Wood Manu., p, 9.

Pandorai : a basket for grain
;
KohS,t. Mono : Fibrous Manu., p. 14.

Pangriftij : bracelet, Cf, pankhriydn. Mono : Gold and Silver, p, 33,

Panihftr ; a synonym for nahnd (a small* instrument with a flat edge) ;
Kullu. Mono

:

Leather Ind,. p. 24,

Panja : a kind of fork
;
see kangi.

Panja ; the portion of a shoe over the toe. Mono : Leather Ind.| p. 28.

Pankah : a saddle flap. Mono : Leather Ind., p. 33.

Pankhara : a small iron instrument. Mono : ‘Leather Ind., p. 19.

Pankhrito : see pangriydn.

Panna : the outer piece of a shoe. Mono : Leather Ind., p. 28.

Panni : red earth. Of. hannt*

Pansa : a cube of bell metal. Mono : Gold and Silver, p, 18.

Paraitha : a hand ufd or spindle
;
see (traB, Mono : Silk Ind., p. 17.

ParSnda : a knitted hair net. Mono ; Silk Ind., p. 20.

Par3.ri : a beam placed over the mouth of a pit. Of. pkalrt. Mono ; Pottery and Glass, p . 4

Pargani : an unbaked earthen pan. Of, paggd. Mono : Brass and Copper, p. 2*

Pariband ; a bracelet. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 33.

Par-i-t&us : a short guldadan. Mono : Silk Ind., p. 19.

Parota: a wheat-straw basket; Hazara. Mono: Fibrous Manu., p. 14.

Pasna ; a kind of hoop used for cutting heaps of kneaded clay into thin slices. Mono : Pot-

tery and Glass, p. 5.

Pass^ or P&S& ; English or Australian gold
;
European gold generally. Mono : Gold and

Silver, p. 3.

Pataka : a grass
;
ShShpur. Mono : Fibrous Manu., p, 2.
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Patal ; a fine file used in smoothing the surfaces, between the teeth of a comb. Mono : Ivory,

p.ll.

Patau : a man who works gold .and silver thread into silk dzdrhands (troiisor-strings).

Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 28.

Patar : a long thin ribbon or band of cane. Mono : Fibrous Mann,, p. 13.

Pataull : a worker in silk. Mona : Silk Ind., p. Ifi.

Patha: the dwarf-palm
j
Peshawar. Of. mazH. Mono : Fibrous Mann., p, 6.

Patki : an ornament worn round the neck
;
Kangra. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 35,

PatntLs: a tray. Mono : Brass and Copper, App. C., p. 8.

Patphera : a worker in silk. Mono : Silk Ind., p, 16.

Patrang ; a silk-dyer. Mono ; Silk Ind., p. 16.

Patrini or patarnt : a mould. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 19.

Patroli ; a vessel used as plate. Mono : Pottery and Glass, p. 0.

Paubru ; a brass ring for the little toe. Mono : G.old and Silver, p. 35.

Payal (pa’el) ; an ornament. Mono ; Gold and Silver, p. 34.

Pech ; a knot or stitch made. by a weaver on a piece of wool passed in a figure of eight round
the two threads of the warp. Mono : Carpet-making, p. 12.

Pendi ; the base of a bakony. Mono : Wood Manu., p. 9,

Perftk ; an ornament consisting of a strip of padded cloth generally red, hanging from the

forehead nearly half-way down the back, studded with turquoises and square silver talismans and
possibly a sapphire or two

;
Lahul. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 36.

Peta : silk of the second quality. QLpumher, Mono : Silk Ind., p, 17.

Petasa: a deep square basket
;
Kangra. Mono: Fibrous Manu., p. 13,

Phak : husk of rice. Mono .'‘Leather Ind., p. 19.

Phaka : 4 or 5 urs of grain from the threshing floor given to the sepi as his due
;
Sialkot.

Mono : Leather Ind., p. 4.

Phala : a synonym for thatwa

;

Deraj at. Mono : Pottery and Glass, p. 5,

Pkalangrus : an ornament. Mono : Gold and Siver, p. 34,

PlialU j a flat, smooth piece . of some soft kind of wood on which the shoe-maker cuts his

leather. Of. pJiarart, pUrMi and talahti. Mono : Leather Ind., p. 23.

Phalri ; see pardri.

Phanda, double: filling in double stitches two at a time instead of two (the English word
‘double’ is now in common use—of. phera^ in this connection). Mono; Carpet-making, p. 13.

Pbandi: a round stool made of mazn

;

Kohat. Cf. thala. Mono : Fibrous Manu., p. 14.

Pbarari : see pkallL

Pbas: straw. Mono : Leather Ind., p. 21.

Phatki: (Derajat) ; see phala. Mono : Pottery and Glass, p. 5.
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Pher: a small ring thickened through half its length with silver ^Yire twisted round it. Mono:
Gold and Silver, p, 35.

Phorl, double : neglecting to pass the warp threads
;
see under plianM, Mono : Carpet-

making, p. 13.

Phindi ; a round mat
;
Hazara, Mono : Fibrous Maiiu,, p, 11.

Phirh&i : see phalli.

Phiticbtina ; a kind of silver
^
Kullu. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 6.

Phora: a finger ring, CL phoru Mono : Gold and SJver, p. 31,

Phori : see phorc^,

Phorwan: a mould. Mono: Gold and Silver, p. 19.

PhtLl ; grey brass. Of. Mnst,

Pbul : a kind of China silk. Cf. mdi»

Phulli; a wooden platter
;
Rawalpindi. Cf. haru

Phumman: a silken eariing, uorn by sweeper women on the 1st Sunday in Sawan, Mono:
Silk lad,, p. 18.

Phtisa; a kind cf 8V>rdki resembling an English tea-pot. Mono : Pottery and Glass Ind., p, 8«

Pichlr : the back strap of a sandal. Mono: Leather Ind
, p. 33.

Piohll kooh : the cantle of a saddle. Mono: Leather Ind., p. 33.

Pinawat : Cf
.
patri.

Pina: a man who does scutching. Of. nacld/,

Pisa ; a superior sort of copper. Mono : Brass and Copper, p. 2,

Pish : dwarf'palm (in Baluchistan). Of. mazn. Mono ; Fibrous Manu., p. 6.

Pitak : gold alloyed with silver
;
HoshiArpur. M)no : Gold and Silver, p. 4.

Pithi : an alloy of silver with gold
;
Dera Ismail Khan, Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 4,

Poli-saii aatb : a nose-ring. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 32,

Polri ; an ornament. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 34,

Poncba : a small brush made of munj. Mono : Leather Ind., p. 13.

Popat patr : an ear ornament. Mono ; Gold and Silver, p. 33,

Poth : beads. Mono : Pottery and Glass, p, 26.

Potliwar or pothauri : a kind of shoe. Mono : Leather Ini., p. 29.

Pracb; the bark of a root used for dyeing hides yellow. Cf. sen. Mono : ieather Ind., p. 1 8.

Pula : shoes made from hlvang fibre; KuUu. Mono : Fibrous Manu., p. 15.

Pumber : silk of the second quality, Cf. peid.

Puran ; a thin piece of old leather. Mono ; Leather Ind,, p. 28.

Purbi : a kind of silk imported from Bengal or Calcutta. Mono : Silk Ind., p. 14.
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Puri: an ornament consisting of four straight silver tubes. Mono ; Gold and Silver, p. 36.

Pnshtang : the leather to which the lower girth is attached. Mono : Leather Ind., p. 33,

Putll : a Dutch ducat. Of. hutM

;

Sialkot.

PtLzgar : a worker who picks out loose threads from a shawl and gives it a smooth appearance.

Mono : Woollen Manu., p. 10.

Qassdpbi : a skin removed by a butcher
;
opp. to gdnwdru Mono : Leather Ind., p. 17.

Babdiua; a small musical instrument. Mono: Leather Ind., p. 7,

BAchi: an iron bar worked into a blade at each and used for turning ivory. Of. ro(la»

Mono : Ivory, p. 14.

Racbna : an iron instrument with which the hair and flesh are scraped off camel hides.

Mono ; Leather Ind., p, 21,

Badhanagri : an Indian silk of inferior quality. Mono : Silk Ind., p. 15,

Bai : the Himalayan spruce (alies smithiana)» Mono : Leather Ind., p. 17.

Baini: (i) gold in leaves obtained by melting down old ornaments. CLpatar. Mono : Gold
and Silver, p. 3 ;

(ii) a cigar-shaped silver ingot. Hid, p. 26.

Bakri ; a wristlet of silk. Mono : Silk Ind., p. 10,

Bftmcbftk ; the ordinary potter’s wheel. Mono: Pottery and Glass, p, 4.

Bangata : a polishing stick (made of shtsham or poplar). Mono : Wood Manu., p. 11,

Bangwata : a polishing stick, Cf. agwartha. Mono : Ivory, p. 14,

Basmi-cMndS ; a kind of silver
;
Montgomery, Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 6,

Bd.wati : a file, Cf. sohdn. Mono ; Gold and Silver, p. 18,

Bekhan ; an ornament. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 32.

Belu; an ornament worn on the head
;
Kangra Gaddis, Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 35.

Bila : the rim (or a strand passing under the rim) of a basket. Mono : Fibrous Manu., p. 13.

Bithfli: sapindus detergens, used to make a lather for felting cloth. Mono : Woollen Manu.^
p. 7.

Boda ; an iron bar used for turning ivory
;

i. q. rachi. Mono : Ivory, p. 14.

Bnkhni ; an instrument. Mono : Wood Manu,, p. 9.

Bhpcha : an alloy of silver with gold j Ambala. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 4.

Bhpraa: a medicinal preparation of pure silver. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 30.

BtLsl : a copper of light-red colour. Cf, chandanpiuru Mono : Brass and Copper, p, 6.

S&da : a tinsel. Mono : Gold and Silver, p, 27,

Sftkht : crupper, Cf. dumcht Mono : Leather Ind., p. 24.

Sakra: a sort of hammered brassware. C^ gJiarrd. Mono : Brass and Copper, p. 3.

Salai: (i) a boring-stoh thrust through the loops of filigree work to keep <Jbem parallel. Cf.
Mono: Gold and Silver, p, 18 ;

(ii) an axis. Cf. Hr, Mono ; Pottery and Glass, p. 4;
(iii) a stick with which loose fibres are cleaned off. Mono : Fibrous Manu., p, 12.
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Salara : a thin cloth used for women’s head-coverings. Mono ; Cotton Mann., p. 7,

Salari : a kind of cloth. Mono : Silk Ind., p. 15.

Salendlii: see sarhandi,

SalUkh ; a long pointed iron rod. Cf. sinklh. Mono : Pottery and Glass, p. 24.

Saloni : a mixture of brick-dust and salt; Delhi. Mono ; Gold and Silver, p. 21.

Salsola: a plant. Mono : Cotton Mann., p. 6.

said : a raw hide thread. Mono : Leather Ind., p. 29,

Samor ; a wild cat-skin
;
Peshawar. Cf. soghar.

Sanak : a vessel, made like a saucer. Mono : Pottery and Glass, p. 9.

Sand^sa: iron tongs. Cf. sant. Mono : Brass and Copper, p. 5.

Sandr^n : a goldsmith’s implement which seems to be the same as the ehwdt, q, v. ; also of.

sundan. Mono: Gold and Silver, p. 18.

Singa : a wooden fork with two prongs. Mono : Wood Manu., p. 5.

Sang-bansi : red sandstone
;
Agra. Mono : Stone-carving, p. 2.

Sang-khara ; a kind of stone. Mono: Stone-carving, p. 2 P. D., p, 1005;

horn blende.’]

Sangli : an ornament. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 34.

Sang-Marium : an inferior marble (? from Afgh^nistda). Mono : Stone-carving, p. 5.

Sang-pair : a bathing slab. Mono : Pottery and Glass, p. 11.

Sanl : iron tongs. Cf, sanddsa,

San-karand ; a grinding wheel made of corundum powder and lac melted together. Mono:

Stone-carving, p. 5.

Sansoi ; a gold-digger and washer. Cf. Tcain, Mono ; Gold and Silver, p. 10.

Saplai : see

Sarasari-ki-jori : a bracelet. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 83.

Sarbandi; a cone of clay fixed on an iron rod. Cf. salendhi and sarhandi. Mono : Pottery

and Glass Ind., p. 24.

Sarktoa ; a tall, strong grass. Mono : Wood Manu., p. 19.

Sarkandi: see sarbandu

Sarma ; the piece of wood attached to the shaft of a plough. Mono: Wood Manu., p. 5.

Sashok : a grass
;
Spiti. Mono : Fibrous Manu., p. 2.

Sathi : a mau who works thejanidr. Mono : Fibrous Manu., p, 16.

Satr&ril : a synonym for liundi

;

Kullu, Mono ; Leather Ind., p. 24.

SAwani : a rain festival, which begins on the first Sunday in Sawan. Mono : Silk lad., p. 18

Sehnage ; an arm ornament. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 33,

Seli-bata; an ornament (?=st7 wata). Mono ; Gold and Silver, p. 82.
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Selra (pine resin) : used as the material in which an article is inserted to be embossed
;

Kullu. Mono: Gold and Silver, p. 19.

Sen : the bark of a root. Of. pmch» Mono : Leather Ind., p. 18.

Sens! ; small pincers. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 18.

SensU: large pincers. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 18.

Sera ; a kind of silk. Mono : Silk Ind., p. 20.

Set-barwa ; a plant (probably a Daphne) from the fibre of which a semi-transparent paper i?

made
;
Bhajjl State. Mono : Fibrous Mann., p. 8.

Shalir-i-sabzi : a Samarkand silk. Mono : Silk Ind., p. 15.

Shakora: a small vessel used by Hiniu milk-sellers for sending out milk. Mono: Pottery

and Glass, p. 10.

Shalai ; see salai.

S]ia.l-blfi : a synonym for NawAbi silk. Of. chilldjaidarm Mono: Silk Ind., p. 15.

SMna-kangl : a double comb. Mono : Woollen Manu., p. 4.

Shandar: a goldsmith’s implement. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 19.

Shandra-lari ; the goldsmith’s tool-bag. Mono: Gold and Silver, p, 19.

ShatlridAr; lintel. Of. toda
;
Hissar. Mono: Wood Mann., p. 8.

Shatror : a rude kind of umbrella
;
Knlld. Mono : Fibrous Manu., p, 5.

Sbel ; fibres. Mono : fibrous Mann., p. 5,

Shikanja ; a kind of shoe-horn. Mono : Leather Ind., p. 24.

SMshmalial or shishmal : a Hong-Kong silk of iaferior quality. Mono : Silk Ind., p. 15.

Sliuda-sliuda eklndi : a kind of siker. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 6.

ShurnAo; a bagpipe. Mono : Wood Mnnn., p. 18,

SidMra: an upright of a balcony. Mono : Wood Manu., p. 9.

SikkA : Singapuri silk (imported from Singapore). Mono : Silk Ind., p. 17,

p- 2 ; (ii) a kind of gold, Jhang. Mono : Gold
and Silver, p. 4 j

(lu) a grass (Imperata icenigii). Mono: Fibrous Manu., p. A-4.

p. 5.

SilU ; Chinese silver, from sit or slab, the form in which it is sold. Mono : Gold and Silver,

Silwatta: an ornament. Cf. sdi hatta. Mono: Gold and Silver, p. 82.

end:®lS\:r“:;' MoitlX!p“l^
to a fine point at each

Singharpatti ; a head ornament of gold. Mono : Gold and Silver, p, 10,

Sinl : a large tray. Cf. taldb. Mono : Brass and Copper, App, 0, p. 8,

eipMi:: See saUaleh.

mother-of-pearl. Mono : Stono-carving. p, 4.
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Sirga; a kind of silk. Mono : Silk Ind., p, 20.

Sit^ra : a spangle. Mono : Leather Ind., p. 2D.

Sitaron-ka-ha-r : a necklace. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 32.

Sitni ; a wooden scraper or rubber. Mono : Leather Ind., p. 23.

Sobi: an alloy of silver with copper
j

Sialkot, PeshSwar, Jhelnin and Lahore. Mono: Gold

and Silver, p. 5-

Sodha : a refiner. Of. nyCirya, Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 11.

SodhSAnwa-li : a kind of silver; Muzaffargarh. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 6.

Sogbar ; a wild cat- skin
;
Peshawar. Of. samor*

Soli^ga : clod crusher, a wooden beam about 7 ft. long, 9 inches broad and 6 deep. Mono :

\Yood Mann., p. 5.

Soban : a rasp for finishing the rough edges of a hole. Mono : Ivory, p. 9.

Sonsi-kansi : lilac. Mono : Cotton Mann., p. 6.

Sua ; a pointed pivot. Mono : Ivory, p. 14.

Siibbal ; an iron rod. Cf. hando. Mono : Ivory, p. 14.

Subbanga ; an allay of copper with gold
;
Sialkot and Ambala, Mono : Gold and Silver,

p. 4.

Sfif : s‘lk of the third quality. Cf. hachar, hdnan. Mono : Silk Ind., p. 17.

SuMga : borax. Mono : Brass and Copi)er, p. 4.

Sulma : a wa,Yj tinsel, Cf. miikesh. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 27.

Sulttoi : a Hong-Kong silk. Mono : Silk Ind., p, 15.

Sumba ; the iron point on which the potter’s wheel turns. Cf. tumlt and chuthL Monos

:

Polteiy and Glass, p. 5, and Gold and Silver, p. 25.

Sumbba ; a chisel. Mono: Gold and Silver, p. 18.

SumwAli; hoof-marked silver. Mono: Gold and Sdver, p. 5.

Sundan ; see samlnin. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 18,

Suniwaii : a kind of silver
;
Mnzaffargarh. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 6.

Sut : an ornament. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 34.

Sntali ; a bodkin awl. Cf. tdknd. Mono: Leather Ind., p. 23.

Stitra : a bracelet. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 33.

Sutri: an ornament. Mono: Gold and Silver, p. 34.

Tabftqri : a vessel used as a plate. Mono : Pottery and Glass, p. 9.

TAbi: a long iron plane. Mono : Ivory Carving, p. 15.

Tabil or tabvil : a kind of reel on which silk is wound. Mono : Silk Ind., p. 17.

TAdia ; an arm ornament. Mono ; Gold and Silver, p. 33.
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T&di-tfto : an arm ornament. Mono : Gold and Silver, p, 33.

Tafta : a silk made of twisted thread. Mono ; Silk Ind., p. 20.

Tagri : an ornament for a zone. Of. taragd^ Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 32 and p. 34.

Tahiti : a forehead ornament. Of, much. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 82,

Taiga : a head ornament. Mono : Gold and Silver, p, 82.

Takhti : (i) QL phalli

;

(ii) a head ornament. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 32.

Takkada : things that cannot be got except by dunning, and so a synonym for tahdza
ornaments; Jullundur. Mono: Gold and Silver, p. 15.

Takli : an instrument used instead of a spinning wheel
; Kullu. Of. dhernd. Mono : Woollen

Mann,, p. 5.

Tdkna ; a bodkin awl. Of. tdnknd. Mono : Leather Ind,, p. 23.

Talidanfi, : a mould. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 19.

TalwMi; a kind of silver. Cf. chaMwdlt

;

Muzaffargarh, Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 6.

TAmivaii lakar: a block of wood with fca/ora-shaped cavities used as moulds. Mono:
Brass and Copper, p. 6.

Tammaiyft; an article made of chaurd brass. Mono : Brass and Copper, p, 4,

Tanchi • a chisel without a handle. Mono : Stone-carving, p, 3.

Tandal : silk of the second quality. Cf. peid.

Tandaura-dedi ; an ornament. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 82.

TandOli ; a rough rope; Lahore. Mono : Fibrous Manu., p, 12.

lanl ; Hi, warp : also silk of first quality used for the warp. Cf. U. Mono ; Silk Ind., p. 17.

T&nknk; a bodkin awl. Cf. hundi. Mono : Leather Ind., p. 23,

Tapi ; a wooden bottle-shaped mallet. Mono : Leather Ind., p. 23.

Tarahband ; a worker to whom the pattern is made over by the designer {naUdsh) to makenp the proper number of reels in shawl-making. Mono : Woollen Mann., p. 10.

Tarap ; a slab of stone on wbich the shoe-maker smooths out leather. Cf, pa/rf.

Mo d Gl« “«' «'»•

Turora : an ornament. Mono : Gold and Silyer, p. 34,

Tarsa: a mixture of water and bark used in tanning. Cf. nfnru. Mono : Leather Manu.,

TaBha: a kettle drum. Cl. Mono : Leather Ind., p. 26.

insteS^lf twm'^^Mono!

Taudl ; a worker in silk. Cf. handipdnewm and tauzi. Mono : Silk Ind., p. 16.
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Taung : a large, painted and box-shaped basket used to keep clothes and ornaments. Mono :

Wood Maiiu., p. 19,

Taur ; Bauhinia vaJilli. Mono : Fibrous Manu., p. A-ii.

Tauzi : see taiidi.

Tawitri : a head ornament. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 32.

Teja : an instrument. Mono : Wood Manu., p. 9.

Teota : an ornament. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 33.

Teri : a woof. Mono; Fibrous Manu., p. 11.

Teriwat : a slab on which clay is kneadedv. Of. patri,

Thada : a mat. Mono ; Fibrous Manu., p. A-xii.

Thakarfi : a stiff brush
;
Kullu. Mono : Woollen Manu., p. 7,

Thala : a round stool made of mazrt. Of. phandt ; Kohat.

Thalna : a chisel. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 18.

Thlna : a pivot. Of. cJiopat. Mono : Pottery and Glass, p. 4.

Thang-nga : a glass bead necklace. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 36.

Thapa ; see thatwa^

Thapi: sQethatwa.

Thappa angfithia : a kind of die. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 19.

Thappa-chtiLrl : a kind of die. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 19,

Thasul : a tool used for rounding the outside edges of the teeth of a comb. Mono : Ivory-

carving, p. 11.

Thatwa, thatwi ; a flat mallet of wood, about a foot long and having one of its sides slightly

concave. Mono : Pottery and Glass, p, 5,

Thipa : see Izonera.

TMpu: a coloured kerchief
;
Kullii. Mono; Gold and Silver, p, 35.

Thitman : see thatwa* Mono : Pottery and Glass, Ind., p. 5.

Thobi : silver in blocks or wedges. Mono ; Gold and Silver, p. 5.

Thola: a synonym for tliutwa. Mono; Pottery and Glass, Ind., p, 5.

Thuhkawtftr-gandal ; a fibre used for making ropes and string ;
Shahpur. Mono: Fibrous

Manu., p. 11.

Thumml : the upright pole of a loom. Mono : Carpet-making, p. 12.

Thussi; an ornament. Mono ; Gold and Silver, p, 33.

Tikkl ; silver procured by Niarias from the sweepings of a goldsmith’s shop
;
Shahpur.

Mono : Gold and Silver, p. (>.

Tikora : a polished description of $Ma (tinsel). Mono ; Gold and Silver, p. 27.
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Till : a bobbin ol reed, Mono : Silk Ind., p. 18.

Tir : an axis. Of, salat. Mono : Pottery and Glass, p. 4.

Tira : a \70od3tt pin introduced into tbe hollow of the ivory, while on the lathe. Mono : Ivory-

carving, p. 14.

Tirkla : Of. tarkla.

Tirkut : a mould. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 19.

Tisa : a cloth containing 300 threads. Of. Ursa, to the fths of a yard. Mono : Cotton Manu.,

p. 4.

Toaki or tokai
:

(i) an alloy of silver, Jhelum
;
(ii) silver obtained by melting down old ornaments,

Rawalpindi, Mono : Gold and Silver, p, 5,

Toda : lintel. Of. shattHdar
;
Hissar.

Todi ; a worker in silk. Of. tandt*

Tohna : a blunt-headed iron punch. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 18.

Tolkti : an ornament. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 35.

Topi: the pommel of a saddle. Mono: Leather lad., p. 33.

Tora : a kind of small hammer. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 18.

Toyka ; a man who cuts up raw materials for paper
;
Sialkot. Mono : Fibrous Manu,, p, 16.

Tragus : au ornament. Mono: Gold and Silver, p, 35.

Trakla : Of. tarlcla*

Trangli: a wooden pitchfork with 8 or 9 prongs. Mono : Wood Manu., p, 6,

TrodMra : a kind of die. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 19,

Trena : a bowl. Of. hhdnda.

Tridodya: a finger ring. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 34.

Trikdii : a tripod. Of. chard,

Trisa : see Hsa^

TruM: a thick matting
;
Dera Ghdzt Khan, Mono : Fibrous Manu., p. 11.

Truli : a long, fine strand of split cane. Mono : Fibrous Manu., p. 13,

T-UlnA: a mallet. GLMtnt,

Tulsi : au ornament. Mono ; Gold and Silver, p. 33.

TumhA-ki-bel: a fibre used for making ropes and string; Shahpur. Mono : Fibrous Manu.,
p. 11.

Tumli : an iron point. Of. cJmtM, Mono : Pottery and Glass, p. 4.

Tuni^: a synonym for Nawabi silk. Of. Ghilldjaidar, Mono ; Silk Ind., p. 15.

Tunki : an ornament. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 35.

Tur: a heavy woolen roller supported by the upright poles of a loom. Mono: Carpet-making,
p. 12.

Tursa : a mixture of tan and water. Mono : Leather Ind., p. 33,

Tusba; dark grey. Monos Carpet-making, p. 9.

Tuste ; a shoe; Peshawar. Mono : Leather Ind., p. 31,
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Tusuru ; the silkworm which yields the tasxr silk. Mouo ; Silk lud., p. 1,

Tutti : the antherm Sivaliha silkworm. CLjdodri.

Udaia : a rope used for fixing slates to a roof and tying thatch. Mono : Fibrous Manu., p, 5,

XJltauni, uHAwan : a native shoo. Mono : Leather Ind., p. 31.

Ultawan : See ultcamt,

Ultik : a necklace, Spiti. Mono : Gold and Silver Work, p. 36.

Ura : a reel. Mono : Cotton Manu., p. 4.

TJrai : a kind of silver
;
Kullu. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 6.

liras : a small spindle or pinion on a spinning wheel to which the silk thread is transferred

from the un* Mono : Silk Ind., p. 17.

Vadto : a hammer weighing 7 sets. Mono ; Brass and Copper, p, 6.

Vadhaya : a man who trims sheets of paper; SiSlkot. Mono: Fibrous Manu,, p. 6.

Vardanzai ; a kind of silk, imported from North-Western Bokhara. Mono ; Silk Ind., p. 14.

Vegar ; a vat
;
Rawalpindi. Of. baHgar.

Wadhani : a vessel used for ablutions before prayers by Muhammadans. Cf. badlim. Mono

:

Pottery and Glass, p. 8.

Wadhar : fibres, when ready for use. Mono : Fibrous Manu., p. 12,

Wadhd.wa : an ornament. Mono : Gold and Silver, p. 33«

Wadr ; an instep piece. Mono ; Leather Ind., p. 29,

WaMb’SMlil—^paslimi a fine sheep^s wool which comes from Persia, Mono; Woollen

Manu,, p, 2.

Wana ; the inside piece of the sole of a shoe. Mono : Leather Ind., p. 28.

Wtoa ; lit,, woof
;
also silk of the second quality used for the woof. Cf, biird. Mono : Silk

Ind„ p. 17.

Waran; a Bengali silk. Mono : Silk Ind., p. 15.

Watta: a synonym for Iconera^ (g. v,) Derajat,

Watir=bau: a kind of rope for ohdrpiUs. Mono: Fibrous Manu., p. 7.

Werh : a coil. Mono; Gold and Silver, p. 24,

WyAng : a wooden scraper. Cf. biavig,

Yakka : an ornament. Mono; Gold and Silver, p. 83.

YammCl : a kind of silver ;
Peshdwar. Mono ; Gold and Silver, p. 6.

Yarlen : a short chain. Mono ; Gold and Silver, p. 86.

Yaurik; a variety of boat. Mono; Wood Manu,, p, 17.

Zd.man ; a stirrup leather. Mono : Leather Ind., p, 38.

Zarak ; a boat built on the Sutlej, higher in build than the beri and often with a berth in the

deck for a cabin. Mono : Wood Manu., p. 17.

Zeb., Zolin : a strip of red goat or sheep-skin, used as binding for a shoe. Mono ; Leather

Ind., p. 28.

( To be continued^

)
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MISCELLANEA.

AN ACCOUNT OE THE RUINS OF TOPARY

CPOLONNARUWA IN 1620).

{Bep^intedfrom a communication from Lieut

Fagan to the Ceylon Government Gazette

of Tuesday, Avgust \st, 1S20.)

When I wasnear Topary5 anninber of stone

pillars standing in the jnngle a short way

on the left of the road attracted my atten-

tion. I hastened to examine them and, on a

nearer approach, was surprised by the

appearance of the ruins of an elegant cii-

CTilar building of red brick; and at a short

distance on the right another building^ of

massive proportions and of the same materials,

heaps of mins, pillaa-s, brick abutments and

fallen walls appeared through the jungle in all

directions. The circular building was, I think,

once a temple, open above. I ascended to

a platform of about 15 feet wide and 5 high, by

six stone steps. The platform is rounded and

faced with a wall of brick and has a coping and

cornice of cut stone, most of which is still

standing. From this platform six steps more

lead to another, about 7 feet wide, and faced all

round with cut stone in square panels, divided

by small pilasters. Ornaments in relief are

cut on the panels, but now worn away and

indistinct, it is edged like the with

a cornice of stone and mouldings. Within this

and rising from a lodging of cut stone 4 feet

high and 3 broad, stand the walls of the temple,

a perfect circle about 20 feet high and 2| thick,

with a handsome cornice of brick encircling the

top. The whole appears to have been coated

with fine plaster, small parts of which still

adhere. I examined closely but could not

discover the smallest appearance of its ever

having had a roof. Con-esponding exactly with

the four cardinal points, are the remains of four

doors, to each of which there is an ascent by a

flight o£ steps similar to that already described.

The interior circumference measures five paces

exactly and in the centre rises a mound of earth

and ruins, in the middle of which is a square pit,

4 feet wide, lined with brick, and nearly filled

with loose bricks and jungle. On the band or

footing of cut stone that runs round the base

of the wall, stand a number of small stone pillars

without capitals, about 5 feet high and 4 feet

asunder; they appear to have been ranged in

order from door to door, and beai* marks of

having been bigbly ornamented. The door-

frames, I suspect, have been taken away; judging,

however, by the openings, they were about 4J to

5 feet wide, but whether aiched or square it was

impossible to say. On each side of the steps

which conduct to the four doors of the temple

stands the female figure that guaivlsthe entrance

of most of the Kandian temples, covered nearly

to the knee with rubbish ;
this figure must be

upwards of 5 feet high, and is shaded by a hood

of Cobra Capellas, of superior sculpture and

elegance of attitude to any I have seen, and on

the pedestals on each side of the steps and on

several stones lying around the same reptile is

cut in i-elief coiled up in different attitudes and

of fine workmanship; the walls of the temple,

although interlaced with the Indian fig-tree, are

in great preservation, the bricks, which compose
them, are of well burnt red earth, each

measuring 12 inches by 7 and 1 J thick, disposed

with about ^ chunam between

them, and the layei’s, being quite even, look as

if the plaster had just been stripped off.

Twenty yards to the right stands the other

brick ruin, of an oblong form about 56 feet long

by 30 in breadth and 33 feet high, the wall brick

and 5 feet thick throughout. The principal

entrance is a square stone frame not large,

situated in the west front, and on one side of it

is a massive brick pillar that bas been highly

ornamented and on which, I conjecture, was once

a statue ; its fellow has fallen down and nearly

choked up the doorway. Climbing ovei* the

rubbish, I entered a vestibule about 10 feet

square, having a small door on each side, and

a brick roof of a conical form, thence passing

through a high door I entered the principal

apartment, now choked up with rubbish and

brick-work. I think it is full 30 feet high, the

roof is an arch of brick about 4 feet thick, but

neither of the Gothic or Roman pitch ; the best

way I can describe it is by supposing an egg-shell

cut lengthwise, when the small end being held

up will give the section of this roof; it has

nothing of the dome in its form, but is thrown

over like a tilt and the end walls are built up to

meet it ; about half has fallen in. In each of

the side walls of this apartment is an arched

window about 5 feet high and 3 wide and three

stone bars running from top to bottom and at

the far end and fronting the place 1 entered is a

niche cut in the wall, and under it the ruins of

an altar
;
I saw four sitting figures of Budhoo

amongst the ruhbisb, rather under the human
size, the features decayed and worn away. The

end and sides of this building had highly

ornamented fronts, portions of which have still

withstood the ravages of time, each front had

a pediment and cornice, supported by small

pillars rising from the moulding of the surbase,
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arched niches for small statues and small
pilasters 'with panels square and circular,

the whole in a surprising state of preservation

The ranges of stoue pillars, which first

attracted my attention, appear to have supported

an open building similar to what is called an
amblum

;
they stand about 5 feet out of a mould

of earth, are plain, round, octagonal or square

shafts, of one stone each, but none more than

from a foot to 10 inches in diameter, and never

had capitals. A thick brick wall with a coping

of stone appears by its remains to have formerly

surrounded these buildings, and several large

platforms faced with bricks and covered with

ruins appear through the jungle.

The inhabitants, of whom I inquired, informed

me that these ruins are called the Naique’s palace,

and the headmen, remarking my admiration of

them, told me he would send for an old Kandyan
who could conduct me to a place in the jungle

where I should find others far more extensive,

the remains of buildings constructed by Johar-

rums or Giants. We set out at 4. p. m., and

after walking about a mile through the jungle

in an easterly direction a stupendous brick

building, like the tombs of the kings in Kandy,
struck my view : the elevation of the building is

from 80 to 100 feet, and it is surmounted by
a beautiful circular obelisk or spire in good

preservation, about 25 feet in height, towering

magnificently over the surrounding plains and

jungle ;
on the first view the Kandyans of my

party uncovered their heads and prostrated

themselves with marks of the greatest reverence.

The whole of this great pyramid is built of the

great brick above described, the coating of

plaster, which once encircled, has dropped off,

large trees and patches of jungle are rooted in its

circumference and project from the surface, and

the fall of vast masses of the brick-work, forced

down by that natural destroyer of Ceylon

architecture, the Indian fig-tree, has lefc broad

and deep chasms, exhibiting only regular layers

of the same material, from remarking which I

am led to conclude that this vast pile is not

a mound of earth faced with a brick wall, but

that the whole structure is one great mass of

brick masonry : I am also inclined to think that

like the Egyptian pyramids it may contain

a chamber in the centre. Round the base of this

structure and projecting about 10 or 15 feet from

it, at equal distances, stand 16 small brick

buildings, one open and one closed np alternately,

those that are open are about 10 feet iu front

and measure 5 feet square inside ; the entrance

to each is by a small square door, the frame of

stone, and the roofs are conical, opening at the

top like chimneys, the remaius in plaster of the

usual guardian figure are visible on the sides of

some of the doors of these buildings, from which

I should be induced to call them small chapels
;

the buildings closed up are rather larger than
the former aud have the appearance of tombs,
the front of each is ornamented with small
pilasters rising from the moulding of the surbase
supporting a cornice, on the astragals of which
are regular lines of dentils like those of a
Grecian architrave

; I should not be surprised if

a passage to the centre of the pyramid was
found through one of these tombs. I paced
round close to these buildings and found the
circumference measured 276 paces,—a platform
of about 30 feet wide and faced with a brick wall
4 feet high, partly remaining, surrounding the
whole.

At a short distance stands another pyramid of
the same form, but smaller in all its dimensions,
and without the chapels and tombs at its base

;

it is in far better preservation, the plaster still

remains in most parts, and although the fig-tree

roots have made deep openings in its sides, but
very little of the brick-work lias fallen down.

Near it stands the side and end wall of a large
square building, similar to that which I saw in
the morning near the circular temple, but of great
strength and magnitude, the walls being nearly
six feet thick and of solid brick-work, a small
arched window with stone bars remain in the side

wall, but the roof and other parts have fallen in

and filled the area. The whole of the standing

walls are covered with ornaments in plaster, parts

of which are in surprising preservation, an archi-

trave and cornice projects in front supported by
numerous pillars and containing arched niches

for small statues and panels between the pilasters

exhibiting dancing figures in relief, the cornice

and frieze are covered with small grotesque

human figures in pot bellies in all attitudes (about

7 inches high), the bands and fillet are covered

with rows of small birds resembling geese and
made of burnt earth and chunam.

The evening was closing fast and obliged me to

leave these interesting objects to view one, which

my guide told me, surpassed them all; and on
advancing about half a mile further in the jungle

I came upon what at first view appeared a large

black rock, about 80 feet long and 30 high in the

centre, and sloping towards the ends, and on

advancing a few steps further found myself under

a black and gigantic human figure at least 25

feet high, I cannot describe wbat I felt at the

moment. On examination I found this to be a

figure of Budhoo in an upright posture, of excel-

lent proportions and in an attitude, I think,

uncommon, his hands laid gracefully across his

breast and his robe falling from his left arm.

Close on his left lies another gigantic figure of

the same sacred pei*sonage, in the usual recum-

bent posture. I climbed up to examine it more
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minutely and found that the sj|ace between the

eyes measured one foot, the length of the nose 2

feet 4 inches, and the little finger of the hand

under his head 2 feet
;
the size of the figure may

be guessed from these proportions. On the light

of the standing figure is a small door of the Vi-

hare, and on the right of the door another figure

of the god of the same proportions as the former

two and in the common sitting attitude ;
these

figures are cut out clear from the rocks, and

finely executed ; but whether each is formed of

one or more pieces I forgot to examine. The

entrance to the Vihare is arched with a pilaster

on each side cut out of the rock, the old wooden

door IS in good preservation, within sits Budhoo

on a throne, a little above the human size withh is

usual many-headed and many-handed attendant.

The apartment is narrow and the ceiling low and
painted in red ornament, the whole resembling

others that I have seen in the 7 Korales, Matale,

&c., &c.; between the door andtlie standing figure

the rock is made smooth for about 6 feet square,

and this space is covered with a close written

JCandyan Inscription perfectly legible. I may
have overlooked many interesting points in this

great monument of superstition but it was nearly
dark and I was obliged to return to Topary.
Various names are assigned by the people to the
other buildings, but they all agree in calling this

the Gal Vihare. Close under the large pyi*amid,

the people pointed out a cavity about 4 ft.

square and 15 deep, lined with brick, which, I am
inclined to think, would, if cleared, lead to

a subterraneous passage. There is a vague

tradition among them that the Portuguese found

immense treasures in this building, since which

time they affirm that I am the only European by
whom these ruins have been visited. The few

poor Kandyans residing in the neighbourhood

still worship in the Vihare. I inquiied from

theii* priests, hoping to obtain from them some

further information, but was told they had but

one [who knew], and he lived several miles offi.

The people spoke of some smaller ruins at

a distance, but so overgrown with jungle that

it was not possible to approach them. I could

not discover the least appearance of water near

these ruins, nor the remains of any wells or

other reservoirs from which the inhabitants

could have been supifiied.

I will leave it to the curious in Ceylon anti-

quities to discover the reason that the people,

who built these great edifices, should take the

trouble of making so many millions of bricks for

the woi'k, where there was abundance of fine

stone well calculated for their construction in

the immediate neighbourhood.

Whatever was the state of this part of the

country in former times, it is now a sterile

wilderness, covered with impenetrable thorny

jungle.

NOTES AND QUERIES.
THE TAEIOUS PEBSONS NAMED BHABATA.
Mr M. T. Narasimhiengar of Bangalore having

asked me to put into shape for publication his
observations on the various persons named
Bharata and themeaning of BhAratavarsha, I
haire much pleasure in complying with his request.
The name MahAbharata, he observes, means

‘ the Great Story of the descendants of Bharata,’
who must necessarily have been the ancestor of
both contending parties, the Kauravas and the
Panelavas. The BurAnas mention two kings
and two only

, named Bharata. One was the
son of Talajahgha, who was a grandson of
Krtrta\irjurjuna, and a descendant of Yadu, son
of Yiivati. The other was the son of king
Bushyanta, and also descended from YayAti
through PQru, of the Lunar race. The first-named
Bharata was the ancestor of the Vrishnis, and
had no concern with the epic which is named
after the emperor Bharata, son of Bushyanta.
But the territorial name BhArata-varsha

or BhArata-kha^da is derived from a third
Bhax'ata, who was more ancient than the son of
Bushyanta, and belonged to a different line,
the dynasty of Briyavarta, brother of Uttana-
puda, the father of Dhruva.' This Bharata is

said to have retired to Sfilagrama for penance,

and to have been born again as Jada-Bharata,

whose story may be found in Vishnu Furdna, II,

1, 33; II, 13: Bhdg, Fur., V, 7, 3: Agn% Pur.,

107-11 and 12 : Mdrh. Pur., 53-40, 41, etc.

But books claiming to be authoritative con-

stantly confound this Bharata with the distinct

person of that name who was the ancestor of the

combatants of the MahAbhArata war. Such con-

fusion is found, for instance, in Talboys Wheeler’s
Short History^ Frazer’s Literary History of India,

and Prof. Eggeling’s valuable contribution to

the Encycloj^cedia Britannica (9th ed., Vol. xxi,

p. 281).

Mr. Narasimhiengar is anxious that the
‘vulgar eiTor* exposed in the above remarks
should not be perpetuated.

A learned Sanskriti&t to whom I showed his

letter remarks that the names Bb Arata-varsha
and MahAbliArata both, no doubt, go back to
the Vedie tribe of Bharatas, so that the distinc-

tion between the persons is of less importance
than it seems to be at first sight.

I cannot carry the matter farther.

Vincent A. Smith.
SreZ Aigril, 1909.
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THE LEGEND OF KHAN KHWAS AND SHEH SHAH THE
OHAUGATTA (MUGHAL) AT DELHI.

BY H. A, BOSE.

The Kh4n Kliwas of this quaint Panjabi Legend is the Khwas Khan mentioned in the account

of the Chuhus of Gujrat. Masnacl Ali Kh^n^s Khan was a historical personage and a Memoir

of him is given in Elliot’s Hist, of India

^

IV, pp. 528-32. He is also alluded to I'epeatedly in the

Tdrikh-i-Slher-SMM. The present Legend is historicallv quite incorrect, but it is iateresiing as

showing hkow Khwas Khan the Generous is still remembered in the Panjab.

Ko. V.

Text.

Lardl Khan 'Khwas beta ndl Shei' Shuh tvdiul

1/hud Chaugatta Dihii
;
hazabdn Panjabi

wa Himlustdiit,

Ik *din BSdshah Begam se gusse liogya,

iiukm kitE ;
‘ Begam nun shahar ton kadhdio.

’

Begam hamal iial tht
;

shahar RohtSs wich ja

baitht, aur Suba RohtSs d^ B^dshSh de dar de

mare khidmat wich hajir raha. Jab din pure

hue dSi nun saddke andar dakhil kitf* aur najiimi

bhi sadd-ieanda. Laxka jamia: najumt kitab

kadhke wekhan lagS. Begam nun najumi ne

kah-dittS : ^ tera puttar badS bad^Sh sakht

ho’egS. Begam sunke khush bui, aur in^m

najumi nun bahut ditta. Jab bachch a bada

iiogyS, naukar chakar rakli-ditte
;
jab bara baras

da lioia, woh mulk nun mar-kut karke lutan

lagiu Jab badshah nun khabar hul, badshah ne

faujan bhejkar kahS ki:

—

‘pakr-lao.’ Faujan

nal larai hut
;
b^shah di fauj hargayt, topah

sab kholayd, Phir hor fauj iTt
;
us pur bhi

^ahzadah ne fatah pa’i. Badshah nun bara

Hch-Sr kar-ditta. Bad:^Sh Sber Slijlh ne apiie

amiran nun kah-ditta: ‘jera ihnun phar-lawe,

ohniin main bada kiiiish Icarunga. ’ Dar de mare

ghahzadah de kise ne bhi ohde phar-lane da

iqarar nS kitS. Ik Jiwaii Rai Bliuti darbar

wich baitha si: oh bolS, ‘ai ik arz

meri hai, jaii bakbshon, to kalian. ’ BadshEb ne

kaha *kah’; woh kahne laga; ^ Main Khan

No. V.

Translation.

Th^ JVar of Khan Khwds with his father

Sher Shah Chaugatta, King of Dehlu

Onco upon a time king Sher Shah was dis-

pleased with his Begam and ordered her to he

banished. The Begam. who was pregnant, took

up her abode in Rohtas city. The governor of

Rohtiis, in fear of the king, remained in attendance

on her. On the completion of the term of preg-

nancy, he sent for a midwife, and introduced

her into ( the Begam’s ) room. He also called

in an astrologer. She was delivered of a sou.

The astrologer opened his book and after con-

sulting it said that her son would be a liberal

and generous prince. The Begam was much

pleased at hearing this prophecy and gave him

a handsome reward. When the prince grew

older, servants were engaged for his care. At

the age of 12 he began to plunder the country

by force and violence. When this news reached

king Sher Shah, he sent troops to capture the

prince. In the battle that ensued, the king’s

army was repulsed, and its guns were seized by

the prince. The king despatched yet another

force, which the prince also defeated. The king,

now helpless, called together his nobles, and

courtiers, and told them that whoever captured

the prince should receive a great reward. Fear-

ing the prince’s bravery none of them volunteered

^ Bh4i or bkatt in BinjEhi, is a bard—a caste of degonerate Brahmans. The habits are all intended to excite

tbo hearers’ generosity and indnoe tkem to fee tbe Bhat who reoites them lavishly.
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Kliwjis nun jimvda tere pas lancla him, par

iisniin tun mama iia. ^ Padshah ne ah bat

munli. Bhat kalla tiir-pyS. Koi din pake

Rolitas wlch Khan Khwas de paS pahuhcha, usdi

siiat karne lagS, kabit banake pahl^ii Nabi

Sahib dl ^lEat Idti, kabit palilan yili kahS

Kabit.

Xar had Nabi, nadi had sdgar, jal had ind,

hojaniar had LJit7\

Vhan had hast, zewar had moti, ^arwat had

JO jjaivan Sumer

Hath had arun arim had, din yar din yar had

hano andher^

Char chat had Jcardyd id he-^had Shdlian pat

tSlur.

Jiwnn Rui halie : ^Icsrd mdniyo hat, na hijiyo

her:

Shethzadah eh suuke bahiit khush hoiS
;
bola

:

*maiig k}a mangda liai. ’ Usne Sh^bz^dah da

nam Alliih de sar mangS. Woh bola ki : ‘ jo

kuulih hor lend hai, le-le, sar merd na mang,’

Tophir woh bhat bold ki: ‘mam tainun Sher

Sliiih de pas lejliud hai, jalian marzi chahe sar

hlunga/ Usne kaha : ‘ wahun na leja : ’ phir \Yoh

bula ; —

-

Kabit.

Khtht Klavas lOuVi tun purd haun sahe tere aj
dlatte.

Vlivid Koi Kangra disse jisto dekh Bliislian

jhaljcva

Jan chhordh miliijo Slier Slidh se, ydtasMh phar
haitho Malikc.

or promised to capture him. But one Jivaii

Rai, Bhat, who was then at the Court, said : “ O
king! I wish to say something, provided my

life be granted to me/’ The king granted him

leave to speak anl he said that he would only

bring in Khan Khwas, if the king refrained

from killing him. The king agreed to this re-

quest. The Bhat set out incognito and reached

Rohtas after some days. There he appeared

before Khan Khwas, and began to flatter him.

First he praised the Prophet and then recited

the following kabit^ in his honour

“The Prophet occupies the highest place

among mankind. He is the ocean among the

streams, like Indra among the gods of rain,

and thetramp3 among musical instruments.

The elephant is the token of immensity of

wealth
;

pearls are the best of ornaments

and the highest of all mountains isSumeru.

No chariot is greater than that of the Bun, yet

higher than the Sun*s chariot is the day-*

light, since where there is light, there is no

darkness.

I have seen the four dominions
;
thou art em-

peror, a lion of unbounded power.

The poet-laureate Jlvan Rai saith : ‘ Follow

his advice, do not delay.’

“ Hearing this, the prince was greatly pleased

and asked him what he wanted. The bard asked

for the prince’s head in the name of God, The

prince said ; “ Take anything else you desire,

but ask not for my head,” The bard rejoined :

“I wish to take thee to the king Sher Shah, and

shall take thy head wherever I require it.” The
prince said : “Take me not thither.” The bard

recited another hahit ;—

‘

“ 0 Khan Khwas thou art a perfect saint, and

none to-day can withstand thy attack.

The high fort of Kungra is visible and seeing

it, Bhibhikshan (brother of Ravan) bends.

Meet Sher Sh&li, if thou vainest thy life, or

else take the rosary into thy hands and

retire to Mecca,

2 A distich in Hirdi, ® The trump which will be blown by the angel Isradl on thh day of resurrectioti.
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EMn Khwds sahM bidhp^rd dp Sumer pahdfi

se jJiakhe*

Yili bSt sunke KhSn Khwas ne apni maa ke

pas ]akar kaha ki ; ‘meri sifat bhat ne karke, sar

manga hai. Wob, andar jakar, dbal mahron kt

bbar ke upar uske katar rakb-la’l, boli bai:

‘be^, agar daulat mange, to Dilli tak cbbakre

daulat ke lada dun, nabia to sar dedenS. Jab

suniingi ke sar dedifcfca main dudh bakhsbungl.’

Lekar wob dbal zar kl bbat ke pas gayE aur

kabS: ‘agar daulat cbabiye to Dilli tak sark

daulat te asbraflSii di bandh dun, nabln to

sar kWe.’ To bbat boll: ‘daulat dt mujko

cbib nabln bai, sar leal bai. To wob boll

:

• sar katle/ Bbat ne kaha ki : ‘ main jallld nabin

bln jo sar tera kat-lun, jis tarab se Baja Jagde

ne Kankali bbatnl ko sar kab-ke dll bai, apne

hitb se usl tarah se tun bbl de. ’ Ib bat sunke

katar ko resbam ki dori bliidbke gardan par

katar rakbke pairan wicb dorl bslndbdi aur hItb

wicb thill rakb-liti, dablne lagl. To bbat bola,

ki: ‘ tljabrja dbar jo bai to tabi’ sar kl bai,

jahiln mera dil cbahegl, sar le-lungl.’ Sblh-

zldab ne kabi ki ;
* Debh mat lejana, ’ To phir

bbat bold: ‘ main nun utthe lejlnl bai’
;
aur yib

kabit kaba.

Ek hath chhar maren^ eh sote ndjdgen.

Eh dg deh maren, eh dangas hid hhdgen.

Ek pdni pt maren, eh Sdwan gkm gajen.

Edj hdh hirat hare^ shtsk hat de Bhdt ho jo char

jagat mnjas rahe

Khan Khwas thou art perfect in every way,

Mount Sumeru bows to thee.”

Hearing this, Khin Khwas went to his mother

and told her hear how that the bard has extolled

him, and asked for his head. At these words she

went into the inner chamber, and brought out

a shield, full of good moharSi with a hatdr

or dagger above them, and said to the prince,

“My son! If the bard needs wealth, he can

have a train of carts full of treasure reaching as

far as Dehli. Otherwise, give him thy head, and

I will absolve thee from the debt thou owest me,

thy mother, when T hear that thou hast done so,’

The prince laid the shield filled with gold coin,

before the bard, and told him that if he wanted

money, he could make him a road of gold coins,

&c., thence as far as Debli ;
otherwise he might

cot off his head. Upon this the bard said he

did not ask for money, but for tbe prince’s

head, Tbe prince gave up his bead, whereup-

on tbe bard said: “I am not a jalldd (execu-

tioner) that I should behead thee. Give me

thy head, as did Raja Jagdev who cut off his

head with his own hands and offered it to

Kankali Bhatni.” Hearing this the prince fasten-

ed the dagger on to his neck with a silken thread

which he tied to his feet. The prince then placed

a dish before him to receive his severed head and

was about to press the dagger when the bard

spake and said : “ Wait a while, for the body is

subordinate to tbe head, so will I carry thy head

wherever I rec[uire it.” The prince said :
“ Take

me not to Dehli.” Tbe bard said: “I will surely

carry thee thither.” And be recited another

habit :

—

“ There are men who climb over tbe scaffolding

to die
;

others there are who would not

rise from slumber.

Some men there are who burn themselves to

death by fire ;
others there are who flee in

fear of snake bite.

Some drown in the waters
;
others enjoy them-

selves in the rainy month of Suwan :

—

The poet-laureate praises thee
;
cut off thy head,

and make it over to the bard, so that the

fame of thy magnanimity may be spread all

over tbe world 1

”
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Jab yih bat Shllbzadah ne suat, to nSl uade

hoia. Ohalte chalte kai din pakar, Dehli ke pas,

baESsale do kos, Shah Ali MardSii kli bSgli hue,

wahan jS baillie, to bli£t ne kyS kain kit^ ?

ShalizSdali ko kah^ :
* Hazur yahSn baithiye, main

khanS leaun
;
khSnS kliSkc badshSh ke rubarii

le-chalunga.* Yih takrSr karte the, jo sin bard

sal ka ek bhat; kd larkd larkon ke ndl kheltd nsl

bagh men chald ayd. Usko dekhkar bhat ne

bulaya am* kaha ki : ‘ betd tu Shdhzadah ke pds

baith, main khaiid lediin. ’ Bhat chalagayd :

bad do ghart ke ek bdgbdn bddshdh kd Shdh-

zaddh ko dekhkar koi ddli laga karke uske dge

rakkhi. Shdhzadah mazkur ne jeb btch hath

ddla to pdnch sat ashrafian niklin, us bdgban nun

bakhshln
;
bdgbdn mazkur ne puchhd ki : * ap ka

ndm ki kaiF’ Unhon ne kahd : ‘ mera nam
KhAn Khwds hai, ’ Chupke se woh namak-
hardin Bddshdh Slier Shah ke hazur men jdke

kahne lagd ki: ‘ mubdrik ho^e Hazur mon 30
dushman terd hai dsniin main ^dh Ali Mardan
ke bag men baithd wekh ayd hun. ’ Bddshdh ne
sunde sar fanj ko hukm dittd ki : ‘ gherd karlo,

nikalne pd\Ye. ’ Isi tarah se fauj ne gii’de

girde nirga bdndh-littd, aiir dp bhi ghore par

aswdr hoke bag men Agyd. CTs wakht men
Shdhzddah sotd si, gani ka befd bold : —

Kabit.

UihiTe 6ugjdg fctun soyo

Faujen dkd*e dlia*e Jcar ffen !

To Shahzddah bold yih kabit :

Bhidd hh&t ladt Jis pd’en /

Jidin to sfitsth Icdt do Tctlid utJicton /

Apjas let jet Ictun Tidrun ?

Be ear dan sdr hath pddn,

Ls din httin nalitn charhe JSher Shdh,
Jo Ko} kdngrd Jammm pa td'en^

When the prince heard this kahit he accom-

panied the bard without demur. After a few

days’ j'ourney, they reached their destination, and

betook themselves to the garden of Shah Ali

Marddn, which lies two miles from Dehli. The
bard said: “ Your Majesty should sit here and

I will go and bring your food.” After you have

taken food I will present you before the king.

During this conversation a boy-bard about 12
years old, who was playing with other boys,

came into the garden, and the bard seeing him,
called to him and addressed him thus : My
boy I Sit by the prince, for I am going to

bring his food.” After two gharte or three-

quarters of an hour the king’s gardener catna

before the prince, and presented with some
produce from the garden. The prince putting his

hand into his pocket, brought out 6 or 7 gold
ashrdtis and gave them to the gardener. The
gardener asked the prince’s name and he replied
that his name was Khan Khw^s. Hearing this,

the treacherous gardener went secretly to the
king, Sher Shah, and said ;

—“Congratulations
to your Majesty 1 I have just seen your
Majesty’s enemy sitting in Shah Ali Mardan
Khan’s garden.” The king on hearing this
news bade his army surround him and not let
him escape. So the troops drew a cordon round
the garden, and the king himselE rode there on
horse back.

The prince was lying asleep but the bard’s boy
recited this habit, to rouse him from his
slumbers

:

“ Rise up ! O lion
! Wake up ! Why art thou

sleeping ?

Troops are pouring in (from aU sides),”

The prince responded in the following
habit :— °

"It IS a pity that the bard brought me all this
distance

!

I was ready to cut off my head, and giro it
to him at my own place !

Why should 1 now lose the fame I have won ?

Let me make him a gift of my head and
thereby attain virtue’s reward.

Why did not Sher Shah come to attack me/
When I held the territories of Kot KSngra

and Jammu?”
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Yili bfit Shahzadah ne kahke katar pet mea

mai’ke margya. To guni ka betS bola : —

DohrS.,

JaiiB salcht Khdn Kfiijods, taise Aote do'L

Sdt dtp nau lihand men hhxtlid rahe nd ho*L

Ifcni bat kahke guni ki beta katar marke

margya. Yih khabr bhat ko puhuiichi ki : ‘tua

kiske waste khaii^ pakata hai ? WahSn to kum
tamam hocliaka ! To phir gdiii hath men katar

leke mauqa par aya aur bold

Kabit.

Are Khdn Khwds diyo (car as, net dtyo dildsds

najiyo hechdrd,

Mainusnun chhnrgyd si arndnat, jidohlie se lut-

liyo yih pasdrd.

Are dahhhan pachham ugam purab clihdti hi

hick pore dhashd rd

!

Eh afsos rahd dil men taine gtdi guldm dagd

hor mdrd*

Itni bdt kahke woh bht katdr markar margya.

Uske dasre bete ko khabr pahuachi ki: ‘bap,

bhili aur Shahzadah mare gaye. Tu ko abht khabr

na hut ? Woh bhi katar pakrkar aya, aur bola

Bddshah se :

—

E!a<bit.

Ktfte eh hatah hatah Iciye^ aur teg he zor se

bdndhliyo hai

Bhat bdhln phart gadh se utra un ndm 'Sain

he se slilsli diyo hai

Tiin sultan haro heimdn jid zahr piydld badi

hd piyo hai

Sahhi Khdn KhvAs Surg gayd^ gtdt tuM muwd
jdn hd bol gayo hai

Itni bdt kahke katar markar woh bhi margyd
Phir bhat ki ’aurat katar pakrkar, yih bdt sunkar

ayi, Khawand apne ke sar par khari hokar

kahne lagi :

—

Dohra,.

Uth hanta sar pdgdhar jdgat hain hyd so?

With these words the prince plunged his

dagger into his heart and put himselr to death.

The bard’s son now recited the following

dohrd ;

—

Distich..

Had there been another equal to Khan
Khwas in generosity

None would ha^e starved in the seven penin-

sulas and the nine sections of the world.”

Uttering these words the bard's sou also

stabbed himself to death with that same dagger.

This news reached the hhdt, who was asked for

whom was lie preparing food? since all was

over 1 The bard then came to the spot, with

a dagger in liis hand and recited the following

habit :

—

“ Oh ! Kh^n Khwas came here in hope, but

none welcomed him, so he chose not to

remain alive.

I had left him here as it were a trust, but in

my absence my wealth has been plunderod I

From south aud west and north and cast

reproaches fall upon thy breast !

The only grief in my heart is that, thou, O
coward slave I hast treacherously killed the

prince.”

With these words, he also stabbed himself

and died. The news of the death of his father,

his brother, and the prince, reached the bard’s

second son, and he said to himself : “ Hast thou

not yet come to know ? ” He also went dagger

in hand, and thus, addressed the king.

‘‘ Thou hast defeated many a toe and with-

stood him by dint of arms.

The bJidt had brought the prince, by the arm,

down from his castle aud heh«ath given away

his head in the way of God !

0 SnltSn ! Thou art wholly faithless, thou

who hast drunk poison out of the cup or

vice.

The geuerous-hearted Khan Khwas has en-

tered Heaven ! Coward ! thou alone hast

died, having lost thy fame and name.”

With these words he too stabbed himself to

death. On hearing this news, the bard’s wife

also came armed with a dagger, and standing

near her husband’s head thus began

« Dear husband, arise ! Put thy turban on thy

head I Art thou asleep or art thou awake ?
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Billd hirdlid hdlka ahsar mdrna hoe

Itiii bat sunakar katar markar woh bhi

margayi.' Ek kanyS kanya kan^vSri nnke ghar

men rabgayi tM, woh layki bbl nakSb chahrah

pur clalkar iisi jagah par ayi aur katSr hath men

lekar yih kabit kaha :

—

Bol liije sardjudh ?naclie aur hoi liije dliol 9ar

mbhi hai

Bol liye Hart Ckand jo R'tjd jd Chdnddl Ice

das bliayo hai

BoUiijeJaqdeojoEdjd ne jdl KanlcdU Ico shish

diijo hai

Sahhi Khdri Khwds surg gayd gidi in ho muyjd

jd l:d bol gyd hai

Yih bat kahke badshah ke pet men kafar niara

udliar apne mAra, doiioh margaye.

Surely Death seizes old and young alike.”

Speaking thus, she too stabbed lierseU to

death. Only one young girl was left of all the

bard’s family, and she drawing a veil over her face,

also appeared on the scene and taking a dagger

in her hand recited the following Icabit ;

—

Noble is the shout of brave men that die in the

mid sfc of the battle
j
good is the roll of the

drum that suffers every beating.

Good was the word of Raja Hari Ohand who

had to enter the service of an undertaker.

Good was the word of R^ja Jagdev, who

delivered his head to Kankali, the poetess.

Good was the word of Khdn Khwas who is

not dead but is gone to Paradise
;

O
Coward !

(meaning the king) Thou alone

bast died and thy word has been shame-

fully broken I
”

Saying this she thrust her dagger into the

king’s heart and also stabbed herself, and thus

ended both their lives.

CASTE AND 8ECTARIAL MARES IN THE PANJAB.
BY H. A. BOSE.

I.— Caste Marks*

Caste marks, like sectarial marks, probably had a religious origin, but they should nevertheless

be caretully distinguished from the latter. They are in themselves only a part of the symbolism of

caste, and find counterparts in various other outward signs and observances, which distinguish one
caste from another.

According to the commonly-accepted theoretical division of Hindu society, the outward and
visible signs of the castes were as follows

Brahmana. Eshatriya, Vaisya.
Clothing in skins. black deer* red deer* goat.

Sacred thread. cotton. hemp. wool.
SftaffA dhdk. bar. jCd.

I he Br&hiQ.d,cliAiryB9 of each of the above castes are said to have been distinguished by more
elaborate differences iu the matters of clothing and staff. Thus :

—

Under garment.

Upper garment of skin.

Staff,

Height of staff.

5

Girdle.

Brahmana.

hemp.

black-buck.

dMlu^

to the head.

munj.^

Kshatriya.

silk.

furdj a deer.

bilva.^

to the forehead.

murhaj

Yaisya.

sheep-skin,

goat.

gdlar^

to the nostrils,

hemp.

1 /. of the wood of the hitea frondoaa, ficua Indica and acacia AraUcaj respectively.
« Called tliec/di£c7ili.-a. 3 ^^gle marmlos, or wood-apple. & Fieiis glomerata
» AnoOTdingtoManu.s!o7£o43. The varieties of the Brahmioh&rya staff abore given are arranged aooofdi-no.

to fhe h(ihya3f.ifa. Mann, HoH 45 gives a wider range of ohoioe : r. g., Brihaiana, cth&h or hUva : Kshatriva lai-
Vintrs'jl {acacia eatecku)

; Vaisya, Jdl or gHar.
*

^ A vetch.
^ a creeper.
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There was a difference also, according to caste, in the forms of the words used by the Brahma-

haryas in asking alms —
Br^hmanas. KBhatriya. Vaisya.

Bhavti bhilchyctiii. hitikliyam hTiavtim hhihhymh deM,

Belli. deM. hliavfi.

In connection with the above distributions of dothiug and accoutrements, each of the four chief

castes wore, on the forehead between the eye-brows, a distinctve caste mark of coloured sandal-wood

paste® {vide Plate figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4). The colour, as w’ell as the form, of Ae caste-%iark was

distinctive for each caste, as under :

—

Brahmana. Kishatriya. Vaisya. Sudi*a.

White. red. pale yellow, black.

According to a slohd in the Badma Purdnii, the colours abovementioned correspond with the

complexion of each caste, which was assumed to convey its general mental qualities :

—

Brahmana. Kshatriya. Vaisya. Sudra.

Venerable, merciless. merciful. vafin.

The slolca above referred to runs as follows :

—

aro 1

The Meru Tantra, however, prescribes quite a different set of marks {vide Palate %s. 6, 6

and 6a, 7 and 8) :

Brdhmana. Kshatriya. Vaisya. Sudra.

Vardhapundra. tripimdra^^ ardhaehandrakd. cliaukd.

Other authorities again permit Brdhmanas to wear the tuipundra in its straight fofrm, though

Shdktakas might wear both, while the vardJiapundra is prescribed for Kshatriyas.

The materials for the vardhapundra wear also varied to saffron, clay, turmeric and earth from

sacred places. In modern practice the colour is rarely pure white.

Historically the discrepancies to be observed in the authorilies more than probably represent

local feeling at various epochs and show that at no time was there any hard and fast general rule.

Nowadays, in practice, the distinctions noted in the books do not exist, and customs that are not to

be found in them are observed^ B. g., the sacred thread is usually of cotton, and caste distinction is

shown by the knots used
;

the castes assumed to represent the old Brahmana and Kshatriya

divisions employing the brahm-ydrith, and those representing the old Vaisyas, the vishn-ganth.

II »sectailal Marks,

1. Vaishiiava.

Sectarial marks as now used are probably of comparatively modern form. That of the

Vaishnavas is the urdhpund, representing the bisJinpad, or footprint of Vishnu ^ (Plate fig. 9).

It is also described as consisting of two upright lines with a point between them (see Plate

fig. 5), and as a simple vertical line. This last statement is, however, expressly contradicted by

another account, which says that Vaishnavas are forbidden to use the single vertical line, and

proceeds to prescribe marks for each of the great Vaishnava sects and their offshoots as understood

in the Panjab.

This account leads us into an extremely instructive presentation of sect development among

Vaishnavas in the Northern parts of India. These sects are given as follows, employing the terms

for them used by the modern Panjibis.

® See P^raskara, GfikyasiAtra, ed. Kasiji Med. Hall, undet the authority of the Mah^r^j^ of Hathw^, St 1952 1

Ehandd II, p p. SOO ff. : s'&tras 16 to 28. Mauu, Dhdgd 2, it 41, 45, 46, eto.

3 Br&hmanas also used bhabhuti, ashes, for this purpose.
xo Xn two forms ; three straight lines or three lines curved upwards •
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(a) Lakhmiji or Sri,

folded by AchArya.

The Panjabi follows of Rriiaanuj are divided into two sects, using the same sectarial mark, but

of different colours (see Plate fig. lU). That is, the inner part of the mark is called hi, and is

coloured yellow by the Ramanuj Sect, and red by the Ramanand Sect, who are hairafis.

(b) ^.esbji,

founded by MAdhev AchArya.

This sect also has two divisions, and they use quite separate marks. That of the 'Seshji Sect is

a hilsi leaf and is called sri gunjan malt (Plate fig. 11), and that of the Gopalji Sect has a peculiar

elongation down the nose. (Plate fig. 12),

(e) MabAdevji or BudrA,

founded by Balabh AcbArya.

This sect has seven gaiUts or seats, six of which use the urdlipund mark, some with a clot

below it: (Plate figs, IB a and 13 6), The seventh gaddtt at Gokaiuath near Mathura, uses two

vertical lines. (Plate fig. 14).

(d) SankAdikA,

founded by Nimbark Achdrya.

This sect uses a modification of t\yst wd>hpund with the sri I (Plate fig. 15)

2.

Saivas.

The Saivas commonly use the curved tripund (see Plate fig. 6«), representing a half-moon,

the symbol of Siva, The tripund is, however, not of a constant character:, being also described as

three oblique lines with a point under them or simply as three parallel lines (Plate fig, 6). It also

takes the form shown in Plate I, fig. 16.

The parallel or curved forms of the tripund with a dot on the central line (Plate figs. 17

and 17a) is utilized to show the particular form of worship affected by the Saiva devotee. The

worshipper of Siva wears the tripund made of ashes, saffron or sandal. The worshippers of his

consort Devi has the central dot made of sandal coloured red. The worshippers of Ganesh has the

central dot of sindur (vermilion). The worshipper of Surya wears no special colour, but his tripund

mark is sometimes red.

3.

Other Hindus.

The ShAktaks are distinguished by a single dot of vermilion^2 (Plate fig. 18).

The Samarts, the Sanos and the Shankars are said to use the urdhpund and the tripund

indifferently, and the Q-anpatis to use the tripund only^

4.

Jains.

The mark of the Jains is said to be a vertically elongated dot of saffron. The Indian
Buddhists are said to distinguish themselves by the same mark (Plate fig. 19).

Another account however says that the Sitambri Jains use a round saffron dot (Plate fig. 20),
while the Digarabri Jains wear a thick vertical line of saffron

( Plate fig. 21).

“ Vaiahnavas have of course other insignia, as the necklace of iulat beads, in contradistinction to therudrAhha
of the Saivas. The Vaishnava sectarial marks in Sonthem India differ altogether, vide Dubois, Hindu Manners,
Customs and Ceremonies, 3rd ed., p. Il2.

« “A single mark of red-lead” is worn in Zoh^t by the Teti Sholl, a-class of Mnsalm&u faqirs, who wear
a long cloak, often carry a trident tied to the shoulder, and “ revolve a metal plate,”
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5. Hindu Religious Orders.

The Religious Orders of the Hindus wear certain marks which may be regaided as sectariaL

Thus the Bairagis and some Udasis paint a curious mark (Plate, fig. 22) on the foreheadj and

also wear their hair long

Jogis, both of the Aughar and Kanphatta degrees, as Saivas, wear the tripund without any

special embellishments.

Suthrft-shaiiis paint the forehead black.^^

Tlie Acharl Brahmau in the first stage of his career wears a red vertical line with a white

one on either sidei-* (Plate, fig, 23),

Some minor religious orders have sectarial marks of their own, such as the mystic word

cm, painted on the forehead. Others wear the tri^vbnd with two lines added above
(
Plate, tig, 24 ).

Others have a tulsi-patra inside a tripund, a complicated combination (Plate, figs. 3 and 11).

III. — Pilgrimage Stamps.

Hindus generally, it is said, are required by their religion to tattoo the Rands in blue

when going on a pilgrimage. Saniftsis who visit Hinglaj in Baluchistrm are also said to tattoo

an emblem of Mahadev under the sleeve.

Branding is, however, a much more common device, at least when the pilgrim belongs to

a religious order. Thus, Bair&gis who visit Rumar, sixty miles from DwarkA, have the seal of

Ramar seared on the wrist so as to leave a black brand. Those who visit Dvvarka itself have

a tapt mudrdf or brand of a conch, discus, mace, or lotus, as emblems of Vishnu, or a name of Vishnu,

burnt on the arms.^® Those again who visit Rameshwar have the right shoulder branded thus.^^^

lY,— Female Caste Marks.

I add here a cutting from the Pioneer of the 26th May 1907, reproducing a note from the

Madras Mail as to the custom of wearing caste marks by women in Southern India. I liave

not heard that there is a similar custom in the Panjab :

—

“ The caste-marks worn by women are confined to the forehead and are, says a writer on caste-

marks in Southern India m the Madras Mail, more uniform than those affected by the men. The

orthodox mark invariably worn on religious and ceremonial occasions js a small saffron spot in

the centre of the forehead. But the more popular and fashionable mark is a tiny one made

with a glue-like substance, usually jet black in colour, called in Tamil sandhu, which is obtained by

frying sago till it gets charred and then boiling it in water. Sandhu is also prepared in Various

fancy colours. Women who have not reached their twenties are sometimes partial to the use of

huchcUlipottiis, or small tinsel discs, available in the bazar at the rate of about half-a-dozen for

a pie. To attach these to the skin, the commonest material used is the gum of the jack-fruit,

quantites of which will be fouud sticking to a wail or pillar in the house, ready for immediate use.

The vogue of the kuchchilipottu is on the wane, however.

In the more orthodox families, it is considered objectionable that the forehead of a woman

should remain blank even for a moment, and accordingly it is permanently marked with a tatooed

vertical line, the operation being performed generally by women of the Horava tribe. The blister

takes sometimes a fortnight to heal, but the Hindu woman, who is nothing if not a martyr by

temperament and training, suffers the pain uncomplainingly.”

13 Sikhs do not use any mark as a rule, though some wear a dot, and their sectaries appear to hare no distin-

guishing marks other than those used by the Udasts and Suthra-sbahla.^

1* This appears to resemble the Vaishnava namam of Southern India.
^ ^

16 The tapt wadrd is a ‘burnt impression* as opposed to the sUal mudr& or * cold impression, which means the

painting of emblems daily on the forehead, chest or arms with gopt chandan or clay, while worshipping a god.

16 [During my wanderings in bazars in India, I frequently collected pilgrimage stamps of brass of the kind

above mentioned. They were not at all difficult to procure twenty years ago in such places as Hardwar, Gay^,

Mirz^ur, Bareli, and so on. But I have never reproduced or used them, asj c^ld not ascertain to which

shrines they belonged. When the stamp contained a name it was usually Eam-nam, Ram Narayan or some such

Vaishnava term. — Ed.]
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SUPERSTITIONS AND CEREMONIES RELATING TO DWELLINGS
IN THE PANJAR.

BY H. A. ROSE.

I.

The Aspect of the House.

1. The south.

A southern aspect is tinkchy.

In Jullundnr (Jalandhar) it means that it will generally remain empty. In Lahore a house

facing south, or a site on Trhich a house facing south can only be built, has a markedly lower selling

rake than one with any other aspect. Builders make every effort to avoid a southern aspect.

Ill Gurgaon a house should, if possible, face towards the Ganges, never south. In Dera Ghazl Khan
this aspect is specially unlucky.

2. The astrological aspect.

In Trans-Giri SIrmhr the n&m of the village settles the aspect m the first instance. If it

is Kumbh, Tula or Rrichhak, the house must face west; if in Brikh, Kunya or Makar, south ; if in

Min, Kirkh or Mithan, north.

The house must never face east. But north and south are also unlucky,2 as the north aspect

brings poverty and the south admits demons. Therefore when a house, according to the num ras
rule ought to face north, south or east, it is made to face north-east or north-west, south-east or

south-wesfc.

8. Other aspects.

In Amritsar a house built in front of a tree, or facing a tank or river, is unlucky .3

II.

Times for building.

1. The auspicious moment.

In Sirmiir a handful of earth from the site selected is taken to a Brahman, who* predicts the
auspicious moment for laying tte toundatione, by deckring that a leopard, cow, fox or other animal
or drum will be heard at the appointed time. The prophecy usually eomes off, because it is made
with due regard to local circumstances at the time, but if it fails, the time is postponed and another
day fixed.

2. Mcmtlis Ibr building.

Baisakh, Bhadon, Mfigh and PhSgun are Inchy, unless the bnilder’s ngm ras is in Saturn. Mars,
iiexn or xiana. '

In Kangra, the only lucky months are those between MIgh and H^r.

In Dera Ghdzi Khan, the lucky months are SIwan, Eatik, Fob, Phagun and Baisakh.

1 The Hindi alphabet is divided among the twelve zodiacal siffns each of whiVTi i 4.i. .

It. ,.dm ras is the sign to which the iaiHal letter of the name of ihe vUkge (as also of a person)blSfAlso among Muhammadans in Dera G-h^zl Kh^lh.
^

* this jDistrict, if a tree grows within the house precincts, it is unlucky But in Lahoi-Aand even safety are sacrificed in order to nreflArrn «
jjut m iiahore symmetr

precincts, unless the tree oaube easily transplanted.
^ ^ ^ growing on the site of a house, or withiu it
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Phagun and Baisakli are the lucky months
: ( Sawan provides sons : Katik brings gold aiul

silver: Poh finds worship acceptable to God.) The unlucky months are Hur, Bhadon, Asau],
Maghar, Magh, Chet, and Jeth. Ear breeds mice: Bhadon makes the owner ill ; Asauj produces
family quarrels : Maghar produces debt: Magh creates danger of fire : Chet brings ill-luck, and Jeth
loss oE the money spent in building.

III.

Foundation, ceremonies.

1. Sirmtir.

In Trans-Giri Sirmur a betel-nut, for fertility, and a pirincW for longevity, are always, and

a hair from a tiger’s or a leopard’s moustache for courage is often placed beneath the foundation

stone.

Elsewhere in Sirmfir four jars containing articles, brought from Hardwar or other sacred place,

are set at the four corners of the house, and on these are laid the foundation stones.

2. Kd.ng|7d;.

In Kangra tahsU the foundations are laid at an auspicious moment, when a stone cTidlM (grind-

stone), called vastd. is placed in them and worshipped, a goat being sacrificed and hardli parshad

offered to it,

3. Ambal3>.

In Ambala, the foundation is laid at the time fixed by a Brahman, and oil is poured on the

spot, gur being distributed to those present.

4. Amritsar.

In Amritsar, the foundation rites are called shild asthdpan, ‘ setting up of the stone.’

A pit is dug at au auspicious moment, and mangoes, betel leaves with an iron peg driven

through them into the earth, curds, hart (a mess of pulse), and gur are placed in it as offerings.

White rape-seed and assafoetida are then sprinkled over the pit. Next a new jar, covered with

a spotted red and yellow cloth and containing a coeoanut, seven kinds of grain, a gold or silver coin

and a paper, recording the year, day and hour of laying the foundation, is placed in it. Lastly,

oil is sprinkled over the jar, the gods and serpents are worshipped, and the pit is closed with five or

seven flat bricks.

The object of the various articles used in this ceremony is as follows Mangoes for fertility :

betel leaves for a gentle temper : the iron peg for strength to the foundations : the coeoanut for riches

ill fruit, gram and money. The curds and gur are offerings to the gods, and the rape-seed and

assafoetida ward off evil spirits.

IV.

The architrave.

1. Amb3.1d>.

When the door frame is set up, a gandd of wool, with a small bag of madder tied to it,

fastened to the lintel, to avert calamity and for the prosperity of the inhabitants.

2. Amritsar.

The door framed is set up at an auspicious moment, and a mault thread, with a bag containing

rice, rape-seed, a bit of red silk cloth, a hami, a ring of iron and of glass, is tied to it to the north-

ward. Guv is distributed and the gods worshipped. Five or seven impressions of the hand in red

aie then made on the frame, to signify the completion of the rites.

The door frame is guarded until the walls reach the top of it, lest a woman should bewitch the

frame and cause death or injury to the owner.

The ‘ Five Gods’ are often carved on the lintel for the protection of the inmates,

* A silk cord for tying a woman’s hair. Usually it denotes a wife’s good fortune, but here long life to the

men of the family.
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B, Grurg&on^

A li^hgriL o£ red thread, an iran ring, a betel nnt and miistavd seed are all tied to the lintel to

keep off the evil spirits,

V.

Completion ceremonies^

1. SirmAr.

As the house approaches completion a pirindd, a betel nnt, and an fron ring, called the three

sMkhs are tied to a beam and to the lintel of the door. The iron ring is a protection against evil

spirits.
^ 2, KS^ngya.

The completion rite is called pataishtd, when Brahmans and the kinsmen are feasted and

a goat is sacrided. An image of Ganesh carved in stone, called wdstd or jagj-fp is also set i>p in

a niche in the hall.

3. Amb^l£t.

When the building is finished a black liandid (pot) is hung inside it and a black hand is painted

on the wall to avert the evil eye.

4. Amritsar.

A house should not be roofed during ih^parjd in any month, but at a fixed auspicious time.

The roof should liave an odd number of beams.

A staircase should always be to the left of the entrance and contain an odd number of steps,

VI.

Occapation ceremonies.

1. Amb^ia.

Before occupation a Brahman is asked to fix the maMraf, or lucky time for entrance.

Seven or eleven days previously a paiidit performs a hawan inside the house. On the day

fixed for the occupation also recite to avert evil spirits and the owner feeds

Brahmans and gives alms.

2. Amritsar.

A Brahman fixes a Incky day for the occupation when the ceremony of cJiaiJi is performed.

Asa preliminary, green leaves from seven trees are tied to a mault on the outer door. The
gods are worshipped, hawan is performed and figures of five or seven gods are drawn on the

ground, together with that of W asta, the house-god.®

After first throwing a little oil on the threshold, the master and his family enter at an
auspicious moment, carrying a new ^ar full of water, flowers, sfM.r, yellow thread, fruit, nuts, etc.,

while house*wife carries a jug of curds. The master wears new clothes and a turban. Both
man and wife, together with a quiet milch cow, are led by a girl, wearing a red cloth on her head
and a nose-ring. Sometimes a sacred book is carried in also, A Brahman recites mantras^ and
then all the articles brought in are placed north and south of a bedi, in which are stnek flags

of ten various colours. These are afterwards removed and affixed to the outer wall of the

house on either side of the door. Brahmans and kinsmen are fed and the ceremonies are

ended.

8. Gujrat.

The chatkj^ or occupation ceremony, simply consists here of the worship of a figure of

Ganesh painted in red or smeared with flour on the house-wall by the owner,

4. Gurg&on.

Before occupation hawan is performed, the Icathd of Sat Narain is recited and food given
to the Brahmans.

^ See aLove III, 2 : and V, 2. ® See preceding paragraph.
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5. liUdhian^.

Before occupying a new bouse the ceremony of (friha pratishia is performed.

Before reoccnpying a house that has not been lived in for some time, the cerenionv of
hlidstd pvDCi is performed.

VII.

The form of the house.

1. General.

It is unltLcky to build a house broader in front than at the back. Such a house is

called slier-dalian, lion-mouthed, or bdgTi-mahan, tiger-mouthed.

A house, to be lucky, should be gaii-mulcM, cow-mouthed, or broader behind than in front.

Houses, also, to be lucky, should have an equal number of sides, preferably four, sis or

twelve sides.

2.

Amritsar.

In Amritsar, a bouse that is hushdk’-dahan, open-mouthed, or wider in front than behind,

will make the tenant spend more than bis income.

A house with its front higher than its back is unlucky.

VIII.

The roof.

1. Ceilings.

The beams of the upper storey^ must not cross the rafter of the lower storey, but lie

parallel with them. If they do cross it is a bad omen, and the condition is called gicL This

does not apply to the ceilings of different rooms on the same floor.

2. Rafters.

Rafters are counted in sets of three, the first of each set being called respectively

bhastdraj (lord of the dwelling), Ind (for Indar, the rain-god), Yam (for Yilnia, the god of

death), or simply r&j. Endeavour is always made to so arrange the rafters that the last

may be counted as roj^ as that brings luck. If the counting ends in Ind, the roof will leak,

which is tolerated : but on no account must the last rafter be counted as Yam, as that would

bring death or adversit}^

3. Tbatcb.

Some Gujars of the Palwiil talisiX of Gurgaou affect thatched roofs, as any other kind will

bring down on them the wrath of their Pir, or patron saint.

IX.

Structural alterations.

Between the months of Har and Kutik the gods are asleep and no structural alteration

slionld then be made.
X.

Ceremonial decorations.

1. General.

On numerous specified occasions, the house is decorated or marked with figures and

designs, everyone of which has, or originally had, a meaning of its own. They are alwaj^s

drawn by .the women, never by men.

® Upper storeys are sometimes tabued ; e. the Najar Jats of the SamrAld tdhstl of Ludhi^nA think an

Tipper storey brings bad luck.

^ Thus with fonr rafters, the last counts as Ind: with seven rafters, the last would count as Yam : with ten

rafters, the last would count as the lucky number.
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2. Figures used on religious festivals in CrupgfliOn.

(a) Solono.

On the Solono day a figure, called zonA (Plate I, fig. 2.), is drawn in red on tlie house-

wall. It is said to represent the asterism Sravana, and is worshipped by placing sweetmeats

before it, which are afterwards giyen to Brahmans.

(b) Nfi/g Panchamis

On the Nag Panchami, 5th of lunar Bhadon, the figure shown on Plate I, fig. 1, is drawn

in black on the house-wall. It represents the snake-god in his dwelling and is believed to

prevent the house from being infested with snakes.

(c) Katik and I>iWd.li.

In Gurgaon, Banias and Brahmans draw the figure on Plate II, on the house-wall,

it must be begun on the 4th and finished on the 8th of lunar Katik.

The first part {a) is called Mh and represents Radhiki (Radha), spouse of Krishna. This

is worshipped on the 8th of lunar Katik by placing sweetmeats before it.

The second part (5) represents the goddess Amanashya and is worshipped at noon on the

Diwali by placing before it rice and milk, which are afterwards given to Brahmans.

The third part (c) represents Lakshmi as the goddess of wealth, and is worshipped at

midnight on the Diwali by placing money before it. An all-night vigil is kept on this occasion,

(d) Deo-uthan,

On the Deo-u^hau day in Katik when the gods awake from their sleep the figure in

Plate III is drawn in the courtyard of the house and worshipped by placing before it fruit

and vegetables in season. The women of the household call in a Brahmani, and with her they

sing songs and beat the mat with which the figures are covered, and then, it is believed, the

sfods are awakened from their sleep. The male representation to the right is of Nar^yan.

(e) NdrSyai^.

Oil Narayan’s day white dots are made on the tops of the figures, in parallel rows on the

house-^^all; and figures of birds and animals, all in white dots, are also drawn.

(3) ^Figures of deotas.

Ill Sirmiir a house is at once abandoned if the sign or image of a deota is painted on it, in

the belief that it was thereby become sacred.

4, Weddings.

Chariots, peafowl and many other objects are drawn on the house-walls at a wedding. In
Gurgiion, in addition, a picture of the god Binnaik or Biiidaik,^ covered over with an earthen jar

fa<>tened to the wall, is drawn several days before the wedding of a male member of the family,

and is worshipped daily to avert calamity,

6. The Dehra.

In Kangra, every house should possess a dehrCi, upon which a ball of clay, made by an
elderly womau of the family, is placed oa the birtti of a child. This ball is called Bhain or
Atam Devi.

At the wedding of a boy or girl the enclosure of the delircl is plastered over with cowdung
aud the figure of the dehrS drawn anew with ground rice in red and yellow. See Plate

1°

tig. 1.

^

The enclosure in which the dehrd is drawn is decorated with pictures of Qaneah, Devi,
Shib and PArbati adorned with fllowers, and so are both sides the door. In the courtyard of
the house a chariot is drawn with wheat flour on a portion of the yard plastered with
cowdung.

^ Sanfskr. YinnriyakS or VnmAyikt (? ).
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XI.

Ceremonial marks and signs.

1. Swastika.

(a) Form.

The usual form of the satia or satia is yp^, but in Dera Ghazi Khan District a curious arm
is added. See Plate I, fig. 1.

(b) Meaning.

The satiS. is divided into four main lines which represents the gods of the Pour

Quarters Kuber, north
;
T^m raj, south

;
Indar, east

;
Varun, west. The four additions

ft! represent the gods of the ‘half quarters — Isar, north-east; Agni, south-east; Yayu,

north-west ; Nainit, south-west. In the centre sits Ganpati, lord of divine hosts.

(g) Uses.

To bring luck ;
it is drawn on the doors of and inside houses and shops in Gurg^on.

To avert the evil eye
;
it is drawn in black on newly-built houses.

To avert evil spirits
;
after the Holi or festival of the harvest god, by matrons in red or

yellow on either side the house door
;
and after the birth of a boy, by a girl of the family or

by a Brahmaui on the seventh day after the birth with seYen twigs inserted in it.

2. Bandarwai.

(a) Form.

A bandarwai is properly a string of siras or mango leaves tied across the door as a sign of

rejoicing.

(b) Variants.

In Ludhil^na it is termed liinhantwdL

In Sirmur a handarwdl of red flowers is tied all around the house on the first of Baisdkh to

invoke the blessing of Sri Gul.

In Sirmur, in Bhadon a branch of tejhal is kept at the door to avert evil spirits and ddgs.

A common variant is a row of (probably seven) cyphers under a line.

In Kangra, at a wedding or birthday, seven cyphers are drawn on the house-wall in saffron, and

gill is poured on them seven times. This mark is termed bisd-dhdrd^ and is a symbol of Lakshnii

as goddess of wealth.

In Firozpur,8 the Bhabras carve in wood over their doors during a wedding the following figure :

cccc
* ^

'

3. Thftpa.

(a) Meaning.

A thdpd IS an impression of a hand, and popularly represents the hand of an ancestor raised in

blessing on those who do them homage. In the Shdstrds^ thdpds represent the hands of Asvi, god

of wealth, and Pusha, god of intelligence.

(b) Use.

A thdpd is always a sign of rejoicing.

(c) G-urgdon,

In Gurgdon, five or seven thdpds in red beside the house door denote the birth of a boy or

a wedding in the family : a single thdpd in yellow, with another drawn in denotes that a vigil

(Jugrdtd) is being kept in honour of the house goddess.

® Vide Panjah Notes <m^ Queries, 1886, § 771.
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(d) Lud]iid.nd>.

TMpds sbamped 'with turmeric, roU or gM denote rejoicing. At weddings they are placed on

both the bride’s and bridegroom’s house. In the former they are worshipped by the newly-married

couple immediately after the pJierd^ and in the former after the bride enters it.

XII.

Shops and out-houses.

1. Shops.

In Grujrat the ihard is a large, raised, circular mark on shop walls. It begins by being a circle,

nine inches in diameter, to the right of the door. Every Sunday it is rubbed over with wet

cowdung, and incense (dMp) is burnt before it. In time the layers of cowdung form a considerable

incrustation on the wall.
( Thard literally means a platform ).

2. Out-houses.

The hotdi if meant for treasure, ia iuvariably ornamented, and if built into the wall of the

dwelling house, the style of decoration suggests that the aid of some protecting power is invoked.

The outer edge is enclosed with a square beading of notches in three longitudinal and five transverse

lines alternately, making a continuous chain. The corners are furnished with a pentagonal lozenge

with a dot in the centre, an adaptation of the circle with a dot. This chain of three and
five Hill ^\\\\\ ^ is continued all ronnd the hotdt but occasionally in the upper centre, for

five consecutive times, the five transverse notches are left out, and the three longitudinal ones are made
into figures of three tongues ^turned about alternately, by inclining two notches to an angle and
making the third spring out of it, thus : ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ . Beneath the beading at the four corners

is added a swdsHka without the usual regular additions, but with four dots, At-. suggestive of

the modern Yaishnava innovations of the four elements. The door is surrounded by a double beading
of a square, topped by a larger one with trefoils in the corners, and two serpents with their heads back
to back in the centre. Their eyes are dots, but the symbol being incomplete without the mystic
three, a dot is placed between the two heads so as to form the apex of a triangle. The trefoils are
double, the lower being the larger of the two showing a dot on each leaflet, while the upper one has
only two dots, one in the centre and one in the stalk.

If the Tcotd be for storing grain, it has a hole in the bottom for taking the grain out of it, and
this is ornamented with the sun symbol,® a circle with curved radii or spokes.

XIII.

Muhammadan usages.

All the foregoing observances are, as a rule, confined to Hindus, and then chiefly to the higher
castes. The Muhammadan observances are much more simple,

1. Gujrat.

In occupying a new house, friends and kinsmen are feasted and some alms distributed.

2, Dera Ghaai Khan.

On laying the foundation, gur is distributed as alms. On completion, alms are distributed and
a sacrifice iratwdl) of a liring animal is made to avert evil. The formal entry is made at an
auspioions time fixed by the ulamd, the owner carrying a Quran, with some salt and a iar of water
as emblems of fertility.

s PaviQab Notes md Queries^ Series II, § 75,
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THE YATIRAJAYAIBHAVAM OF iNDHEAPtlRNA.

(Life ofRdmdnuja)

.

BY S. KRISHNASVlMI AIYAKGAR, M.A., M.E,A.S.

(Mysore Education Service).

Introduction.

This is a work oE one of the contemporaries of Etoiinnja describing briefly the main incidents

in the life of Ramanuja from the point of view of an admiring devotee. Sach as it is, it is

peculiarly free from the gross exaggerations which mar the other works of the kind, except perhaps

the Tiruvarangattandadi by Amudan of Arangam, a disciple, according to tradition, of

KtLrattaivan, the first among Rtoslnaja’s inner coterie of disciples.

Nothing is really known about Andhrapurna, the author of this work, except what he chooses

to tell us himself, that “ he was engaged in the milk service of Edmanuja.” Even tradition

has few things to tell about him. We find his name, however, among those of the 74 successors of

E^manuja in the propagation of the Yaishnava Gospel, and the author of the !Prapanndim|:itata,

who lived a contemporary of Venkatapatiraya (died 1614 A. B.) claims to be a descendant of

Andhrapurna (or Vaduganambi as he is called in Tamil).

Of late there has arisen considerable interest in the life and work of Eamanuja among scholars

to whom this and other similar works bearing upon the history of Eamanuja do not appear to have

been accessible. It is with a view to placing such works within their reach, and also of our northern

cousins that I have made this attempt at publishing the text in Devanagari with an English

translation. It has been published pretty accurately in Telugu, and possibly Grantha characters as

well, leaving little to be done in the matter of collating and editing.

It is hoped that this attempt will lead eventually to a better understanding of the life and

teachings of Ramanuja and of the faith of a vast number of the men and women of my country who

profess to follow his teachings. My sincere thanks are due to Sir Richard Temple for helping me in

the publication of it through the Indian Antiqiuiry.

Text. Translation.

Obeissance to you, Andhrapurna of great

qualities, devoted to the milk service of

Sri Ramanuja, prince of ascetics.

1 He that had learnt the secrets of the two

systems^ of the Vedanta, from Yamuna
as preceptor

;
He that wished to can*y

out his (preceptor’s) command, Acharya

Sri Sailapurna, in search of eligible

young men to marry his two young sisters

dwelt in YSukat^dri (Tirupati), doing God
service, with water, flowers and other such

that the good might prosper.

2 During the time two persons, permanent

residents of Madhura-mangala and Bhuta-

puris (Putur) respectively, well versed

in the Vedas and Yedaiigas and well

born, by name Kamalanayaua (or

Pundarikaksha) and K6savasomayaji came

there with ideas of marriage.

II

1 The Vedanta as expounded in the Sanskrit and Tamil Canonical works of the Vaishnavi^*

3 Places very near each other in the Chinglepnt District about 15 miles from Kanchi.
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3 Sri Sailapiirna seeing them to be eligible

and gladly making n p his mind that they

were worthy of his sisters, at their request,

bestowed upon them, as they bowed low

in reverence, the marks of the conch and

disc, and the mantra .S’

4 Among them K^savasomayaji, his mind

full of joy, accepted the hand of the elder

sister Bh&midevi
;
while Kamalanayaiia

Bliatfa accepted the younger SiidCvi ;

Sri Sailapurna was delighted with them
both.

5 Thereafter, taking leave of Sri Saila, the

two with their wives reached their respec-

tive places. Leading good lives and
devoting themselves to the worship of

Vishnu they lived in happiness with thei-r

wives.

6 Then, in the all-anspicious year Pingala,

in the month of Ohaitra, in the fifth

division of the bright half, in the asterrsm

of Ardra, on a Thursday, in the sign

Leo of the Zodiac.

7 For the establishment of the system of

Vedanta, for the condemning of the

systems of illusion, both within and
without the Veda, from the wife of

K68avas6Qiayaji was born a child, an in-

carnation of 'Sesha, a store-house of light.

8 Then Sri SailapiSrna having come to Bhiita-

puri and having seen the marvellous
child, his nephew, made the marks of the
disc and conch to protect the child from
evil, and gave him the name RSmanuja.

9 The child, growing by the blessings of

Sn Saila, the father celebrated the anni-
versary of his son’s birth, then tonsure
and then, in the auspicious fifth year,

initiated him in letters in the usual order.

10 Having then been invested by his father

-— 1.1.1

Veda and the sciences of the Vedan
conducting himself truthfully to the
o£ the great ones, Ramihinja lived a y or

man of consequence.

- hT®
SaAskaras or purificatory observances, viz. -. -

in the midae; (e) Ntma =s devotional naia 7aM™n
{ il ) Mantra a the three mantras, dvav^rn

previous two are <

BonlisofSodj the second, that devotion to him ia fndi
tht

promisa that God wfll give salvation to th^e that
salvation

; the third is deolarati
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I

^ TRr5^r-
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^ i

H*Tr2srf?f^^r
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15 5T^r XTHT^

*Tffli^srr^rr ^^‘i’

STTW* II

16 ^^rf%rr^i%f qT5>T^:

^ i

"jfre^*i^rT xxhi^^t^^
q-qf^ 11

17 f^^r=5nT^t5»-^*T^c-

I

u

IS f|r?cr^^rfci?Trff ?r ih^t^:

I

KrJTrgsrrj^ ^of ^ ^
^?r II

ii‘ ?rf frl*

»3Tr%: I

%?rrrlt ^3=jfT?r*T^5crRr5fr-

frt'l^ll

11 Having marriecl a certain young lady

Hrimrumja as a householder >Yent for the

purpose of learning the teaching of the

rival school, to a Tadavaprakasa, the

advaifcic ascetic (Mayi Sannyasi) at

Kanchi.

12 On one occasion afterwards, when Yadava,

who was Ignorant of the real meamag of

the Yedic passage “ Sarvamkalu/’^ etc.,

interpreted the passage wrongly in the

midst of the assembly, Rrimrinuja proved

the truth by explaining its proper

meaning.

13 The noble YamuaArya, usually resident at

Srirangano, having heard of Eiimruiuia’s

exposition of the passage referred to,

arrived at Kanchi with his more confi-

dential disciples and worshipped God
Varada with his consort.

14 Having dons his worship he saw Yadava

siiiTouiided by his pupils, among whom
shone the bright form of Rlmraiuja. See-

ing them thus, he thought it were proper

it Ramruiuja had been the master and

Yiidava the pupil.

15 For the exaltation of the Sri Yaishiiava',

he, Yainunarya supplicated GodD^vavaja,

the protector, glorious in company with

Alahadevi, ^ Y^asyaprasada® etc*

10 “ If Eamjamja should be spoken to now, his

farther studies may be put an end to,*

thought Y^ainuiia and therefore lett with

all his di3ci£)les for Sriraugam w^ifehout.

speaking to him, Hamaiiuja continued

his course under Yadava as usual.

17 In the meanwhile, while the son of the ruler

of Kanchi became possessed, and wlnle

attempts at exorcism by others had all

tailed, the King ordered Yadava to try,

having heard that his power of incanta-

tion Would raise the ghost.

ly Having seen Yadava surrounded by his

more intimate disciples, having greatly

laughed him to scorn, the evil spirit

found refuge m Raraiuuija giving up both

the prince and its own burden of sin.

19 Seeing whathad so wonderfully occurred the

King made presents to Ramanuja, w’hich

the latter, wRli great reverence, made over

to his guru Yadava.

* ChAadCkya Upamsliad, III., 14, i. .n +

» It is a sidka implying that if God only Trills it, things oonsidored impossible of oeonrrenoe wiU come to pa.s

easib’. To such a God I resign myself for the success of the Darsaua.
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21

?fr5 ^r’=5-5^-

22 ft ^cirm

?itrr5rg5R^r i

^f^r=5THs^R’rftg^5:^ ^qT21 ?rr^-

II

23 ctcT: H'fTTwr's^ ^fr-rr^|p*

fnrm: Jnr^ II

2 i i[?TJ

5T>.5ft 3n=5iT

ii

25 5Tfr2:¥r»T^^?T.* ^ ^r

^ ^Tf^arrHf ^55r*Trf

u

^3^n3:i
?{iTmr fjRsff ^ frcfr Hf^tr-

20 ITadava having then retnvnecl to Kanchi,

feigned great love to Rainrinuia, while

inwardly hating him. Thenceforward he

began expounding the texts of the Vedanta

with a view to testing the attitude of

mind of Ram.aiiija.

21 While Yadava was once giving a wrong
interpretation of the expression “ Kapyd-
sam”® (in a passage referring to Vishnu)

he looked up with surprise at Rriinjinuja,

who, then in the service of anointing his

master, shed hot tears which burnt, through

Yadava’s thigh.

22 Giving the correct rendering of the expres-

sion to Y'adava who was enquiring wliat it

was that Rrimrinuja was shedding such

hot tears for, Rrimanuja gave ont the

story of Jaimini^ in illustration. YYidava

then told Ramanuja: “Come no more
heie for learning.”

23 After this the evil-minded Yadava, consult-

ing his more inlimate disciples, deceiving

Ramanuja by stratagem, started on a

pilgrimage to the Ganges, with view to

putting an end to Ramanuja.

24 Ram5iuuja’s mother’s sister’s son, good-
natured Goviadabbatta informed his

fellow-disciple and friend Rrimannja, in

the depth of the forest, of this evil intent

on the part of his companions and went
his way along with them.

25 Having reached the middle of the forest

,

Ramanuja in mental agony, fixed, one
night, his thoughts on Varada, ever

shining in company with Mahadevi, pro-

tector of the humble, the refuge of all.

26 Varada, assuming, with Mahddevi, the

form of a Kirata (hunter) pair, said:
“ Well, Ramanuja, we shall go to

Kanchi.” Leading Ramanuja, he dis-

appeared with MahMevi, having drunk
the waters which Eilmanuja brought up
from a well.

27 ^ sTHrS^sT ^

Clundokya Upaiiishad, I, 6, 71.

27

In the morning following, seeing close at

hand the Puuya Koti Vimana (the tower
of the sanctum at Kauchi), Ramanuja was
struck with wondej, thinking, as he was, of

Varada that had so recently quenched his

thirst with the water Ramanuja gave him.

y Ueferring to the acceptance of Jaimini’s interpretations by Vy&sa in the Brahmas^tra.
* The wife of the hunter Tranted some -jrater to allay her thirst. Eto&nuja got"down and fetched her some

roa'l-side- The well is yet pointed out on the outsKrts of Kanchi. It is from this well
tiiai. Eamannja used to bring water for temple service as stated above.
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28 5=r5t?n5'Ti^rr%^5r=ft?r^

5Rf %s-
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)e5»i^«ra^ u
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31 sRfTf^jrir
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g;T«?rst^s I

82 ??t=fF5?Rf ^THrgsrrar

HfSnc^rPTf; II

f«r: asfr^r?^ le: at
^

anw^ra: 1

33 ^nrrgsnafRafJtrar 5Efr5>f% Rr®^ ’ifr-

?ff«mrf^5r u

Tm'tsT^r^lf 5r t ^®r-

84 ^nir3»ii^Hr ^ arrg’TT^

^^Sfr I
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»pf ^11

>T??'|^S'tra 5rw I

^Ri35rr«n^ Rrt«r ?Err^r: ’ifNng^ir-

28 Eamsuiujii, ^oll pleased with all that had

happened, pei termed his morning prayeis

at the tank near at hand and woi^hipped

both Mah^devi and Varada. He pleased

both the God and liis Consort by a daily

service of vrater from the well, which

seemed so acceptable to them both.

29 Govindabhatta, under the infinence of

Ydmuna’s spell, with a phallic linga in

the palm of his hand, having returned to

his native village from the banks of the

Ganges, lived in Kalaliasti, as temple-

manager,

30 Having, then, returned to Kaiiclii, Yadava,

saw Riimanuja and heard how he had

managed to return. Inviting him again

to his school he taught Ramanuja along

with his other disciples with a view to

circumventing him again.

31 On a particular occasion while Yadava

interpreted wrongly the Vedio text

beginning “ Sadova, etc”.® Ramanuja ex-

plained the passages correctly by giving

the true interpretation, Yadava then

dismissed Raraannja from his school

finally.

32 Having heard that Ramanuja, a jewel of

wonderful lustre, had been cast out of

his school by the monkey of a man,

Yadava, Yamunarya felt delighted that

Ramanuja lived yet quite worthy of the

affection (fit for adorning the chest of)

of the God Vishnu of Kaiichi (Karisa).

33 This Yrmiiinarya ordered his disciple

Mahapfirna (Perianamhi in Tamil) to

fetch Ramanuja. Having gone to Kanchi

he delighted Ramanuja with a recital of

(Yamuna’s) Stdtra-ratiia and himself

rejoiced (at the impression it made upon

Ramanuja).

34 As Ramanuja in company with Mahapiirna

was about entering Sriraiigam, he found,

on the banks of the Kaveri, a large crowd

of the ‘ God’s chosen.’

35 Rangesa and the other elect having seen ttie

pair (Ramanuja and Mahapiirna) felt

consoled when they pointed out to them

the folded fingers of Yamuna.

» Ch&nddkya Upamsliad, YI, 2, 1.
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36 ?f?n?PTnirfi’s
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36 I will expound the uniqueVyasa Sutra (Brah-

ma Sutra)
;
I will confer upon two worthy

people the names of his father (Vyasa’s

father Parasara) and Satari. Having

made these promises Eamanuja prostrated

at the feet of the departed great one.

87 In a moment his three lingers resumed

the usual condition (of erectness). Having

seen this, all present, declared that this

(young man Eamanuja) will surely

become the principal in the establishment

of the Siddhanta (the qualified Monistic

School of the Vaishnavas).

38 Hastening back to Kanchi even without

workshipping God Rangaiiatha (of

Srirangam), having made reverential

obeisance to God Varada (at Kanchi), he

settled down serving God with water, etc.;

thus engaged he pondered on one occasion

as to what he should then do (to fulfill

his solemn promise).

39 Addressing himself then to Kanchipurna

(Tiu-Kachchinambi) who was in the confi-

dence of Varada at Kanchi and who laid

down the duties of each of the separate

castes and each separate stage in the life of

a Hindu, EtoSnuja sought help of the

guru to ascertain the wishes of God regard-

ing what he was pondering in his own mind.
40 I with Sri (Lakshmi) am the supreme being

;

my conviction is difference
;

resigning

oneself to God is the safest way to

salvation
;
conscious volition not essential

at the end of this life, salvation
;
for the

time being the preceptor is to be sought
by you in MahSpfirna.

41 These six statements of Varada he commu-
nicated to Eamanuja in secret

;
so it is

that this keeper of the conscience of

Varada (God) ever after became worthy
of the reverence of Eamanuja.

42 Afterwards, Eamanuja journeying towards
Srirangam, halted for worshipping
Tatakapdla Eaghunandana, together with
Sn, Bh-fimi and Nila at Madur^ntakam.

43 Eamanuja having there met by accident

Mah^purna who had arrived at the

temple (on his way to Kanchi to fetch

Eamanuja) at the instance of his fellow-

disciples (of Alavand^r) and having
prostrated at the feet of Mahapurna, each
of them had his eyes filled with tears of

joy (at this unlooked-for meeting).
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44 Rejoicing at the respective corumauds that

thus brought them together, m the same
temple, at a spot where, the Vakula tree

cast its shadow and which he (Ramanuja)

took to be the abode of the highest

(paramampadam), Erunanuja elected

Mahapurna for his holy preceptor.

45 To Ramruiuja, Mahapurna gave instruction

in the mantras with their meanings

relating to the performance of the marks
of the disc and conch, the putting on of

the Vaislinava face -marks and worship of

God. In the same manner he instructed

in the Mantraratnam^o and the other

mantras as well.

46 The giirn with his disciple then left such a

holy place (as the one where these events

took place). Reaching Kanchi and

worshipping Varada (giver of all that one

wishes for) whose name bears out his act,

they reached the house where Ramruinja

was in residence.

47 Mahapurna, well pleased, instructed him iu

the three thousand songs (The Tamil

Prabaudhams 4000 less the TiruvOymoli

1000) and even the commentaries on the

Brahniasiitra of VyUsa
;
Ramunuja by

conducting himself in a way that his

preceptor approved of, honoured his guru

and his wife.

48 While Ramanuja had gone to Bhutapuri on

some business, Mahapurna took his wife

to task for having lost her temper with

Rrimannja’s wife for using scornful lan-

guage unworthy of her.

49 Mahapiirna then left with his wife for

Srirangam. Ramanuja having heard ot

what had taken place, grew angry with

his wife and sent her away to her parents,

full, as he was, of devotion to his preceptor.

50 Bereft of desire, Ramdnuja gave up his wife

and having worshipped Devaraja, received

from him the asrama (life) of Sannyusi

(ascetic). Devaraja gave him the name

Yatiraja.

51 After this Ramanuja, prince of ascetics,

carrying a tridanda (triple staff), with

tuft of hair, holy thread, and brown robes

muttering the mautraratua (the second

three mantras in note 3), eagerly conducted

himselfas became his caste and stage of life.

The second of the three mantras explained in note (3) d.
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52 KiiradMsa, (Kurattalvar), Vatsyanatha

(Nadaduralvar) and VMliulanatha

(Mudaliyandan) became liis disciples

while there alone. Ramanuja, Indra

among ascetics, became to them the

bestower of Sankha and Chakra marks

and the secrets of the faith,

53 Then YMavaprakasa, purified by the look

of T'amunarya, became a disciple of

Rrimiuiuja with the appellation Govinda-

Yogi, He composed a book treating oE

the rule of ascetic lil'e (Yati-Dharma

Samuchchayam)

.

54 On a particular occasion Srirangarajarya

(TirurangapperumAlarayer) went to

Kanchi and worshipping Varada started

towards Srirangam in company with

Ramanuja.

55 Y'atiraja, accompanied by Kuresa and

other disciples of the first degree and

other disciples besides, desirous of paying

his respects to the elders of the sect went

to Srirangam, worshipping God at

Hadurantakam on the way,

56 Ramanuja, reverenced with garland and

accompaniments, presented by those who
went forward to receive him by order of

God Ranganatha, worshipped Sri

(Lakshmi) and then Ranganatha, and

lived there at the head of the temple

management.

57 Thinking that all his greatness, both here

and hereafter, was due to the kindness of

Mahapurna, Rjimanuja, reverencing

Mahapiirna, lived at Srirangam doing

obedience to his preceptor.

58 Afterwards under command of Mahapurna,
Ramanuja doing obeisance at the feet of

Goshthipfirna ( Kottiyfir Nambi ) gained

initiation into the meaning of the Mantra
and the Oharama Sloka.ii He then

explained these secrets to a large number
of his followers.

59 Understanding the inward thought of

Ramanuja
( Yati Sarvabhauma

) and
holding him and his principle in high
esteem, Goshthlpiirna considering that

thereafter the particular darsana (reli-

gion) should be Lakshmana darsana,

remained delighted.

11 Gita, Ch, XVIII 66, and the last of three referred to in note 3.
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60 Then Rutoanuja, the prince ol ascetics, paid

his respects to the precej)tor Mahapurna.

The latter, then sent Ramanuja to learn

certain subjects, ^Yorth learning’, from

Rangeaa ( Tiruvarangapperumalarayer ).

61 After this Ramanuja returned to Mahapur-
na, having learnt from Rangesa, Satan’s

last work Tiruvoymoli the essence of this,

the work of Aladhurakavi,!^ Stotradvay-

with all its esoteric meaning,

62 Ramanuja, of keen intellect, under command
again of Mahapurna learnt from Malad-

hara
( Tirum^ayandan ) the meaning of

the thousand of Satari (Nammalyar) and

that of Parakala Tirumangaiyalvar).

63 Having heard from Ramanuja that a cer-

tain other interpretation may also be

suitable for a particular passage, the

teacher (MMadhara) informed both Ala-

hdpurna and Goshthipurna of this. All

three of them were well pleased with

Ramanuja for his interpretation.

64 In this manner having learnt from the col-

lege of preceptors, the Vedanta with all

its esoteric and apparent significance, the

prince of ascetics lived happily in Sri-

rangam with KurSsa, Vatsesa and other

disciples.

65 At this time, Atr^ya Pranathartliihara

(Kadambiachcbriii) attained to the lotus-

feet of Ramanuja (arrived at Srirangam)

bringing with him Pilldn, the son of his

aunt and Sri Sailapiirua, the uncle of

Ramanuja,

66 He (Achchan) told Ramrmuja of the boy ’s

good conduct ever since his birth, his

devotion to Yatisa (Ramanuja) and his

wish to serve him (Ramanuja); and

intimated the message of Sri Sailapurna

that Ramanuja would pay his worship to

the God at Venkatsidri.

67 Having seen the boy, Ramanuja, then and

there taught Praaatharthihara all the

IMantras with their interpretations.

Thenceforward Pranatharthihara became

the immediate personal attendant of

Ramanuja.

A decade by Madurakavi in praise of Nammalvar.

13 Two hymns of praise—one in praise of Lakshmi and the other in praise of Vishnu by AUvandar,
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68 On a certain occasion afterwards Yatisa

(Ramanuja) coming to know of the

poisoned alms given to him, remained

fasting for three days. His two pre-

ceptors (Mahapurna and Goshfchipurna)

hearing of this hastened to Srirangam.

69 They both told Rjlmanuja ( Yatisa ),

who having gone forward to receive

them^ prostrated before them, that,

thenceforward, he should take only

such food as was tested by Pranathar-

thikara, who thus became the care-

taker of his person.

70 Those that he had sent forward to set

right the mind of Grovindabhatta re-

turned and told him that he ( Govinda-

bhatta ) having given up his linga

( phallio emblem which had stuck to

the palm of his hand while bathing in

the Ganges ) lived a bee at the lotus-

feet of Sri Sailapurna (his uncle ),

fl Rfilmilnuja, afterwards, composed Yedar-

thasangraham ( Vedarthasanksh^pam)

,

Vedantas&ram, Vedantadipam, the

Bhashya (the commentary on the Brah-

tna-Sutra) and the commentary on the

Gita
;
these he taught to VatsySsa and

other disciples.

72 Having made to the Vyusa Sutra, an
appropriate commentary, in perfect

keeping with the sense of the Vedas,

Mmanuja (Yatindra) firstly, fulfilled

the first wish of Yamunarya.

73 On a certain occasion afterwards, in the

asterism Uttara, in the month of Pal-

guna, approaching Sri Ranganatha and
Sri Ranganayika (God and Goddess)

when placed together after the pleas-

ing ceremony of anointing had taken

place, he (Yatisvara) gave out the

Gadyatraya^^ (three prose works).

74 To one, understanding the inwardness of

thingsibymeans of the Bhashya, seeking

refuge of Srisa ( Vishnu ), living in

him and him alone, Yatisa, by means

of the work entitled Nithya ( Diary )

sketched out his daily duties to the day

of his death.

Three prose works entitled ^aranSgathagadyam, Sri Eaugagadyam and Srlgadyam.
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75 Then ITatisa, followed by many disciples,

going to Tirnpati by way of Kanchi
and devoutly worsliipping the adorable

at the hill of Y^ukata, paid his respects

to his guru Sri Sailapurnaj having been

regarded with favour by the God at

Venkatadri.

76 Having been favoured by him and devot-

ing himself to Srinivilsa, from Sri 'Sai-

lapuriia, Yatisa Hiimanuja, leanit, in

the course of a year’s residence, the

Kamayana with all its varied inter-

pretations.

77 At the command of SriSaila, his two sons,

learnt there from Rsimilnuja, all that

was worth learning Sri Saila gave over

to Ramjxnuja, the younger of the two,

as being worthy of his place.

78 Having taken with him Pillan given by

Sri Saila, and Govinda Bhatta obtained

at his own ( Itdmiinnja’s
) request,

Yatisa (Bamanaja), with joy, returned

to Srirangam by way of Kanchi.

^ i

u

cftfri'%^?5rH?fr4^r5Trr

i*

'62 f^5rr%f?cr^ ^
f^^FTcT:^ I

*T^PT|;5rpTS%^2if^-

«R^^rrg 11

79 Seeing Govinda Bhatta, quite resigned,

Ramanuja made him an ascetic under

the name of Embar. By the grace of

God Rauganatha, to that Kuranatba

( Kurattaivar ) had been born the son

Bhatta.

80 Giving the name Parasara to that Bhatta,

Ramfiiiaja by his approval established

the commentary on the Sahasranama

written by Bhatta and thus fulfilled

the second of the desiderata of Yainu-

nfirya.

81 On a certain occasion seeing Bilmauuja

(Yatiba) contemplating the drift of

a certain Prabandha ( Poems in the

Tamil Prabandha ), that son of Piirna

( Pillan, son of Sri Sailapuriia ) stated

what Ramrmuja was in contemjilation

upon.

82 Struck with wonder at the young man
giving out what he himself arrived at

on contemplation, believing that the

young man knew it because of his

descent from Kathamuni, Ramanuja em-

braced him as his son in intellectual

descent*
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83 KurukesaYarya (Kurukaippiran Pillan)

having become known both as the son ot‘

Rrunanaja Yatisa and his sandal (paduka).

made the oommentry on the last work of

Satari (Tirnvfiymoli of NammSlvar).

84 Giving Pillan the name of KurukSsvara,

accepting the six-thousand commentary

of his (commentary in GOOD granthas for

the TiruvSymoli), Ejlm}inuja fulfilled the

third of the desiderata of Yamnnarya.

85 Under an agreement that the one that

gets beaten should become the follower of

the victor’s conviction, there began

between Yatisvara and Yagnamurti, an

eighteen-day controversy (in theVedanta).

^ sTRT'^r^r-

fi-5*Tr^ II

rRT l

II

fgRT 5T^ ^ f

89 ^
^ I

^ ^ I

II

86 By the grace of Yarada, who appeared to

Yaiisa in a dream, Yatisa Baroanuia

vanquished in argument Yagnamdrti

who wished to establish mayamata

(Advaita philosophy whose cardinal

principle is miiya). He gave him
(Yagnamurti) a name composed both of

Varada’s name and his own (Arul^lappe-

rumSlemberumanar) to the delight of the

new disciple.

87 After this Ramrinuja Yatisa, with a large

following of disciples, going from place

to place on a tour of conquest (in

controversy) and overcoming the devotees

of all other persuasions, at last reached

Sarasvatipita (Kasmir).

88 Having heard his Bhashya and placing it

upon her head, D§vi (Sarasvati) saying.

This is Sri Bhashya and you are the

author of the best Bhashya/’ gave him

the Bhashyam and her own God
Hayagriva.

89 Having accepted with due obeisance

Hayagriva, daily worshipping the family

God Yarada,he came again to'Yenkafadri,

having overcome all hostile systems of

religion.

90 * Sri Srinivasa, without his characteristic

weapons, disc and conch, which had been

given over to his devotee (Tondaman

Raja) is Siva and no other ’ argued the

Saivas
;
Yatisvara (Ramanuja) prescribed

them a test (that the image was that

of Yishnu),
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91 Having agreed, they then placed within the

sanctum the disc and conch and the

trident
;
and locked up the door. In the

morning all ofc* them together opened the

door and examined.

92 The Saivas seeing Sri Srinivasa wear the

conch and disc, having broken the trident

were driven by Yatisvara (Ramanuja);
Sri Sailapurna felt highly pleased,

93 Afterwards Yatisa, with the full grace of

his uncle ( guru ) having returned to

Srirangam with all his disciples, lived

actively working for the establishment of

the Yedauta. The followers of other

persuasions grew jealous of him.

94 The ill-advised Chola, then, compelled these

good men to write down ‘ there is nothing

higher than Siva * and sent messengers to

fetch even Yatisa (Ramanuja). This

came to the knowledge of his disciples,

95 Kdrapathi ( Kurautalvan ), wearing the

brown robes and bearing the triple rod,

started, with Mahapurna for the Choja

Capital. With VatsySsa and other disci-

ples, Ramanuja, wearing A?hite robes,

went to the west.

96 At some spot in the west country, resum-

ing with all the prescribed ceremonies

the brown robes and rod, supplied to him

by some that became his disciples, Rama-

nuja devoted himself to the worship of

God as before.

97 There some kings and some great ones

among the Brahmins became Ins followers.

Even the Jains had their bodies wrungi°

and Ramanuja displayed great powers.

98 Nar ay ana, approaching Ramanuja in a dream,

said, “ I am now beneath the surface of

the earth in Yadavadri
;

establish me

;

take the white earth.”

99 Yatisa, delighted with this and pure after

bathing early in the waters of the

KalyriniC tank) established God K’iirayana

in the Viraana (shrine) that he dis-

covered after search near the tank.

Beferring to the story current that the Jains ware ground in oil-mills after defeat. Regarding this matter

see my Life of Ramanuja, ( G, A, Natesan & Co., Madras) and Mysore Review for March 1903.
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100 With his disciples, Eslmariuja took the white

earth and wore it ( on his forehead )

along with them
;
then going in search of

the idol (and finding it) in the house of the

daughter of theDelhi king,Ramanuja called

out to the idol “ My son, Sampat,come.*’

101 Ramanuja having brought a^Yay Ramapriya

that came over to him ( on being called

as above ) and having placed him along

with U^rayana made himself happy by

worshipping these by festivals, etc., the

daughter of the Delhi king, having

arrived there passed out of sight.

102 Considerably moved on hearing that both

Purnarya and Kur^sa had had their eyes

hurt, Yathisa (Ramanuja) felt pleased

when he was told that Kur^sa came to no

harm thereby and that -the Chola King
came to an evil end.

103 There was the Thirth^ Kalyani and the

town which became Narayana by name.

There was Silsa (God) Sampatkumara

and so, that place became the scene of

victory of the king of ascetics (Ramanuja).

Then again Sriman Yatindra (Ramanuja)

presented, for the prosperity of those that

sought his protection, his own form in the

shape of an idol. Por that reason it is

that the name of Yadugiri assumes the

form Yatigiri,

104 Worshipping Sampatkumara and God
K^iSyana with his consort Kamala of

Yadugiri, giving his instructions to his

disciples there, Yatisa, with some among
them accompanying him, reached

Srirangam. With great joy, his eyes full

of tears, Ramanuja prostrated himself

before God Sri RanganS,tha. His disciples

there then told him that the festivities

connected with the annual recital of the

work of Satamathana (Nammalyar) had

been stopped.

105 There Sriman Yatisa having set up some

other image of Sataripu (Satari or

NammalvSr), through him (^^e., the image

of the Alvar) celebrated the twenty days’

festival of Adhyayanotsava for God
Banganatha

;
and having collected, along

with the Prabandha works of others, the

poem relating to himself (Blimanujanfir-

randSidi) and having recited it before God
Bangan^tha^ he set up the images of the

other Alvars and Goda (Andal).
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lOG ]ii the same manner, setting up the images

of the holy ones and Guda in the hoiv

places of great meiit, and arranging

similarly for the Adhyayana festival

(festival where the prabandhas are

chanted), Sriman Eamrmuiarya lived

elevated by the grace of Goda (as he

fulfilled her wish) by providing on a large

scale, for the dedication, for the special

pleasure of God on the Rishabhagiri

(Tirumrdiruihsolai) of rice prepared with

an abundance of ghee and sugar.

107

Having set up at the foot of Yenkapldri,

Govindaraja who had been brought there

in seciet from his place (^^e.,Chidambaram),

as also the images of the Alvars, Yatisa

with his disciples went to Srirangam and

with a view to bringing into his fold those

of other persuasions, he organised his

disciples into a regular order and lived

thereafter in happiness and u ithout fear.

108 Srimfin Eamanuja, prince of asectios, a

great Indra among preceptors, made 74

among his followers occupy apostolic seats ,

in the same manner, he made four among

them successors in the apostolic seat in

the teaching of the Bliashya
;
and among

these latter, he made his son (in intellect

;

Piliun) occupy the highest place as teacher

of the two Yedantas (Sanskrit and Tamil)

and the Bhashya.

109 III the company of the 74 first disciples, of

the 700 asoeiic followers and of the 12,000

elect quite close to the Divine, Erimruiiija

ol uonderfal lustre, felt happy at seeing

even the elder disoijdes like Kuresa and

others, conduct themselves in obedience

to Pillan (Rrinjanuja's son in intellectual

descent) in the mannei of elder adopted

son towards the younger born sou.

110 ^Yith the college of disciples ever under the

control of conduct as prescribed by the

SAstras and known only for their good

conduct, Bamrmuia (Yatipati) at the

importunate entreaty of some, embraced

the three images of his (made on the

occasion) and ordered that they be set up

in Srirangam, Bhutapuri and Yadugin.

So saying he gave them to those disciples

and protected the earth. May such a one

jirotect me.
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111 As you have driven me out everywhere

and thus left me homeless, so when I get

the opportunity, I shall brii,ig about a

revolution in your religion. Tbiis I assert

most solemnly,” said Kali (evilj principle).

Hearing this vow of Kali, pamanuja,

saying, “ Maymy teaching prevriil unharm-

ed ” placed himself under the protection

of the First One. May siT'ch a one

protect me with his look of kindness.

112 Yatisa, whose fame beautified the three

worlds, who derived his greatness from

yamunarya and his disciples Maha-

pfiriia, Goshthipurna, Srt Sailapurna

Kangesa and Mahidhara, gave to his

adopted son the image of Varada, he had

been long worshipping, and that oE

Hayagriva he obtained from Vruii. May
he prosper.

113 May he prosper, who allotted to some of

his more confidential disciples particular

duties, and who set to me, most unde-
serving among them, the duty of looking

after the milk supply, he, Sriman Eama-
nuja, who always protected me, servant

of servants to those that sought refuge

at his feet, as if I were his friend, near

his heart.

114 wssT!j5'Tr|f5rt>r^

?rf%‘^2f?ra*T5Tr«ranw^»t ii

114 Those that read this Yatirajavaibhavam,

which shines like a jewel to the Vaibhavas

( accounts of the greatness ) of all the

Gurus ( preceptors ) beginning with

Kamal8sa ( Vishnu ) and which drives

away sin, certainly gain the right to the

two kinds of wealth ( wealth of a good

life here and of a good life hereafter ).

NOTES AND QUERIES.
GEEEK CEMETEEY NEAE ATTOCK.

DtmiKG the discussion which followed the
reading of the late Mr. Simpson’s paper entitled
“ The Classical Influence in the Architecture of

the Indus Region and Afghanistan” (Trans
,
Roy,

Just, Bnt. Architects, 1894, p. 115), the Hon. Secre-

tary, Mr. Emerson, referred to * the well-founded

belief that Alexander crossed the Indus itself at a
place called Attock,^ where there was till recently

a bridge of boats, not very far from w'hich some
engineers, in making a railway, discovered

an ancient Greek burial-ground. A note of

the discovery was sent to the Director-General
or the Archieological Survey of India, and it

appeared, as was expected to appear, in one of

the official reports.*

I have never seen any notice of the alleged

discovery. Can anybody give information con-

cerning it ?

Vincent A. Smith.

2nd A'pril, 1909.

^ The actual orossiug-place probably was Oh.ud (TJnd, Waihiud), 16 miles above Attook (E. Bist. of India,
Slid ed., p 55).
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THE WALA OLAY SEAL OP PUSHYENA.

BY PEOPESSOE E. HULTZSCH, PH.D. j Hi.LLE (Sj^ale).

The legend on this seal was published by Biihler in this Journal, Yol. XII, p. 274 f. The

seal is now in the British Museum. At the desire of Dr. Fleet, who sent me an excellent

photograph of the original,*! subjoin a fresh transcript, to accompany the illustration which is given

for the first time,

Kegarding the provenance of the seal, its dimensions, and the alphabet of its legend, I may

refer to Biibler’s ariicle. The letters of the inscription are sunk in and reversed. Consequently

the letters of the metal or stone matrix, of which it is an impression on clay, must have borne raided

letters which had not been reversed by the engraver.^ As stated by Biihler, the last letter of the

fourth line is damaged, and the end of the third line is lost. Also at the end of the second line the

photograph shows the beginning of a letter which is cut away, but can be supplied from the context.

There is only one important detail in which the subjoined transcript differs from Biihler’s, In

the first line of the seal the name of Pushyena’s ancestor is not Jayaskandha, but Jayadratha.

According to the Mahabharata^ this is the name of a mythical king of Sindhii-Sauvira, who was

killed by Arjuna.

TEXT.s

1 A Jayadrat]iad=*avyavachchhinna'^-raja-

2 vaihsasya srir=mmaln[r]aj-A[li]ivarma . .
^

3 srmu[T^]=mabaraja-TOaha ....
4 pati®-Pushyei3La[sya]

TBANSLATION.

(T/ifi seal) of the Maharaja Maha[sena]pati PushyS^a, the son of the glorious Mahuaja

A[li]ivarman, whose family of kings (z. e., whose pedigree of royal ancestors) is uninterrupted

from Jayadratha downwards.

NOTE ON THE USE OF IMAGES IN ANCIENT INDIA.

BY STEN KONOW.

In the introduction to his well-known essay on Buddhist Art Dr. Griinwedel remarks that

the art of ancient India owes its rise to Buddhism, and lie, as well as other authorities, lays stress

on the fact that it is essentially ornamental. M. Foucher says,^ “ the ancient Indian sculpture did not

know detached statues . . . it is a well-known fact that the later Indian school only count^

some few ones which have not been placed against a wall or a pillar. The reason is that sculpture

was considered as a purely ornamental art.” Dr. Griinwedel has also shown how wood-carving

and the goldsmith’s craft have existed in India from the oldest times and paved the way to an Indian

school of sculpture. The oldest Indian sculpture known up to the present time is found on old

' [From the fact that the legend is reversed and sunk, and from the shape of the mass of clay which bears it, it

would seem that the impression uas made for the purpose of stamping the legend on documents, cloth, or any

other non-metallic substance. In the accompanying illustration, the seal is presented so that the legend reads

direct, —- not in reverse as it does on the original.— J. F. F.]

2 See Prof. Jacobi’s Index, p. 209. ® From a photograph supplied by Dr. Fleet.

* The subscribed n of ^cTic%hinnas is faintly visible on the photograph.

® As implied by Dr, Fleet’s translation {Indian Epigraphy in Tfie Indian Empiret Vol. II, p. 39), this is piobably

a mistake of the engraver for sn-mahamj*. The h of -A/Mi'orma is damaged and hence looks almost like d or Z,

Eestore -Ahivarmap-ah.

6 Buhler proposed to restore -ma7ias5naj»ati-. * Revue de VHistone des Religions, Vol. 30 ( 1304), p, 337,
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Baddhi^t monuments. The Buddha himself is not, however, represented. It is only when a new

school of art had been started ixnder the influence of Greek artists on the North-Western Frontier,

that we meet with statues of the founder of the religion. I think M. Foncher is right in maintaining

( I c. pp. 333 and fl. ) that the Buddhist art of Gandh^ra was not, at least originally, the work of

Indian artists. It would, however, be unwise to infer that the Indian learnt to worship images from

the Greeks or that the practice of adoring images of the Buddha was inaugurated by the semi-Greek

population of the Panjab, as maintained by Fergusson and Cunningham ( see Foucher, I, c,

p. 326). I do not intend to take up the question where and when the practice of making images of

the Buddha was first started. My intention is only to remind of a few facts which show that the

Indians had been making images before the rise of the Buddhist art of the Gandhara school. It is

probable that Professor Macdonell is mainly right when he says^, “ In the pre-Buddhiatic phase of

Indian religion from which Hinduism is directly descended, carved images of the gods and temples

for worship were equally unknown. It is hardly to be expected that the very rudimentary art of

that early age should have attempted to represent in an anthropomorphic form gods which were still

felt to be the deifications of natural phenomena, such as sun, fire, sky, wind. And in the absence

of images, structural places of worship would not be wanted.” I do not, however, think that this

characterisation applies to the time immediately preceding the rise of Buddhism. The gods who

repeatedly play a role in the career of the Buddha are very far remote from being “ felt as the

deifications of natural phenomena,” and there are no a imori reasons to show that they were not

represented in images. On the contrary, it is a well-known fact that we find representations of

Hindu gods on Buddhist monuments from a time previovis to the rise of the Gandhara school,

which, so far as we know, first introduced images of the Buddha, It is, for my present purposes,

sufficient to mention the representations of the goddess Bri in Udayagiri, Bharhut and Sanchi.

The stereotype way in which she is everywhere represented points back to a long development and

shows that there is no real objection against the theory that there existed images of Hindfl gods at a

comparatively early period.

The oldest Indian statues canuot,with any certainty, be ascribed either to Buddhism or to the

Hindu Pantheon. They are the female statue found at Besnagar and the Parkham image, which is

now in the MathurU Museum. The former is described as follows by Cunningham “ Close by . , ,

there is a colossal female statue, 6 feet 7 inches in height. The figure was broken in two pieces,

and half buried in the ground. The arms are unfortunately gone, and, as there is no trace of either

of the hands resting on the figure, the action is extremely doubtful. There is a small fracture above

the right hip, where the right hand may have rested, but the fracture seems too small for such a purpose.

But the statue is otherwise interesting on account of its curious and novel costume. The head-dress

is a kind of turban of ornamented cloth twined with the hair in the shape of a bowl, which

completely covers the top and back of the head from the brows to the neck. At the back two long

broad plaits of hair hang down to the loins. In the ears are large massive ear-rings, like those of the

Bharbut sculptures. There are several garlands and necklaces round the neck, the former hanging

low down in front between the breasts. The body is covered by a jacket rounded in front, and it is

ornamented with a broad border. Below this, there is the usual female sdri^ or sheet petticoat, with

the gathers over the stomach, and hanging down in formal folds in front. But this petticoat reaches

only to the mid-leg, and beneath it there appears a second, reaching down to the massive anklets on

the feet. A broad sash or girdle passes round the body above the hips, and is tied in above in front

of the stomach. Below it is the usual row of five strings of ornament resting on the loins. It is

possible that this may be a portrait statue of Mfi-yfi. Devi, for the profusion of ornament shows that

it is not a religious figure. The similarity of the costume to that of many of the females in the

Bharbut sculptures seems to point to the age of Asoka as the date of this statue, and this is

® Journal of the Royal Society of Arts

,

Vol. LVIL, 1909, p. 817. 8 Benport X., p. 44.
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confirmed by the decency ol its clothing, which is undonb telly earlier than the >oaiity costuuns of

the Sarichi and Mathnra sculptures, which belong to the Indo-Scythian period. From the ]»()se ol:

the figure, I think that it must originally hare been placed on the top o£ a pillar. Altogether this

is a very curious and interesting piece of sculpture, as it is the only specimen of a female statue in

the round that has yet been discovered of so early a period. ”

The Parkham image has been described by Cunningham as follows^ :

—

“ The statue is a colossal standing figure of a man cub in the round, 7 feet in height from head

to foot and 2 feet broad across the shoulders. The left knee is slightly bent. Both arms are

broken, and the face has been nearly obliterated by repeated libations and anointments with ghee and

red lead, which have left a very hard and unsightly crust of dirt on the breast. The figure is

clothed from head to foot in a loose flowing garment, which is secured by two broad bands, one round

the waist, and the other round the loins. The whole body is much too bulky
;
and seen flom the side

the two bands look exactly as if they were intended to support its pot-belly.

The statue is made of grey sandstone, and still retains many traces of having been highly

polished. The figure is called Devata, or “the God,” and has been in its present position for an

unknown length of time. All the other remains at Parkham are of red sandstone, and comparatively

modern. Both arms being broken off just below the shoulders, it is difficult to say what was the

action of the figure. But I suspect that the statue was that of a yaksha, or attendant demi-god

who carried a chauri over the right shoulder. The dress is very peculiar, and has nothing whatever

in common with that of the later figures of the Indo-Scythian period. There is a short garland or

necklace round the neck, which is ornamented at the back with four dependent tassels.

But the most interesting point about this statue is an inscription in two lines on the upper

surface of the base pedestal, one line outside the left foot, and the other line outside the right foot.

As the characters are those of the Asoka period, the statue must beloug to the 3rd century

B. G. • . • The inscription I read as follows :

—

Left ,—-NibliadapugarS garate . •

Kunikatevasina gomAtakena kata^

I cannot see anything in these descriptions which can help us to decide which figures are meant.

We can, however, safely assume that they are not intended to represent the Buddha or his mother

Maya. The oldest cerfca n anthropomorphic representation of Hindu gods therefore are the images

of Lakshmi Sri mentioned above.

* Report XX., pp. 40 and f . and plate VI.

® There is a third 1ms, between the two feet, which was not notload by Oaoninghaixi It seems to begin atha*

I have not got BufiQ.oient materials for trying to improve upon Cnnninghim’s reading o£ the inscription. The first

sign, which he reads »i, is very uncertain, and it is possible that the inscription begins with hha'la ( bhadra ). The

last sign in tho left hand line is perhaps Ha and not te. G^matakuna perhaps corresponds to a Sanskrit

(xaumatdkena^ I am not, however, certain of the reading. There is a small hook on the right hand bar of win, and

it is possible that we should read Gomiiakhia. Compare the name Qhnitra of old MathnrA nljas. I would* with

every reserve, suggest the following reading of the inscription

Left On/i Bhadapvtgariled, ga-rana.

Centre, atha

llight. Kutuk-aUuAiitid GOmitakdrui KatO* from Bhadapugarika ;
made by Gomitaka ( Qijm'Jmka ) the aidtdszn

( antMsin ) of Kunika in the 8th ( year of ) the King • . ga, ( in winter ).
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Now Dr. Bloch has shortly® maintained that the ancient Indians did not originally represent

their deities in anthropomorphic form, but only by means of symbols. In the famous JamSlgarhi

relief which represents the prince Siddharthi in his palace and in the moment when he leaves his

wife m order to renounce the world he identifies the animal which has hitherto been considered to be

meant for a bull, as a boar, and this boar, he maintains, is the symbol of the god Vishnu. He

further mentions the linga of 8i\ra, and he is inclined to explain the four animals on the capital of

the Sarnath Asoka pillar as representations of Hindu gods. “ It is,” he says, only hypercriticism

to doubt that we have to see in the elephant a symbol of Indra, in the humped bull a symbol of Siva

and m the horse a symbol of Surya.” With regard to the lion. Dr. Bloch is in doubt whether it

should be explained as the odhana of Durga or Parvati. The conclusions to which he arrives may

be summed up as follows : the old Indians represented their gods by means of symbols, and they

did not begin to represent them in an anthropomorphic form till a comparatively late date, when the

Greeks had become their teachers in art.

I am unable to accept this theory, for several reasons.

In the first place, the representation of a stereotype Lakshmi on old monuments necessarily

carries the anthropomorphic representation of at least this goddess back to a time when it is difficult

to think of Greek influence. Professor Minayeff 7 has analysed the gods represented in the Bharhut

sculptures. KubSra and Virudhaka, both designated as yahhho (ijaksha) are depicted in human

form, I cannot help thinking that these figures, as also the gods represented in Sanchi, were taken

over from older non-Buddhist models. We may here think of wood carvings or of roughly dressed

logs, perhaps similar to those mentioned by Dr. Bloch (l.c„ p. 652) from Puri. The Parkham

image seems to me to be an evident imitation of such a log. I have not seen any representation of

the Bernagar image, and cannot therefore judge about it. At all events, it seems to me that the

Pavkham image, whether it represents a Hindfi god or a Buddhist saint, cannot possibly be

explained as a result of Greek influence. The Greek influence on Indian sculpture can hardly be

pushed farther back thau the times of Menander, in whose days Dr. Bloch seems to place the best

Gandhto art. The Parkham image, however, is apparently, to judge from the inscription, older.

So far as I can see the existence of images in India can be proved for a much older time, as it is

presupposed by Panini, who, according to tradition which I see no reason to doubt, lived under the

Nandas. In he teaches that the suffix han gives the meaning of likeness when an

imitation of a thing is to be expressed. Thus, asvalca an imitation of a horse. Y-3-99 then runs

jtvildriM ch-dpanye (an elision of the suffix lean takes place) also (when the figure is made) a

means of livelihood, it being presumed that no traffic is driven thereby. The old scholia give as

examples V^sudSva Siva, Skanda, Vishnu and Aditya, which words are here used in the sense of

images of VasudSva. Siva, Skanda, Vishnu and Aditya, respectively, I am unable to see how this

can be explained otherwise than as a direct proof that Panini knew of statues and images of the

gods. The examples given by the old glossators do not, of course, prove anything for P^nini’s

time. But, so far as I can see, his rule itself proves that images existed in his times, that is to-day

before we can well assume the influence of Greek art. It can be objected that these images may
have represented animals and other symbols of the gods. This would, however, be against the
explanations of later grammarians including Patanjali, and such an explanation is a priori very
unlikely. The old Kdrihd to Panini V-S^lOO sums up the instances in which the suffix huTb is

elided as follows :

—

arcMsu pujandrthdsu chitrakarmmadJivajeshu cJia i

zvd pratikritta Idpan hand devapathddishu \\

the affix han denoting a likeness when the imitation of a thing is to be expressed, is elided when the
imitation is (1) an image for worship, (2) a picture, or (3) a design on a flag, and (4) when the

« Zeitachrijt dsr Deutsche^i MorzentancUschen. Oesellschaft, Vol, LXII., pp. 648 and
' Reclierches sur le Botuldhisme. Paris 1894, pp. 138 and ff.
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suffix should be added after the gnva devapatha, &c. As instances of images are given Siva and

Vishnu, and of pictures Ariana and Daryodhana. The juxtaposition of archd image, and cldtrakarma

picture, shows that the author of the KarikA. thought of real images and not of symbols, and I feel

no doubt that here he is in full accordance with Panini himself.

Patanjali’s commentary on Panini V-3-99 has been fully discussed by the late Professor Weber®

and others. Patanjali says apanya ity^UGhyatt tatr=edam na sidhyati I Sivah Skandak Visdhha iti

kirn karanam |
Mauvyair=:hiranydrtJibhir=archdhprakalpitdh\ hhavet^tasu na sydt

\
yds-tv=hetdh\

sampratipujdrihdsu bhavishyaii \\ it is said (by Panini) provided that no traffic is driven thereby.**

In such cases the rule does not apply to (images of) Siva, Skanda and Visakha. Why? The

Mauryas had images made from greed. Well, the rule does not apply to such (images) but

to such as are for immediate worship (i. e., such images which are made a means of subsistence by a

low order of Brahmanas, not by selling them, but by exhibiting them from door to door). There

cannot be the slightest doubt that images of the gods made for the purpose of worship existed at the

time of Pataiijali, and that these images represented Hindu gods such as 'Siva, Skanda, and Visakha,

the god of war. The images which the Mauryas had caused to be made were called Sivaka,

SLctnddka, &c., that is to say, the image was considered as a likeness so long as it was an article for

sale. But the image of Siva which the priest carried about and allowed to be worshipped for money

was no more an image of Siva *’ it was “ a Siva.” The fact that the Mauryas thought of making

money out of the trade in images, shows that the demand was considerable. It is not, however,

possible to infer anything about how long time such images had been in use. All we can conclude

is that at Patanjali’s times, and most likely also in the days of Panini images of the Hindu gods

were in existence in India.

THE TROUBLES OF LOVE.

A Paniahi Sony,

BY H. A. ROSE.

(TF/i/t an Introductory JS/ote by the Editor,)

[This typical production of a Panjabi bard is interesting in many ways, but chiefly because it

contains references to nearly all the love-tales that are familiar in every household in the Panjab.

The list is delightfully eclectic as usual. Thus we have allusions to the Hindu medimval folktales of

Puran Bhagat and Namdev, the Dyer, and to the Hindu classical stories of Hiranyakasipu, Prahldda

and Harischandra, and are favoured with a brief outline of the legend of Sita and Rama, as it has

descended to the modern Panjab. Then we have the Muhammadan classical tales of Yiisaf and

Zulaikhah and of Laili and Majnun and the more modern Shirin and Farhad. Next we have the

essentially Panjabi modern, but nevertheless classical, tales of Mirza and Sahibah and of Hir and

Eanjha and of the great story of the Southern Indus region, Sassi and Punnfiii. And lastly there is

an allusion to the characteristic Panjabi saintly ” tale of Rode Shah. All these tales will be found

either given at length or explained in the Legends of the Panjab, but the allusion to the story of

Miiki and Kima is new to me and I have never seen it before.

—

Ed.]

Text. Translation-

Ifchqoh nafa* kisi iie na paya; sau ghar

patke, ek na basaya.

Puran badh kiiu biuh puya, Mirza jau

heth marwaya.

Yusaf hafcto^hat bikhaya
;
Laili iie Majnun

te halt garaya.

Shirin di khutir Farhad nahar laya.

None has profited by love
;

destroying

a hundred houses, it has filled not one.

It threw Puran into a well : it killed

MirzA under a yaw tree.

It sent Yusaf for sale from shop to

shop ;
Laili made Majuiui talk to the

well-wheel.

For Shirin’s sake Farhad dug a canal.

® Indische Studient, Vol. V, pp. 147 and £f

.
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5 Harnasliak gbabbe dar de dbaya ;
Pablad

tateyaii tliambaii de nal banbaya.

Sassi ne Punnu bicb tballan de tapaya.

Milki ne Kima baadb MughaMn de paya.

Ncim De Cbhipa, dbare jbal phiraya.

Hai’i Cband Cbubran de gbar bikbaya.

10 Ram Cband biyab ke Sita iiuii lay^.

Ake ban bicb kiilla paya.

Sita nnn cbbad ke shikar nun dbaya.

Murakb ne jogi da bhes banay4

:

Dinasur cbhalan Sita nun aya.

15 Leke bbicbcbha nikli Sita; Dinasnr ne

dagba kamaya.

Cbnkke Sita rath par letlai; Lanka de

rasta paya.

Sbikdr kbelke R&m Cband dya ;
siini

kutiya paya.

“ Sita, tA bicb bai?” Nabin I Ittbi Ram
Cband gbnssa. kb%§..

Hanumdn, Mai Anjani ka beta, Sita de

bbal cbarbaya.

20 Hanuman ne rfip kag da banaya.

Kol Sita de Sya ;
mundra Ram Cband da

jboli Sita di payd.

Uttbou nrke Ram Cband de kol agaya :

Sita di kbabar l^u.

Angad barge sadliye jodbe; Lanka nun

dba karaya

:

Ram Cband ki babuti fanjCiu pul sam,

undar paya.

25 Bicb Lanka ke Ram Cband agay^; ake

ju] macbdya.

Dinasur da sir baddbia. ‘‘Rannafi da

bhed kisi na paya.
”

Ram Cband, leke Sita nun, ay^.

Ranjba maggar majjbl de Idysl

;

Bbukka marda put paray^
;

Ranjbe ne

Kbere jake nud bajaya.

SO Sabti ne kbir chine da paya :

Raiiibe bansa, bban ganwSya.

Rode badb dary^ men paya
;

mundra
Sulaiman n<in tb%a.

5 It caused Harnasbak to be slain upon bis

threshold, and Pahlad to be bound to

a red-hot pillar.

Sassi made Punnu wander through the

deserts.

Milki bound Kima and gave him up to

the Mughals.

Niim De\r, the Stamper,’- became famous

through the world.

Hari Cband was sold into the Scavengers’

bouse.

10 Ram Cband brought Sita home in

marriage.

He went into the wilderness and built a but.

Leaving Situ, be went out to bunt.

Murakb put on the dress of aj'o^^ ;

Dinasur came to Sita in fraud.2

15 Sita came out bringing alms: and
Dinasur deceived her.

He picked up Sita and laid her in bis

chariot, and took the road to Lank^.

After bis bunt Ram Cband came home
and found bis but empty.

“ Art thou within, Sibil ? ” No ! Whereon
Ram Cband was angered.

Hanuman, the son of Mother Anjani,

went on the search for Sita.

20 Hanuman assumed the form of a crow.

He came to Sita and threw the ring of

Ram Chand into Sita’s lap.

Flying from thence he came to Rto
Ohand, and brought him news of Sitii,

Warriors, like Angad, w’ere collected and

Lanka was attacked.

Ram Chand led a great force by a bridge

over the ocean.

25 Ram Chand entered Lank^, and joined

battle.

He cut off Dinasur’s head. “ None ever

fathomed the secrets of women. ”

Ram Chand took Sita and returned home.

Ranjha was set to graze buffaloes :

Dying of hunger he took to begging
;

Ranjha went to Khera and sounded his

conch,

30 Sahti gave him a mess of pulse pottage :

Ranjha laughed and broke his cup of metal.

Roda was cast into the river, and took

the ring to Sulaiman,

^ I tf., the G^ioc Printer, ^ The reference is to R^vana.
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ASOKA NOTES.

BY VINCENT A. SMITH.

(Continuedfrom Vol. XXX VII^ •p, 24,)

No. X.—A&6ka in !Pa-h.ien’s Travels — -with notice of some Discoveries near Patna.

The facts and traditions concerning AS5ka recorded by the Chinese pilgrims are ot

such importance for the history of his reigu that readers of the In li<in Antiquary probably will be

glad to have the relevant passages brought together in a convenient form. The earlier pilgrim,

Pa-hien (399 -414: A. D.), has not much to say on the subject. The present paper will be
confined to the collection and brief discussion of his scanty observations, and on

another occasion I hope to be able to treat in a similar way the much more volnmiuous notices of

Hiuen Tsang (629-45 X, D.).

Asoka may be assumed to have died in either 232 or 231 B. 0. It is not possible, for

various reasons, to fix the date with greater precision, but for all practical purposes it may be

regarded as accurately known, and if 23*2 B. C. be assumed as the year of the great empert>r's

decease 110 material error can occur. The visit of Fa-hien to India, therefore, occurred some C32 years

after the death of Asoka, and Hiuen Tsang’s 230 years later still. Thus, even at the time of the

travels of the first pilgrim, the Maurya dynasty belonged to a remote and, in large measure,

legendary past. During the interval the Suugas, Andhras. and other dynasties had passed awa^

,

and many changes in language, script, customs, and political organization had taken place. The

testimony of the Chinese pilgrims to the history of Afe5ka, consequently, must be

interpreted as the voice of tradition speaking of distant and half-forgotten antiquity,

IE we imagine an English chronicler at the time of the Norman Conquest trying to call up a vision ot

the Roman occupation of Britain we shall be able to appreciate the width of the gulf of time wliich

yawned between Asoka and Fa-liien, not to speak of Hiuen Tsaag,

My quotations from Fa-hieii are made in the first instance from Legge’s version, which is the

best on the whole, but his reiideriug will be checked by comparison with the rival versions of Re'musat

and Klaproth as Englished by Laidlay, of Beal, in the revised form published in Records of the

Western World, and of Giles as given in the little volume published at London and Shanghai

without date, but issued, I believe, in 1877. The translation by Beal on which Prof. Giles showered

such merciless criticism was that published separately in 18C9, which was superseded (except for the

notes) by the corrected edition included in volume I of the Records, These preliminary

observations may serve as sufficient introduction to the four passages in Fa-hieii’s Travels dealing

with xAsokaii history which I now proceed to collect and annotate.

Passage No, L

Chapter X,—Dharma-vardhana, son of Asoka.

‘ The travellers going downwards from this [scil. the stupa marking the place where Buddha

rausomed the dove with a piece of his flesh] towards the east, in five days came to the country of

Gandhara, tbe place where Bharma-vivardhana, the son of A&5ka, ruled.’ Legge notes

that Fd Yl is the Chinese form representing Dharma-vivarlhaiia, and that this is the first mention

of Asoka,

Laidlay gives the Chinese words as follows :

—

KMan tho loei = Gandhara of Legge
; Fa meaning ‘ extension of the Law,’ = Dharma

mrdhana
;
and Ayu, more frequently designated Wou-yu = Asoka, Tvhose name is also transcribed

as A shou kia. The history of Asoka, as known in 1848, is then discussed in long notes, which

need not detain us now.
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Giles’ version is :— • From this point descending eastwards for five days, they arrived at the

country of Chien-t’o-wei, which was governed by Fa Yi, the son of King A Yii. A lii Asoka.

Beal translates:— ‘ From this, descending eastward, journeying for five days, we arrived at the

country of Gandhara {Kien-to-wei). This is the place which Dharmavardhana, the son of Asoka,

governed.’

The full name of Asoka, according to the Purauas, was Asoka-vardhaua, and it seems to be

plain that Laidlay and Beal are right in reading his SDn’s nam.9 as Dharma-vardhana, not

Dharma-vivardhana, as Legge does.

Watters (Chinese Review, VHI,222) writes the geographical name Khian-tho-wei

as Chien-t’6-wei and doubts its identity with Gandhftra. In Chapter XII Fa-hien notes

that he and his companions alter leaving Khian-tho-wei and going southwards arrived in four days

at the kingdom of Purushapura. But Giles’ version is discrepant, and runs thus:— ‘From the

Chien-t’o-wei country travelling southwards two days, the pilgrims arrived at the country of Fo-lou

sha.’ Beal agrees with Legge in making the journey one of four days. We may take it, therefore,

that the principal place in the kingdom of Khian-tho-wei lay at a distance of four days’ travel in a

direction approximately north of Fo-lou^sha {Fo-lu-sha, Beal), which certainly must be rendered as

Purushapura = Peshawar. A distance of 50 miles, equivalent to about four days’ travelling in hilly

country, measured on Stanford’s Sketch Map of the Norths Western Frontier of India (scale nearly

10 miles to inch') brings us to the Malakaiid and neighbouring Passes NNE of Peshawar. There is no

definite spot due north to which such measurement can be made. The Swat River, running at this

part of its course from east to west, passes to the north of the Shdhkot and Malakand Passes to join

the Panjkora. It would seem, therefore, that Khian-tho-wei must mean the country to the north of

the Swat river. But, if this be the case, where are we to place the kingdoms of Woo-chang and of

Su-bo-to (Oh. VIII) ? A detailed examination of Fa-hien’s route would carry us too far from As6ka,

and 1 must be content to leave in some uncertainty the exact position of the principality among the

mountains where Asoka’s son had ruled according to tradition. But it seems to be fairly certain

that GandMra cannot be the correct equivalent of Khian-tho-wei, The existence of the

doubt is a good illustration of the need for caution in interpreting the Chinese travellers’

narratives and fully justifies Watters’ scepticism conceramg the plausible transliteration of

KUan-tho-wei as Gandhara.

Passage No. IL

Chapter XVLI.—-As5ka’3 buildings at Sankasya,

The pilgrim relates the legend of the heavenly ladders or stairs of Sanka&ya, and tells how,

after Buddha’s descent, ‘ the three flights all disappeared in the ground, except seven steps which con-

tinued to be visible.* He goes on to relate that ‘ afterwards King AS5ka, wishing to know
where their ends rested, sent men to dig and see. They went down to the ‘'yellow springs

”

without reaching the bottom of the steps and from this the king received an increase of his faith, and
built a vihara over the steps, with a standing image, sixteen cubits in height right over the middle
flight. Behind the vihdra he erected a stone pillar about fifty cubits high, with a lion on the

top of it. Let into the pillar on each of its four sides there is an image of Buddha, inside and out

(i.e., ‘ all through’) shining and transparent, and pure as it were of lapis lazuli.’

Legge explains that the words “yellow springs ” are a common expression for the subsoil where
water is found, and Watters adds that there the dead are supposed to go. ‘ Fifty cubits,’ Legge says,

is a paraphrase of ‘ thirty chow' the choio being the distance from the elbow to the finger-tip, but
why he turned 30 into 50 I do not know.
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The passage concerning Asoka’s buildings is dilSerently translate! by Laidlay, who writes:—
‘ He caused therefore a chapel to be raised over the steps^ and upon the middle one erected a lull

length statue (of Foe) sis ioises high. Behind the chapel was erected a pillar thirty cubits high,

and thereon was placed a lion. Within the pillar on the four sides were images of Foe. The

interior and the exterior were polished and resplendent as crystal.’

Concerning the measurements the notes state that ‘six toises’ are equivalent to about 60

English feet, and that the choto {clievu), or cubit, is variously estimated, some autlrorities making it

out to be 0*610, and others to be 0*45 75 of a mtoe.

Giles paraphrases the ‘Yellow Spring’ as meaning the * gate of hell,’ and makes the image to-

be only 16 feei in height. The concluding clauses he renders thus :
—

* Inside the column at the

four sides are images of Buddha. Both from inside and outside it is transparent ( not ‘shiumg’ ),

and as clean [ ? ‘ clear ’
] as glass.’

Beal too makes out the image to be 16 feet high, and the pillar 30 cubits-. ‘Within the

pillar,’ according to him-, ‘ on the four sides are figures of. Buddha, both w-ithin and without it is

shining and bright as glass-.’

Thus it appears that the four versions differ much in detaik

Legge’s statement that tlie statue was 16 cubits high, and Laidlay’s that its height was 6

French toises = 60 English feet, are contradicted by Giles and Beal who state the height as IG

( Chinese ) feet. The Chinese * foot,’ I believe, docs not differ much from the English.

Perhaps we ara justified in assuming the correct version to be ‘16 feet.’ All translators

are agreed that the pillar was SO chow, or ‘ cubits,’ in height, equivalent to somewhere
about 45 or 50- English feet, an estimate in accordance with the known measurements of some of

Asoka’s columns.

The monument evidently was composed, like the other Aso-kan monolithic pillars, of fine

grey sandstone polished, by an art now lost, as highly as glass. Travellers have mistaken the

material of ‘ Firoz Shah’s pillar ’—the Asoka monument brought by him- to Delhi—for iron,

brass, and so forth. Similarly, the high polish of the Sankasya pillar evidently puzzled the

Chinese visitor and induced him to believe that like glass the stone was translucent. The

base of the pillar probably was quadrangular, with an image of Buddha in a polished niche on

each face. The niche containing the Jain image on one side of the hexagonal portion of the

Kahaon column of Gupta age may be compared (Cunningham, Reports, XV*!, PL XXIX).

Cunningham (
Reports I, 272 ) used Julieu’s translation- of Hinen Tsaug, according to

which the Asoka pillar at Kapitha= Sankasya (^Seng-hia-she) was 70 feet high, made of a hard

fine-grained reddish stone, and brilliantly polished. The later pilgrim agrees with the earlier

in stating that the animal on the top was a lion. But the capital found by Cunningham
at Sankisa in the Farrukhabad District, U. P., which he identified with Sankasya ( Seng-kia-

she) has on it an elephant, not a lion. The capital found undoubtedly belongs to an Asoka

pillar, but Cunningham’s theory (p. 278 ) that both the Chinese pilgrims mistook au elephant

for a lion, seems to me, if I may express myself bluntly, simply incredible. Cunninghani

afterwards found the brick base on which the pillar had stood ( Reports, XI, 22 ), but could not

discover any trace of the shaft.

Watters
( On, Yuan Chw'ang, I, 334 ) translates Hiuen Tsang (= Yuan Chwang,) as stating

that at Kapitha (= Sankasya) ‘there was an A&5ka pillar of a lustrous violet colour and

very hard, with a crouching, lion on the top facing the stairs
;
quaintly carved figures were

on each side of the pillar, and according to one’s bad or good deserts figures appeared to him

in the pillar.’ The ‘ lustrous violet colour’ well describes the appearance of the polislied grey

fcJandstone when mellowed by age. Asoka never used ‘ reddish * sandstone. The red
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sandstone from the quarries near Agra and Mathura first came into use in Kushan times. It

is out of the question to believe that a ‘crouching lion’ could have been mistaken for a

standing elephant by both pilgrims. Sankisa may or may not represent Sankd.&ya, but

the elephant capital there certainly is not the lion capital seen by Fa-hien and Hiuen
Tsang. Adequate discussion of the identity of the site would require a tedious topographical

discussion and an essay of considerable length. I cannot go further into the matter here, and

must content myself by remarking that the e(3.uation Sankisa= Sank£l&ya is by no means
conclusively established. I observe that, according to Watters, Hiuen Tsang does not state

the height of the pillar at all, but says that ‘ the present stairs were above 70 feet high with

a Buddhist temple on the top, in which was a stone image of the Buddha.’ This version,

I expect, will prove to be correct, for a monolithic pillar with monolithic capital could not well

be 70 feet in height. None of the extant Asoba pillars has any figure sculpture on the shaft

and it is interesting to learn that the Sanka&ya monument differed widely from any now-
known. The confused description by old travellers of lilt Bhairo at Benares, which was
destroyed by the Muhammadans during the riot of 1809, indicate that it too had carving on
the shaft, but the records are not fully intelligible. The identity of that monument with one
described by Hiuen Tsang is proved in an article which will appear in the Z. D. 0, durino-
the current year.

Passage No, III,

Chapter XZ/I/,—A'soka’s alleged proceedings at Ramagrama.

‘ East from Buddha’s birthplace [e. e., the Lumbini Garden= Rummind6i], and at a distance
of five ^ojmas, there is a kingdom called Rama. The king of this country, having obtained
one portion of the relics of Buddha’s body, returned with it and built over it a tope, named
the Rlma tope. By the side of it there was a pool, and in the pool a dragon, which coLtantly
kept watch over ( the tope ) and presented offerings at it day and night.

^

When king A&5ka came forth into the world, he wished to destroy the eight topes
(over the relics) and to build ( instead of them) 84,000 topes. After he had thrown down
the seven others, he wished next to destroy this tope. But then the dragon showed itself,
took the king into its palace, and when he had seen all the things provided for offerings, it
said to him, “ If you are able with your offerings, to exceed these, you can destroy the tope
andtalveitallaway. I will not contend with you.” The king, however, knew that such
appliances for offering were not to be had anywhere in the world, and thereupon returned
( without carrying out his purpose ).’

L«iai»y'. vsislou njirM, H. notes tial the Chinese isord rendered esR.™ „ L»-n.o winch is els, neM by HI.e. Ts..*, who, howoror, wrile, tte seoonlsyllable with a character different from that used by Fa-hien.

Giles differs by understeiding that tbe dragoa introduced A^oka, not into his own palaceunder tho waters, but into the interior of the stjJpa.
paiace

Beal’s rendering does not differ materially from that of Legge.

had'e^^ape^'d
tarn, whores, the other seven grest ef 8Jm4th, Bodh GsjMto””li'

Unfortunately, the exact site of the stftpa has not yet been u
in Nepalese territorv and is difflpnif rsP -r.,

i^eD’tifled because it lies

approbate porSi formaUties. But ite

fix it deanitely. The.one absolutely certal' “ IXTfThe
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Nepalese Tarai is Eumniindei, the Lumbini Garden, a few miles beyond the north-eastern

corner of the Basti District and on the western bank of the IiLu* river. Lin-rno, or

riamagrama lay 5 yojanas^ or 20Q li^ in a direction eastward from that fixed poiUL. The
distance of 200 U is stated by Hinen Tsang, according to the versions of both du lien and
lYatters. The figure 300 given by Beal ( Records^ II, 25) is uudonbtedly erroneous, because

40 = l yojana. The fignre 5U0 li given in the L2fe of Eiaen Teanj (Beal, p 96)is a manifest

blunder. Taking the U as equivalent to about one-fifth or one-sixth of a mile in level country

and the yojana as 7\ miles, Eaniagrania should be looked for in Nepalese territory a few miles

from the British frontier ata spot between 35 and 40 miles eastwards from llnmmiudei. 1 have

shown ( J. R. A. >S., 1902, pp. 151, 152 ) that EamagrAma must lie in or about 21^26^ N, and
83°52' E. between the Little Gaiidak and Gaiidak rivers. Buddhist remains are known to exi^t

in the neighbourhood, and I heard reports of a pillar. The work or a day or t\>o on the >pot should

suffice to determine the site. Inasmuch as the sthpa guarded by the dragon was older

than the time of A&5ka its identification and description would b© of much interest.

Perhaps the officers of the Archasological Department may find an opportunity some day to

make the necessary arrangements with the Magistrate of Gorakhpur and the Nepalese

authorities for effecting the required local investigations in the locality indicated, winch is

not at all convenient of access. I have been at Rurnmindei twice, but never had the chance

of travelling to the east of the Tilar river.

Passage Ko, IT".

Chapter XXVIL—Asoka and Patallputra.

*The town of Bitaliputra, in the kingdom of Magadha, the city where king

A&5ka ruled. The royal palace and halls in the midst of the city, which exist now
as of old, were all made by spirits which he employed, and which piled up the stones, reared the

walls and gates, and executed the elegant carving and inlaid sculpture work in a way which no

human hands of this world could accomplish.

King AS5ka had a younger brother who had attained to be an Arhat, and

resided on Gridhra-kuta hill, finding his delight in solitudj an I quiet.’ The king by the aid of the

spirits made a hill inside the city for his abode, cans.ng them to ‘ lorm a hill with the large stones

piled on one another; and also, at the foot of the hill, with five large square stones, to make an

apaftmeut, which might be more than thirty cubits long, twenty cubits wide, and more than tea

cubits high.’ ....
« By the side of the tope of Asoka there has been made a MaMyana monastery, very grand

and beautiful
;
there is also a Hinayana on©

;
the two together containing six hundred or seven

hundred monks .... when king Asoka destroyed the seven topes (intending) to make

eighty-four thousand [see Passage No. I LI above], the first which he made was the great tope,

more than three U to the south of the city. In front of this there is a footprint of Buddha, where

a I'llidra has been bnilfc. The door of it faces the north, and on the south of it there is a stone

pillar, fourteen or fifteen cubits in circumference, and more than thirty cubits high, on which there

is an inscription, saying, “Asoka gave the Jamhudripa to the general body of all the monks, and then

redeemed it from them with money. This he did three times.” North from the tope 300 or 400

paces, king Asoka built the city of Ne-le. In it there is a stone pillar, which also is more

than thirty feet high, with a lion on the top of it. On the pillar there is an inscription recording

the things which led to the building of Ne-ie, with the number of the year, the day, and the month.’

The variations in the other versions are not important, except that Giles omits the words

placing the palace ‘ in the midst of the city.* The extracts raise the question of tbe topography

of Bd.t:aliputra, on which a considerable volume might bo written without any satisfactory result.

A detailed survey and good map are preliminaries indispensable to fruitful discussion of the subject.
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But it seems to be clear that there was a stone palace in the midst of the fortified city^

and very probably its position is marked approximately by the buried stump of an Afe5ka

pillar which exists at Kallfi Rh9.n*3 BS^gh in the Zanana preiaises of Amir and Maulavl

Mahammad Kabiriii the Sadar Gali as ascertained by the late Babu P. 0. Mukharji, and mentioned

in his unpublished Report, dated 1898, of which I possess a proof. A few scanty remains of

Maurya stone-work have been toiiiid within the city.

The * great tope three le to the south of the city ^ must, I think, be the Baii

Bah^pi, as supposed by Makbarji. It was damaged by stupid excavations conducted by JDr.

Ftihrer ill 1894-5.

There can he little doubt that the town of N*e-le, not mentioned elsewhere, is represented

by the village of Kfimrlha-r. Between the Kallii and 0li{lmau tanks on the north-west of that

village Mukhai*]! found one large block and innumerable fragments of an Afe6ka monolithic

pillar, which had been deliberately broken up by the action of fire. This monument

seems to have been the one mentioned by Hiuen Tsang as standing near the ‘ hell,* or prison.

Mukharji found the remains of another Afe5ka pillar to the south of Kumrahar, but

no trace of an inscription.

I have a strong suspicion that the alleged inscription recording the gift of Jambu-

dvipa never existed, that is to say, that the inscription really was of a different purport, and that

the local monks made up the Jambudvipa story. Even in Fa-hien’s time the current script differed

widely from that of the Maurya age, and probably few people, if any, could read the Asoka inscrip-

tions. Those known are most matter-of-fact compositions, and a statement that the emperor

professed to give away the habitable world three times is nob at all in accordance with the style of

his records. The purport ofc the Ne-le pillar inscription may or may not have been riglitly under-

stood*

It may be of interest to note that Mukharjl claimed to have traced no less than sis

Afe5ka pillars at and near Patna. In the Kumrfthftr mounds he seems to have found

three, which he identified with the Jambudvipa and Ne-Ie pillars of Ea-hien and the ‘hell’ pillar of

Hiuen Tsang. Two of these he specifies clearly, as already observed, but I cannot make out

the third with certainty. He found two more at Lohanipur, and beard of the sixth, men-
tioned above, inside the city.

His report, unfortunately, was too crude for publication as it stood, and never got beyond the

stage of proof. He gave me a copy. His intention was that it should be illustrated by 58 plates

and 4 photographs, but those, if they still exist, presumably lie buried somewhere in the Bengal

Secretariat, or they may be with his family. Some of them, I know, were of interest and value.

As his report will never see the light I may honour his memory and interest my readers by

quoting some passages:

—

“ On the north-west of the village of Kumrahftr, between two tanks, Kallu and Cha-
man, I exhumed, along with extensive brick buildings, innumerable fragments of an Afe6ka
pillar, of which I could discover no inscribed portion (p. 15) .... On minutely examining the

grounds at KurarAhdr, I saw indications of walls on the south bank of the Kallu tank and on the

west bank of Chauian tank. The site between these two tanka is proposed by me to be identified

with the ‘ earth-prison’ of Kahlsoka’i (p. 17). He opened up certain old walls, and got down about

J 0 or 15 feet.

» The B&bfi believed in the separate existence of KaUs6ka and advocated strange notions of Maurya
chronology and history.
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‘Below the foundatioa wall, I discovered a large fragment of a Maurya pillar about three feet

in diameter. I also found several smaller fragments, especially on the floor of the western cells,

which appear to have been paved with them.* Continuing the digging lie found ‘ a curious passage

between two walls, 2' V and 3' 3" in breadth. It is 21' 4" south of the northern range of cells.

East of this narrow passage is a sort of flight of steps, made of large bricks. Here also fragments

of the Asoka pillar were found.’

He also picked up close by a copper coin of Chandragupta II (cir. A. D. 400) of the

* bust* type, with Garui^a reverse. 47 feet to the south ho traced other walls, and then drove

a tunnel, in which he found ‘several fragments of the Asoka pillar. But on the north of the

[Muhammadan] tomb the stone fragments increased in number and size, of which three were betw’eeii

2 and 3 feet in length and diameter. Below a stratum of yellowish or rather reddish soil, and about

10 feet deep, I came a cross a layer of blackish earth, composed of ashes, embers, and
bits of lime [?], between 1 and 2 feet in depth. In this blackish stratum the fragmeuts of

the pillar were invariably found (see photograph, Plate IX u). I then- began tunnelling the black

stratum at the sides of the pit I had dug, especially towards the north and cast, and brought to light

innumerable fragments, large and small. In the northern tunnel I alighted on a heap of the stone

fragments, of which some were more than 3 feet in height and diameter. The polished surface

of all these fragments looked quite fresh and new. But no inscribed portion could I discover

after all my attempts to search, which fact reminded me that the Chinese pilgrim [Eiuen Tsang]

did not mention the ‘prison’ [‘hell ’] pillar as inscribed.*

These interesting details prove that the Babu discovered the actual site of one of the A&5ka

pUlars at P^taliputra, or more accurately atNe-le to the south of the city, which appears to be the

' prison ’ or ‘ hell ’ pillar mentioned by Hiuen Tsang, and perhaps one of the two pillars described by

Fa-hien. It is also clear that Mukharji was right in inferring that the monument had been

deliberately destroyed by heaping up combustibles around it and so causing the stone

to split by heat. During the great Benares riot of 1809 the Muhammadans destroyed the pillar

known as Lat Bhairo by the same method. The considerable depth at which the fragments were

found indicates that the Patna catastrophe was of early date, and it may well be that the act of

vandalism was the work of Raja Sasanka (car. A.D. 600) as suggested by Mukharji. But it is also

possible that the destroyers were the Muhammadan invaders about A.D. 1193.

The Babu’s account of the second Ne-le or KumrAhftr monolith is much briefer. He
merely says that he traced ancient masonry near an old well called Khari Kuiyau to the south of

Kumrahar, and at a depth of about 15 feet was ‘ glad to discover a fragment of a Maurya pillar
*

(p. 20).

xllthough the connection with Fa-hien*3 narrative is slight, I may quote Mukbarji’s account ofthe

fine sandstone capital of the Maurya period, which was dug up close to the railway on
a bit of waste ground called Bulandibagh ( ‘ High-grove ’

), and which I saw lying there. * It

is in yellowish sandstone, and very large in size, the different faces showing ornaments of honey-

suckle, guilloohe^ and other decorated bands ’ (p. 22). This remarkable object was figured in bis

unpublished Plate XLVIL So far as I remember, it was about 4 feet in diameter, and square.

In the fields at Lohtoipur, near the Bankipore railway station, he found ‘two Maurya
pillars of the A&5ka style * a so-called ‘ Buddhist railing,* etc. Five posts of the railing,

which was plain, were in sUu. At a short distance to the south-west, at a depth of about 11 feet, he

discovered * several large fragments of a Maurya pillar, more then 3 feet in diameter

(Plate XXXIV).* Again, some 250 feet to the west of that object, his spade alighted on ‘ the top of

the capital of the Ati5ka pillar,* with a diameter of 3' 7|". ‘The capital appeared to be of

a flattened vase form, in the centre of which was a hole for the reception of the mortise of the lion or

^ Gu.lloche is an ornament consisting of a band of twisted lines or strings.
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some other animal, which must have originally crowned the pillar. Innumerable fragments of it,

besides the capital, were found in the pit, some of which showed ornamental bands of lotus and

guilloche. • . The base of the capital is square, being 3' on each of the faces, of which one has

an ornament of lotus flowers or an inscription in shell or cup-mark characters, which no scholar has

yet deciphered.’ (p. 23). I saw this remarkable object lying in a potato field.

These fragmentary discoYeries are tantalizing, and it is a pity that excavation in some one

promising spot was not persevered in. As they stand no use can be made of them. The Bengal

Government might consider the propriety of publishing the more important of Mukharji’s drawings

and photographs.

The Jamuna Dhih ’ mound on the south of the Mar-Son, or ancient bed of the S6n, and to

the west of Bankipore railway station, evidently was a monastery, as broken stone stools, such as

were used by Buddhist monks, are found there (p. 26).

At Lohanipur the Babii also found * the base of another pillar of the As6ka style

but rather smaller in proportion. It is a circular stone, of which the diameter, 2 feet 10^ inches,

decreased in five steps to 2 feet 3 inches as it rose to a length, of 1 foot 9 inches, and on the top of

which is a circular hole about 7 inches [
* feet ’ in text ] deep to receive the copper tenon of the

shaft’ (p. 29).

Mukharjl says that he found stone railings of four distinct kinds, but he describes

only three in detail. IiohAnSpur yielded the perfectly plain one, about 3| feet in height.

The second example, found at Barg&h Arzftni in the city had stouter posts, and the bosses were

carved with tigers and other animals. The railings were rectangular in section, not lenticular

as usual. The third railing, specimens of which were found at Kumr&li&r, was the most

ornate of the four. The central bosses were sculptured in relief, ‘ one being a group ofstanding

husband and wife, the latter horse-faced (Jdnnari) and having a child on her lap. The other

group is a seated gentleman, rather corpulent, clasping two children at his sides.
’

The fourth railing was found on the south-west of the Sevai tank. They were all

delineated in Plates XL—XLTII, which probably exist somewhere, I presume that the

objects were sent to the Indian Museum, Calcutta.

After this long digression I will now return to Fa-hien.

The legend in Chapter XXXIT, Passage No. V, concerning the meeting of Asoka in a

former birth with ‘Sakya Buddha,’ according to Beal, Laidlay, and Giles {STi%h-cMa), or

Kfisyapa Buddha, according to Legge, is mere folklore of the Jataka kind, which need not be
discussed. There is nothing more about Asoka in the Travels.

The amount of traditional history recorded by the pilgrim is not large.

Passage No. I informs us that a son of Asoka named Bharma-vardhana, ruled a principality

in the hills some 50 or 60 miles to the north of Peshawar.

Passage No. II is mythological, but is interesting for its bearing upon the generally-accepted,
although doubtful identification of Sanlvdsya or Kapitha with Sankisa in the Parrul^abad Dis-
trict. Fa-hien and Hiuen Tsang both testify that the Asoka pillar at Sankasya or Kapitha was
crowned by a lion, whereas the pillar at Sankisa is surmounted by an elephant, and cannot
possibly be tbe same monument. Perhaps there were two Asoka pillars at the site. Mr. Mar-
shall has recently proved the existence of two such pillars at Rampurwa in the Ohamparan Dis-
trict, one with a lion, and the other with a bull capital .3 The question of the identity of the
site requires re-examination after local enquiry.

s J. E. A. S , 1908, p. 1085. Plate 1, fig. 1, 2.
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The legend recorded in passage No. Ill shows that the stupa at R^magrama in the Nepalese

Tarai was older than the time of Asoka. The site probably is capable of identification.

Passage No* IV is by far the most important and tells ns a good deal about Asoka’s

connection with Patalipntra. It mentions two monolithic pillars to the south of the city, both

inscribed. The Sankasya monument is the third of the three such pillars mentioned in the

Travels, none of which is identical with any now* standing.

The remains of both those near Pataliputra seem to have been found, but no trace of the

inscriptions. Fa^hien, like Hiuen Tsang, describes Asoka’s religious relative as being his

brother ;
not his son. He is the person called Mahendra or Mahindo by Hiuen Tsang and the

chroniclers of Ceylon. Although Fa-hien visited Ceylon, stayed there two years, and relates the

legends locally current, he does not name Asoka in connection with the island. He merely says

(Chap. XXXVIII) that ‘ a former king of the country had sent to Central India and got a slip of

the >patra [
= 6o] tree, which he planted by the side of the hall of Buddha, where a tree grew up to

the height of about 200 cubits.’ He does not make any allusion to the story of the conversion of

the island as told by the chroniclers.

A PRIMER OF DRAVIDIAN PHONOLOOr.

By. K. V. SUBBATTA, M. A., L. T„

Leoturer, Majahmundry College,

Section. I.

—^Vowel system.;

( 1 ) From a comparative study of all the Dravidiau dialects it is inferred that the Primitive

Dravidian parent language had the following vowel system ;

Short vowels h

Long vowels ••• ^

Nasalised long vowels

— The Primitive Dravidian vowel system was simple. It had no diphthongs nor

vocalic consonants.

( 2 ) The pronunciation of these vowels is as in Italian, ce is the long form of the vowel

ill the English word ‘ man.
’

II. — Changes.

This system did not undergo many changes in the various separate Dravidian languages, but

the few changes that it underwent may be summed up under the following headings :

( a )
— ISOLATIVE CHANGES.

(1 ) Prim. Drav.8 final a \ ai in Tam.a
;
» in Mai.* ;

« iu Can.® ;
and Tn.® and o in Te 7_

e. Sf. :
—

'

Tam. ialai ‘head’ is Mai, talce
;
Can, and Tu. tale and tare respectively ;

and Te. has tala.

1 I sbaU give here only one example to iUnstrate oaoh ohauge.aud more esamples.if needed, wiUbefoand

Tinder the detailed treatment of the vowels.
s rr m * Malayalam,

2 Primitive Dravidian. ? Telno-u
r _ 6 Tula. ieinou.
fi Canarese.
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( 2 ) Prim. Drav. 0b i yS, a in Tam. and ^ in Mai.

^ a, rarely ya in Can,

6, sometimes a in Tu.

^ a in Te.

Tam. a du (goat) is Mai. S du, Can. d du
; Tnln idu and Tel. e/a.

( 3 ) Prim. Drav. nasalised » y^, na, — Tam.

^ n'^, n'e— Mai.

^ nAiie— Can.

^ yd, nd, ne — Tu.

8, dS, na— Te.

Tam. ydUi n'dn, ndn. ‘ I ’ is Mai hdn* Can, d nu and nd nu
;
Tu. dm ;

Te. ne n^ and e nu.

In short this sometimes lost its nasalisation, sometimes its fronting, sometimes both.

4. Prim, Drav. initial a, z, e, became aspirated in Mid and New Oanarese, in some cases, and

were represented by Aa, Ai, he. This is probably due to the influence of MaratM, the northern

neighbour of Oanarese and Tulu, which has very many aspirated sounds. Tnlu shows this tendency.

For example. Ada^pam ‘bar ’ in Tam. is hadappa in Can. and Tu ; appala *
a special Bengal gram

cake ’ in Tam. is happaja in Can, and Tu.

( b )— Combinative changes.

( 1 ) Change in quality*

( a ) i and ti ^ e and o respectively in Gan. Tu. and Te, and also in New Tam. and NewMaL
before cerebrals and hquids and when followed by a. This change, I shall call — a-umlaut.

Tam. idam ‘left ’ is Mai. idee
;
Can. and Tu eda

;
Te. edamu*

Note. — These i and w are always initial.

( ^ ) Pr, Drav. initial a when followed by i, sometimes becomes e in Te, Tam. ari
‘ to know ' is Te. ertogu.

Through the influence of an i in the stem an u in the inflexions may be changed to i
;
e. g : —

puli Nom. case ‘tiger ’ puUJci Dat. but btdda ‘ child’ and hiddaku.

This change I shall call i-umlaut. Dr. Caldwell calls all these changes harmonic sequence of

vowels.

(y) Very often in Can. and Tu., and mostly in Te. the flnal half pronounced enunciative u
of words changes an a of the preceding syllable into u and sometimes an i of the preceding syllable

into a. This change, I shall call Vrumlaut. For example, Eadalu * to shake ’ is hadulu in Can.,
Te. and Tu.

( S ) By miathesis and hy contraction due to accent change
( see in/ra) with the following a,

and u in Telugu respectively became i and 6* Tam, iralai ‘deer’ is Te. ledi. Here r and e

have interchanged. Tam. ural ‘ mortar* Te. is rblu.
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(2), Change in quantity,

(a) By the loss oE nasals, A or g,v or even y ( Pr. Drav. y or / ) the vowels a, /, e,

were often lengthened.

Tam. ahappai ‘ ladle ’ is ape and hdpe in Can. Tu.

Tam. ioan ‘this man’ is Tel. vidu»

note.—This change is often attended with metathesis in Telugu,

(b) These vowels, if long, became short when they were used as part of inflexional particles,

nan or n8u ‘ I ’ became en in inflexions.

III. — The G-reat Accent change.

Before proceeding to a detailed treatment of the vowel changes in the various separate Dravidian

languages, I shall give here an account of the G-reat Accent Change in Primitive Dravidian,

which plays so important a part in the explanation of the difficult forms that most of the words of

Telugu, Gondi and the other North Dravidian languages have assumed.

In Early Primitive Dravidian, as it is even now in Tamil, Malayalam and Canarese, the accent

rested on the root or stem syllable, which is almost always the first syllable.

But later on, in late Primitive Dravidian, before the great Tamil works, viz., Rural and

Dlivalasintdmani were written, perhaps about the beginning of the first century A. D., the accent

showed a tendency to shift to the last syllable. As a result of this tendency, the final consonants of

words began to be pronounced with distinct stress and with an enunciative half-pronounced u.

The consonants that were thus affected iu all the languages were s, d, d, b and r.

But with this only result, the tendency was more or less completely stopped in the Central and

the South Dravidian dialects. Kumarila Bhatfca, who was the great controversial writer of the

seventh century, uses “ “a/,” and “vaytr,” which are exactly the Tamil words

pdmpu, dl and vayir, showing thereby that the tendency for the accent change had

not developed till the close of the 6th century,

The tendency seems to have completely died out in the South Dravidian languages. For

Malayalam, which branched off from Tamil as a separate language at the commencement of the 7th

century A. D,, began to develop a reaction against this tendency : so much so that at the present day

all the inflexions are lost in the verbal forms iu New Malayalam, the accent strongly resting on the

root syllable. In Tamil, the tendency stopped at affecting only the consonants mentioned above.

In the Central-Dravidian languages, the tendency did not die out, but was only checked for a

time. Dr. Kittel says that even in ancient literature there was a tendency to add a final u to

consonants and sometimes also i ( Kittel’s Kannada Grammar, article 54 ),

All this while, from the 1st to the 7th century, great changes were taking place in the North

Dravidian languages. The accent had shitted to the last syllable i the initial and the medial

syllables had become contracted
;

all the final consonants had taken an enunciative u whieh was no

more pronounced only half, but with full and clear stress. The final vowels in the extreme North

dialects had become lengthened, where short originally.

The Central Dravidian was once more affected by its nearness to the North Dravidian

languages. Canarese and Tuln, the chief languages of this family, added a final n to all Words

ending in any consonant, and this final u began to affect the vowels of the preceding syllables as in

the North Dravidian languages. But with these results the tendency had stopped in them.
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I will now sum up and illustrate the results of the great accent shift :—

(1 j The lengthening of original final short vowels

:

—
In Gondi, which is the extreme North dialect, the accent had completely changed to the last

syllable and every vowel is lengthened
;
e. —

Tam. virahu * wood ’ is in Gondi vijugu*

Tam. ^ulii, Tel. ^uru is Gondi

Tel. Tam. elu ‘ wisdom ’ is Gondi eW.

Tel. mrclnu ‘tree ’ is in Gondi mrdniM.

Tel. illu ‘ house ’ is in Gondi iddu,

Tel. htilu ‘ leg ’ is in Gondi Ic&du,

Examples may be multiplied, as almost every word has a long vovel at the end in Gondi.

( 2 ) Dro^png of initial vowels and contraction hg metathesis

:

This is characteristic of all the North Dravidian languages
;
and the words affected are

mostly the unstressed post-positions and the pronominal forms
;

e. gf,: -

—

Tam, III is in Tel. Zo, in Gondi lai ‘ in’.

Tam. ural is Tel. rolu, Tam. ilasu is in. Tel. Uiadu ‘ tender.' Tam. ivan is Telugu tidu ‘ this

man/ etc.

(3) Voicing o/ zWHai! consoTtan^s, through lack of stress and also of medial ones. This is

characteristic of all except the South Dravidian family, w., Tamil and Malayalain
;
and this change

generally takes place when the initial consonants are followed by cerebrals, doubled consonants and

liquids
;

e, g.: —
Tam. iihil ‘fear ' is digilu in Can., Tu. and Te.

Tam, tatii ‘ screen ’ is daddi in Can., Tu. and Te.

Tam. otiar is oddar in Can,, Tu. and Te.

(4) Final enunciaiice u: —
This has been already explained in the gen eral treatment of accent shift,

iV.-a.

(1) The initial a of Primitive Dravidian remains in all its dialects

Tamil. Mai. Can.
;

Tuln. Telugu.

1 ahal (extend) ayaluya again again again.

2 arli (foot) adi ... ... adi .a. .4. adi ..4 . 4 * aduga.

3 aftai (leech) att« atte . • 4 •

,

atte ... atta.

4 attam (obstruction) attam ... a(Jdam addamin

.

5 '

aral (flower) aral aralu aralu ,.4 aralu.

G atti(tig)
,

... atti ... ...j atti •». ... arti ... atti.
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(2) Primitive Dravidian medial a also remains :

—

Tamil. Mai. Can. Tuln. Telugn.

1 kal (stone) kal kallu kallu kallu.

2 kannam (hole) kannam kannamu . kanna kanna.

3 tattu (to tap) tattu tattu tattu ... tattu.

4 nahu (to laugh) nayu nagu nagu nagu.

5 pattu (ten) pattu hattu hattu padi.

(3) Pr. Drav. final a in stem syllables becomes

—

1 (ai) (through m) in Tamil.

1 £B (written a) in Malayalam.

1 e (in Canarese and Tuln).

a in Telugu.

Tamil. Hal. Can. Tnln. Telngn.

1 talai (head) talss tale ... ... tare tala.

2 karai (shore) karse kare kare kara.

8 malai (hill) mal^ male male mala.

4 attai (sole of the feet) attm.., ... atte atte... atta.

5 arai (half) ar99 ... ... are are ... ara.

C valai (net) ... vala3 bale bale vala.

(4) Special development of a.

(«) Canarese^

(1) Can, initial a \ p (h) a, and ha.

In Canarese the initial a mostly becomes aspirated through the influence of Marathi.

Then it was written as pa, for js, at that period, was an aspirated consonant : {^vide the

development of ^ under consonants). And thisp again became A. For example :

—

Tam. ahappai ‘ ladle * is in Can. hdpe.

Tam. adappayn * bag ’ is in Can. hadapa.

Tam. anai ‘approach * is in Can. pane and hine,

Tam. atti * fig tree ’ is in Gan. haiti.
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Tam. ari * to cut ’ is in Can. hari {vide Kitters Kannada Dictionary y page 2, for more

examples).

(2) Pr. Drav, final a \ e, later weakened to i, a,

Pr. Drav. final a which becomes e in Canarese and ai in Tamil, was further weakened in

Canarese either to i or to of
;

e. g :

—

Tam. kalai ' to weed ’ is in Can. kale and kali,

Tam. karai ‘ stain ’ is in Can. kare and karL

Tam. karai * to call ’ is in Can. kare and karu

Tam. kadai * to churn * is in Can. kade and kadi,

again : Tam. malai ‘ mountain ’ is Can. male and mala^

Tam. ilai * leaf ’
. • . , . and ela,

Tam. kanai ^ stick ’ kane and katia*

It may be noted here that the weakening of e into ^ is found in verbal forms and the

weakening of e into a in nouns.

(3) a \ dy 0 in inflexionial forms of Canarese* The genitive and the accusative signs

become lengthened. Gen. a \ a and the acc. am \ d] again avam ‘he* appears as avom.

Plural sign ar \ or> {vide Kittel’a Canarese Grammar

y

pages 24, 189, 212 and 47, 51, 53, 58,

111, and 112).

(4) a a by contraction, e, g . ;— agape * ladle ’ becomes ape and hdpe,

(5) ai \ i shortened) in the formation of second person singular of the future and
imperfect :—e. g,y iddi, iruvi, etc. (vide Kittel’s Kannada Dictionary

y
page 178).

(6)

Tamil*

(1) In Tamil the medial a, which is not in the first syllable, is generally pronounced as

though 'Written a ;— e*g,ymadal is madoel ‘a petal ’• It is also written as e by the vulgar

people.

(2.) Pr. Dravidian final a is preserved in Tamil in a few words as kara to milk, ira * to beg
nada to walk. These have final e in Canarese and Tula and a in Telugu. This final a of Tamil
is, hence, very probably a weakening of ai*

(3) a ^ d,d hj contraction
;

e, g,

:

—
vimavar \ vinnor “ gods.

**

periyavar \ periydr and periyor ‘ elders.
’

ahappai \ appai* Here the contraction is due to the disappearance of medial h or v.

(4) The final ai \ Tv, Dravidian a is always written as a and pronounced as tr, when it

becomes medial by the addition of suffixes
j

e, p,, malai ‘ hill, * but malanddu *

a hilly country
’

( vide Nannul-Suirafn, 123 ).
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(c) Malayalam,

The medial a in Malayalam has a great tendency to become e and is written as e by the vulgar
people. Again Pr. Dravidian final a which is written a, but pronounced ce in Malayalam
is regularly written e when it becomes medial by the addition of suffixes

;
e. g,i

Tam. amai ‘ to fit ’ is ameyuya in Mai. Tamil akai to move is ayelcha. Tamil talai ‘ head ’ is

taleJJca dat. of ialce, ( Vide Gundert’s Mah JDict.j page 1. )

(d) Telugu.

1. In Telugu initial a Vw e by z-mutation, e. g.: — Tam. an, to know. Telugu emgii.

( 2 ) Initial a v, w by m - mutation. Tam. mulai ‘ to sprout ’ is Tel. molatsu and molutsu
;

Tam. malai * to wander’ is Tel. malagu and malugu
;
Icadalu and Jcadulu, to move.

( 3 ) In the inflexional suffixes, a d through the dropping of a nasal. Tam3 amn is Tel.

vddu, and the ddu of vddu is added in verbal inflexions. Again Tam. tangu to remain, is Telugu

ddgu,

V.—a.

(1) Pr, Drav. initial d remains :

—

Tamil. Mai. Can.
j1

Tulu, Telugu.

1 adu (play) ddu ddu aclu adu.

2 dni (nail) ani ani ani ani.

8 aru (to be full) aru aru aru... aru.

4 a (cow) a d avu.

(2) Pr. Drav. medial d remains :

—

Tamil. Mai. Cjin. Tulu. Telugu.

1 kadu (forest) kadu kadu kddu kadu.

2 pal (ruins) paj, ... p3I halu padu.

8 takku (attack) ... tilkku tSgu tagu tagu.

4 nuttii (fix) nattu nata ndfcu ndtu.

5 vdnam (sky and rains) vanam hkn bdne (hill) ... vanamu.

(3) Pr, Dravidian final is found in the following words:—(1) Tam. d ‘cow’j (^)hd ‘to

protect (3) kd * to die’; (4) td ‘to give’; (5) ^d ‘ song ’
; (6) vd * to come.’

But the Pr. Drav. final d was later either shortened to a or received a formative suffix leu, tu

or tjw or pu
;
so that the above v;ords appear as dvu

;
Icdpu, sdvu, pdiu, mm in Can., Tel. and

Tulu, In Tamil, we have sdvu, Tedppu, pdttu and varu.
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(4) The development of Pr. Drav, final d.

Tamil. Mai. Can.
1

^ Tulu. Telngu.

1 a (cow) .»• ••• ••• ••• d avu ... aVu.

2 ku (to defend) ka ... ka ••• ... kapu kapu.

3 sii (to die) tja ... sa ... ... sai ... ... tXatJ*tJu.

4 td (give) ta ... ta ... ... tetJ'tJ'Uj te.

5 pa (song) pafu patn ... pata.

(5) Sp&cial development of d.

In Telugu initial d drops through accent-change and the next vowel is lengthened as

a compensation
;
e. dga ledu (cf. Tam. dhaviliai) becomes lcdledu»

Vl-i.

(1) Pr. Drav. initial i remains in all the languages.

Tamil.
' Mai. Can.

1
Tnlu.

1

Telngu.

1 idu (place) ... idu .. ida ide (n) idu.

2 iru (two) iru iru iru iru.

3 il (house) il ... illu ilia illu.

4 in'tj’u (shrink) in’t/u i^gu i»?gu i»?ku.

5 irukku (squeeze) irukku irku irku iruku.

(2) Pri. Drav. medial i remains in all the languages.

'Mote ,—(Here the i is in the first syllable of the illustrating words).

Tamil. Mai. Can. Tuln. Telngu.

I siru (small)

1

tjiru kiru, kiri ... kiru kiri.

2 tiri (twist) tiri tiri tiri tiri.

3 kill (parrot) kili guii gini .. tjiluka.

4 tali (string) t^li tali tdli.

5 Til (to sell) Til bel(n) bile (n) vilntj’u.

6 migu (to exceed).., mivu mign migu migulu.
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(3) Pr. Drav. final i remains in all the languages.

1

Tamil. Mai. Can. Tnln. Telujn,

1 addi (delay) ad$ addi addi.

2 atti (fig) atti atti • a • • atti ... « «

•

atti.

8 katti (knife) katti katti ..
’

katti katti.

4 tatti (screen) ta^b • • • ••• tatti tatti tatti

5 parutti (cotton) parutti patti parti patti

6 y'evi (ear) tjevi
i

kibi kibi tjevi

(4) i eiii/a - umlaut ).

i before cerebals and liquids and followed by a becomes e in Classical Oanarese, Tula and

Telugn and also in New Tamil and New Malayalam.

Tamil. Mai. Can, Tulu. Telugn.

1 idam (place) ... •«. idee eda ... ida eda.

2 idadn (left) idea eda eda edamu.

3 inai (couple) ina3 ene iiie ena.

4 iraval (borrowing) iravu eravu eravu eravu.

5 ira^gu (descend) ira’jvu eragu eraguru eragu.

6 ilai (leaf) ilflB ele ere ...

7 ilai (thread) ••• ilse ele ele ela.

8 ilam (young) ila ••• ela ili

(5) Special developments of e.

{a) Canarese*

(a) zya \ i f1) as in tlie accusative singular
; (2) in tbe genitive singular

; (3) in the

locative singular; (4) in tbe infinitive ; (5) in tbe nominative plural.

Tbe examples respectively are—

Unnt tdklconda ; g&li sodar ; MdiU iri htru ;
dragitteru (vide Kittel’s I^annada Grammar,

page 204).
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(b) The ancient dialect z l « in some verbs, tsu (draw)
;
k/ru Icettu (scratch),

etc. (KittePs Can. Gr ,
art. 06.)

(c) In some verbs 2 ^ a; hadidu L hadadu* (KifetePs Can» Gr., p. 95, art. 157.)

(d) Medial i 7 u though final 26-mu.tation : e. g,, hadihu and haduhu * a cut’; hamhu aud
JcanuJcit * the stalk of millet.

’

(h) Telitgiu

(1) i \ ahj a (iL)-umlant:— e,g* Tamil eli is Tel. elaka ^rat’, Tamil ‘ to bite *

is Tel. harat^u and harui^ii.

(2) i ii hjii- umlaut '.— e.g.: — edir ‘front’ in Tamil, becomes edura in Tel. and,

Canarese, and Tula. Tamil hadir * a spindle ’ is Tel. haduru.

(3) i \ 6 by contraction with a, through metathesis of liquid consonants. Examples are :

(1) Tamili ira7jdu * two ’’ is Tel. rendu
\ (2) Tam. iralai ‘deer’ is Tel, Zed/; (8) Tam. iladu

* not’ is Tel, ledu ; (4) Tam. ila ‘young* is Tel. /e.

This change is sometimes found in New Tamil and Malayalam as in rendu * two.
’

VII -1.

(1) Pr. Drav. initial i remains :

—

Tamil.

1

Mai. Can. Tulu. Telugu.

1 i(fly) t iga.

2 itj’tj’u(date ) itta itjal ita.

3 in ( to give birth ) inuya in inu.

4 iru ( nit ) iru ... iru • • • •• t iru.

5 idu ( match ) idu idu idu (pledge) idu.

(2) Pr. Drav. medial % remains in all the languages :

—

Tamil. Mai. Can.
i

Tulu. ^ Teluga.

1 sippu ( baach) tjippu kipu
1

kipu tTipa.

2 kiru ( scratch ) kiruya kiru Idru giru.

3 tiru ( finish ) tiruya tiru... tiru tiru.

4 min ( fish ) min mtnu minu minu.

5 \isu ( to fan ) vitjoyo bisu bisui vitju.
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(3) Pit. Drav. final 4 is found in lli€ following words :—

i

(giro), tc (fire) It

(purse) (fie), (human exerement).

Tamil, MaL
1

Caa. Tula. Telugu,

I i C give ) i 1 • •• * «

•

• 0 • • 1*

2 ti (
sweet ) .1 SI SI £i.

ti, tu
( fire ) ti ii and si tu

4 pi ( man's dung ) pi pi •• pi.

5 tli( fie ) tji t;i tn
j

txi.

VIII-Tl.

(1) Pr. Drav, initial u remains.

Tamil. Mai. Can. Tula. Teliiga.

1 umi (spit) umi «gi ugi ... usi a’tju.

-
i

uppu (salt) uppu uppu uppu uppu

.

3
i

uyir (Hte) uyir usiru usiru usiru.

4 iindai (round) iinclje unde unde nnda.

y ulundu (black gram) ulundu uddu uddu udduln.

(2) Pr. Dravidian medial it remains.

Tamil. Mai.
j

Can. Tnlu. Teluga.

1 kuttu (blow) kuttu .,J kutlu kuttu kuttu.

2 kiiri (aim) kurl guri guri guri.

3 tumbal (sneeze) tumbnva tumbilu tumriiu.

4 niiidi (knot) raudi mudi mudi mudi.

0 tudi (end) tudi tudi... tudi tudi.
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(3) Pr. Drav. initial « 1 o 6y a-umlaut.

Pr. Drav. iniiial u becomes o when followed by a and before cerebrals and liqnids. This

change is found in classical Can,, Tel. and Tula and also in New Tamil and Malayalam :

Tamil. Mai. Can. Tnln.
!

f Telugn.

1 udal (body) udal odala odalu odalu and ollu

.

2 ndai (kick) udai ode •••

3 urai (scabbard) iirfe ore ore ... ora.

4
'

nlai (forge) uls0 ... ••• ole ••• nle ula.

5 iilavu (secret)) ujavo olaya olayu olavu.

(4) Special developments of «.

(a) Tehiffu.

In Telugn a A d by contraction; e. ff.
:—^Tam. ural ‘grinding mortar’ is Telnga rolu-, Tam

(in) is Tel. 16
;
Tam. ztgir ‘ cla^ ’ is Tel. goint,

(1) Pr. Drar. iBitial ^ remains :

—

Tamil. Mai. Can.
1

Tuln, f Telugn.

j

1 udu (blow) udu. udu
1

udu udu.

2 ur (village) uru firu uru uru.

3 ulai (howl) 61® ... ... ula.

4 dlizan (work) uliyam ... 61iga uliga udigamu.

5 unra (to fix) unnu drn firu unu.

(2) Pr. Drav. Medial it remains:

—

Tamil. Mai. Can, Tnln.
'

Telugn.

1 kMu (nest) kudu gfidu >«.j gudu gudu.

2 tuhkam (weight) ...
,

... tfikku tfika tuka tuka.

8 niiln (thread)
; nMu nuln .. nulu nulu.

4 munru (three) munnu milru ... muji mudu.

5 mulai (corner) mulss mfile mfile mula.

{To be continued,)
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A BALLAD OF THE SIKH WARS.

Talten down hy JjT. Longwortli Dames between Jliang and Cldnioi in lS7o,

Communicated hy JS. A, Hose,

Introductory Remarks by the Editor.

This Panjabi Ballad, like most of its kind, contains a fine confusion of history, though it

is, in point of date, close to the events it purports to record. It may be divided into two equal

parts. Part I contains references to the First Sikh War of 1 845-6 and to the Battle of Sobraon,

near Firozpur, on lOtb Eeb. 1846. Part II refers to the siege of Multan and to the

Second Sikh War, both in 1848-9. To explain the allusions in the Ballad it is necessary to

relate something of the real history of the time.

The series of dynastic troubles, astonishing even in the history of an Oriental State, which

arose on the death of Eanjlt Singh in 1839, resulted eventually, in 1845, in the regency of his

widow, Rdini Jind&ci, on behalf of her son, Dalip Singh, the titular MahfiivijS of the PanjSb.

Her minister was her favourite and reputed paramour, Lfil Singh, a BrShma^. They had

abundant evidence that the Army of the Kbalsa, or Sikh Commonwealth, was not only

practically their master, but was also far from loyal to them, and, in pursuance of a deep

scheme to break its power, they made every effort to involve it in a war with the British

Government. They finally succeeded in inducing the KhalsS Army to cross the Satluj into

British Territory. Strategically the object of the movements made was to separate the

Cantonment of Firozpur, a strong but isolated outpost of the British Indian possessions at that

time, from its supports at Ludhiana and elsewhere. This led to a series of important battles at

Aludki on l8th Dec. 1845, at Ferozeshah (Pherushahr) on the 21st Dec., at AliwSl on the

27th Jan. 1846, and finally at Sobraon on the Satluj on the 10th Feb„ followed the next day

by the capture of Kasfir on the Labor side of the river. In these opei’ations the Sikh Army

was overwhelmed and for the time being crushed. All the above places, except Aliwal near

LadhiSna, are near to Firozpur,

The references in the Ballad to the Battle of Sobiaoh are in the main correct. That

fine old Sikh warrior, Sham Singh of Atari, strongly advised the Sikh Army not to interfere

with so powerful a neighbour as the English, but finally, when they would not listen to him, he

joined them at Sobrsion, and deliberately went to his death during the battle, in circumstances

which have made his name cherished hy the Sikhs to the present day.

When driven hack from their entrenchments by the British, the Sikhs endeavoured to swim or

ford the Satluj in their rear, but a rise of the river in the night had swept away their bridge of

boats and made the crossing dangerous in any circumstances. It was during their retreat that

the great slaughter at Sohraoii took place, and the river was so choked with corpses that

Lord Gough, who commanded, is said to have remarked that he could have walked over to the

other bank by stepping from one to the other.

B^ja Lai Singh behaved treacherously throughout all the fighting with the British, as part

of the plan of securing the defeat of the Khalsa Army, and though he managed to keep his

post of minister even after the disastrous treaty that followed on the defeat at Sobraon, he was

eventually convicted of treacherous conduct towards the English and banished to Benares in

Dec. 1846.
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One of the immediate effects of the defeat at Sobraoh was to place the Eogra Chier,

MaMrAja GulAb Singh of JammCLh, a great figure of the time, in power over the Khalsa.

He became the chief intermediary wuth the British and in the end their ally, receiving for his

services from Lord Hardinge, the Governor-General, the great fief of Jammun and Kashmir,

now held by his descendants, under the celebrated agreement, long afterw’ards known as the

“ Sale of Kashmir.”

The reference in the last line ( St. V., 1. 4 ) of the Ballad relating to the Battle of Sobraon

is very obscure. RTija Lfil Singh is represented as saying that he has complained to Gulab

Singh about Sher Singh. This Sher Singh cannot be the Maharaja Sher Singh, as he had been,

murdered three years previously. It might refer to Jawahir Singh, the brother of Rani Jindan,

a notoriously evil genius of the Sikhs at that period, but he had been murdered more than

a year before. The prominent Sher Singh of the time was RAjdi Sher Singh, of AtAri, w'ho

was one of the Council of Regency on the banishment of Raja Lai Singh in J)ec. 1846, and

afterwards the leader in the Second Sikh War of 1848-9. He must always have been a person-

age not at all likely to have been friendly with Raja Lai Singh.

The allusions in the second part of the Ballad are much more obscure than those in the

first part, and require a good deal of explanation. The Second Sikh War was the direct out-

come of the First, as the Sikh power had only been scotched, not destroyed, at Sobraon. The

first fruit of the trouble that arose after the treaty ratified at Labor on 26th Dec. 1846, was

the rebellion of Mtll Baj, the DlwAn of MultAn, in 1848, which began with the treacherous

murder, on 19th April, 1848, of Messrs. Vans Agnew and Anderson, who had been sent

to Multan to look after the administration at what may be fairly called Mul Raj’s own invita-

tion. Vans Agnew exhibited a splendid courage in the circumstances of the attack that led to

his murder, and managed to send news of it to Sir Frederick Currie, the Resident at Labor, and

to Sir Herbert Edwardes and General Cortlandt at BannfL and Dera Ghazi Khan, respect-

ively. Edwardes raised a Muhammadan force at BannCi, which steadily defeated Mul Raj’s

troops in fight after fight, until he reached Multan itself on July 1st and invested it, while

awaiting the arrival of General Whish on the 4th Sept, with a siege train. Then commenced
regular operations to reduce the important fortress into which Mfil R^j had converted the fort

and city of Multan.

Part of the arrangements made at Lahor for assisting Edwardes was the despatch of

a Sikh force under B&jd. Sher Singb of AtArl, which was disaffected from the commencement,
and while Edwardes was investing MultS.n, Sher Singh’s father, Chhatar Singh of Atari, had
raised a formal revolt against the British in the North. After much hesitation Sher Singh
threw in his lot with the rebellion, and went over with his forces to Mul Raj on the 14th Sept.

Eventually he quarrelled with Mul RSj and took himself and his men off to his father, and finally

became the leader of the Sikh armies in the Second Sikh War, until the crushing defeat at Gujrat

on the 21st Feb. 1849.

A curious small fact of this episode is brought out in Stanza 9, in a manner not uncommon in

Oriental ballads :
—“ From without Sher Singb wrote a letter and smuggled it inside— ‘we are

going into the fort
:
give us support.’ ” In the evidence adduced at the trials of Mul RSj and his

fellow-rebels it was said by them that Raja Sher Singh^ “ never wrote but one letter to the Dewan all

the time he was at Mooltan and that was the night before he came over. We were astonished i for

though we knew all the Rajah’s soldiers were our friends, we believed the Rajah himself was our

enemy. ...... when, therefore all at once he proposed to join us we suspected treachery and would
not admit him within the walls, but made him encamp under the guns of the fort.”

1 Edwardes, A Tear on the Panjah Frontier, Vol. II, p. 611 ,
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Tlie line in Stanza 9 which says— “ You killed the Sher Singh, who can trust your
word,*’ seems, however, to refer to a totally different story of the time—the gallant death of Path
KMh Tiw^na in Bannu when besieged at Daltpgarh. When it was no longer possible to go on he

sallied out sword in hand and was recognised by the Sikhs as one of those who had caused the
murder of PeshorS. Singh, a reputed son of Ranjit Singh. Peshora Singh was popular with

the Sikh soldiery and claimed the throne in 1845. The story goes that Path Khnii came out of the

Fort and called out “ I am Malik Path Khan Tiwan^. Don’t shoot me like a dog, but if there are

any two of you who are equal to a man, come on.” The Sikhs replied :— “You are he who murdered

onr Prince, Peshora Singh, and we will murder you”— ,
and shot him dead.

Sher Singh’s defection caused the siege of Multsln to be raised and it was not again commenced

until the arrival of reinforcements from Bombay on Dec. 27th. Multto was finally reduced

on 22nd Jan. 1849, when Mul Bstj unconditionally surrendered.

The most difficult allusions in the Ballad are those to Muhammad Bakhsh,” no doubt

meant for “ Muhammad Khan,” a name so common as to afford hardly any clue for identification.

There were several prominent Muhammad Khans at the time connected with the movements of

Sir Herbert Edwardes.

There was Muhammad Khan Kbosa, who was killed in the first great defeat inflicted on

Mnl Raj’s troops at Dera Ghazi Khan by Gen. Gortlandt, the Khosas being a Baloch tribe

who supported General Gortlandt and forces. Then there was Shah Muhammad Khan Datid-

putra, one of the principal officers of the Nawab of Bahawalpur, who helped Edwardes throughout

lus operations. This officer was killed during Eduardes’ victory at Sadusam, close to Multan. But

the circumstances connected with these two names are anything but shameful, as the Ballad infers.

The actual Gommauder of the Bahawalpur force was Pat!h Muhammad Khan Ghori, an

ineffective old man with doubtful antecedents and not altogether uiisuspected of treachery at the

various fights he was supposed to assist in, but his end, so far as this story is concerned, was merely

removal from his post by the Nawiib.

The personage most likely to be referred to was Sadiq Muhammad Khan Badozai,

a Mnltani Pathan and of one of Mul Raj’s principal officers, who blew hot and cold all through the

rebellion and finally joined and helped Edwardes.

Test. *

Qissa I.

1 .

Charhi karai Khalsa
;
cha hast sandhurc

:

Kandhi dhar ’amariyah, v^ng gumbaz lianjire.

Hath gane badhc, Sham Singh
;
Sikh pliiran

amure.

Mnrde vich darya de dar bhaue pure.

Sikh akhdeu ih dihare maut do bah kichau pure.

Translation.

Part I.

1 .

The Khrdsa^ army set out on its march with

elephants dyed red,

And garlands hung on their haudas, like the

domes of mosques.

The affairs of Sham Singh went awry
;
the Sikhs

tied his hands.

The corpses were swept down by the current of

the river ( Satin j
).

The Sikhs say that on this day death came in

the mud of the stream.

[The dialect is that of the South-West Panjab, and oontains a number of ^words not traceable in the Piiiifahi

‘Dictlonai'ij of Uliai Maya Singh B, g ,
chharah, dhriiih^ liakCtCun^ etc., etc. The Punjab spcihng of lakk would be

lalVit of iiagg, etc. ; bnt of kTiati, khat.]

- The KhMsJi was the term for the Sikh Commonwealth.
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2 .

Kuob taiyare Laiidanoii Sahib cbharak katai

:

Gore, kale, Rajpufc. Kar abu dbai !

Is takbt L^bor di Sikh aiidhar abi.

Chib aniyaii liya Ansrcziiii ;
sab in manai.

Chbaoni vicb Firoz de a goriyan He.

3 .

Savdaii ]\rabaii Singb ki lakh hrd sipabi.

Jibre iiaukar bowaii badsbabaii nuii samhne

niihaii kill burlyai
;

Saiidba-wabyaii marya Sber Singb
;
unban kiti

buriyai

.

Likbe Blbi te Lai Singh : — “ Main 'arzi

pah 11neb ai.

Is se takbt Labor di main liidak lahi.

4.

Dalaii diibSii muqrxbila sack akbya laiiiyaii

:

Is se takbt Labor diySii main biclakrin labiyaiV’
,

Likbe Bibi te Lai Singb : — ** Main arziyaii

pabuiiohaiyaij.

6 .

Dere vicb Labor di Sahib Sbrda Bag
;

Milya an Angrez nun Raja Gnbib.

Sardari Mahan Singb dl Sinklian klti kbarSb.

Is mare Rujd te Sber Singb di main kiti faryad.

2 .

The SSbibs ( English
)

prepared their march

and led an exj)L*dition from London :

White and black and Rajputs. See bow they

set forth !

Blindness came upon the Sikhs of this throne of

Labor.

The English came and respected all the laws

(of ivar).

The white men came Irom the Cantonment of

Firozpur.

3.

The army of the Mahan Singh's Stated was

a camp of a hundred thousand men.

All the servants who weie before the King did

evil.

The Sindhanwiiriyas slew Sber Singh they did

evil.

Wrote Lai Singh to the Queen

“

I sent

a petition.

By this I brought trouble on the throne of

Labor.

4 .

I have said truly that I raised the dense smoke

of war,

And by this I have brought disasters on the

throne of Labor,"

Wrote Lai Singh to the Queen ;
— “I have

sent petitions,

5 .

The Sahib is in camp at the Shala ( Shalimar )

Gardens at Labor.

Rujd Gulab (Singh) has come and joined the

English.

The State of Mahah Singh the Sikhs (them-

selves
) have destroyed.

Therefore have I complained to the Raja about

Sher Singh.”

» Matian Siagh, the founder of the Sikh State of the Panjab, was the father of the great Eanjlt Singh of the
Panjab.

* Mah&raja Sher Singh, son of EaniJt Singh, was murdered by the Sindh^hwalias during the shocking
tragedies of tho 15th Sept. 1843 and the following days,

5 Eani Jindah, the reputed mother of Dalip Singh by Sanjit Singh.
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Ohariii liaku^ii SShibaii : tun aklie lag.

Palnda karnS he rat din, ja pahunoMii jab.

Vari^e vich Multan de, pi kaiP sliarab.

Kila kacherljSn baithakdh. Tun vekliiii raj.

7.

Muhammad Bakhsh sipahi vich kidile muhh

dhari pag.

Us kaclhi dhruli miyan vichoh
;
alimba ag,

Vadh kitosoh tukre do tote had.

Ghatyar vich Multan de dhaclhd adhrajja,

Kila diwaliih hathin apne
;
hun lagdi lajj.

Maut manhiyah sir te : larai bhaiye phab.

8 .

Dhrah peya Mulfcdn vich : do mare lat.

I0it te khabarSu pahunchiyah vich Bannu Tak.

Dere vich Multan de H hoi i ndch.

9 .

Bahroh likht Sher Singh
;
khatt andar ghale :

—

Assin vaiAih kile vich, dewan asii nuh jhale.’’

“ Tus§,h raarya Raja te, Sher Singh, visa kahri

gale?”

Jaiiji ditthe manjiyan ; kar milni thile,

Tis din marda vich Multdn de lakh paundus pale.

Part ir.

6 .

The Sahibs set out on their march, as I will

relate to you.

Travelling night and day they arrived quickly.

1 hey entered IVIultan and drank spirits and wine.

They made forts and courts. You know their

( way of
) rule.<^

7.

Muhammad Bakhsh, the soldier, hid his face with

his turban in the Fort ( ? )7

He drew his sword from its scabbard and lit the

fire.

He split the bone into two pieces ( ?

He burst into Multan with great violence.

He took the fort with his own hand ,* now shame
is upon him.

Death came upon his head ; in the fight was he

destroyed.

8 .

The sword fell upon Multdn and there was

violence.®

The news came to Edwardes^® in Bannu and

Tank.

In the camp at MultSn this dance took place.

9.

From without Sher Singh wrote a letter and

smuggled it inside :

—

“We are going into the fort
:
give us support.

”

“You killed the R/ija, Sher Singh: who can

trust your word ?

The boatmen saw the procession and went to

meet them.^i

On the day that Multan was taken, they found

Idlchs of treasure.13

6 Allusion to the arrival of Vans Agnew and Anderson at Multi\n. ^ These phrases are obscure.

8 The reference here may he to a story of the siege, when MaoMahon, a British volunteer, cut dow'u the leader

of the defending party, a powerful Sikh, in the presence of Sir Henry Lawrence. He killed him with one blow

which divided his head. Edwardes, A Tear in ihe Fanjab, Vol. II, 6S9, 733.

9 Reference to the deaths of Vans Agnew and Anderson.

19 Xtbit means Sir Herbert Edwardes, being an attempt to pronounce both names.

11 Allusion to the number of canals and water-courses about Mult&n.

13 S&wau Mall, Mhl R&j’s father, had been Biw^n of Mult&n for 23 years and left an enormous hoard of money,

to which his sou s uooeeded.
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10.

“ Dalaa doban muqabila, kal pbire cbapati.”

Angreziiu mar leya Kila Multan jibr^ Sba

yaki.

Singb Panjabon nikale ho tare udSsi.

Hukm lioia Angrez da ;
likb tore kbati.

Dakan khabaraii kitiyafi, char rato-ratl.

10,

** In the meeting oE the two armies, the cha^dtis

will circulate to-morrow,

The English slew all the rebels that were in the

Fort at Multan.

The Sikhs passed out oE the Panjab in despair.is

The rule of the English was established, and the

news of it was sent.

The post carried the news, travelling night by

night.

NOTES AND QUERIES.

MEANING OF “BRAHMAN.”

It appears to be generally believed (vide an-ie,

Tol. XXVI II, p. 370) that the word Brahman

throughout the Bigveda signifies without ex-

ception ‘

‘
prayer. ” There is at least one exception.

The word occurs in mandalal, hymn 10, verse

4, and has been explained both by Yaska and

Sayana as “ food,” and this appears to be the

more appropriate meaning from the context.

S. SlTARAMAIYA.

correspondence.

IVAS TOBACCO IN VOGUE IN 1600 ?

Sir,— Mr. Yincent A. Smith published a query

in Vol. XXXVII, p. 210, headed “Is tobacco

indigenous to India”? with reference to the

assertion made by an anonymous writer in the

Times on the 2*2nd November, 1902, that there

could scarcely be a doubt that * certain varieties

of tobacco were indigenous in India.’ He observ-

ed that the writer quoted gave no authority for

statements which seemed to be opposed to well-

known evidence. He regretted that nobody had

answered his question, hut proceeded to solve it

himself on the basis of an article by Sir Ray
Lankester which appeared in the Daily Telegraph

of March 28th, 1908. Sir Ray referred to

Be Candolle’s Eisiory of Cultivated Plants.

Mr, Smith says that new varieties of the

tobacco plant produced artificially in parts of

Asia have been erroneously supposed to be in-

digenous, and that no Asiatic language has any
native worfi for the herb, which is not mentioned
by any writer on China earlier than 1680. In
answer to this I may say, however, that this

statement is not at all true. At any rate there
IS the Sanskrit word {tamrama),
and its Bengali abbreviated equivalent ‘crnTf^fT’

( iamakii \ I can quote many Sanskrit verses Tu
support of my statement, if necessary.

Now let me turn to another point. According

to Mr. Smith tobacco was brought from America

for the first time in lo58 and was then quickly

spread over the world through the agency of the

Portuguese, English and Spanish peoples. But

this can hardly be correct, because the Sanskrit

tem above mentioned was used by the natives of

India at a very early period, long before the reign of

Akbar, which is practically the earliest Euiopean

period in India.

In support of my views, the Chinese pilgrim,

Hiuen Tsang, relates that some of the columns at

Sarn^th in the Benares Division were erected by
Asoka the Great. And in fact the ruined columns
and edifices there were erected by Asoka, Kanishka
and Asvaghosha from the 8rd century before

Christ down to l‘2th century A. D. I visited

Sarnath in 1905. Among the ruins I saw two red

earthen hiMas or hubble-bubbles, carefully

preserved by Mr. F. 0. Oertel. Now Mr. Smith
says that the hukka is not mentioned before

1600, but if that were the case and if tobacco

was nut in vogue in ancient times, then why
should the hubble-bubble appear at Sam§-th ?

Ganapati Ray,

Librarian,

Bengal National College*

Calcuita, T2nd January, 1909.

Allnaion to the departure of Ster SiogU after hU quarrel with Mfll E4j.
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THE GUMANI NITI.

COMPILED BY PANDIT EEWADHAB IJPEETI.

{Communicated, by G, A* Grierson.^ C.I.E,, Pk.D,, 'D.Liit,)

[Introduetoy Note.]

[In the Indian Antiquary for 1885 I published a few curious verses by a poet named Gumani,

which I had collected in Tirhut. The first of these will be found on p. 124 of that volume. I

was at the time unable to give any information regarding tbeir author, whom local tradition

wrongly made out to be a native of Patna on the Ganges. A short time ago, through the

kindness of Pandit Ganga Datt Upreti, the well-known author of several works on the languages,

folklore, and ethnology of Kumaun, I came into possession of a small pamphlet containing over

seventy similar verses by the same poet.

It appears that his full name was Gumani Pant, that he was a native of what is now the

district of Almora, and that he flourished about a hundred years ago. He was a prolific author,

both in Sanskrit and in Hindi. His works are still greatly admired in the land of his birth, but his

reputation in the plains of India, which, as we have seen, extends to Tirhut, some five hundred

miles away, depends, so far as I am aware, on the short verses of which I published a few in 1885.

A favourite literary diversion in India is known as Samasyd^]^urii, It consists in one person

setting a single line of a stanza, and challenging another to- complete the whole. These verses, so

completed, are sometimes in Sanskrit, sometimes in one or other of the modern vernaculars. The

verses of Gumani partake of the character of these samasyds, but have one peculiarity. The line,

which is usually first composed by the setter of the competition, and ou which the other lines are

founded, is in this case some familiar Hindi or Kumauni proverb. He uses it as the last line of a

four-lined stanza, and completes the latter by composing the three preceding lines in Sanskrit, in

such a way that they poetically describe some situation which is aptly illustrated by the concluding

apothegm. Each stanza, therefore, consists of three lines of Sanskrit, followed by one line in an

Indian vernacular, and in adjusting most of his proverbs to the procrustean bed of Sanskrit

prosody he has succeeded in displaying considerable ingenuity.

These verses are not always easy, Gumani was a learned man and dearly loved a rare word,

while an unusual aorist possessed an attraction that he was incapable of resisting. Pandit

Bewadhar Upreti has been kind enough to send me, through Pandit Ganga Datt Upreti, as full a

collection as possible of these verses of Gumani, which it now gives me great pleasure to prepare

for the pages of the Indian Antiquary, The last-named gentleman has added to bis kindness by

writing an English translation of the text. As this seemed to me to be of too detailed a character

for the readers of this Jonrnal, all of whom may be supposed to be familiar with the story of the

Mahabh^rata, I have taken the liberty of preparing a fresh translation, largely basing my version on

his. At the same time, as I have done this, I must accept the responsibility for any mistakes that

may be noticed in what follows.

—

George A. Grierson.]

Text,

gsr 3nr »rar | n ^ ti

Translation.

1. Although the sons of DhritarSsbtra were

powerful and well-versed in strategy, still

as they were sinful, they were all killed

in the battle, and Yudhishthira alone

became the ruler of their kingdom. ‘‘In

this world, it is the good man’s end that

is good*”
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«TrT: 'Uftf 'nrfT'Tafira'

«Tm^r

I

ffrarr ^ ^ ^ !U »

3pi^?»«tT f^ff^

w?rft ^frar

fpft 17 1 11 ^ ii

2. Havana, the ten-headed, the sinner, the

hater of others, the oppressor of others,

the slanderer of others, the ravisher of

another’s wife, fell from his throne. If

there be not unselfish thoughts, whence

can come the blessing ?
”

3. Although assiduously guarded in the forest

by Rama and Lakshmana, the masters of

the world, still was Sita ravished by the

ten-necked Ravana. “ That which is des-

tined cannot remain unfulfilled.”

TTfir^r^ ^
smV^rre^nrlsnrTt^firll vii

ST tTTfi’ I

srna-:

li 't ii

5s=*TsrsfPr 5^ sErp: i

^ Trar-sf^

5^ST^ SIS?^^ % H » II

^rars^sr sSr 7gl7--

1

Tmpi,
l^fsf ^ ipT srsff I ll <t II

^rauncspT 77 i

f5sr 77»7 StjST

1^^ ^srr !Tf|“^ II ^ 11

4. The Pandavas, though wise and heroic

wandered wretched in the forests for many
a day, whereas the wicked Duryodhana

became king (in their place). “In this

world everything is but (a matter) of

Inck.”

5. In a country in which there is no virtue

and no common sense, in which there is

nowhere any study of the YSdas or of the

Scriptures, there let the wise man conduct

himself as one void of wisdom, “ In

a one-eyed country let your sight be

one-eyed,”

6. The ten-headed Havana carried off the

spouse of Rama, and for no fault was the

Ocean subjected to bonds (owing to its

being near to Lanka, Ravana^s abode).

Manifestly was this the fruit of company

with the wicked. Never abide thou near

an evil man.”

7. Terrified by the warfare with the haughty

Jarasandha, Krishna built a fort (Dwara-

ka) in the midst of the ocean. But even

there did he remain full of apprehension.

“ Great is the fear caused by the wicked

man.’*

8. When Vasudeva beheld Kamsa in his

chariot, with sword drawn to slay the

daughter of Devaka, still uttered he not a

single harsh word. Right is it to show

patience when dealing with the wicked.”

9. Although Kub^ra had all the virtues of

kinship, although he was full of love for

Havana, although he was his own brother,

natheless did the Ten-headed bind him in

the battle. “To the wicked man no one

is a relative,”
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5^?r ?5=|: i

'gjik'fr -sf^ ?r«Tr h
^ u v> »

^5^?^r^*T?r: -SHf

^RsTT I grr II \\ It

10. The crescent inorai is worshipped, for it

obtaiiieth honour b\' its home on Siva’s

head. Even when full it is not so greatly

reverenced. “ Ei’er make thou thine asso-

ciation nith the good.”

11. With intent to purify (the ashes of his^

ancestors did that king Bhagiratha bring

down the G.anges to the earth. Thus, too,

became he a supreme friend of the noild-

“ The righteous man doetli good to overy-

tfr^nr rs^
wNr^?5rr 1

giTRfI'

aTr I ?rr u II

12. While he churned the ocea.ii for the sake

of iioctar, Visknii therefrom took out

Lakshmt, the adored of the world, while

Siva took out the death-niauifestiii^

kdiahuta poison. “Whatever be written

ill his fate, that doth man receive.*’

^s^arq-^rr: I

1^. The offspring of Visravas (Havana and

Vibhishana), the sons of Ra]i (?), those

born of Kaiyapa (the demons), the Kau-

ravas, and the Yudavas, all perished

through mutual dissension. “Not good

is family discord.”

(Who those born of Raji were^ I do not

know.—G-, A, G.)

;crif m
»Tt t'k mfr *tI ?rm II II

14. Spouse of the world-hero king of Lanka,

mother of MSghaiiada, daughter of j\Iaya,

yet did j\Iaiid6dart woo Vibhishana, her

husband’s brother. “ A woman became

a A\idow ; all chastity went its way.”

Rrifi’ i

;fr^r^ ^Trrfr^^nTT nVMi

%^2: I

I5T?
** **

15. When Asvatthaman became the geiieriil

(of the Kaiiravas), on the battlefield iu

his army he had but two warriors left.

BhOja(/. <-.,Kfitavannau) and The Master

(i, e., Kripa). Only in these did the glory

of his troops consist, “His Honour has

but three articles ot clothing: (1) his

trousers, (2) the tape to tie them with,

and (3) nothing else.” (Htter poverty.)

!<;. (When Uttara, the son of Virata, was

deputed by his father to fight the Hauiata

army, he ran away. On this occasion

Arjuiia thus addressed him : Vairafi,

now that thou art here, what hast thou to

do with fear of the onslaught 01 thy foes ?

Fight thou with all thy might. She came

out to dance. Why doth she veil hei

face ?
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17. At first the treacherous Bana refused to

give (Ushilto Anirnddha), but afterwards,

when conquered by Kyishna in the battle,

he gave his daughter m marriage. “ He
killed a fish, and then had to eat the guts.”

(Killing a fish is looked upon as binful.)

18. 0 Ganges, (thou sayest that) thou wilt

not give me thy blessing till all the sins

within my body, infected as it is by evil

company, shall be destroyed. When the

father dies, the bullocks will be divided.”

(Waiting for a dead man’s shoes. The

point is that the speaker is similarly

waiting for the death of his sins.)

19. Once upon a time Krishna came to Kunti,

as she was lamenting in the forest, and

said to her, — Why art thou shedding

tears from thine eyes ? “ Some time or

other the Ganges will get across Soron.’'

(He consoles her by saying that sometime

or other she will ultimately get through

all her troubles. J ust as the Gauges will

ultimately get across the whole of Soron,

where the sixty-thousand sons of Sagara

are buried.)

20. (Mandddari addresses Eavana :—) Before

Rama, the pourer forth of arrows, cometh

here to attack thee, do thou restore to him

his wife. “ The more the blanket soaketh,

the heavier doth it become.”

21. When the ambassador said to Krishna

that Sisupilla of Ch^di, who had abused

him, now repented and desired peace,

Krishna replied ; “ That drop has now

gone to a far country.” ( /. e., spoken

words are past recall.) (Metre, Aryd).

22. (Bhima addresses Duryfidhana :—

)

Quoth Bhima to the prince,— Abandon

thou thy vain pride. Easy art thou

to be conquered by thine enemies in

the battle. Only in name, but not in

truth, art thou Duryfidhana (i. e,, hard

to conquer). “ His name was Nayana-»

sukha (eye*bliss), but he is blind of

both eyes.”

28, Horrible indeed is the nature of the

wicked, and very hard is the disposition

of their souls, though full of flavour

and like to nectar are their words.
“ Rama on the mouth, and a dagger in

the armpit.”
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24. Althougli tie knoweth that the grain is

scattered beneath the snare in order to

entangle him in the net, still doth the

bird fall therein. “Greed is an evil

calamity.’*

25. Although he was defeated many times,

still did not Yudhishthira cease from
gambling, but over and over again in-

creased bis stake* “ Gambling losses

are like sweetmeats *’ (and the player

still wants more).

2G. The boa hath not to beg for his food,

nor hath the snake to build a house.

The bird hath to serve none for wages
“ God giveth all to all.*^

(This is a translation of Mulfik Das’s

famous Hindi couplet :

—

Ajagara Icarai na chdhart

pachchhi harai na hdma^

Ddsa Maluha haht gae

saha hd data Bdrna^

27. (Addressed to the Ganges). Although

thou wanderest past countless bathing

places, and still retainest the pure water

of thy Gangeshood
;
yet in the sea thou

becomest undrinkable. “ What God
decreeth, that cometh to pass.”

28. Three were we in family, and on the

very day that my old mother died my
wife bare a son. “ The loss on the one

band (was balanced by) the gain on the

other.”

29. When once upon a time Hanuman, the

son of the Wind, advised the starting on

the search for Sita, he was at once sent

off to make that search himself. “ He
who speaks of ght, is he who is told to

go and fetch it.”

30. (Virata sent his son Uttara in charge of

an army to pursue the Kauravas who
had raided his cattle. Uttara showed

signs of fear.) In the battle Arjuna

addressed Uttara saying,— Here, before

thee, are the enemy-destroying troops of

the Kauravas, the raiders of thy cattle.

Though thou art but a young lad, still

shonldest thou not fear. Take thon

deep courage. ‘‘Even though God has

given weakness to a man, still should he

cry out ‘strike,’ ‘strike,’*^ (2 . e., bluff

often saves the situation).
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On the death of Bali, Tara his spouse,

became a hapless widow. Yet, even then,

feared she not to let her heart incline to

Sugriva, and shamelessly did she proceed

to adorn herself. ** The noseless woman
adorned her forehead with spots of sandal/*

(Disgrace renders a person callous to

further loss of reputation.)

Once did Nala sleep upon a golden bed.

In the days of his misfortune that same

Nala was glad to take in the forest a

couch of withered grass. Saith Gumani,

—In this world is the power of fate invin-

cible. ‘‘Brother, remain thou in that

state in which it may please God to place

thee.’^

^ Trr^ ii n

33. Saith Hari to Yudhishthira,— This Sakuni

hath defeated thee by cheating. Look

thou upon gambling as naught but a

cause for thy misfortune (and cease there-

from). Replied Yudhishthira, “ I regret

not wealth taken from me at the cost of

the taker’s honesty.”

34. Dhritar^shtra slept in proud content when

he had seen the young Pandavas (banish-

ed and) in distress. But also did he

witness the death of all his sons. “ Sin

is the father (the master, or punisher) of

him who commits it.”

5T While Bana was as yet undefeated by

Krishna in the battle (his mother'

*Cr 'S^ 5^^% Kottavi) Dgvl came naked before Krishna,

3Tq% ^ ^ ^ in terror prayed for his life. To her

U U said Hari hotly, — This day or the next

must this son of thine, the molester of the

world, be slain, “ How long need a

she-goat care for the welfare of its kids

(destined for the butcher).” (See Hari-

vamsa, 10720 ff.)

36. (The G&pis address Uddhava :—) O
t^r ^ ^qi#ir l

Uddhava, say thou to Krishna,— If thou

HW W qr must desert the young Gopis of Vraja

^ ^ n ll
lieart, why didst thou

entangle them in love ? That man who
proffereth not love at all is better than

he who awakeneth passion and then

abandoneth it. “If it were to be arrang-

ed beforehand, a miser is better than such

a giver.”
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Hiranyakasipu in anger said contemp-

tuously to 'Sancla and Marka (to whom he

had entrusted Prahlada’s education),

— What fault is it of yours that this

Prahlada hath so little wisdom ? It is

my son’s character that alone is vile.”

‘‘ If my own gold be counterfeit, it is not

the fault of the assayer.”

38. When the demon Miiricha had already

been maimed by Ramans arrow (during

Visvamitra’s sacrifice), and had taken

refuge in the sea, Havana arrived and

addressed him as he lay there terrified

(nnd with his wounds not yet healed),

— 0 thou who carriest out my aims, be

thou now my heli3er in the ravishing

of Situ. (To whom IMaricha replied).

“ Whde the dog is still whining from the

pain in his buttocks, his master calls

him to the cliasu.^^

31). Sisupala of Chedi, when in his presump-

tion a claimant for the hand of Hukmini,

suffered defeat at the hands of Krishna,

and then it was that he showed repent-

ance. “ Not till my Lord is vanquished,

does he seize his beard.” (It requires a

beating to humble him).

40. W^hen Karna, the offspring of the Sun,

had received the kingdom conferred ujjoii

him by Puryodbana, he strutted proudly,

shouting in the battle-field. To him, ou

seeing him, cried out the Wind-born

Bldmaseiia, “ He lives on scraps obtained

by begging, and belches in the market-

place (to make people think that he has

]ust enjoyed a sumptuous feast).

41. In the city of Sonitapura, when in days

gone by Aniruddha, the son of Smara,

was bound in the noose (of snakes) by

Banasura, he called to mind his home and

family and was distraught with grief
;
to

XJsha, too, when she saw him thus bound,

was born a burden of grief; and Bana's

spouse, her mother, seeing her daughter in

sorrow, mourned for her. The mother

weeps for her daughter, the daughter for

her lover, and the lover for bis house and

home.”

37.
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42. (AVlieii Kama was appointed general of

the Kaurava army, and asked for 'Salya

as Ills charioteer), the latter said, (allud-

ing to Karna’s alleged low birth),— Thy

words are raging as arrows. If I am to

be thy charioteer, hard is it to be mild in

sj^eech. Forsooth, a new army leader-

ship is this, and very eminent. (The

concluding proverb will not bear transla-

tion. A decent parallel is nayd j6gi aur

gdjar hd sahlh, “ a j6gi so new that he

has only a carrot for his conch-shell.’’

)

43. Heroism in battle and pride of splendour

abounded in Drona and his fellows, but it

was in Bhishma that there was love and

trust (and therefore he was the first

commander of the Kauravas). ‘‘ Govar-

dhana Dasa is the spiritual guide of all.”

(Of. BahM hlittm Gopdl hi, God is the

God of all the world. According to the

dictionaries, the aorist of the root j)yai

occurs only in the AitarSya Aranyaka).

44. When Bhishma was asked at the

Asvam^dha who was to be honoured first

of all, he lovingly replied, — Without

doubt Krishna is to be worshipped. But
there, though not asked, SisupSla objected

that that w^as not his opinion. “Who
asked for your opinion ? I asked for it

myself,”

45. Sakuni, the king of Gandhara addressed

all (the Kauravas), —Am I not worthy

of being elected a general, that you have

not counted me in the battle of heroes ?

Consider ye me as a hero, for I am the

uncle of the king, ye charioteers. “ I

am the bride’s step-mother. Eegard me,

regard me !”

46. While the Yadavas were distracted (with

other things), Arjuna, in the guise of

an ascetic, carried off Subbadra from

Dvaraka. “ As soon as a thing is out

of sight, it becomes the property of my
friends (the thieves),”

47. Become thou an ascetic, devoid of all

worldly desire. Lift up thine arms to-

wards the sky and go thou forth. First

of all resign thou all this false (dream

of the world). “ Take not one, when
thou givest two.” (Z.6., see that thou

gettest the worth of thine actions'^-
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48. Krislana, invited by Yndhishthira, went
to the assembly of the sacrifice. And
there also slew ho Sisupala in battle.

“ One journey, two things done ” (two

birds with one stone),

49. As Krishna loved the herd-maidens in

Vraja, so loved he them not when he had

gone to Mathura. “Every one is in

love with his own object.” (J. e., the

world is selfish).

50. Said Krishna,—Some herd-maiden hath

carried off my flute. Saucily answered

Eadha,—I found it in the forest. I will

give to thee, but thou must give me a

fine garland of pearls in return. Replied

Krishna, “ My head is worth but a

quarter of a pice, yet costs it two pice

to be shaved.”

51. A beggar feeds himself to repletion on the

small offerings o£ many households,

“ Sticks collected by five or seven, make

a full load for one.”

52. (Indra had given Karna a magical

saJcii ^-weapon, which could not fail to

kill him against whom it was directed,

but which could only be used once.

Karna intended lo employ it in killing

Indra^s son, Arjuna, but actually used it

in slaying Gbatotkacha, the son of

Bhimaseua, Arjuna ’s brother.) 'When

GhatOtkacha was killed by Arjuna in the

battle, and Indra saw that the virtue of

his safcfi-weapon was exhausted, full of

joy he exclaimed,—Good Luck ! Now

Arjuna w^ill live long. Better, I ween,

is the death of this son of Bhima than the

slaying of my son. ‘*May my friend’s

son die rather than my own.”i

53. (Another reference to Uttara’s cowardice).

With a chariot loaded with weapons, also

with a mighty army, with Brihannada

(Arjuna) for his charioteer, and himself

armed with a bow, still Uttara did not

dare to fight the Kauravas, “ Who can

teach a wooden cat to mew ?” ®

1 This proverb is in Kumaunx. ^ This proverb is also in Kumanni.
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54. (After the conclusion of the war of the

Mahabharata), Alas! DhritarSshtra was

compelled to take refuge, like a house-

dog, with his enemies the Pandavas, who

ordained that he should do them homage.

“ No shame is there to a noseless man, and

no soot is there from a (burning) rag

(Jianiardy* ® (I. e., so low had he sunk).

55. (Another version of the foregoing.)

Dhritarashtra lived helplessly under

the protection of that mighty (Bhima-

sena) who had slaughtered, one by one,

his hundred sons, like so many brute

beasts. “No shame is there, &c.”

56. The treachery of burning the lac-

house that was practised by the wicked

Duryodhana upon the Pandavas, result-

ed in the death of the family of

Nishadas. “It is the oppression (dm-
pd7ii) of the poor that (people) again

and again (rtizphiri) desire (oMni) (m
this world).’’^

57. It was those (princes) who, distracted

by fear, saved their own dear lives, and

went not into battle, that Jar^sandha

slew. “A collection (kaph Mddn) of

worthless sons (cMldn).^^ ^

58. When Usha fell fainting on account of

the dream-seen f\niruddha, her father,

Bana, asked of her the cause (but on

account of shame, she could not tell).

(Like a woman who has) “ a pain in a

place she cannot mention, and the only

doctor is her husband’s elder brother”

(towards whom she is bound to be

exceptionally modest). ®

59. When his young son (Abhimanyu) was

killed by the Kauravas, Arjuna, mourn-

ing for him, took his head upon his lap

and wept. Then did Krishna, the son

of Yasud§va, thus address him, “ How
long {Jcah leg) (into the night) dost thou

weep for him who died in the evening

(saisdj) (i, e., in early life).”

® Proverb again in Kumanni. * Proverb again in KnmannJ.

^ Proverb again in Knmauni. Metre dryd. s proverb again in Knmanni. ^ Proverb again in Knmauni.
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CO. When destiny is against a man, his

best-laid schemes “gang aft agley’’.

“(The mighty) Ravana could in no way
withstand the monkeys,*’'®

61. The Biahmana reads the YIda to the

exact extent of his fee. My song is

just as long as your (gifts of) sesame

and rice.”

€2. When Havana’s city was burnt down,

he rescued but one uascorched chariot.

“When the hut takes fire, whatever is

saved is profit/’

63. Yasishtha cursed King (Kimi), and

Nimi cursed Yasishtha in return.

“The priest seizes the hand of his sink-

ing client (to rescue him), and is

drowmed himself.”

64. The child says to his father,-—Give me
an elephant. The father has not even

a single she-goat. “‘The son asks for

spiced hotch-potch and 'ghi and in the

house there's not even a pinch of salt.’’

65. King Suratha was dethroned by his

ministers who conspired with his

enemies, “ When the thief and the

watch-dog have become friends, w^ho

will do the guarding ?”

66. On a holy day, w’hen the shopkeeper

saw the Brdhmaiia, he hastened into

the inner rooms of his house, for fear

that lie should be asked for a present.

Next day (he has no hesitation) in

greeting him in public with, “ Let me
fall at your Hevereiice’s feet.”

(Look the other way when the collection

plate conies round).

07. Wheu he sees anyoue well supplied

with w'ealtliof elephants and horses, then

does the needy Brahmana furnish him

with blessings, saying “ My client, may
God bless you w’lth health and wealth.”

68. Radlia says, “ The son of Nanda (/. e.,

Krishna) has cut a bit of bamboo out of

our jungle. He made holes in it, so

that it gave forth pretty music. Then

he gave it a grand name and called it

“flauto.” (It is just as if) a 'woman

had taken fire from my house, and

(wheu she brought home with her)

called it The Devouring Element.’'

* A Gorkhali proverb >
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54. (After the conclusion of the war of the

Mablbharata), Alas! Bhritarashtra was

compelled to take refuge, like a house-

dog, with his enemies the Pandavas, who

ordained that he should do them homage.
“ No shame is there to a noseless man, and

no soot is there from a (burning) rag

(Jiantardy^ ^
(/. e., so low had he sunk),

55. (Another version of the foregoing.)

Dhritardshtra lived helplessly under

the protection of that mighty (Bhima-

sena) who had slaughtered, one by one,

his hundred sons, like so many brute

beasts. “No shame is there, &o.’'

56. The treachery of burning the lac-

house that was practised by the wicked

Duryodhana upon the Pandavas, result-

ed in the death of the family of

Nishadas. “It is the oppression (awz-

pcini) of the poor that (people) again

and again (rUtpMri) desire (chdni) (in

this world).

57. It was those (princes) who, distracted

by fear, saved their own dear lives, and

went not into battle, that JarSsandba

slew. “A collection (IcaiaJc Mddn) of

worthless sons {zMldn)^ s

58. When Usha fell fainting on account of

the dream-seen Aniruddha, her father,

Bana, asked of her the cause (but on

account of shame, she could not tell).

(Like a woman who has) “ a pain in a

place she cannot mention, and the only

doctor is her husband’s elder brother ”

(towards whom she is bound to be

exceptionally modest). ®

59. When his young son (Abhimanyu) was

killed by the Kauravas, Arjuna, mourn-

ing for him, took his head upon his lap

and wept. Then did Krishna, the son

of VasudSva, thus address him, “ How
long {kah leg) (into the night) dost thou

weep for him who died in the evening

{saisdj) (z. e., in early life).”

® Proverb again in KuTnaiini. * Proverb again in KnmannJ.

^ Proverb again in Knmauni. Metre ® Proverb again in Kumauni. ’’ Proverb again in Knmaunit
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60. When destiny is against a man, his

best-laid schemes “gang aft agley'\

“(The mightj") Havana could in no way
withstand the monkeys,”®

61. The Brahmana reads the YSda to the

exact extent of his fee. '* My song is

just as long as your (gifts of) sesame

and rice.”

6*2, W'hen Havana’s city was burnt down,

he rescued but one unscorched chariot.

“When the hut takes fire, whatever is

saved is profits”

63. Vasishtha cursed King (Kimi), and

Nimi cursed Vasishtha in return,

“The priest seizes the hand of his sink-

ing client (to rescue him), and is

drowned himself.”

64. The child says to his father,—Give me
an elephant. The father has not even

a single she-goat. ““The son asks for

spiced hotch-potch and 'ght and in the

house there ^s not even a pinch of salt.’^

65. King Saratha was dethroned by his

ministers who conspired with his

enemies, “ When the thief and the

watch-dog have become friends, who
will do the guarding 3”

66. On a holy day, w’hen the shopkeeper

saw the Brahmana, he hastened into

the inner rooms of his house, for fear

that he should be asked for a present*

Next day (he has no hesitation) in

greeting him in public with, “ Let me
fall at your Reverence’s feet.”

(Look the other way when the collection

plate comes round).

67. Wheu he sees anyone well supplied

with wealth of elephants and horses, then

does the needy Brahmana furnish him

with blessings, saying “ My client, may
God bless you with health and wealth.”

68. Riidhii says, “ The son of Kanda (/. e.,

Krishna) has cut a bit of bamboo out of

our jungle. He made holes in it, so

that it gave ‘forth pretty music. Then

he gave it a grand name and called it

“flauto.’’ (It is just as if) a -woman

had taken fire from my house, and

(when she brought home with her)

called it The Devouring Element.”

5* A GorkhAli proverb.
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69. When E&vati, the daughter of Eaivata?

was married to Balarama she was older

than he. The bridegroom was no
higher than the knees of the bride.

“‘Wife big, hnsband small

70. When the snake was lying hidden at

the entrance to the home of the rats,

the cunning crow stood, in front of the

door and several times cawed loudly.

“ The one-eyed man is by nature a

babbler, and the lame one an oppressor.’’

(The crow is said to have only one eye,

and to interfere in what does not

concern him. The snake, on account

of its crawling gait, is said to be lame.)

71. O Etoa-chandra, thou king of the

house of Eaghu J to Thee am I come
for refuge- In all respects endow thou

me with “The humility of one whose
arm is grasped ” (by a loving Eriend

and Saviour).

In this last D6hd alone of all the verses

here given, is the Sanskrit in syntac-

tical construction with the Hindi.

Kartauyd is feminine in agreement with

the Hindi Mj, shame, modesty.

A PRIMEE OF DRAVIDIAN PHONOLOGY.

BY K. Y. SABBAIYA, M.A., 1. T.,

Lecturer, Hajahmundry College,

( Continued from p. 170,

)

(3) Pr. Uravidkn final 5 remains in all the languages; hut there are only three examples.
Even these often take a final enunciative ^ ;

thus ^ {ivu.

Tamil. Hal. Can. Tvln Telngn.

1 pfi (ilower) pfl, puvu ... PU PU puvu.

2 tu (fire) tfi tu *•* •••

3 kh (cry) kfl kiiga tfigu kiivu.

® Proverb in Kuznaniii,
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X.-e.

(1) Pr. Drav. initial e remains :

—

Tamil. Mai. Can. Tain. Tolngn.

1 en ( count ) en ennu ennu ennu.

2 edir ( front ) edir ediru ediiru ..J eduru.

3 ellam ( all ) ella ... ella elle ella.

4 erudu { ox ) ••• ... ... erudu eddu eru oddu.

5 ettu(tolift) ettn I ettu... ettu ettu.

(2) Pr. Drav. medial e remains:

—

Tamil. Mai. Can. Tuln. Telngn.

1 sevi ( ear )
tjevi

[

kebi kebi tXevi.

2 teppam ( float ) ... teppa

3 veppu ( heat ) ... veppu bem beppu veppu.

4 veri ( madness ) ... veri beragu beragu verri.

5 perubu ( to grow ) ••• peruya ... petJtXa pertja perugu.

(3) Primitive Dravidian e was not finally used.

Note : e \ 0 occasionally in Tulu :—Tamil velli
^ silver ^ is bolji

;
vtndiim ‘ wanted’ is bod.

Special developments of e,

(a) Canarese,

(1) As an initial it is very often pronounced as ye or yi and written accordingly.

(•2) eya n. e in (1) the genitive
; (2) the accusative

; (3) in the locative
; (4) in the affix aneya;

(5) in the infinitive, (i^ide KittePs Kannada Dict.^ p. 287.)

(3) The initial e is connected with pe and he, t\ e., it is often aspirated {vide Kittel’s Diet., p. 262),

e, g*, etStSu^ to increase ’ 1 JietSlSu • ‘ a blow ’ hettu and ^ peitu,

( 5 )
Teliigu and Tulu.

In Telugu and Tulu, too, initial e is often pronounced and written ye by the vulgar people

{vide Manner’s Tulu Did,, page 78).

(c) Malayalam.

(1) In Malayalam initiale is pronounced distinctly with y, and Dr. Grundert in his Dictionary

always writes ye for e,

(2) In Malayalam e \ i ot u :— e. g,y erumbu, irumbu and urumhu * ant
;

’ this is after r.
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XI-S.

(1) Pr. Drav. initial c remains.

Tamil, Mai. Can. Tnlu. Tolugn.

1 era (to rise) « « • > • era era eru etsa.

2 elii (seven) ... ela elu ela edu.

W eiii (ladder) eni eue eni

4 eralania (m n cli) . ,

.

•rnsmm* liemlam eralama.

5 (go) • a . * <».• a.e egn.

(2) Pr. Drav. initial i remains.

j

Tamil, Mai.
1

Can. Tnlu. Telngu.

1 kedu (loss) «•. ... k§du kidu k6(Ja tX^dpadu,

2 kSl (to hear) ««« ••• kSlya ... kSnu kena ••••••>

3 tSkku (teak) tSkku t^ga tegu tMcn.

4 ter (chariot) ... t^r t8ru tSra tera-

5 tel (scorpion) . .

.

t^l tXel tjai tSlu.

SlI-o.

(1) Pr. Drav. initial o remains

Tamil. Hal Can. Tnlu. Tolugu.

1 ottii (press) ottu
I ottu...
1

ottu ottu.

2 orfi (pledge) orri otii otti ottu.

3 ottu (total) ottu ottu ottu ottu-

4 o^ujjga (to shrink) 0dU7?7;U
..

j

oduTjgu oduijga odugu.

5 ollnha (lone) olluya
,..J

ollugu olume

J

oUa.
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Pr. Drav. Medial o remains :

—

I

Tamil,
j

1 koinbu (stem)

2 kol (fco hold)

3 todu (touch) dress

4 pon (gold) ...

b poruha (to fight)

kombu kombu kombu kommii.

kol7a Itol konu konu.

todukka todu todu todu.

pon ponnu ponnu ponnu.

poruva pordu pordu.

(3

)

111 Primitive Dravidian o was not used at the end of words,

(4)

Special developmeni of o.

In Canarese and Tulu initial o is often pronounced and written as y, ro»

In Canarese inrtkil o is often aspirated and becomes po or ho
;

e. p, ;—oddike ‘ union ^ is

hoddike.

XIII-6.

(1) Pr. Drav, 6 remains initially

(2) Pr. Drav. medial 6 remains :

—

Tamil.

1 k6ttai (fort)

2 kodi (corner)

3 kolu (stick)

4 kOru (desire)

5 koli (fowl)

kottse

...' kodi

... kolu

... koru

... koli

w.. kota.

... koradi-

... kolu.

koru.

... kodi.
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(3) Pr. Dravidian final 6 remains

Tamil. Hal. Can. Ttiln. Telugn

1 p6(go) o> hdga <o

XlV-se.

Tile Primitive Dravidian long front (b develops into %\a, a and e, Teluga as a rah has e ;

Canarese and Tula Lave e and a
;
Malayalam lias mostly a and in a few cases has e

;
Tamil has ya

and a: ya is characteristic of old Tamil and old Canarese* It is to be noted that y in ya shows the

front character of the original vowel. Examples are :—

Tamil. Mai. Can. Tnlu. Telngn.

1 yadn, adu (goat) a din adu edu eta.

2 yandu. andu (year) andu edu e(n)du.

8 yarn, aru (river) aru era

4 yuiiai, anai (elephant) anse ane ane ^nuga.

5 amai (turtle) toa3 ame, eve erne

C aluha (to rule) aluya alu alu elu.

7 yar, ar (who) ar ar, yar era eru, everu.

8 yakkai (body) etj^tli

The Primitive Dravidian long front nasalised had different developments. Sometimes it

lost its nasalisation and developed into e or ya^ the y showing here the front character of 5. Sometimes
the nasalisation was preserved, but its front character was lost as in the development 7ia» In some
cases both were preserved as in ne

;
only here the fronting was greater than in Pr. Dravidian.

Again its front character and nasalisation were represented ag in n'a. To sum up.

Pr, Dravidian S ^

V.

ya ( old Tamil),

na (New Tamil ),

£a ( old Tamil ).

na ( Malayalam ).

na ( Canarese, ) and ne^

ne ( Tulu ) aiidya^

ne, e ( Telugu) and ^ na.
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Note. — The developments marked * are only rare in those laugaages, and found only in one
Gastaiice.

Pr. Drav, ^ \ ya, n»i, na (Tamil.)

^ na, (Malayalam.)

S. a, nn, ne (Canarese,)

ti. ya, na, ne (Tuju.)

^ e, 118, na (Teiugu,)

Tamil, Mai. Can. Tulti. Tolagti.

1 yan, n'Sn, nau ( I) n'an an, nanu ... yanu enu, necn.

2 yam, ii’am, nam ( we ) n'am am, navu ... llama ..J emu, memn.

3 m'an, nan ( rope )
/A

n an 1 nenu nSiitt

4 n'ayiru, nuyiru ( sun ) n'ayiru nesaru iiesuru ...

S iiaru ( young plant ) n'aru 11a ru nadsi naru.

6 n'aludal, n'alu 3 al (hang) n'aluya, n'elu-

n- 1

nSlu aelu

Section II.

I.—System of consonants^

(1) The Primitive Dravidiau parent-language had the following system of consonants :— *

TO f 1) voiceless

& j

...

Lip,

P

Teeth,

t

Roof,

t

Front.

k'

Back.

k

CO L(2) voiced *«* b d 4 S' g

^ f (1) voiceless ... vr ••• « * • •

1 1

11
Q L(2) voiced w ••• i • • »

Nasals ... m n n i

Liquids ... ... 1 1 ... ...

^emi-vowels • ••

F r

• •9 y 999

Note.—Stops are consonants which are formed by complete closure of the month passage, and

may be pronounced with or without voice, t, e., with or without the vocal cords being set in action
;

ill the former case they are said to be voiced ;
and in the litter voiceless. In the case of the

continuants the closure of the mouth passage is only partial and not complete. These are also either

voiced or voiceless.
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(2) Tronmdaiki%,

(sl) The lip] consonants p^ h and m are all pronounced like the English h, m in pin, hut

and mad,

w is voiceless and a biiabiaL It is prononnced like the Scotch vjh in which, when, etc»

10 is voiced and a bilabial. It is like in literary English wait, etc, (See Wrights,

Dialect Grammar, pp. 19 and 20),

(b) The teeth cmsonanta, t, d and n are prononnced exactly like the Sanskrit dentals ?r,

and ?r ;
e., by bringing the point of the tongue against the very edge of the upper front

teeth. There are no English letters answering to these. The English dentals are formed at

the gums and not at the point of the upper teeth.

I is like the English I in lip, lad, etc. ; and is a gum dental.

r is like the English t in ring, risls, etc.

The denial n has two pronunciations. When initial, it is a pure point dental like the

Sanskrit sf. When medial and final it is gum dental like the English n.

(c) The Koof-consonants i, d, n, /, 1, r are also called cerebrals. These are all formed by
curling back the tongue and forcibly striking the under part of it against the roof of the

mouth. The Prim. Dravidian i, d, n, I, are pronounced exact ly like the Sanskrit S’,

and cf.

Z and r are sounds peculiar to the Dravidian languages alone, I is formed by curling

back the tongue and pronouncing the English letter r
; e, p,, in the word /arm in a rather

liquid manner- (Caldwell’s Gr, of Drav,, p. 28 : see also Kittel’s Can, Gr,, p. 10).

r is a very hard rough sound, and is formed at the roof by the curled point of the
tongue- It comes nearer to the so-called Northumberland burr, but the latter is more
uvular than cerebral (Wright’s Gr, of Dialects, p. 19).

( d ) The front consonants ¥, g\ and n, are also called palatals. These are identical with the
Primitive Indo-Germanic palatals in pronunciation

; and are formed by the middle of the tongue
and the hard palate. These have a soft guttural pronunciation almost like the English h and g in
hid, get, etc.

is exactly like the Sanskrit Sf.

y is like the English %j in literary English,- yeZZoid?, ^ield, etc.

( 0 ) The back consonants Tt, g and h, correspond to Sanskrit gp, Jr and noxn has die
fconnd of ng in the English word ling.
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3. I will give here the pronunciatioa ol other symboL, winch I shall have to use hereaiter

under ‘ dialectal changes ^

:

—

( a ) — d S. Is likey and dg in literary English judgt, and the g in such words as genif etc*

(b) S is like th3 sh in literary English ship
^
fashion

^

etc.

(e ) i J* is like the cli in literary English cheese
^
churchy etc.

( d ) s is voiceless and is like s in s%t.

( e ) A IS like the k in hand^ head, etc.

( f ) -y is a velar-voiced spirant and corresponds to the pronunciation of g after a — vowels

in some parts of Germany, as in the word Lage. This is the development of medial g in Malayalam.

Tamil aham is Malayalam

(g) /s is affricate like the German z in zahn, and this sound is found in Telugu as a

devolopemeiit of initial

(h) is labio-dental and is like Sanskrit

II. — Laws of Dravidian Syllabation.

(1) Only a voiceless stop or a nasal can commence a word, and it can, in no case, be a roof

consonant or cerebral.

( 2 )
No voiceless stop is admissible in the middle of a word or even at the end, except when

it is doubled.

( 3 )
Any consonant may end a word,

( 4 ) Compound consonants can never begin a word
;
and the only compound consonants that

are admissible in a word, are ;

—

( a ) V olceless stops doubled.

( b ) Combinations of nasals.

( c )
Nasal and consonant of the varga.

(d) y ox I with a voiced consonant or y or Z, plus nasal and consonant of the dental varga

.

III. — The Influence of Accent-change on the Laws of Dravidian Syllabation.

Through the influence of accent-change referred to in Section I, the above laws of Dravidian

syllabation underwent the following modifications:

—

( 1 ) Some medial doubled consonant were voiced in Oanarese, Tulu and Telugu ; e, g,, Tamil

tappai ‘ a slit of bamboo’ is dahbe in Oanarese and Tulu and dahba in Telugu. Tamil Jeappu Miad

smell ’ IS gabbu in Can., Tulu and Telugu.

( 2 ) Some initial consonants in Oanarese, Tulu and Telugu were voiced especially when

followed by a voiced consonant or liquid.

In the examples given above we find that bb infleiiced the initial t and Ic and chaaged llieui into

d and y, Tamil kdl * wind ’ is Oanarese and Tulu gaU and Telugu gali.
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Tamil hondai ‘ a tuft of hair ’ is gonde in Ganarese and Tulu and gonda in Telugn.

( 3 ) The final consonant took an ennnciative very short and only half-pronounced. All

the languages were affected in various degrees,

( a ) In Tamil, Malayalam and old Ganarese, the final fe, t, r, p and the representative of

Prim. Drav. g\ iS, s, or s, took this final short

(b) In Mid. and Hew Ganarese the rest of the final consonants were also aSected and took

this u*

(c) In Tulu and Telugu all the final consonants end in u,

(d) In New Tamil and New Malayalam, there is a great tendency for all the other

final consonants, except m to take this u. Thus :—hal ‘ stone ’ is kallu in New Tamil and New

Malayalam.

IV. The developments of the Primitive Dravidian Consonants in its various

dialects

A,—^The labials.

P.

1, p. remains in all the languages :

—

Tamil. Malay. Oan. Tala. Telugu.

1 pahal (day) payal pagaln pagaln pagalu.

2 pahai (hate) ••• paya ••• page page paga.

3 padahu (boat) .,. • * padayu padagn padavu padava.

4 pattn (ten) • • • • • pattn pattn pattn pattn.

5 pal (tooth) pal palln paru palln.

6 palli (lizard) palli palli palli balli.

7 padn (sing) padn padu padn padu.

8 pal (milk) pal pal(ii) per palu.

9 padai (army) pada pade pa(Je

10 pnhai (smoke) pnya page page puga.

11 pnln (worm) pnlu pula & pnlu. puru purugn.

12 panda (ball) pandn ... - ,f *f * banti.

13 patfci (cloth) pattti batta.

14 padil (exchange) • • padil badulu.

15 pattai (a bit) • • ef • patt® badda.

16 par (alive) • « •• • pSp
,

barn.
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2. jD ^ 6 initially through the influence of accent in the case o£ examples 12 to 16 given above.

This obtains only in Telugu as in Can. and Tula p \ h initially,

3. p \ h in Mid. and New Canarese, and also in New Tulu. This change seems to be due to

the influence of Marathi, the neighbour of Canarese and Tula on the north. In Marathi, the

aspirated stops become A., e, g,s hhutas * I was, ’ became koto, Sinilarly in Mid and New Canarese

and in Tula p seems to have first become aspirated as pJi and then changed to h.

Tamil. Malay. N. Can. N. Tulu. Teliign.

1 pahal (day) payal hagalu hagalu pagalu.

2 pain (ruin) palu halu Lilia padu.

3 hotte hotte potba (belly).

4 pahai (hate) paya hage hage paga.

5 padahu (boat) padayu
I

hadagu hadaga padava.

fi pattu (ten) 1 pattu hattu hadu pattu.

7 palli (lizard) palli halli halli palli.

8 parutti (cotton) .. parutti hatti hatti pratti, patti.

9 pani (mist) pani hani hani panniru.

10 pambu (snake) pambu havu havu pjtmu.

Note.—(For authority, see Sahdamani^dor<panat art. 159 and 160, and Kittels* Canarese

Dictionary, p, 1618; Manner’s Tula Grammar, pp. 669-682).

2 . This change p \ his not universal in Tula. There are some exceptions.

(3) The following words in Canarese have pp \ h. [Vide Sabdamani-darpana (Smd.), art.

160].

These words are : — (1) intappam, untappam and aniappam which become severally intaJiam,

untaham and antaham,

(4) Sometimes the h \ p is lost and the vowel alone is left as initial. Thus :

—

pagalu \ hagalu 1 again (dog),

han'tTu 1 an'tj* 4* Telugu peuku (tile),

parti ^ patti l patti ^ atti (cotton),

pavu havu Tivu (snake),

punnu ^ huijnu unnu (sore).

(b) Medial.

(1) Primitive Dravidian had b only after the nasal m. Even here it was pronounced with

a nasal twang ; so that it easily changed into m; e, g. (1) padi Telugu ^ten’ becomes midi in io7i}~

midi* For tom-midi tom-bidi ton-bidi ton-bodi X tol-padi—compare thi^ with Tamil

on-padu "s; ton-padu tol-pattu i, * old ten ’
; (2) In pdmbu ‘ snake ’ mb is pronounced mostly

as a nasal in Tamil and Malayalam. And in Telugu it is pitmu^ h completely dropping. In Can.

and Tula m \ v and we have pdvu and Mvu,
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m.

(1) Initial m remains in all the languages :—

Tamil. Hal. Can. Tnlxi. Telugu.

1 majjgu (dim) mai?i?u mai/gu mai^ku maiyku.

2 mattam (level) matta matta matta matta.

3 mabtu (measure) matttt mattu mattu mattu.

4 madil (wall) ... ... madil madil madulu madulu.

6 mani (jewel) maui ... mani mani mani.

6 man (mud) man man mannu mannu.

7 marundu (medicine) marundu maddu mardu mandu.

(2) Medial m m (in Tamil).

\ m and v (in Can and Tiilu).

in Telugn.

^ m in Malayalam.

Tamil tdmarai ‘ lotus’
;
Malayalam Telugu tamara is both tdmare and tdvare in Canarese

and Tulu.

Tamil imai (eyelash) is ems and eve in Canarese,

Tamil timir ‘ to rub ’ is timir and tivir in Canarese.

Tamil ‘snake,’ Telugu is hdvu in Can. Tulu Tamil ndm ‘ we ’ is ndm in Canarese.

The change of medial m into v is not so common in Tulu as iu Canarese.

(3) Final m \ w (Malayalam).

331 and n (Tamil),

nu or drops in Telugu.

is. drops in Tulu.

\ drops in Canarese, except in the nominative and accusative cases.

For essample,

(a) In old literary Tamil final m generally becomes n
;

e, g,^ maram \ maran
;
aram \ aran

5

halam ^ Icdan, But modern Tamil uses only m.

(5) In Telugu in a few cases m \ nu, maram \ mrdnu, but idam place eda, vdnam \
^dna = rain.

(c) In Tulu, maravx and vdnam \ mara and vdna»

(d) In Canarese the m is preserved in the nominative, and in the accusative it is n, but it is

dropped in all other cases, llaram, nominative case; maranam, aco*, but marake.

In Tulu too, m is preserved as n in the accusative
;

e, maronu aoc. of mo.ra^
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mb.

mb ^ (in Tamil and Malayalam ).

^ mb after short vowels, and vn or mu after long vowels, in Cauarese and Tula.

\ mmii and mu (in Telugu ) after short and long vowels.

Tamil. Mai. Can. Tnln. Telngn.

1 kombu ( horn) ... kombu kombu kombu kommu.

2 kembu(red) kembu kempu kempu kem.

3
i

nambu ( trust ) nambuya ... nambu nambu namtnu.

4 tumbu ( sneeze ) tumbuya .

.

tumbilu tumniu.

5 kambu ( stem ) ... kambu kamu, kavu

.

kamu, kjivu . kamu.

G pambu ( snake ) pflmbu hamu, hiivu . h/lvu pamu.

7 n6mbu( feast) ... nombu nompu mdmpu
1

nomu.

Note,—In Canarese and Tula mb is sometimes also preserved, after long vowels.

w
(1) Primitive Dravidian \o has regularly become the labio-dental v in Tamil, Malayalanx

and Telugu ; but in Canarese and Tulu, it was first voiced to lo and then became the bilabial

voiced stop h. For example

Tan.il. Mai. Can. Tnln. Telngn.

1 vandi(cart) vandi ... bandi .. baui bandi.

2 vayal (field) vayal bayalu bad3ilu bayalu.

3 varu ( come ) varn barn baru vaTjtJn.

4 vay ( month ) W bayi bAyi Viiyi.

5 vidu ( let )
vidu bidu bidu vidu.

6 vittu ( seed )
vittu bittu bittu vittn.

7 varai ( write ) ... vara? bare bare vray.

8 viral (finger) viral berelu berelu vrelu.

Note, — (1) In a few cases as 1 and 2, Telugu too has h for v\

(2) Initial w sometimes drops in Canarese as wandisu \ ondtsu * to cook, ’ warilu \ t'nh,

‘ a hook.
’

w ( medial ).

( 1 ) This undergoes the same changes as lo^ to \ z? in Tamil, Malayalani and Telugu and

it becomese b in Canarese and Tulu.

For example

:

iruvar ‘ two men ’ is inwar in Tamil and Malayalam, and irhnr in Canarese and Tula.

Again, be\:i ‘ ear ’ in Tamil is t^evi in Malayalam and Telugu, but heh in Canarese and Tnln.
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V.—Teeth Consonants, t, d, n.

t (initial).

( 1 ) t remains initially in all the languages :
—

Tamil Mai. Can. Tu^n. Tolugn.

1 tahudal ( fit ) ... tayu tagu takku tagu.

2 tarii
(
to cool ) ... tani tani ,, tani... taniyu.

tattu ( to tap ) ... tattu tattu tattn tattu.

4 talai ( head )
tales tale... tare tala.

5 taviclu ( bran ) ... tavidu tavadu tavadu tavudu.

6 trdu ( to bear ) ... talu7a ... talu talu talu.

7 tuliu ( frisk ) tulluya tullu tullu tullu.

8 tini ( food ) tini,.. tini ... tini... tini.

9 tiru ( finish ) , tiruva

1

tiru tiru tiru.

(2) t \ d (iu Gan. Tel. and Tula) before voiced and doubled consonants and liquids

and through accent change.

Tamil. Mai. Can,
1

I’nln. Telngn.

1 tandu (stalk) ... taudu dandu dandu dandu.

2 tappai ( a slit of bamboo ) tappse dahbe dabbe dabba.

3 tari ( way ) dari dari... dari.

4 tihii(fear) digilu digulu digulu.

5 tntta(coin) tuttu duddu duddu duddu.

C tndukku ( rashness ) tudukku ... duduku duduku duduku.

/•

• totti ( cowpen ) totti dodde ... doddi doddi.

8 tonnai ( a cup ) .*. tonnu) donne donne , donna.

( 3 ) t \ t sometimes in Canarese, Tula and Telugu.

( a ) In Canarese, tapar ‘ ram * becomes tagar
; toUe ‘ hollow ’ toUe,

(h ) In Tula, iappa and tSctpife \ tappa; tdr ‘riverlet* becomes toUe ‘hollow’

becomes dollu.

( e ) In Telugu, tahhiu ‘ cheating ’ comes from Thugs, the historic robbers, whom Lord
Hastings subdued. Tdvu, * place’ becomes also tdpa ; teku ‘ teak ’ and tenlcdya * cocoanut

’

become itiku and tenicdga.

(To be continued,')
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A PRIMER OF DRAVIDIAN PHONOLOGY.

BY K. V. SDBBAIYA. M.A., L.T.,

Lecturer^ Rajahnundry College.

{Continued Jrom jp. ^00»)

d ( medial ).

(a) This is rare in pure DraTidiaii words. It is generally preserved in all the languages

without change, as hadir * ear of corn/ hudi ‘ heel/ Mai ‘ seed,’ etc.

(b) d \ r m the language of children in Tamil. There is one instance in which the change

has become literary :

—

vidai ‘ seed ’ is also virat.

(g) d \ s: this is very common in Tamil. This takes place ajter front vowels
;

e, pendu
big ’ \ peribu

; 2^^lcty<^du ‘ old thing’

(d) nd \ rid^ : this is also after front vow’els. This change is mostly new Tamil and

colloquial. Aindu ^ five’ isi and^u. This is a literary form. Kdyndadu {dried) Icdrifl^adu.

n.

The history of this nasal is very interesting. In Primitive Dravidian it was pronounced as

a pure point-dental when it was initial, but as as a post-dental mostly resembling the English w, but

tormed a little higher at the gum, when it was medial and final.

In Tamil, n is point-dental as an initial, but post-dental as a medial and final consonant. That,

is to say, the Prim. Drav. pronunciation is preserved faithfully. Hence nd develops into nru in

Tamil, as r is nearer to medial n than d.

In Canarese, and Tnlu, all the ?i’s initial, medial and final, have become point-dentals
;

so-

that corresponding to nd of Can. we have nr of Tamil. But in Tulu the old pronunciation is seen

in some cases, as nd \ nd’^. (See developments of r)-

In Telugu, while the medial n became a pure point-dental, the final n continued to be pronoiiiic

ed as a post-dental. Hence, later on, a d was added to it for the sake of easy pronunciation

Subsequently, the nasal dropped, leaving only d, but after having lengthened the preceding vowel.

For example : Tam. avan ‘ he’ was in Old Tamil avandu \ vandu \ r'd{n)du. New Telugu zMn*

The other North Dravidian dialects added either d or d^. Tam, avan * he ’ is in Gondhi dcdml^u.

Tara, lean * he ’ is in GoucBii idnd’^u^ In Kui Tam. • ivan ’ ‘he * is ehdnd’S'^u In Kurukli it is as ;

t. e., a dental spirant is added and the nasal has dropped- In Korvi and Kaikadi it is dva and du^

showing onlj the loss of the nasal without the dentalisation or cerebralisation.
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n (initial).

fl) Initial n remains in all the languages :

—

Tamil. Mai, Can. Tnlu. Telnet.

1 nada (to walk) nada ...1 nada ... nada naclatj*u.

2 nambu (believe)... nambuya ... nambu * • • namba nammu.

oO nurukkn (to cat) narukkuya narnka • •• naraka naruku.

4 narai (grey) narJB nare • • « nare nara.

5 nadu (city) nada nada nada nadu.

6 nar (before) nar ... ... nara • a • nsira naru.

7 nedu (long) nedu ... nida ... nida nidu.

( 2 ) n { medial ) remains in all -

Tamil. Mai. Can. Tnlu. Teluga.

1 kaTiavu (dream) ka%avu ... ka7ia kawa kala.

2 kunai (point) kone • • kone kona.

3 kiini(bond) kuniyuyu kuni kuni kuni.

4 kani (to pity, to ripen) kani • •• kani kani kaniyu.

5 tini (food) tini ... ... tini • •• tini ... tini.

6 kannam (hole) kanna kanna kanna kanna.

i sinai (pregnant) tXinse djina dsina.

8 vana (sky-rain) vanam • . . bana bana vana.

1.

(1) Primitive Dravidian 1 is preserved in all the languages.

Tamil. Mai. Gan. Tnln. Telngn.

1 alai (wave) alsB ... ... ale ••• ale ... ... ala.

2 alar (flower) alar alaru alaru alaru.

3 il (house) il ... illu ... • • illu illu.

4 eli (rat) . eli ... ili ... • • eU eluka.

5 pal (milk) pal ... pain, halu .. halu palu.

6 talai (head) . talse , tale... •• . tare tala.

7 valai (net) . valse .. . bale .. . bale vala.

8 IkoUkill) kol ... , kole - . kole kollu.
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( 2 ) I \ T.

(a) In Tulu this change is common :

Tamil talai ‘ head ' is Tulu ta^'e.

Tamil hulai ‘ bark ’ is Tulu I'ure,

Tamil hdl ‘ leg ’ is Tulu Icuni,

Tamil ilai ‘ leaf’ is Tulu ire,

Tamil ‘ tooth ’ is Tulu paru,

(b) In literary old Tamil this change is found: e^r y. (1) h'nlal ‘bark’ is also hirni
;

(2) Icoliijai ‘ a spoon’ is also loriyai, (3 ) Again I before h, i?, t and p becomes r ui Sandhi :

e. //.,
p'liputl'fi * after.*

( c ) InCanarese we have inaral and mihl ‘ bad ’ h tre and /cilt ‘ call. ’ Ar and nl ‘ cry.
’

(3) — 1 Nw n.

(a) In Tamil, il and in are ablative case signs derived frain il

;

house, «Z, the instrumental

sign becomes an. Nil ‘stand ’ becomes ‘ lunrtt * stood^

( 4 ) — 1 \ d or d.

( a) This change is common in Gdndi:

Tamil pal ( milk ) is pddii> in Gdndi.

Tamil pal ( tooth ) is pdddil in Gdndi.

Tamil il (house ) is iddu in Gdudi.

Tamil Icdlu ( leg )
is kddu in Gdndi.

Sometimes especially in North Gondi, this d \ I \ d
( L. S., p. 459 ).

(b) In Kurnkh also I \ d; e, y*, Tamil Ml ‘leg’ is lihsl in Kurukh. In Malfco I \

e, g., Idl becomes qed ( leg).

(3) 1^1

(a) In Tamil we have the following words ; — holhcLim and Jcollidam ^a river ’
;
talipou

and bahpiju ‘ pungent *.

(b ) In Caiiarese this is common: —
Tamil talai ‘head’ is Can. tale and taPa,

Tamil tall ‘ neck ornament ’ is Can. idli and tdlu

Tamil aval ‘ flower ' is Can. ural and arah

( 4 )
1 11 ( through 1 ).

This is found in Canarese : e, g. : — Tamil ah ( hailstone ) also Tulu and Malayalam, k

Cnnarese dli and dni,

( 5 ) Metathesis of I and r.

( a ) In Canarese we have : —
Malar (flower) and maral and mulal; anil (bloom) and alrrx ehir and ^ral

( uind ).

( b ) In Gdndi we have Ion and ran = house. ( L, S., p. ).
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r

C 1 ) Primitive Dravidian r mostly remains in all the languages :

—

Tamil. Mai. Can. Tulu. Telugn.

1 neradu (rough) neradu naradu naradu neri.

2 narai (grej) marse nare nare nara.

3 maram (tree) maram mara mara mranu.

4 aral (floral ) aral aralu aralu aralu.

5 aruvi (river) ... aruvi aruvi aruve ... 1

G kari (soot) kari kari kari kari.

7 karai (shore) karm kare kare kara.

( 2 ) ( r and vowel and consonant ) developments.

( a ) In Tamil r and wwel and consonant is most common
;
but sometimes in literary

Tamil the vowel drops and we have r and consonant e. lorudal ‘being tired* and

'^onlal
;
sarudal ‘ leaning ’ and bdrttah Here the vowel is generally n*

( b') In Tula, too, r and vowel and consonant becomes often r and consonant: e, hn/rudu

‘ blind ’ and hurdu
;
hurubu and Imrbu

*

the eye-brow
5

’ ^arahe and parlce ‘ bedding
;

’ paraii and
parti ‘ cotton * etc.

( b ) In Telngu we have all the stages.

J. r and vowel and consonant \ r and consonant or consonant and consonant* Examples
are : —

(1) Tamil tiruppu * turn ’ is Telugu trzppu.

Tamil viridal ‘ spread ’ is Telugu vridulu,

Tamil hurarigu ‘ bend ’ is Telugu Tinirjgu.

Tamil Icararjgu ‘ sound * is Telngu krarjga,

Tamil paravu * spread * is Telugu prdvu,

( 2 ) Tamil iirundu ‘ to correct * is Telugu tiddu.

Tamil erudu ‘ bull * is Telugu eddu.

Tamil perumpuU ‘big tiger* is Telugu hehhuli^

( 3 ) Sometimes r disappears with the vowel : — mamndu and mandu ‘ medium

Tamil neruppu ‘ fire * is Telugu nippii.

Tamil vinippu * wish* is Telugu vippu,

Tamil karitppu ‘ black * is Telugu happu.

Tamil parutti ^cotton* is Telngu patti parti.

(d) In Oanarese, r and vowel and consonant becomes in Mid.Canarese r and consonant oxid
in New Oanarese consonant doubled.

For example :

Tamil kuruvi ‘ sparrow * is Can. gurhi and guhhi
; Tamil parutti ‘ cotton * is partti and

patti. haratfu * to bite * is Tcartfu and Jcat^tiu.
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(3) r N. r.

(a) 111 Tamil we have hdml and hdral ‘bitter '
;
tarn hi and t^rr.rhi string iantppu

and ‘ white stone etc. Kortidal q.\\6l konidal (^pra,ying) ...
^ ^ ' FP

(b ) In Telugu we have the following examples :

Tamil varai * hill ’ is Telugu vara*

Tamil tent ‘car’ is Telugu tern*

Tamil tari ‘ cut ’ is Telugu tamju,

Tamil ermai * blood ’ is Telugu erupu.

Tamil terivai ‘ woman ’ is Telugu terava^

(c) In Gondi the cerebral isatiou o£ r is very common (vide L. S„ p. 478) vara and rara
come ’

;
ork ‘ they ’ mattoram ‘ we were ’•

VI. — The Roof Consouants,

( t, d, n, 1, 1, y.

)

None of these consonants are used initially. Except n, I and I, the others could not end

a word. Even n, Z, and / in the modern dialects take an ennnciative ii. These possess a very

great tendency for mutual interchange.

(1) tt (medial) remains in all the languages-

Tamil. Ma.1. Can. Tula. Telugu.

1 ka^tu (to build) kattu kattu kattu kattu.

o tattai (fiat) tattse tatte tatte tafta.

3 tottu (begin) tottu tottu tottu tottu.

4 nattu (fix) ... nattu nattu nattu natta.

5 mattam (rneasurej raatfara ... inatta matta mattanm.

<3 tattu (tap) ... tatfu ...j

j

tattu ^ tattu

1

tattu.

(2) 1 1 (J d (in Tel., Can. and Tula).

Tamil. Mai. Cau. Tula. Telugu.

1 atti (obstacle) 8t?i addi adcli adii.

2 katta (beard) katta gadcla gadda gadda.

3 k attu (mass) kattu gadcle gadie gadda.

4 kuttai (cloth) kuttai gudde gudde gudda.

5 tuttu (coin) ... tuttu duddu duddu duddu.

0 0 ar (a rustic people) ottar oddaru oddaru. oddaru.

7 ottu (to fix) ottuyu oddu oddu oddu.
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3 (J. remains in all the dialects.

Tamil. Mai. Can. Tnln. Telugu.

1 kadal (sea) kadal ... kadalu kadalu kadalu.

2 padahu (boat) padaya padagu pada padavay.

S iiadu (centre) nadu nadu nadu nadumu.

4 kadai (verge) kada • * • kade ka^e kada.

5 idam (place) • • • eda eda eda.

6 kudu (forest) kudu ... kadu kadu kadu.

(4) 7 y (in the North-Dravidian dialects).

(a) “ In Telugu,^^ Dr. Caldwell says, there are some instances of the change of d into the

hard, rough r—e. g.—tSedu ‘ to spoil ’ (Tam., Can. kedu), should have for its transitive t^edut^u

answering to the Tamil heduklcit
; whereas i^emtSu is used instead.”

(b) In Gondi d regularly becomes r
;
and this r in some cases becomes fl?3. Hence the change

is 7 r 7 (£3,

Tamil d'^6di ‘pair ’ is Gfind d^^ori,

Tamil nddu (country) is Gh6nd

(c) In Brahrd (Z. iS., p. 621) d 7 r
;

‘ he ’ answering to the Telugu vddu becomes and
also ode and ode \ 6re,

(1) (Tamil, Mai., Can. and Tulu.) and n (Teliigu).

Tamil. Hal. Can. Tulu. Telugu.

1 kan (eye) kan kannu kannu kannu.

2 man (earth) ... man mannu mannu mannu.

3 vennai (butter)

1

i

vennse ... •«. venna.

1 ( ).

(1) The Prim. Drav. I has undergone many changes. It is preserved only in Tamil,
Malayalam and Old Canarese. ISTew Canarese, Telugu and Tulu have lost this altogether.
Telugu uses d instead as the Canarese and Tnlu use ?.

(2) I not only changes into d and but into r, Z, and y. In some cases it is even
dropped.
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(3) Even in Tamil wliioli uses I mosfc largely, it has changed in some few cases into

these sounds :

—

(a) I \ 4.

This change is fonnd in the solitary example, vU,y idlpp^^l which is also written and

pronounced as tndpctl ‘a bolt.^

(b) 1 ^ h

tulavai = talavai = tulai ‘hole.’

tahali = tahali ‘a small crucible.’

ilai = ilai, ‘ phlegm.’

uli = uli, ‘place.’

ulundu = ulnndu, ‘ black gram.*

naluvar = naluvar, ‘ toddy sellers.*

Both the forms are in use and are .considered literary.

( e ) 1 \ r or r,

nnlal = ntiral, ‘ ruining.
’

tavildal = tavirdal, ‘ failing,
’

'kavildal = kavirdal ‘ capsizing.

ilu = ir,
* to draw out,

’

(d) lly

malhudal = maydal, ‘ die.
’

olidal = oydal = oyyal, * passing.
’

(
e

)
1 is dropped,

umil = umi, ‘ to spit.
’

poludu = podu, ‘ time.
’

The above examples are all classical ; and all the forms are in use. In colloquial Tamil,

•especially amongst the rustics, I is always pronouced as ? or y. I is common in the South, and

y in Madras
;

e. y., vdlappalam, ‘ plantain fruit ’ is pronounced as valappalam in the South

and as vdyappayam in Madras- Sometimes the dropping of I is common amongst all classes

in colloquial speech ;
e, tdlppdl = ‘ bolt ’ is tdppdl

;
tdluaram is tdvdran/i^ ‘ eaves : kelvarahu

is kivarahu^ * raggi.
’

(4) In Malayalam, too, the final I is mostly wuutten and pronounced as / (see Gundert’s

Mai. Dictionary, page 1082). But I is the standard sound. In some few cases, middle I

has changed into y

'

e. Icalctmj kciyaiTif ‘fields ’ hal€lh(ty JcayaJcksy ‘ to shake.
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(5) In Old Oanarese till aboat 900 A. D. ? was throughout in use. From about

900 till about 1200 A. D. I was changed into r when it was followed by a consonant, and into

/ in all other cases. After 1200 A. D. I became obsolete and was regularly replaced by / and

r, under the conditions stated above. For instance, in Sdsanas as old as 700 A, D. we find

elpattu ‘seventy’; alu ‘to destroy’ halt^a ‘to wash.’ In those from 900 to 1200 A. D., we
find: — gale (for gale), ‘ staff ’

; aH (for alt), ‘ to destroy ’
;
and pel, ‘ to speak ’

;
olz, ‘ place ^ and

also birdu for btldu ‘ fallen ’.

I + consonant after passing through the stage of r + consonant in Mid. Canarese, became
the consonant doubled

;
e, g,, kalde (ass) 1 karde \ kadde, bildu (fallen) ^ birdu \ hiddu and

so on.

Further, as a rule, in Old Canarese, final d becomes I in Sandhi
;

e. g., kddupiera \ Mlpura*
In the formation of the present participle, a similar rule exists : maduva becomes maluva. (See

Kittel’s Grammar, Art. 234). For a detailed history of I in Canarese see Dr. Fleet’s article in

the Indian Antiquary, Dr. Kittel’s notes thereon in p. 15 of his Grammar ; and also

Sabdamanidarpana, art. 21, 28, 24.

(6) In Tulu, I regularly changes into r or ?. In some few cases it is also found as I

and d,

(a) I \ r, (This is most common).

Tamil : alu (s=:ta weep) + Tulu ar.

Tamil : alal (to grieve) + Tulu araie.

Tamil : ul (to plough) Tuiu ura,

Tamil: oU (to leave) + Tula on.

Tamil : halt (to pass) + Tulu harL

Tamil: holu (ploughshare) 4- Tulu horu.

Tamil t kuli (pit) + Tulu gun,

Tamil
:
pulu (worm) + Tulu puru,

Tamil : ibla (close) + Tulu tora,

Tamil
:
pala (old) + Tu]u, para,

Tamil
:
pole (to pour) + Tulu bori,

Tamil : vdlai (plaintain) + Tulu bare.

(to) I \ I (very common),

Tamil ; ali (to perish) Tulu ali,

Tamil ; ala (depth) + Tulu dla,

Tamil: ili (to slide) + Tulu Hi,

Tamil : {diyam (service) 4- Tulu Migs,

Tamil : ejw (seven) ; + Tulu elu,

Tamil: kdl (pebble) + Tulu Ml.

Tamil : kU (low) 4- Tulu kil,

Tamil : huldy (a tube) 4- Tu}u Tcolave.

Tamil : toh'l (work) + Tulu toUL

Tamil : SuU (whirl) 4- Tulu suit,

(c) Sometimes the Z Z becomes softened to L
Tamil : ali (to perish) + Tulu ali, ali.

Tamil: elu (to stand) + Tulu lah.

Tamil
:
^lay (tube) 4- Tulu holave.
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Thus sometimes double, and sometimes treble forms exist :

—

Tamil : h1.lu (gruel) + Tulu kulu^ hftru^

Tamil: tdl (to sinlv) + Tulu tdlu^ tdhi, tdni,

Tamil : vali + Tulu bali\ dalf, bari.

Tamil : I'oU (fowl) + Tulu lolj and IcrtrL

Tamil : ali (to perish) + Tulu ali and alu

Tamil : huldy (tube) + Tulu kolave and holave.

(d) I \ d. (There is only one instance).

Tamil : Icil A (low) + Tulu JMu.

(e) I Tamil; puliidi : Tulu = dust.

(7) In no period of Telugii is I found. Instead of it, we find mostly (7, often r, some-

times and rarely In some few cases it is dropped.

(a) I \ d:

Tamil : haluvu (to wash) + Tel. hadugii.

Tamil : alai (to call) -f- Tel. adiign.

Tamil : •pUi (to squeeze) + Tel. pindiu

Tamil: (ruins) + Tel.

Tamil ; Ml (gruel) + Tel. hndiu

Tamil : IctU (fowl) + Tel. l-6rh\

Tamil Hit, (to pull) + Tel. idn.

Tamil : siiU (to turn) 4- Tel. sudi,

Tamil : tdlai (palm) + Tel. tddii.

Tamil; pala (fruit) 4* Tel. pandiu.

Tamil : vljya (service) 4- Tel. ndiga.

Tamil: elii (seven) + Tel. ^du.

Tamil : liil (low) + Tel. IcUu,

(b) I \ r.

Tamil
:
pulu (worm) 4- Tel. puritgu,

Tamil : palar^qii (to handle) 4* Tel, para(n)yu>

Tamil: inulavgu (proclaim) + Tel. mro(yi)gfu

Tamil
:
palar)gempu (old ruby) 4- Tel. prd(%)gempu-

Tamil : Idl (low) 4- Tel. h'vula.

Tamil : ah (perish) 4- Tel. aru,

Tamil : ohigy (to flow) 4- Tel. vriyii.

Tamil : holu (ploughshare) 4“ Tel. Icorru*

Tamil: mtilayn (cubit) + Tel.

(e) I \ h

Tamil : alal (weeping) 4- Tel. alugn*

Tamil : dl (to sink) + Tel. logu.

Tamil ; iln (to draw) + Tel. Idgii.

Tamil : eM (to rise) 4- Tel. Icm

Tamil : lidl (bright) 4- Tel, Mhu

Tamil : dlam (depth) 4- Tel. Uhi,
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(d) I \ or y^j.

Tamil : pidai (pole) + Tel, poyya*

Tamil : huU (pit) + TeL goyya*

Tamil : nulai (enter) + Teh nuy-

ITote. — yy is found after short and y after long vowels.

(e) I is dropped lengthei;iing the preceding vowel

:

Tamil : mjblaqgdl and Tel. mohalii (knee-pan).

Sometimes, also without compensation-lengthening :

Tamil : kU (low) + TeL hinda^

Tamil : Mlin'd’^u (torn) -H TeL

r

1 . In Primitive Dravidian r Was only medial and final and not initial.

2. In Oanarese, Tula and Telugu r has come to be initial through the dropping of original

initial vowels e. gr., Tamil iravihliai (bo lice) is ravihe in Can. and Ttiln and faviha in Telugu
; Tamil

trakhai (wing) is in Canarese rehhe and in Telugu rehla. This tendency is also found in Colloquial

Tamil.

3. Primitive Dravidian r is preserved in Tamil, Malayalara and Canarese, and also in Old

Telugu. In New Telugu as also in vulgar Canarese and Tamil, it is replaced by r. In Tula, d or c/j

(y ) IS found instead. It is also sometimes dropped.

4. In Tamil r is faithfully preserved
5
but sometimes :

—

(a) r 7 r, (both forms are found),

katuppu and karu (black),

kirudu and kiruclu (vanity)

.

k6tadal and korudal (praying),

korani and korani (tale-bearer)

.

tarai and tarai (ground),

taruppu and taruppu (white stone),

taruvay and taruv^y (proper time).

(b) r yd.

kan and kadi (to bite),

tari and tadi (stick).

(e) rr it,

korram and kottam (triumph),

korrudal and kottudal (digging).

In Colloquial Tamil rr regularly tt.

(d) nr \ rr (literary) and 7in (Colloquial )d

inru and ii?ai, innu (to-day),

enru and eriu, ennu (when),

kanru and karpa, kannu, (calf),

onru, orrai, onnu (one),

tiuri, tiirri, tini (food),

nanri, nanni (good).

la Nev? Tamil the distiaotion between j- aud r is fast disappearing-
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6. In Malayalara Primitive Draviclian r is faithfully preserved, bnt ?r tlioiigli written as such,

IS pronounced only as ft, and Tamil nr regnliuly becomes nnui e. :

—

Tamil : kanm (calf) + Malay. Icannu,

Tamil : onru (one) + Malay, oioni.

Tamil
!
panri (pig) + Malay, pamu,

Tamil : un'int. (fix) + Malay. I'lnnii.

6. Ill Canarese, too, Primitive Dravidiaii r is preserved, as in arivii ‘ knowledge,^ Larn ‘ calf.’

Bat f + vowel + consonant often becomes r + consonant, e. g., ‘ to cry

'

becomes artln.

In New Canarese as in New Tamil and Telugu, the distinction between r and r is fast vanMnng :

and it 13 not*infrequently represented by a double r.

7. In Telugn it is preserved in the old dialect and is found often in the Now dialect. But the

tendency in New Telugu is to replace it by r.

(a) f remains •

Tamil Telugn,

rerw vcTu (other).

situ i^iru (hiss).

Hru tSiru (small).

dru iru (river).

tira terat^u (open).

mdru mdru (change).

dru dm (six).

kirai t^era (prison).

(b) In some words T \ r.

Tamil: %axai (hill) is Tel. mea.

Tamil : teficai * woman ’ is Tel. terava.

Tamil : t^.ru ‘ ear ’ is Tel. i&ru,

Tamil : eriivat ‘ blood ’ is Tel. cntp\i>,

Tamil : tari * cut ’ is TeL tariyii,

Tamil: tiru (finish) is Tel. Um,

(c) T + vowel -k voiceless consonani becomes r + cun-^onaut,

driitSu \ ilrtS'ii * to CTj\

7ndriiiSif' \ ‘ to change

kwrutSti \huriSu * to sit «

pdrufSu \ pdri^ii * to look

teriitSit \ tert^u ‘ to clear

IJote—0. P. Brown uniformly uses r, for both r and r in hi> Didionary.

(d) r of and Jcuru (small) changes into t in Sandhi :

—

tTiru + eluka = tj*itteluka, ‘small rat.’: kiiru 4- usuru = kiiftu suvu ‘>mall life’.
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(e) r \ y (rare).

Tamil Iciru ‘ scratch ’ is Tel. gtru and giya.

Tamil : tilru ‘ enter ’ is Tel. turn, duyya,

8. In Tttlu wherever r is note changed into r, it is replaced by d or dS.

(a) r 1 r (very common).

Tamil : mari * ram ’ is Tula mart.

Tamil ; horn * to string ^ is Tula hor.

Tamil : kurai ‘ defect ’ is Tuja kore.

Tamil : Mru ‘ scratch ’ is Tnlu Mru.

Tamil : kdru * vomit ’ is Tulu hdr^

(b) r 7 d.

Canarese : learike ‘ a grass ’ is Tula hadihe.

Canarese
: gap

‘ wing ’ is Tulu hedt.

Canarese : ‘ small ’ is Tuju kidi,

Tamil ; mdru ‘ turn ’ is Tula mddu,

Ttoil ; marai ‘ screen ^ is Tnlu made,

Tamil : nuru 100’^ is Tula nudu,

(o) rr \ it.

Tamil : surru round is Tula suttu.

Tamil: murru full is Tula muttu.

Tamil : ivrai ‘ now ’ is Tulu itte,

(cl) r ^

Tamil : iMnru ‘three ’ is Tulu mud$t.

Tamil : inru * without ’ is Tula id^d^i*

Tamil; dru ‘ six ' is Tulu dd^t.

Tamil : hanru ‘ calf ' is Tula kand$u

9. In G6ndi as in Tula r ^ Jj.

The following examples are taken from Major Smith’s Bcindhouh of Gondi •

—

Tamil : virahu * wood ’ is Gondi ved’^ugu,

Tamil ; inru ‘ to-day’ is Gondi nmdZu,
• Tamil

:
panri ‘ pig ’ is Gondi pad^d^i.

Tamil : ^onra ‘ to appear ’ is Gondi tondZa*

I

The Primitive Dravidian I is preserved in all the languages though in some of them it is often
changed to the post-dental liquid 1.

(1) In Telugu it is preserved in the following words :

—

(a) Tamil Telugu,

kalji (a plant) halji.

hojlu (gram) kodu,

talukku (flash) taluhu.

taliu (to rush)

tdlu (to bear) idiu,

vilakku (lamp) belagu.

talam (army) dalam,

pdlam (piece) pdlam.
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(b) / Vi. I (ill Telugn).

Tamil Telugu.

talir (bud) taliru^

tSi (scorpion) til

tuiai (hole) tola.

tuhmbu (move) dulupu.

neli (t^Nist) neU,

halfu (toddy) 'kallu.

tdl (knife) vdlu^

(cl ! \ d (common).

Tamil : ndfu, ‘ day *
is Telugu ndda,

Tamil : Isahi * weed ’ is Telugu gadat^u.

Can. gol
* weep ’ is Telugu godu,

{6) ( \ I \ n (sometimes).

Tamil : Jcol ‘ to get ’ is Telugu Jconu,

Tamil : tuluJdia ‘ to stir ’ is in Telugu boiu, toluhu, and ionuku,

(e) dlu 1 tin (in plural form)

nadu has plural iilllu (days)

tficlu has plural tallu (palm).

(2) 111 Tamil / is preserved in all cases. But in some cases, especially in.

(a) Compounds / 1 d] e, nailal \ naUal ‘friendship’; nttippu \ ntdippu (length).

(b) Before a nasal / 1

el (sesamum) is emai (oil).

(o) Sometimes I 7 n independently tii ‘ strong ’ but tindol ‘ strong shoulder ’ =s til 4- iol

(Compare the change of I \ n),

(3) In Tulu I is preserved ; but is in some cases changed to I

;

in some cases both forms exist.

In some few cases i \ I \ r.

Tamil. Tulu.

r-—

"

1 2 3

&h Ho rule ... • .

•

dhi ... ...

alai ‘ butter-miik
’

...X ... ale ale*

ala ‘ measure
’

... ... . •

*

ala ... ...

w/2 ‘ chisel... idi ...

ulai (deer) • •• ute tile fure

Icaiavu ‘ theft
’’

... ... kalava ... ...

toddy’ ... kali kali ...

tallu (push) ... ... talla tallit ..

.

tul/u (frisk) ... ... «•« tuUii tullu ...

tel (scorpion) ... ... • •• til • • • ...

'puli (acidity) • •• ••• puli ...

teUu (winnow) ... ... ... ... •era ... telle
tf • »

tafai (rope) ... ••• ••• ••• ... tale «•«
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(5

)

In Malayalam / remains in all cases where it is found in Tamil.

To sum up, Tamil, Mai. and Canarese preserve /. Tulu and Telugu soften it to h But Tuju

does it in fewer cases than Telugu. Sometimes / « («) in Tam., Tul., Telugu and Canarese.

We shall give here a few examples where / \ w in Canarese

gill and gini ‘ parrot \

alile and mile,

Jcola and Jconam

maJal and manaL

[Vide Kittel’s Kannada Grammar, p. 190, ai*t. 228 )

VII. — The Front Consonants (k', n').

(
1

)

These consonants ¥ and g' along with those derived from original velars h and g followed

by front vowels, underwent many changes m the different Dravidian languages, viz,

¥ (initial) \ 5, (vulgar s) in Tamil.

Vi, ij, in Malayalam.

v,. iS, s and 3 in Canarese.

\ fX, $ and t in Tnlu.

\ tSi ts and s in Telugu; and 3 in a few cases.

(
2

)
In Tamil s is the standard pronunciation

;
but s is the one used by the illiterate and the

vulgar. It is also the pronunciation of the Madras dialect, bol * say ’ is sol .

(
3)

In Malayalam ¥ uniformly becomes ij.

(
4) In Canarese 5 and d 3 are initial through accent-change and through the influence of

neighbouring voiced consonants and liquids. S is the most common
;
and there are only a few

words with d 3 .

(5)
In Tulu tS \ ¥ is very common : hut s becomes initial through the influence of accent-

change and the neighbouring voiced consonants and liquids. This s constantly changes into t, so

that we have double forms in Tulu, words with s and i being both used.

(
6) In Telugu ¥ before back vowels regularly becomes ts an affricate, and before front vowels

becomes tj; and before voiced consonants and liquids and through the influence accent-change

becomes a.

(7) That Canarese and Tulu show a greater tendency towards a than Telugu is shown by the

following :

—

(a) Canarese and Tulu have a even when Telugu has tS before voiced consonants and

liquids.

(to) Canarese and Tulu have a where Telugu has tS, before voiceless consonants.
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We shall now illustrate the above laws:

—

(1) Before haeJc vowels.

y \ s (Tam.)
; tS {MaL, Can,, Tufu)

;
is {Telugu),

Tamil. Mai. Can. Tnln. Telugu.

1 satti (vessel) tj'atti tj'atti tJ*atti tsatti.

2 sali (cold) tjali tjali tjali tsali.

8 Mppai (mat) tj'appai tj'ape tjape tsapa.

4 sokka (pure) tJ*okka tj'okka tj’okka tsokka.

5 sappu (suck) tj*appu tj’appu tj’appa tsappu.

(2) Before front vowels,

y \ s {Tamil) and [mail the rest).

Tamil. Mai. Oanareae. Tulu. Telugu.

1 sippu (comb) tj'ippu tjipn txipu tXJpti.

2 ^illarai (change) tj’illaraa t^illare tXillare t/ellara.

3 seppi (shell) tj^ippi tjeppi tj*eppi tjeppi.

4 ^ikka (lean) tj'ekk» tj’okka tXekka tXikka.

5 ^it^ (note) tj’ittu tXi{ta tj*itta tXlttu.

(3) Before voiced consonants and liquids,

y \s (Tam,)
; tS {Mai)

;
s and d^ {Can,, Tulu and Telugu),

Tamil. Mai. Can. Tulu. Telugu.

1 suruTjgu (to contract) tJ'uruijijuya ... surugu suruntu (n)... surugu.

2 ^uli (eddy) tXuV suli suli sudi.

3 sahudal (dying) tJ^lyU sagu sagu sagu.

4 sdruha (to leak) tj*6ruya soru soru s61a.

5 sudu (to burn) tj'udu sudu sudu ... sudamu (

a

torch).

6 salli (bit) tXalli djalli dSalli dsalli.

7 Wall (cloth) tj’avali d^favali .« dSavali djavaji.

8 Wivu (slope) tj'arivu dSarugu ... dSari djaragu.
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(4) In Tala initial s and tS derived from

and hence we have the following double forms :

—

Tamil,

san'dSi (a bag),

sandai (trouble),

sandn (lane),

sammatti
(
a pick-axe),

anil (squirrel).

^inai (pregnant),

suvai (taste),

sarakku (goods),

tappu (mistake),

saralai (gravel).

(5) In Malayalam too we find vddil ‘ a door

the Primitive Dravidian g' easily cliaiige into t
;

TiiJu,

saii'tj’i and taii'tji.

sante and tante.

sandu and tandu.

tjammodi and tambodi.

tjanil and tanil.

sane and tane.

sabi and tabi.

saraku and taraku.

sappu and tappu.

sarale and taralc.

^ for Tamil vdsal and Telugu viikilL

(g' medial).

Primitive Dravidian g' undergoes the following changes :

—

g' s (Tamil) and also y.

y (Malayalam).

^ s in Can., Tula and Telugu.

J Tamil. Mai. Canarese. Tnlu. Telugu.

1 vayiru (belly) vayaru basiru

2 pay (mat) p*^y ••• hiisige hiisige

3 payaru (gram) payaru hesaru hesaru pesaln.

4 payir (corn) payir pasiru pairu pasaru.

5 kayaru (rope) kayaru tj'^ru.

6 uyir (life) u^ir uyir usiru usiru usaru.

7 asai (to move) ayakka ase ase.

8 kasaru (dregs) kayar kasaru
i

kasaru kasaru.

(1) In Tamil y and s easily interchange. For example, we have the following double
forms: aUrudal and ayarudal * to be tired’; iiaivu, iyaivu ‘union,’ hamlhu, hayahhu,
‘ bitter ’

; kamr and haijar ‘ dregs
;

’ neUn and neyan, ‘ friend. ’ MuUl and muyal ‘ a rabbit
;

’

umr and uyar ‘High. ’ Kasam and hayam^ ‘tank. ’ Parisam and pariyam,

(2) Sometimes the 2/ is lost as in ‘name. ’ Tamil Afayar, ‘rope.’ Telugu
tSeru.

^
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VIII. — The back Consonauts (k, g, g.)

k.

The present Dravidian k is most faithfully preserved by Oanarese and Tnlu. Teluga has

a great tendency for palatalisation ;
and Tamil stands midway between Telngu and Oanarese-

Tulu.

(1) ]c is preserved in all the languages.

Tamil. Mai. Caa. Tulu. Tolugu.

1 kadal (sea) kadal kadalu kadalu kadalu.

2 kaclu (extreme) kadu kacju kadu kadu.

3 katti (knife) katti katti katti katti.

4 karal (shore) karse kare kare kara.

5 kattu (bind) kattu kattu kattu kattu.

6 ka^ (eye) kan kan kan ... kannu.

7 kari (black) kari kari kari kari.

8 kala (mix) kalaj^jjuyu ... kala kalapuni kalagu.

9 kavi (cover) kaviyuya ... kavi kabi kaviyu.

10 kaval (guard) kaval kflvalii kflvalu kiivalu.

(^) h \ g in Canarese, Tula and Telngu. through the influence of accent-change and of

the neighbouring voiced consonants and liquids. Out of 300 words in my Comparative

Dictionary

j

about 50, t. tf., 16 per cent, have g (initial) in Oanarese, Tnlu and Telugu.

Tamil. Mai. Can. TxiJti. Telngu.

I kedu (fixed time) kedu ... gadu • • ff
gadu gadavu.

2 kunfu (hill) • a • kunnu ... gud^a a •• gudda koufia.

3 kudu (nest) • • • ... kudu •• gudu • * « gudu gfidn.

4 knlai (bunch) ... • •• .*• kulae gole gole gola.

6 kan'dsi (gruel) e»« ... kan'n'i ... gan'clgi gan'dsi gan'dSi.

6 handan (male) ... • •• .»• kaudan • •• gandan a • • gan|a gaiada.

7 ketti (hard) ka^ti •• • gatti • •i gafbi gatti.

8 kill (wind) ••• ... kattu giiU— • « • ga}i gSU.

9 kttu (scratch) ... kiru ... gija mmo gira girn.

kili (fear) • • kili gili • •• gili gili.

i

11 kuri (mark) kuri ••• gnyi gnri guri,

i
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(3) Tt \ k' when followed by i and e and falls together with the original F and

undergoing the same further developments as the latter ; i. e., k followed by

i and e \ k' \ * (Tamil).

(Malayalam).

tS and 6’ (Telugu).

Or/in other words, it becomes a dental-spirant in Tamil, Malayalam and Telugu.

(3) li 7c' s (Tamil); tS (Malayalam)
; iS and s (Telugu) : but remains in Oaiiarese and

Tulu.

Oanarese. Tulu. Tamil. Mai. Telugu.

1 kiru (small) kiru siru... .. tfiru tTiru.

2 kevi (ear) kebi sevi tjevi tj*evi.

3 kiru (hiss) k i ro tt u n i

(roar).

stru tjim tjiru.

4 gida (tree) gida sedi,,. t/edi tjettu.

5 kenaku (anger) kenaku sinuku tjinukku .. tTepuku.

6 kedaru (bit, scatter) ... kettu ^idaru tjidaru tTidara.

7 kellu (bit) kellu Sillu tjillu trilla.

8 kettu (pare) ... kettu ^ettu tjettuya CD

9 key (hand) ••• ••• kai ... ... sey (verb) ... l^Tey(verb) ... t/ey.

Note (1),—^It should not be inferred from the above that Oanarese and Tulu were not

afEected by the influence of the front vowels, though in them, this influence was not great. It

is likely that most of the ij-words in Oanarese and Tulu that are followed by ^ or e have

originally come from Primitive Dravidian h. We give below some words which have h in

Tamil, but tS in Canarese and Tuhc :

—

Tamil.
1

1

Mai. Telugu. Can. Tulu.

1 kilai (branch) ... kilaa sela sele gellu.

2 kadi (fear) kadi (pain)... dSadiza dsadi djadu.

Note (2).

—

Telugu shows palatalisation in cases where the other languages do not : e, g i-—

(a) Tam., Mai. and Tulu hai, Can. hei is in Telugu t^ey, ‘ hand. ’

(b) Tamil, Mai., Can. and Tulu kedu ‘ bad/ is t^edu in Telugu.

(c) Tam, and Mai. hiU ‘ parrot ;
’ Canarese and Tulu gm is t^iluka in Telugu.
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Note (3)

—

Tamil and Malayalam show palatalisation in the following words^ while the other

languages have k,

(a) Tamil, sM * a village
;

* Mai. tSe^i ;
Can. keri

; Tiiiu. gcri, Tel. gen.

(b) Tamil behmhu * verdigris ’ is Icilubn in Can.
; hiUmhu in Tnlu.

(c) klrai ‘ greens* in Tamil becomes t^ircB in Malayalam, while Telnga has Idwa^

Note (4)

—

Ic [initial) is sometimes lost.

(a) Mai. Icaruya *a grass ’ and Can. karihe
;
Tain kadihe^ Tela, garika is arahu in

Tamil
;
so that Tamil has lost k initial.

(b) Tamil t ‘ give ’ and Can. t and Teln. ittsu seem to have lost the initial k, for, in

Gondi, it is M or st
;
In Kiii, it is simu

;
In Malfco t^iya and in Kurukh tSiu

(vide L. S.).

(c) Tam., Mai., Can., Tain un ‘ to eat’ is in Br6hu? kun [vide L. S., p. 628).

Note (5 )—Special developments ofk in some of the North Dravidian languages •

(a) Tamil kai ‘ hand ’ is in Korvi kai
;
in Kaikadi kaU in Kuru^ hhekka.

(b) Tamil kdl * foot,’ is in Gondi kdl ;
in Korvi Ml

;
in Kaikadi kdl

;
in Knrakh

^ed
;
in Maito qued.

(c) Tamil kan * eye ’ is in Korvi kanna
;
in Kaikadi kanna ;

in Knrnl^ Ichann ;
in

IMalto qanuth
;
in Kni kanu

;
in G6ndi kan] in Brabwi Ifhan.

(d) Oanarese kivi ‘ear’ is in Korvi savi
\
in Kaikadi sw; in Knrn^ Ifhehda ;

in

Malto qewuta
;
in GOndi kavi

;
in Brahui Ifhaf.

Dr. Grierson says that M is prononhced as the Scotch ch in Loch
;

i. e., it is x, the

voiceless velar spirant (vide L. S., p. 412). The Malto q too seems to have the same

pronunciation, but is a little labialised. Hence it may be said that k \ x or x® in Brahui and

Kura^, and in Malto. Korvi and Kaikacji show that k \ s or s through the influence of

palatal vowels.

G. (medial)*

Primitive Dravidian g is written and pronounced y, i. e., voiced velar stop in Oanarese

Tula and Teluga. But in Malayalam and in the non-Brahman dialect of Tamil it is written

k, but pronounced y as the voiced velar spirant. Bat the literary pronunciation of g is an

aspirate in Tamil, i. e., h. Examples of these are :

—

(1) 9 \ g (Can., Tulu. and Tel.) 7 y (Mai.) Nw k (Tamil).

Tamil. Mai. Can. Tulu. Telugu.

1 ahal (to go away) ayaluya agala agela

2 ahappai (a spoon) ayappdn ... agape agapa.

3 nahai (laugh) nayae nage naga.

4 mahan (son)

h pahal (day) payal hagalu hagaln pagalu.

6 pahudi (tribute) payu pagadi pagudi pagidi.

7 pahai (hate) pay® page page paga.

8 tahu (flt) tay® taga tagu.
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(2) S V before haeh vowels.

(a) In Tamili padalm ‘ boat, ’ is also padavu. In vulgar conversation tliis process is very

common. IcaduliUt dJiuni, j^ahah makan nieatiing ‘mnstardj,.’ ‘will become, ’ ‘day ’ and ‘son, ’

respectively^ are pronounced vulgarly as hadavu, avunt^ viavan. In Madias this is the

standard pronunciation.

(b) In Malayalam ayu ‘bud^ becomes also am {vide Gundert’s Mai. Diei^, p, 188),

tayil and iavil ‘ drum. ’

(o) In Telugu, g often becomes v and both the forms are literary : (1) pagadaimt, and
pavadamu ‘ coral ^

; (2) pdga and pdva ' a sandal *
; (3) poga and pnva ‘ smoke ’ (4) pogadu

and povadu * to praise (5) pagalu 2md pav^alu * grieve ’
; (6; madugv, and madnvu ‘to be kept

down’; (7) migulu and mivulu ‘to remain’; (8) mugguvu and muvvar%h ‘three men’-
morugu and woruiu ‘to bark’; (10) iagalu and iavalio ‘to happen’; (11) digu smd dicu

‘ to get down. ’ These and some more are found m Brown’s Telugu Dietionary.

(d) Canarese and Tulu preserve the guttural term- so faithfully that this change g \ v.

is not illustrated in any of them.

(2) 9 y before ford vowels.

(a) This change is very common in New Tamil, dhih ‘bwt ’ is pronounced and
written dyih

;
tuliil ‘cloth ’ is tuyil', Bdgircttlii ‘the Ganges ’ is BdyiratJa

;
Tconhat ‘a spoon’ is

also li6riym in literary Tamil.

(b) In Malayalam, Dr, Gundert (p. 188., Mai. Did.) gives the example ariyattu and
ariyattu.

(c) The word vayiru ‘ belly, ’ which is found in Tamil ai>d Malayalam is bas2ru in

Canarese
;
but is vafag iii Korvi

;
and ?;drga in Kaika/dei

;
thus showing that y in vayiru has

come from an original g, Korvi varag L mgara Z vagiru by metathesis. It is very likely

that words having 2/» in Tamil and Malayalam and si in Canarese, Tulu and Telugu, had
originally g»

(d) In Telugu too, this change is common. ‘to become’ has <??/??/ adi ‘ it become,’
but avutSumadi ‘ it becomes. ’ Hence, a back vowel changes g into and a front vowel intoy.

IX. — Laws of doubled consonants (kk^ tJtX tt, tt, pp, rr).

1. Primitive Dravidian had doubled consonants in the middle of a word. But these
liave undergone changes and simplification in Gan., Tulu, Telugu, though they are faithfully
preserved in Tamil and Malayalam.

2. The Primitive Dravidian doubled consonants, which are preserved in Tam. and
Mai. are in Can., Tn., and Tel

: (1) either
; (2) or simplified to a single voiceless

consonant
; (8) or sometimes simplified and voiced.

8. Where the doubled consonants are preserved, the preceding vowel is always short.

4. When they are simplified in Can., Tu. and Tel., the preceding vowel is always lon<r.
If it is short in Prim. Drav. and therefore in Tam. and Malayalam, it is lengthened in Can.,
Til. and Tel., before simplification takes place.

5, Bnt, if the doubled consonants belong to a syllable other than the first and the second
of a polysyllabic word, then the preceding syllable may be short and yet the doubled consonants
may be simplified*

e. Very often the simplified, single voiceless eonsonants are voiced, in the neighbour-
hood of voiced sounds.
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Examples.

Tamil. Mai. Can. Tnla. Telegu.

1 nakkan (fox) nakkuya nakke nakka (v) ... nakka.

2 pakkam (side) pakkse pakke • ... pakke pakka.

3 pokkal (navel) ... pokkil pokkil puvolu pokkili.

4 tattu (touch) tattn tattu tattu tattu.

5 tappu (fault) tappu tappu tappu tappu.

6 nat/tju (trust) ... ...

1

natjtju natj'tju natj’tj'u.

.

7 takku (beat) takkuya taku taku ! taku.

8 tottan (garden) tottan tota
1

tota. • a • a

•

t6ia.

9 toppa (grove) toppu ..

*

t6pu topn topu.

10 nattu (fix) nattu nfitu natu natu.

11 nokku (push) ... ... ••• nokku nnggu nfiku nuggu, nuka

12 pakku (dirt) paku.

13 madakku (fold) ... madkku madagu . madgu , madagu.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO PANJABI LEXICOGRAPHY.

( Continuedfrom jj. 109,

)

SERIES II.

BY H. A. BOSE, I.C.S.

This Series is a compilation from most of the available Gazetteers and Settlement Reports

relating to Districts in the Eastern half of the Paojab and the North-West Frontier Province.

Ahbremations. S. -&.= Settlement Report

:

Gt.= Gazetteer : Monty.= Montgomery (District):

Mgarh.=Musaffargarh (District): Chenab Col. Gx.^Chenah Colony Gazetteer, 1904.

Ad : a water channel, Gajrat S. R., p. 150 ; a’d : a small water channel from a well. Monty.

S. R. Gloss., p. V.

Ada : a catch that prevents the chakli of a well from going backwards. Monty. S. R.

Gloss., p. xiii.

AdhaliS.
:

(i) a single crop field labourer who is found in everything by the proprietor and

receives as his wage a small share of the produce
:

(ii) a tenant who supplies half the seed and half

the plough oxen, and all the labour, and receives about one-half of the produce. Bannu S. R., 1879,

p. xxxvii.

Adhjogid* : a farm servant paid by a share in the produce. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. xii,

Adhmlt ; a half share in land. Cf. mtt.
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Adh-sera man : lit. 3 ser per man

:

a specific rate of Aaqq mminddri or superior proprietor’s

share of the produce. Mgarli. S. R., p. 92,

Agetri : early, (of cultivation), i, e,, sowing before 15th Saman. Cf. paolihetri : Clieiiab

Col. Gr., p, 75.

Agwftn : property made over in lieu of that stolen: the converse of sagwa, q. w. = wagwa.

AM: a fish, (^pseudotropiiis athenncedes). Mgarh. S. R., p. 39.

AM : manure, put on the land. Cf. kalliir,

Akfirli : extra cesses (abwdbi) paid in kind. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. xxii.

Akehr : first ploughing. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. vi.

Akhsai: a game. Koh^t S. R., 1884, p. 74.

Algad : a ravine. Kohat S. R., 1884, p. 26.

AUah nd/mi : a kind of marriage in which money is paid for a bride. Mgarh. S. R., p. 68 .

Amlftnah.: a contribution to the pay 0 f the proprietor’s amlali or accountants. Multan S. R.

1873-80, p. 45.

Amlok ; a tree, found in the upper valleys. Kohat S. R., 1884, p. 30
;
{Dioepyrus Lottie).

Eazara S. R., 1874, p. 94.

Amm ; a variety of cotton. Cf. dedu Chenab Col. Gr., p, 81.

Amriti : a variety oijowdr. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. x.

Andai : half a chat (an ox-load of grain). Kohut S. R., 1884, p. 128-

Andd.z : a tax. Kohat S. R., p. 185.

Angftri : a plant, Mgarh, S. R., p. 34.

Angtlri : a young blade just coming out of the ground. Monty. S. R., Gloss., p. xi.

Angy&rl : a disease of buffaloes. Monty. S. R., Gloss., p. xvi.

Anl-guggu ; a bird of ill.omen. Its cry when heard devastates the country for 10 miles round.

Shalipur—applied to a Settlement Collector who imposed a heavy assessment in that District.

Annhi godi: the first hoeing of a field of sugarcane. Chenab Col. Gr., p. 07.

Anwanda: the share of the product taken by others than, the owner or tenant of the JancL

D. G, K. Gr., p. 82.

Aper© jamito; dates which grow spontaneously : Cf. gidandn, Mgarh, S. R., p. 30.

A’pliar : a disease of sheep. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p, xvii.

Appar; land which has been lain fallow for a year. Jhang S. R., p. 152.

Ar ; (i) a pretext; (ii) the cogs of a chaMi, Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. xiii.

Ara : remains of a canal or water-course. Multan Gr,, p. 4.

Arak : a bullock not broken in. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. xvi.

Ari ; a coat. Mgarh. S. R., p. 37.

Armosk : a camel at the commencement of its ninth year. Monty. S. E. Gloss., p. xv. : a camel
which is more than eight years old. Jhang S, R., p. 111 .

Aroe : a birth custom performed in the fifth month of a woman’s first pregnancy : sweetmeat is

prepared by her parents, and a little put in her lap, the rest being divided among relations. Multan
Gr., p. 89.
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AsisS, ; vows : ? asis. astsri, prayer, blessing : P. Dy., p. 49. Monty. S. R. Gloss., xsv.

At; rubbish ol all kinds for filling up a well. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. xii.

Ata ghatfi. : lit. ‘fioiir (and) a sheep’: a vow at a shrine. Mgarh. S. R., p. 65,

Atan: an amusement In which women move in a circle, clapping their hands and singing in

concert, KohSt S. R., 1884, p. ?5.

Atharl : a domestic sweeper, who is always in attendance on the husbandmen, a man of a

work : pp. to sepL GujrSt S. R., p. 40.

Athain ; a man specially employed to attend to tobacco crops and paid a share of the yield before

division between landlord and tenant := clieogi : D, G. K. Gr^, p. 108.

Babbil : a Very thorny species of acacia, which grows on the slopes of sand-hills. D. I. Kh^n
S. R. 1879, p. 25.

Baebolia 5 a small wooden cylinder sunk inside a cracked Well to make it serviceable. Of.

chobacAcha, Jhang S. R., p. 76. Dalfia: to sink an interior cylinder in a well, of which the water

level has sunk below the original brick-work. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. xii.

Baobwa : a variety of fish. Multlii Gr., p. 23.

Badi Wala: the time from dawn to sunrise. Jhelum S. R., p. 56.

Ba.dri : dates which ripen in the month of B&dra, or Bhadon. Mgarh. S. R., p. 30.

Bad^a ; a plant which bears a white flower and grows to a height of 3 or 4 feet. Kohat

S.R., 188, p. 30.

Bagar ; a variety of cotton plant: D. G. K. Gr., p. 110, Of. khaudni.

Bagari: a variety oljowdr, Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. s,

Bngg^ : a variety of moth, Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. x.

Baggi: white non, MultSn Gr., p. 216.

B&.gll ; irrigated soil situated in the immediate vicinity of a village, cultivated principally by

CL hata> HazSra S. R., 1874, p. 194.

BaMn: Populus Euphraticd, Of. uhMn. Mgarh. S. R., p. 29.

Bfibaii : land ploughed up beforehand and prepared for sowing. Jhang S. R., p. 152.

Banarbadi : a small jhaldr having only a few pots, but those of large size, and worked by a

single bullock : see oral. Multan Gr., p, 205.

Bahardi ; irrigated land which gets an occasional dressing of manure. Haziira S. R., lf^74,

p. 91.

Ba-hikar : a thick, low brushwood, Jhelum 3. R., p. 3.

B&bir : a trading party, D. I. Rlijiii S. R., 1872-79, p. 181.

Babutra: the pinnae of a date tree. Mgarh. S. R., p. 31.

Baipballi : a plant. Mgarh. S. R., p. 34.

Bakan : a plant, a mere weed, but used for fodder: Cf. bMhafi,
,
Mgarh. S. R.> p. 33.

Bakbain: a garden tree, Koh&t S. R., 1884, p. 30.

Bakrain : a climber. Multtn Gr^, p. 19.

Balkbi : a variety of tobacco. Monty. S. R.^ Gloss., xi.

Bambli: an inferior variety of rice. T). G-. Khan Gr., p. 112.

Ban ; a deep, loamy soil. Of. chack^ cJw, gundt, mal* Jhelum S. R., p. 118.
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Band : an eighth share in a horse. Jhang S. E., p. 110.

Band ; (i) an embankment : (ii) an embanked field. D. G. Khan Gr., p, 103.

Banda: (i) a share among the Karr^ls and in the Swiithl tract. QLwanda, HaztoS. R.,

1874, p. 156
;

(ii) a dependent village. Kohat S. E., 1884, p. 20.

Btodi : ashed for keeping cattle in the summer months: Cf. Icur, Hazara S. R,, 1874,

p. 81.

Banera; the parapet of a well, the portion above ground. Monty. S. R., Gloss., p. xii.

Bangra : a sword dance. Kohat S. R., 1884, p. 75.

Bankhor : the wild chestnut, used for making furniture and hardware. Hazara S. E„ 1874

p. 11.

Banni : the gift of a band or field as compensation for a murder: D. G. K. Gr., p. 44, and
Kohat S. E., p. 79. Of. wanni.

Bar : a tree : see Jcamija, Kohat S. R., 1884, p. 30.

Barak: in Pashto= a hill torrent : in the Marwat applied to ndldcUr land. Bannii S. R., 1899,

p. sxxviii.

Bar^: disease of the date palm. Mgarh. S. E., p. 32.

Bara gara : mutual embrace. Peshawar S. R., 1878, p. 134.

Barangar : a poor hard, stony, soil. Cf. hhdngar, Hazara S. R., 1874, p. 195.

Barangi: the Quercus dilatata, the wood is hard and brittle and makes excellent charcoal.

Hazara S. R., 1874, p. 11.

Barghand : the act of increasing the width of two or more patt^s or 'khulaM or divided strips of

land by cutting off from their length and adding to their width. This is often done in vbbIi villages,

for purposes of convenience. Bannu S. R., p. xxxvii.

Bari : unirrigated but manured land situated in the immediate vicinity of a village. Cf.

h2-)drrx and dholcwalt. Ilazdra S. E., 1874, p. 196.

Barmi ; the yew : the wood is used for uprights and is very durable. Cf . thuni, Hazara S E
1874, p. 11.

Baskin: a male hawk. Mgarh. S. R., p. 38.

Baskyar : a kind of snake.. Mgarh. S. R., p, 42,

Bata : a wild walnut, Hazara S. R., 1874, p. 94.

Bata : (i) a troo, fluggea wosa, Pashto harra, Peshawar S. R., 1878. p. 13
: (ii) the pinky

while flower of the hmdl bush. Jhang S. R., p. 22.

Bataiak : {lit.y ‘42’) an exaction, the proprietor sometimes claimed to have his share weighed
at 42 sers to the mauncl. MultSn S. R., 1873-80, p. 45.

Batang: a grafted pear tree. Hazara S. R., 1874, p. 94
;
hataugi: a wild pear tree.

Batkkn : a plant. Cf. hatiin, Mgarh. S. R., p. 33.

Batti : a kind of fish {Notoptenis chitala). Cf. pari. Mgarh. S. R., p. 40.

Batti: fallow. Bannu S. E., 1879, p. xxxvii.

B§.ttL: a weed. Chenab Col. Gr., 1894, p 69.

Battln : a plant. Cf. hatliun. Mgarh. S. R,, p. 33.
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BattLr ; a disease of moth^ mdh^ rating and til^ the first three are attacked in Asu and Kitak,

the last also in B^dron. It generally occurs when there has been much rain. The plant shrivels

lip, and the pods do not fill. The whole field is not attacked, but scattered plants. Monty. S. R.

Gloss., p. viii,

Bedana: ‘seedless,’ a superior kind of grape. Hazara S. R., 18?4, p. 94.

Begliar : a double Multan Gr., p. 205. A double Persian wheel, with one wheel placed

above the other. Mgarh. S% R., p. 8,

Bel : the second ploughing* D. G. Kh&n Gr., p. 106*

Bela : a deep loam soil free of stones with an abu idance of moisture and exceptional facilities

for retaining it, Cf. fcancZ, Z^ts, negar, dab, maly nallay ndr^i, dungt, haohi, gujrat, and gujhail^

Hazara S* R., 1868-74, p. 196.

Berah ghorl: a wedding observance, at which <he barber makes a dblah or small palanquin of

kandh grass and puts in it 8 lamps made of flour paste. Gujrit S. R., p. 47.

Berak : a rag (tied to a tree as an offering). Sh^ihpnr Gr., p. 86.

BM didh bM : one share and 1| shares, ue, (rent) fths and -f-ths. Multan Gr., p. 181.

Bhagar : a variety of cotton, which lasts for three years : the first year it yields a half crop, and

for the next two years, if watered, a full crop. D. I. Kh&n S. R*, 1879, p. 843.

BMgn&ri : a tall, expensive breed of cattle. MultSn Gr., p. 283.

Bhaini ; a temporary encampment, Ohenab Col. Gr., p. 23.

Bhaira ; a weed, with a lilac coloured belUike flower. MultSn Gr., p. 208.

Bhairl : a kind of hawk. Mgarh. S. K., p. 38.

Bhaiwal : a partner in cultivation, but not in proprietary right.

BhiftlwAll
:
partnership in horses

;
see hand, p,.Airy earn, tanMla, Jhang S. R., p. HO.

Bhakal : crushed bdjra ears. Multan.

Bban :
poplar. D. G. Khan Gr,, p. 117 : (Populas euphraiica) Mult&n Gr., p. 14.

Bhanda : (?) a granary. Multfin Gr., p. 211.

Bbangra. : a plant of two kinds, one bears blue flowers : the other grows on the banks of water

courses. Mgarh, S. R., p. 84,

Bli^r; the cylinder of a well. Multfin Gr., p. 195.

BMrfi.: fees paid to a mdchhi for baking, Monty, S. R. Gloss., p. xxiii.

Bbaratta : the wild cherry, used for building sheds
; a good turning wood, leaves used as

manure on rice-fields. Of. Jcdlafcdth, Hazara S. R., 1874, p, 11.

Bbargar : a ravine = para. D. G. Khfin Gr., p. 104.

Bhattha : s. fern. : damage (to a well). MuMn Gr., p. 196.

Bhawrito: rough spots on the coat of a horse. Jhang S. R., p. 110.

Bliekur: the Pukras pheasant or hohlds, Hazara S. R., 1874, p. 14.

Bbikb: a charitable contribution demanded by the proprietor. Mulfclfcn S. R. 1880, p, 45.

Bhir; (?) a heap of ruins (Panj. theh). Multfin Gr., p. 125.

Bboang: a due paid by a cultivator to one who cleared the land. Multan Gr., p. 179.

Bhocba : the present sent by a bride’s parents to the bridegroom’s family among the middle

classes Gujrat S. R., p. 48.
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Bhora: good land, generally manured, close to a Tillage = dehwas in the Marwat and warhat

in Bannu Proper. Bannu S. R., 1879, p. xxxvii.

Bhu’enplioy : a weed with waxy unwholesome-looking flowers (see Jukes, s. 2^,). Multan Gr,*

p.2U8.

Bhui : a weed bearing yellow bunches of blossom. Multan Gr., p, 208.

Bhtikan : a plant. Of, hahan, Mgarh. S. R., p. 33.

Bhulari : chaff of hdjra and worthless: D. G. Khan Gr., p, 110. Cf. dhui, and M, bhulur,

BhuruS : the horizontal beam below the bJiurjal or vertical pole of a well. (^Cf. bharwannt

Juke’s Dicty. of W. P., p. 39) ;
Icdnjan, MultSu Gr., p. 197.

BhurntL: the marble-backed duck, Mgarh. S. R., p. 39.

Bigar (? hegdr) : work on a dam. D, I. Kban S. R. 1872-79, p. 109.

Bija : (i) a nursery for seedlings. D. G. Khan
;

(ii) a seedling. Multan Gr
, p. 216.

Bilhar : a pair of wells. D. G. Khan Gr., p. 104.

Bind! : a sack made of palm leaf fibre. D. G. Khan Gr., p. 108
;

(ii) a bag made of the

pinnse of a date tree. Mgarh. S. R., p. 30; (iii) a bag. Multan Gr., p. 227
;

(iT)=:bela, a large

island: cf. dona* Jhang Gr., p. 9.

Birat: a cash indm or grant. Of. bardt (Jukes’ Dicty. of W. P., p. 32). Kohat S. R., 1884,

p. 189.

Bislil
;
poisonous, of soil : a term applied to the black lea liar soil which is fatal to plant life.

Jhang S. R., p. 8.

Biswa.t : the fee which a potter or carpenter receives from a land-owner for helping him to

carry seed to the field at sowing time. Gujr^t S. R., p. 41.

Bitaiah, see batdlah,

Bithara : D. G. Khan Gr., p. 108.

Bokhat: a plant (asphodelus fisiulosus), Multan Gr., p, 20.

Bol : a song of a sententious or sufilstic character, i. g, led/i, described in Multan Gr., pp. 113.

114.

Boli : an advance sale of wheat not yet ripe. Multan Gr., p. 218.

Brakha: a lot or share of laud. Cf. bahhra.

Buar : the Gadwall duck. Mgarh, S. B., p. 39.

Budd : a temple. Multan Gr,, p. 337.

Budhi: a disease of goats, the same as sari, but not very fatal. Hazara S. R., 1874, p. 98.

Bughat: a weed, bearing white bells. Multan Gr., p. 208.

BdM : (i) a hole in the top of a palld by which grain is put in, Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. xix ;

(ii) a door way or entrance
;
Jiaqq buha is a hami&na rate levied in Pakhar. Bannu S. R., p. xxxvii.

Buhara: a fruit-stalk after the fruit has been taken off—of dates : opp. to gosha.

Bflin : 8 useless plant. Multan Gr„ p. 19.

Bukhftt: the wild onion. Of. iMzi. Ghenab Col. Gr., p. 69.

BuHbnla: see atan.

Bumi: the flowers of the iiM, the upper part of the stem of sacoharum sara. Cf. mikhan gawdU
Mgarh. S. B., p. 33.
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BOlP : the down of the TciJindr or bulrush (Typha augnstifolia), Mgarh. S. R., p. 9.

Btira: pollen. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. xi
;
(ii) a ball of dates, the small white waxy bud, which

is the flower-bud. MultEu Gr., p. 227.

BCirl (i) the fruit of the hundar plant. Haltdn, Gr., p. 20
;

(ii) a pudding made of the down

of the bur^ q, v,

Bushka : a wild vegetable. Kohat S. R., 1884, p. 78.

But : a disused water-course
;
tsa Khel. Bannu S. R., 1899, p. xxxvii.

BtXta : stool; produce of one grain
;
a general name for any green plant. Monty. S. R. Gloss.,

p. xi.

B-attm&r : a man who by clearing the jungle and by bringing land under cultivation has

acquired a permanent right to cultivate. Mgarh. S. R., p. 94.

Chab : an earthen embankment (j=:chap), D., G. Khan Gr., p. 105.

Chacb : a loamy soil, see ban,

Ohd»dnl-md.r ; an affection of crops (occasionally heard of
;

it is not clear what it is). Monty.

S. R., Gloss., p, ix. Of. Sialkot S. R., p. 129.

Chaggan: a disease of buffaloes. Monty. S. R., Gloss., p, xvi,

Chfthak : dim., a little well. D. G. KhSn.

Ohajjardd*r : a kind of snake. Of. phannidr, Jhang S. R., p. 27.

Chftjjl : a man who winnows. Jhang S. R., p. 99.

Chak chiugal : a game in which girls take each other^s hands and whirl round. Multan

Gr,, p, 99.

Chakkar : an island. D. G, KhSn Gr., p. 6.

Chakkl : an oblong block of salt. Cf. tahht, KohSt S. R., 1884, p. 148.

Chakor; an open basket in which ohupdiis are served. KohSb S. R., 1884, p. 74.

Ohai : a lake. Multan Gr., p, 42.

Ch&li; branches. Cf. ganda. HazSra S. E., 1874, p. 80.

Ohalweshta : a canal watchman and share distributor : also a tribal messenger among the

Wazirs. Bannu S. R., p. xxxvii.

Ohaman : the splash-board which prevents earth from falling into the well. Multan

Gr.. p. 197.

Chtoa: manure, when pulverized and applied by top-dressing to growing crops. Mgarh,

S. R., p. 75.

OMndan : a roof. D. G. KhSn.

Ckandur : a lark. Mgarh. S. R., p. 36.

Changbol: a bridegroom; Peshawar, S. R., 1878, p. 137. Fern. a bride; Kohat S. R.

1884, p. 81.

CMnja : a cultivated walnut. Hazara S. R., 1874, p. 94,

01ianna=katora. Multan Gr., p. 83.

Channi, a disease of Indian corn. Koh^t S. R., 1884, p. 123.

Chdip : a signet. Jhang S. R., p. 57*
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Ohapak : a male hawk. Mgarh. S. B., p. 38.

CMpe : (?) a piece of cloth. GujrSfc S. B., p. 43.

Chapli: sandals. Of. hheri. Jhelum S. R., p. 54, chappU, D. G. KhSii S. R., 1879, p. 73.

Sandals made of the dwarf palm. KohSt S. B., 1884, p. 72.

Chappar : a depression. Ohenab Ool. Gr., 1894, p, 63.

Char ; bread collected by menials of a mosque, morning and evening, from every house. Hazara

S. R., 1874, p. 73.

Charag: a kind of hawk. Mgarh. S. R., p. 38.

Ghar&I
:
pease = mattar^ Multan Gr., p. 220.

Charhfti : the pay of the man who gathers dates
;
equal to y^^th of the produce of the trees.

Jhaiig S. R., p. 160.

Chari : unirrigated manure land
;
see hdti.

Chari : a large wooden spade tipped with iron. Hazara S. R., 1874, p. 94.

ChArikftr : a tenant to whom the proprietor supplies a plough and seed and gives a share of

the produce. Cf. shartk, Kohat S. R., 1884, p. 92.

Charohft: (lit: ‘washerman’) a harmless snake. Mgarh. S. R., p. 42.

Charra: pawindalhs (migratory Path^iis ) who have no belongings and comedown to the

plains as labonrers. D. I. Khan S. R., 1872-79, p. 184.

Chat : an ox4oad of grain. Of. gandaL Kohat S. R., 1884, p. 128.

Chath : blasting a roof of salt, Jhelum S. R., p, 71.

Chattl
;

(i) a sack used for carrying grain on donkeys, etc. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p vii.
;
as

much land as can be sown with an ox-load of wheat seed. D, L Kh^n S. R., 1872-79, p. 130,

Chattl : a fine: an arbitrary tax or penalty imposed on a village in Sikh times,

Chattri- see hirhdi, Multan Gr., p. 83.

Chauga: a G-year old camel. Jhang S. R,, p. 111.

Chaurimar: literally “shoulder-striker,” a kind of paralysis of the limbs. ]\[garli S. R.,

p. 35.

Chawftra : a kind of date. Multan Gr., p. 228.

Chel-o-yak : a rate on sheep (Re. 1 per 40 head of the flock). Kohat, S. R. 1884, p. 101.

Oheogi ; see athain.

Chetarl: the bar-headed goose. Bannu S. R., 1879, p. xxxvi.

Chhfthwela: the time from sunrise to about 10 a. m. Jhelum S. R., p. 5G.

ChhallS ; a kind of fish. Mgarh S. R., p. 40.

Chhan-plnt : the process of drawing out, extracting, e, p., milking. Mgarh.

Chhap : a temporary dam on a small water-course. Multan Qr., p. 325.

Chhapfiikl : an ash-coloured bird, the size of a dove. Mgarh S. R., p. 33.

Chhara : a way of using the topa, Monty. S. R. Gloss,, p. vii,

Chhatr : a camsl from 3 to 4 years old. Multan Gr., p, 236.

Chhatt : broadcast. Multan Gr„ p. 207.

Chhattar
;
a camel at the commencement of its 4th year. Monty. 8. R. Gloss., p. xv.
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Ohhattd : tlie age at which the front hair of a small girl is cut straight across the forehead

and the back hair is allowed to hang loose. Mgarh S. R., p. 63,

Chhauda: the overlapping bark of the trunk of the palm tree. Multan Gr., p. 227.

Chhek-CLjal : a drag net. Of. ghdwL Mgarh. S. R., p. 82,

ChhertL: a buffalo herd. Monty, S. R. Gloss., p. xii.

Chhol: a dry maJM plant. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. xi-

Chlchka: a variety oljowdr^ Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. x.

Ohik : a rope made of munj used to fasten the yoke to a gddi or driving seat of a well.

Jhang S. R., p. 83.

Chilki: an ornament of silver worn round the waist by Hindu women. D. G- Khan Gr.,

p. 46.

Chilwa : a variety of fish, Multan Gr., p, 23.

Chimbar : a grass (Bleusine csgypiiaca)^ Multan Gr., p. 19.

China : roan. (Of. ohmna^ sorrel at P. Dy., p. 235). Jhang S. R., p. 110.

Chinkd.ra : a bird. MuMn Gr., p. 209.

Chiratta ,
a weed like a dandelion. Multan Gr., p. 208.

Chiri: the best kind of Bilooh mare. D. G. Khan Gr., p. 119.

Chirvin-pind : split dates. Multan Gr., p. 228.

Chita : lit ‘ mad/ a side channel of the Indus which leaves the river a little south of Mari

where it emerges from the Salt Range, and is nearly continuous to about the middle of the Muzaffar-

garh Dist. Mgarh. S. R., p. 15.

Chittrl : a disease of moih^ md\ mtbng, melons and san. It appears in October. White spots

appear on the leaves. No grain forms. Only plants here and there are affected. Monty. S. R.

Gloss., p. viii.

Cho : a loamy soil see ban

:

an unirrigated deep loam soil: cf. hela,

Chob: a kind of shawl worn by women. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. xx.

Chob chakkal : the wood-work of a well. MulfcSn Gr., p. 197,

Chobachcha: a small wooden cylinder. Of. haoliclia,

Chopa : a cluster of stems springing from one stool of a date-palm, in Kahirwala. Cf. tliaMa,

Multfln Gr., p. 228.

Chopah : rearing trees from seed. D. I. Khan S. R., 1879, p. 278.

Choper : a game. D. G. Kh^n Gr,, p. 18,

Chopkali ; a necklet. D. G, Khan Gr., p. 42.

Choti-phul : an ornament. Multan Gr., p. 89,

Chhhra, and mushki: two kinds of snake. Mgarh. S. R., p. 42.

Chukannai ; a small portion of land given in excess of the tribal share to make up for its

inferior quality. Hazdra S. R. 1874, p. 156,

ChfLhrl : a variety oljowdr, Monty. S. R. Gloss., p, x.

Chula : a house-tax introduced in recent times with the object of preventing the acquisition of

any permanent right in land. Ohenab Col. Gr., p. 25.
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Chung ; a marriage ceremony which consists in grinding a few grains of wheat. Multan

Gr., p. 93.

Chunne se : contagions (sic). Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. xvii.

ChupS-na: to munch. Chenab Col. Gr., p. 84.

ChuVait : a tenant-at-will, who can be ejected at the end of an agricultural year. D. G. Khun

Gr., p. 8G.

Ohurh : a small torrent, Ct. IjLrili. D. G. Khan, Diack’s S. R., p. 3.

Dab : a grass (^Andropogon muricatus). Multan G. R., p- 19.

Daba: rinderpest. Chenab Col. Gr., p. 97.

Da.chl : the shell drake or burrow duck. Mgarh. R. S., p. 39.

Dachi : a she-camel, which has brought forth her first calL Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. xv.

Dftd : an aqueduct. Bannu S. R., p. xxxvii.

Dadah : a fixed share. Bannu S. R., p. xxxvii.

Dadherha : a parrot. Mgarh. S. R., p. 37.

Daftar : laud. Peshawar S. R., 1878, p. 8G.

Dag: (Pashto), (Hindki also): waste land bearing little herbage; a rain drainage

catchment area lying above a cultivated plot. Bannu S. R., p. xxxvii.

Dah : the ledge of the Sandal ESr. Jhang. S. R., p. 2.

Daht : a kind of fish (Laheo calbasu). Mgarh. S. R., p. 40.

Dahna : a word used before (well), to express an unit: e.g. Via dahnd clidli, ‘Swells.’

Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. v.

Daira : a village ‘st-house, (=dera). Gujrit S. R., p. 40 :

—

ddr: a Jangli menial who looks

after the daira (hostel; . is it, and keeps the fire alight day and night. Chenab Col. Gr. 1894, p. 106.

DIjal: a breed of CL.Je slightly inferior to the massuwdh, Multan Gr., p. 233.

Dak: a form of acquisition of land. D. G. Khrm Gr., p. 78.

Dllk : a cire’e dak-djir. D. G. Khan, Diack’s S. R., p. 73.

Dakar : a light clay easily irrigated, and fertile, generally well manured, and adapted for all

crops. Cf. gusrah, Multan S. R., 1873-80, p. 6.

DakCLU gongltin : a turnip prepared for seed, Mgarh. S. R., p. 81.

Dal (flalh) : a holding or estate of which the wells have fallen in. I). G. Khan Gr., p. 105.

Dal : an estate. D G. Khan Gr., p. 105.

Dala- lit. t a child’s skirt
;
a due similar to jkoU—see dalla. Multan S. R. 1880, p. 44.

Daliya, : coarsely ground grain. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. xxv.

DaUa : (d%ld?), a child’s skirt : hence a due. Multan Gr., p. 182.

Dalla: ill the villages of Sw&t, Dir and Bajaur there are two (or more) parties called dalla,

each With its own Jirga, The party lu power is called bande dalld, that in opposition and out of

power lande dalld.

Dam: a sp 11. D. I. Khan S. R., 1872-79, p. 71.

Dambharu : a kind of fish (^Lotbeo rohita')^ Mgarh. S. K
, p. 40.

Damni : a necklet. D G. Khan Gr., p. 42.
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Damralx : the roM^ Labeo rohita* Baiiuu S. R., 1899, p. ssxvi.

Danda giti : hopscotch, a game. Mgarh. S. E., p. 71.

Dandi : the upright stick of the chutaiiig staff. Moaty. S. R. Gloss., p. xvriii.

Ibandill : a tooth-pick. D. L Khaa S. R., 1879, p. 74.

Dandi chigari : a kind of wheat. Jhaug S. E., p. 87.

Dangir : the Argus pheasant. Hazara, S. E. 1874, p. 14.

Danna : (i) an unirrigated soil, (ii) the level top of a long ridge. HaZara S. E., 1874, p. 197,
(iii) a sandy waste—Indus villages. Bannu S. R., 1899, p. xtxvii.

^

Daphi: the stump of a date tree, Eangpur. Mgarh S. R., p. 31.

Dar : the custom of distributing money (from one anna to a rupee each) to mtrdsU at weddings
;

cf. rdtarclidru Gujrat S. R., p. 42.

Dar: a school- Multan Gr., p. 112.

Dari : ? a cess in D. G. Kh^n : Gr., p. 84.

Darrah. : an allotment of land to a section Inside a tal^ Bannu S. R., p. xxxvii.

DarWUi : a village accountant. Peshawar S. R. 1878, p. 86.

DaryAl : a weed. Ohenab Col. Gr., 1894, p. 69.

Dastar : a certain portion of the property which devolves on the successor to a chiefship

ordinarily the eldest son. Hazi,ra S. R., 1874, p. 307.

Da.tld khftni : a kind of wheat, indigenous to a cold climate
;
it ripens slowly, and can only

be grown in the higher valleys. Gf. spin and titdU, Ivohat S. R., 1884, p, 121.

Dedha ; a cloth fastened round the waist. Cf. tahmat and manjhld. Mgarh, S. R., p. 62.

Dedhatakia : wheat or barley when the ear is forming, but has not come out of its sheathing

leaves. Monty. S. R. Gloss,, xi.

Dehla: an unopened bud of the karin tree, Cf. bdta. Multan Gr., p. 84.

DehnU :
pod, of cotton. MiiMn Gr., p. 210.

Dehwas :
good land generally manured, close to a village. Cf. bJiora.

Beora ; a camel-grazier. Multan Gr., p. 187.

Deredari ; lavish hospitality. Mult^u Gr., p. 104.

Desi: (i) a variety of Indian corn. Monty S. R. Gloss., p. x. :
(ii) a variety of cotton^

Cf. amm.

Dhadliriaii :
green pods roasted of peas and gram. Mgarh. S, R., p. 80.

Dhaga, mauli ka : a skein of red thread, with a knot in it, sent as a token that the wed ding

is to take i)lace on a certain day. Gujrat S. R., p; 44.

Dkakwan : a vessel with a cover, Multan Gr., p. 83.

Dkan : a table land of some size situated in a hill tract. Hazi,ra S. R., 1874, p, 197.

Dkangar : a hard clay soil full of stones. CL jhdmra, Hazara S. R., 1874, p. 197 : a hard,

stony, poor soil; cf, barangar^ Hazdra R., 1874, p, 195.

Dhangera : liL, a kicking-strap tied on a cow before milking; a marriage consisting of the bare

niWif without any of the usual ceremonies, Mgarh. S. R., p. 69*

Dhania : coriander. Multan Gr., p. 223,
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DMoat :
(i) a bathing festival held chiefly on Sunday in river-worship, Multan Gw, p. 116

;

to) the bathing season, 26., P. 86.

Dhar = 4 kaadaks = 2S khulas; Marwat. Banuu S. R., 1899, p, xxxvii.

Dh.l.ra : a wallei enclosure at the corner of a field in which cattle are folded, Cf. dhon,

Ohenab Col Gr., 1894, p. 68,

Dharrawal : IdLdpdnt lands : so-called from the dJuin-as or shares on which they are held-

D. I. Khan S. R., 1872-79. p. 162.

Dhaular : a fort. Chenab Ool. Gr„ 1849, p. 25.

Dk^iya :
(i) the old high bank of a river. Ohenab Col. Gr., p. 3 ; (22) the ledge of the Sandal

Bar. Jhang S. R., p. 2.

(To be continued.')

miscellanea.
EUROPEAN GRAVES AT KABUL.

The following passage from Masson’s Narta^

five of Various Journeys in Bilochistan, Afgha-

nistan^ and the Fanjah (London, 1842), Volll,

p. 275, is probably unfamiliar to most

readers —

‘There are many head-stones in the Kabul
burial-grounds, which have an antiquity of

several centuries ; many of these may have been

removed from their original sites, but they bear

inscriptions in antiquated Arabic and Persian

characters. I am not aware that stones with

Oufic epitaphs exist, which, however, would not

have been deemed strange, looking at the long

period the Caliphs dominated in these countries.

In the grave-yards of the hill Assa Mahi a

neglected stone, distinguished by a sculptured

mitre, denotes the place of rest of a Georgian
bishop, who it would seem died at KSbul three

or four centuries since. In the Armenian ceme-
I

tery likewise a mitre on one of the stones points

to the rank of the person deposited beneath in,

although tradition is silent as to him or his

age.

But the more curious, and to Englishmen the

most interesting grave-stone to be found
about KAbul, is one commemorative of a
countryman, and which bears a simple epitaph

and record, in large legible Roman characters.

The monument is small, and of marble, not of

the very frequent description of upright head-
stone, but of another form, which is also commom
and which imitates the form of the raised sod
over the grave. It is to be seen close to the
ziarat, or shrine of Sh^h Sbehid, in the burial-

ground east of the gate of the same name, and
within some two hundred yards of it. It is

rather confusedly engraved around the sides of

the stones, but runs as follows :
—

HERE LYES THE BODY OP JOSEPH
HICKS, THE SON OP THOMAS

HICKS AND ELDITH WHO DEPARTED
THIS LYPE THE ELEVENTH

OP OCTOBER 1666.

The date cariies us back to the commencement
of the reign of Aurangzeb [acc. 1658], when
Kabul was held by one of his lieutenants.’ An
old grave-digger, Masson goes on to say, stated

that ‘ the monument commemorated an officer

of artillery, who stood so high in the estimation

of the governor, that they were buried close each

other on a contiguous mound. This, and the

monument raised over the governor were pointed

out to me by the venerable depository of funeral

lore, and he assured me that the monument
placed over the Peringbi (European) or of

Mr. Hicks, had been removed, before hi^ memory,
from its coiTeot locality, and placed over the

grave of a Mahomedan; such transfers, however
indecorous or indelicate, being sometimes made.

On a tappa, or mound, some distance to the south,

is another monument of the same form, but

of larger dimensions, which is also believed to

rest on the grave of a Peringbi. The inference is

here drawn from the direction of the stone,

which is from east to west, no epitaph being

present to render the fact certain.
’

I wonder if these interesting monuments
still exist. Masson’s notes of his travels in

Afghanistan seventy years agO', partially pre-

served in Ariana Antigua, show that the country
is full of ancient remains, Buddhist and other,

and that at that time no objection was raised to

the presence of an Englishman, or to his

antiquarian explorations. It is a pity that

Lord Auckland’s blundering policy should have
resulted in the closing of the country.

Vincent A. Smith.
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THE PALA DYNASTY OF BENGAL.

BY VINCENT A. SMITH, M.A, I.C.S., Ebtd.

rPHANKS to the labours of the late Professor Kielhorn, whose sudden death is so deeply deplored,

^
I was able in the second edition of The Early History of India (pp. 367-70) to give an authentic

outline of the history of the leading kings of the Pala dynasty from about A.D. 735 to 1193 ;
and

in J, R, A, /S'. 1909, when dealing in two articles with the Gurjaras of R^jputana and Kanaiij, to

publish a Synchronistic Table showing the relation between the Palas and the contemporary

dynasties. In the same articles (pp. 258-62) I worked out the history of Dharmapala so far as it

touches on that of the Gurjaras. The publications cited, although giving the references needed to

guide readers interested in pursuing the enquiry, could not provide a full treatment of the epigraphic

evidence for the Pala history, which requires considerable space.

The present paper sets forth in detail all the PAla inscriptions known to me, and

gives a trustworthy dynastic list, with the necessary justification of the entries. I had

hoped to continue it with a complete discussiou of TaranSth’s evidence and everything else bearing

on each reign, but various circumstances compel me to drop the pursuit of the subject for the

present, and to content myself with offering a dry statement of the facts upon which the history

of the Palas must be founded. It is clear that the beginning of the dynasty must be placed in the

first half of the eighth century, and that sufficient fixed dates are known to reduce chronological

uncertainties to moderate dimensions.

I abstain from discussing the views expressed by other students in various essays. The out-

line now presented rests u^jon a firm epigraphic foundation, and needs no controversial support.

With this brief preface I submit

I.—List of the 35 inscriptions of the Pala dynasty

;

II.—Genealogy of the dynasty

;

HI.—Dynastic list
;
and

IV.—Explanation of the reasons for inserting or omitting names.

Perhaps on another occasion I may be able to resume the investigation, and clothe these bare

bones with some narrative flesh. The history of the SSnas, who succeeded the Palas, also needs

elucidation ;
but that too must stand over for the present.
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The Paia Dynasty (T.=Taranath).

}

Known Dates.

Approximate
aco. A. D.

Indian.
A. D.

approlimate

I—G6p!\lal 735 45 y. (T.)
;
no inscription, I

think, see below. No. VII.

ll.—Dharmapala, son of 1

(c 0 n t e m p. of India-
yudha and Ohakrayudha,

k. of Kananj, of Dhrava
Kashtrakuta, and Khri-

srong-^de-san of Tibet;
Tribhuvanapala yuvardja

did not reign).

840 V.E. 783 780 82 y. (inscription)
; 64 y. (T ).

III.—^Devapala, son of IT.

(Rhjyapala yu^mrdja appa-

rently did not reign).

844 33 y. (inscr.)
; 48 y. ( T .).

1V.—'V igrahap^lal, alias

Surapfda I, grandson of

brother of II.^

892 Surapala
;

inscr. No. 6 gives

him 13 y. ; the inscr.

No. XIII probably belongs

to this k., not to Vigrahapala,

II, inscr. 12 y., if the record

belongs to this k. See below

No. VIII and XL

V.—^Narayanapala, son of IV... 906 7 y. (inscr.)

VL—Bajyapala, son of V 9 i t 4% 9 924

VIL—Gopala IT, son of VI j 944 ? 7 y. (inscr.)
; doubtful to

which k. the inscr. refers

see above No. 1.

YIII,—Vigrahapala II, son of

YII,

• ft* 964 See Nos. IV and Xl.

IX.—Mahipala I, son of VIII. 1083 V.E. lOlB
(mission of

Dharma-
pSla)

1026

980 48 y. (inscr.); 52 (T.)all the

inscr. prob. belong to this k.

;

see below, No. XIT.

X.—Nayap^la, son of IX
Ilf

1082 15 y. (inscr.); 35 y. (T.)

XI.—Vlgrahapdla III, son of X. 1057 12 or 13 y. (inscr.)
;

see

Nos. IV and VlII.

^ Oucniiigli&iii prefers to regard ^ftrapald I, as & soil of Deyap&la, and distinct from Yigrabap&la !•

® Sarat Chandra DSs, J. A. 8, B,, Vol. L, Part I, pp. 236, 287.
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The PSLla Dynasty ( T. = TaranAtli ).

Known Datos.
1

Approximate
aco. A U.

1

Indian.
A D.

approximate

^XII.—Mahipala II, son of

XI.

. ... 1080 Short reign. For this and
next two reigns, see the

Edmaohariia-

XIII.—^Siirapala II, son of

^ XI.

.. . 1082 Short reign : the third brother,

Ramapala, had a long reign.

XIV,—Ramapala, son of XI. ••• . 1084 46 y. (T.)
; 22 y, (inscr )

? XlVfl!.—Yakshapala, rela-

tion and colleague ofXIV
(T.) and ? inscr. 35.

XV.—Kumarapala, son of

XIV.
1130 Short reign

;
No. XYII was

his brother.

XVI.—Gopala III, sonof XY. 1136 Must have had a short reign,

as his uncle succeeded him.

XVII.—Madanapala, son of

XIV.
1140 19 y. (inscr.)

XVIlT.—Govindapala, ? son of

XVIL
12?2 V.E.
1235 „

1175
1178

1161 14 y. in 1175 A. D.
;
parent-

age not recorded.

?XIX.—Mahendrapala, proba-

bly identical with Indra-

dyumna
;

? son of XVIII.

1193, end

of reign.

1180 19 y. ?, or 9 (inscr.) : parentage

not recorded. Name of In-
dradyumna known only by
tradition

;
the two names,

‘ great Indra,' and ‘ splendour

of Indra/ are nearly synony-

mous.

Note.—The dynasty having lasted from about 735 to 1193, its duration was for 458 years.

If we assume the identity of Surapula I, with Vigrahapjlla I, there were 19 reigns, with the arerage

length of 24 years. If we consider Surapala and Yigrahap^la to be distinct, the average length of

reign was 23 years. This unusually high average, on either supposition, is due to the exceptionally

long reigns of the first three kings as well as of Mahip^la I, who is verified for 48 years, and of

Ramapala. The six fixed dates given in the list above, when considered in connexion with the

details of the genealogy and the traditions recorded by Taranath and the Rdmachantd, do not allow

much room for error in the dynastic chronology, although the exact date of accession cannot be

determined in the case of any king.
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Before it will be practicable to discuss in due order the historical events which mark the Pala

rule during a period of more than four centuries and a half, the ground must be cleared by

a justification in detail of the entries in the dynastic and genealogical lists. The names are

determined chiefly by the eight inscriptions in which genealogies are given, more or less fully.

These are ;
—
No. in

Serial. List of Localiiy, King,
Inscriptions,

1 2 Khalimpur, copper-plate (c. p,) Dharmapala,

2 8 Mungir (c. p.,) Devapala.

3 10 Bhagalpur (o, p.) Narayauapala.

4 11 Baddl pillar. Ditto.

5 18 Dinajpur (c. p.) Mahipala I.

6 23 Amgachhi (c. p.) Vigrahapala III,

7 26 Kamauli (c. p,) Kumarapala,

8 28 Manahali (c. p.). Madanapala.

The names of Sri Vapyata, the father, and Dayitavishnu, the grandfather of GopAla I, the first

king of the dynasty, are given only in No. 1 of the above list. Nothing else is on record concerning

those two persons.

The genealogy from G6pala is given in Serial Nos. I, 2, 8, 5, 6 and 8. The last named record,

being the latest in date, is, of course, the fullest extant statement on the subject.

All the documents are agreed that BharmapAla, the second king, was the son of G6pAla I
;
but

there is an apparent discrepancy concerning the parentage of DSvapala, the third king.

When Dharmapala, in the year 32 of his reign, made the grant officially recorded in the

Kbalimpur copper-plate, his son Tribhuvanapala was alive, and held the dignity of YuvarAja, or

Crown Prince. But the king enjoyed an exceptionally long reign, 64 years according to Taranath,

and evidently survived the son who was intended to succeed him. His immediate successor

undoubtedly was Devapala, who is expressly described in the Mungir copper-plate as the son

(jsuta) of his predecessor by Rannad^vi, the daughter of Parabala, the Rashtrakfita ruler, and is said

to have * inherited the kingdom of his father free from troubles* (rdjyam dpa nirupaplamm pilur).

This official declaration by DevapSla of his own parentage, conclusive on the face of it, seems

however, at first sight, to be contradicted by the language of the Bhagalpur copper-plate of

NArayanapAla, which in words apparently equally plain seems to describe DSvapala as the elder

brother {purvaja) of Jayapala, who was the son of Yakpala, younger brother of Dharmapala. Thus,

according to the obvious meaning of the Bhagalpur record (with which the AmgAohhi grant agrees)
,

DSvapala was the nephew (brother’s son) of Dharmapala, and not his son. In his earlier publication

the late Prof. Kielhorn, while accepting as superior the authority of Devapala himself in the Mungir

grant, was not able to offer any explanation of this apparent conflict of epigraphic testimony. But at

a later date, when drawing up the Pala dynastic list, he hit on the correct explanation, and perceived

that in the Bhagalpur and AmgAohhi grants the term purvaja as applied to DSvapffia signifies that

that prince was ‘the son of the elder brother* {scil, Dharmapala) of JayapAla’s father, VakpAla

( Ep, Ind., V, App. I, p. 15, note 4 and p. 17, note 6). This interpretation is not invalidated by the

fact that in line 6 of the Bhagalpur grant JayapAla is described as conquering the lord of the

TJtkalas ‘ under his brother’s orders * (bh dturnnidesdd), for, at the present day Hindus constantly

speak of first cousins on the father’s side as ‘ brothers, ’ and scaoely recognize any distinction between

‘a son ’ and ‘a brother’s son. ’ The table therefore exhibits three sons of Dharmapala, namely,

Tribhuvanapala, who was Grown Prince in the regnal year 32, but must have predeceased his father

Devapala, who succeeded to the throne
;
and VAkpala, whose progeny became kings.
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Rajyapala, who, according to the Mungir plate, was Crown Prince in the year 33 of Deyapsila's

reign, must also hare predeceased his father, who, like his predecessor, enjoyed a long reign. The

succession next passed to the grandsons of Dharmapala’s younger brother VakpMa (his son

Jayapala, mentioned above, apparently haying died), and thereafter continued in the junior branch

of the family.

The Badal pillar inscription of the reign of Narayanap^la represents Surapala as being the

predecessor of that prince and the successor of D^vapala, whereas the Bhagalpur plate places

Vigrahapala I in the line of succession between DSvapSla and NarSyanap^Ia, The particulars given

in that document permit no doubt that Vigrahaplila was the son of D^vapala and the father of

Njxrayanapala. The substitution of the name Surapala in the Bddal pillar inscriptions has been

explained by the hypothesis that Sura was another name of Vigraha. But it is not absolutely

necessary to adopt that view, and it is possible to follow Cunningham in holding that Surapala

having died childless, was succeeded by his brother Vigrahapala, through whose line the succession

was transmitted. The BadM pillar record does not profess to give the genealogy of the kings. It

is devoted to the praises of a family of Brahman ministers, and merely mentions incidentally that

they served D^vapala, Surapala, and Narayanapala. The objection to this view is that if

Vigrahapala came between Surapala and ItTarAyanapala, the Brahmans naturally would have been in

his service also, whereas he is not mentioned. It is perhaps safer therefore to follow Hoernle and

Kielhorii in regarding Surapala and Vigrahapala I as being identical, not brothers. Nslrayauapala,

consequently, must be reckoned as the fifth king, not the sixth.

The Dinajpur plate carries on the genealogy and succession from father to son, through

Rajyapala, Gopala II, and VigrahapAla II, to Mahipala I, the ninth king. The AmgAchhi plate

adds two more generations and reigns, those of NayapAla and Vigrahapala III. The Kamauli plate

traces the descent of KnmarapAla from BAmapala, the youngest son of Vigrahapala III, but omits to

mention the elder sons of that prince, namely MahipAla II and Surapjlla, whose existence is

ascertained only from the testimony of the Manahali plate and the Rdmacharita? They evidently

died without leaving heirs, after short reigns, and were followed by their brother Ramapala, who
carried on the succession.

RAmapAla was succeeded by his elder son Kum^rapala, who was followed by his son, Gopala III,

He having died without heirs, the throne passed into the possession of Madanapala, the younger son

of Riimapala by Madana-devl,

Assuming the identity of SurapMa I with Vigrahapala I, Madanapala was the seventeenth king

of the dynasty. His descent from Gopala I is folly ascertained without a break, and reckoning

Gopala HI, Madauapala’s nephew, who came to the throne before his uncle, the number of generations

from G6pala 1 to Madanapala, inclusive, is fourteen.

The next king appears to have been G6vindapala, whose succession is fixed in 1161 A. D, by

inscription Ho. 30 of my List, which places his year 14 in 1232 (V. B ), equivalent roughly to

1175 A. D. His parentage is not recorded, but he may be presumed to have been the son of his

predecessor, MadanapAla,

The last of the line appears to have been MahSndrapala (inscriptions 32-4) , who can come in

only in this place. He may be identified with the Indradyiimna of tradition. The names are almost

synonymous.

Yakshapala, who, according to TaranAth, was the son of RamapSla, and colleague of that king

during the last three years of his long reign, is apparently commemorated by the title narendra in

inscription 35. Most likely he was a near relative of R^mapala. He certainly was not his son, be-

cause the inscription names both Visvarupa, the father and Sfidrakthea, the grandfather, of Yakshapala,

The generations of the dynasty are 15, with an average of nearly 30| years, which is abnor-

mally high.

> For an incomplete notice of this bistorioid poem, see Proc. A. R., 1901, p. 28.
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OONTRIBUnONS TO PANJABI LEXICOGRAPHY.

(Cmtinned from page 2B2.)

SERIES II.

BY H. A. ROSE, I.C.S.

DM dM: a game in which boys amuse themselves by splashing water about. Multan

Gr., p. 100.

Hingri' a dried branch bearing thorns. D. G. Kh^n.

BiLok : a hamlet. Cf. moKra, Jhelum S. R., p. 52^

BhokwAli : unirrigated manured land
;
see b&r%»

BAoIa : a poem in blank verse. Cf . dorM, MultS.n Gr., p. 113.

Bkon ; a walled enclosure. Cf. dMra.

Bkora = toa: a depression in the soil. MuMn 6r., p. 206.

BAorali: the old bed of a nullah. D. I. Khan S. R., 1872-79, p. 362.

Bh.tldl : a kind of wheat, small-eared and white. Multan Gr., p. 218.

Bliui: the chaff oljaiodr, B. G. Khan Gr., p. 110.

Bhtlln : a cattle-shed. Cf. hhdnd. Mgarh. S. R., p. 61.

BAOin-dhara : a tax levied as a payment for wood used for building a cabin. Cheuab Ool

Gr., I894,p. 25.

Blgar-wela: time from 4 to 6 p. ra. Jhelum S. R., p. 56.

Bilak : the west. Bannu S, R., p. xxxviii.

Bitte-danda : tipcat, a game. Mgarh. S. R., p. 71.

BoAbazL : a variety of Indian com. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p.

Bodl : a pod of the tiU Monty. S. R. Gloss, p. xi.

BogfLn = 8 bakhrfts ; Peshawar S. R., 1894, p. 273.

Boha : an abusive song. Of. sdkM and siihru Multan Gr,, p, 93.

Dohon : the handle of a drag-rake (jandra). Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. iii.

Bohra, (1) (JLoirha : a rhymed couplet. MultS,a G. U., p. 113.

Bol : a revolving arrangement in the form of a capstan for clearing out silt at the bottom of

a well. Of. ura, Multdn Gr., p. 196,

Bolah : a small palanquin of hdnah grass. Gujr^t S. R., p. 47.

Bo-mtLbaa : a two-headed snake. Mgarh. S. R., p. 42.

Bona : an island. Monty. S. R. Gloss, p. xxili.

Bopibar : the time from noon to 2 p. m. Jhelum S. R*, p» 56.

Bopahar-dhalle : 2 p. m. Of. pkhhdwdn dhaUe, Multan Gr., p. 256.

Bopra : noon. Of. rott weld, Multi.n Gr., p. 256.

Boratta: double-wheeled—of a well. * D. G. Kh^n Gr., p, 104*

Brakhftn-paki : carpenter-bird the wood-pecker. Mgarh. S. R.^ p. 36*
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Brakkair ' an inferior soil composed of sand and silt mixed, or o^f a sandy siib-sorl and

a shallow deposit of pure silt on top* Banna S. R., p. xxxvii.

Drainman r a thin layer of alluvium above a sandy substratum
;

(Of, Jukes’ Dictif, of W. P.,

p. 150). Multan Gr., p. 1^2.

Dr&l: a kind of field-mouse very destructive to crops. D. I. Khan S. R., 1870, p, 3§^.

DrurA r a kind of fish {harhus dhrysopierus), Mgarh, S. R., p. 40.

Dfldh-kAthnS : a mud-stove in which milk is heated before churnings Monty. S. R, Gloss,

p. xviii.

Butnblr r an accountant or agent = muhdsil, MuliSn Gr., p. 187 ( ? Pcrs, rlab^'J)

BumbSPl : the pay of a dumStr, Mgarh S. R., p. 86.

Dunb : a head of Jowdr, ripe or unripe. Monty S* R. Gloss,, p. xi.

Btingi r a small boat. Jhelum S. R., p. 73.

Bungi t a deep loam soil free of stones
;
see beta.

EazlAna: a cess. D, I. Khan S.r R.^ 1870, p^ 82,

Elti : a bit of broken pottery, Multan Gr,, p*. 90.

GAoha r the cluster of leaves at the top of the darte-palm. Multan Gr., p. 228,

GAchi; rearing trees by transplantation, D, Khan S. R., 1879, p. 278,

Gada : a bundle. Jhang S, B., p. 29.

Gada i a disease of sheep. Mo-nty. S. R. Gloss., p. xvji,

Gaddi-^dir small presents which the hh^dim of a mosque receives at harvest times. HazAra

S, R., 1874, p, 73,

Gaddob lai : a plant {tamaiix galliea)^ Of. kdhan lat. Multan Gr., p. 18.

Gadldun ; dancing (of boys). Kohat S. B., 1884, p. 81,

Gadohar r the upper portion of the cylinder of a well. Mnltim Gr.^ p. 196,

Gadr: the refuse fruit of the date-palm, Multan Gr., p. 228,

Ga<^wA,-i: among Hindus^: tccmdlUt,, the lotd of the Fanjab Proper. Multan Gr., p, 83.

Gab r threshing, of two kinds ? (i) munntwdld: in which a stake (^munnt) is driven in and one or

more yoke of cafttle are tied to the stake by a rope and driven round and round over the crop
;
(?V)

pkarsaiodld, in which a heavy mass of wood and straw {pharsa) is yoked behind each pair of cattle

and driven round, working gradually inwards. Hence gdhera, a thresher. Multan Gr.,^ p. 210.

Gabi r a bee-hive. Of. taun and makb^orna. Hazara S, R., 1874, p. 95.

GAbi: a square box-like receptacle o-f unbaked clay placed inside a dwelling-house. Chenab
Colony Gr., p. 72.

Gabrer intimate, e.g, gain dosd, an intimate friend.

Gal : the portion of a well which projects above the ground, Multan Gr., p. 19(1.

Gal kAlAr lit,, black-shroated, a kind of snake. Mgarh S, R., p. 42,

Gam t a tall grass. D. G, Khan Gr,, p, 1&.

Gandl huit

:

weeds. MultAn Gr., p. 208.

Gaud lAjAnA ^ to inform all the relations of a wedding, Gtijrat S. R.,. p, 41,
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Ganda : a thick-set camel, but smaller than the soMwa^ with a large coarse head and thick

skin. Chenab Col. 6r., p. 98.

Ganda : branches. Cf. cMli.

Ganderi: the oleander (N’erium odorum), Pashto ganderai. Peshawar S. R., 1878, p. 13.

Ganesh : a due paid to Hindu shrines. (Of. Jukes’ VtcUj. of W. P. p. 251). Multan Gr,

p. 188.

Ganh : the handle of a vhola (mattock). Monty S. R. Gloss., p. iv.

Gap : Jukes’ Dicty. of W. P., p. 247 :—gap darydt^ the sticky, uneven soil caused by the long,

standing of water in places where new alluvial matter has been deposited. Multan Gr., p. 193.

Gar : flesh of the seed (of the water-lily). Mgarh. S. R., p. 9.

Gar : (i) a very stony land. Cf. garera and harrand^ Hazara S. R., 1874, p. 197
;

(ii) an

irrigated land of the poorest character. Of. harrdnda and garera. Ibid, p. 196.

Garanda : Carissa diffusa, Hazara S. R., 1874, p. 94.

Garara : (i) a variety of moth, Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. s:
;
(ii) a horse with eyes of different

colours,; Jhang S. R., p. 110.

Garera : an irrigated land of the poorest character. See gdr,

Gari : the terminal cabbage-like head in the heart of a gdchd or cluster of leaves at the top of

a palm. Mgarh. S. R., p. 31.

Garma
:

(i) a yellowish and late sown Indian corn. Kohat S. R., 1884, p. 122 ;
(ii) a kind of

date. MuMn Gr., p. 228.

Garmala : a roller with which clods are crushed. D. I. Khan 8. R., 1879, p. 360.

Garoba : a coarse variety of tobacco, requiring but little care in cultivation. D. I. Khan

S. R., 1879, p. 349.

Garri : a disease of kine, very fatal. The principal symptom is the formation of large boils on

the quarters. Hazara S. R., 1874, p. 98.

Gas : ordinary light loam. Multan Gr., p. 192.

Gatbile : the seeds of sugarcane. Chenab Col. Gr., 1894. p. 85.

Gfttkas : a kind of dance. Cf. chhej, Multan Gr., p. 94.

Ghdil : a present given to a boy at his wedding. Multan Gr., p. 93.

Ghanda : a wooden cylinder fitting closely inside the circle of a well, and laid above the tilwang

to support the sides of the masonry cylinder. Cf. hotht. Multan Gr., p. 196.

Ghararian : a breed of horses. Jhang S. R., p. 108.

Gharl gharaull : the ceremony at a wedding of carrying an earthen vessel, with songs, to the

well and bringing it back full of water. Gujrat S. R., p. 45.

Gharmai marai : the morning meal. Of. snhMi tihdla. Kohiit 8. R., 1884, p. 73.

Gharole; land which is all sand-heaps, or cutup by ravines. Of. tibba. Obeugib Col. Gr.

1894, p. 63.

Gharwanjl: a four-legged wooden stand for pots. Multau Gr.,p. 82. Cf. ghardwinj^ Jukes’

Vioty. of W, P., p. 255.

Ghasab : possession taken forcibly. D. G. Kh&n Gr., p. 79.

Ghashawar : a harrow. Kohat S. R., 1884, p. 122.
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Ghassa i as far as a man can run without taking breath
;
a sfurt. D. G. Khau.

Ghassay : a mark blurred, but not indistinguishable-

Ghat da kharora a well lined with logs- Mgarh. S. p. 11.

Ghawa ; a drag net. Of. chhth^LjdL

Gha^: a tree {adiantum venushim). Pashto gha&a* Peshdwar S. R., 1878, p. IS.

Gher, (? ghar) ; a first ploughing. D. G. Khan Gr., p. 106.

Ghesh : a young goat from 6 months to one year old. Multan

Ghetlidap: a kind of shoe. Mgarh. S. R-, p. 62.

(GMhal : add s, v. at Jukes’ Vieiy, of W. P. p. 258, to 3:-^) It is lighter than the inehrA^

or heavy wooden roller. Multan Gr., p. 207.

Ghirauli : the bathing of the bridegroom at a wedding. Jhelum 8. R., p. 58.

Ghogi : a small oblong shell-like seed. D. G. Khan Gr., p. 124.

Ghokht : a sort of millet. Of. hangtd, Koliat S. R., 1884, p. 120.

Ghoni : hornless (sheep). Multan Gr., p. 237.

Gh6p : a knife or dagger = hil. D. G. Khiln.

Ghore dangan : a kind of snake, said to be hairy. Of. t%r m&r and uinA. Mgarh, S. R.,

p. 42.

Ghorian: plural of ghorti^ matrriage song), sung at the boy’s house —opposed to soh&g,

Gujrat S. R., 1874, p. 44.

Ghottl: a disease of buffaloes. Monty. S, R. Gloss., p. xvi.

Ghun: a weevil. Of. ghun-AdhA, caries of teeth, attributed to a worm, at Jukes’ Bicty, o/

W, P., p. 256). Multau Gr., p. 211.

GhtliLdi: husk, of wheat. MuMn Gr., p. 219*

Ghural: a rough field cart. Multan Gr., p. 211,

Ghut
:
gloss anthrax. Of. galghot^. Multan Gr., p. 235.

Ghuti : the observance of squeezing liquor from ass’ dung into a child’s mouth, before allotting

it to suck, in order to make it firm in battle (among Balochis), Mgarh. S* R., p. 67.

Glxway© : a unit of measurement. Dir, etc.

Gidarian: dates which grow spontaneously. Of. apere jamidn
;
fr. gidar, jackal, because they

are supposed to have sprung up from stones which jackals have thrown away after eating the fruit,

Mgarh, S. R., p. 30.

Girain: the florican. Of. ohAra. Chenab Col. Gr., 1894, p. 9.

Girram : a grass {Panicum antidotale), Multan Gr., p. 19,

Girzand : a term descriptive of a share in each block or wand in a ve&h village. BannUj,
8. R., p. xxxviii.

Git: a span. Monty S. R. Gloss., p. xxi.

Gita-k : a date steue, (Of. ffatah, Jakes’ Dicty. of W. P., p, 260). Multaa Gr., p. 228,

Giti-^ndd. : tip-cat. Multaa Gr., p. lOO.

Go^-kash : a tenant who has cleared jangle. Multan Gr., p. 179.

Gokra : a ball of cotton, Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. xi.
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Golah. : a ’weaver. Peshawar S. E., 1878, p. 86.

Golai : the enclosure of a house. Peshawar S. E., 1878, p. 86.

Goli: black-quarter, a disease of animals. Chenah Col. Gr., 1894, p. 97.

Gonl : a variety of wheat. Monty. S. E.j Gloss., p. x.

Gorain, goraini : a game-bird. Jhang. S. E., p. 27.

Gorha : manured land. Monty. S. E, Gloss., p. vi.

Gor-kafn ; savings, fr. gor, a grave and hafn^ a winding sheet, the idea being that savings

should be kept for times of real need. Hazara S. E., 1874, p. 84.

Gruhto : the cane-borer, fatal to sugarcane and maize, eating up the buds as the plant sprouts

above ground. Chenab Gol. Gr., 1894, p. 73.

Gujliail : a deep loam soil free of stones
;
see hela.

Gujrat: a deep loam soil free of stones
;
see bela.

Guml : a variety oijowdir, Monty. S. E. Gloss., p. x.

Gundai : see chat, Kohat S. E., 1884, p. 128.

Gundi : a loamy soil
;
see ban*

Ganger : a wild fruit. Saz^ra S. E
, 1874, p. 94.

GuraM : a poisonous suake. Of. sangcMr, Mgarh. S. E., p. 42.

Gurang : an old and narrow creek. D. G Khun Gr., p. 16.

Gargara : a variety of ber tree. D. I. Khan S, E., 1879, p. 184.

Gargulla: a shrub {Rejpionia buxifolia), Kohat S. E., 1884, p. 29, gurgvbrai in Peshliwar

(S. E., I878,p. 13).

Garfeat: the act of digging and breaking up land or large clods. Bannu S. E., p. xsxviii.

Gusrah J a light clay. Of. dakar. Multan S. E., 1830, p. 6.

Gustins: gorisian, a grave-yard. Multan Gr., p. 125.

Guzlra: a grant of land made to a member of the family. Hazara S. E., 1868-74, p. 148.

Gwlftn ; yams. Jhang S. E., p. 95.

Habdb : a cash rate of Ee. 1-4 per mdau Gujriit S. E., p. 117.

Hadda: a disease of horses. Monty. S. E. Gloss., p. xv.

Hail : naladdr or first-class soil. Banufi S. E., p. xxxviii.

HalcbUri : a cash charge, which falls at between 2 and 4 annas per acre, per plough, paid to

the proprietor in addition to a grain rent. Hazara S. E., 1874, p. 162.

Halor : land under a crop. Jhang S. E., p. 152.

Hamar : the persons collected for the annual canal clearances. Bannii S. R., p. xxxviii.

Hamchor : a wooden spade used to clear snow o2 the roofs, or to make the smaller irrigation

cuts in rice fields. Of, Jcirhin, Hazara S. R., 1874, p. 96*

H&nibal : a meal taken in the morning. Of. nirdn. Mgarh. S. E., p. 62.

Haq.q.-s§.mbhL : the quarter share ia a mare to which the rearer of a foal is entitled in addition

to his origiual share in the remaining three-fourths. Jhang S. E., p. 110.

Ha<l(l-tora : the expenses at a wedding payable to the Khfln or malik of the Tcandi in which the

bride resides; it includes tees to the village servants. Peshawar S. E., 1878, p. 187,
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Harat : a Persian well. Monty S. R. Gloss., p. v.

Hari : apricot. C£. Ichurmdni
;
called in the Simla Hills. Hazara S. R., 1874> p. 94.

HaridiWal: the Indian oriole. Mgarh. S. R., p. 37.

Harrand : a very stony land. Of. gdr, Hazara S. R., 1874, p. 197.

Harrftnda : an irrigated land of the poorest character. Cf. gdr* Ibid p. 196.

HasrlAn: a breed of horses. Jhang S. R., p. 108.

TTfl.yxpA.Ti : a sheaf of corn
;

lit.. *the loser’, or ordinary sheaf, as opposed to dhdrwdr, the

reaper’s sheaf. Jhang S. R., p. 98.

Hatha: a rake handle
;
also the handle of a scraper or pitchfork. Of. dandL Monty S. R.

Gloss., p. iii.

Hathal: a cow or buffalo which allows only one person to milk her. Monty. S. R. Gloss,

p. sviii.

HathrAdh: (i) cultivated dates, Mgarh. S. R., p. 30; (ii) home-farm cnltivation-i : rahak

oT-hdmd: a farm-labourer. Jhang S. R., p. 103.

HathrakhAldar : a nominee of the individual, the trustee of his privilege, to take the pro-

prietary share of the produce and pay the revenue, as opposed to the mashahhsadd or mustdjir,

Jhang S. R., p. 67.

Hazara: poppy
;
the red variety. Monty. S. R., Gloss., p. x.

HerRa: the striated bush-babbler. Mgarh. S. R., p. 87.

Hotar : a good rice-land in the hill tracts. Hazara S. R., 1874, p. 195.

Htltoara : a game bird. Jhang S. R., p. 27.

Hujra : a place of public resort. Hazara S. R., 1874, p. 73.

Hundira: a small building shaped like a tomb. D. I. Khan S. R., 1872-79, p. 87.

Htlrmal : a wild fig. Hazara S. R., 1874, p, 94.

ljd>b-kabtll : the last ceremony of the betrothal, in which the father of the bridegroom and

the father of the bride successively declare the betrothal in a loud voice; the declaration is repeated

three times. Ci. shara jawdb, Hazara, S. R., 1868-74, p. 299.

Ijftra : the custom of selling the standing crop to a contractor, Jhang S. R., p. 73. hence

ijdreddr : a farmer of the revenue. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. xxii.

IktAla: a fee
;
an extra ser, (the 41st) taken in the maund. Jhang S. R., p. 114.

Indzar : the wild fig. Kohat S. R., 1884, p. 29.

Iska : Pashto, a lot, the casting of lots =:u8ha and hish ( ? cE. Balochi hisJei). Bannu S. R.

1899, p. xxxviii.

Itsit : a synonym for visd. Mgarh. S. R., p. 32.

Jabba : a deep loam soil free of stones. See bela,

Jach : information (= patid). (xAdd to Jukes’ Dicty, of W, P. 103).

Jahli : Balvadora persica. Jbelum S. R.^ p. 18.

Jakli=rasiii arwdJii^ a due paid to a rnuUdh for charms, etc. Multan Gr., p. 188.

jrai; brushwood. D. G. Khan.

jaia : a raft formed by planks or charpais placed on a foundation of "inflated skins fastened

together, used for crossing a river. Peshawar S. R., 1878, p. 8.
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Jalab : the right to cultivate
;
Marwat. Baiiuu S. R., 1879, p. xxjrvii.

Jalebi : a kind o£ snake. Cf. khar ^eti and kiphra. Mgarh. S. R., p, 42.

Jamlit : a mosque. Peshawar S. R., 1878, p. 86.

Jamawal: a rent-collector. D. I. Khan 8. R., 1879, p. 165.

Jan: a horde, comprising all the clansmen and dependants o£ a rdL Chennb Gol. Or., p, 18*

Jandal: a weed noxious to wheat. Mgarh. S. R.^ p. 80.

Jandra
:

(i) the amount oE water required to work a wafcer-mdl
;

(ii) generally, as much water
as can irrigate a ckaitt ol land in a 12 hours’ flow. D. I. Khan S. R., 1879, p. 130,

( To he Qontiniied
.

)

BOOK KOTIOE.

KAENATAKA.ftAVlCtlAnta?B
; V6l. I. By B. ISJ’AEA'-

siMHAGHAB, M.A , and S. G. NABASiMtHAOHAH, My-
sore ! Wesleyan Mission Press t 1907. 870

; pp. 6, 8>

18, 3826 S8.

We much regret that we have not been able to

introduce this interesting hook to our readers at

an earlier date. We hope, however, that the

present notice of it) though so late, may not be

without its uses.

The issue of this hook, as the first volume of a
series the title of which means “Lives of Kan-
nada or Kanarese Poets ”, inaugurates a scheme
for exhibiting the history of Kanarese literature

from the earliest time to which it can be traced

back. Some studies in this line of research have

b.»en given to us by the Rev. P. Kittel and by
Mr. Rice. The present writers, however, aim at

a much more exhaustive treatment
; and, basing

their work on various important collections of

manuscripts and also on the inscriptions of

Southern India as far as they have been exploited,

they have made an excellent start: they have

brought the matter in detail down to the end of

the fourteenth century A. D
;
and they have

given supplementary lists, century by century, of

works belonging to the subsequent period, down
to the present time, which they will hereafter

treat in similar detail. In compiling the present

volume* they haire succeeded iu tracing out and
bringing to light a variety of authors and works

not previously known. In addition to that, and

to the inclusion of many new facts about such

writers and works as were already known, they

claim to have established the following points.

Mr. R. Narasimhachar had already, in the intro-

duction to his edition of the Kdvydvaldchana,

published in 1903, brought ottt clearly the fact

that there were two writers nAmed N^avarma j

one belonging to the close of the tenth century,

the other bo a period about a hundred and fifty

years later. The authors now show that there

were also two Gunavarmas and two Maugarasas.
They have adduced evidence that the literary

activity among the Tira-Saivas or Liogayats
began in the middle of the twelfth century, at an
appreciably earlier time than bad previously been
supposed. And they have shown that the poet
Rudrabhatta, who was previously referred to the

sixteenth century, flourished four centuries

sooner. TTe hope that future researches by them
may result in the discovery of works dating from
before the time to which belongs the earliest

Kanarese literary production that is at present

known.

That the Kanarese language was cultivated

from a decidedly early date, is shown by the fact

that it is found in a short inscription, outside the

Taishnava cave at Badami in the Bijapnr District,

Bombay, which is of the time of the Chalukya
king Mangalesa, A. D. 597—608. Kanarese is,

in fact, the earliest vernacular of Southern India,

apart from Prakrit, that is met with in the

inscriptional records. Its literary history, how-
ever, has not been traced back so far : the earliest

recovered work is a treatise on poetics, entitled

Kavirdjamarga, which was written in the period

A. D. 814^877. That work, indeed, mentions
previous writers,— Vimala, Udaya, Nagarjuna,

Jayahandhu, Durvinfta, “the supreme” Srivijaya,

Kavisvara (or “the supreme Srfvijaya, lord of

poets ”
), and some others : and we may note, in

passing, that it classes the writings of Srivijaya

as ddya-hdvya, “initial or prior poetry.” Beyond
their names, however, little, if anything, was yet
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known about those writers. And the point

remains, that the earliest extant Kanareae literary

production is the Kavirajamargai dating from the

ninth century.

In view of the position that the Kavirajarmrga

is the earliest extant Hanarese work, it is of

interest, as there is a difference of opinion regard-

ing the authorship of it, to note what the authors

of the Karnatakaha'Uicharite have to say on the

point. Mr. Rice^ and Professor K. B. Pathak®

have maintained that the Kavirajamarga was

written by the Rashtrakuta king Nripatnnga-

AmSghavarsha I, who reigned from A. D. 814 to

877. The present writer, on the other hand,

holds® that it was written, not by the king, but,

under his patronage, by a person styled Kavisvara,

and that the latter based it on a work by the

Srivijaya who, as stated above, is mentioned in

the work itself in an enumeration of previous

writers. The authors of the Karndtakdkavicha-

rite have classed the Kavirdjamdrga as a com-

position by the said king Nripatunga. But

they have qualified that by saying that, though

the accepted understanding {pratlti) is to that

effect, there is room for a doubt as to whether the

work is not a composition of a ^rivijaya. And,

pointing out that no authority is found, either in

inscriptions ot in the work itself, for thinking

that Srivijaya was a secondary appellation of

Nripatunga, they have suggested that the case

may be that the author was that same Srivijaya

who has been mentioned above, and that he

became the court-poet of Nripalunga and com-

posed the work and issued it with the impress of

Kripatunga {Nripatungana ankitadinda). In
view of the indecisive opinion thus expressed by
the authors of the Karndtakakavicharite, who
have given the latest consideration to the matter

after seeing the full arguments on both sides, it

inay be said that the question cannot be regarded

as settled either way. But there remain the

following points, which seem instructive The
Kavirajamdrga is adulatory of Nripatuuga all

through. Its colophons distinctly describe it, not
as “ composed by Nripatunga,” but as “approved
by ISTripatunga.** It is not easy to see how
Srivijaya, if he wrote it, could reasonably
class himself among the previous writers who
are mentioned in it, and could speak of
other writings of his own as ddya-kdvya, “initial

or prior poetry.” And the last verse of the
second chapter, as translated by Professor
Pathak^ tells us that “the great poet caused to

himself the great joy of Srivijaya by the

one poem composed by these (means): having
thought over the established conventionality of

the essence of words, having studied expression

which has for its object all language, having

carefully perceived the excellence of the good
qualities shining in the compositions of ancient

great poets, and having culled from them ” : here,

the term rendered by “the great poet” is

Kavlsvara, which we consider is obviously to be

applied as a personal appellation. In these

circumstances we see, so far, no reason for modi-
fying the conclusion at which we arrived* namely,

that the Kavirdjamdrga was wiitten by a person

who bore or assumed the name Kavisvara; that

he wrote it under the patronage and partly under
the inspiration of king Nripaiunga ; and that he

based it on a work by Srivijaya.

The authors of the KarndtakakavicTiarite had
to decide whether they would write their book in

English or in Kanarese. Their English intro-

duction shows that they would not have had the

slightest difficulty in writing in English : that

language is thoroughly at their command. They
elected, however, to write in Kanarese

;
be-

cause, they tell us, the woi’k would not other-

wise be properly available to their compatriots,

the great majority of whom do not know English.

Their decision is, no doubt, a commendable
one: it is certainly desirable that the Kanarese

people at large should have the opportunity of

learning all that is known about the history of

their language and its literature. But we would

ask the authors to bear in mind that there are in

Europe many scholars— and the number of them
is always increasing— who are greatly interest-

ed in the vernaculars of India, but who do

not themselves read those vernaculars, and to

whom, therefore, books such as the present one

must remain sealed books : also, that even a

European scholar who does read any particular

Indian vernacular ( or perhaps more than one ),

cannot always spare the time to peruse and note

down the contents of a vernacular work; he

wants a work to the contents of which, when he

has once read it, he can at any time refer quickly

at a glance, instead of having to wade again

through the intricacies of Indian type. "We

would express the hope that Mr. R. Karasimha-

char and his collaborator may see their way to

giving us, some day, an English epitome of their

present volume, and of those which, we trust,

they will bring out in succession to it.

J. E. Fleet.

1 See his KarndtakasahLidnu:>dsana^ introd , pp. 7, 23.
® Seethe introduction to his edition of the work itself: see also Jour, Bo, Br, B. As, 8oc.. vol, 20, p. 22 ff,

and vob 22, p 81 ff. 8 See Jnd. Ant
, vol. 33 ( 1S04), p. 258 ff.
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THE ARTHASASTRA OF OHAXAKYA (BOOKS T — XV ),

Translated hy

R. SHALIASASTRY, B.A.,

Librarian^ Government Oriental Library, Mysore,

—The first four books have been published in the Mysore Review, 1906—1908.]

Book V.

The conduct of Government officers ( Yogavpittam).

Chapter I.

Concerning the awards of punishments (Bandakarmikam).

Measures necessary to remove the thorns of public peace both in fortified cities and country

parts have been dealt with. We shall now proceed to treat of measures to suppress treason

against the king and his kingdom.

With regard to those chiefs who, though living by service under the king, are inimically

disposed towards him, or have taken the side of his enemy, a spy with secret mission or one in the

guise of an ascetic and devoted to the king’s cause shall set to work as described before
;
or a spy

.trained in the art of sowing the seeds of dissension may set to work, as will be described in

connection with the “ invasion of an enemy’s villages.” ^

The king in the interests of righteousness may inflict punishment in secret on those courtiers

,or confederacy of chiefs who are dangerous to the safety of the kingdom and who cannot be put

down in open daylight.

A spy may instigate the brother of a seditious minister, and with necessary inducements, take

him to the king for an interview. The king, having conferred uponhim the title to possess and enjoy

the property of his seditious brother, may cause him to attack his brother
;
and when he murders

his brother with a weapon or with poison, he shall be put to death in the same spot under the plea

that he is a parricide.

The same measure will explain the proceedings to be taken against a seditious ParaSava (one

who is begotten by a Brahman on Sfidra wife )> and a seditious son of a woman-servant.

Or instigated by a spy, the brother of a seditious minister may put forward his claim for

inheritance. While the claimant is lying at night at the door of the house of the seditious minister

or elsewhere, a fiery spy (^Uhshna) may murder him and declare “Alas! the claimant for

inheritance is thus murdered (by his brother ).’’ Then taking the side of the injured party, the

king may punish the other (the seditious minister).

Spies in the presence of a seditious minister may threaten to beat his brother claiming

inheritance. Then *• while the claimant is lying at the door of, &o.” as before.

The same proceedings will explain the quarrel fraudulently caused to crop up between any two

seditious ministers, in whose family a son or a father has had sexual intercourse with a daughter-in-

law, or a brother with the wife of another brother.

1 Book XIII.
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A spy may flatter to the vanity of a seditions minister’s son of gentle manners and dignified

conduct by telling him “ Though thou art the king’s son, thou art kept here in fear of

enemies.” The king may secretly honour this deluded person and tell him that “ apprehending

danger from the minister^ I have put off thy installation, though thou hast attained the age of heir-

apparent.” Then the spy may instigate him to murder the minister. The task being accomplished,

he, too, may be put to death in the same spot under the plea that he is a parricide.

A mendicant woman, having captivated the wife of a seditious minister by administering such

medicines as excite the feelings of love, may through that wife contrive to poison the minister.

Failing these measures, the king may send a seditious minister with an army of inefficient

soldiers and fiery spies to put down a rebellious wild tribe or a village, or to set up a new

superintendent of countries or of boundaries in a locality bordering upon a wilderness, or to bring

under control a highly-rebellious city, or to fetch a caravan bringing in the tribute due to the king

from a neighbouring country. In an affray ( that ensues in consequence of the above mission

)

either by day or at night, the fiery spies, or spies under the guise of robbers {prtLtirodhaha ) may
murder the minister and declare that he was killed in the battle.

While marching against an enemy or being engaged in sports, the king may send for his

seditious ministers for an interview. While leading the ministers to the king, fiery spies with

concealed weapons shall, in the middle enclosure of the king’s pavilion, offer themselves to be

searched for admittance into the interior, and, when caught with their weapons by the door-keepers,

declare themselves to be the accomplices of the seditious miuisters. Having made this affair known

to the public, the door-keepers shall put the ministers to death, and in the place of the fiery spies,

some others are to be hanged.

While engaged in sports outside the city, the king may honour his seditious ministers with

accommodation close to his own. A woman of bad character under the guise of the queen may be

caught in the apartment of these ministers and steps may be taken against them as before,

A sauce-maker or a sweetmeat-maker may request of a seditious minister some sauce and

sweetmeat by flattering him — “ thou alone art worthy of such things”. Having mixed those two

things and half a cup of water with poison, he may substitute those things in the luncheon ( of the

king
)
outside the city. Having made this event known to the public, the king may put them ( the

minister and the eook^ ) to death under the plea that they are poisoners.

If a seditious minister is addicted to witchcraft, a spy under the guise of an accomplished wizard

may make him believe that by manifesting (in witchcraft) any one of the three beautiful things,— a

pot containing an alligator, or a tortoise or crab — he can attain his desired end. While, with this

belief, he is engaged in the act of witchcraft, a spy may murder him either by poisoning him or by

striking him with an iron bar, and declare that he brought his own death by his proclivity to

witchcraft.

A spy under the guise of a physician may make a seditious minister believe that he is suffering

from a fatal or incurable disease and contrive to poison him while preseiibing medicine and diet

to him.

Spies under the guise of sauce-makers and sweetmeat-makers may, when opportunity occurs,

contrive to poison him.

* Some one deserving deatk seems to be snbstitnted for the cook.
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Such are the secret measures to get rid o£ seditioas persons.

As to measures to get rid of seditions persons conspiring against both the king and his

kingdom ;

—

When a seditious person is to be got rid of, another seditious person with an army of inefficient

soldiers and fiery spies may be sent with the mission : “ Go out into this fort or country and raise an

army or some revenue ; deprive a courtier of his gold
;

bring by force the daughter of a courtier

;

huild a fort
;
open a garden

;
construct a road for traffic

;
set up a new village

;
exploit a mine

;

form forest-preserves for timber or elephants; set up a district or a boundary; and arrest and

capture those who prevent your work or do not give you help.” Similarly the other party may be

instructed to curb the spirit of the above person. When a quarrel arises between the two parties at

work, fiery spies under cover may throw their weapons and murder the seditious person
;
and others

are to be arrested and punished for the crime.

When with reference to boundaries, field-produce, and boundaries of houses, or with reference

to any damage done to things, instruments, crops, and beasts of burden or on occasions of witnessing

spectacles and processions, any dispute, real or caused by fiery spies, arises in seditious towns,

villages, or families, fiery spies may hurl weapons and say : “ This is what is done to them who

quarrel with this man ”
;
and for this offence others may be punished.

When there arises a quarrel among seditious persons, fiery spies* may set fire to their fields,

harvest-grounds, and houses, hurl weapons on their relatives, friends and beasts of burden, and say

that they did so at the instigation of the seditious
;
and for this offence others may be punished.

Spies may induce seditious persons in forts or in country parts to be each other’s guests at

a dinner in which poisoners may administer poison
;
and for this offence others may be punished.

A mendicant woman may delude a seditious chief of a district into the belief that the wife,

daughter, or daughter-in-law of another seditious chief of another district loves the former. She

may take the jewelry which the deluded chief gives her (for delivery to the wife, daughter, &c,)^

and, presenting it before the other chief, narrate that this chief in the pride of his youth makes

love to the other’s wife, daughter, or daughter-in-law. When at night a duel arises between the

two chiefs, &c., as before.

The prince or the commander of the army may confer some benefit upon such inimical persons as

have been cowed down by a seditious army, and may declare his displeasure against them afterwards.

And then some other persons, who are equally cowed down by another seditious army of the king, may

be sent against the former along with an army of inefficient soldiers and fiery spies. Thus all the

measures to get rid of seditious persons are of the same type.

Whoever among the sons of the seditious persons thus put down shows no perturbance of mind

shall receive his father’s property. It is only thus that the whole of the country will loyally follow

the sons and grandsons of the king, and will be free from all troubles caused by men.

Possessed® of forbearance and apprehending no disturbance either in the present or future,

the king may award punishments in secret both upon his own subjects and those who uphold the

enemy’s cause.®

s In UoTio. metre.
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Chapter II.

Beplenishmeut of the Treasury (Ko&abhisamharaQam).

The king T^ho finds himself in a great financial trouble and needs money may collect ( revenue

by demand), la such parts of his country as depend solely upon rain for water and are rich in

grain, he may demand of his subjects one-third or one-fourth of their grain according to their capacity.

He shall never demand of such of his subjects as live in tracts of middle or low quality
;
nor of people

who are of great help in the construction of fortifications, gardens, buildings, roads for traffic

colonisation of waste lands, exploitation of mines, and formation of forest-preserves for timber and,

elephants; nor of people who live on the border of his kingdom or who have not enough

subsistence. He shall, on the other hand, supply with grain and cattle to those who colonise waste

lands. He may purchase for gold one-fourth of what remains, after deducting as much of the grain

as is required for seeds and subsistence of his subjects. He shall avoid the property of forest tribes,

as well as of Brahmans learned in the Vedas (Srotriya). He may purchase this, too, offering

favourable price (to the owners). Failing these measures, the servants of the collector-general may
prevail upon the peasantry to raise summer crops. Saying that double the amount of fines will be

levied from those who are guilty (among peasants), they (the king’s employes) shall sow seeds in

sowing seasons. When crops are ripe, they may beg a portion of vegetable and other ripe produce

except what is gleaned in the form of vegetables and grains. They shall avoid the grains scattered

iu harvest-fields, so that they may be utilised in making offerings to gods and ancestors on occasions

of worship, in feeding cows, or for the subsistence of mendicants and village employes ( grdma-

hhfitaha ).

Whoever conceals his own grain shall pay a fine of eight times the amount in each kind
;
and

whoever steals the crops of another person shall pay a fine of fifty times the amount, provided the

robber belongs to the same community (^svavarga)
;
but if he is a foreigner, he shall be put to death.

They (the king’s employes) may demand of cultivators one-fourth of their grain, and one-sixth of

forest-produce (vanya ) and of such commodities as cotton, wax, fabrics, barks of trees, hemp, wool,

silk, medicines, sandal, flowers, fruits, vegetables, firewood, bamboos, flesh, and dried flesh. They

may also take one-half of all ivory and skins of animals, and punish with the first amercement those

who trade in any article without obtaining a licence from the king. So much for demands on

cultivators.

Merchants dealing in gold, silver, diamonds, precious stones, pearls, coral, horses, and

elephants shall pay 50 haras^ Those that trade in cotton threads, clothes, copper, brass, bronze,

sandal, medicines, and liquor shall pay 40 Icotras, Those that trade in grains, liquids, metals (loka),

and carts shall pay 80 Isaras. Those that carry on their trade in glass ( Icaoha ) ;
and also artisans

of fine workmanship shall pay 20 h^ras. Artisans of inferior workmanship, as well as those who
keep prostitutes, shall pay 10 hjsras. Those that trade in firewood, bamboos, stones, earthen-pots

cooked rice, and vegetables shall pay 5 'karas. Dramatists and prostitutes shall pay half of their,

wages. The entire property of goldsmiths shall be taken possession of
;
and no offence of theirs,

shall be forgiven
;

for they carry on their fraudulent trade while pretending at the same time to be

honest and innocent. So much about demands on merchants.

Persons rearing cocks and pigs shall surrender to the Government half of their stock of

animals. Those that rear inferior animals shall give one-sixth. Those that keep cows, buffaloes,

mules, asses, and camels shall give one-tenth (of their live-stock ), Those who maintain prostitutes

{^
60iidhahij>oshQjG2 '), shall, with the help of women noted for their beauty and youth in the service

of the king, collect revenue. So much about demands on herdsmen.

* A kara seema to mean 10 parkas.
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Such demands shall be made only once and ne^er t*wice. TVhen such demands are not made, the

collector-general shall seek subscriptions from citizens and country people alike under false pretences

of carrying this or that kind of business. Persons taken in concert shall publicly pay handsome

donations and, with this example, the king may demand of others among his subjects. Spies posing

as citizens shall revile those who pay less. Wealthy persons may be requested to give as much of

their gold as they can. Those who, of their own accord or with the intention of doing good, offer

their wealth to the king shall be honoured with a rank in the court, an umbrella, or a turbau or

some ornaments in return for their gold.

Spies, under the guise of sorcerers, shall, under the pretence of ensuring safety, carry away the

money, not only of the society of heretics and of temples, but also of a dead man and of a man whose

house is burnt, provided that they are not Brahmans.

The Superintendent of Religious Institutions may collect in one place the various kinds of

property of the gods of fortified cities and country parts and carry away the property ( to the king's*

treasury ).

Or having on some night set up a god or an altar, or having opened a sacred place of asceties

or having pointed out an evil omen, the king may collect ^nbsi3tence under the pretence of holding

processions and congregations (to avert calamities ).

Or else he shall proclaim the arrival of gods, by pointing out to the" people any of the sacred

trees m the king’s garden which has produced untimely flowers and fruits.

Or by causing a false panic owing to the arrival of an evil-spirit on a tree in the city, wherein

a man is hidden making all sorts of devilish noises, the king s spies, under the guise of ascetics, may

collect money ( with a view to propitiate the evil-spirit and send it back).

Or spies may call upon spectators to see a serpent with numberless heads in a well connected

with a subterranean passage and collect fees from them for the sight. Or they may place in a bore-

hole made in the body of an image of a serpent, or in a hole in the corner of a temple, or in the

hollow of an ant-hill, a cobra, which is, by diet, rendered unconscious, and call upon credulous

spectators to see it ( on payment of a certain amount of fee). As to persons who are not by nature

credulous, spies may sprinkle over or give a drink of such sacred water as is mixed with anaesthetic

ingredients and attribute their insensibility to the curse of gods. Or by causing an outcast per.-on

{ahhityakta) to be bitten by a cobra, spies may collect revenue under the pretext of undertaking

remedial measures against ominous phenomena.

Or one of the king’s spies in the garb of a merchant, may become a partner of a rich merchant

and carry on trade in concert with him. As soon as a considerable amount of money has been

gathered as sale-proceeds, deposits and loans, he may cause himself to be robbed of the amount.

This will explain what the Superintendent of coins and the State-goldsmith may also do.

Or else a spy, in the garb of a rich merchant, or a real rich merchant famous for his vast

commerce, may borrow or take on pledge vast quantities of gold, silver, and other commodities, or

borrow from corporations bar gold or coined gold for various kinds of merchandise to be procured

from abroad. After having done this be may allow himself to be robbed of ifc the same night,

. Prostitute spies, under the garb of chaste women, may cause themselves to be enamoured of

persons who are seditions. No sooner are the seditious persons seen within the abode of the female

spies than they shall be seized and their property confiscated to the Government. Or whenever a

quarrel arises between any two seditious parties of the same family, poisoners, previously engaged for

the purpose, may administer poison to one party ;
and the other party may be accused of the offence

and arrested.
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An outcast, under the guise ol a high-born man, may claim from a seditious person a large

amount of money professed to have been placed in the latter’s custody by the claimant, or a large

debt outstanding against the seditious person, or a share or parental property. (An outcast) may
pretend to be the slave of a seditious person

;
and he may represent the wife, daughter, or daughter-

in-law of the seditious person as a slave-woman or as his own wife
;
and when the outcast is lying at

the door of the seditious person’s house at night or is living elsewhere, a fiery spy may murder him
and declare “The claimant (of his own property or wife) has been thus killed.” And for this

offence others (^. e., the seditious person and his followers) shall be arrested.

Or a spy, under the garb of an. ascetic, may offer inducements to a Seditions person of wealth to

acquire more wealth by taking in aid the art of witchcraft, and say ;
—“ I am proficient in siich

witchcraft as brings inexhaustible wealth, or entitles a man to get admission into the king’s palace,

or can win the love of any woman, or can put an end to the life of one’s enemy, or can lengthen the

duration of one’s life, or can give a son to any one if desired.” If the seditious person shows his

desire to carry on the process of witchcraft securing wealth, the spy may make rich offerings, consist-

ing of flesh, wine, and scent, to the deity near an altar in a burial-ground wherein a dead body of

a man or of a child with a little quantity of money has been previously hidden. After the perform-

ance of worship is over, the hidden treasure may be dug out and the seditious person may be told that

as the offerings fell short, the treasure is proportionately small
;
that the richest of offerings should

be made to acquire vast amount of treasure, and that he may purchase with the newly-acquired

wealth rich offerings. Then he may be caught in the very act of purchasing commodities for

offering.

A female spy, under the garb of a bereaved mother, may (in connection with the above case)

raise an alarm, crying that her child was murdered (for the purposes of witchcraft).

When a seditious person is engaged in sorcery at night or in a sacrificial performance in

a forest, or in sports in a park, fiery spies may murder him and carry away the corpse as that of an

outcast.

Or a spy, under the garb of a servant of a seditions person, may mix counterfeit coins with the

wages (he has received from his master), and pave the way for his arrest.

Or a spy, under the garb of a goldsmith, may undertake to do some work in the house of

a seditious person, and gather in his employer’s house such instruments as are necessary to

manufacture counterfeit coins.

A spy, under the garb of a physician, may declare a healthy person of seditious character to be

unhealthy (and administer poison). Or a spy, attending as a servant upon a seditious person, may
not only call for an explanation from another fradulent spy as to how certain articles necessary for

the installation of a king and also the letters of an enemy came into the possession of his master,

but also volunteer an explanation himself.

Measures such as the above shall be taken only against the seditious and the wicked and never

against others.

Just^ as fruits are gathered from a garden as often as they become ripe, so revenue shall be

collected as often as it becomes ripe. Collection of revenue or of fruits, when unripe, shall never be

carried on, lest their source may be injured, causing immense trouble.^

* In $lo7ca metre.
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Chapter 111,

Oonoerning subsistence to Government servants (Bh^pityabharaigLlyam).

In accordance with the requirements of his forts and country parts, the king should fix under

one-fourth of the total revenue^ the charges of maintaining his servants. He should look to the

bodily comforts of his servants by providing such emoluments as cau infuse in them the spirit of

enthusiasm to work. He should not violate the course of righteousness and wealth.

. The sacrificial priest (ntvig)’, the teacher, the minister, the priest (puirohtta)^ the eominander

of the army, the heir-apparent prince, the mother of the king, and the queen shall (each receive)

48,000 (pams per annum). With this amount of subsistence, they will scarcely yield themselves to

temptation and hardly be discontented.

The door-keeper, the superintendent of the harem the commander

the collector-general, and the chamberlain, 24,000. With this amount, they become serviceable.

The prince (hum^ra), the nurse of the prinee, the chief constable (nitpalia), the officer in charge

of a town (paura), the superintendent of law or commerce (yydoaMnha)^ the superintendent of

manufactories QcArmdniika), members of the council of ministers, the superintendents of country

parts and of boundaries, 12,000. With this they will be loyal and powerful supporters of the

king’s cause.

The chiefs of military corporations, the chiefs of elephants, of horses, of chariots and of infantry

and commissioners {pradesktdrah)^ 8,000. With this amount they can have a good following in

their own communities.

The superintendents of infantry, of cavalry, of chariots, and of elephants, the guards of timber

and elephant forests, 4,000,

The chariot-driver, the physician of the arnay, the trainer of horses, the carpenter (vardhaki)^

and those who rear animals (yoniposhaka), 2,000.

The foreteller, the reader of omens, the astrologer, the reader of Purdnas, the story-teller, the

feard {mdgadha), the retinue of tne priest, and all supeciiitendents of departments, 1,000.

Trained soldiers, the stafif of accountants and writers, 500.

Musicians (JsusUava), 250. Of these, the trumpet-blowers {turydkara) sh-all get twice as much

wages as others. Artisans and carpenters, 120,

Servants in charge of quadrupeds and bipeds, workmen doing miscellaneous work, attendants

upon the royal person, body-guards, and the procurer of free tebourere shall recdve a salary of 60

{panas).

The honourable play-mate of the king {drynyvJkta)^ the eiephantniriver, the sorcerer

(mdnavokasy^ miners of mountains (sailaWianaka), all kinds of attendants, teachers, and learned men

shall have honorarium ranging from 500 to 1,000 (panas) according to their merit,

A messenger of middle quality shall receive 10 panas for each yogana he travels
;
and twice as

much when he travels from 10 to 1 00 yojcmas^

Whoever represents the king in the rdjasdya and other sabrifioes shall get three times as much

as Is paid to others who are equal to him in learning
^
and the charioteer of the king (in the

sacrifices), 1,000.

< Samuda/yapSkdem is a better teadisg than samudayavddena, wMo^ gives no meaning.
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Spies such as the fradulent (hd^atiha), the indifferent (uddstUta), the house-holder, the

merchant, and the ascetic, 2,000,

The rillage-seryant {grdmahhrUcilid)^ fiery spies, poisoners and mendicant women, 500* (lianas).

Serrants leading the spies, 250, or in proportion to the work done by them.

Superintendents of a hundred or a thousand communities (vargar) shall regulate the subsistence,

wages, profits, appointment, and transference (viksTiepa) of the men under them,r

There shall be no transference of officers employed to guard the royal buildings, forts, and

country parts. The chief officers employed to superintend tbe above places shall be many and shall

permanently hold the same office.

The sons and wives of those who die while on duty shall get subsistence and wages. Infants,

aged persons, or diseased persons related to the deceased servants shall also be shown favour. On
occasions of funerals, sickness, or child-birth, the king shall give presentations to his servants con-

cerned therein.

When wanting in money, the king may give forest-produce, cattle, or fields along with » small

amount of money. If he is desirous to colonise waste lands, he shall make payments in money

alone
j
and if he is desirous of regulating the affairs of all villages equally, then he shall give no

village to any (of his servants).

Thus the king shall not only mainta'n his servants, but also increase their subsistence and

wages in consideration of their learning and work.

Substituting o-ne ddliaka for the salary of 60 Pams', payment in gold may be commuted for

that in kind.

Footmen, horses, chariots, and elephants shall be given necessary training in the art of war at

sunrise on all days but those of conjunction
;
on these occasions of training, the king shall ever be

present and witness their exercise.

' Weapons and armour shall be entered into the armoury only after they are marked with the

king’s seal.

Persons with weapons shall not be allowed to move anywhere unless they are permitted by

a passport.

When weapons are either lost or spoiled, the superintendent shall pay double their value
;
an

account of the weapons that are destroyed shall be kept up.

Boundary-guards shall^ take away the weapons and armour possessed by caravans unless the

latter are provided with a passport to travel with weapons.

When starting on a military tour, the king shall put his army in action. On such occasions,

spies, under the garb of merchants, shall supply to military stations all kinds of merchandise for

double the quantity of the same to he repaid in future. I bus not only is there afforded an

opportunity for the sale of the king’s merchandise, but also is there a way opened for a good

return for the wages paid.

Thus, when both the receipts and expenditure are properly cared for, the king will never find

himself m financial or military difficulties.

Such are the alternatives with regard to wages and subsistence.

Spies,® prostitutes, artisans, singers, and aged military officers shall vigilantly examine the pure
• or impure conduct of military men.®

( To he continued.

)

® In iloha metre.
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO PANJABI LEXICOGRAPHY.

( Continuedfrom p, 255,)

SERIES 11.

BY H. A. EOSE, I.C.S.

Jangi : the upright shaft of the handle of a plough. Monty. S. R., Gloss., p iii.

Jarah : an implement consisting of four iron blades tied together with cotton thread wound all

round and over them, and used for puncturing poppy capsules. D. G. Khan Gr., p. 108.

Jat, jaif
:
goat’s hair. Monty. S. R., Gloss., p. xvii.

Jatl musftg: literally the **
Jat’s tooth-brush, *’ a small plant with pink flowers, which grows on

land subject to inundation. Mgarh. S. R., p. 84.

Jaiidal : wild oats. (Gtjaudar, jodal, Juke’s Dictp. of W, P., p. 109). Multan Gr., p. 208.

Jawain : camel thorn. Cf jjawdsd. Jhang S. R., p. 23.

Jetbi : the early maize, sown in July and cut in September. Multan Gr., p. 217.

Jli^4.bra : the land near Kacha Khu, and Khanewaluh, from jhdmban, the fruit of the jail treesl

which the people pluck. Multan Gr., p. 193.

JhagsLy: the noise of water rushing past. D. G. Khdn,

Jhajhrl :
(i) fee levied from the bridegroom’s party by the land-owners of a village at a wedding.

Multan Gr., p. 188
;
(ii) alms distributed to the bards, faUrs and quacks in attendance, and to

hamtns, such as the Mirasi, Kumhar, Ohhhra, etc., who bring flowers, ibid, p. 95.

Jhal : the log on which the nisdr or conduit of a well rests. Multan Or., p, 397.

Jhamb : a pick, like the pail, but larger. Cf. Mhi„ Haziira S. R., 1874, p. 96.

Jhamban : the fruit of the jdl tree. Multan Gr., p. 193.

Jhambna : to thresh by beating the ears against a log or the sides of a plastered hole in the

ground. Monty. S, R. Gloss., p. vii.

Jhamra : a hard clay soil. Cf. dhdngar,

Jhandi : a variety of joiodr. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. x.

Jhangar: the well-wooded tract south of Talamba, so-called from a clump of trees.

Multan Gr., p, 195.

Jharana; shaking oS by hand, used of til stalks. Multan Gr., p. 211.

Jhat : immature trees, lit,, neuter
;
a date-tree which has not yet flowered, D. I, Kbaa S. R.,

p. 61 and Gr„ p. 14.

Jhata : a basket used in irrigating. Monty. S. R. Gloss.
, p. v.

Jhijni : a variety of moth, Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. x.

Jhok
:

(i) a settlement of camel-owning graziers, Chenab Col. Gr., 1894, p. 10; (ii) a hamlet,

the head-quarters of a camel owner, as opposed to f&hnd, g, v, Jhang S. R., p. 56.

Jhola
:
palsy or paralysis, of human beings. Monty, S. R. Gloss., p. xxv.
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Jholi: Ut^ the skirt of a coat
;
a due (after a partition of the crops at which the proprietor was

present in person he held out the skirt of his coat and asked for a present, and the tenant generally-

put in 4 or 5 aSrs). Multan S. R., 1880, p. 44.—A cess, D. G. Khan Gr., p. 84.

JhtLri : an institution fee, paid when a settler is located on land. Of. sar-o-pa, pag and lungi,

Mgarh. S. R., p. 92.

Jin khedan: to play the jVw (used of a woman possessed by ayVy*). Mgarh. S. R.y p. 86.

Jitirl : an entrance fee. Cf. jhuri. D. I. Khiln S. R., 1879, p. 86.

Jlwanian : a breed of horses. Jhang S. R., p. 108.

Joari: a variety of rice. D. G. Khan Gr., p. 112.

Jog
:

(i; a pair of oxen, hence (h) a quarter of a well, which is divided into 4 jogs, each of

which may be said to consist of 10 acres. D. G. Khan Gr., p. 87.

Jogan : an inferior kind of grape. Cf. Mliddhh. Hazara S. R., 1874, p. 94.

Jor: the golden eagle. Hazara S. R., 1874, p. 16.

Jorawai : associated cnltivators, including the latkband himself, and the men that he puts in.

D. 1. Khan S. R., 1879, p. 107.

Jot : a light, maintained before a pitcher of water or a canal. Multjxn Gr., p. 11 6.

Jotr; a leather strap, in V7ell yokes only passing through a hole in the lower cross-lmr into

which the velan falls, and then slipped over the gdthra* Monty. S. R., Gloss., p, iv.

Jowftn : a weed, with a purple cruciform flower. Multan Gr,, p. 208.

Jowarl; a kind of wheat, not often found. Jhang S. R., 1880, p. 87.

J-Q. : uncultivated land
;
jungle. Monty. S. R. Gloss.,, p. xxv,

Jullunduri : a variety of sugar-cane. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. x,

Jung= do chaliM : Skjhaldr with two wheels. Multan Gr,, p. 205.

Junj : the food distributed by the bride's party to the bridegroom’s. Multacn Gr, p. 93.

Jtlri: a manorial fee sometimes levied in Southern Mianwrdi on the breaking-up of new land,

Cf. jiurt. Bannfl S. R., p. xxxviii.

Kabftnl : a sling, Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. iii.

Kaeh; a strip of irrigated land along a torrent bed. D, I, Khan S. R., 187*2-79, p. 183.

Kaohl :
(i) a deep loam soil free of stones, see hela] (ii) an irtigated soil, see hdhardi^

Kdda : the small area immediately round a well. Monty. S. B.., p. 17.

• Kadda: a share. Cf. taklta* Hazara S. R., 1874, p. 156.

Kaddal: a rope suspension bridge. Hazara S. R., 1874, p. 48.

KafgSr : a large iron stirrer. Multan Gr., p. 83.

"KMi : a song
;
see lot Multan Gr., pp. 113-11

Kfthi ; see jhamb.
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KoUxCl: a fibrous substance something like cotton, produced at the lower part of the ear of the

Mndr or bulrush. Mgarh. S. B., p, 9.

Kai: black, of a bufialo. Ohenab Col. Gr., 1894, p. 95.

Kaily : brown, of a buffalo, Chenab Ool. Gr,, 1894, p. 95,

Kdiin ; tbe large-leaved elm, the wood is used to make shoes and furniture and its leaves giYen

to cattle as fodder, Hazara S. R., 1874, p. 11.

Kaj ganetra : a custom
;
the Brahman gives to the boy and girPs party a paper showing the

exact date and hour which is auspicious for each part of the marriage ceremony, Multan Gr.

p. 98.

Kajl&n : a breed of horses. Jhang. S. R., p. 108.

Kak ; a cake, D. G. Khan Gr., p. 48,

Kakkar : a narrow thong of raw hide. Hazara S. R., 1874, p, 81.

Eakora : a wild bitter gourd, Multfin Gr., p. 20.

Kaia-btos, a fish, the Labeo calbasu=machanL Bannu S. R., 1899, p. xxxvi.

Kdila kallar : a synonym for shor soil. Of, iurwala Tcallar^ Ghenfib Ool. Gr., 1894, p. 64.

Ed.ldikd«th : the wild cherry, see hharatta*

Kal&l : a potter, Peshawar S, R,, 1878, p. 86.

Kalan: a cess. D. I. Kh&n S. R., 1879, p. 82.

Kalang ; a poll tax, D. 1. Khan S. R., 1879, p, 142.

Kalangan: a late-growing rice. Multan Gr., p. 216.

Kftlftpftnl: (i) the perennial supply of water in a stream, D, I. Khan S, R., 1879,

p, 5 ; a perennial flow ; also (ii) the land to which the perennial flow is applied. D. G. Khan

Gr., p 5 and 98 ;
(iii) flood water, when it has deposited its silt and flows on over salt land,

and thereby becomes full of salt. Mgarh, S, R, p. 7.

Kftl chigari : a red wheat with a handsome ear, thick and garnished with a beard that is

black at the root. Jhang S, B., 1880, p. 87.

Kaler ; a tree ( Capporis ophylla ), Cf. haHn and hctrcdm I), G. Khan Gr., p. 13,

K&l karaclil : the king crow, Mgarh. S. R., p. 37.

Kallangl ; a sort of wheat which requires plenty of manure and water. Kohat S. R.

1884, p. 120.

Kalli bhanna : to break off the young shoots from the stems of tobacco plants. Jhang

S. R., p. 95.

Kallur ; manure, put on the land. Of. dJil, Multan Gr., p. 208.

Kalohra ; a rope made of munj, used to fasten the yoke to the gddi^ or driving seat of

a w’ell. Cf. chile. Jhang S. R., p. 83.

Kalota: an earthen safe shaped like a barrel, used for storing grain. Of. handurai,

Kohat S. R., p. 73.
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Kalsi: a very bad soil whicsb consists of narrow-terraced fields cut out of the hill sides.

Hazara S. E., 1874, p. 197.

Kamari: staggers, in camels. Multan Gr., p. 237.

Kanah :
plots held by outsiders, obtained by gift or purchase. D. I. Khan S. R., 1872-79,

p. 108.

Klan&n : the tall stem of the hutd (Saccharum sard). Mgarh, S. E., p. 33,

Kanda: a sort of prisoner’s base. Mgarh. S. E., p. 71.

Kamd&liari: the earlier tobacco crop. Multan Gr., p. 221.

Kaudak ; a share=7 Tchulahs (q, v.), Marwat.

Kandar; (i) the tenement of a family. Peshdwar S. R., 1878, p. 86 ;
(ii) a custom of

levying ground rents, ordinarily from non-agriculturists, and occasionally from a tenant living

in a house belonging to a proprietor other than the person whose land he cultivates. Hazara

S. E., 1874, p. 139.

Kander : a weed like a thistle. Multan Or., p. 208.

Kanderi : a plant with thorns on its stem, leaf stalks, and leaves, with a fruit like potato

apples. Mgarh S. E., p. 33.

Kandi; (i) a main subdivision of a proprietary body. Kohat S. R,, 1884, p. 86; (ii)

a section of a village. Peshawar S. R., 1878, p. 86.

Kandiarl : a thistle. Mgarh. S. E., p. 80.

Eandol : a wooden drinking bowl. Kohdt S. R,, 1884, p. 74.

Eandola : a shapeless lump of salt. Kohat S. E., 1884, p. 148.

Kandu : a corn-bin made of clay- Peshawar S, R., 1878, p. 134.

Kandurai : an earthen safe. Of. kalota,

Kand-zarra: a prickly shrub. Kohat S. R., 1884, p. 30.

Kangar : a hill tree (pistaoia integerrima), Jhelum S. R., p. 18; the wood, which is hard
and lasting, is used for roofing, furniture and spinning wheels. Hazara S. R,, 1874, p. 11.

Kangrdilidin kakoh : a wild fruit. Hazara S. R., 1874, p. 94.

Kani : smut, of wheat. Multan Gr„ p. 221.

Kdr:gi3un : see = (also Jcdnjinr, acc. to Jukes’ Dicty, of TF, P., p, 215),

Kanjar : the beard of the wheat plant. Of. Mh. Multan Gr., p. 219 ;
the bearded red

wheat, p. 218.

Kanjhi : the late maize, sown in October and cut in January. Multdn Gr., p. 217.

Kann4d&r : a shoe. Mgarh. S. E., p. 62.

Kannewall topi : a wadded cap coming over the ears. Multan Qr., p. 87«

Kanuja; a tree, locally called bar. Kohat S. E., 1884, p. 30»

Kdoni : the warty headed Ibis. Mgarh. S. E., p. 36.
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Kappar : a very hard soil, ia which nothing bat rice or sawdnJe will grow worse than
rappar^ q, v, Multan Gr., p. 192.

Kappar; a depression. D. G. Khdri. Diack’s S. R., p. 3.

Kard. ; an eight-sided cage surrounded -with netting. Mgarh. S. R., p, 82.

Kar&k : peas. Hazara S. R., 1874, p. S8.

Karal'; a tree {C<ipparis apkylla ). Of. Tcaler* D. G. Khlln Gr., p, 13.

Karftwa : (i) a headman’s deputy ( elected by the yillage). Of. IcoiwdL D. G. Kh^n Gr.,

p. 83
;
(ii) a ripe-crop watchman and divider of the grain. Bannu S. R., 1899, p. xxxix.

Kd.rd.ya : a cess taken in commutation of the government claim to have the mahsil share

of the crop conveyed to the head-quarters of the tahstl or ildqa, D, I. Khan S, R., 1872-79,

p. 82.

KanlibaX ; the old bank of the Indus in the south of D. G. Khdn. Of. Tcur.

Karez ; land watered by springs obtained by tunnelling into the hill sides. D. I. Khan
S. R„ 1872-79, p. 210,

Kdxgd.iii : a snperior kind of grape. Hazara S, R., 1874, p. 94.

Karlid.i; a parching pan. Of. ehattri, Multan Gr., p, 83,

Karhi ; bracelet. Gujrdt S. R., p. 48.

Karmor ; the lesser bustard, =fsara«, uhdra or tiUir, Rannft S. R., 1899, p. xxxvi.

Karni : the best kind of Biloch mare. D. G. Khun Gr., p, 119.

Karrab. : a boiler for sugar. Gujrat S. R., p. 38.

Karril : Capparis a'p'hylla, Multan Gr., p. 14,

KarstX : a sort of iron frying pan, KohSt S. R., 1884, p. 74.

Kartumma: a plant (Ciirullus colocynthis). Of. tumma. Multan Gr., p. 20.

KarCin ; a mulberry of superior quality, Hazara S. R., 1874, p. 94.

Karwd.= wadha.

Kd.8a : see om, Kohat S. R., 1884, p. 128.

Kasdirwdli: a bearded wheat, Chenab Ool. Gr., 1894, p, 78.

Kashrd.: see oaa. Kohat S, R., 1884, p. 128.

Kaslab ; the little earthen dyke and trench which conducts rain drainage from higher
lying waste to lower lying cultivation. Of. warraur (used by the Marwats). Bannu S. R.,

p, xxxvix.

Kftsnl ; endive. Multan Gr., p. 223.

KastXr ;
(i) a deduction, in grain, from the mahsdl or government share of the produce,

paid to certain grantees, Mgarh. S. R., p. 93.

Kasur ail cMh : a portion of the gross produce, generally J ser in the maund, given by
a zaminddr to the sinker of well, Mnltan S. R., 1880, p. 40.

Kasurkhor : the recipient of hasdr sil zMh, Multan S. R., 1880, p. 40.
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Kat : a bed ;
Peshawar S. R, 1878, p. 184.

Kat or kata : a buffalo one year old. Monty. S. R., Gloss., p. xv.

Kata ; a rent of fixed amount. Hazara S. R., 1874, p, 156.

Kata : an irrigated soil, see high,

Katha : a variety of sngar-cane. Ohenab Ool, Gr., 1894, p. 84.

Kati: a kind of working in salt. Jhelnm S. R., p. 71.

Kd>timd.r : a quack doctor. Of. silmdr, Multan Gr., p. 91.

Katkai ; a stool. Peshawar S. R, 1878, p 184.

Katmdla : a necklet. D. G. Khau Gr., p. 42.

Katthan ; the fibre of the dhamman tree. Hazfira S. R., 1874, p. 81.

Katti : indigo refuse. D. G. Khan Gr., p. 100,

Katwai: an earthen cooking pot. Kohat S. R., 1884, p. 74.

Kaudi kabaddi : see pir handi, Multan Gr., p. 100.

Kauk: the cMhor or Greek partridge. Hasara S. R, 1874, p. 14.

Kauravata; a food which friends send to a deceased's house for his family and the
visitors who come to offer condolence. Mgarh. S. R, p. 71.

Kauri valb. : a bitter creeper. Mgarh. 8, R., p, 34.

Kenkftni : an inferior clay mixed with sand. Of. rappar. Multan S. R., 1880, p. 6,

(Koqp : Add 9, 27, on p. 247 of Jukes’ Dlsty, of W. P.) — a screen of wattles with a rake
at the bottom. Multdn Gr., pp. 207-8.

Khaba: a grass. Of. dila,

Khdbftnl; a sling. Multun Gr., p. 209,

Khaggal : tamarisk. Kohat S, R., 1884, p. 28,

Kbftki : a variety of cotton. Ohenab Ool. Gr., 1894, p. 81,

KhAlln : artizans and menials. Hazfira 8. R., 1874, p. 98,

Khalka: a loose coat. Pesh§,war S. R,, 1878, p. 135.

Kballar : a seam of impure salt. Jhelum 8. R., p. 71.

Khamba : a large wooden press for holding grain. Hazara 8. R., 1874, p. 81,

Kbfinak : a wooden dish for kneading flour. Kohat 8. R. 1884, p. 74,

Khandni : a variety of cotton plant. D. G. Khan Gr, p. 110. Of. hagar.

Kharinja : a plant very like the wild fig ( indzar ). KohSt 8. R., 1884, p. 29.

Kharpetl : a kind of snake, so-called from the hardness of its skin. Of. jalebi. Mgarh.
S. R., p. 42.

Eiarpel : a plant, a mere weed, but used for fodder. Mgarh. 8. R., p. 33.

Kbasanre
: ( pronounced *ne )

=

vesh.
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Khasi ; a neuter date-palm. Mgarh. S. R., p. 30.

KhasrtL : a variety of rice, Monty. S, R., Gloss., p, is,

Hhat
: (?) spreading the dowry out in an open place. Gujrat S. R., p. 48.

Khatar : a cow or buffalo that refuses to let herself be milked. Monty. S. R,, Gloss.,

p. xviii.

Khatna ; circumcision. Multan Gr., p. 91 ;
•Zcamt? : to circumcise. Of. sunnat. Gujrat

S. R., p. 52,

Khattakl : a hard red wheat. Kohat S. R., 1884, p. 120,

KhaunoM : a plate without a rim. Multan Qr., p. 83.

KMtL pift : the time after dinner. Jhelum S. R., p. 56*

Khaur : a large torrent. Of. nain» D. G. Khan Gr., p. 3.

Khel : a sub-section of a tribe. Kohat S. R., 1884, p. 85.

Kheo : a grass ( Sporobolus orientalis ). Multdn Gr., p. 19

.

KhSr : sowing by dropping seeds from the hand one by one into the furrow. Chendb Col.

Gr., 1894, p. 66.

Kheri : sandals. Of. chctpli, Jhelum S. R., p. 54; made of leather. Kohat S. R., 1884,

p. 72.

Khin : a fodder grass. D. G. Khan Gr., p. 15.

TTbinAl i a rough home-spun cotton c^uilt. Of. iBph and stzwwdT* Multan Gr., p. 82.

Khirdi s an animal as long as it has only millc teeth. Monty, S. R., Gloss., p. xiv.

Khog : a wild boar. Of. hhoJc* Multdn S. R., 1880, p. 22.

Khok: Of. hhog.

Khorl : an enclosure into which picked dates are taken. Mgarh, S. R., p. 31.

Khuddi; (i) a small earthen fowl-house. Multan Gr., p. 82. (ii) KMdi: a house with

thatch roof and mud walls. Monty, S, R. Gloss., p. xix.

Khukaii : Myrsine AfnG'ina, Hazara S. R., 1874, pc 94,

Khulah, Pashto : a mouth
;
an opening in a canal ;

an individual share of land. Bannu

S. R., p XXX.

Khulkl: a tenant-at-will, opposed to mulH- Peshdwar S. R., 1874, p. 166.

Khumak ; a disease of horses. Monty. S. R., Gloss., p* xv.

Khunda : a tree {Frosopis spiclgera), GLjhand, t>. Q. Khan Gr., p. 13.

Khura : a grass. D. G. Khan Gr., p, 15.

Khurni§»ni ; apricot. Cf . Hazara S. R. 1874, p. 94*

Khutl ; see valiotn lichh ; a proprietary due ; Is^ Khe land Indus villages. Bannfl S. R.,

1879, p. xxxix.

Ehwarr : a ravine. Kohat S. R., p. 16.

Eliwarra ; the feasting at the bride’s house at a wedding. Koh&t S. R., 1884, p .81.
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Kiarto : from hidri, a flower bed, a patch of ground
;
a form of rent

;
‘ if the proprietor

lived near, he sometimes took 2 or 3 marlahs of green crop for fodder.’ Multan S. K., 1880,

p. 45.

Kih=ka]?jMr : beard of wheat. Multan Gr., p. 219.

Eihan : a large shovel dragged by oxen, used in making embankments. D. G. Khan Gr,,

p. 103-105.

: beard (of wheat). Cf. kar^Mry Jukes’ J)icty» of W, P., p. 230)=

Kip : a plant something like a broom. D. I. Khan S. R., 1879, p. 25.

Kirakkdi shinh.: a synonym for the owl called ghugh. Mgarh. S. R., p. 37.

Kird.ydi : a due
;
exacted in some villages on the pretext that the tenant was bound to

carry the proprietor’s share of the produce home for him. Multan S. R., 1880, p. 45.

KirS log : a party of eight gold-seekers. Jhelum S. R., p. 73.

Kirkin : a wooden spade; see hamchor, Hazara S. R., 1874, p. 96.

Kdhii : a variety of sugarcane. Chenab Col. Gr., 1894, p. 84.

Kojdan, kojhdan: betrothal. Kohat S. R., 1884, p. 81. Peshawar S. R., 1878, p. 137.

Koka,- i : foster-brother,-sister. D. G. Kh^n Customary Law, xvi. p.

Kokan; preserved fruit of the wan tree. Also fruit of the Icohanber, Monty. S, R.,

Gloss., p. xxiv,

Kokan ; fruit that remains unripe to the end, of date-palms. Cf. s. v, in Jukes’ JDicty, of

W. P,, p. 234. Multan Or., p. 228.

Kokan ber= mala.

Kokan lai: a plant {tamanx gallica), Cf. gaddoh lau MultEn Gr., p. 18.

Kolath ; Dilochus uniflorus. Hazara S. R., 1874, p. 88.

Kona kaia ; a kind of red barley, with a beard almost black in colour. Jhang S. R.,

p. 88.

Kont ; a kind of wheat, white, with a beardless long ear, which has a square unpointed
end. The grain is small, but whiter than the chiiti rodi variety. Jhang S. R., p. 87.

Kor : a house. Peshawar S. R., 1878, p. 86.

Korag : a she-buffalo out of milk, D. I. Khan S. R., 1872-79, p. 355.

Kothi: (i) an earthen receptacle large enough to hold from 5 to 10 maunds of grain,
Hazara S. R., 1874, p. 81

;
(ii) a wooden cylinder like the ghanddy but laid below the hlwang to

prevent the intrusion of sand. Multan Gr., p. 196.

KotwAl ; a lambardar’s assistant. Cf, kardwa. D. G, Khan S. R., p. 83.

Kowar: a married girl. D. G. KhSn Gr., p. 45.

Kuftr ; a betrothed girl. Multdn Gr., p. 95.

Ktldan : a stick. Multdn Gr., p. 211.

Kuhmar ; a tenant, the same as the adhldpC proprietor. D. G. Khan Gr., p. 86.
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Ktihui ; a kid’s skin. Multan Gr., p. 83.

Ktllan ; the Orus cinerea or crane. Kohat S. R., 1884, p. 31.

Kummi : a kind of mMa which attacks turnip roots. Jhang S. R., p, 89.

Kund : an unirrigated deep loam soil. Of. hela,

Kundi : a wild vegetable. Kohat S. R. 1884, p. 73.

Kundni : a variety of cotton which yields a three-fourth crop the first year, and a full

crop the second: the third year’s crop is poor. D. I. Khan S. R., 1879, p. 348.

Ktindr: the bulrush (typha augustifolia). Mgarh S. R., p. 9.

Kungi ; commonest form of blight in wheat
;
the grain becomes black and the stem

yellowish. Bannfi S. R., p^ xicxis:.

Kunj : a kind of wheat. Multan Gr., p. 218.

Kur : the old bank of the Indus in the north of Dera Ghdzi Kh&n (Diack’s S. E., p. 1).

Cf. Jcanbhah

Kur ; a shed for cattle in the summer. Cf. hdndi.

Kura : a grass {panicum helopus). MulUn Gr., p. 19,

Kurha : a dwelling
;
a thatch of reeds supported by three sticks, one in the middle and one

at each end. The sides of the thatch fall down on either side to the ground. Ohenab Col.

Gr., 1894, p. 23.

KUrM : a cabin made of fchatch or screens. Jhang S. R., p^ 55.

Kfiria : a crop but seldom seen—[add to P. Py,, p. 639], Jhang S. R., p. 97.

Kurkat; a climbing plant. Ohenab Col, Gr., 1894, p, 9.

Kurkat : a climber. Multan Gr., p. 19.

Ktltelft : a camel in the last six months of its first year. Monty. S. R., Gloss,, p. xv.

Lachha ; an anklet. Multan Gr., p. 89.

Iidiliori : a variety of Indian corn. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p, t.,

Lahu: (i) a hot furnace blast, D. Q. Khan Gr., p. 9; (ii) land which is easily commanded

by a canal, Multan Gr., p. 325.

Lai: a bush. D. G. Kh^n Gr., p. IJ.

Lftigadha: aheap or bundle of corn paid to the labourer at harvest. Multin S. R.,

1873-80, p. 44.

Lak ; a strip of hard land. Cf. paiti. Mgarh. S. R., p. 3.

Ldikh& : black cattle. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. xvi.

Lakhi : the best kind of Biloch mare D. G. Kh&n, Gr,, p, 119.

Lalmi: unirrigated land. Koh^t S. R., 1884, p. 121.

Lanji: loppings oijhmd trees. D. I. Khan S. R., 1879, p, 2&

Lapar: cuting the heads of plants. Multan Gr., p. 210.
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liar ; the bed of a canal or its branch. Multan Gr., p. 313.

Xiarih ; a small hill torrent. Cf. churh, D. I. Khan S. R., p. 3.

Xias : an nnirrigated deep loam soil. Of, hela^ cho and hund, Hazilra S. R,, 1874, p. 91.

Iiath : the axle of the vertical wheel {ohahli) in a well. Monty. S, R. Gloss., p. xiii.

Iiath : the shaft that connects the two wheels of a well. Multan Gr., p. 197.

Ijatmd.r; a tenant who erects embankments for irrigation. D. G. Khan Gr., p. 86.

liaude : inferior. Monty. S. R., p. 29.

Iiauhde wela : the time from 3 to 4 p. m. Jhelum S. R., p. 56.

Ijd.wd.=:laihar.

Xj£iwin pheran : the first cotton picking. Mgarh. S. R., p. 76.

Leh : a weed like a thistle. Multan Gr., p. 208.

Lehtan ; a mulberry of inferior quality. Hazara S. R., 1874, p. 94.

Lei d4 kharorft : a well lined with wattles. Mgarh. S. R., p. 11.

Leph : see Ichindi (of. Juke’s Dicty, of W. P., p. 276).

LiharA: a camel in the first 4 months of its age. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. xv.

Liki: lines; narrow divisions of land. Hazfira S. R., 1874, p. 156.

Lilki, lirkl ; a nick or notch in a camel’s ear.

Liskh : lightning. IL/sh-mdr
;
affected by lightning. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. ix.

Lohra : a horse run. Multan Gr., p. 242.

Lori-wela: the time, about 2 p. m., when a little parched gram or other hght food is

taken. Jhelum S. R., p. 45.

Lota. : an earthen pot or backet in which the water is raised. Monty. S. R. Gloss.,

p. xiii.

Lots. ; a due paid to shrines. Multan Gr., p. 188.

Lote ka panl : water obtained by lift, not by flow. Multan G. R., p. 200.

Lukftr : a coarse blanket. Multan G. R., p. 88.

Lup-dS* : a form of divorce in which the wife obliges her husband to divorce her. She
relinquishes her dower, and sometimes pays a sum to him in consideration of his divorcing
her. Mgarh. Customary Law, xx, p, 22,

Lundl : a kind of wheat not often found. Jhang S. R. 1880, p, 87.

Lungl : Iii.t a turban. SeejMri,

Machani : a fish, the Labeo calbasu, Cf. hdla-hans, Bannu.

Machhuft : a small boat on the European pattern. Jhelum S. R., p. 73.

Md.da ; a name of the Ohenab river. Multan Gr., p. 6.

Mahar ; a rope for a camel. Multan Gr., p. 237.
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Mahara : moath disease. Of. mmh-khur. Multan Gr., p. 235.

Mahar : dower. Maharmisl

:

the dower given to a bride of lower origin than the
bridegroom, in which he promises her not the dower ordinarily fixed for women of his own
i;ribe, but that current in her own family. Hazara S. R. 1874, p. 300.

Mab.1 : the ropes of a well, Malian Gr., p. 197.

Maim&Dl : a shrab, sageretia brandretUana. Kohat S. R. 1884. p. 29.

Maira : high land. Peshawar S. R. 1874, p. 104.

rinderpest. C£. mdta and matA rdni. MnltSn Gr., p. 235 ; oow-pos: Mi^arh.

S. R., p. 35.

Majliola : a cooking-pot. Multan Gr., p. 82.

Majh : a female buffalo. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. xv.

Majhd.sd.D. : a bull buffalo used for breeding. Monty. S. R, Gloss., p. zv.

Makhamdodai : the evening meal. Kohat S. R. 1884, p. 73.

Makhan sawM: the flowers of tho ttlt (the upper part of the stem of the sdohar-

um sard). Of. bullu, Mgarh. S. R
, p. 33.

Makkar ; a species of mouth and foot rot
;
a disease of kine. Hazara S. R

, 1874,

p. 98.

Makhnala ; a rain grass. Of. trar. Mgarh. S. R., p. 32.

Makhorna ; a bee-hive. Of. gahi and iaun.

Makhrftld;: a broad-bladed succulent grass. D, G. Khan Qr., p. 15.

Mal=pakkl zamln : ordinary hard clay soil. Multan Gr., p. 192.

Mai : a loamy soil. See ban,

Mai : a deep loam soil free of stones. See bela.

MM : clusters of tendrils on a date-palm. Mgarh. S. R., p. 30.

MMa : a roller. KohSt S. R,, 1884, p. 122,

Mai mail : a disease of kine very fatal and contagious. Of. pranj. Hazara S. R., 1874,

p. 98,

Mala band : a leather belt to which is attached the ialwAr and pistol. PeshSwar S. R.,

1878, p. 136,

Malhin, malhir : a variety of rice. D. G. Khan Gr., p. 112.

Malhatar: an armed retainer among the Pathans of Swat and Bajaur, included among the

Faqlr class.

Man : the parapet of a well. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. xii.

Mandhal : Eleusyne caraoana, ^ Cf, mandhwa. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. x.

Mandhwa : Of. mandhal.

Mangan : a marriage ceremony ;
' the bnde is rubbed by the nAin or barber woman with

a cosmetic. Multan Gr., p. 95.
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Manjab. waia ; a man who sweeps down the dirt, unthreshed ears, etc., off the heap of

winnowed grain. Monty. S. R, Gloss., p. vii.

Manja : a kind of board used as a shovel, -m^r, the man who makes a bank with a fnanja^

u e., one who clears land and embanks it (i. q, latJimdr)^ MiunwAli. Bannu S, R., 1879^

p. xxxix.

Manjliar : a plant. Mgarh. S. E., p. 33.

Manrni: the small-leaved elm : used like the lcdin» HazAra S, R., 1874, p, 11.

Man-tukhml : a cultivator generally estimates the area of his holding by the number of

maunds of seed-grain it requires. He knows no other land measure
;
hence emaniAukhmi or

manrtuhhmi means an area requiring one maund of seed. Bann^ S. R., p, xsxix.

Marhi bAndhna ; to hank up sugar-cane. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. v.

Mar6^ kar : twisting. D. G. Khan.

MashakhsadAr : a farmer of the revenue, appointed by the Sikh Government generally

over a whole village or ildqa : opp. to Idthrrakhdiddr. Jhang S. R., p. 67.

Mashkl : the owner of land, whose share of land is a maahah Bannu S. R., p. xxsix.

MasstLwd.b ; a small, strong breed of cattle. Multan Gr., p. 238.

Mast (adj.) : rank (used of wheat). Kohat S. R., 1884, p. 121.

Mat : silt
; the finest soil in the Kachi. Bannd S. R., p. xxxix.

M&t§. rAnl : see mdt-rdnt

Matl : a saponine drab coloured earth. Of. Multdni matu D. G. Khan Gr., p. 13.

Matta : a hard clay soil requiring plenty of water, Kohat S. R., 1884, p. 156.

Mattah : clay. Peshawar S. R., 1874, p. 178.

Matwftlian : a breed of horses. Jhang S. R., p. 108.

MazAr : a tiger, D. G. KhAn Gr., p. 74.

Memnl : a kid. Monty. S. R, Gloss., p. xvii.

Mendhianwaii : a kind of wheat. MultAn Gr., p, 218.

Methu : a variety of sugar-cane. Ghenab Col. Gr., 1894, p. 84.

Metra : a betrothal given in exchange for blood or seduction (udUm, but land is gene-
rally given along vv^h the girl, so the term has come to be applied to the land so given (Bol
tract principally). Hazara S. E., 1874, p. 1-56.

^

Mhlnft; a bullock whose boms grow downwards. Monty. S. E. Gloss., p. xvi.

h «f f-w f

texture, with very little sand and retentive of moisture, the
best soil (of. Jukes Dteiy. of TP'. P., p. 29i). Multfin Gr., p. 192.

MElass : hair of camel. MultSn Gr., p. 287,

Minjll : a skirt worn by women. Jhelum S. E., p. 54.

Misbxan ; the elders. Peshawar 8. R., 1878, p. 86.

Mlt ; a share ip land. HazSra S. R., 1874, p. 156.

(2*0 be continued.}
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THE AETHASASTEA OF CHANAKYA (BOOKS V — XV),

Translated by

U. SHAMASASTEY, B.A.,

Ziibrarian^ Government Oriental Library^ Mysore,

[Note.—The first four books have been published in the Mysore Review, 1906—1908.]

(Continued from p, ^64.)

Chapter IV.

The Conduct of a Courtier (Aniyivivyittam).

WHOEVER possesses enough experience of the world and its affairs may, thrcmgh the influence

of an interested friend, seek the favour of a king who is endowed with amiable qualities and is

possessed of all the elements^ of sovereignty. He may court the favour of any king provided he

thinks : — Just as I am in need of a patron, so is this king possessed of a taste for good advice and

is of amiable character. He may even court the favour of such a king as is poor and destitute of the

elements of sovereignty, but never of such a one as is of a depraved character : whoever, as a king,

is destitute of good temper and amiable character cannot, by reason of his habitual hatred of the

science of Polity and an inborn proclivity to evil ways, maintain his sovereignty^ though he is

possessed of immense sovereign power.

Having obtained admittance to an amiable king, he shall give the king instructions in sciences.

Absence of contradiction from the king will render his position secure. When his opinion is sought

about present or future schemes needing much thought and consideration, he may boldly and

sensibly, and with no fear of contradiction from the assembly of ministers, pronounce his opinion so as

to be in harmony with the principles of righteousness and economy. When required, he may answer

questions on points of righteousness and economy ( and tell the king r— )

“Following the rule that there should be no delay in putting down by force even a strong

confederacy of wicked people, you should apply force against the wicked, if they have a strong

support
;
do not despise my advice, character and secrets

\
and by means of guestures, I shall

prevent you from inflicting punishments on any one, when you are going to do so either wilfully or

under provocation,’’

With such agreements with the king, he (a courtier) may enter on the duty assigned to him.

He shall sit by the side of, and close to, the king and far from the seat of another courtier. He

shall avoid speaking slyly against the opinion of any membor of the assembly
;
he shall never make

incredible or false statements
;
nor loud laughter with no cause for jest, and loud noise and spittle.

He shall also avoid talking to another in secret, mutual conversation with another in the assembly

(of ministers), appearing in royal dress in the public, haughtiness, buffoonery, open request for gems

and promotions, seeing with one eye, biting the lips, brow-beating, interrupting the king while

speaking, enmity with a strong party, association with women, pimps, messengers of foreign kings,

enemies, inimical parties, dismissed officers, and wicked people, stubborn adherence to a single

purpose, and contact with any confederacy of men.

(a) Without losing the opportune moments, he should speak of the king’s interest
j
of his

own interests when in company with persons friendly to him
;
and of others’ interests tn a suitable

time and place, and in conformity to the principles of righteousness and economy.

- T
(1) Regal qualities, (2) a good miniater, (3) a good territory, (4) strong forts, (5) soxtad finanoe, (6) a powerful

army, (7) and an ally.
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(b) Whea asked, he should tell the king what is both good and pleasing, but not what is bad,

though pleasing
;

if the king is pleased to listen, he may secretly tell what, though unpleasant, is

good.

(c) He may even keep silence, but should never describe what is hateful
;
by abstaining from

talking of what the king hates, even undesirable persons have become powerful when, seeing that the

king likes only pleasant things without caring for their evil consequences, they have followed his will.

(iZ) While laughing in jest, he should avoid loud laughter; he shall avoid evil aspersions

against others, nor ascribe evil to others
;
he shall forgive evil done to himself and have as much

forbearance as the earth.

(e) Self- protection shall be the first and constant thought of a wise man
;
for the life of a man

under the service of a king is aptly compared to life in fire
;
whereas fire burns a part or the whole

of the body, if at all
;
the king has the power either to destroy or to advance the whole family,

consisting of sons and wives, of his servants.®

Chapter V.

TimO'^serving (Samayaoharikam).

When employed as a minister, he ( the courtier ) shall show the not revenue that remains after

all kinds of expenditure are met with. He shall also give the exact particulars — as this is

thus — of whatever work is external, internal, secret, open, costly, or negligible. He shall follow

the king in his pursuits after hunting, gambling, drinking, and sexual pleasures. Ever attending

upon the king, he shall, by flattery, endeavour to arrest his fall into evil habits and save him from

the intrigues, plots and deceptions of enemies. He shall also endeavour to read the mind and

appearance of the king.

By way of collecting his wandering thoughts into a resolve, the king exhibits in his appearance

and movements his inclination, anger, pleasure, sorrow, determination, fear, and change in the pairs

of opposite feelings.

‘‘By cognising wisdom in others, he is pleased; he attends to the speech of others
;
he gives

a seat
;
allows himself to be seen in private

; does not suspect in places of suspicion
;
takes delight

in conversation
;
spontaneously looks to things without being reminded

;
tolerates what is said

agreeably to reason
;

orders with smiling face ; touches with the hand
;
does not laugh at what is

commendable; commends the qualities of another behind him; remembers (the courtier) while

taking luncheon
;
engages himself in sports accompanied by (the courtier)

;
consults (the courtier)

when in trouble
;
honours the followers of the courtier

;
reveals the secret

;
honours the courtier

more and more
;
gives him wealth

;
and averts his troubles

;
— these are the signs of the king’s

satisfaction (with the courtier )’\

The reverse of the above indicates his (the king’s) displeasure. Still, we shall describe them
in plain terms :

—

Angry appearance when the courtier is in sight
; evading or refusal to hear his speech

;
no

inclination to give him a seat or to see him
;
change in syllables and accents while talking to him

;

seeing with one eye ; brow-beating
;
biting the lips

; rise of sweat
;
hard breathing and smiling with

no palpable cause
;
talking to himself

;
Sudden bending or raising of the body

;
touching the body or

the seat of another
;
molestation to another

;
contempt of learning, caste, and country ( of the

courtier ) ;
condemnation of a colleague of equal defects

;
condemnation of a man of opposite defects

;

commendation of his opponent
;
failure to acknowledge his good deeds

;
enumeration of his bad

deeds
;
attention to whoever enters into the chamber ; too much gift

;
uttering falsehood

;
change in

the conduct and attitude of visitors to the king
;
nay, the courtier shall also note the change in the

life of animals other than men.

^ a, b,Cf d,e are in Hoka metre.
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Katyayana holds that this (king) sliowors his favours broad-cast.

Kaninka Bharadv^ja says that Krauncha ( a bird ) has moved from right to left.

Dtrgha Charayana says that this ( king ) is ( like ) a grass,

Ghot^mukha says that ( he is like ) a wet cloth.

Kinjalka says that (he is like ) an elephant pouring over water.

Pisuna is of opinion that one should declare him to be a chariot-horse.

The son of Pisuna says that mortification ensues when his opponent is courted.®

When wealth and honour are discontinued, such a king may he abandoned
;
or by recognising

the character of the king as well as his own defects, he may rectify himself
;
or he may seek the

protection of one of the best friends of the king.

Living with the king’s friend, the courtier has to endeavour to remove; through the medium of

his own friends, the defects of his master, and then come back to his original place, no matter

whether the king is alive or dead.^o

Chapter VI*

Consolidation of the kingdom and absolute sovereignty.

( Bdjyapratisandh&namaikaiSvaryam cha.

)

The minister shall thus avert the calamities in which the king is involved : long before the

apprehended death of the king, he shall, in concert with his friends and followers, allow visitors to

the king once in a month or two (and avoid their visits on other occasions) under the plea that the

king is engaged in performing such rites as are calculated to avert national calamities, or are

destructive of enemies, or capable of prolonging life or of procuring a son.

On appropriate occasions, he may shew a pseudo-king not only to the people, but also to messen-

gers coming from friends or enemies 5 and this (false) king shall make the minister his mouth-piece

in conversing with them as deserved. And through the medium of the gate-keeper and the officer

in charge of the harem, the minister shall (pretend to) receive the orders of the king. Displeasure

or mercy to wrong-doers shall be shewn only indirectly.

Both the treasury and the army shall be kept under the command of two reliable and

confidential persons and in a single locality, either within the fort or at the boundary of the kingdom.

Cognates, princes, and other chiefs of the royal family may be employed in works such as the

capture of a chief who, employed as a commander of a fort or the tracts of wilderness, has turned

inimical along with a strong band of supporters ; or they may be sent on an expedition full of

difficulties, or to visit the family of the king’s friend.

Whoever, among the neighbouring kings, seems to threaten with an invasion may be invited

for some festival, marriage, capture of elephants, purchase of horses, or of merchandise, or for taking

possession of some lands ceded to him, and captured
;
or such an enemy may be kept at bay by an

ally till an agreement of not condemnable nature is made with him
;
or he may be made to incur

the displeasure of wild tribes or of his enemies ; or whoever among his nearest relatives is kept under

guard may be promised a portion of his territory and set against him.

a The meaning of the above six passages is not clearly known. This is in iloJca met^e.
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Or with the help of nobles and princes of the king’s family, the minister may have the heir*

apparent installed and shew him to the public.

Or having, as pointed out in the chapter^i concerning the awards of punishments, removed the

throne of the kingdom, he may conduct the administration.

Or if a chief among the neighbouring kings seems to give trouble, the minister may invite him,

saying “ come here and I shall make thee king,*’ and then put him to death
;
or he may be kept at

bay by taking such measures as cau ward off dangers.

Or having gradually placed the burden of administration on the shoulders of the heir-apparent,

the minister may announce the death of the king to the public.

In case of the king’s demise in an enemy’s land, the minister, having brought about an agree-

ment between the enemy and a friend pretending to be an enemy of the dead king, may withdraw

himself
;
or having installed in the king’s fort any one of the neighbonring kings, he may withdraw

himself
;
or having installed the heir-apparent, he may set the army against the enemy

;
and when

attacked by tbe enemy, he may take, as detailed elsewhere, such measures as can ward off dangers.

“Thus,” says Kautilya,i2 <*the minister shall invest himself with the powers of sovereignty.”

“Not so,” says Bh^radvaja
;
“ The king lying on his death-bed, the minister may set up the

princes and other chiefs of the royal family against one another or against otlier chiefs. Whoever
attacks the kingdom may be put to death under the plea of disturbance and annoyance to the people

;

or having secretly punished the chief rebels of the royal family and brought them under his control,

the minister shall himself take possession of the kingdom, for on account of the kingdom the father

hates his sons, and sons their father
;
why then should the minister who is the sole prop of the

kingdom ( be an exception to it) ? Therefore he shall never discard what has, of its own accord,

fallen into Lis hands
;
for it is a general talk among the people that a woman making love of her own

accord will, when discarded, curse the man.

“ opportunity will only once offer itself to a man who is waiting for it, and will not come
a second time when he may be desirous of accomplishing his work.^3»»

“ But it is,” says Kautilya, “ unrighteous to do an act which excites popular fury
;
nor is it an

accepted rule. He shall, therefore, install over in the kingdom such a son of the king as is possessed

of amiable qualities. In the absence of a prince of good character, he may place before himself

a wicked priuce, or a princess, or the pregnant queen, and tell the other ministers :
—

* This is your

cast (kshepa)
;
look to the father of this (boy) as well as to your own valour and descent

;
this (boy)

is merely a flag
;
and yourselves are the lords

;
pray, how shall I act ’ ?

”

As he is saying this, others, taken in confidence before, shall say in reply :
—“ Who else than the

one of your lead is capable of protecting the mass of the people of the four castes of the king” ?

Then the other ministers will certainly agree to it. Accordingly he shall install a prince,

a princess, or the pregnant queen, and shew him or her to all the royal relations as well as to the

Chapter I, Book V,

12 The words Ka'otllya* and * Ch^niky^ ’ are also spelt as ‘Kantalya/ and 'Ch&nakya,^ derived as they are
from kutala or hitilat and chaaaka.

In slofca metre.
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messengers coming from friends or enemies. He shall provide the ministers and military officers

v^ith increased subsistence and salary, promising them that “ This (boy) will, after attaining full age,

increase your emoluments still more.*' He shall likewise promise the chief officers in charge oE the

forts and country parts as well as the parties of both the friends and enemies. He shall then take

necessary steps to educate and train the prince.

Or he may install a child begotten on the princess by a man of the same caste.

He shall keep as a representative of the prince one who is of the same family, of little valour

and of beautiful appearance, lest the mother’s mind may be agitated with wild apprehensions. He
shall justly protect her. He shall not provide himself with luxurious means of enjoyment. As to

the king, he may provide him with new chariots, horses, jewels, dress, women, and palaces.

When^^ the prince comes of age, he may recjuest the prince to relieve him from the intellectual

worry. He may abandon the king, if he (the king) is displeased
;
and follow him if he is pleased*

If he is disgusted with the ministerial life, he may go to a forest or a long sacrifice, after having

informed the queen of the safeguards and persons that are employed to bring up the princes.

Even if the king is held by the chiefs under their influence, the minister may, through the medium

of the king’s favourites, teach him the principles of polity with illustrations, taken from the Itihdsa

and Furdna, Having taken the garb of an accomplished ascetic, the minister may ingratiate himself

with the king
;
and having brought the king under his influence, -he may take coercive measure,

against seditious.i^

Book VI.

The Source of Sovereign States (Mandalayonih).

Chapter I.

The Elements of Sovereignty (Prakyitisampadah).

The king, the minister, the country, the fort, the treasury, the army, and the friend are the

elements of sovereignty.

Of these, the best qualities of the king are

Born of a high family, godly, possessed of valour, seeing through the medium of aged persons,

virtuous, truthful, not of a contradictory nature, grateful, having large aims, highly enthusiastic,

not addicted to procrastination, powerful to control his neighbouring kings, of resolute mind, having

an assembly of ministers of no mean quality, and possessed of a taste tor discipline
;
— these are

the qualities of an inviting nature.

Inquiry, hearing, perception, retention in memory, reflection, deliberation, inference, and stead-

fast adherence to conclusions are the qualities of the intellect.

Valour, determination of purpose, quickness, and probity are the aspects of enthusiasm.

Possessed of a sharp intellect, strong memory, and keen mind, energetic, powerful, trained in all

kinds of arts, free from vice, capable of paying in the same coin by way of awarding punishments or

rewards, possessed of dignity, capable of taking remedial measures against dangers, possessed of

foresight, ready to avail himself of opportunities when afforded in respect of place, time, and manly

efforts clever enough to discern the causes necessitating the cessation of treaty or war with an

enemy, or to lie in wait keeping treaties, obligations and pledges, or to avail himself of his enemy’s

weak points, making jokes with no loss of dignity or secrecy, never brow-beating and casting haughty

and stern looks, free from passion, anger, greed, obstinacy, fickleness, haste and back-biting habits,

talking to others with a smiling face, and observing customs as taught by aged persons such is

the nature of self-possession.

In hloka metre.
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The qualifications of a minister have already been described.

Possessed of capital cities both in the centre and the extremities of the kingdom, productive of

subsistence not only to its own people, but also to outsiders on occasions of calamities, repulsive to

enemies, powerful enough to put down neighbouring kings, free from miry, rocky, uneven, and desert

tracts as well as from conspirators, tigers, wild beasts, and large tracts of wilderness, beautiful to

look at, containing fertile lands, mines, timber and elephant forests, and pasture grounds, artistic,

containing hidden passages, full of cattle, not depending upon rain for water, possessed of land and

waterways, rich in various kinds of commercial articles, capable of bearing the burden of a vast army

and heavy taxation, inhabited by agriculturists of good character, full of intelligent masters and

servants, and with a population noted for its loyalty and good character; — these are the qualities of

a good country.

The excellent qualities of forts have already been described.^^

Justly obtained either by inheritance or by self-acquisition, rich in gold and silver, filled with an

abundance of big gems of various colours and of gold coins, and capable to withstand calamities of

long duration is the best treasury.

Coming down directly from father and grandfather ( of the king), ever strong, obedient, happy in

keeping their sons and wives well contented, not averse to making a long sojourn, ever and every-

where invincible, endowed with the power of endurance, trained in fighting various kinds of battles,

skilful in handling various forms of weapons, ready to share in the weal or woe of the king, and

consequently not falling foul of him, and purely composed of soldiers of Kshatriya caste, is the

best army.

Coming down directly from father and grandfather, long-standing, open to conviction, never

falling foul, and capable o£ making preparations for war quickly and on a large scale, is the best

friend.

Not born of a royal family, greedy, possessed of a mean assembly of ministers, with disloyal

subjects, ever doing unrighteous acts, of loose character, addicted to mean pleasures, devoid of

enthusiasm, trusting to fate, indiscreet in action, powerless, helpless, impotent, and ever injurious,

is the worst enemy. Such an enemy is easily uprooted,

() Excepting the enemy, these seven elements, possessed of their excellent characteristics are

said to be the limb-like elements of sovereignty^

() A wise king can make even the poor and miserable elements of his sovereignty happy and
prosperous

;
but a wicked king will surely destroy the most prosperous and loyal elements of his

kingdom,

(c) Hence a king of unrighteous character and of vicious habifcs will, though he is an emperor,
fall a prey either to the fury of his own subjects or to that of his enemies.

(<^) But a wise king, trained in politics, will, though he possesses a small territory, conquer the
whole earth with the help of the best-fitted elements of his sovereignty, and will never be defeated,^^

^5 Chapter 9, Book I, ^6 Chapter 2, Book II. a, hf e and d are in SloM metre.
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Chapter II,

Concerning Peace and Exertion.

( Samavy&y^imikam.)

Acquisition and security (of property) are dependent upon peace and industry.

Efforts to achieve the results of works undertaken is industry (vydydma).

Absence of disturbance to the enjoyment of the results achieved from works is peace.

The application of the sixfold royal policy is the source of peace and industry.

Deterioration, stagnation, and progress are the three aspects of position.

Those causes of human make which affect position are policy and impolicy (nay

a

and apanaya)

;

fortune and misfortune (ay

a

and anaya) are providential causes. Causes, both human and providen-

tial, govern the world and its affairs.

What is unforeseen is providential; here, the attainmentof that desired end which seemed

almost lost is (termed) fortune.

What is anticipated is human
;
and the attainment of a desired end as anticipated is (due to)

policy.

What produces unfavourable results is impolicy. This can be foreseen
;
but misfortune due to

providence cannot be known.

The king who, being possessed of good character and best-fitted elements of sovereignty, is the

fountain of policy, is termed the conqueror.

The king who is situated anywhere immediately on the circumference of the conqueror’s territory

is termed the enemy.

The king who is likewise situated close to the enemy, but separated from the conqueror only by

the enemy, is termed the friend (of the conqueror).

A neighbouring foe of considerable power is styled an enemy ;
and when he is involved in

calamities or has taken himself to evil ways, he becomes assailable
;
and when he has little or no

help, he becomes destructible
;
otherwise (L e., when he is provided with some help), he deserves to be

harassed or reduced. Such are the aspects of an enemy.

In front of the conqueror and close to his enemy, there happen to be situated kings such as the

conqueror’s friend, next to him, the enemy’s friend, and next to the last, the conqueror’s friend’s

friend, and next, the enemy’s friend’s friend.

In the rear of the conqueror, there happen to be situated a rearward enemy (pdrshnigfdJia)^

a rearward friend (dkrandd), an ally of the rearward enemy (pdrshnigrdMsdra)^ and an ally of the

rearward friend (dhranddsdra)»

That foe who is equally of high birth and occupies a territory close to that of the conqueror is

a natural enemy
;
while he who is merely antagonistic and creates enemies to the conqueror is a

factitious enemy.

He whose friendship Is derived from father and grandfather, and who is situated close to the

territory of the immediate enemy of the conqueror is a natural friend
;
while he whose friendship la

courted for self-maintenance is an acquired friend.
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The king who occupies a territory close to both the conqueror and his immediate enemy in

front and who is capable of helping both the kings, whether united or disunited, or of resisting either

of them individually is termed a Madhyama (mediatory) king.

He who is situated beyond the territory of any of the above kings and who is very powerful and

capable of helping the enemy, the conqueror, and the Madhyama king together or individually, or of

resisting any of them individually, is a neutral king (uddsina), — these are the (twelve) primary

kings.

The conqueror, his friend, and his friend’s friend are the three primary kings constituting a

circle of states. As each of these three kings possesses the five elements of sovereignty, such as the

minister, the country, the fort, the treasury, and the army, a circle of states consists of eighteen

elements. Thus, it needs no commentary to understand that the (three) circles of states having the

enemy (of the conqueror), the Madhyama king, or the neutral king at the centre of each of the three

circles, are different from that of the conqueror. Thus there are four primary circles of states, twelve

kings, sixty elements of sovereignty, and seventy-two elements of states.^®

Each of the twelve primary kings shall have their elements of sovereignty, power and end.

Strength is power, and happiness is the end.

Strength is of three kinds : power of deliberation is [intellectual strength
;

the possession of

a prosperous treasury and a strong army is the strength of sovereignty
;

and martial power

is physical strength.

The end is also of three kinds : that which is attainable by deliberation is the end of delibera-

tion
;
that which is attainable by the strength of sovereignty is the end of sovereignty

;
and that which

is to be secured by perseverance is the end of martial power.

The possession of power and happiness in a greater degree makes a king superior to another

;

in a leas degree, inferior
;
and in an equal degree, equal. Hence a king shall always endeavour to

augment his own power and elevate his happiness.

A king who is equal to his enemy in the matter of his sovereign elements shall, in virtue of his

own righteous conduct or with the help of those who are hostile or conspiring against his enemy,

endeavour to throw his enemy’s power into the shade
;
or if he thinks : —

“ That my enemy, possessed as he is of immense power, will, yet in the near future, hurt the

elements of his own sovereignty, by using cotumelious language, by inflicting severe punishments,

and by squandering his wealth
;

that though attaining success for a time, yet he will blindly take

himself to hunting, gambling, drinking, and women
;

that as his subjects are disaffected, himself

powerless and haughty, I can overthrow him
;
that when attacked, he will take shelter with all his

paraphernalia into a fort or elsewhere
;
that possessed as he is of a strong army, he will yet fall into

my hands, as he has neither a friend nor a fort to help him
;
that a distant king is desirous to put

down his own enemy, and also inclined to help me to put down my own assailable enemy when

my resources are poor
;

or that I may be invited as a Madhyama king,” — for these reasons, the

conqueror may allow his enemy to grow in strength and to attain success for the time being,

(a) Throwing the circumference of the circle of states beyond his friend’s territory, and

making the kings of those states as the spokes of that circle, the conqueror shall make himself

as the nave of that circle.

(b) A reducible or a conquerable enemy will, when placed between a conqueror and the

conqueror’s friend, appear to be growing in strength.^®

(To he continued.)

18 Cl) The conqueror’s circle of states ; (2j the enemy’s circle of states
; (3) The Madhyama king’s circle of

states
; (4) the neutral king’s circle of states. As each of the twelve primary kings has five elements of sovereignty,

the total number of elements is sixty. These sixty elements with the twelve kings amount to seventy-two elements!
18 a and h are in aloka metre.
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO PANJABI LEXICOGRAPHY.

( Continuedftom p. 276,')

SERIES II.

BY H. A. BOSE, LC.S.

MitM kallar : a synonym for kallardtki soil.

Moghal : a kind of date. Mnltan Gr., p. 228.

Mob. : a variety of fish. Multan Gr., p. 23.

Mobra : a hamlet. Of. dkoh^

Mokabba : a covered dish. Multan Gr,, p. 247.

Mori I a fish, the cifrliina ntirigalo, Bannu S. R«, 1899, p. xxxvi.

Morniftn : a breed of horses. Jhang S. R., 108.

Moti bind : literally ‘pearl drops,’ a kind of snake. Mgarh. S. R,, p. 42.

Motrft : a disease of horses. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p xv.

Moyajora : ‘ the share of the dead pair ’ — a due taken by the lathband on account of the

oxen, supposed to be dead, by which the field was originally luth ed ,* I). I. Khan S. R., 1879,

p. 107. -murtaUn : the share out of the reKkam paid by old cultivators to the nidwaddr ; Ibid,

p. 150.

Mbka : an upper sheet worn by boys. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. xxi.

Mukat ; a silver crown put on the bridegroom’s head on his wedding day. Multan Gr.,

p. 93

Mulki : a hereditary or permanent tenant, opp. to TcMlhi, {q* v.)

Mnltani matl : a saponine drab-coloured earth. Of, mail, D. G. Khan Gr., p, 13.

Hnnd : the head of a torrent or distributary. Cf. saropa, D. G. Khan Gr., p 103.

Mundai sarkai : a beardless wheat, Kohat S. R., 1884, p. 121.

Mundi ; indigo plants in their second year. D, G. KhSn Gr., p. 111.

Mundbl : the second year’s crop of indigo. Multan Gr., p. 213.

Munggali: the handle of a straw-chopper. Monty. S. R, Gloss., p. iv.

Mbngrl : add to Jukes’ Dictp. of W. P., p. 297. A flattish dish for holding liquids,

smaller than the ohannd (^z::z]catori)» Multan Gr., p. 83.

MunjMl: a grass. D. G. Khan Gr., p. 15,

Munjkd.nd*: a name wrongly used for the buid (jsaccharum sara). Mgarh. S. R., p. 33.

Munna : a slant-handed plough, Chenab Col. Gr., 1894, p. 65.

Miinnakka *, a superior kind of grape. Hazara S, R., 1674, p, 94.

MunndiZi ; the pillars on which the upper beam of a well rests. Multan Gr., p. 197.
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Munniwdila gfth : tliresliiiig a crop by fixing a stake in tbe middle and tying one or more

yoke of cattle by a rope to it and driving them round and round over the crop. Multan Gr.,

p. 210.

Mfira : a small present of money received by the boy’s rel ations from those of the girl

to complete the betrothal. Multan Gr., p. 93.

Murkhai= bunga,

Mushk painl : to infect. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. xvii.

Mustdjiri : the lease of land. Multan Gr., p. 179.

Mustaki : a permanent indm. Hazara S. R., 1874, p. 285.

Mutai ; a share : Gf. muih£» Hazara S. R., 1874, p. 156.

Mfltliaiyd : a peglet fastened into the upright shaft of the handle of a plough, which the

ploughman grasps. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. hi.

Muthi : a share. Of. mutau

Nagarai : an iron tripod on which the cooking pot is placed over the fire. Kohat S, R.

1884, p. 74.

Nagha : the fine or commutation charged for absence at the time of a canal clearance

Bannu S. R., p. xl.

Nftghan : a wheaten cake, Kohlit S. R., 1884, p. 73.

Nain : a large torrent
; (

Diack’s S, R., p. 3 ). Of, Ichaur. D. G. Khan Gr., p. 3.

Naiihel : a drill plough, Monty. S, R. Gloss., p. iii.

Nftli nai : to sow with the didll. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. vi.

Nalla : a deep loam soil free of stones. See hela»

NalH : a variety of date : Multan Gr., p. 228.

Namd.slid.ZL : evening. Multan Gr., p« 256.

Namdabdna : lit,, * pressing in the damp ’
: the process of ploughing land again and again

and thus enabling it to absorb the rainfall and economise moisture. Kohat S. R., 1884, p. 121.

Nandap : a cotton-cleaner. Peshawar S. R., 1878, p. 86.

Ndngni : hodr or mandwa, D. G. Khfm Gbr., p. 112.

Nar : a name of the Sntlej River. Multan Gr., p. 6,

Ndra : a variety of barley. Monty. S.R. Gloss., p. ix.

Nardflr : the bittern. Mgarh. S, R., p, 38.

Nftrl ; a common kind of barley. Jhang S, R., p. 88.

Nari : See hela,

Nari jowAr : the lesser millet
; the ordinary jowdr of the Panjab. Kohat S. R., 1884,

p. 122.

Nashi : a necklet. D, G. Khan Gr., p. 42_.
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N&sib : the tenant, of a garden, who does the whole planting and construction in return

for a share of the produce. Multan Gr., p. 225.

Nauka : four small rectangular beds of soil. D. I. Khan S. R., 1872-79, p. 26.

Nawa : a mill trough. Peshawar S, R., 1878, p. 273.

Hawighri : adoratiou of the planets at a wedding. Mult&n Gr., p, 93,

Kftwln sam : 9th share, i.e., a rent of four-ninths, Multan Gr., p. 181,

INazar IbakrA : a cess. D. L Khan R,, 1879, p. 82.

ITazar mukaddami ^ a fee levied on an unusually good crop. Mgarh, S. R,, p, 84,

Hegar : a deep loam soil free of stones. See hela.

^ian : the spring crop usually called MrM.

!Nid.wa : the sum of money advanced by a middleman to the proprietors on taking over the

management of land. D, L Khdn S. R., 1879, p. 150; —dar : the middleman who advances mdwGt»

liTihal :
planting out of rice. Kohat S. R., 1884, p. 124.

Nikki : a variety of wheat, Monty, S. R. Gloss., p, x.

Nil btltl: wild indigo. Mgarh. S. R., p. 34,

Nimftslia : the time from sunset to twilight, Jhelum S. R., p. 56.

Nimbai: half a sale, i, e., a mortgage, Bannu S. R., p, xl,

Nimkai: a unit of measurement, Dir, etc,

Nlmkara ; a rent of half the produce. Peshawar S. R., 1878, p. 159.

Nimkarawal: a tenant who supplies his own seed and oxen. Kohdt S. R., 1884, p. 91,

Niras: lit., ‘small;' the ordinary sheaf, as opposed to saras^ the reaper’s sheaf, Cf. also

karwan. Jhang S. E,, p, 98,

Nirgl : a mallard, Mgarh. S, R,, p. 39.

Nirwftrtl : a man who assists in the division of grain, clearing it ol as it is weighed out by the

dkawdti from ninodr. Justice. D. 1. Kh^u S. R., 1872-79, p, 370,

Nisftr : the longer conduit on a Persian wheel. (Of. Jukes’ Bkty. of W» P., p 306 ), Mult4a

Gr., p. 197.

NisMnl ; token. Jhelum S. E., p. 57.

Nistar : a three-bladed knife with which incisions are made in poppy heads. Monty, S, R.

Gloss., p. vii.

Niwaru: a cess. D. G. Khan Gr., p, 84.

Nolon : a mungoose. Mgarh. S. R.^ p. 36.
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Nonak : a grass (sjporobolus diander), Multan Gr., p. 19,

Nukka : the ledge of the Sandal Bar. Jhang S. R,, p. 2.

Ntlnar : a salt manufacturer. D. G. Khan Gr., p. 12.

Oa : the last day’s cotton-picking allowed to hamtns (village servants). Monty, S. R., p. 80.

Odi: a measure of capacity. Peshawar S. R., 1878, p. 140,

Ogi: seeocfi.

Oral =s haharhadt, q,v: a jhaldr having a few pots only, but of a large size. MultSn Gr.,

p. 205.

Oza: a dry measure=the Panjabi topa. Of. hashrd and hdsa, Kohat, S. R., 1884, p. 128.

pa,: add at Jakes’ Dicty, of W. P. p. 54:—4 sMralcs^ in measariog wood, Multan Gr.,

p. 257.

Pachlioti ; late (of cultivation, L e., sowing after 15th Sawan), Of. agetri.

Pachhl : a man specially employed in puncturing the capsules of the poppy and manufacturing

opium
;
he is paid one-iifth of the opium made before its division between landlord and tenant.

D, G, Khan Gr., p. 108,

(?) Pachhu : a receptacle for ornaments.

Padam: a kind of snake. Mgarh. S. R., p. 42.

Pag:

pah : add to Jukes’ Dicty, of W, P., p. 56 : ordinary cattle manure, while on the well before

it is put in the land. MultSn Gr., p. 208. Of. dhl.

Pah : alum, D. G. Kb^n Gr,, p. 12.

Pahal chhalla : the first month of the rains. Chenab Col. Gr., 1894, p. 74.

pahi : an alum miner. D. G. Ehan Gr., p, 12.

Pahi-kasht : outside cultivators. Hazara S. R., 1874, p. 215.

Pai: a weight=16 aer$. Mgarh. S, R., p. 20.

Pain warkh : tail of the irrigation or lower field. Peshawar S. R.. 1874, p. 272.

Paina : lower down, with reference to flow of water : opposed to sarohah, Bannu S. R., p. xi.

Paina; Pushto=pand : tail. See saropa-paina. D. G. Khfin Gr., p. 103.

Pai path : lit,^ one pai in the path
;
a specific rate of haqq zaminddru Cf, adh-sera man.

Pail : a single-headed pick, with a wooden handle, used to break up soil on narrow hill

terraces where the plough cannot work. Hazara S. R,, 1874, p. 96.
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Pair pakrah. : a custom at -weddings
;
the bride’s family tie a rope to the bridegroom’s leg until

he is bought off by his father for Rs. 1-4, 2 or 5. Gujrat S. R., p. 48,

Pakh : a sail (not ‘ soil ’ as in P. Dy,, p. 848). Monty. S. R. Gloss., p, xxiv.

Pakhi: a shed of tili screens. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. xix,

Paksha ; a clay sod, used as a brick for building. Koh^t S, R., 1884, p. 72.

Pakkap^tni : water in a well that remains constant and does not diminish much when the

well is worked. Monty, S. R. Gloss., p. v.

pakki : a clay soil, Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. xxiii, %amini the ordinary hard clay soil. Cf.

mal* Multan Gr„ p. 192.

P&la log : the Gujar owners who pay a tax called rama^a'humdrt (flock counting) are locally,

so-called. Hazara S. R., 18T4, p. 252,

Palla : a wattled stack, Cf . bhusa. Multan Gr., p. 82.

Palosi ; camel thorn. Kohat S. R., 1884, p. 16.

Paludar .
Piocct a tall, straight, handsome tree. Cf. tBWdf. Hazara S. R*,

1674, p. 10.

Pamman : a kind of wheat. MultSn Gr., p. 218.

Pana
:

(i) clay from the canal spoil banks
;

(ii) sand from the Thai sand-hills. Mgarh.

S, R., p. 75.

Pand : tail, of a torrent or distributary. D. G. Kh^ Gr., p. 103.

Pani : zanal water only. Multan Gr., p. 199.

panja : a rake with wooden teeth used in dressing the boundaries of fields. Cf. ^anjhatM and

juudrcL* Hazara S. R., 1874, p. 96.

PanjdfL : a division of produce, so that the proprietor gets two shares and the cultivators three.

Monty. 8. R. Gloss., p. viii.

Panjliathi ; a rake. See pdnja.

Panrlka : a small repast. Multan Gr., p. 86.

Papra : a small plant, about a foot high, with purple flowers. Multan Gr., p. 208.

Parc work on salt. Jhelum S. R*» p* 71.

Para=:bliargar : a ravine. D. G. Khan Gr., p. 104^

Parahi : a kind of fish (chela-gora). Mgarh. S. R., p. 40.

Parclia : matting. Mgarh, S. R.* p. 9.

Papchh. : i. QL. : and traddt, q, v.
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ParolihA : the small conduit into which the pots on a Persian wheel pour the water. Multan

Gr., p. 197.

Pargandai : mud. Kohat S. R., 1884, p. 124.

Parkatai ; the child of a woman by her first husband. Peshawar S, R., 1878, p. 264.

Parkaurl : a kind of prisoner’s base. Gujr^t, S. R., p. 91.

Parri : a fish, the notoptherus hapiraU Bannu S. R., 1899, p. xxxvi.

Partug ; loose paijamas. Peshawar S. B., 1874, p. 135.

Partinai ; dower. Peshawar S. R., 1878, p. 187.

Pastawanai ; a tree, found in the upper valleys. Kohat S. R., 1884, p. 30.

Pat : hard clay. Multan S. R., 1880, p. 3.

Patehir (division of land ) : acquisition of land by original tribal division. D. G, Kh^n
Gr., p. 78.

Path; (i) a grain measure of 25 standard maunds, Baunfi S. R., p. xl
;

(li) a weight = 32
maunds. Mgarh. S. R., p. 20.

PathAlagnA : to shrivel up. Of, pathd, Jukes’ Dicty. of W, P., p. 58. Multan Gr
p. 226.

PatrAli ; a plant. Mgarh. S, R., p. 33.

Patol : a kind of fish. Mgarh. S. R., p. 40.

Pattadftrs: lessees who paid fixed sums in cash for the wella cultivated by them. Iff^arh.
S, R., p. 84.

®

Pattarl ; a kind of dhUsa made of the leaves of pulses, such as moii. Jhang S. E., p. 93.

Pawanji: a tax of 5 per cent, on sales of cattle, levied by the r^t for providing
in time of danger. Chenab Col. Gr„ 1894, p. 18.

Pftya ; husband. Of. pid, Jukes’ Dic/^. of W. P., p. 77. Multan.

protection

Peghla; a virgin. Peshawar S. R., 1878, p. 137.

Pedil-wela : the time from 2 to 3 p. m, Jhelum S. R., p. 56.

Pet ; the bed of a river. Jhang 8. R., p. 9.

Pete 5 an account of : in sahukars’ language.

Pbabhan&n; a breed of horses. Jhang 8. R., p. 108.

GujrftTRrp: 4?."“ ^Pnng and autumn Harvests.

Phal jhalla ; rain after June 16th. Gnjrat 8. R., p. 14.

PhalM : a threshing frame. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p, iv.
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Phali : a saucer-shaped platfcer of i^Zi-wood. Jlielum S. R., p. 73.

Phalli : the sectiou of a tribe. D, G. Khan Gr., p. 62.

Phalsi: (Grewia asiatica), a small currant-like bush yielding a small acid berry about the end

of May. D. G. Khan Gr., p. 113.

Phalzira : a concoction of zira and sugar, cooked in ghu Multjln Gr., p. 90.

Phamhan: a kind of wheat (not often met with). Jhang S. R., 1874-80, p. 87.

Phambl : a soil, somewhat richer than the gas, q, v, Multan Gr., p, 92.

Phara=bhtLtra., q. v. : the pinnse of the date-palm. Multan G. R., p. 228.

Phar§»: the pinnp of a date-tree. Mgarh S. R., p. 81.

Pharman: TamaHx articulata. Cl.fardsh and vkhdn. Chenab Col. Gr., 1894, p. 7.

Pharsa : a heavy mass of wood and straw, -w&la gdh : the threshing of a crop by yoking a

heavy mass of wood and straw behind each pair of cattle. Multan Gr., p, 210.

Phatl ; a sort of mundri (ring), with a shield on it. Mgarh. S. R., p. 69.

Pheh ; a long-handled wooden shovel, tipped with iron, Hazara S. R„ 1874, p, 96*

Pheprl :
pleuro-pneumonia in sheep. MultEn. Gr., p. 237.

Pbikari: a disease of sheep and goats, very fatal and contagious. CL pUrikU. Hazara

S. R., 1874, p. 98.

Phirak; a barren cow or buiffalo. Monty. S. R., Gloss., p. xvii.

Phirikbi : a disease of sheep and goats. See pUkaH.

Phit-sain : a common grass much appreciated by buffaloes and horned cattle. It is coarse

and grows in a spiky sort of way. D. I. Khdn S. R., 1872-79, p. 25.

Phtll : a charm. Multan Gr., p. 117.

Phtll cbunnan : a ceremony in which the mirdsan places a flock of cotton on the bride’s head

and the bridegroom blows it away seven times. Mgarh. S. R., p. 70.

P]itLlmd.la : a necklet, D. G. Khan Gr., p. 42.

Pbure : matting. Mgarh, S. R,, p. 9.

Pbtlrl: a coarse palm mat, i. q. parchh and traddt. Multan Gr., p. 82.

Phus : dates which fall from the tree. Multan Gr., p. 227-

Phuta kd. rupiya : a fee of Rs. 10 taken by the chief of a tribe for recovering the stolen

property of a dependent. Chenab Ool. Gr., 1894, p. 18,

Pbutdiki : brushwood, Jhelum S. R,, p. 19.

Piftsa : an Indian corncake. Kohat S. S-, 1884, p. 73.
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Pichbain : a meal taken in the afternoon. Mgarh. S. R., p. 62.

FicbhdiWftn dballe: 2 p. m. Of. do^ahar dhaUe. Multan Gr., p. 256.

Pilaban : a grass (andropogon annulaius). Of. pilwdhan* Chenab Col. Gr., 1894, p. 9.

Pilwd.han: a grass. Of. pUahan.

Pin: a socket and iron plate by which the blade is attached to the handle of a plough.

Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. iii.

Pinn : a pot of butter. Monty. S. R. Gloss,, p. xviii. Of. the verse. Jad charhtyd Agath,

nau neza pdnt hath ; MdMn pinn waleitidn^ wdgtn gohd hath. When Agath arose the water, which

was nine spears deep, sank to one cubit
;
the female buffalo herds were rolling about pots of butter

;

the female cowherds got nothing but cow-dung. Agath is said to be a star that rises in Asii. The

Dictionary says, it is a storm that usually winds up the rainy season. The meaning is that, cows

milk well only in the rains; while buffaloes’ milk yields little butter till after them.

Pinn : dates pressed together into a lump. Multan Gr., p, 228.

Plotra: paternal. (?) share of property by right of agnatic descent. D. G. Khan.

PLpli : a plant. Mgarh. S. R., p. 34.

Pir : a disease of buffaloes. Monty, 8. R., Gloss., p. xvi.

Pirkaudi : a kind of prisoners’ base. Cf. haudt haladdi, Multan Gr., p. 100.

Pish: the dwarf palm {chamacrops Bitchiana), D, G. Kh^n Gr., p. 16.

Plskot : a four-handed variety of playing-cards. Multan Gr., p. 100.

Pitao : the sunny slope ; the southern slope of a range of hills. Kobat S. R., 1884, p. 26,

Plandar : a step-father. Peshawar S. R., 1878, p. 264.

Ponah: a chaff-sifter. I). 1. Khan S. R., 1879, p. 81.

Pona-chaji: a chaff-sifter. Cf. chura. D. 1. Khan S. R., 1879, p. 370.

Poria : proprietorship acquired by manual labour. D. G. Khan Gr., p. 79.

PourehS : a bracelet. Multan Gr., p. 89.

Prftcha (paracha) : a Muhammadan shop-keeper. Sirsa S. R., p. 71.

Prai or prail : dry straw of rice, chind, hxngni, and sawdnk, Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. xi.

Prang : a variegated pigeon. Kohat S. R., 1884, p. 31.

Pranj : a disease of kine. See mal mail,

Piloha
;

(i) a lot or share of land. Gf. haUra and hral-ha. (ii) an unit of measurement,
Dir, etc.

'

Puliftni : a plover, Mgarh. S, R., p. 39.

Punni : a variety of cotton. Cheuab Ool. Gr., 1894, p. 81.
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Puraf : a 3-year old she-carael. Jhang S. R., p. 111.

Putreta : a bridegroom's near relation. Multan Gr., p. 96.

Rafa : the grain that remains after the heap of corn has been removed. Of. angani and

talwera. Multan S. R., p. 21.

Rafad : water thick with mud
;
Icarnd

;
to plough up rice-fields when under water, preparatory

to sowing broadcast. Monty. S. R., Gloss., p. vi.

Rahna : (i) a hamlet, the head-quarters of a camel grazier, as opposed to jJioTc, q, v,, (ii).

Rahnah : a cluster of dhorahs. Multan S. R., 1873-80, p. 5.

Rahtl (? = roRtl.) : a kind of fish. Mgarh. S. R., p. 40.

Rain : wild goat
{ = goraI), Hazara S. R., 1874, p. 11.

Rakab : an earthen dish in which cooked food is served. Kohat S. R.. 1884, p. 74.

RakR: a charm put on the grain before division to preserve it from goblins (hMts), Monty.

S. R. Gloss., p. viii.

Rakha : a watcher hired to watch the fruit of a date tree
;
a forest guard in Kangra Mgarh

S.R., p. 30.
’ ^ ’

Rakhai : the pay of a watchman of date-palms, equal to one-twelfth of the produce of the trees.

Jhang S. R., p. 169.

Rakbi karna : to watch (a field), Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. v.

Rakhmina : lit., ‘ silky land a soft clayey soil with a slight mixture of sand. Kohat S. R.,

1884, p. 156.

RakCtmat : a cess. D. I. Khan S. R., 1872-79, p. 82.

Ramak : true white wheat. Multan Gr., p. 218.

Ram ram : the same as milnt Multan Gr,, p. 93.

Rang kl bazl : a three-handed variety of playing-cards. Multan Gr., p. 100.

Rangar ; scattered, sparse. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. vi.

Rappar : a very hard clay soil, only slightly better than the Tca'ppar. (Cf. rap, rapar, Jukes*

Dkiy. of W. P., p. 173). Multan Gr., p. 192.

Rarl : a vetch-like creeping plant which grows among Rabi crops. Multan Gr., p. 208.

Rdiri : a piece of wood between the nasdr jpdrckha on which the latter rests. Monty. S. R.

Gloss., p, xiii.

Rasaula : a disease of horses. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p, xv,

Rasham : a useless plant (plvchea lanceolata). Multan Gr., p. 19.

R9.slLi : Pathans belonging to the labouring class. Chenab Col. Gr., 1894, p. 107.

Rasm mulk : see sharmdna. Kohat S. R., 1884, p. 77.

Rat : a disease of sheep. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. xvii.

Rat: a powerful man, adacoit: a term applied to a tribal leader. Chenab Col. Gr., 189 4,

p. 18.

RAtachar (= ratarcMri ?) : Gujrat S. R,, p. 49.
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RfttarehArl : the custom o£ distributing money to mtrdsis at weddings. Cf. dar, Gujrat S. R.,

p. 42.

Ratti chigftri : a red-b3arded wheat, the commonest o£ all, especially on sailctb lands. Jhang

S. 11., p. 87.

R§.wa : a synonym for the Bar tract. Good soil if supplied with water is called rdwa suhdwa

or ‘ married/ and bad soil is called rdwa rund, or widowed. Multan Gr., p. 193.

Reri (pi. to) : the sticks that connect the ropes of a well. Multan Gr., p. 197.

Reshan .• a plant. Mgarh. S. R., p. 34.

Retdi : sand thrown up by a river. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p, xxiv.

Rettl : a soil in which sand largely preponderates. Of. tapli. Mgarh. S. R., p. 26.

Rewar : the pkea webbiana (in Kagan). Cf. paludar.

Richh : a variety of date-palm. Multsin Gr., p. 228.

Rik : a disease ol camels. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. xv.

Rikhi ; violent diarrhsea, in sheep. Multan Gr., p. 237.

Riza-talli : a share admitted by consent
;
a share transferred from the branch of the tribe, to

which it genealogically belongs, to another branch. Hazsira S. R., 1874, p. 156.

Rod kohi : land irrigated by channels from hill torrents in the flood season, D. I. Khan S. R.,

p. 6 ;
pdnt, an autumn flood, D. G. Khan Gr., p. 98.

Rora : a roller made of wood. Jhang S. R., p. 83.

Rorabi ; a hard stiff clay of dark colour
;
it absorbs water with diffiioulty, and is best used for

growing rice. Cf. sikand, Multan S. R., 1880, p. 6.

Rorawftla kallar : a synonym for rori soil. Chenab Col. Gr., 1894, p. 64.

Rot lagtoft: to plant out young plants of rice, etc. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. vi.

Roti welft : see dopra. Mullan Gr., p. 256.

Rowan: beans. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. x.

RH : a variety of cotton. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. x.

Rudkol : torrent flow. D. I Khan S. R., 1879, p. 9.

SachK : a stratum of water-giving sand. MuMn Gr., p. 195.

Safeda : a variety of rice. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. ix,

Stopinna : a kind of snake said to drink the breath of sleeping persons. Cf. salana vdsak.
Mgarh. S. R., p. 42.

Saihinak ; a kneading dish. Monty. 8. R. Gloss., p. xx.

Sain : a common grass, like phitsain^ q, v.

Sajji : the owner of the land under a canal. Bannu S. R., p. xl.

Sdikhi : see doM, Multun Gr., p, 93.

{To be continued.)
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MISCELLANEA.

THE SONG OF SINDHU BIR.i

A Song of the Gaddi tvoinen, the Shepherds of the outer Htm&layas, PanjOJ).

BY H. A.

Text,

Lohe Loh^u PSIS*

!

Bhtlmi Bhtimi P^la

!

Ghat ghat PaU meriyd,

Sanglin Sanglin P3,la

!

Ghat pahlre th^n, mere deva,

Satwen ttl rehnda Patalen *

Ghat ddjre thS.n, mere devi.,

Td rehndd padhriS. Kashmir^.

Phir K^sid Kashmira, mere deva,

Td rehndd Kdsi4 Kashmir§i.

Ghat ttjre thdn, mere deva,

Kukti td dere lae

Ghat bdrdn phdtidn de Rdje deva,

Jatrd 30 teria ae.

Ghat devidn m§,ydn, mere deva,

Jdtrd 30 tend diydn.

Ghat Rdrf Brdri, mere devd,

Jdtrd 30 terid diydn.

Ghat Andld Sandla mdiydn,

Jdti'd pdiydn, deva ]dti4 p^iydn.

ChSihri, Chhatidhri, mere devd,

Jdtra 3*0 tend diydn.

Ghat lahnl nachdiyan Lahliyan,

Bhat bich dp Bharmdui.

Ghat satyo Banaspatiydn mai,

Teria jdtrd 30 diydnd

ROSE.

Translation,

1 O thou. Lobe Pal 12

O thou, Bhdmi Pal

!

2 0 thou, my Pdl, at eveiy place,

O thou, Sanglin Pdl 1®

3 In the first place, my god.

Thou residest in the seventh Pdtdl.

4 In the second place, my god,

Thou livest in flat Kashmir,

5 Then in Kdsi, and, again in Kashmir, my god
Thou settlest in Kdsi and Kashmir.

6 In the third place, my god,

Thou fixedest thy lodging at Kukti.®

7 There Rd3
*d3 of the twelve phdHs,^

Came to worship thee.

8 Goddesses and mothers, my god,

Came as pilgrims to thee.

9 Rdri and Brari, my god,^

Came on a pilgrimage to thee.

Pa Andla and Sandla,® goddesses,

Came to visit thee, O god, came to vis t thee.

10 Ohdhri and Chhatrdhri,® my god,

Came to adore thee

11 Women of Lahul dance in Lahul,io

The goddess Bharraani" dances m Bhat,

12 All the seven Banaspatiydn,

Came for adoration to thee

1 SSndhu Bir or the Whistling Hero is doubtless an emanation of &iva. For an account of his cult, see the

Punjab Census Rep., 1902, p 130 ;
the K&ngra Dist. Gazetteer, 190A or the forthcoming Gazetteer of Chawba.

2 Lohdn
;
pi. of loh, metal and Lobe or Loh^n P^l is said to mean ‘Lord of Metals.’

® Sanglin P&l ;
the sangod is an iron chain used in flagellating devotees. Sludhfl Bir is said to have a chain

always with him, and his votaries also keep one at their homes. Hence Sin^hfl is Lord of Chains, as well as of

Metals, and of the earth as Bhdmi Pk\,

* * Thou dwellest in all the seven lower regions,* and the poem goes on to describe the Bir’s Sittings from

Kashmir to Benares, etc.

* Kukti : the well-known pass in Chamba. Sindhd’s votaries are numerous in its neighbourhood.

8 Phdti ; a pargana. The term is also used in Kulld for the subdivision of a hotht or pargana. Here it appears

to mean a principality.

T RSri and Br^ji are two goddesses worshipped in Chamba, but subservient to Sindhfi.

® AndlS and SandU are also goddesses in the hills, but the exact locality of their cult is not known.

8 Ch&lhxi and Chhatr^hyi are also two goddesses worshipped in Chamba. The duality of these three pairs of

goddesses calls to mind the duality of the Bibis, the two wives of the MiSn : see Js the Cult of Mian BiM Phallic'^

Indian Antiquary Vol. XXXVI, ante, p. 32. For the phallic origin and aspect of Siva, see the recent article in

Journal of the Anthropological Society of Bombay, VIII, pp. 191, et seqq (1909).

18 Sindhd Bir is said to be well-known and w'orshipped in Lahul and he affects mountainous regions generally#

He also becomes enamoured of fair maidens> and they dance with him.

11 Bharm&nt a goddess of Barmaur in Chamba. She has also a temple in Bhfft&n and she too dances with

Sindhfl. Bhat (sio)®Bhflt&n.

18 Bandispatiy&n: lit,, ‘ vegetables ’
s allthe seven kinds of vegetation.
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13 SUba stlha m&i salua landiySn,

Kesri tilk hai I Si.

14 BuruS BtihSTi mere IbawS,

Kbelne da bhari.

15 Ghab bSrSn serSn dS dorS merS,

AtbSrSn serSn da cbola

16 DhakS^® nawdri mere mitra,

Dandruen dawSri.

17 Ghat gbSgghia topiS ISnde^

Ghaggbi topi Lai lai.

18 Ghab dhSiAn^® bhankhSrSn mere devS,

SindhiiS ralk&nde.

19 BhediSn lalkande, mere devd,

BakriSii ohnlnde.

20 Ghat thandre thaade nSlen, mere devS,

Bansri bajande

21 JSn kalSsen ISnde, devS,

Jan kalasen Unde.

22 Ghab chhua chhtih meria LahuluS,

Ghat chhua chhuhSri laude.

23 ChharnrOen pSni pinde, devS,

Ghharurden bhanda pani pinde.

24 Ghat badhni ghamSi, mere chachuS,

Labaulen desain deni.

25 Lahaulen desain basdS Lakhnii Gadetd,

Lakhnu jo deni, mere chachua, Lakhnuen jo

deni.

26 Ghal? thathluS. ghrStS,

Tera laudbar chaliS atS.

27 Ghat sat path satidn phakdi,

Augan pindi pani.

28 Ghat cbhotrie GadetriS,

Dahbi Iambi landi bini.

29 Ghat pathki ISndi kodriiandS,

Bhumbhak®* rasda bini.

13 Red fine cloth they wear,

And paint a saffron tilaJc on the foreheads.

14 huhCm,^^ my god,

Thou art fond of playing.

15 Ot* twelve seers my
Of eighteen seers my chold.

16 Nawdr round thy waist, my friend,

And a window in tby teetb

17 Thou putfcest on the ghagglii cap,i7

Thou hast worn the ghagght cap.

18 Over the hillocks on the four sides, my god,

Whistling thou wanderest.

19 Thou drivest the sheep, my god,

Thou feedest the goats.

20 Along the cold, cold brook, my god,

Thou playest on the flute.

21 Thou, god,takesb thy soul over the high place,

Takest thy soul over the high place.

22 Chhua chlvdl my Laliuliid.,

Thou utterest the sound chhua chhA

23 At the spring thou drinkest water, my god,

At the spring cold water thou drinkest.

24 1 beg and pray thee, my uncle,

Give me in Lahul country.^®

25 In the country of Lahul resides Lakhnila'

GadetO,

Give me to Lakhnd, give me to LakhnO, my
uncle.

26 0 slowly-turning water-mill,*®

Thy fine flour is coming out.

27 She eats seven paths^^ of sattu,

To add to this she drinks water.

2S O thou dwarfish Gaddi girl,

Thou wearest tby hair long behind,

29 Thou usest a path of small cowries,

And the pendant beautifies thy long locks.

Bi&jifi, 8 having small ears— or none at all : hufiM a broom. Sindjiti BIr has small ears and often carries a
broom on his back,

BorA •* a woollen girdle worn by the Gaddts, aa cholQ, is the loose woolen garment worn by them.
w p/iA& : waist, loins : Sindh'fi Bir wears a girdle which is usually of cotton. NawM: S'indhii Bir wears the

Gaddi oobtume, but instead of the ^or& he wears a belt of ootton webbing (waioAr),

1® DanMen : (daw&ri, lit., a window) * in thy teeth.’ Sin^hh’s teeth are set close together, but somewhat apart,
1* Ghagght top^ ; the long pointed oonioal cap worn by the Gaddi.

Dh&r ; a low range of hills ; hhanJMr, barren, arid, devoid of vegetation. Over the hills Sindhd wanders
and then descends into the valleys, which are surrounded by hills on all sides.

*9 Chhud chhH : the sound which he makes when not whistling. Gaddis often utter this sound when grazing
their sheep, or when resting after a iourney, or when overtired after carrying a heavy load,

*9 Bestow me in marriage upon some one in Lahul. This proves that it is a gixEs song.
Lakhnd : another name for Sin^hd Bir, with whom the singer is in love.

Water-mills are favourite places for assignations.
39 The path is a wooden grain measure —holding some 4 sers Jcachcna. SaM, parched barley flour.
^^Bhumlhah ; a pendant ornament often made of small oowries, or coloured woollen threads. It is generally
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ARCH.aLOLOGICAL NOTES DURING EXPLORATIONS
IN CENTRAL ASIA IN 1906-8.1

BY De. M. AIJEEL stein.

Preface by the Editor.

My old friend, Dr. Aurel Stein, lias been kind enough to enable me to extract at the ear-
liest opportunity the archeological matter contained in his account of his last great joarney in
Central Asia, which he first read before the Royal Geographical Society in March last and
subsequently before the Royal Asiatic Society and elsewhere.

The extraordinary success that attended his journey from the antiquarian and archaeo-

logical points of view is indicated in the extracts now printed. The great variety of hardships
endured will be found in some detail in the full account as published by the Royal Geographical
Society, as will also the extremely valuable geographical results of the journey.

I gladly take this opportunity of testifying to the admiration that all cognisant of what
Dr. Stein has achieved and endured, feel in respect of the pluck, endurance, skill and know-
ledge that he has once again exhibited in this last splendid effort of travel.

The Sketch Map accompanying this paper has been prepared by my son, Lieut. R. D.
Temple, F. R. G. S., King’s Royal Rifles.

Introductory Remarks.

Ever since I had returned in 1901 from my first journey into Chinese Turkestan, happy
recollections of congenial labour spent in its mountains and desert had made me long for

a chance of fresh explorations. There was reason to hope that the ruins of sites long ago

abandoned to the desert would yield more relics of that ancient civilization which, as the joint

product of Indian, Chinese, and classical influences, had once flourished in the oasis fringing

the Tarim basin, and upon which it had been my good fortune to throw light by my
former excavations. But the scientific elaboration of the results then secured cost time and great

efforts, having to be carried on largely by the side of exacting official duties, and it w^as not until

the summer of 1904 that I was able to submit to the Government of India detailed proposals

about another journey which was to carry me back to my old archseological hunting-grounds

around the Taklamakan Desert and thence much further eastwards, to Lop-nor and the

Great Wall of China.

I had originally tried hard for permission to start during the summer of 1905, But the

freedom from official routine work which I needed for the completion of my Detailed Report on

the previous journey, itself an indispensable preliminary to fresh work, could not be secured

until the following autumn and winter. So it was only in April, 1906, that I could set out

from Kashmir, where by six months* incessant desk-w ork, more fatiguing to me than any hai-d

marching or digging, I had managed to finish—and even to see through the press in distant

Oxford—those two stout quarto volumes of Ancient Khotan. For my entry into Chinese

Turkestan I had chosen this time a route singularly interesting for the student of early geogra-

phy and ethnography, but practically closed now to the European traveller. It was to take

me from the Peshawar district, on the Indian administrative border, through the independent

tribal territory of Swat and Dir, into Chitral and thence across the Baroghil to the Upper Oxus

Valley and the Afghan Pamirs.

1, Extracts from a paper read at the Royal Geographical Society, March 8, 1909, and printed in full in the

Gteogra’pliical Journal, for July and September, 1909,
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In tlie end a hint from His Excellency, the present Viceroy, Lord Minto, who favoured

me with an. interview at Peshawar, and who subsequently followed my travels with the kindest

interest, helped to clear the way for me. So it was not until on April 28, 1906 that I was

able to leave Fort Cbakdarra, the scene of much hard fighting during the last great tribal

rising. In the meantime I had been joined by my Indian assistant, Rai Ram Singh, the

excellent native surveyor who. had accom pained me on my former journey, and by worthy

Naik Ram Singh, a corporal of the First (Bengal) Sappers and Miners, who through

effective special trainiug provided by his regimental authorities, had qualified to assist me in

photographic work, making of plans, and similar tasks requiring a ‘4iandy man.” With the

Rai Sahib came Jasvant Singh, tbe wiry little Rajput, who had acted as his cook on my
previous journey, and who in the meantime had enlarged his extensive practical experience of

Central Asia by crossing Tibet on Major Ryder’s expedition. Never have I seen an Indian

follower so reliable in character and so gentlemanly in manner, and how often have I regret-

ted that his high caste precluded his giving to myself the benefit of his ministrations. Our

little party, besides, included my faithful old Yarkandi caravan man, Muhammadju, who

had braved the wintry passes in order to join me, and had narrowly escaped with his life early

in the month, when an avalanche swept away and buried half a dozen of bis fellow travellers

on the Burzil, and an Indian Muhammadan, who was supposed to act as my cook, and about

whose qualities, professional and personal, tbe less said, the better. Taking into account that

our equipment comprised a considerable quantity of scientific instruments, several thousands of

photographic glass plates, a raft floated by numerous goatskins which were to be utilized also

for transport of water in tbe desert, and indispensable stores of all kinds, likely to last for two
and a half years, I had reason to feel satisfied at fourteen mules sufficing for the whole

baggage.

My journey was to take me not to distant regions alone, but also far back into the ages.

So it was doubly appropriate that its first stages should lead throngh trans-border valleys

which twenty-two centuries ago had seen the columns of Alexander the conquering

Macedonian pass by, and where now the possibility of fanatical outbreaks still obliges the

European officer to move with tribal escort and armed. There were ruins of Buddhist times

to be surveyed and interesting ethnographic observations to be gathered already on the rapid

marches which carried me up to Dir.

I received also the services of a qualified Chinese secretary in the person of Chiang-ssu-yieh,
For the tasks before me, the help of a Chinese scholar had appeared from the first indispensable.

Having always had to carry on my scholarly labours amidst struggles for leisure, I had never had
a chance of adding to my philological equipment by a serious study of Chinese, however much I
realized its importance. It was a piece of real good fortune which gave me in Chiang-ssu-yieh not
merely an excellent teacher and secretary, but a devoted helpmate ever ready to face hardships for

the sake of my scientific interests, Ohiang’s exceedingly slight knowledge of Turki counted for

little in the lessons I used to take in the saddle while doing long desert marches, or else in camp
whenever it was pitched early enough in the evening. But once I had mastered the rudiments of
conversational practice in Chinese, his ever-cheerful companionship was a great resource during
long months of lonely travel and exertion. With the true historical sense innate in every educated
Chinese, he took to archaeological work like a young duck to the water, and whether the remains
to be explored were Chinese or foreign in origin, he watched and recorded everything with the same
unfailing care and thoroughness. Slight and yet wiry of body, he bore tbe privations and dis-
comforts of desert life with a cheerful indifference quite surprising in a Uteraius accustomed during
all his life to work near the fleshpotsof the Yamens. And with all his interest in remains dead
and buried, the faithful companion of my labours had a keen eye for things and people of this world
and an inexhaustible stock of humorous observations. How often have I longed since we parted for
my ever alert and devoted Chinese comrade.
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1. Chitral.

The Chitral capital is a charming little oasis in a maze oE barren steep mountains. During
the few days of halt there through the kind help of my friend, Captain Knollys, Assistant Political
Agent for Chitral I was able to gather an ample anthropometrical harvest. In its autochthon
population Chitral holds an important branch of that « Dard race, which by its antiquity and
ethnic and linguistic affinities may well claim the special interest of the historical student and
ethnographer. But the mountain fastnesses oE Chitral have again and again ofiered shelter also to
remnants of tribes unable to hold their own elsewhere, and thus it came that among the many exact
anthropological measurements I was able to take with my assistants, those of Iranian-speaking
hill-men from across the Hindu-kush and of wild-looking immigrants from Kafiristan were also largely
represented. The physical affinity between these tribes, all approximating the Homo Alpinus typj,

as seen more or less purely in the inhabitants of the high valleys drained by the Oxu s, seems marked
and this helps to throw light on more than one problem connected with the early ethnology of

Central Asia and the Indian North-West.

The survival of much ancient lore in customs, traditions, crafts, and even in domestic architec-

ture, as seen in this interieur^ makes Chitral and the adjacent valleys a fascinating field for the
student of early civilization. It was with regret, therefore, that I yielded to a variety of

cogent practical reasons urging me onwards, to the Oxus and the “ Roof of the World.” But rapid

as my marches up the Yarkhun River and through Masfcuj had to be, I was able, thanks to local infor-

mation carefully collected before, to trace and survey an interesting series of early Buddhist rock
carvings, sites of pre-Muhammadan forts, etc. It was curious to note how often local tradition

connected the latter with dimly remembered periods of Chinese over-lordship—a significant fact in

view of what the Chinese Annals tell us of the temporary extension of imperial power under the
T’ang Dynasty right across the Pamirs and even to the south of the Hindu-kush. The accuracy

of these records with regard to local topography was strikingly illustrated by the discovery that a large

stretch of arable land now almost completely waste but showing ample evidence of ancient cultivation

in the shape of terraced fields, stone enclosures, etc., still bears the name of JSkuytst, the Chinese
reproduction of which is applied by the T’ang Annals to the chief place of the territory of Shaiig-mi
or Mastuj in the eighth century A. D. It is true that this tract, far larger than any other actuallv

cultivated area in Mastuj, seems at present not exactly inviting, its elevation, cira. 10,500 feet above
the sea, probably in combination with the recent advance of a huge glacier in the side valley

opposite, making its climate distinctly cold. But whether or not this part of the Mastuj Valley had
been affected by important climatic changes during the last twelve hundred years, there remains the

interesting fact that since the British pacification of the country, the incipient pressure of population

is now leading to the reoccupation of this, as well as other bat smaller areas, where cultivation has
ceased for centuries.

But it was on far more interesting ground that I was soon able to verify the accuracy of
those Chinese annalists, who are our chief guides in the early history and geography of Central

Asia. Reasons, which cannot be set forth here in detail, had years before led me to assume by
which, in 749 A. D., a Chiuese army coming from Kashgar and across the Pamirs had successfuJlv

invaded the territories of Yasin and Gilgit, then held by the Tibetans, that the route, led over the

Baroghil and Darkot Passes. I was naturally very anxious to trace on the actual ground the route
of this remarkable exploit, the only recorded instance of an organized force of relatively large size

having surmounted these passes the formidable natural barriers which the Pamirs and Hindu-kush
present to military action. The ascent of the Darkot Pass, circ. 16,400 feet above the sea, which
I undertook with this object on May 17, proved a very trying affair, for the miles of magnificent

glacier over which the ascent led from the north were still covered by deep masses of snow, and only
after nine hours of toil in soft snow, hiding much-crevassed ice, did we reach the top of the pass.

Even my hardy Mastuji and Wakhi guides had held it to be inaccessible at this early season. The
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observations gatherel there, and subsequently on the marshes across the Baroghil to the Oxus, fully

bore out the exactness of the topographical indications furnished by the official account of

Hao-lisiexi-clie’s Expedition. As I stood on the glittering expanse of snow marking the top of

the pass and looked down the precipitous slopes leading some 6,000 feet below to the head of Yasin

Valley, I felt sorry that there was no likelihood of a monument ever rising for the brave Corean

general who had succeeded in moving thousands of men across the inhospitable Pamirs and

over such passes.

2.

The Baroghil Pass,

On May 19 we crossed the BUndu-kush maim range over its lowest depression, the

Baroghil, wVc., 12,400 feet into the barren Upper Wakhan. Regard for the hardships already

too long undergone by my military hosts—and touching applications from the peaceful Wakhi villagers

upon whom they were largely subsisting—surged me onwards, yet not before I had surveyed interest-

ing ruins of fortifications intended to guard the route leading from the Baroghil, and probably of

early Chinese origin.

3.

The Route of BCsuam-tsang in the Pamirs^

Moving down the Taghdumhash Pamir, nine marches from Chitral, I found myself once

more on the ancient route which Hsuan-tsang, the great Chinese pilgrim, had followed when

retarning in 649 A. D. from his long travels in India. I had traced his footprints before to so many-

sacred Buddhist sites, and was now setting out to follow them up so much further to the east,

that I felt special gratification at being definitely able to identify here the rock fastness, where a

curious local legend, related by the pilgrim, supposed an imperial princess from China to have been

imprisoned in ancient days. The fortifications which I traced on the top of the almost completely

isolated rock spur of Ki^kurgham, the Princess’s Tower,’’ rising with precipitous crags fully 500

feet above a gloomy defile of the Taghdumhash River, must have been long in ruins already in

Hsiian-tsang’s days. Tet such is the dryness of the climate in these high valleys that the walls

defending the only possible approach to this ancient place of refuge could still be clearly traced,

in spite of the material being mere sun-dried bricks with regukr layers of juniper twigs embedded

between their courses.

At Taslikurghan, where I revisited the site of the old capital of Sarikol as described by

Hsiian-tsang, I divided our party. Rai Ram Singh was sent off to carry on survey work in the

eastern portion of the Muztagh-ata range, supplementary to our labours of 1900, while I myself

moved on to Kashgar by the direct route across the high Chichiklik Dawan and a succession of

minor passes. Rapid as my marches had to be—^I covered the distance of close on 180 miles in six

days in spite of serious difficulties on account of melting snows and flooded streams—I was able to

ascertain by unmistakable topographical evidence that the route was the same which my Chinese

guide and patron-saint, Hsiian-tsang, had followed more than twelve centuries ago.

4.

The Pakhpo ISTomads of the outer Kun^lun Hills.

We turned eastwards from Y&rkand and made our way through hitherto unsurveyed ground
along the right bank of the Tiznaf River to the outer Kun-lun hills about Kok-yar. There,

“with my tent sheltered in a shady garden of the small oasis, with the barren mountains around
assuring relative coolness, and yet near enough to the desert to receive almost daily a steady rain of

fine dust carried up by the winds from the dunes and deposited here to form fresh loess, I worked
hard for a fortnight. Besides finishing off the last literary tasks which bound me to Europe, I
found my hands fully occupied with collecting anthropological measurements and data about the

people of Pakhpo. It was no easy matter to get hold of these interesting hill nomads. At first

they fought terribly shy of leaving their high valleys, just as if real live heads were to have been
taken instead of mere measurements and photographs with perfectly harmless instruments. ,But the
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trouble was amply repaid by the evidence that this small tribe in its alpine isolation had preserved

remarkably well the main physical features of that race, represented by the present Galchas of
the Damir region, and probably like those of Iranian speech, which in ancient times appears to

have extended right through to Khotan and even further east.

5. Khotan and the Tatis.

By September 9 I had returned to Khotan, where preparations for my archaeological campaign

and the examination of miscellaneous antiques brought in by treasure-seekers detained me for

some days. Hard at work as I was, I could not help attending a great feast which Ghien-

Darin, the obliging prefect, was giving in my honour to the assembled dignitaries of the

district. In spite of the time it cost to get through some thirty strange courses, I appre-

ciated the attention the kindly mandarin desired thus to pay in acknowledgment of the labours

I had devoted for years past to the elucidation of the history and geography of Khotan,

Then I set out for the desert adjoining the oasis north-eastward, where I succeeded in

tracing much-eroded, but still clearly recognizable, remains proving ancient occupation well

beyond the great Rawak Stupa. I found the court of the latter even more deeply

buried under dunes than when I carried on excavations here in 1901, and alas, the fine stucco

relievos then brought to light completely destroyed by treasure-seekers in spite of careful re-burial.

But when I subsequently surveyed the extensive rfoSns-strewn areas known as tatis fringing the

north edge of the tract of Hanguya, where potsherds, fragments of bricks, slag, and other hard

material cover square miles of ground once thickly occupied, but long centuries since abandoned

to the desert, I had the satisfaction of recovering by excavation a mass of interesting small reli-

evos in hard stucco, which had once decorated the walls of a large Buddhist temple, dating probably

trom the fifth to the sixth century A. D, In their style, unmistakably derived from models of

Grwoo-Buddhist art, these relievo fragments closely resembled the Bawak sculptures. Curiously

enough, of the temple itself and the larger sculptures once adorning it, but the scantiest remains

had survived in the ground. The probable explanation is that the site ha I continued to be occupied

for some time after the temple had become a ruin, evidently through fire, and that only such smaller

stuccoes as had become hardened by the latter into a likeness of terra-cotta could survive in soil

constantly kept moist through irrigation.

The finds possessed special interest as proving that even sites so much exposed to erosion

by wind and havoc wrought by human agency, as tatis generally are, may preserve antiquarian relics

of interest in lower strata, which neither the slowly scooping force of driven sand, nor the burrow-

ings of treasure-seekers, etc., from the still inhabited area close by, had reached. Another impor-

tant and curious feature was the prevalence of richly gilt pieces. This furnished strikipg confir-

mation of the hypothetical explanation I had given years before of the origin of the leaf gold wash-

ed from the culture strata of the old Khotan capital at Yotkan, I may notice in passing that,

just as elsewhere along the edges of the Khotan oasis, cultivation in the fertile Hanguya tract is now
steadily advancing in the direction of the areas previously abandoned to the desert. The present

favourable economic conditions and the consequent increase in the population seem the chief cause for

this extension of the cultivated area, which struck me again and again on revisiting portions of the

oasis surveyed six years before, and which may yet, given a continuance of those factors, lead to the

recovery of a considerable portion of the desolate tati overrun by dunes and elsewhere undergoing

wind-erosion. But it appears to me equally certain that the water-supply at present available in the

Yurung-kash could under no system whatever be made to suffice for the irrigation of the whole of

the large tracts now abandoned to the desert, and for this broad fact desiccation alone supplies an
adequate explanation.
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6. The Domoko Oasis.

From the Hanguya Tati I passed on to a group of small ruined sites exhibiting in a typical

form the fate of destruction, to which ancient remains are exposed in the belt of sandy jungle

often intervening between the still cultivated areas of the Domoko Oasis and the open desert of

drift-sand In 1901, 1 had passed some completely eroded dwellings, forming the northernmost of

those sites, in a maze of tamarisk-covered sand-cones not far from the village tract of Domoko, on

the route from Khotaii to Kerija. But information about the rest had become available only since, a

few years later, an enterprising village, stimnlated by my old desert guide, Ahmad “the Hunter/' had

begun to prospect there for “old papers'^ to sell m the antique market of Khotan. The site of

Khadalik, from which one of my old treasure-seeking guides had extracted some manuscript remains

of interest, and to which the promise of a good reward now induced him to take me, seemed

disappointing at first sight
;
for its principal ruin, which soon proved to be that of a large Buddhist

temple, presented itself merely as an extensive low debris heap covered with sand. But scarcely had

we begun systematic clearing of it, when pieces of paper manuscript began to crop out in numbers.

It soon became evident that the destructive operations of those who in early days had quarried the

ruined temple for timber, and the more recent burrowings by “treasure-seekers’* like my guide

Mullah Khoja, had failed to disturb the votive offerings of the last worshippers, which, being mainlv

deposited on the floor, had long before passed under a safe cover of sand. So we were able to

recover here, in spite of the almost complete disappearance of the superstructure, a large number of

manuscript leaves in Sanskrit, Chinese, and the “unknown” language of Khotan, besides many
inscribed wooden tablets in the same language, and some in Tibetan. Moat of them probably contain

Buddhist texts, like some excellently preserved large rolls, which on one side presents the Chinese

version of a well-known Buddh st \York, with what evidently is its translation into the “ unknown ”

language on the other. The clue thus offered for the decipherment of the latter may yet prove of

great value. Plentiful remains of stucco relievos and fresco pieces once adorning the temple walls,

together with painted panels, had also found a safe refuge in the sand covering the floor. Their style

pointed clearly to the same period as that ascertained for the Buddhist shrines I had excavated six

years before at the site of Dandan-Oilik in the desert northward, i, e., to the latter half of the

eighth century A. D. It was gratifying when the subsequent discovery in a second shrine close by of

stringed rolls of Chinese copper pieces, no doubt deposited by some of the last worshippers, supplied

definite numismatic confirmation of this dating.

We worked hard here with a large number of diggers, and in spite of heat and smothering dust,

practically without interruption from daybreak until nightfall. Yet it took us fully ten days to

clear these temples together with some smaller adjoining shrines and dwellings. I was eager to

move on to the east towards sites further away in the desert, and hence likely to have been

abandoned far earlier. Yet I was doubly glad in the end to have spared time and labour for

Khadalik at the outset, for when I returned to this tract nearly eighteen months later I found

that the area containing the ruins had just been brought under irrigatiom from the stream which

passes within three miles of it. I cannot do more than allude here to a problem of geographical

interest presented by Khadalik and another small site, Mazar-toghrak, near the opposite

(southern) edge of the Domoko oasis, where I subsequently excavated a considerable number of

records on wood both in Chinese and the Brahmi script of old Khotan, indicating, as at Khadalik,

abandonment about the end of the eighth century A. D, Now it is noteworthy that the large ruined

settlement of Dandan-Oilik, which I explored in 1900, and which, as duly recognized also by my
friend Mr. Huntington, who has carefully studied since the physiography of this whole region,

must have received its water from the same drainage system, was deserted about the same period.

Dandan-Oilik is situated fully 65 miles further north in the desert, and if shrinkage of the water-

supply needed for irrigation were to be considered as the only possible cause of abandonment of these

sites, the chronological coincidence in the case of localities dependent on the same streams and yet

so widely separated would certainly be curious.

(To be conUnued.)
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THE ABTHASASTRA OP CHANAKYA (BOOKS V — XY),

Translated by

R. SHAMASASTBY, B.A.,

Librarian, Government Oriental JAbrary, Mysore.^^

( Continuedfrom p. ^84),

Book VII.

Th0 end of the six-fold policy. (ShAdgu^yasamuddeSah.)

Chapter I.

The six-fold policy, and determination of deterioration, stagnation and progress.

(ShAdgu^yam SsliayastliAnavyiddliiniSohayaya&clia.)

The Circle of States is the source of the six-fold policy.

My teacher says that peace {sandhi), war (vigraha), observance of neutrality {dsana), marching

(jijdna), alliance (samsraya), and making peace with one and waging war with another are the six

forms of state-policy.

But VatavyAdhi holds that there are only two forms of policy, peace and war, inasmuch as the

six forms result from these two primary forms of policy.

While Kautilya holds that as their respective conditions differ, the forms of policy are six.

Of these, agreement with pledges is peace
;

offensive operation is war
; indifference is

neutrality
;
making preparations is marching

;
seeking the protection of another is alliance

; and

making peace with one and waging war with another, is termed a double policy {dvaidhtbhdva).

These are the six forms.

Whoever is inferior to another shall make peace with him
;
whoever is superior in power shall

wage war
;
whoever thinks “ no enemy can hurt me, nor am I strong enough to destroy my enemy,”

shall observe neutrality
;
whoever is possessed of necessary means shall march against his enemy

;

whoever is devoid of necessary strength to defend himself shall seek the protection of another

;

whoever thinks that help is necessary to work out an end shall make peace with one and wage war

with another. Such is the aspect of the six forms of policy.

Of these, a wise king shall observe that form of policy which, in his opinion, enables him to

build forts, to construct buildings and commercial roads, to open new plantations and villages, to

exploit mines and timber and elephant forests, and at the same time to harass similar works of his

enemy.

Whoever thinks himself to be growing in power more rapidly both in quality and quantity

(than his enemy), and the reverse of his enemy, may neglect his enemy’s progress for the time.

The first four books have been published in the Mysore Review, 1906—1909,
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If any two kings hostile to each other find the time of achieving the results of their respective

works to be equal, they shall make peace with each other.

Ko king shall keep that form of policy, which causes him the loss of profit from his own works,

but which entails no such loss on the enemy
;
for it is deterioration.

Whoever thinks that in the course of time his loss will be less than his acquisition as contrasted

with that of his enemy, may neglect his temporary deterioration.

If any two kings hostile to each other and deteriorating, expect to acquire equal amount of

wealth in equal time, they shall make peace with each other.

That position in which neither progress nor retrogression is seen is stagnation.

Whoever thinks his stagnancy to be of a shorter duration and his prosperity in the long run to

he greater than his enemy’s may neglect his temporary stagnation.

My teacher says that if any two kings, who are hostile to each otlier and are in a stationary

condition, expect to acquire equal amount of wealth and power in equal time, they shall make peace

with each other.

“ Of course,” says Kautilya, “ there is no other alternative.”

Or if a king thinks :

—

“ That keeping the agreement of peace, I can undertake productive works of considerable

importance and destroy at the same time those of my enemy
;
or apart from enjoying the results of

my own works, I shall also enjoy those of my enemy in virtue of the agreement of peace
;
or I can

destroy the works of my enemy by employing spies and other secret means
;
or by holding out such

inducements as a happy dwelling, rewards, remission of taxes, little work, and large profits and
wages, I can empty my enemy’s country of its population, with which he has been able to carry on

his own works; or being allied with a king of considerable power, my enemy will have his own works

destroyed
;
or I can prolong my enemy’s hostility with another king whose threats drove my enemy

to seek my protection
;
or being allied with me, my enemy can harass the country of another king who

hates me
;
or oppressed by another king, the subjects of my enemy will immigrate into my country, and I

can, therefore, achieve the results of my own works very easily
;
or being in a precarious condition

due to the destruction of his works, my enemy will not be so powerful as to attack me
;
or by

exploiting my own resources in alliance with any two (friendly) kings, I can augment my resources;

or if a Circle of States is formed by my enemy as one of its members, I can divide them and combine

with the others
;
or by threats or favour, I can catch hold of my enemy, and when he desires to be a

member of my own Circle of States, I can make him incur the displeasure of the other members
and fall a victim to their own fury,” — if a king thinks thus, then he may increase his resources by

keeping peace*

Or if a king thinks : —
‘‘Tha,t as my country is full of born soldiers and of corporations of fighting men,

and as it possesses such natural defensive positions as mountains, forests, rivers, and forts

with only one entrance, it can easily repell the attack of my enemy
;
or having taken my stand

in my impregnable fortress at the border of my country, I can harass the works of my enemy
;

or

owing to internal troubles and loss of energy, my enemy will early suffer from the destruction of

his works
;
or when my enemy is attacked by another king, I can induce his subjects to immigrate

into my country,” then he may augment bis own recources by keeping open hostility with such an
enemy.
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Or it a king thinks ;

—

“ That neither is my enemy strong enough to destroy my works, nor am I his
;
or if he comes

to fight with me like a dog with a boar, I can increase his afflictions without incurring any loss in

my own works/’ then he may observe neutrality and augment his own resources.

Or if a king thinks

“ That by marching my troops it is possible to destroy the works of my enemy
;
and as for

myself, I have made proper arrangements to safeguard my own works,” then he may increase his

resources by marching.

Or if a king thinks : —

“ That I am strong enough neither to harass my enemy’s works nor to defend my own against

my enemy’s attack,” then he shall seek protection from a king of superior power and endeavour to

pass from the stage of deterioration to that of stagnancy and from the latter to that of progress.

Or if a king thinks ;—

•

That by making peace with one, I can work out my own resources, and by waging war with

another, I can destroy the works of my enemy, ” then he may adopt that double policy and improve

his resources.

Thus^i, a king in the circle of sovereign elements shall, by adopting the six-fold policy,

endeavour to pass from the state of deterioration to that of stagnation and from the latter to that of

progress,2i

Chapter II.

The Kature of Alliance (SarnSrayavyitti^),

When the advaiits^es derivahle from peace and war are of equal character, one should prefer

peace
;

for disadvantages, such as the loss of power and wealth, sojourning, and sin, are ever

attending upon war.

The same holds good in the case of neutrality and war.

Of the two (forms of policy), double policy and alliance, double pohcy (t. e., making peace with

one and waging war with another) is preferable; for whoever adopts the double policy ^riches

himself, being ever attentive to his own works, whereas an allied king has to help his ally at his owu

expense.

One shaU make an alliance with a king who is stronger than one’s neighbouring enemy ; in the

absence of such a king, one should ingratiate oneself with one’s neighbouring enemy, either by

supplying money or army or by ceding a part of one’s territory and by keeping oneself ^oof ; for

there can be no greater evil to kings than alliance with a Mng of considerable power, unless one is

actually attacked by one’s enemy.

n In iloUsa metre.
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A powerless king should behave as a coiic][uered king ^towards his immediate enemy)
j
but when

he finds that the time of his own ascendency is at hand due to a fatrd disease, internal troubles,

increase of enemies, or a friend’s calamities that are vexing liis enemy, then under the pretence of

performing some expiatory rites to avert the danger of his enemy, he may get out (of tlie enemy’s

court)
;
or if he is in his own territory, he should not go to see his suffering enemy

;
or if he is near

to his enemy, he may murder the enemy when opportunity affords itself.

A king who is situated between two powerful kings shall seek protection from the stronger of

the two
;
or from one of them on whom ho can rely

;
or he may make peace with both of them on

equal terms. Then he may begin to set one of them against the other by telling each that the other

is a tyrant causing utter ruin to himself, and thus cause dissension between them. When they are

divided, he may put down each separately by secret or covert means. Or, throwing himself under

the protection of any two immediate kings of considerable power, he may defend himself against an

immediate enemy. Or, having made an alliance with a chief in a stronghold, he may adopt double

policy (i.e., make peace with one of the two kings and wage war with another). Or, he may adapt

himself to circumstances depending upon the causes of peace and war in order. Or, he may make

friendship with traitors, enemies, and wild chiefs who are conspiring against both the kings. Or,

pretending to be a close friend ot one of them, be may strike the other at the latter’s weak point

by employing enemies, and wild tribes. Or, having made friendship with both, he may form a Circle

of States, Or, he may make an alliance with the or the neutral king
;
and with this

help he may put down one of them or both. Or when hurt by both, he may seek protection from a

king of righteous character among the wadhyama kings, the neutral king, and their friends or

equals, or from any other king whose subjects are so disposed as to increase bis happiness and

peace, with whose help he may be able to recover his lost position, with whom his ancestors were in

close intimacy or blood relationship, and in whose kingdom he can find a number of powerful friends.

Or 23 two powerful kings who are on amicable terms with each other, a king shall make alliance

with one of them, who likes him and whom ho likes
j

this is the best way of making alliaace.22

Chapter III.

The character of equal, inferior and superior kings ; and forms of agreement made

by an inferior king (Samahlnajyayasam gu^abhinivefeah hinasandhayafecha).

A king desirous of expanding his own power shall make use of the six-fold policy.

Agreements of peace shall be made with equal and superior kings
;
and an inferior king shall

he attacked.

Whoever goes to wage war with a superior king will be reduced to the same condition as that

of a foot- soldier opposing an elephant.

Just as the collision of an unbaked mud-vessel with a similar vessel is destructive to both, so

war with an equal king brings ruin to both*

Like a stone striking an earthen pot, a superior king attains decisive victory over an inferior

king.

8^ In Sloka metre.
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If a superior king discards the proposal of an inferior king for peace, the latter should take the

attitude of a conquered king, or play the part of an inferior king towards a superior.^^

When a king of equal power does not like peace, then the same amount of vexation as his

opponent has received at his hands should be given to him in return
;
for it is power that brings

about peace between any two kings : no piece of iron that is not made red-hot will combine with

another piece of iron.

When an inferior king is all submissive, peace should be made with him; for when provoked by

causing him troubles and anger, an inferior king, like a wild fire, will attack his enemy and will also

be favoured by (his) Circle of States.

When a king in peace with another finds that greedy, impoverished, and oppressed as are the

subjects of bis ally, they do not yet immigrate into his own territory lest they might be called back

by their master, then he should, though of inferior power, proclaim war against his ally.

When a king at war with another finds that greedy, impoverished, and oppressed as are the

subjects of his enemy, still they do not come to his side in consequence of the troubles of war, then

he should, though of superior power, make peace with his enemy or remove the troubles of war as

far as possible.

When one of the two kings at war with each other and equally involved in trouble finds his

own troubles to be greater than his enemy’s, and thinks that by getting rid of his (enemy’s) trouble

his enemy can successfully wage war with him, then he should, though possessing greater resources,

sue for peace.

When, either in peace or war, a king finds neither loss to his enemy nor gain to himself, he

should, though superior, observe neutrality.

When a king finds the troubles of his enemy irremediable, he should, though of inferior power,

march against the enemy.

When a king finds himself threatened by imminent dangers or troubles, he should, though

superior, seek the protection of another.

When a king is sure to achieve his desired ends by making peace with one and waging war with

another, he should, though superior, adopt the double policy.

Thus it is that the six forms of policy are applied together.

As to their special application

^

(a) When a powerless king finds himself attacked by a powerful king, leading a Circle of

States, he should submissively sue for peace on the condition of offering treasure, army, himself, or

his territory,

(b) Agreement made on the condition that with a fixed number of troops or with the flower

of his army, a king should present himself (when called for), is peace termed dimdmisJia^ ® offering

himself as flesh.’

as See Book Xll.
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(c) Agreement made on the condition that the commander of the aviny together ^vitb the

heir- apparent should present himself nvljen called for^>, is peace j^ftriishautitiasaonUii, * peace

with hostages other than the king himself
;
and it is conducive to scif-presenatiun, as it does not

require the personal attendance of the king.

(d) Agreement made on the condition that the king himself or some one else should

march with the army to some place, as required, is peace termed alnbhtaourubhu, ‘peace -with

no specified person to serve’; and it is conducive to the safety of the king and the chiefs of his

army.

(fi) In the first two forms of the peace, a woman of high rank should be given as an hostage,

and in the last, a secret attenqit should be made to capture the enemy; these are the forms of peace

concluded on the condition of supplying his army.

(/) When, by offering wealth, the rest of the elements of sovereignty are set free, that peace is

termed j3ari/£rflfya, ‘price.’

(^) Similarly, when peace is concluded by offering money capable of being taken on a man’s

shoulders, it is termed u^agraha^ ‘ subsidy’
;
and it is of various forms. Owing to distance and

owing to its having been kept long, the amount of the tribute promised may sometimes fall in

arrears.

(/i) Yet as such a burden can tolerably be paid in future, this peace is better than the one with

a woman given as an hostage. W hen the parties making an agreement of peace are amicably united,

it is termed swoarvasandhi, ‘ golden peace.’

(i) Quite reverse from the former is the peace called hapdla, ‘half of a pot,’ which is concluded

on the condition of paying immense quantity of money.

(j) In the first two, one should send the supply of raw materials, elephants, horses and traps
;

in the third, money
;
and in the fourth, one should evade the payment under the plea of loss of

results from works ; these are the forms of peace concluded on the payment ot money.

(h) When by ceding a part of the territory, the rest of the kingdom with its subjects are kept
safe, it is termed adwA/a ‘ceded,’ and is of advantage to one who is desirous of destroying thieves
and other wicked persons (infesting the ceded part).

(0 When with the exception of the capital, the whole of the territory, impoverished by exploita-
tion of its resonrecs is ceded, it is termed vchchhinnasandhi, • peace cut off from profit,’ and is of
advantage to one who desires to involve the enemy in troubles,

(m) When by the stipnlation of paying the produce of the land, the kingdom is set free, it is

termed avalcraya, ‘rent.’ That which is concluded by the promise of paying more than the ’land
yields is called ‘ornament.’

. (») One should prefer the first
;
but the last two based upon the payment of the produce should

he made only when one is obliged to submit to power. These are the forms of peace made by ceding
territory.

^ ®
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(p) These three kinds of peace 24 are to be concluded by an inferior king in submission to the

power of a superior king owing to the peculiar condition of his own works, circumstances, and time.ss

Chapter lY.

Neutrality after ‘proclaiming war or after concluding a treaty of peace ;

marching after proclaiming war or after making peace
; and the

march of combined powers. (Yigyihyasanam sandhay&sanam

Vigyihya yAnam sandhftya yftnam sambhtiya praya-ijam cha.)

Neutrality or marching after proclaiming war or peace has been explained.

Sihdna (keeping quiet.), dsana (withdrawal from hostility), and upelcshana (negligence) are

synonymous with the word * dsana^ ’ ‘neutrality. ’ As to the difference between these three aspects of

neutrality :— keeping quiet, maintaining a particular kind of policy is stMna ; withdrawal from

hostile actions for the sake of one’s own interests is dsana ;
and taking no steps (against an enemy)

is upelcshana.

When two kings, who, though bent on making conquests, are desirous of peace are unable to

proceed, one against the other, they may keep quiet after proclaiming war or after making peace.

When a king finds, it possible to put down by means of his own army, or with the help of a

friend, or of wild tribes, another king of equal or superior power, then having set up proper defences

against both internal and external enemies, he may keep quiet after proclaiming war.

When a king is convinced that his own subjects are brave, united, prosperous, and able not

only to carry on their own works without interference, but also to harass his enemy’s works, then he

may keep quiet after proclaiming war.

When a king finds that as his enemy’s subjects are ill-treated, impoverished and greedy, and

are ever being oppressed by the inroads of the army, thieves, and wild tribes, they can bo made

through intrigue to join his side ;
or that his own agriculture and commerce are flourishing while

those of his enemy are waning ;
or that as the subjects of his enemy are suffering from famine, they will

immigrate into his own territory ; or that, though his own returns of agriculture and commerce

are falling and those of his enemy increasing, his own subjects will never desert him in favour of

his enemy
;
or that by proclaiming war, he can carry off, by force, the grains, cattle, and gold of his

enemy
;
or that he can prevent the import of his enemy’s merchandise, which was destructive of his

own commerce; or that valuable merchandise, would come to his own territory, leaving that of his

enemy
;
or that war being proclaimed, his enemy would be unable to put down traitors, enemies, and

wild tribes and other rebels, and would be involved in war with them
;
or that his own friend would

in a very short time accumulate wealth without much loss and would not fail to follow him in hia

march since no friend would neglect the opportunity of acquiring a fertile land and a prosperous

friend like himself, — then in view of inflicting injuries on his enemy and of exhibiting his own

power, he may keep quiet after proclaiming war.

Peace made by supplying the army, money, or territory. 26 are in ^loJfea metro.
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Bat my teacher says that turning against such a king, his enemy may swallow him«

‘ Not so, ' says Kantilya, ‘impoverishment of the enemy who is free from troubles is all that is

aimed at (when a king keeps quiet after proclaiming war). As soon as such a king acquires

sufficient strength, he will undertake to destroy the enemy. To such a king, the enemy’s enemy

will send help to secure his own personal safety’. Hence, whoever is provided with necessary strength

may keep quiet after proclaiming war.

When the policy of keeping quiet after proclaiming war is found productive of unfavourable

results, then one shall keep quiet after making peace.

Whoever has grown in strength in consequence of keeping quiet after proclaiming war should

proceed to attack his helpless enemy.

When a king finds that his enemy has fallen into troubles
; that the troubles of his enemy’s

subjects can by no means be remedied; that as his enemy’s subjects are oppressed, ill-treated,

disaffected, impoverished, become effeminate and disunited among themselves, they can be prevailed

upon to desert their master
;
that his enemy’s country has fallen a victim to the inroads of such

calamities, as fire, floods, pestilence, epidemics (maralca) and famine and is therefore losing the

flower of its youth and its defensive power, — then he should march after proclaiming war.

When a king is so fortunate as to have a powerful friend in front and a powerful ally (akranda)
in the rear, both with brave and loyal subjects, while the reverse is the case with his enemies both in

front and in the rear, and when he finds it possible for his friend to hold his frontal enemy in check,

and for his rear-ally to keep his rear-enemy {jpdrsknigr&ha) at bay, then he may march after

proclaiming war against his frontal enemy.

When a king finds it possible to achieve the results of victory single-handed in a very short
time, then he may march (against his frontal enemy) after proclaiming war against his rear-enemies •

otherwise he should march after making peace (with his rear-enemies).

When a king finds himself unable to confront his enemy single-handed and when it is necessary

that he should march, then he should make the expedition in combination with kings of inferior

equal, or superior powers. When the object aimed at is of a definite nature, then the share of spoils

should be fixed
;
but when it is of a manifold or complex nature, then with no fixity in the share of

the spoils. When no such combination is possible, he may request a king either to supply him with
the army for a fixed share, or to accompany him for an equal share of the spoils.

When profit is certain, .then they should march with fixed shares of profit
; but when it is

uncertain, with no fixity of shares.

Share2e of profit proportional to the strength of the army is of the first kind
;
that which is

equal to the effort made is the best
;
shares may be allotted in proportion lo the profit earned or to

the capital invested.^®

{To he continued^)

^ In iloka metre.
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LEGENDS FROM THE PANJAB.

BY SIR R. C. TEMPLE AND H. A. ROSE.

(Continued from Vol. XXXVIILt p, 8d.)

No. IF.

THE WEDDING OP BAI MORNI^o OE PEINCBSS PEAHEN.

A Fanjdbt Extravaganza,

Tho following are the dramatis ^ersonoi and they appear to be related thus:

—

j, 'rinj family of Garb Mnghalanl, a State which comprised seven districts:

( Brothers )

( Sister ) r“'
^

Hui Hasni — Hai Has — Rai Keora alias Rai Bhangl
X

Rant Jaansah

Math Meora alias Meora Rai.

Kidd^, household Brahman to Rai Has.

Chiddil, his brother.

Rup Chand, a third brother,

Riip Ohand’s wife.

II.—The family of Dera MawiS, a State which comprised twenty one districts :

Uai Mujhar x Rani Kesari

Rai^Ohilmil Rai Morni (daughter).

Uai Diwdn, dtwdn of Rai Majhar (slain ).

Madav Rai ( slain ),

Dial Ohand Rai (slain).

KSla Uai (
slain).

Obliehi, musician to Rai Majhar.

Taradhirsl, ruler of Delhi.

Ghatti, maid to Rai Hasnt.

^aid-head 1 to Rai Hasni,
Wall-eye J

A Haitian.

*• Mornt, meaning a

woman's and not a man’s name.

peahen, is an expression for a

This remarkable story is really i

beaatifttl woman. R&i (for B&ni) Moml

^ skit upon Rajput wedding ceremonies.

is a
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Bait, Verse.

Awwal Ndm sachohe Babb dd ; di\;d Ndm EasuU First the N’ame ol tbe true God
; next the Hame

ol the Prophet.

Sachke Seti^' sachjo, dargdh pawe qabuU Who keeps true to the True Keeper of Mystery,

is welcome in his Court,

Kalima dittd wachnd, Mwsalrrtindn dd muL He has recited the Creed, not at all that o£ the

MusalmSns.

Kai H«'ia and Rai KeorS were two brothers, the latter was also named Raa Bhangi. Rai

Has was a master ol the art o£ government,^3 but KeorS had not the least acquaintance with

it. He once went home and saw —^ what? Why, that his sister had grown up. So he returned

and said to his brother : —
®‘Rai HasyS, you know all about government, a thing I know nothing about; but our sister

has grown up, and we ought to betroth her to somebody,”

Has replied : — “ Brother, thank God for giving you, too, some sense. Send for the Dum,

the bard, the Brahman and the barber.”

They came and were told to arrange Rili Hasnl’s betrothal*® in some respectable family. So

the Pum, the bard and the Brahman set out and reached RSi Majhir’s capital and placed the date**

in the mouth of RSi Chilmil, RSi Majhar’s son. Then the menials congratulated him, and he

replied ;
—

“ To you also good luck, menials.*® Whettce did you bring this proposal ?

The menials said :— ** From Garh Mughalanl.*^ He said : “ Menials, I am RSj i of twenty-one

districts,*®
;
they only rule seven. Compared with me, they are only a family o? menials, I will

only accept a proposal from a Raja of thirty-six districts.

The courtiers, attendants*® and ministers said O RajS, you have seven sons, and had better

marry the ( other ) six in high families. A maid’s proposal has come to your bouse, don’t reject

it.50.

Bdi Majhar said ( to the messengers) ; — “ Menials, in eighteen days get food ready for 18,000

warriors and fodder for 18,000 horses. Then I will bring the wedding procession to your house,

otherwise I will not come®i to your abode.”

The meuials set out for their city and came to where Riii Has sat, saying : — ** Sire,

greeting,”

In reply he said : — Greeting to you, meuials, in return, Where have you arranged the

betrothal ?
”

“With R^i Majhar’s son Chilmil, ” they said, “but he made one condition — that, by the

eighteenth day you must have food for 18,000 warriors and fodder for 18,000 horses,”

Rai Has said ;
—^ “ Go back to him at once and tell him that if he comes on the eighth day

he will find his son’s bride, otherwise we shall make other arrangements.®®”

So RSi Majhdr set out in the procession with great pomp.®®

SHt, intelligencer : one aoquainted with mysteries. *2 Kdj-bhd^,

SAfc, lit a kinsman or relative, so kinship ar relationship.
** As a sign of betrothal. « TP^adlidt, benediction : vJaJ.hndf to increase,

Ld^tt one entitled to receive i, e., dues at weddings payable to dependents.

DhQiTt lit.f aline, limit ;
» a tract or district. ^8 BAdnd, with regnrd to, in comparison with.

*9 MutaSaddi, lit , a clerk. so a turning back.
5' Phu&nd, to come, approach, especially of a bridegoom’s party, fi* Banm kame, s'^Taka^ar.
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Bait. Verse.

Khassi hisan hakre ; s'ikhni charhan Jcahdh ; Fat goats killed
;
flesh put oa the spits

;

Ikht ihdrdh sadidh ; kdraj oMe Rdi MajMr. Twenty-one districts invited
;
Rai MajhSr raised

a procession.

Charhehatah amorhe d gae; hai hot jhailanhdr ^ Crowds have collected, multitudes have come
;

who is there shall stay them ?

Said Rai Majh^r : “ Is there anyone who will take control of this procession ?
”

RSi Has had a sweetstuff market placed at five leagues, and at its head he put a musician.^*

When the wedding procession drew nigh the musician said : — Brothers, here is this market for

us to loot, do you plunder it.” Those who were wise took a little sweetstuff and those who were

foolish took bundles of it. They talked to one another and said : — “ What are you going to do

if we go on ? Come, let us go home.”

Now, Rfli Has had set up®® nine lances, on top of wh?ch he had put a jar and when the

wedding party reached the spot, the musician said it Was his master^s®^ order that, until they succeeded

in hitting the jar, no one snould dismount, but should Wait there and take their ease. The 18,000

warriors shot their arrows at it, but not one of them hifc it. Rai Has demanded news from the

musician as to whether anyone had succeeded in hitting the jar or not. It was now afternoon, and

RM Has came with his procession, and Rai Ohilmil said to Rfli Has: — ** Sire, congratulations! ”

He answered: — “ Sire, congratulations to you,too.’^ Then Rai Has said “ You have brought a

procession of 18,000 men. Is there not a man among them? Since the morning this jar has

been put up and it has not yet been shot down/' REl Chilmll then addressed Rfli Has :

—

Bait, Verse,

iuh ohhotd Rdj^ut^ h6U6h hahut hankdr,

-Fahlt ohot hd^t chutstn, jo huchh mange dewan

ddn:

Fahlt chot hupt nd chuteh, sir wadkungd mchh

maiddn

:

pole pdhwdh tert bahin nU, Rli Easid, le

ghardh niih jdn:

Jattdh lauTididft, bdndidrt saddtah^ sahhdh de

chdhe, chdkrdh dd ghuldm, ”

“Thou art a petty Rajput, a great boaster in

words.

If thou break the jar at the first shot, I will give

ireely what thou mayest demand:

If thou break not the jar at the first shot, I will

cut off thy head on the plain :

I will put thy sister into my palanquin, Rili

Hasia, and take her to my house :

Of all my servant*girls, of all my slave-girls, of

all my household, to be the slave of slaves.
”

Said Rai Has to the musician

Bait.

“ Lid ghort^ led hamdn,'^ Dost hamdn ivagitdP^ ;

liyd chile ckharh^^m

Jeht charht^^ iMnan qakr dl^ hhunan hurt

hulde,

Ttrdn vichhon ttr hadhtd, ttrdh viclMh tlr halde.

Pahld itr chaldyd Rdi Eas ne, hupt le gid

ndloh Idh

Verse.

“Bring my steed and bring my bow.” He
lowered the bow in his hand

;
and he drew the

string.

(The bow) he drew (was) a calamitous mur-

derer, an evil monstrous murderer.

He drew au arrow from amongst the arrows, a

monstrms arrow from among the arrows.

RSi Has let fly his first arrow and the jar was

knocked off the standard.

Kos, MMst, Se Qa^aun&j bury, fit, set. Chd, is a prefix,

w Ku;ppi, a large leathern oil-jar. Jajm&n ia usually translated ** client,’’ but it should be “ patron “

cTctrhdnwA, to draw a bow=here chhafh^ten^,. €hiU6» is a bow-string. Dast ham6.7i xiagtld clearly refers to

the necessary action of lowering the bow in order to string it.
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Rai Has made Eai Chilmil sit on the couch. The courtiers and ministers said to Rai

Chilmil:—** Sire, you laid a wager. RSi Has has brought down the jar. You had better give him

what is due.
’’

Rai Chilmil called Rai Has and said : — “ Brother Has, we had a bet and you brought down

the jar. Now you can ask for anything your thirty-two teeth want.
”

Rai Has replied : — “ You had better take the palanq^uin home, I will come to you on the

eighth day and take whatsoever I choose.
”

But the ministers and courtiers said to RSi Chilmil :— You had better give him here what has

to be given, if he goes to you he will give trouble.
”

And the family musician mirdst said to Rai Has:— “Ask for bis sister’s hani, lest they

betroth her to some one else. Open the doors of his ears.®®

Then Rai Has said to Rai Chilmil : —
Bait. Verse.

“ Main sir wecliid apnd^ jdne Iculjahdh*

Mangdh hahin teri^ Morni ; main tain thoh

mangdh hdh eh ddn.

Asst hdh uttam zdt de ; madt zdt Pahwdr.

As^ Udh tuhddidh ; tuhd ndh mill nd diye sdkp

“ I have sold my head, as all the world knows,

I demand thy sister, Morni
;

I ask this gift of

thee.

We are of the highest caste; our caste is

Pahwar,

We take your (brides): we have never be-

trothed ( brides) to you.®^

Rai Chilmil said : “ Wise RSjputs are not obstinate. Your ( sister) has stayed at home
;
let

mine do the same.

"

RAi Has said : — “ Get thee back, whence thou earnest.
”

So the 18,000 warriors returned as empty as they came, and Rai Has on his return home went

to the palace, where Bant Kesari, his mother lived
;
and she said to him : —

Bait.

“ Nij jani dioh nw e Took se, jin he Idyo dddhd

ddgh.

Laggd Idyd merd rurh gue ; nd hot sahaj, nd

hoi ehd.

Fun pardt hetri, angan Itye bahd,

Wdsitd Niranhdr ddjanj mor ghardh U dP

Verse.

“Would I had not given birth from my womb to

one who has brought so great disgrace.

My expenditure has been wasted
; no result, no

fulfilment.

The maiden brought as alms has been stayed

at the threshold.

For the sake of God bring back the procession to

the house.”

Said Rai Has : — “ You love your daughter, but not your son.

Said his mother : — Daughters are dear to mothers. Some people will say that there was

something wrong with the boy’s parents and so the girVs parents would not give her to him. And
others will say there was something wrong about the girl and so the boy’s parents would not have

her. For the Lord’s sake bring the procession back home again.”

So Rfii Has got on his horse and took a spear eighteen cubits long in his hand and went ahead

of the whole procession to where RSi Chilmil was mounted on an elephant. Twirling his spear he
smote the elephant on the head with it and sent it off squealing. The people in the procession

said This is the very fellow who brought down the jar. As is the bridegroom, so are the
people of the wedding party, ”

«• I. e., lower his pride. 1. e, we are of the superior family.
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Rai Has brought them to the place where his mother lived, and, giving his sister her dowry
and presents, put her in the palanquin. Then he said to RSi Ohilmil : — “ Brother, get you home
with what is yours and expect me later.

The palanquin reached the well in Rai Majhar*s garden, and the news reached Kesari Rant
Chilmirs mother, so she took all her sons’ daughters and her menials and went to the spot where her

son was sitting. She passed a cup of milk round

and said : —
Bait,

Kihdh dithidn sdlidh gkarwdUdn f Eihd

diihiyo edle hdr ? ”

** AchohMdh dilMdh gliarwdlidk ; achhe dithe

sale hdr,

Ik ham awwald hoid, Ammdh
;

meri Mornt

de dydh sdle hdr.

His mother replied : My son, we are rnh

What a mess you have made of it !

”

the heads of her son and his bride, and drank it

Verse.

“ How seem your sister-in-law and the matrons ?

How seems thy brother-in-law’s wife ?
”

“ Well seem my sister-in-laws and the matrons:

well seems my brother-in-law’s wife.

There has been one mistake, Mother
; 1 made

Morni a brother-in-law’s wife,”

3 of twenty-one tracts and he only has seven.

Eai Majhar received congratnlations from everybody, except one man. Who was he?

ChhelS, the musician. Masters don’t know the names of all their servants. Rai Majhar said:

All my menials have congratulated me, except GhhelS, my household musician. Why has he

not done so ?
”

ChhelS, who was lying on a couch, got up and said: —• “ Sire, all the menials were hungry for

their fees. None of them told you what touched your interests,
”

RSi MajhSr asked what the point was, and ChhelS said: — “You sent out a wedding

procession of 18,000 warriors. He stuck a cup on high, on nine lances, and the 18,000 warriors

went shooting at it. Then your son made a bet with Rai Has, who knocked the cup down and won

it, so your sou agreed to betroth Mornt, your daughter, to him. And now the 18,000 warriors

have returned home, but otherwise he would not have let one come back.”

Rai Majhar said : — “Go and betroth Mornt to Taradhira of Dillt,” And it was done.

(Meanwhile) Kidda, the household Brahman of R^i Has, was walking by, and Rai Has saw

him and said : —
Bait.

Agga dwehf Dddd Brdhman • tain saddah^

maih^ Eased Bdi,

Oh jo JeaMdt Mornt, oh dt khabar led.

Khahar le dweh, tan rakhsdh: nahih, raheh

;

uthfdldh jdh,*^

Verse,

“ Come hither, Father Brahman
;
I call thee,

Hassa Rai.

She whom they call Mornt, bring me news of

her.

If thou bring news, then will I cherish thee : if

not, remain there, (or) I might take thy life.”

of Rai Majhar, and as soon as he

disturbed and went to Rai

to the Rai, but demanded Mornl’s

The Brahman did not even go home, but started for the city

[Ot there, he heard oE Mornt’s betrothal to TdradhlrS. He was greatly

dajhSr’s court, where he neither bowed nor paid his respects

>ridal palanquin of him.®2

I e., that Mom! should be taken as a bride to Has.
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Bait.

Gadh Mughaldnioh Bdhman chaliu, wavhid

skahar Majhdr.

Akhan Edi Majhdr nun; Main sund tun

he-imdn.

Many asddt sundar Morni ; hor le jdtvegd hxun

jawdn ?

Bole pd sundar Morni: main le ghardh nun
'

jdn,^*

Verse.

The Brahman left Garh Mnghalani, and invaded

the city of Majhar.

Spake he to Rdi Majhar :— I have heard that

thou art faithless.

I demand our beautiful Morni : what other

youth ( than our Raja ) shall take her away ?

Put the beautiful Morni into the palanquin : I

will take her home/*

*‘My master is impatient,” said the Brahman.

Rai Majhar said thereupon ; — “No obeisance, no respect ! Tie a rope of two and s half

cubits length round his neck and hang him on a Tcikar tree.®^

And so the Brahman was hanged. Rai Hasni®^ had news of this and heard that her father’s

Brahman had come, but that her fatherdu-law had hanged him.

Said Rai JBasnl; — “If my father’s Brahman has been hanged, I will die with my father’s

people. Girl, go and find a trusty soldier, quite young, in the bazar, and bring him to me, ”

The girl did so, and lowering the curtain the Rani stood before the door and said to him : —
“ Take 5,000 rupees fiom me and post®® 500 warriors suitably clothed and armed under mypalace.”

He put the bags of money on coolies’ heads and took it home, and then about midnight got the

men together, giving some one rupee and others two arpiece, dressed them up and posted them
under the Bani’s palace.

Then said Rai Hasni ; —
Bait.

“ Oh gh6rd, Ha/rd, led, tdh jehrd dittd st Eanse

dan

:

Ghdh nauchanddh chardd ; hdrdd ghi mahile

ghovhd Man.

KdtM pdih, Na/rdh, sdr di ghungardidh di

chankdr^*

Hasni pahande hapre ztra rang rumd.

Solire lashhar, dwari “ mdr ” harendian, Edni

mdr.

Sir toazir de wdhid, lc6par bhangae hhanddr,

Aithdrdh hazdri wazir mdrlce, Hasni dholar

charhi de.

Verse.

** Bring the horse, Minion, that HansS ( Has)
gave me :

That eats fresh grass : the noble horse that eats

butter and sweets.

Put on the saddle, Minion, and all the trappings

of the silver tinkling-bells,
”

Hasni put on her clothes and her armour and

helmet.

The Rani attacked her father-in-law’s army

with shouts of ‘ kill.
’

She struck off the wazir*

s

head, and his skull

was broken.

Slaying the wa^r of eighteen thousand, (horse)

Hasni went up into the palace.

In the morning, the R&nl had the soldiers shot by her 500 men. The Pffrbias®® complained

toRdi Majhar, saying ;
— “ R4i Hasni has killed the wazir of the 18,000 (horse) last night and this

morning she had the sepoys shot. If you command it, we will get our guns into position.
”

But he said : “ No, my daughter-in-law is only young, and has not much sense. Everybody

will say that I acted most unwisely, and that I put my batteries in position against my daughter-in-

law. She will come to her senses of her own accord.
”

udtcocia Arabi'ca. Like E&i Momf. this is a woman’s name for R&ni Hasni.

KJiildrna,, to place round about, scatter. Eastern troops, i e., troops from countries east of the Panj&b.
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ISTovv ifc was the Brahman

next mat ll§,i Has, who said : —
Bait.

“ Age dweh^ IDddd BrdliTnan^ iainua sadidh

Basse Rdi»

Oh jo kahldi Mornt, oh dl khabar le de :

Khabar le dweh^ idh ralhsdh ; nahth^ raheh

uthdih jdh,’^

first, and it was his brother Ohidda that

Verse,

* Come hither, Father Brahman
;
Eass!i Rai

calls thee.

She whom they call Morni, bring me news oE

her,

Ii thou bring news, then will I cherish thee : if

not, remaia there, ( or J I might take thy life.*'

Kidda that had been sent

The Brahman sot out instantly and got to Rai Majhar’s city. There he made enquiries and

people said that the Brahman, who had first come to claim Alorn! in betrothal had been hanged by

llai Majhar, Brothers, hearing of a brother’s fate, suffer great pain. He went to Rai Aaihir’s

court, made neither obeisance nor salutation, but asked for the palanquin (of betrothal).

Baiili.

Gadh Mughaldntoh Bdhnan chalid^ warhid shahr

Majhdr,

Akhan Rdi Majhdr nikn : “ Mams suntan

waddd be-tmdn

:

Maro jpumdh, Bhattdh, Bdhmandh, tuhdnuh

waddd pdp lagge] :

Mang hai sddt sundar Mornt: hor le jdegd haun

juwdn ?

Teghdh mdrt aulidh-sauUdhj^^ jdne kuljahdn,

Tir ndl Ved parhd de: mam le ghardh nuhjdn,

Verse.

The Brahman left Garh Mughalaiil, and inyaded

the city of Majhar.

He said to Rai Majhar: “I have heard that

thou art vfry iaithless

:

pume,Bliatts and Brahmans die, great sins

are upon thee] :

The demand is our beautiful Morni : shall any

other youth ( than our RAja) take her away ?

We can strike with our swords hither and thither,

as all the world knows.

Have the Vedas read to an arrow®® and I will

take her home.”

Rai Majhar said: “Every Brahman that comes, talks of ‘ Morni, Morni,* and nothing else.

Put a rope two and-a-hdf cabits long round his neck and hang him on the left branch, just as the

first Brahman was hang<"d on the right.” So the two Brahmans hung like gourds dangling. The

news reached Rai Hasul that a second Brahman had come from her father and had been pitilessly

and unjustly hanged too. She meiely said: “ Every fool of a Brahman that comes does not come

near me, but goes there.
”

The brother of these two Brahmans, Rup Ohand, the austere, the virtuous, the pious and

earnest^^i, had been lately married, and next day he went to Rm Has and begged for alms, but Rai

Has said : —
Bait.

Agge dweii^ Bddd Bdhmandh^ tainda sadddh

Basse Rdi

:

Oh jo kahtdi Mornt, oh dt khabar le de.

Khabar le dioeh tdh ralchsdh ; nahih, raheh^

uthdtk jde,^^

Verse.

*• Come hither, Father Brahman, HassS Rai calls

thee.

She whom they call Mornt, bring me news of her.

Ir thou bring news, then will I cherish thee;

if not, remain away and stay there.**

A suspicions line ; ifc does not fit in with the rest and is perhaps added oufc of exnberance by the bard.

Hither and thither, at random. Marry her to an arrow.

Sati.
Haiti pat i.
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Rup Ohand said :

—

Bait. Verse.

Main Teal vidM Bdhmani; merd mol 7oa laithd

elide.

Aj dt rdt mainuk rahan de, hhalhe pawdngd

Iambi rdh”

Said Rai Has : —
Bait,

“ Main pat didh gdn Jeapre, sone has ghard ;

Jhoti didh dudh piwan nuh.

Asi harke rakhdn Bahmani, jaisi Kesri Rdnt de

meri mdh^

Yesterday I married a Brahmani
;

I have not

yet had my money’s worth.

Let me be to-night, to-morrow I will make a long

journey.”

Verse.

“ I will give thee clothes of silk and handsome
ornaments of gold ;

I will give thee a buffalo for milk to drink.

I will guard thy Brahmani as my mother, Kesri

B^ni.

0 Brahman, set out.”

The Brahman had a platter filled with gold coins, which he tied up in a corner of his shawl, as a

gift made in chanty, and went home. The Brahmani peeped at him from her veil and saw that he,

who when he set out was as ruddy as a pomegranate fiower, had come back as white as a roll of

cotton, and she said to the Brahman: —
Bait.

Main changd bhalld glialltd ddn men ; tdh dyon

rang rdp waide,

Kehre man iere warttd ? Dil dt dkh snnde, ”

* Kam pid liai jojmdn Bdi Has dd; mathoh

ghari na rahtdjde. ”

Said the Brahmani : —

Verse.

“I sent thee for alms, bright and cheery
j thou

comest as white as silver.

What has passed through your mind ? Tell me
what IS in your heart.

”

I have an errand from my patron, Rai Has
j

I cannot stay an hour.”

Bait.

like asi liiih wasiye^ jitlion jdn dd hone

tvindhl

Kalilh tdh bhaj chal Ldhor Shahr, mangke khd^

Jcirdr 7

Main pehldh de wirt le didh^ haitlid rdj kamd,’^

Said the Brahman Riip Ohand : —
Bait.

“ PahU soJire so was8e,jiJi dd pwd na girdn,

Du]e sohre so wasse, jiJi dd wadJm hare hahin et

mdh^

JjJtan liai sdde jidnd ; dlian hai sdde jajmdn.

Badkidn handi chkuddwan de ; sdde chlniddwan

na dgge ?

Verse.

“Why should we stay here, where life is in

danger ?

When we can go to Labor City and beg our

livelihood from the shops ?

I will give you my father’s patrons^^

earn a kingdom at ease.”

Verse.

“ First one lives with a father-in-law, who has no
village nor hamlet.

Next one lives with a father-in-law, whose

mother and sister are more than enough for

him.73

Blessing on our lives : blessing on our patrons.

They set free the prisoner and the slave, will they

Dot set us free too

T2 Wirt, or birt, the dues payable to & Bi^hmau.. Here Bfip Chand’s wife talks as if she would inherit he*
father’s right to collect hirt in Lahore.

fs "VVadJui hare. u geo that we are comfortable.
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The Brahman threw down the shawl in front of his wife, and she drew it towards her
;
and

when she had untied the knot she found the gold coins with not a single silver one amongst them.

Then she said :— “ I am a daughter of black (poor) Brahmans. Truly, it is this that gets Bridimans

into trouble— that people give them gold coins
;
but our patrons give us only coppers. Whatever

has happened there, I can tell you all from the book. Your two brothers, who went there, have

been strangled and gibbeted by Rai Majhar. 0 Brahman, you must set out. You will suffer much

but will bring back ample subsistence.

The Brahman took off his new clothes and put on his old ones, and with a staff on his shoulder

set out like a young colt. The Brahmaut went np to the palace and said : —

Bait. Verse.

“ Sajiye ntar lole ;
khaMoh lawid Ul& Mh. “ partridge called on the right: a black crow

cawed on the left.

Shahhar didh fhdkurdh Parm&shrdh, BdJiman I will give sugar to the godlings and gods that

sahth saldtnatde. tie Brahman return safe and sound.

Go, Brahman, let me see your back at starting and your face on yoor return.
”

The Brahman went his way and reached Iiai Majhlr’s city. The BrShman was a very fort of

wisdom and he said to himself :— “ I think I shall achieve my object either at the stairs which lead

to the well or at the mill, or else at the oven, Now you had best go and sit at the well.”

So he went to the well, where he saw four young women 73 who had come to draw water, and

said to them i
—

Bait.

» Samar, TcMh hhaldtie. thdrd^dni mujJi pld. « Ladles, standing at the well, give me a little

water to drink.

Pdni pidh tere kUh dd, pdni pike hardh dud. ” If 1 drink the water of your well, as I drink I

^ will make a prayer.
’’

When the Brahman said this, all four looked towards him. Some looked at his clothes and

one said— ” I wonder what curse has befallen him ! What a handsome form he has and how
one sa

- Ono said- — “I will ask him.” The two others said :
— “ We don t know

Bd.it.

•« fu{te jeJie tere iingane ;
bare kasulre ms. ”

“ Pah, jajm&n dt beii, tU UpvMni ndl J

. f s ^ «« An,A lAlAn I have four yoiing maiden daughters at home, I

mr kanS kumri betrt, mangan dyd Idldn ^ » ,e

Verse,

Torn are thy rags ;
wretched and sad are thy

looks.

Stay, my patron’s daughter, what hast thou to

ask ?

Mn. ’’

The, »id . - Th.!’, rlgW, m .h. ta .

nothing for eating, drinking or clothes.”

’5 Mititftn,
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One said:— “Rai Majhar is giving heaps of alms.*' Another said : — “ Morni*s giving

lots of alms. ” The Brahman said : — “ A newly-married girl has come here, who is giving lavish

aims. Take mo to her. ** So they took him, and he said :
— “As soon as we get near the palace

of Rdi Hasnt, point it out to me and go away. ” They showed him the palace and Rup Ohand told

them to go away, while he himself went into Rai Hasnl’s hall and said : — “ The king will rule and

the pigeon coo, and the sword will rattle ; whosoever wants to ask about God*s secrets, let him ask

me. ” Rai Hasnt heard him and told her maid to see who it was, as it sounded like Rdp Chand’s

voice. The girl saw it was Riip Ohand and RM Hasnt told her to ask him in at once, lest he share

his brothers’ fate. The R^nl took off her new dress and put on an old one, removed the bed, and

put down a mat. Rup Ohand went up into the palace and placed his hand on his (spiritual)

daughter’s head, saying :
—“ Your wedding was only the other day, what has become of your fine

clothes ?
”

She said : — ** Father, I am in mourning for your two dead brothers.” Rup Ohand said : —
“ They were fools, if they had come to you, they would never have died.”

Then they talked of indifferent subjects, and Rdi Hasni said : — “ Father, cook something

for yourself and me to eat. ” Riip Ohand said : — “ When 1 left home, I started thinking of you,

my daughter, and that if I eat anything I must take it from the hands of Rai Morni. ” Rai

Hasni said :
— “ Every Brslhman who comes here talks of Rai M6rn{, Rai M6rnt. Mornt is sjlly

and shy. She must have gone to graze the cattle or to grind corn.
”

Riip Chand’s wit was no match for Rdi Hasni’ s, and he said to himself : — “ Morni is the

daughter of a Rajli of twenty-one tracts
;
if she were mad she would have a guard about her.” Rai

Hasni went on to say : — “Father, if you don’t believe what I say, I will show you M&rui. ”

He told her to do so, and so Rdi Hasni went and gave Ghattt, one of her maids who ground

corn, an embroidered shawl which she had brought from her home, and put it on her. She was

delighted and said ;
— ** Yesterday you kindly gave me a bodice and now you have given me a shawl, »»

R&i Hasni said : — “I have made thee Mdrnl for a couple of hours. ” The girl agreed to this and

stuck her pot of flour under her arm. When she came, RSii Hasni said : — R&jput women wear a veil

of one and a quarter yard long, so she too had better have one, too. ” When she adjusted tlie veil

the pot of flour slipped, and vice versd^ — so she came, Riip Ohand also saw her as she drew near

and thought she had either a bundle of clothes on her or a child in her lap. As she approached, he

remarked that she had a gait like a donkey-grazer’s, and rolling himself in his shawl, went to sleep.

She came up into the palace. RM Hasni said : — “Morni, RAp Ohand has arrived tired out.

Fan him until he wakes up.” So she began to fan him, but what with the fan in one hand and the

pot of flour in the other, she was soon tired, and said : — •* Accursed is the gold that tears one’s

ears.” Laying aside the fan, she perspired and her body began to discharge.77 Rup Ohand saw
how filthy she was and thought of his two brothers murdered on her account. Suddenly he sat up
and seizing a bamboo staff gave her two or three blows with it. One blow fell on the pot of flour

and she became as white as she had once been black, and with the flour coming out looked like a

churilJ^ Her teeth were as long as one’s finger and she was just hideous to see. Rup Ohand
began to retreat and exclaimed :

— “0 god, save me from this fate. It is a pity that all on
account of this M6rnl my two treasures’^ perished.” When RAp Gbaud uttered Mfirni’s name the

gvindstoiie slave laughed, and then looking at her hurts wept. Rup Ohand observed that people

who were beaten generally wept and asked why she laughed. She replied : —

TFc^ana wagn&, to flow, discharge.
TS xhe hideous ghost of a woman that has died in ohildhirth. rubies.
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Bait.

Agloh gliutlcuy JBdhma'ndh
; sinbhal hdn wcigd*

Mornt dtdh la nishdntdh maHlioh sunddjd,

Sajanlidre sarjayd : ritp dittd Kartdr,

Wdl maldt pdlweh ; kundal Ms paweh .

Nalthd hai bhale chand dd, Idl Tiawdih de.

Month pdndh ton patle, maUh pdn chabeft,

JDand jawdhir Mre^ leach de moUjor Teareh.

Galldh Idl bambhirtdhi Idl Jiawdih deh.

Kdnih hukbukwdUdh ; bdhdh welan wiltdh.

Chhalle apar apdr; unglidh arwd di phallian.

Sine ulte do Idtu dhare mashdldh hdl.

Bhunne tung shardb dz; mode gurj dhare dhar

jdr.

Pattzh mds Upeiwdh ; jhanjhali, de chhanhdr.

Chdl-chale wdge shir di ; urde panchM mardt

jhanjhan dt chhankdr.

Bhan oh rdjd oh ddjiundf jis ghar Mornt ndrj*

Versas.

“ Ihou hast been outwitted, BrMunaii
;
do thy

work skilfully.

Hear the signs of Morni from me.
The Creator made her: the Creator gare her

beauty.

Hair nourished with cream
;

locks curled in

ringlets.

Forehead as the full moon, ruddy as a rocket.

Lips thin as betel leaves such as beauties chew.

Teeth of jewels and diamonds, set like pearls of

glass.

Cheeks red as scarlet birds, I’uddy as rockets.

Ears full of rings
;
arms round as rollers.

Rings without number
;
fingers thin as pease-

pods.

Two globes as bright as torches on her breast.

Navel like a flask of wine
;
shoulders rounded as

a ball.

Thighs covered with flesh; jingling anklets.

Gait like a tigress's
;
the jingling of her anklets

kills the flying birds.

Blessed is that rdjd and his life, in whose house

Morni is wife/*

“Listen to me, O Brfihman, I have described Morni to you Does she go about grinding

flour ? She is the R&ja's daughter, what has she to do with such tasks ?
’*

Rflp Chand gave her ten rupees and said : — Forgive me for beating you. ** And he gave

her ten rupees more, telling her to get him some lac,®® sheep’s wool, scissors, and some firewood.

She did so, and he put the lao into a pan, lighted a fire under it and laid bits of the wool beside him.

When the lac had melted, he took it off the fire and when it was luke-warm
;
be told the slave-girl to

paste it all over his body. She did so, and then stuck pieces of wool all over him. Meanwhile, the

wind blew and the lac was completly plastered over his body and the sheep’s wool bristled, so that he

looked like an old, old Brahman five hundred years old. Ghatli was now ordered by tbe Brahman

to go and point out Moriifs palace to him, as they passed through the bazar. He carried a brass

pot in bis hand, and when people saw him, they said he must ha^ e come down from Heaven, and that

if any one wanted an oracle, now was the lime to ask for it. One man said ; If yon aie going to

give him anything, give it. He is in a had way, let him go somewhere else, lest he die at our

door.” Traversing the bazar he reached the watch-house, where one sentry asked him one thing,

and another, another until the bead sentry said :
— “ This Brahman is very weak, don t ask him

any <
5
[iiestion8

, bnt give him whatever you mean to give, and let him go, lest he die here. The

Brahman held his breathsi and in his terror fell down. The head sentry sa‘d they could now ask

for oracles and omens,®® “A Brahman had died at their door, and they must give Bs. b to buy

fire-wood. The murder would be an extra charge, and they would have to go to the Ganges as well.
”

Another sentry said : — « It’s no affair of ours, we are Monii’s servants, and she herself must^burn

him or go to the Ganges. Take him by the legs and arms, and throw him into the courtyard.” So

two men seized his legs and two his arms and threw him into Morni’s yard.

( To be continued,)

ChapT^, lao fitted for commeroial use.

** Thaggarif lit. to cheat, cheating, i.e., humbug.

»» S&nhgJiuinti, to be stopped— of the breath.
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO PANJABI LEXICOGRAPHY.

( Continuedfrom jp. S94, )

SERIES IT.

BY H. A. BOSE, I,C.S.

SAkhshi: a \Nitnos3. Jlielum Customary Law, xix, p.

Sakra: a disease of camels. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. xy.

Sakwat: relationship. Cf. sakai and saJcdwat, Jukes’ Diet ofW P., p. lOS.

SalamanwAlA : a man who at winnowing gathers up the grain to be winnowed. Monty. S. R.

Gloss., p. TU.

Salang vAsak ; a kind of snake which drinks the breath of sleeping persons. Cf. sdlipivna,

Mgarh. S. R., p. 4*2.

Sam: sandy land. D. I. Khan S. R., 1870, p. 211.

SAm : an iron boot with which the pestle (mulila) is shod. Monty. S. R. Gloss,, p. rii.

Sambhi : a kind of net. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. xxir.

SAn ; the name of a bullock after 4 years of age. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. xvi.

Sanatha or Sinatha ; bog myrtle. Kohat S. R., 1884, p. 29.

SAuda : a species of lizard. Cf. eahia, Ghenab Col. Gr., 1894, p. 10 ; sanda, Multan Gr.

p. 21,

SandAra : an inflated skin used for crossing streams. Monty. S. E. Gloss., p. xxiv.

Sandla: an aqueduct. Multan Gr., p. 325.

SAng : a form of sudden death. Multan Gr., p. 235.

SAnga : a two-pronged wooden pitchfork. Hazara S. R., 1874, p. 96.

Sangair : a soil having a large mixture of stones. Kohai S. R., 1884, p. 156.

Sangehtir : lit-y throttler, a poisonous snake. Of. gurdlia. Mgarh. S. R., p. 42.

Sangli : a husk, of cotton. Multan Gr., p. 210.

Sanidar : a variety of tobacco with an even, well-shaped leaf requiring much more trouble to

cultivate than the gardha> D. I. Khan S. R., 1879, p. 349.

Saoll : a fish, the murral. BannA S. R., 1899, p. xxxvi.

Sar: the wavy leaves at the base of the hutd {saccharum sara). Mgarh. S. R., p, 33.

Sar kAnA: a name wrongly used for buid (saocharum sard). Mgarh. S. R., p, 33.

Saras : * great
;
the reaper's ' sheaf. Cf. niras.

SardA: an earlier sown Indian corn. See garma, Kohat, S. R., 1884, p, 122.

SarhoD. : rape. Monty, S. R. Gloss., p. xi.
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Sari : a disease of kine extremely contagious, tJie principal symptom being a swelling of the

whole body, Hazara S. R,, 1874, p. 98.

Sarihan : a fish {laheo cursa), Mgarh, S. R., p. 40.

Sarobah : higher-lying, with reference to water-supply. Bannii S. R., p. xl.

Saroba-paina : ‘ head (and) tail,’ the general rule by which the lands at the head of

a stream or channel are first entitled to be watered and after them the lower lands in succession.

D. I. Khan S. R., 1879, p. 7.

Sarop : the first year’s crop of indigo. Multan Gr., p. 213.

Saropd. : see jMrL

Saropa : head of a torrent or distributary. Of, mund piana, D. G. Khan Gr,, p, 103,

Saropah: bundles of cloth, forming part of a dowry. Gujrat S. R
, p. 48,

Sarrd.fL : adwdb (extra cesses) levied in cash, Monty, S. R. Gloss., p. xxii.

Sartor : bareheaded, a title of the Mullah Mastan or Mad Mullah, who is commonly known as

the Sartor Faqir.

Sarwah : the autumn crop : sawanni is perhaps the widest known term, Bannfi S. R., p. xv.

Sat : a disease of camels. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. xv.

Sata.n pawd,n : or ‘ seven quarters of a rupee,’ i. e,, Re. 1 as. 12 ;
a specific rate of haqq

ammddti. Of. adh-sera man.

Sathrd.: (i) common red rice. (Of. Jukes’ Diciy. of W. P., p 188). Multan Gr., p. 216
;

(li)

a kind of wheat which yields a large out-turn of grain, but inferior straw, p. 218,

Satluha : -O' a brand on camels.

Satthi : the sixth day after the birth of a child. Multsin Gr., p. 90.

Satthyi ^toria : an oil seed. (Cf. Jukes’ Dicfy. of W. P., p- 188). Multan Gr., p 221.

Sattivftra : the seven days during which a bride remains in her husband’s house. Mgarh,

S. R., p. 70-

Satwara: an observance in which sweetmeats are taken to the bridegroom’s house by the

bride's people, 3 to 7 days after marriage. Multan G. R., p. 96.

Saunfia : a kind of late-growing rice. Multan Gr., p. 216.

Saura : a plant, a mere weed, but used for fodder. Mgarh. S. R., p. 33.

Sawri : wild sawanh. D. G. Khan Gr., p. 16.

Sawwar t rough home-spun cotton-quiIt, Cf. leph^ Wundt, Mulian Gr., p. 82,

Sef : a good fodder grass. D. G. Khan Gr., p. 16.

Sopi : a sweeper, who works for several families each in turn, and twice a year at harvest-time

—opp. to athan. Gujrat S. R.^ p. 40.

Seri : a grant, generally used of lands granted in ownership to religious characters
;
but also

applied to grants to a chief in excess of his wirdsat (tribal share) and to other service grants.

Hazara S. R., 1874, p. 155.
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ShAhi khel : a sweeper and grave-digger. PesMwar S. R., 1878, p. 86.

Shahora: land ready-ploiigbed and watered, Kohat S. R., 1884, p. 121.

Shaii: rice- Hazara S. R., 1874, p. 88-

Shama: land ready-ploughed. EohAt S. R., 1884, p. 121.

ShamshAd : the box tree. Kohfit S. R., 1884, p. 80.

Shangist : dried (of dates). Multan Gr., p. 228.

Shara-jawAb : the last ceremony of the betrothal, in which the father of the bridegroom and

the father of the bride successively declare the betrothal in a loud voice, the declaration being repeated

three times. Cf. ijdb liabuL Hazara S. R., 1874, p- 299.

SMrak (add at Jukes’ Di&ty. of W, P- p. 205*-—): 2 in measuring wood=:c^»7fl&

in weight. Multjin Gr., p. 257.

Sharik : see chdrihdr» Kohat S« B-, 1884, p. 92.

SharjnAna : a fine paid by a man who marries a woman without the consent of her guardians.

Cf. raam mulk, Kohjit S. R., 1884, p. 77.

Shauhp&ni
:
(add at Jukes’ Dicty, of W. P., p. 208 :—): the permanent supply of water found

in the sachh» Multan Gr., p. 195.

Shavinh: a tree. Cf. eiiin. Multan Gr., p- 16.

ShiggA : the worst description of soil in which sand predominates, Kohat S. R., 1884,

p. 1 56-

ShLihan : a kind of hawk, Mgarh. S. R., p. 88.

Shingist : a kind of date, long, and bright-yellow in colour. Mgarh. S. R., p, 81,

Shinh-bakri s a game. Multan Gr., p- 99.

Shini : the best kind of Biloch mare. D. G. Khan Gr., p. 119,

Shini: a tall forest tree, something like an ash. Kohat S. R., 1884, p. 80.

Sholgira : rice-bearing land. Peshawar S. R., 1894, p. 104.

Syti-ubMrA (ZsV., sun rise) : a plant. Mgarh. S, R., p. 34.

Sikand: a clay soil- Monty. S. R., Gloss
, p. xxiii.

Sikand : a hard stiff clay of dark colour. Cl roraJi,

Slkar: a hard soil full of shale and gravel. Cf. ralchar.

Silmar: a quack doctor. Of. Mtimdr. Multan Gr., p. 91.

Simak : a disease of camels. Monty, S. R. Gloss., p, xv.

Sin : a plant. Mgarh. S, R., p. 88.

Sindi : a variety of wheat of the Indus valley. Kohat S. R., p. 120.

Sinetta : thick, low brushwood. Jhelum S. R,, p. 3,

SinghArA: a fish (macrones aor)> Mgarh. S. R., p. 30.

Singi : a variety of fish. Multan Gr., p. 23.
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Singli (adj.) : horned, of sheep. Multan Gr., p. 239.

Sinwak ; a white ant. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. viii.

Sip : a tray made of kdnd or Hiliy larger than the clihaj and used only in winnowing.

Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. iii.

Sipl : the spathe of the palm-tree. MuMn Gr., p. 227.

Sirin : a tree (albizzia lebhek). Cf. shavinh, Multan Gr., p. 14.

Sirmel : completion of a wedding. Multan Gr., p. 94.

Siropa : an installation fee. GLjMri and lungt. Multan Gr., p. 168.

Sir par hona : an animal which is kept by a man other than its owner on condition that

the keeper gets half its value, when grown up. Monty. S. R, Gloss., p. xiv.

Sisi ; a game bird, a kind of hill partridge, Kohat S. R., 1884, p. 31 ;
sissi^ D. G. Khan

Gr., p. 16.

Sitni: abuse given by the women of the bride’s family to the bridegroom’s procession.

Hazara S. R., 1874, p. 300.

Sitthri ; see doJid* Multan Gr., p. 93.

Siyal : a disease of buffaloes. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. xvi.

Skhai : a game; it consists in holding up the left foot in the right hand, and hopping on

one leg against an adversary. Peshawar S, R., 1878, p. 131.

Sohag: marriage song sung at the bride’s house—opp. to ghortdn. Gujrat S. R., p. 44.

Sojal ; a disease of buffaloes. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p, xvi.

Sollx-satalirwln : a cash proprietary due at the rate of one-seventeenth, i, e., Rs. 6-4 per

cent, on the Government revenue, was originally the seventh share of the produce. Bannu

S. R., p. XV.

Sonl ; a fish, the laheo cursa. Bannii S. R., 1899, p. xxxvi.

Sot : throwing coins over a bridegroom’s head. Multan Gr., p. 96.

Spedftr : a tree, found in the upper valleys. Kohat S, R., 1884, p. 30.

Spin : a kind of wheat. See ddud

SubKai tikaia : the morning meal. Of. gharmat maraL Kohat S. R., 1884- p. 73.

Sufed panl : the discoloured silty water brought down by rain in a stream. H. I. Khan

S. R., 1879. p. 5.

Suh&wa : a variety of camel. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. xv-

StXkband : a dam of earthwork at the end of a water-course. Multan Gr., p. 325.

Sukhdas : a valuable variety of rice. Kohat S. R., p. 124,

Sum : ash, the wood is valuable for oars, shafts and all articles which require a combina-

tion of strength and flexibility. Hazara S. R., 1874, p. 11.

Suual : a marriage.

SaudA: the Pharaoh’s chicken. Mgarh. S. R., p. 37.

Sunj&ti : recognition.

Surgi I a branch of a vial* Bannu S. R,, p. xl.

Surra: a disease among horses and camels. It is very fatal and does not yield to

treatment. Chenab Ool. Gr., 1894, p. 97*
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Suryfi.1 : The relatives of the man in whose house a boy’s wedding is observed.

Susari : a worm which attacks dates still on the tree. Mgarh. S. E., p. 32.

Sutlar : the pole fixed against the well ropes to prevent them from slipping ofE the hair,

Jhang. S. R., p. 79.

Swajan: the Chaste tree (Vitea! negu%do\ Pashto marwandai. Peshawar S. E., 1878,

p. 13.

Sweri : the shady side
;
the northern slope of a range of hills. Kohiit S, E., 1884, p. 26.

Tabbai: a gridle of stone, a foot in diameter, for baking cakes. Kohat S. E.,1884, p. 74.

Tabbl : an oblong block of salt. Of. chalM, Koh^t S. R., 1884, p. 148.

Tad : a rope made of munj used to fasten the yoke to the gddt, or driving seat of a well.

Of. chik, Jhang S. R., p. 83,

Tadda : of a colour nearly strawberry. Monty. S. E. Gloss., p. xvi.

Tagha : a large shrub with a small edible berry, the wood of which is a good deal used for

making amulets. Kohdt S. E., 1884, p. 30.

Tag sutlaj : a disease of buffaloes. Monty, S. E. Gloss., p, xvi.

Taila : a fish, the catla huchannL Bannu S. E., 1899, p. xxx vi.

Takhtl ; a plaque. Multan Qr., p. 89.

Takka : a share. Cf. Tcadda,

Takma : a charm. D. G. Khan Gr., p. 42.

Tal : an apparatus consisting of transverse sticks and thick ropes of twisted mr grass.

Multan Gr., pp. 19»5-6.

Tal : a sectional allotment of land. Bannu S. E., p. xl.

Tal : a subdivision of a Tzandi (section of a village), Peshawar S. E., 1878, p. 86,

Tal di : local. Multdn Gr., p. 233.

Tallinn : a game in which one man presses his palm on the ground, and others try to pull

it up from the ground. Multan Gr., p. 100.

Talwaug,=tilwang
;

(Of. Jukes’ Dicty, ofW, P., p. 90.) Multan Gr., p. 195.

Talwera: the grain that remains on the threshing floor after the heaps of corn have been

removed. Cf. angani and rafd* Multan S. E., p. 21.

Tamfiilfi: a deep vessel with a neck. Cf. gadwL Multan Gr., p. 83,

Tambal: cymbals. Kohat S. E., 1884, p. 75.

Tand, tandobl: a system of cultivation in wdiich the water is laid on to open fields divid-

ed by small ridges like those used in well cultivation. D. I. Khan S. R., 1879, p. 9.

Tandfildi : a plant. Mgarh. S. R., p. 34.

Tangaxi : see utemgan^ Multan Gr., p. 205.

Tanrai: a clothes chest or safe made of wood. Peshawar S. R., 1878, p. 134.

Tapll : a soil in which sand largely preponderates. Cf. retli, Mgarh. S. R., p. 26.

Tappa: the portion of amain subdivison of a tribe, among the Pathans of Dir, Swat

and Bajanr. Each tappa was again subdivided between the various khels into dafcars.

Tappi : earnest-money. D. G. Khan.
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Tariz : an agreement. Multan.

Tasi: two atigals^ in measuring wood. Multan Gr., p, 257.

Tatiri: the peewit. Mgarh. S. R., p. 36,

Tatti : a game resembling prisoner’s base. Kohat S. R., 1884, p. 74.

Taiin : a bee-hive. Of. gahi and mdlchorna^

Td>wd.n b&bat : lit,, ‘fine account a term applied to the Government revenue. Hazara

S. R., 1874, p. 156.

Teda gandh badhesto : liU, ‘ I will tie a knot to you,’ i. e., I will visit your shrine.

Mgarh. S. R., p. 67.

Teghna : an iron gridle, a foot in diameter, for baking cakes. Kohat S. R., 1884, p. 74.

Teld>: rusty brown. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. xvi.

Tengra : a variety of fish. Multfin Gr.. p. 23.

Teri : charitable grants given from times immemorial to faqtrs and other individuals

following a religious profession. Hazara S. R., 1874, p. 122.

Thadri ; cow-pox. Mgarh. S. R., p. 35,

Thai la : a kind of fish (oatla huchanani). Mgarh. S. R., p. 40.

Thaka : a cog of a wheel. (Of. ilidhanr. Jukes’ Bicty, of W* P., p. 101.) Multan Gr., p.

199.

Thakkar : a guru of the sewdks or river-worshippers. Multan Gr., p. 115.

Thamb : tied up. Mgarh.

Thai : a betrothal ceremony: when the bridegroom’s party have, on arrival at the bride’s

house, been feasted, the barber puts between the two parties a large brass platter called a ihdl.

Into this, the bridegroom puts what money and jewels he has brought for his bride. HazEra

S. R., 1874, p. 299.

TMla : a small level patch on a hill-top- Of. ihdpla and mokri, Hazara S. R., 1874,

p. 197.

Thalw^n : a Thai camel. Jhang S. R., p. 110.

Thaugar : unirrigated soil. Hazfira S, R., 1874, p, 197,

Thanj piianft : a ceremony performed some six days after the birth of a son when the

relations are called in, and the mother, in the presence of the females of the family, gives the child

the breast. Multan Gr., p. 81,

Thapla : a small level patch on a hill top. See ihdla.

Thokar : a dam or regulator on a canal or large water-course. Multan Gr., p. 325,

TbubM : excavating the pit of a well after water has been reached. Monty. S. R. Gloss.,

p. xii.

Thuni : the yew. See hrxrmi, Hazfira S. R., 1874, p. 11.

Tlk& : among the upper classes of Gujrfit this term is applied to the presents sent to the

boy’s father at a wedding ;
equivalent to the hhooha among the middle classes. Gujrat S. R.

18^, p. 43.

Til, pi. tilhftn : sesamum. Multan Gr., p. 217.

Tillar : a variety of cotton. Chenab Col. Gr,, 1894, p. 81.

Tilpliftti : a disease of sheep. Monty. S. R. Gloss., p. xvii.

TOli : the npper part of the stem of the hutd {saccharuni sflSra). Mgarh. S. R., p, 38*

Tildr : a florican {houhara macqueeni)* Mgarh. S. E., p. 38,

Timbu, tibbu. : a memorandum in an account book. Mgarh.
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Timmar : a wild frait. Hazara S. H., 1874, p. 94*

TingS. : roosting-pole, Multan Gr., p. 82.

Tir mar : a kind of snake. Of. gliore dangan, Mgarh. S. R., p. 42.

TiraM : a kind of wheat. See ddud-hJidni.

Tirao : a unit of measurement. Bir, etc.

Tirkanda : a variety of hsli. Multan Gr., p. 23.

Titak : a vegetable, D. G. Khan, p. 113 ; a water-melon. Cf. hxndw&ixa. D. I. Khan
S. R., 1872-79, p. 25.

Titaha : sand-piper. Mgarh. S. R., p. 36.

Tobah : a well-sinker. Jhang S. R., p, 100.

Tobi: a diver=?ok, (Jukes’ Bicixj. of W. P., p. 100). Multan Gr., p. 195.

Tobra: a cess. D. G. Khdn Gr., p. 84; a horse^s nose bag, filled with corn, and
representing the feed of corn given freely by tlie tenant

;
a due. Multfm S. R., 1880, p. 44 .

Tog: the Indian bustard (ubdrd). Bannu S. R., 1897, p. xxxv.

(I'o he continued.)

MISCELLANEA,

Subdi kl Nati ^

H. A. BOSE.

Teh

Ray^ to kai*e, Suhdi4, Kdshi Rdm, re gbaur^

:

Nahin man^ bura; mahih manna burd,

Edit karald fulru, fdli kavald dund.

Dhela bhari meri jindari
; kas, kas ra shund ?

Bayd to hare, SubdU, etc.

Dhauld re tango pi-hde dhdld,, Suudid, manja.

Rakhi^ to karai, SubdiS, ucho nicho janjd,

Rayd to hare, SuhdUs etc.

Kale khdye dkht, re, k^jle
; mdhj mathe re binde

Kohrf khaye teri parite, gharf palo, re, chite.*

Eayd to karey Suldte, etc.

Hans chugo samundare
; mor duni, re, bighe.

Hamentosimretheumrokhe; tusebiohhre shighe.

Eefrain,

Subdi, you should live in Kash! Ram’s house

:

Never to be unhappy, unhappy.

Flowerets bloom and the wild onions bloom.
My life weighs half a tola*, whose, whose order am

I to obey ?

Suhdif you should livot etc,

p, Subdi, you have made your bed m Dhaulu’s
verandah.

You should keep the distance between the high
and low (castes), Subdi.

Subdi
t
you should live, etc,

0
,
pretty is the lamp-black under your eyes, and
the red spot in the centre of your forehead.

0,

1

remember your one-sided love that fascinates

every moment.

Suhdif you should live, etc,

0, Swans live by the lake
5 peafowls in the valley

Eelds.

I had taken you till your life’s end, but you at

once deserted me,

SuhiM, you should live, etc.
Rayd to kare^ SuhdU, etc.

Snbffl or SubdS was a Kanet girl in a -rillags in J8 parganfl in the Keonthal State,hi B&m, her husbaod, was a Kanet
; Dhauld, her lover, was a Koli ; both of Keonthal.
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INDEX.
Abdulla, Golconda k., inscrip, of ... ••• 97

•Abdu ’r-Rabtm Khan Lodi, father of Sbdh
Daula ••• ••• ».• ••• ,,, 28

Abhimanyu, son of Arjuna 186
ahhityakta, an outcaste ... 261
Acb&ri Brahnidns, sectarial mark of 121

Achyata, k., second Vijayanagara d^n. 94j,

96 and n.

Adam and Ev^o and the fig tree, a tabu ... 66
Adam Khan, a Ghigtan chief 65
Addanki, in Ongole tdluka, cap. of the
Kakatiya feudatories 88 ; and the Reddis
89 ; recovered from the Gajapatis 93

ddhaka, a measure 264
Adhyayanobsava festival 142, f.

Adityas, the seven, of the Indians 1, 2
adoption customs in Spiti ... 50
Afghan Pamirs, and Dr. Aurel Stein ... 297
Agni, g. of the S. B. quarter 127
agnishtdma sacrifice ... 89
Ahirs, a Paujab sect, tabus among 54
A[h]ivarman, father of Pu3hyep.a 145
Ahmad Khan, Balti, k., defeat of ... ... 67
Ahmad Shah I., Bahmani k ... 93
Ahmed Khan, son of Ali Mir Sher Khan,
defeated by the LadS-khis 63

Ahura Mazda
Ahuras, and the seven Amesha Spentas ... 1

Aik, Panjab riv., and Shl^h Daula 30
Airema, Aryaman, Airema Ishyo, Amesha

Spenta ... 6
Atiariya Aranyaka, a work ... ... ... 184
Aitl&, a clan of Keonthal Kanets ... 43 and n*

Ajdddhan, for PAkpatan 53
Akbar, Emp. 28 ; 30 ; 32 ; and the mint at

MAthura 80; 176
Akhund of SwAt, the, and the ShAh Daula

sect 28
Akkana, opposed Manmasiddha of Nellore

84 and n,
dkranda, an ally 283; 310
Akshay-bat, temple in GayA 236
Alampfindi plate inscriptions of VirfipAksha

^ 12 and n.
AlavandAr, poet 134, 137 n.

Alexander tbe Great 144; 298
Ali MardAn, SbAh, a noble under Sher ShAh. 116
Ali Mir Sher Khan of BaltistAn, invaded
Ladakh ... ... ... ,,, ,,, 62 ; 63

AliwAl, battle of ... 171
Aliya RAmarAja, a Vijayanagara •>« 94
AllAda-PemmayadAva-MahArAja, Pallava chief. 85
AUuntikka, Pallava k. ••• 85
AlluntimkAlti, Pallava k 85

[

Alia
^
TirniSIatiaSva-MaMrflja, a Telugu-

Cb6da chief
, gg

Almora, home of the poet GumSinf Pant ... 177
altars, in Spiti

AmanashyA, goddess .126
AmbadAva-MaharAja, a EAkatiya feudatory... 88
Ambala, building ceremonies in ... 123, f.

Ameretat and 3!aurvatat, Amesha Spentas

1—3, 5, 6
America and tobacco
Amesha Spentas, seven divine beings of the

^
Zarathushtrians 1, 2, 6

AmgAchhi in DinAjpur disk, PAla inscrips. at

239, 1, 247, f.

AmmarAja, alias of Nandivarma-MahAi-Aja ... 85
Amritsar, tabu in 56 ; house s uperstitions

122, ff.

Amudan of Arangam, author of the Tiruva-
ranyattandddi 129

amulets, in Spiti

anaya^ misfortune 283
Ancient Khotan, a work by Dr. Aurel Stein. 297
AndAl or GodA 142
Anderson, Mr., murdered in MultAn ... 172, 175 n.
AndUrapfirna or Vaduganambi, author of the

Vatirdjavaihhavam 129
AndlA, hill goddess ... ... ... 295 and n.
Anegondi, or RuDjarak6na,in Hyderabad, and
the Tijayanagara kings 89

Angad, a warrior 150
angt, a cholt or bodice 37

Aniruddha 180, 183, 186
Anjani, mother of HanumAn ... ... 150
antarvamHka, keeper of the harem 263
Anufivivrittam, the conduct of a courtier ... 277

apanayay impolicy ... 283

Avamaiti, Armaibi, an Amesha Spenta ...1—

5

Archaeological notes during explorations in

Central Asia in 1906-08, by Dr. M. Aurel

Stein ... 297, ff.

Ariyfir Plates of Yirupaksha. Saka Samvat

1312, by T. A. Gopinatha Rao, M.A. 12, M.

Aijuna, a hero, killed Jayadratha 145; 179;

181 ; 184, n.

Aroras of Perozepur, tabus among ... ... 56

art, in ancient India ... ... 145

Arthasastra of Ohanakya, (Books T—XV.)
translated by R. Shamasastiy, B.A., Bk. V.

Togavrittam, The Conduct of Government

Officer, 257—264, 277—281; Bk. VI.

Mandetlciyonih, The Source of Sovereign

States 281—^284 ; Bk. VII., Shadgunyasam-

udeiali, The End of the six-fold policy

303-310
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ArulS.lapperumalei]a1>erum&n§.r, a name of

ESfinanuja 1^0

Aryaman, Airema, Aryan g 0

Aryans, Eastern, and the figai^e seven 1 ;
and

Manu • »• ••• 2, 3

dryayukta, play-mate of the king 263

asceticism in Spiti •••

Asha, Asha Yahishta, Zarathashtrian spirit. 1,

Ashi, a female personage or spirit of the

Zarathushtrians 2 ; 6

Asia, and tobacco ••• ••• 1*6

Asia, Central, see Archaeological notes. 297 , f£.

Asoka, insorip , unpublished, at Oimar, 80

;

age, statues of, 146 ;
pillar, 148 ;

and the

Sto&th columns, 176 ;
stdpa at Benares... 238

ASoka Notes, by Y. A. Smith, contd. from

Yol. XXXVII, p 24, No. X. Asoka in

Pahien’s Travels— with notice of some

discoveries near F4tna 161,

Asvaghosba, and the SImath columns ••• 176

Asvam6dha, horse sacrihce 184

Aivatthdman, Kaurava general 179

Asvi, g. of wealth 127

A,tam Bevi, Bhain, v, .«• ••• 126

Atar, fire-god ••• ••• 2

Atfiri, chiefship in the FanjS^b ••• 171, f.

Atarpad Mahrespand, a Persian saint or

apostle ... «*• •«« 3

sacrifice 89

AtidSi, mission of, to Nepal 246

Atmakfir tdluka, Xakatiya records at 88 ;

^
inscrips. 95 ; 96

Mm& Bto, ancestor of the Mahdjans of

Und ••• ••• ... ••• ... 66

Atrdya Pranathi/rthihara, or Kaddmbifich-

ch&n •a. ••• ••• ... 137

Attock, Greek cemetery near 144 and n.

Aurangzeb, Emp., and Shfih Daula 31 ;
66 ;

and war with Guru Gobind Singh ... 81, .

Aveata, the younger, and the Amesha
Spentas 1 , 2, 4 , 6

AwAn, viL in Gujr&t dist 28

ayat fortune ••• ... 283

A Yu, k. “ Asoka ... ... 152

Baba Sundar DAs BrahmachAri of Barah
Kalan, a PanjAb saint 55

BadAl, Bodal, Budal, in Dinapur dist., Pala
inscrips. at 286, 247, f

BAdAmi, in BijApur dist., Kanai*ese inscrip.

••• ••• ••• •*» ... 26f
BAgri, vil. in the PanjAh 4(

Bahmani kings 93 and n
Bairagis, sectarial marks of 120, f

BaisAkh, month, and ... ... ... 5 ,

Balabh AchArya, founder of the MahAdevji

sect. ... ... «.. ... ... ,,t 120

BAlAditya, donor of doorway at Nalanda 237

BalarAma, brother of Krishna • ••• 188

BAli, g. 182

Ballad of the Sikh Wars ... ... 177, ff.

Ballaya-Ohodadfiva Maharaja, Ohodaballaya-

choda, a Telugn Ghoda ... ... 8 and n.

Ballichoda-MahAraja, or BallibhfipAlaka, a

Telugu Choda .•• 8 , 9

sBdlte dgra bgompa, saint of Baltistan ... 63

Balti Chiefs, probably descended from Ali

Mir Sher KhAn ... 62

Balti Chronicles ee ••• ... 65

Baltis, defeated the LadAkhis 60; became
Musulman 62; defeated 63

Baltis, Defeat of, a Tibetan song 67
Baltistan, 60 ; Skardo or Shigar 62 ; a
Mughal province 63

BabAdur ShAh, emp., or Mu’azzim 31

BahAdur ShAh, officer of Aurangzeb 83
ban tree, a tabu 54

BAna, BAnAsura 180, 182, 183, 186

handspattydn, vegetables 295 and n.

BandarwAl, kinkaniwAl, a ceremonial mark. 127

handhakipoahakag those who maintain pros-

titutes 260
bangles, ivory, a tcibu 56

dBang-rgyal, ancient Buddhist k. of Baltis-

tan 61, 62
BannO, tn. 172, 175
BArAh KalAn, Sundarpur, in the PaSjAb ... 56
barbers, a tabu 55

;
privileges of 94

BargAou, NAlandA 237
Bari PahAfi, great tope 156
harts, bari^ balls of pnlse 66, 123
Baroghil Pass, and Dr. Anrel Stein ...297, 299, f.

BArukfir inscrips 94 n.

Basgo, The Siege of, a song ••• 67. f.

BateiA, vil. in the PanjAb ... 47

Battles of Aliwal, Perozeshah, GujrAt,
Mfidki, Sobroan ... 172, f.

Bayyana, opposed Manmasiddha of Nellore

84 and n.

Beal, and Pa-hien*s Travels

Beliefs and Customs in Spiti

Benares, and LAt Bhairo 154i

built by MahipAla I. ...

Bengal, The Pala Dynasty of

Bergaigne, on Aramati...

Bemagar, image at

Besnagar, old Indian Statue at

161—155, 163

49, ff.

167 ; temples

238

233, ff.

4 n.

148

146

Bestarahalli, in the Bagepalli tdhika, in

Kolar, copy of the Yijayanagara grant at. 90

betrothal, in Spiti 49

Betta I., a Telugu Choda 10 and n>
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Betta n., a Telug^ Oh6da 10 and n.

Bettarasa, Pettarasa, a Telngn Ch6^ • •• 10
I

Bezvada, Gajapati inscrip. at ••• ••• 93 and n.

hhahMtif ashes 110 n.

BMbi4s, a caste ... ... ••• ••• 127

Bhaga, g. of fortune ••• ••• ••• ^

Bh&galpur, PS,la inscrip. at ... 236, 247, f.

BhS.gluiagar, modem Hyderabad, founded ... 97

Bhagiratha, the Ganges 170

Bhain, or Atam Devi, a ball of clay • •• ... 126

Bhalirs, a Kanet clan ... 47 and n.

bhanjUig TnanjM^ an earthen plate, a tabu ••• 56

Bhaor4, vil. in Keonthal ... ..• 46 and n.

BhSradv^ja, a writer 280

BharM, vil. in Keonthal 46 and n.

Bharata, various persons so named ... 132

Bharatas, Yedic tribe ... ... ... ••• 112

BbSirata-varsha or BhSirata-khanda, territo-

rial name ... 112

Bharech, vil. in Keonthal ... 43 and n.

Bharhut sculptures 146, 148

Bharmdini, goddess ... ... ... 295 and n.

Bhashya, a work by B^mdinuja. 188, 140, 148

bhdstd-piijd, re-occupation ceremony 125

bhastHi^dj, a set of rafters ... ... 125

that, marriage dower ... ... ... ... 55

Bb5.wan ShSih, Pahjltb Saint of the 17th

century 27, 82

Bhibhikshan, brother of Bavan 114

Bbima, Bhimasina ... 180, 188, 185, 186

Bhimkund, the, at Neminath ... ... ... 80

Bhishma, a Kaurava ... ... «.. 184

Bhoja, k., Kritavarman ... 179

Bhojepotra, Brahman sept,, tabus among ... 56

Bhrityabharamyam, concerning subsistence of

Government servants ••• ... ... 263

Bhujabala Siddarasa, alias B&jamalladSva, a

Ohola feudatory 87

Bhujabalavira-Erasiddanadlva-Chodamaha-

r5.ja or Erasiddhi ... 11

Bhujabalavira-ManmasiddayadSva Chodama-
har^ja, a Choda chief 84 and n.

bhumbhak, ornament of cowries ...296 and n.

Bhtlmi, g 184

Bhtlmi P5.1, Lord of the earth ••• 295 and n.

BhUtapuri, PdtUr, near Kanchi ... 129, f., 135, 143

Bibis, wives of Midn 295 n
Bih§>r, PS.la inscrip., etc , at 235, 240, f.

Bij3ir^ju-Siddayad$va-Ohodamaliar5.ju, aOho-

da chief ... ... ... ... ... 84

bilvd fruit, a caste mark 118

Binniik, Binddik, g 126

biri, wirt, q. v. ... - ... ... ... 318 and n.

bisd~dhdrdt a ceremonial mark 127

BisM, vil. in Keonthal... ... ... 46 and n.

hishnpad, Vishnpad, see urdhpmid ... 3 19

Bitragunta grant inscrip. of Sazhgama II. ... 91

Block, Dr., and Indian deities 148
Bodal, Budal, or Baddl 236
Bodh Gay&, Gay5, Pdla inscrip. at, etc. 234,

236—238, 240, 242
BrahmicbS.ryas, their caste marks. 118 and n., 119
Brahman, the meaning of 176
Br&hmana caste marks 118 and n., 119 and n.
Brahmans, and tabus in the PaBj^b 55. f.;

and building ceremonies 122-124, 126 ; 141

;

their privileges in the Arthasastraof Ohan-
akya *•* ... ... ... ... 260, f.

branding, as a pilgrimage stamp 121

Br^n, goddess .« ... ... ..,295 and n»

JBrihannada, Arjuna ... ... ... ... 185

Buddha, figures of, at Topary or Polonnaru-

wa 110, in ancient Indian sculpture

146 ; and the doves 151, f.; images of 158,

£ ; footprints 155; and Asoka 158; in Cey-

lon 159; Statue at Bih^r 235, 240; at Bodh
Gaya 238 ; at Titar4wa 289 ; at Gunariyd ... 242

Buddhism, and the rise of art in ancient

India ••• »»• ••• 145

Buddhist Canon, and R. Pischel 26

Buddhist, times in Baltistan 62 ; 68 ; Chiefs

of Ohigtan 65 ;
Art, and Dr. Griinwedel

145; 146; remains near BSmagiAma 155;

near Loh5.nipur 157 ; at the Sevai tank 158

;

image at Jaynagar 242 ; ruins in C. Asia 298,

Buddhists, Indian, sectarial marks of ... 120

Bahler, Dr., and the Wala Clay seal ... ... 14S

building superstitionB ••• ••• 122

Bukka, founder of the Vijayanagara dyn. 12

;

89, 90 and n., 91

Bulandib&gh, sandstone capital at ••• ... 157

buldq, lawhg or ndih, q. v, 66

‘a Bumbha, Old ;
perhaps rGyal-‘abum-bha-

Ide, song of .•• ••• ••.63, f,

burial-grounds in Kabul ... ... ... 232

Buzbans of Pin, in Spiti ... ••• ... 51

Bya-rgyal, probably Jargyal q» v 68

Canarese lang. 161, f., special developments

of vowels, etc. 163, f,, 167, 188, ff., 201, ff.

Caste and Sectarial Marks in the PanjAb, by

H. A. Rose ... 118, fE.

cenotaphs in Spiti ^1

Central Asia, see Archaeological Notes 297, ff.

Ceremonies and Superstitions relating to

dwellings in the Pafijab ... •— 122, fp,

Ceylon, Simhaladvipa 12 ;
and the 2adViiaya-

nagara dyn. 95; visited by Fa-hien ... 159

Oh&cbv&h Sharif, tn. on the Indus, home of

the poet, Ghul&m Farid ... ••• 33 and n.

Ohaitra-Pavitra., ceremonies, note on ... 52

Ohakran^iAyaua, surname of Kakatiya feu-

datory chiefs ... ••• ^
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OhSilh^i, goddess 295 and n.

Chamba, goddesses in 295 n*

Chanakya’s Artkasastra, Books Y-XV. 257,

277, fe.; 303,

OhandixDan, Patna dist., PS>la inscrip. at ••• 240

Chandragiri, and the 2nd Yijayanagara dyn.

95, f.

Ohandragnpia II., copper coin of, found at

KnmrdMr ««• 157

cliang, barley brew 49

CMpalapalli, vil. in Yenkatagiii Zaminddri, -

and the Ghola feudatories ••• 87

eJiapfd, prepared lac 321 n.

Obarol, Kanet clan, in Xeontbal 43 and n.

Obarydpdda of the Pddma-Tantra and the

jpavitra festival 62

chathf occupation ceremony 124

Chedalavdda, in the Ongole tdluka, Yijayana-

gara inscrip. at ... 92

Chhatrdhrt, goddess ...295 and n.

Chhibar, a Kanet clan 47 and n.

Ohiang-ssu^yieh, Dr. Aurel Stein’s Chinese

secretary 298
Chidambaram, golden hall, and k. Yirdpdk-

sha 12; and Govindaraja 143
Chien-t’d-wei, Khiantho-wei, and Gandh4ra 162
China, the Great Wall of 297
Chinese Pilgrims, and Asoka 161, f.

Chinese Armais and 0. Asia 299
ChingtaD, Buddhist inscrip. at 62 ; chiefs of.

64, f.; 68

Chitraghantd temple at Benares ••• ... 238
OhitraJ, and Dr. Aurel Stein 297; autochthon
population of 299; f.

Ohitramatikd, PSla g. ••• ••• ... 241
choia, attendant on the sick 61
ChddaTelanandn chief 7 n.
Ch&daSi Telngu ObddaS) chiefs or princes 7

and n,, 8, 9 and n. ; 84 and n.
Oh6daballayaoh64a, and Ballaya-Oh6dad6va-

Maharfiija ’
... s n.

Chffla, Kingdom, in Kamnl (Knrnool) 7, 8
and n„ 9 ; oo., and Virdp&kshal2

j Empire,
in the Telngnoo. 85; feudatories inNel-
lore claiming Kakatiya ancestry 87; k.
and Eamdnuja 141; f.

vMla, a loose garment 296 and n.
ehorien, a Buddhist symbol, worshipped in

Ohi'onioles, Balti, and of Ohigtan 65
Ohflh&s, or Eat-Cbildren of the Panjiib and
ShahDaula

27,fE., 32
Ohn-li-ye, kingdom mentioned by EKuen

8
Camndi, in Kandnkftr idhilk, Reddi in-

... 89

chm&,^ ghost of a female ... ... 320

churning, a tabu ... 56

Chutalw4, a devil, in Spiti 50

civilization, early, in the Tarim Basin 297 ; in

Ghitr&l ••• ... ... ... 299

clothes, new, a tabu 56

Conjeeveram, Telugu-Choda inscrips, in 9, 10,

11 and n.; 85 and n. ; captured by
Muppidi-N^yaka 87, f

. ; and by Muham-
mad Shah II 93 n.

Contributions to Panjabi Lexicography, by
H. A. Rose, contd. from Yol. XXXYII. p,

371. 17, ff., 74, f£., 98, ff., 221, ff., 249, ff.,

265, fE., 285, fO , 322,

copper-plate grant, near Kodaik4nal 54

courtier, the conduct of a, from the Artha-
sastra of Chanakya 177, f.

cremation in Spiti ... 50
Ouddapah, conquest of 97
Cunningham, on the Besnagar, and the

Parkham images 146 and n. ; and the

Asoka pillar 153 ; and the P41as 248
Customs and Beliefs, in Spiti, notes on, by
H. Calvert, I.O.S, I. Customs connected
with social relations 49; II. Social ideas

50; III. Objects connected with worship,

lY. Superstitions 51

Da, in W. Tibet 57
D&direddipalle, in Kanigiri tdluka^ inscrip,

from
Deevayasnians, opponents of the Mazdayas-
nians 4

Dahisar, Rdvana 81 n.

dalg, faqir’s coat 29, 32
Dalip Singh, titular Mah^r&ja of the Paiij§.b

171, 174 n.

Daltong pass 67
D6.mal, near Conjeeveram, inscrip. at ... 94
dancing in Spiti 51
Ddn^kdrmikamf Concerning the awards of

punishments 257
Dandan-Oilik, tn., N. of the Domoko desert

inKhotan 302
DauM, vil in Dera Gh4zt Kh^n, tabu in ... 56
Dam Shikoh, son of Sh4hjahan . 31 ; 83 and n.
Dard, family, of Da, and k, Nyima-mgon 57

;

origin of Balti princes 62 ; race to which
the people of Ohitral belong 299

DargSih Arz4m, Buddhist railings at ... 158
Darkot Pass, and Dr. Aurel Stein 299
Dasavarman, Telugu-Ch6da chief 8
Ddyabhima, a Telugu-Ohoda 10 and n.
Dayitavishnu, ancestor of Kanauj k. 234, 247
deformities in Spiti 51
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Delhi, and Gurn Gobind Singh 81; in a

legend •••

bDel-ldan-rnam-rgyal, Ladakhi k., defeated

Ahmed Khln 63; or k, bDe-skyong-rnam-

rgyal ••• ••• •••

D6mambik&, Dema-Amma, wife of DeT8,-

_

*•• ^2n.

Deorar, vil. in the Pahjiib, tabus in

deoias

Deo-uthto, festival

Dera Gh^zi Khan, superstitions and cere-

monies in 122 and n., 127, 128

Dera Ismail Kh§,n, tabus in

Dera Mawia, Paiijab State, family of 311

Deshd, tn. 41—43, 47, f., 69—73

bDe-skyong-mam-rgyal, probably k. bDe-

Idan-rnam-rgyal

DIvaka, mother of Krishna l'°

Dlvapdya, Paia k., inscrip, of, etc., 234—286

;

240, genealogy of 244, f . ; 247, f

.

DSvaraja, •••

Dlvar^ya, Vijayanagara chief ^1

Dev^raya I., Yijayanagara k. ... 92 and n.

D^varaya II., Vijayanagara k. 92 and n.

;

death of, etc. •«« ... ••• 93 and n.

Devata, name of the Parkham image ... 147

Devi, g, 120 ; 126 j
or Sarasvati ... 140 ;

182

Dfivulapalli plate inscrips 92 n.

Dhamandri ghat, in Theog 41 and n.

dhdr •••

DharmapS-la, Pala k., and the Gurjaras 233

;

inscrips, of 234; 236 ;
genealogy, etc.

244, f., 247, f

.

DharmSi Pallini ••• •••
^

•••

Dharma vivardhana, son of Asoka ... lol, f., 158

Dhauia, lover of Subdi, character in a poem.

328 and n

Dhritar^shtra, blind k. of Hastinapora 177,

182, 186

Dhruva Rashtrakdta, k. ••• 245

Digambri Jains, their sectarial marks ... 120

Dik, Panjab riv., and Shah Daula ... 30, 31

Din§.jpur, P§.la inscrip. at ... 239 ; 247, f

.

Dinasur, R^vana... ... ... ••• ••• 1^^

Dir, independent territory 297, f

Dirgha Ch§.ri»yana, a writer ... 279

Diwali festival 123

divine judgment and ordeal ... ... 3, 4 n.

divorce in Spiti ... ... 49

Dogras, and k. Rinchen 39

Domoko Oasis and Dr. Am-el Stein 302

dord, a girdle ••• 296 and n.

Dorapar^ju, k., father ofNandivarma-Maha-

rSija ... ••• ••• ••• ••• •••

dorja-^hurpa, magic dagger in Spiti... ... 5l

Dr3(kshirrama inscrip S5

Dravidian Phonology, A Primer of, by K. Y,

Subbayya, M. A. ...159, ; 188, f£. ; 201, fE.

Drona, a Kaurava 184

Druksh, an evil spirit 3 and n.

Duggid^vi, wife of Dorapai4ju 85

dungten, a bone receptacle ... 51

Duryodhana, a Pandu 178, 180, 183, 186

Dushyanta, k.; father of Bharata ... ... 112

dvaidMbhdva, double policy 303

D7S<raka, c 184

dwellings, in the Pauj§/b, superstitions and

ceremonies connected with 122

Dw^raka, fort ... . ... ... Ii8

DwS.rkS*, pilgrim resort ... 121

Dydlth, vil. in the Panj^b 46 and n.

mDzes-ldan-mam-rgyal, unidentified k., pro-

bably ’aZam-dbyangs-rnam-rgyal ; song of

65, 66,

BarVg History of India, by Y A. Smith, 2nd

edition, and the leading Pala kings ... 233

earthquakes, explanation of, in Spiti 51

Bchama-Naik, a noble, loyal to the 2nd

Vijayanagara dyn. 95

Edwardes, Sir Herbert, and.the Sikh wars 172, f.,

176 and n.

elephant, figure ou Asoka pillar ...153, f., 158

English and the Sikh wars ... 171, 174,176.

Erasiddhi or Bhujahala-vira-Erasiddanad^va-

Oholamahfirfija... ... ... ... 10 and n.

Erasiddhi, evidently called Gandagopfila, a

Telugu-Choda ... ... ... 19

Errapragada, or Sambhudfisa, poet, trans-

lated the Harivamia into Telugu 89

European, period, the earliest, in India 176

;

graves in Kfibul ... ... ••• 232

excommunication in Spiti ... ••• 30

explorations in Central Asia, see Arohaso-

logical notes ••• 297,

Fa-hien*s Travels, Asoka in ... ••• 151,

fairs, at Shfih Daula Daryfii’s shrine, Gujrat. 27

Pakir origin of the princes of Skardo, legend

of ... ... ••• ••• ••• ••• 92

Path Khfin Tiw^ni., Malik, a Sikh, death of. 173

Path Muhammad Khfin Ghori, a Sikh 173

Pa-Yi, or Dharma-vardhana, k. of Ohien-t’o-

wei ... ••• ••• •** ^92

female caste marks 121

festivals, religious, in Gurgaon - 126

Perozepur, tabits in 36

Perozeshah, Pheru-shahr, battle of ... 171

fig tree, a tabu - 36

fire-pit, a mysterious, in a mound on the

Satlej bank Mt ••• ••• 33
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fire-worship, in the Zarathushtrian creed ... 3,

4

Firozpur, ceremonial marks in, 127 ; and the

Sikh army 171 ; 174

Firoz ShAh’s pillar at Delhi ... 153

Fleet, Dr., and the Chaitra-pavitra ... ... 52

Foe, images of, at Sduk^sya ... ... ... 153

Fort St. George, land-grant of ... 96

Fouoher, M., and Indian sculpture ... 146, f

.

Gad^dhar temple, in Gayi. ... 242

Gadamu ridge, in the Panj^ib ... 48

Gaddis, the ... ... «** 296 and n.

dGa-dga, perhaps the boy-poet dkarpo ... 66

Gadidiva]^ju, a Choda chief ... 84

Gajapati dyn., and the Vijayanagara, 93 and

n ;
and XondaTidu ••• «•« ••• 96

Galchas of the Pamir region and the Pakhpo

Nomads of the outer Kun-lun Hills 301

Gal Vihara, rock temple at Polonnaruwa 112

GanadSva, a Gajapati feudatory, governed

Kondavidu ••t ••• ••• 98

Ganapati, KS>katiya, k. 84 and n.; death of

86 ; 87 n.; 88

Gandagopdla, or Si^asiddhi 10

Gandhdra, the Buddhist art of, 146 ; 148 ;

home of Dharmavardhana ••• 151, f

Gandikotai in S. India, conquest of 97

Ganesh, g. ti« ••• ••• 120, 124, 126

Ganga Datt ITpreti, Pandit, and the Gumani

Niti ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• 177

Gangavaram, vil. in Darsi division, grant
{

made at ••• tt« 9

Gangayad5va-Oh6da-Mahdraja, a Telugu-

Choda ••• ••• ••• 92 n.

Gangaya-Sahini, a K&katiya Feudatory. 9; 86

Ganges, riv. 132’; 138 ;
or Bhagiratha... 179-181

Ganpati, g. •• ••• ••• ... 127

Ganpatis, sectarial marks of ... ... 120
Garhi SMh Daula, suburb of Gujrdt, home

of the BhS>h Daula Sect ••• ... 27

Garb Mughal&ni,a PaSj^b State—family of 311, £.

Garuda, g. on coin ... ... «.« 157
Gathas, the heavenly beings in 1; and the

ordeal by fire 3 ; and Aramaiti 4 ; and
Haurvatat and Ameratat 5 ; and Sraosha 6

Gaura, or Gauda, Bengal, seat of the Pdla
dyn. •*. ... 255, fi.

Gayd, Bodh Gay^, KAn Gayd, Pala inscrips.

at .*• ••• 234, 236-238, 240, 242
Geldner, and the Iranian beliefs ... 3 n., 4 n.

Georgian bishop, grave of, at Kabul 232
GeushaDrva, Geusha Tashan, Iranian gods 2, 5 6
ghaggU topi, conical cap 296 and n.
Ghakhars, as allies of Khawds Kh^n 28
Ghati, vil. in Keonthal and n.
Ghatdtkaoha, son of BhimasSna 185

Gbdzi Sultdn Muhammad, and the Shdh

Daula Sect ... ... 28; 32

Ghosrawd, Patna dist., Fdla inscrip, at ... 235

Ghotdmukha, a writer ... ••• ••• 279

Ghui^m Farid of Ohachrdh Sharif, Pafijab

poet, a Mfi by him 33 and n.

Giants, Joharrums, erected buildings at To'

pary ••• ... ••• ••• 111

Giles, and the Travels of Fa-hien 151, fi., 158

Gilgit, Balti emigration from, 65; Chinese

army in 299

Gipsies of Europe, and R. Pischel 25

Girnar, unpublished Asoka inscrip. at ... 80

Gobind Singh, Guru, war with Aurangzeb 81, ff.

G^da, Anddl, goddess ... ... ... 142, f.

Gokaln3>th, near Mathur^, and the Mahddevji

Sect ... ... ... ••• 120

goldsmiths, in India 145
Gopdla, a Vijayanagara k 95 n.

Gopdla I., first Pdla k. 234, 236, f 239, fi.;

genealogy of, etc 244, f., 247, f.

Gopdla, probably II., P^la k, inscrip. of 237

;

genealogy ••• ••• ... 244; 248

Gopdla III., Pala k. 241 ; genealogy of, etc.

244, 246, 248

Gopdlji, a Yaishnava sect, sectarial mark of. 120
Gopardja, a Sliluva chief, feudatory of D6va-

raya II. ... ... ... ... 92 n.

Gough, Lord, and the Sikh wars 171

Govardhana DSsa, Krishna 184

government servants, in the Arthasastra of

Chanakya *** ... %> ... ••• 263

Govindabhattfa, consiaand disciple of B&mS.-

nuja ... ... .a. 132, f., 138, f.

G6vindapfila, PSila k., inscrips. of 242 ; genea-

logy, etc 244, 246, 248

Govinda-Yogi, or Y^davaprakasa 136

gramahh/ritaka, village employes ... 260, 264

Grantha alphabet, in the Ariyur plate in-

scrip. 12 ;
in inscrip. at PfimbS*rai 54

graves, European, at EAbul ••• ••• ... 232

Great Wall of China, and Dr. Aurel Stein ... 297

Greek cemetery near Attock 144

Greeks, and art in India 146, 148

griha pratiahta, occupation ceremony ••• 125
Grimwedel, Dr., and Buddhist Art 145
GOdfir tdlnka, records from ... 84 and n.; 95

Guir&t, ceremonies, etc., in 124, 128

Gujrfit, battle of• •• ••• ••• ... 172

... ... ... a*. ... ... 125

GulSib Singh of Jammuh, MahSiraj^, a Dog]4
chief, in the Sikh wars 172 ; 174

g4la/r, fig. as caste mark 118 and n.

Gumani Niti, the 177, ff.

Qunariya, Guneri, in Gaya dist., Pllla inscrip.

9*t ••• 14. 44. 44. 444 242
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Gxmavarma, two writers of the name 255

Guntur, and the Telugu-Chodas 8 ;
under the

Eeddis of Kondavidu ... ... 91

Gurg^on, totws in 54 ; 56 ;
ceremonies and

superstitious in ... ... 122, 124-127

Gnrjaras of E^^Hputana ••• ... 233

Gurjat, and Shah Daula Daryai ... 27 ; 30, fP.

Gurudatta, father of Baladitya ••• ••• 237

Guru Gohind Singh, or Gohind Singh q. v.

81, ff.

rGyal-’ahumhha-lde, or ’aBumbha, Tibetan

song of ••• 63, f.

rGyalbu, rGyalsras, ancient and modem
forms of a Tibetan title ... ... ... 59

rGyal-rahs, the, and k. Jo-dpal 58 ; and p.

Rinchen ; 59 ; of Laddkh) on Balti chrono-

logy 62; 63

Habdn ridge, in SirmOr State 73

Hampe, or Vijayanagara, Titthalasvlmin

temple at «*• •«« ••• 96

Hanguya Tati, near Khotan, cultivation in 301, f.

Handmdn, g. ... 45, 47 ;
71-73 and n.; 151, 181

Haoma and Ameretat, Amesha Spentas 5

Har and Rdnjh^, a Panj^b love story 34 n.

hares, ribong, a superstition regarding them

in Spiti t.i ... .*• ••• ••• SI

Hari, g .•* ... ... ... 182

Hari Begam, wife of Dar^ Shikoh ••• ••• 31

Hari-Ohand, Harischandra ... ••• ••• 150

Harid^va-Ohodamah^iAja, possibly a

kdtiya feudatory «•« ... 9

Harihara I., Vijayanagara k. ... 89, 90 and n., 91

Harihara II., Vijayanagara k. 12; grant of

90 n,; 92 and n.

Harischandra, Hari-Chand, g 149, f.

Earivam’sa, the, translated into Telugu ... 89

Harn§)shah, Hiranyakasipu 150

Hasanpur, tabus in t*. ••• ••• ... 56

Haurvatat and Ameretat, (health and im-

mortality) Amesha Spentas 1-3 and n., 5, 6

HSivaua, misprint for R^vana 179

heavenly, or higher beings, in the Gdthas 1, 4, 6, 6

H5maohandra’s Prakrit Grammar 25

H^m^vati, in Anantapur dist., Ohola records

from ... .«• ... ••• ••• ••• 8 n.

Hicks, Joseph, grave of, at Kdbal .•• 232

Hinay6.na monastery at P§.taliputra ••• ••• 155

Hindi proverbs, used by GumStni ... ... 177

Hindu States of S. India, combination of. 88 ; 91

Hindu tabus, in Jl.mpur 56 ; sectarial marks,

etc. 121, f.; superstitions 128 ; gods, old-

est representations of 147-149

Hindu-kush, main range, crossed by Dr.

Aurel Stein ... ... ... ... 300
^

Hinglaj, in B^ldchistaa, pilgrim resort ... 121
Hir and R6,njha, tale of 149
Hiranyakaapu, Harn^shah, g. ... 149 ; 183
History, ancient, of NeUore District 7, ft.; 84, fi.

Hiuen Tsiang, and the Oholas 8; and Asoka

151, 153-159; 176 ; or Hsiian-Tsang ... 300
Holi festival 127
Hor, Turki, army in Ladakh 67, 68
house superstitions in the Pahj^b ... 122, fp.

hubble-bubble hukka, at SSirnath 176

Hultzseh, Dr. and the identity of Rama-
chandra of DSvagiri and R'cLmadSva 12 n.;

and the Ohaitra-pavitra 52

Hyderabad, ancient Bh6»ghnagar, founded ... 97

Iblis (the devil ) 81 and n.

Iddru, N^ga inscrip, at 86

Immadi-Gandagopdla-Vijayadityaddva-Ma-

hdtrlija, a Ghoda chief.. ... 84

Imddpur, MuzafParpur dist., Pala images at 239

images in Ancient India, note on the use of 145,

Ind, Indar, the rain-god ... 125 and n ; 127

Index of Prakrit words occurring in Pis-

ohel’s Grammaiik der Prakrit Spraohen,

Appendix ... 149-204

India, S., the ^avitra festival in the temples

of, 63; Muhammadan invasions of, 88 ; N.,

Vaishnava and other caste marks in 119,

120 and n., 121 ;
Ancient, note on the use

of images in, 145, ff.
;
visitedhy the Chinese

Pilgrims 151, f.; 300; and tahacco 176; S.,

inscrips, in 255

Indians, and the seven Adityas 1; 2; and

Asha 3 ;
and Aramati ••• ... 4

Indo-Scythian period, statues of 146

Indra, g. .*• ••• ... •.» ••• ••• 185

Indradyumna, and MahindrapSla, possible

identity of ••• ... ... ... 148

IndiAyudha, k. of Kanauj 245

Indus, liv., crossed by Alexander the Great. 144

inscriptions, of feudatory chiefs in N. Nellore

7, 8 and n.; 9 and n ; 10 and n.; the

Ariydr plates, etc., of k. Virdpaksba 12,

E . ; near Kodaik6>nal 54 ; Buddhist in

Raltistan 62 and u. ; 64; in Chigtan 65 ; of

Asoka, at Gimar, (unpublished) 80; Telugu-

Choda 84 and n.; Pallava 85 and n.; Kaka-

Uya 86 and n; 87 and n; of the Reddis, eta#

88 and n.
;
Vijayanagara, etc., 89; 90 and

n. ;
of Rkmachandra, etc., 91-95 ; of the

Venkatagiri Zamindars 97; Kandyan at

Topary 112; on the Parkham image 147;

at Ne-le 155, 156; Pdla 233, fP. ; Badami ... 256

Inuma^ideva-Maharaja, a Pallava ... 85
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Inuuan. Peoples, Religion of ••• ••• 1,

ls§.na, temple at Benares ... 238

Isar, g. of tke N.-E. quarter ... ... ... 127

Isvara-SaiiibitS., a PSiSchardtra work, on the

pavitra festival 52

IHhdsat the ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• 281

ivory bangles, a teibu ... 56

Jada-Bharata, see Bharata ... 112

Jaganniitha temple ... ... ... ... 98

Jagdev, R§,jS>, and Xankali Bhatni, the

poetess ... ... ... ... 115,118

iagjUi^i ov wdstd ... 124

JahSingir, Jeh§ingir, Emp. and Shd.h

Danla ••• ... 30, 32 ; 63

Jains, their sectarial marks 120 ; and

R§,m§.nuja ... ... 141 and n ^ 144 and n.

jdly as caste mark 118 and n.

JSflandhar, Julliinder, superstitions in ... 122

Jamdlgarhi relief, the ... ... 148

Jambndvipa, gift of 155, f.

Jammd, and the Shdih Daula sect 28 ; and

the Chilh§>s 32 ; the scene of E. Rinchen’s

death 59 ; and Kh&n KhwSiS •.a a*. aaa 116

JammM, granted to Mahd]4jS; GnMb Singh. 172

JSimpnr, in Bera Gh§.zi KMn, tabu in ... 56

Jamnna Dhih, mound near Bankipore «•• 158

JSnki D§>s, Mahant of KushSJ^ ... 48, 73

Jardisandha, opponent of Krishna ... 178, 186

Ja-rgyal ( ? Bya-rgyal )
plain between Basgo

and Nyemo, a battle-held ... 68

Jasvant Singh, a Bajput, with Dr. Aurel Stein

in 0. Asia ... ... ... a*. a*. 298

J§>ts, of Rhpgarh and Jitgarh, tabus among, 55, f.

Jatw^r, tabus in • ••• ••• €•• ... 56

Jayachola province, or Jayangonda-solaman-

dalam ••• ... ... ... ... ... 12

Jayadratha, Jayaskandha, mythical k. of

Sindhu-Sanvlra ••• ... ... ... 145

Jayapala, PSila k. ... ... 235, 247, f*

Jaynagar, fort in Mungir Dist., PSla inscrip.

at ... ... ... ... a.a ... 242
Jehan^r, Jahd.n^r, Emp., 30, 32; and the

Baltis aaa a.. ... 63

Jeth, month, a tabu 56

Jipd, tabus in ••a ... ... ... ... 55

JindSiU, B§.ni, wife of Banjit Singh ... 171, 174 n.

Jitgarh, tabus m 55

Jivan Bai, Bhdt, in a legend ... ... 114,116

Jo-dpal, k. of W, Tibet, song of 58

Jogis, sectarial marks of ••• ... 121

Joharrums or Giants, buildings of Ill

Joiyas of Mult&n, a wedding song of ...37 andn.,38
JnlS,n§i Malwi PaSjilb vil,, tabus in ... ... 56

JuUundur, JMandhar, superstitions in ... 122
Jungl, in Keonthal ... 42-45, 47, f.; 69, f 72

EAbul, Aurangzeb*s territory 81; European
graves at 232

Kad&mbiS>chchan, or AtrSya Pranthhrthihara. 137

E^hristS/U, and the ShSih Daula sect 28

Eah§ioh Column, the 153

Eaimali, pargana in Patidla ... ... 47 and n.

Eaithal, in Eeonthal ... 41 and n.

ESkatiya, inscrips. 86 ; ancestry, claimed by
Chela feudatories ... 87 and n., 88 and n., 89

Kalahasti,. Chola feudatory inscrips, in, 87

and n ;
home of Govinda bhatta 133

ESil&soka ... ... ... 156 and n.

iE^lidSisa^s ^aJcuvhtaha ... ... ... ... 25

Kaytin, in PatiSJa ••• ••• ••• 47

Blallakurri grant of Hanga YI. 96

Eallh Eh§.n’s Bagb, remains of Asoka pillar

at ... ... ... ... ... ... 156

Eal-w&ri, vil, in Gnrgfton, tabu in ••• ••• 54

KAma, perhaps Pottapi-KamadSva Choda-

Mah&r^ja, a Telugu-Choda 8 and n.

E&makotyambikS., goddess 85

E§»mSikshi, Yijayanagara q 12

E^miikshi temple, at Conjeeveram 85

Eamala, g• ... ... ••• ... 142

Eamal5sa, a name of Yishnu ... 144

Eamauli, near Benares, P&la inscrip. at 247, f.

KammanS.ndu, Telugu-Choda territory ... 9

EAmpa, son of Saihgama 89

Eampana-Odeya, brother of Harihara I. of

Yijayanagara ... 91, f.

Eaibsa, enemy of Krishna .«• 178

Ean^n^, PafijS^b vil., tabus in ••• ••• ... 55

Eanauj, and the Gurjaras 233, £.

kan chhedan, ear boring ceremony 55

EAiLchi, taken by Nallasiddhi 10, 11; and

Eandivarma Maharaja 85; and the Gaja-

pati k. Purushottama 93 > or Earisa, vkited

by BSimAnuja 131 -136, 139

Eandukdr tdluJsa, or Skandapuri, EAkatiya

records at, 88 ;
and the Reddis ... 89 ; 91; 96

Kandukdru, in P^kanSidu, Telugu-Choda

cap* .«• ... ... •.« ... 3

Kandyan inscrip. at Topary ... ••• ••• 112

KAngyA, fort, mentioned in a legend 114,

116; building superstitions in 122-124,

126, f.

“Ksungici tdluka ... ... ..• ‘ •• ••• 96

Eaninka Bh§iradvS>ja, a writer • V«. 999 279

Eanishka, and the SSirn&th column 176

Eankah Bhatni, poetess, and Jagdev B§,jdt

115, 118

Kannada or Kanarese Poets, Lives of ... 255

Kao-hsien-che, Corean general, expedition to

Chitral .«• •§• ••• •** 300

E&palOr grant, a Yijayaiuigaro insoiip- 89,

90,91
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Mpatiha^ fraudulent spies 264i

Kapiidavara, a Gajapati k. and Mallikarjuna. 93

Eapltlia, SankS.sjsa ••• ••• ••• 153. 158

harah pa/rshdd ••• 123

htras ••• ••• ••• 260 and n.

Karik&la, mythical Ch61a k. ••• 7

Kariki-la-Choda-MaMr^ja, feudatory of

Kulottuhga I. ... ••• ••• 8

Earisa, for E^nchi ••• .*• ••• 183

kdrmdntika, superintendent of manufactories. 263

Earna, a Eaurava ••• ... 183,

khards,amilha,talu
Akar*, a basket 55
Ehartinth, pargana in Keonthal 46 and n.
hhdta^oloiAi

;

Ehatri women of Amzitsar, tahus among ... 56
Ehian-tho‘Weiji for Ohien-t-5-wei, and Gan«

Ehosas, Balooh tribe, British allies 173
Khotan, and Dr, Aurel Stein 301, f.

Khri-srong-de-san, k. of Tibet 246
Ehshathra, Vah-ya, one of the Amesha

Earnfiita dyn., and Udayagiri 96 Spentas
2,

4

Karnatakakavicharite, Vol. L, by R. and S. KhOmdli, vil. in Eeonthal 46 and n.

G. Narasimhachar, book-notice of... 255, f.

EarnSitaka S6m6sa, the HoysaJa E. Vira-

S6m5svara ••• ... ... ... 11

dEarpo, dOa-dga, a boy poet, in Tibetan

song ••• ••• ... ••• ... 66

E&sht BAm, husband of Subdi .«« 328 and n.

Eashmir, visited by the Emp. ShAhjahAn 31

f. ; conquered by Rinchen 59; and the

Emp. AurangzebSl; called Sarasvatipita

140; Sale of, 172; and LohA PAl 295

Easdr, capture of ... ... 171

Easyapa, a demon «M ... ... ... 179

Eataka, Outtak, G^japati cap. ... ... 93

EAtyAyana, ancient writer •«« ... ••• 279

Eauravas, the ... .«« 112; 179, 181, 1S4, iff,

EausAmbi, tn. ••• ... ..* ... ... 237

Eautilya, a writer ••• ... 280, 303, f., 310

EAvali tdluJca, insczips. in 95, 96

EAvAri, riv., banks built ... 86 n.

EAvArippAkkam, in N. Arcot dist., inscrip.

at •«« ••• ... 96

Kavirdjamdrga, earliest known Eanarese

work ... ••• .*• «^. *.* 255, f.

Eavisvara, and the Kavirdjamdrga ... 256

Eavunji, near EodaikAnal, ruins at 54

Eech, in the PaSjAb, famous for the beauty

of its women •» ... 34 and n.

Eeonthal State 41 and n., 43 and n., 45

and n., 46, ff.
; 72, 73

Eem, and Iranian beliefs ... 4 n.

EAsava temple, at Eonidena 9

EAsavasomayaji, character in the Yatirdja-

vaihhavam of Andhrapdrna... ... 129, f.

Eeshab Dev temple at MathrA 56

Khadalik, tn., Ehotan 302

EhalAsh, vil. in Eeonthal 46 and n.

EhAhmpur, MAlda dist., PAla inscrip, at 234, 247

EhAlsA, the fraternity of the Sikhs 82 ; 171,

f., 173 and n.

EhandujA, an Aroira sept, tabus among ... 56

EhAn ElhwAs, or Masnad Ali EhwAs KhAn,

and Sher Shah, the Ohaugatta (Mughal)
at Delhi, legend of ... .«« 113, ft.

I

KhurAsAn, Aurangzeb’s territory 81
KhwAs EhAn, or EhAn Ehwas 11 3, fp.

Eielhom, the late Prof., and the PAlas

233, ff., 247, f.

Eien-to-wei, GandhAra 152
Jeikar wood, a tabu 56
kim tree, a tabu 55
EimA ••• ... t*. **• ... ... 150
Einjalka, a writer 279

Mnkantwdlt bandarwAl. 127

Kizhnrghan, “the Princesses Tower,** near

the Taghdumbash Pamir 300

EodaikAnal, MalayAlam inscrips, near ... 54
Eok-yar and Dr. Aurel Stein 800

E6mati-YAma of Eondavidu, a Re^di chief 92 n.

Eondavidu, and the Reddis 89 ; 91 ; 92 n. ; a

Gajapati fief 98; conquered by Rangall.

94; 96; 97

Eonidena, the ancient Eotyadoua, Telugu-

Cho^a cap. ... ... ... ... ...8 ; 9

KopperuSjidga, a rebel, perhaps identical

with MahArAjasiniha, the PallAva S5

Ko^dhhisamharanam, the replenishment of

the treasury ••• a«« ••• ... 260

Eoti, in the PanjAb 42, 45, 46 and n. ; 48, 69, S.

Eottovi DAvi, Mother of BAna 182

Eotyadona, Eonidena ... 8

Erishna, g* ... 178, 180, 182-186

Krishna, Eakatiya k., and the Muhammadans
in S. India ••• ... 88

Blnshna ID., RAshtrakfita k. ... ... 7

Erishna-DvarikA temple, at Gaya 240

Erishnaraya, Vijayanagara E., and the Gaja-

patis 93 n., 94, 96 and n., 97 n.

Bjshatriya caste marks ... 118 and n., 119

kshepa, a cast, a throw 930

Kuber, g. of the North quarter 127

EubAra, g. of riches ... ••• J

kuchchilipottis,ihiBQl discs, as caste marks... 121

Eukti, pass in Chamha •«. ... ...295 and n.

Kuldttunga I, ChdJa k. and the YelanAndu

chiefs ... ••• ••• 7,8, and n*; 85

Eulottunga IL, E. Ohalfikya k 9
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Kulottunga III,, or Tribhuvanavirad^va,

Cliola k, 10 and n., 11 ;
84 n-, 86, 87

Kul6fctufiga-Il6.36ndra, feudatory of RajarajSi

II. E. Ohalukya ... 7

Kumaini proverbs, used by Gum&ni... — 177

Kdm§,rapala of Gauda, P^la k. 241, 243;

genealogy of, etc 244, 246, £f.

Kdmr^bS.r, vil
,
and Ne-le, 1 56, f

. ;
Buddhist

railings at ••• 158

Kuling, vH. in Kangra 51

KuSjarako:^, Sk., for Auegondi ... 89

Kun-lun Hills, outer, about Kok-yar, the

Pakbpo Nomads of 300

Kuntala, co., conquered by Yirllpaksha ... 12

Kunti ••• 180

Xlh'^dblsa, Ktiratt&ly^r, disciple of BAmanuja 136

Kuratapallika, vil., Pala grant of ... ... 239

Kdrattalvan, Kflrapatbi, disciple of RAmAnu-

ja ... ... .. •»« 129 ;
141

KurAsa, a disciple of RAmAnuja 136, f., 142, f.

Xumool Dist., and the Chdias ... ... 7, 8

KurukAsavarya, XuruhaippirAn PillAn ... 140

hrdiLava^ musicians ... ... 263

Ladakh, divorce in, 49 ; invaded by All Mir

Sher KhAu 62 ; and the Turks ... 63, 67

Laddhhi Song, published ante, Yol. XXXI,

pp. 87-311, note on ... 68

Ladakhis, defeat of, by the Baltis, Tibetan

song ... ... ... .. ... 60 j
63

ladders, heavenly, at Sankasya ... ... 152

Ladvags rGal-rahs, the ... ... ... 63

Lagchen, name in Buddhist iuscrip. iu Bal-

tistan ... ... ... ... ... ««• 62

Lahore, house superstitions in, 122 and n.

;

treaty of 172; 174

Laidlay, and the Travels of Fahien 151, 153, f.

158

Lain and Majndn, tale of 149

Lakhmijtor Sri, Vaishnava sect, sectarial

marks of ... 120

Lakhwera, a class of the Joiyas ... 37 and n.

Lakshmana ... ... ... **• »•« 178

Lakshmanasena, B. Pischel’s paper on the

Court Poets of 26

Lakshml, goddess 126 ; &rl, oldest image in

India 147, f.;179

Lamas, in Spiti 49,

Langdarma, k, of Tibet, killed by a Lama 57

LankA ** ... ... ••• 178, f*

Lan-mo=RAmagrAma 164, f,

LAt Bhairo, PiUar at Benares ... 154,157
laung, huldq, or ndth 50
Lawaghar, in Kohat, tabu in 56
Legend, the, of ShAh Daula ; by Major A. C.

Elliott 28, ff.

Legend, the, of KhAn Kh'wAs and Sher ShAh

the Obaugatta [Mughal) at Delhi, by H. A.

Itose ••• ... ... ... 113, S,

Legends from the PanjAb, by Sir. H. C.

Temple and H. A. Rose; contd. from

Yol. XXXYII p. 156; III. The War of

Aurangzeb vrith GuruGobind Singh 81, ;

lY, The Wedding of RAi Morni or Prin-

cess Peahen ... ... ... ... 31, ff,

Legge, and the Travels of Fahien 151, f.,

154. 158

Lexicography, PanjAhi, contributions to,

17, ff.; 74, fe.; 98, ff.; 221, ff.; 249, ff.'j

265. ff.; 285, ff.; 322, ff.

Lba-chen Dynasty of W. Tibet 58

Lba-chen-rgyalbu-rincben, or Rinchen ••• 59

Lba-dbang-rnam-rgyal, Tibetan k 64

Lbo-nnb-mda-mdzad-rgyalpo, k., named in

Buddhist inscrip 62

gDing ... ••• .•* 60,61

Lingayats, or Yira-Saivas 255

lion, figure on Asoka pillar ... 153, ff. ; 157, f

.

Lives of Kannada or Kanarese Poets ... 255

loha, metals 260

LohAntpur, Asoka Pillars'near ... 156, ff.

LohA PAl, Lord of metals 295 and n.

London, c. mentioned in a Ballad of the

Sikh Wars ... ••• ••• 174

Lop-nor, and Dr. Aurel Stein 297

Love, The Troubles of, a PanjAbi song. 149, f.

Ltsang-mkban-(beggar)-malig, fakir founder

of the Skardo dynasty 62 ; 66

lucky and unlucky days, in Spiti 51

LudhiAnA, superstitions and ceremonies in

125 and n.; 128; 171

Lumbini Garden=Rummindei, Buddha’s
birth-place 154, f.

lungta, cloth with printed prayers 51

Macdonnell, Prof., and images in Ancient
India ... ••• .«• ,,, 146

MaoMahon, a British Yolunteer in the Sikh
wars 175 n,

Madana-devi, PAla q 248

MadanapAla, PAla k., inscrips, of, etc. 241, f.

;

genealogy etc. ••• 244, 246, ff.

MadhAv AchArya, founder of the Seshj! sect. 120
ISdadhurakavi, poet 137 and n.

Madhura-mangala, near Kanchi 129

MadhurAntaka Pottapi-Chola^ a Telugu-

Choda of Nellore, origin of the name ... 9

Madura, conquered 9

MadurAntakani, c. and Ramanuja ... 134, 136

MadurAntaka-Pottapi-Chdla SriranganAtha,

alias RAjagandagopAla, probably Tribhu-

vanacbakravartin RAjagandagopaladAva. 87
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madhyama, mediatory k. 234 andn. 306 and n.

Magadha, and Aioka ••• ••• ... 155

mdgadha^ a bard •». ••• 263

M^gb, month, a tabu ... ... ... 56

magic dagger, in Spiti 51

Mah&bharata, meaning of, 112 ; war of

the .M 178, 186; 241

MahMev, as a lattoo mark 121

MahSidIva, image at Bodh 234

Mahddevi, g• ... ... ... ... 131 ff.

Mahadevji or Bndrd, Vaishnava sects, marks

of ... ..* •.• ••• ••• 120

Mabajans o£ Jind, tabus among ... ... 55

Mabamanda Kuli Pl»ta &d*[ba], or Moham-
mad Quli Qutb Sbab 97

MabSn Singh, founder of the Sikb State of

the Pahj^b 174 and n.

Mab&pOrna, Tamil Perianambi, disciple of

TamunSirya ••• ... 133-138, 141, 144

Mabdir&jasimba, a Falldva chief, perhaps

identical with the rebel KopperuSjihga ... 85

Mab^y^na
;
monastery at Pdtalipotra 155, 237

Mabendra, Mabindo, a relative of Asoka ... 159

Mah6ndrapS/la, probably the Indradyumna of

tradition 244, 246 ,
248

Mahip^la I., P&la k., insorips. of 237, f£.;

genealogy, etc. 244, fE.

Mabip^la II., Pdla k. 241, genealogy, etc. 244, 256

maMrat, lucky time ... 124

MahmM son of Aurangzeb ... ... 31

MS>ili, vil. in Patiala 46

M^l§,dbara, Tirumdlaylinden, a teacher 137, 144

Mdil4kand, and the SbSih Daula sects 28

Malay§>lam, or Grantha inscrip, at Kodaik§nal

54 ; lang. 159, £!. ;
special development of

vowels ... 165, fE.; 188, fE. ; 202,

MalladSvi, wife of Haribara II. ... 12 and n.

Malians, boatmen, tabtis among 56

Mallid5va-Ob6damah&raja, Telugu -Oboda

chief ... ... ... ... ••• 9 and n«

MalliiAriuna, or PraudbadSvarSrya, and the

seige of Yijayanagara ... ... 93

Manahali, in Dinajpur dist., Pala insorips.

at 241, 247, f.

mmavakasg sorcerers ... ... ... ... 263

manMayonihf Thesourceof Sovereign States 281

Mandodari ... ... 179, f.

Mabgalagiri inscrip 96

MangalSsa, Gbalukya k. ... 255

Mangarasa, two writers of the name ... 255

Mangd or Mokhu, disciple of Sb4b Saiddn

Sarmast • •• *•« 29

Mangyauapddi, Yijayanagara inscrip, at ... 92

manjH, hhanjH, earthen plate, a tabu..^ ... 56

Manmagandagop^la, a Gb6da chief ofNellore,

established at Yikramasizhbapura 84 n., 86, 88

Manmasiddba, rnler of Nellore 84 andn.
Mannepalli copper-plate insorips 88
Mantra, Yaisbmva purificatory obser-

vaiioe 130 n., 135 and n,

Mann and Yobumano 2

Manumagandagopala, Yijayanagara k. 95 n.

MannmagandagopSla, name of twoTelugu-

Gboda chiefs 86

Manfin, ridge in Patifila 42 andn.,46 andn.; 71, 72

maraka epidemics 310

Maricba, a demon 183

Marka, tutor of PrahbLda 183

marriage, in Spiti 49 ; among the Aromas of

Perozepur ... ... ... ... 56

Marshall, Dr., and the Asoka pillars 158

Mfis^yap6ta, in Kanigiri tdluka, Musalm6.n

inscrip, from ••• ••• 97

Masnad Ah Kbwfis KhSin, or KbSin Kbwfis 113 S,

Mfispro, vil., on the Indus 66

Mastuj, or Sbang-mi, in Cbitral ••• ... 299

Matbuifi, a mint of Akbar, for copper coin-

age, 80 ; sculptures, etc., at, 146, 147 and n. ; 185

Maurya, images, 149 ;
stone work at P&fcali-

putra, 158 ; at Kumrfib6r ... ... ... 157

Devi, mother of Buddha, figure,146; 147 ; 179

Mayi Sannyasi, name of YfidavaprakS.sa ••• 131

Mazar-togbrak, tn. S. of the Domoko desert,

Kbotan ••• tfl* 302

Mazda, and bis Satellites ••• ••• •»* X ft*

Mazdayasnians and the system of ordeal 3;

and the Dmvayasnians 4
M6gban§>da ... ... ••• .*• 179

Meru Tantra, the, and caste marks ««• ... 119

milk, a tabu, in the Pauj§>b ... ... ... 55

Milki ... ... ... ... ... ... 150

mill, khards, a tabu ... ... 1.. ... 56

Mird^, musicians 313 n.

Mitbil^, Tirbut, etc., conquered by lUmapfila 241

Mithra, g. 6

Hirz^ and S5.bibfin, tale of, 34 n., 35 n., 36 n., 149

Mohiye ki Har, or Bar, The Chronicle of

Mobi Parkasb, Buler of Naban ( Sir-

mfir) State, by H. A. Rose, contd. from

Yol. XXXVII p. 308 ... 40, fl. ; 69, fi.

Mokhu, or Mangfi • ••• ««• »»» 29

Monasteries, Mah9iy5ina, at Pfitaliputra 155

;

near Bankipore ... •». ... 158

Mondur, lake, mentioned in ancient Tibetan

song ... ... ••• ••• ••• ••• 60

Mongolians, in Tibet ... 68

monotheism, in the Zaratbushtrian creed... €

Mens of Xbalatse, the, and Tibetan songs ... 68

Moon, the, and the Yijayanagara dyn. ... 89

Mu’azzim, the Bmp., Bahadur Sbdb 31

Mudaliy6nd^u, or Y^dbfilaaatba ... .. 136

Mudgagiri, Mungir ... 234, 236
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HMkt, Battle of ••• ••• 171

^Tigbals,helped tlieBaltis, 63; underAnrang-

zeh ••• ••• ••• ••• 82j

Muhammadanism, embraced by the Baltis

60, 62, €3 ; and the Chigtan chiefs 65

Muhammadans, tabm among, 56; in S. India,

88; 89, ; 91; 97; their superstitions and

ceremonies, 128 ; and the L§iit Bhairo...l54 ;157

Muhammad Bakhsh, probably Muhammad
EliSn ••• tit ••• ••• ••• 173 , 175

Muhammad KhSn Badozai, Sddiq, in the

Sikh wars ••• ••• ••• 173

Muhammad Kh&h DMdputrd, ShSih, in the

Sikh wars ••• •** 173

Muhammad KhSih Ghori, Fath, in the Sikh

wars ••• •• ••• ••• ... 173

Muhammad KhSn KhosSi, British ally in the

Sikh wars ... 173

Muhammad Quli Qutb ShUh, or Mahamandu
Kuli Pdta Sa[ha], Golconda k 97

Muhammad ShSth II, Bahmani k., and

Oonjeeveram ... ... ••• ••• 93 n.

Muhammadju, Dr. Aurel Stein’s Yarkandi

caravan man ... ••• ... 298

Mukkanti,the Telugu Trilochana, semi-myth-

ical Pallava k. ... ..• ••• ••• 85 n.

Mukkanti-KSiduvetti, Pallava k .••85 and n., 86

Mukka^i, the late BS;bd P. C., and the

As6ka pillars ••• 156, tE*

mulberry tree, a tabu ... • ••• ••• 66

Mdl Edj, Diwan of Multdn, rebellion of, 172,

f., 176 n., 176 n.

Multan, siege of ...171-173, 175 and n,, 176

Muppidi—Myaka, Kakatiya general, cap-

tured Oonjeeveram 87, 88

MuhdSr, ghdt in Sirmdr. 72, 73

Mdnda Sh§>hid, a hillock near Fdkpatan ... 53

Mungir, Mudgagiii, Pdla inscrips, at ... 234,

vetch, as caste mark ...

247, f.

... ... 118

MuiM, Son of ShSihjahdn ••• 31, f.

Midrakh ... ... ... ... ... 150

murba creeper, as caste mark... ... ••• 118
m4rUi, an image ... ... 236

Musalm§>n inscrips, in Nellore ••• ... 97

Hachana-Soma, Soma, Telugu poet ... ... 90
Hadlrddrdlvlr, Ydtsyanatha ... 136
M[iga]d6va-MahiiiAja, a Kdkatiya feuda-

tory ... ... 86 and n.
Ndgan, fort in the Panjab 40, f.

as Kakatiya feudatories ... 86
K&gavarma, two writers of the name ... 255
H&g Panchami festival. ... 126

NSihan, Sirmdr • •• 40,69

Naik Rdm Singh, a corporal, with Dr. Aurel

Stein in G. Asia ••• ••• ... 298

Nainit, g. of the S. W. quarter ... ... 127

Naique’s palace, ruins near Palonnaniwa ... Ill

Ni>], vil. in PatiSila 41 and n.

^ala ... ... ... ... ... ... 182

NSiland^, Buddhisb monastery in BihS>r, P41a
inscrips, at 235, 237, 240

Nallasiddarasa, a Pallava 85 n.

Nallasiddharasa, a Telugu-Ohoda, feudatory

of Kulottunga III. ... 10

Nallasiddhi, a Telugu-Ohoda ... ... 10 and n.

hTallasittarasan, a later Pallava 85

Nallnr, in Pdkaniidu, possibly a Telugu-

Choda cap 11

Ntodev, the Dyer, tale of 149, f

.

naming customs in Spiti 49

Namm^jivar, SatSiri, ... 137 and n., 140, 142

rNam-rgyal, dyn, of W. Tibet... ... ... 58

Nanda, father of Krishna 187

Nandaldr inscrips. 86 n.

Nandivarma-Mah^raja, alias Ammar4ja, Pal-

lava k. ... ... „• ••• ,,, 37
f^Sirada, a sage ... ... ••• ••• ... 87
Narind, Jind tahu in .. ... ... 55
Narang, an Arora sept, tahus^ among ... 56
Narasa, Vijayanagara k., and k. Prat4paruda

93; 94
Narasimhachar, Mr. E. and Kannada or
Kanarese names 255

Ndrdyan, mrAyana g 126 ; 141, 142
Kdrdyanapila, Pdla k., inscrip. of, 236;

genealogy of, etc. ... 244, f.; 247,1
HatSsa Sdstri, B.A«, and the Ariydr plate

iascrips 12, 14 n.

Kdthamuni 139
ndth, huldq, laung^ nose ring, a tahu 56

adrum 42
Kaushirwdn, legendary hero of justice. 83 and n.

Naun, vil. in Sirmdr 42, 47
tiaya, policy 283
ndyaJca, chief constable 263

Wayanasukha, a name of Duryodhana ... 180

Nayap&la I., P&la k., inscrip. of, 240 ;
gene-

alogy of 244,1
needle, an emblem of well-being ... 49 and n.
Ne-le, city 155 ; the vil. of Kdmrahdr.. 166, f

.

NeUore District, Ancient History of, contd.

fromVol.XXXVII,p.367. The Feudatory
FamiHes 7, flf.;84,fe.

HellAr, alias Vikramasimhapuram 10
K6min5>th, Nimnith, shrine at 80
new clothes, a 56
dNgos-gruh-bstan-^adzin, minister of Leh ... 68
Nrnmat Khdtun, mother of Shdh Daula ... 28

g. ••• ,,, ,,, 134
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Kimbark Acbai^a, founder of the Sank&diha

sect. ••• ••• ••• ••• ... 120

Nimi, k. ... ... ... ... ... ... 187

NisMdas family 186

N^ipatimga-Amogliayarslia L, and tlie Kavi-

YQjoLTtioi/irffoL ... ... ••• ... 256

n<&la parba, (Kannada) the pavifra festival ... 53

Nuniz, Portngiieze olironioler, and the foun-

dation of Yijayanagara 89, 93 and n., 94

N6p Sain, IUn4 of Kobi ... 42, 48, 72, 73

Nyemo ••• ••• ... 68

Nyima-mgon, W. Tibetan k., song of ... 57

O bservations on tbe Yarions persons named
Bharata, and the meaning of BhSiratavar-

sha, by Mr. Narasiibhiengar of Bangalore. 112

Ohind, Und, Waihnnd, spot at which Alex-

ander the Great forded the Indus ... 144 n.

om, mystic word, as a sectarial mark ... 121

Ongole tdluXsa, KSikatiya fendatory inscrips.

at ... ... ... ... .. ... 88

outhouses, and ceremonial marks ••• 128

Orahgal K&katiya dyn. ;
and the Yehkatagiri

Zaminddirs ... ... ... ... 97

ordeal, or divine judgment in the Mazdayas-

nian creed ••• 3

Oxus YaUey, Upper 297, 299, f.

Padea Rao, perhaps a corruption of Praud-

hadSvar&ya, a name of Mallik&rjuna ... 93

Padma-Tantra, the, and the pavitra festival. 62

PahlSid, Prahlad 150

P&kan6.du, conquered by Dasavarman ... 8

Pakhpo Nomads of the Outer Kun-lun

Hills 300, f.

Pdkkai-nddu and the Chdia feudatories 87

;

original territory of the Reddis ... ... 89

PSikpatan, Pdik Pattan or Aj6ddhan, tn. on

the Sutlej ... ... ... ... 53 and n.

Pdla Dynasty of Bengal, by Y. A. Smith 232, fE.

Pallavas, the Later, in Nellore 85

dPal-mdzes-dbangmo, Ladakhi q. 68

Pamir, the Taghdumbash, and Dr. Aurel Stein 300

Pamirs, the Afghan, and Dr. Aurel Stein

297 ; Chinese power in, 299 ;
route of Hsiian-

tsang in 300

panas ... 260 n., 263, f

.

PdSchar&tra literature and the paviira festi-

val ... ... ... ... ... ... 52

PSudavas, the ...112; 178; 182, 186

Pandrii-hazSir, a name of Keonthal, 45 and n.

P6»ndya, co., conquered by Yirftpaksha ... 12

P&ndyas, invaded Nellore 84; and the Yehka-

tagiri Zamind&rs ... ... ... ... 97

Pangkatse field, mentioned in W. Tibetan

•« 67
P^pine, and images 148 f

.

Panj^b, and the GhhhdiS or Rat Children 27,
ff.; three songs from, 39, ff.; tabus iu, 54,
£f.; Legends from, 81, ff.; 311, ff.; and
KhwSiS Kh&n 113, fi. ; Caste and Sectarial

marks in, 118, ff.; Superstitions and Cere-
monies in, 122, ff. ; and the Sikh wars, 171

;

and the Song of Sindhu Bir 295, f,

PaSj4bi Lexicography, contributions to, by
H. A. Rose 17, ff.

; 74, ff.
; 98, ff. ; 221, ff.

;

249, ff. ; 266, ff, ; 285, ff.; 322, ff.

PaSj&bl Songs, a triplet of, by H. A. Rose

33, ff
. ; Song, 149, f

. ; Ballad, of the Sikh

war ... ••• ... 171
Parabala Rdshtrakhta, k. 234 ; 244; 247

Parak&la Tirumangaiy^lvar ... ... 137
PaiAntaka I, Ohola k. ... • •• ... 7

Par&iSara, father of Yyasa 134, 139

F6>raSava, child of a Brldiman and a ^hdra
wife •». ara aa. ... 257

P6,rhati g. ... 126

Parkham image ••• 146, ff

.

parojan, child ceremony • •• ... 65

pdrshnigrdJia, rearward enemy 283, 310

pataishtd, btdlding completion rite • •• ... 124

P&tM, PatSilen, the lower regions ... 295

Piltalipntra, tn., and ASoka 155; 157; 159;

Pala grant made at • •• ... 234

Patafijali, and images ... 148, f.

Pathdns, Muhammadzai, and tabm 56; un-

der Aurangzeb ... 82, f.

Patar Her!, near Amhila, tabus in ... ... 56

Pathari inscrip ... ... 234

Pdtna, notice of some discoveries near 156, ff.

pawra, officer in charge of a town •ft* ... 263

paviMtsarsa festival in S* India ••« ... 52

Pentrdila, in the Kandukhr tdluka, home of

the Telugu-OhSdas ... ^.• 84 and n., 85

Penugonda, cap. of fc. Yenkaba 95 and n*

Pennkonda, Yijayanagara cap. ... ... 94

Perianambi (Tamil), MahSphma ... .. 133

PeshSiwar, Purushapura 152, 158

Peshord* Singh, reputed son of Ranjit Singh 173

Pettarasa, Bettarasa, a Telugu-Ohoda ... 10

Ph&gan, month, a tabu ... ... ... 56

PhSigh, in Sirmhr 41 and n.

pherdf a ceremony 55 ;
128

Pherushahr, Perozeshah 171

Phonology^ Dravidian, A Primer of 159, ff.,

188, ff., 201, ff.

pickles, a tabu ... ... .«• *•« 56

Pilgrimage stamps in the Panjdb 121

Pilgrims, the Chinese, and Aioka ...

Pill&n, cousin of Ram&nuja 137, 139, 140, 14S
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pillars, As6ka> near Patna, etc. «..152, 155j

Pischel, Bioliard, by Sten Konow 25, f.

Pisuna, a writer ... ••• ••• ••• 2/9
I

Plutarch, and the meaning of Asha 2 ;
and

of Aramati ^ 2.nd n.

Podatdru, Proddutdrn, in Cuddapah dist.,

Pallava cap. ••• ••• ••• 85
I

Podili tdlula 96 ;
grant of ••• ••• 97

Pobtapi, perhaps Potapi, tn. in Cuddapah

dist., ruled by Dasavarman 8 and n., 9

Potfcapi-KAmad6va Ch6da-Mah6.r^3a, perhaps

identical with K^ma, a feudatory of Kulot-

tuhga I. ••• 8

Pottapi-lSTanni-Ohoda, Telugu-Ohoda chief... 8

Prabhagiripatnam, ancient Prabhdkarapatna,

in AtmakiQr taHuka 93 n.

^radeshtdrahj Commissioners ... ... 263

Prahll.da, son of Hiranyaka%u ... 149 ; 183

Prdkrit, in S. India 255

Pidkrit works of B. Pischel 25, f«

Prikrit words, occurring in Pischers Gram^

matih der Prakrit SpraoJien Appendix. 149-204

Prakritisampadah, The Elements of So-

vereignty ttf ... 281

Pranath&rthihara, Atreya, Kadtobidchohan

137, f

.

praSdstri^ commander 263

Pratdparudra, Kdkatiya k. 86 and n>i 87, 88, ]

90 n., 93, 94

^ratirodhaka, spies in the guise of robbers... 258

PraudhadSvaraya, a Vijayanagara k., grants

of 92 ; and Padea Eao, a name of Mallik-

arjuna and title of Yirdpdksha ... 93 and n.

pregnancy customs in Spiti ... 49

Primer of Dravidian Phonology, by K. T.
Subbayya, M.A., L.T. 169, fE.; 188, f£.;

201, ff

.

Priyavarta, dyn., of which was one of the

Bharatas ... ... 112

Proddutdru, Podatdru... ... ... ... 85

Pumb§rai temple, near Kodaikdnal Malaya-

1am insorip. at ... ... ... ... 54

Ptnch, and the Shdh Daulas 28 j
and the

Ohdihas ... ... ... ... ... 3^
Pundarikaksha or Kamalanayana 129

Pundra, Vaishnava caste mark ... 130 n.

Pungi, Pdngai [nddu], home of the Reddis

89 and n.

Punishments, awards of, in the Arthasastra

of Ohanakya 257

Punyakoti Yimana, tower of Sanctum,
B^chi... ••• ••• ... 132

Pv/rdnas^ and the name Bharata 112; 162 ; 281
Pdran Bhagat, tale of 149
Purandhi, g. of plenty 4 n.

Pdn^rya, disciple of Ramanuja 142

puroMta, priest ... ••• ... ... ... 263
Purushapura, Peshawar 152
Purushottama, a Gajapati k., and Yijayana-

gara ... ... 93 and n.

Pdsbd, g. of intelligence ... 127

Pushan, g. of husbandmen ... 4 n.

Pushy6na, Wala Olay Seal of ... 146

Pdtfir, Bhdtapuri ... 129

Qandahdr, Aurangzeb’s territory 81; 83

Qanfingo Mahdjans, Panjdb sect, tabus

among ... ... ... ... ... 55

Qdndngos ... ... ... 28, f.

Badhd, Bddhiki, goddess ••• 126 ; 185, 187
Rai Ram Singh, assistant to Dr, Aurel Stein

298; 300

raj, a set of rafters 125 and n.

Rajagandagopdla, alias of Madurantaka-
Pottapi-Ohola Srirangandtha ... 87 and n.

Rdjahmundry, and the Reddis 92 n., 93

Rdja Ldl Singh, minister of the Bdni Jinddn

171, f.

Rdjamalla-OhaturvddimarLgalam, a Brdh-
mana settlement in Eagapudol ... ... 87

Rdjardja II., B. Chalukya k 7, 9

Rdjaraja III., Ohola k 10, f.; 87

rdjasdya sacrifice 263

Rdjaur, female infanticide in 31

Rdj-hMg, master of the art of government.

312 n.

Rdjdndra-Ohola-Yaidumha-Mahdrdja, a Telu-

gu feudatory in Nellore ••• ••• 7

R'ajji ... .. ... ... ,,, 179

Rdjputdna, and the Gurjaras 233

Rdjpdts, tabus among... 54, 56
Rajyapdla, Pdla k., genealogy of, etc. 244. f., 248

Bajyapdla, Pdla yuvardja 234
;
genealogy of,

etc. ... ••• ... 244, f*, 248

Rdjyajpratisandhdnamaikaiivaryam cha, con-

solidation of the kingdom and absolute

sovereignty 279

rdjyatldghyt, a chronogram 12

Rdma, Ram Ohand, g. 149, 150; 178, 180,

181, 183

Rama tope ... ... ..• ... ... 154

Rdma lY, perhaps Virapratdpa-sri-Rama-

chandrardya, of the later Yijayanagara

dyn. ... 95 and n.

Bdma-chandra g. ••• ••• ... 188

Rdmachandra, grant to Ghennubhatta 91,

92 and n.

Rdmachandra of Devdgiri, a Yddava k.,

possibly Rdmadeva ... 12 jj.
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E4madSya k. and Ramachandra of Devagiri

12 and n. ; inscrip, of 95 u,

E§.magiri, in N. Arcot, Oliola feudatory

inscrips. m ••• ••• .« 87

Ramagrama sisf&fpcb ••• ••• ••• 154} f j 159

RSim^naud hairagts^ a Vaisbnava sect, caste

marks of ••• ••• ... 120

RSiman^tha, g ••• ••• 12

E§.mS>nOj AcMryai founder of tke Lakhmijt

or 3ri sect ... ... ... ... ••• 120

ESimSinOja, life of, see Yatirdjavaibhavam, 129

E^mapSla, PSila k., inscrips. of, etc. 240, f.,

248 ;
genealogy of, etc. ... 244, 246, 248

Eamar, in the Panj^b, pEgrim resort ... 121

E.ainar§rja Aliya, k., later Vijayanagara dyn. 94

ESimarSija, ^rirahgarajayyadSva MaMiAja,

probably Eanga lY ••• 94

Ramardja-Tirumalayyaddva MaMr^julu, or

Tirumala ••• ... ... 94

ES.mar^ja Kon6tayyad6va, a Kai*n4ta k.,

father of Timmar^ja 96

ES.mavati, on the Ganges, P41a grant issued

at «.« ... ... ... 241

Rdmd/yanai translated into Telugu 89 ; and

ES.mS.nu3a ... ... 139

R&mesliwar, pilgrim resort . .. ... ... 121

Ram GayS., Gay&, PS,la inscrip. at ... ... 242

ESimpurwSi, in Ohamparan diet., Asoka

pillars at ... ... ... 158

Eanga II ,
k., later Yio'ayanagara dyn. in-

scrip. of ... ... •«. 94, f.

Eanga III, k., later Yijayanagara dyn. ... 95

Eanga lY., k., later Vijayanagara dyn.,

probably E^mar^j'a SrirahgarSijayyadSya-

]SdaharSi3a ... ... ... ... 94

Eanga VI,, last known Yijayanagara k., 95

and n.; and the grant of the site of Port

St. George ... ••• ... ... ... 90

EanganSitha, g. ••• 134, 136, 138, 139, 142

EanganS.yaka temple, in NeEore, inscrip. in 91

RangSsa 133, or TiruvarangapperumSilara-

yer ... ... ... ... 137, 144

Eaujit Singh, death of 171, 174 n.

RannS-devl, PS»la ... ... *** 244, 247

B&pfir tdh^a, inscrips. in ••• ••• 95,96

ESipur-sima, or Udayagiri ... ... ... 97

ESi^, goddess 295 and n.

Eat-Children, see Gh0hS>s 27,

ratwdl, Muhammadan sacrifice 128

ESivana or Dahisar 81 and n.; or DinS.sur

150 n.; 178, 180, 183, 187.

Raverty, Major, and PSrk-Pattan ... 53 n.

ES,vim&nidinni, in Udayagiri idluka, inscrip.

at *.* ... ... 91

Eawak in Khotan ... ... ... 301

SavM, Eanets of Eeonthal 43 and n.

Reddis of Kondavidu, in the Telugu co. 88;
branch families 89 ; and the Yijayanagara
dyn. 91 ; and the Gajapatis 93 and n.

Religion of the Iranian People, by the late
C. P. Tiele, contd. from Vol. XXXVII, p.
360. 8. Mazda’s Satellites ff.

Religion, objects connected with, in Spiti ... 51
Religious institutions, in the Arthaaatra of
Ohanakya 261

E^vati, daughter of Raivata 188
Ehawdjthi, vil. in Sirmfir 47 and n.
ribong, hares, a tabu 51
Bice, Mr., and the OkuitTa^jpavitva 52 ; and
Kanarese literatm-e 255, f.

?.igveda, and the word Brahman 176
Rinchana Bhoti, Tibetan hero ... 60
Rinchen, Prince, song of 59
Htvig^ sacnficial priest 263
Rod6 Sh^, tale of 149, f.

Rohaifis, people of Khawdlthi ... ... 47 and n.

Rohtas, 0,, battle fonght near 28 ; birthplace

of Khdn Khwas 113, f.

Rongdo, in Tibet, inscrip. at 62

RudrS, Mahadevji 120

Rudrabhatta, Kanarese poet ... 255
Rudrad6va, Kdkatiya k. ... 87, 88

Rudrad6va-Mah6.i4ja, or Rudrdmb^, KSka-
tiya <4, ... ... ... ... ••• a., 86

ruins of Topary, Polonnarnwa ... 110, fE,

Rnmmind6i, Lumbini Garden 154, f.

ROpgarh, J&t vil , tabus in ... 55

a deer, a caste mark ... ... 118

Sadi>s§jn, British victory at ... ... ... 173

Sad4siva, k., later Vijayanagara dyn. 94, £E.

Sadiq Muhammad Khdn, Nawdb of BahS-

walpur, disciple of the poet Ghnldm Farid. 33 n.

SIdiq Muhammad Kbd.h Badozai, in the

Sikh wars ••• ... ... ... 173

Sadpur inscrips ••• •** ... 62

SagHng castle, in Tibet 67
Sahasram^dvaa, a work ... ••• 139

SaJiti ... ... ••• ... ... 150

iailakJianaka, miners of mountains ... 263

Saivas, sectarial marks of, 120 and n„ 121 ; 140, f

.

Saka Samvat 1312, date of the Ariyfir Plates

of YirOpSfksha,.. ... ... ... ... 12

SakkS., (Muhammadan) water-carrier caste in

Jind, tabus among ... ... ... 56

Sl.kshi-G6p&la, image of **• ... •*. 93

saktig weapon ... ... ... ««. ... 185

Sakxini, fc. of Gdndhira ... ... 183, 184.

SaJswatttld, E41id4sa’B, B.Fi8e}xers treataaent

of ••• ««• «•« 25 and n., 26

SaIagr0>ma, scene of Bharata’s penance ... 112
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Salim, Sultan •••

S&luvas, a clan in the Udayagirirdjya 92 n.;

usurped the throne of Yijayanagara 93 and n.

SS.lva-Timma,Governor of Kondavidu 96, 97 n.

SSilya, charioteer of Karna 184

SamaMnajydyasdm gundhhiniveSah Mnasand-

haya^cTiay The character of equal, inferior

and superior kings ;
the forms of agree-

ment ... ... ... ... ••• ••• 306

Samarts, Hindu sect, caste marks of... «. 120

Sama&yd-piWH, a literary diversion, and the

poet GumSini ••• ••• 177

Sa^ndvydyamikam, Concerning Peace and Ex-

ertion 283

BamaydcTidrikamt time-serving ««• ... 278

Sambhud^sa, or Err^pragada 89

Sambur^ya •a. ... ... ... 92 n.

Saihgama I
,
Yijayanagara k. ••• 89, fP.

Sanigama 11., Yijayanagara k., his Bitra-

gunta grant ... ... ... ... ... 91

sam&raya, sama^rayavrittih, alliance, and

the nature of it 303, 305

Sanchi statues ... ... .«• ... 146, ff.
I

Sanda, tutor of Pashlada 183

sandhu, substance used for caste marks ... 121

Sandm, hill goddess 295 and n.

Sangama, Yijayanagara k« ... ... ... 12

Sanglin F51, lord of chains 295 and n.

Sanilsis, and pilgrimage stamps ... >..121

SankadikSi, Yaishnava sect, marks of ••• 120

Sankasya, Kapitha, Asoka buildings at 152, £E
, |

158, f

•

Sanos, Hindu sect, caste marks of 120

Sanskrit, lang., in the Ariy5r plate insciips.

12 ; used by Gumant 177
Sanskrit Canon, and R Pischel ... ... 26

Saraga ... ... ... ... ... ... 180

Sarang Ghakhar, Sultan, ancestor of Sh^h
Daula ... 28

Sarasvati, D6vi 140

Sarasvatipita, EAsmir, visited by ESm&nuja 140

Sarikol district • •• ••• ••• 300

Samath, Asoka pillar at 148 ; 176 ; PMa
insorip. ... »«• ... ... ... ... 238

Sa^nka, and the Mt Bhairo 157

Sassi and Pann5h, tale of fl«« 149, f.

gatamathana, a nan^ of Namm§.lvd.r ... 142
Satari,Sataripu,Nanim3.1vS.r. 134, 137, 140, 142, 144
Sati worship in the Panj^b, and talus ... 65
satta, satia Qv swastika 127
Sat Narain 124
SSiyanua-Odaya mahdpradhdna to Kampana-
Odeya ... 91

sculpture, the oldest in India 145 ; 148
Sftnas succeeded the Palas 233
SSsha

Seshji, a Yaishnava sect, their seotarial

marks ... 120

Siti, intelligencer 312 and n.

Sevai tank, Buddhist rail near ... 158

seven, sacred figure ••• ... 1,2
Sewel, M. R., and K. YirfipSiksha 12 n

.

sewtydh, vermicelli «•« ... 56

Shddgunyasamuddeiah, The end of 'the six-

fold policy ... ... M« 303

Shag-mkhar, castle of the Chigtan chiefs ... 64

Sh^h All Mardi,n 116

Shdh Daula Daryiii of Gujrat, PaSj^b Saint

27, legend of 28,

ShS.bjah^n, Emp. and ShSih Daula 31, f.; and
the Baltis 63 •, and Aurangzeb ... 83 and n.

Sh^h Muhammad Eh^n D^fidputra, British

ally in the Sikh wars 173

Shahpuhr 11, Persian king ... 3

ShSfh Said4n Sarmast, PanjAb Saint ... 29, f.

Sh4h Shehid, Zidrat at EAbul... 232
ShSimepotra, Brahman sept, talus among ... 56

Sham Singh of At^ri, famous Sikh warrior 1 7 1 , 173

Shang-mi or Mastuj 299

Shankars, Hindu sect, sectarial marks of ... 120
* Shasti,* image of ••• ••• ... 241

Sher Sh&h the Ohaugaita ( Mughal ) at Delhi,

and Khd-n Khw&s, legend of ... 113, ff.

Sher Singh, Mahiiraja, son of Ranjit Singh,

murdered 174 and n.

Sher Singh of At&rl, R^j^ ... 172, f , 175, 176 n.

Shigar, Shikar, in Tibet 60, 61 ; and Skar-
do= Baltistan 62

shild asthdpan, foundation ceremonies ... 123
Shirin and FarhSd, tale of 149
Sholingbur inscrip 95 n,

shops, ceremonial marks in 128
Shuyist, tract of arable land near Chitral ... 299
Sialkoc and Shdh Daula 28, ff.

SiddayadSva-Maharaja, a Chola chief ... 84
Siddh^nta, the, and R^m5.auja 134
Siddh^rthi, Prince 148
Siddhi, a Telugu-Choda 10
siege of Multan 171
sijjada'^isMn, successor of a Chfih^ Saint... 27, 32
Sikander Butshikan of Kashmir, and Muham-
madanism in BaltistSn 62

Sikh Wars, a Ballad of 171, ff.

Sikhs and seotarial marks 121
SimhSchalam, in Yijayanagara, pillar of

victory at 94
Siihhaladvipa, Ceylon, conquered by Yirfi*

pirksha... 12
simhdsana, ( throne ) 93
Simla Bridge 45, f.

SingayadSva Gadid6va Choda-MahfirSrja, pos-
sibly a Telugu-Choda, a K^katiya feu-

<latory 9^87
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Sirmtb:, N&lian, and MoM Paxk&sli 40,

69 ; building superstitions and ceremonies

in ••• ••• ••• ••• 122, 126, f.

SisupalaofChSdi, k 180,183,ff.

Sit4 and BS.ma, tale of ... 149, f
. ; 178, 181, 183

mzcdra, sectarial mark 121 n.

Sitambri Jains, and sectarial marks ISO

Sira, g 120; 140, f. ; 148 f. ; 178

Skandapuri, Kanduktir 89

Skardo 60, 61 ; and Shigar= Baltist§.n 62

;

Chronicles of 63 ; Turki army of 87

Smara ... 183

Smith, T A., and tobacco in India 175

Sobr5.on, battle of 171,

1

Sodnams Pambar, Buddhist k. of Baltist§,n

song of... 60, 61

Solono festival ••• 126

Soma, see Ndchana-Soma 20

Somavdrapadu in Darsi dist., Pallava inscrip.

at ... ... ... ... ••• ••• 85

Songs, PaSjdbi, a triplet 38, ; 149 ; three

from the PaSjltb 39, fE.; Ten Ancient

Historical, from Western Tibet 57, ff . ,* of

Sindhur Bir 295 ; a Pah&ri ... 328

Somtapura, c. ••• .*• ••• ... ••• 183

Soraikkavdr plates of TirdpSiksh 12 and n. 14 n.

Soron ... ••• ... ... ... ... 180

Spento Mainyush, one of the Amesha
Spentas.. • ... .*• ••• If 2

spies, in the Arthasastra of Chanakya

255, fE.; 261, 1, 264

spinning-wheel, a tabu 56

Spiti, in Kdngr^, Customs and Beliefs in 49, ff.

Sraosha, a genius or heavenly personage ... 2,6

Sri or Lakhmiji ... 120, 134, 136, 137 n. ; 146, f.

Sridevi, sister of Sri Sailapdrna 130

SrimS>n Yatiudra, Ramanuja ... ... — 142

Sriniv&sa, g. ... 139, :ff.

Srirangam, temple of, and Virdpdksha 12;

home of Tdmundi’ya 131, 133, 135, ff. ;
and

R&manuja ... 139,141,

Srirangardj^rya, or Tirurangapperum&la-

rayer, a disciple of RamS^nuja ... ... 136

Srisa, g ... ... 142

Sri Sailapdrna, Acharya 129, f., 137, fT,, 141, 144

Sri Vagisvark, image of ... ... ... 237

Sri Y^pyata, father of Gop&la 1 247

Srivijaya, Kanarese writes 255; and the

Kavir^amdrffa 256

stairs, heavenly, at Sank^sya 152

St. George, forb, grant of 96

itkdnUf keeping peace ... 309

Stobsyabgopa, hero of an ancient Tibetan

song, 60, possibly a Buddhist king ... 62

Stog, vil. on the Indus, in Tibet 66

stools of stone, in ruins in Bankipore ... 158

Subdi Ki N4ti, a Pab4?i love song ... ... 328
Subhadr& ... 184
Sddra caste marks ... 119
Sadrakaof Gay4, grandfather of Yakshap§»la,

Bengal k., 243; or Sudrakthea ... 248
Sugriva ... ‘ ... 182

Suket, in Sirmdr 70, 72

Sulaiman ... 150

Sumeru, mt 114, f.

Sundarpur, Bar6,h Kal§.n ... 55

superstitions, in Spiti 51; and ceremonies,

relating to dwellings in the Panj^b. 122, ff.

Sdrap41a I., P^la k. 235, 236, 241 ;
alias of

YigrahapS.la I., genealogy of, etc. 244, ff., 248

Sffrap41a, (I. ? or II.) Pdla b. 235, f., 241,

genealogy, etc. 244, ff., 24S

Suratha k. ... ... ... ... ... 187

SHrya g. ... 120

Suthr4-Sh4his, sectarial marks of ... 121 and n.

Sutlej, riv., ancient mounds on its banks

58; scene of a Sikh defeat ... ... 171, 173

svavarga, community ... 260

swastika, sdUd, satid, ceremonial mark ... 127

Swat, and the Shdh Paula sect ... 28 ; 299

Sweeper, a tabu in the PaEjSib ••• ... 55

Tabus in the Panj4b ... ... .*•> 54, ff.

Taghdumhash Pamir, and Dr. Aurel Stein. •• 800

tahd, two pice ... ... ... ... 29

Taklamakan desert, and Dr. Aurel Stein ... 297

TS>lajangha, father of k. Bharata ... ... 112

T&likdta, battle, in which Tirumala was

94

176

54

10

killed ••• ••• ••• ••• •••

tdmdku, tobacco... ... — •••

Tambirdn, Zamorin, a chief

Tamil, co., and the OhdJas 8; and the

Telugu-Ohodas ...

Tamil, lang. of the Ariydr plate inscrips.

12, 14 n., 16 n, inscrips, near Kodai Kanal

54 ; 159, ff.; special development of vowels

164.; 165, ff.; 188, ff.; 201

Tammusiddhi, a Telugu-Ohoda ... 10 and u.

tdmrdkdta, Sk., tobacco — 176

Taneji;, Arora sept, tabus among ... 56

T*ang dyn„ extension of power under ... 299

ta'pt mudrd, pilgrimage stamp ... 121 and n.

T4t§,, goddess

T4ranatb, and the P41a dyn. ... 233, 243, 246, ^
Tirhk, goddess ... *;• — —
Tarim Basin, ancient civilization in ••• ... 297

Tashkurghan, in the Pamirs, and Dr. Aurel
^

Stein *.* —

•

Tatakapala, Raghunandana, g.

Tatis, dibris sti-ewn areas of Khot4n

tattoo marks, as pilgrimage stamps ..

... 134

301,

1

... 121
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Temdha, 237

Telugu, CO., and the Cliodas 7, 8 and n., and

the Chela Empire 85 ; and the Beddis of

Kondavidu S9,i.

Telugu, lang., in inscrips. 97 ; 159, ;
special

development of vowels 165, ff. ; 188 ff.

;

201, fe.

Telugu-Ohoda family 7, 8, 9 and n. ; 84, ; 92 n.

Teri SholJ, Musalmfiin faqirs 120 n.

Tetrliwa, Titardwa 239

Thanesar, tabu in ••• ••• ••• I

Thale pass, in Tibet, not identified 60, 61

Thdjpdt ceremonial mark 127, f. ;
and Vaish-

nava purificatory observance 180 n.

tJiardi a ceremonial mark ••• 128

thatch, a tabu 36

Thse-dbang-dongrub, Lad&khi minister ... 68

Thse-dbang-i’ab-bstan-rnam-rgyal, Ladakhi

piince 68

Thse-dbang-niam-rgyal, Tibetan k. ... ... 64

Thse-dpal-dongrub-rdorje-rnam-rgyal La-

dakhi k. 68

Thsering-malig of Ohigtan, Purig chief, song

of 64,

Tibbd HUi-kll, a mound on the Sutlej bank 53

Tibet, W., conquered by k. Nyima-mgon. 57, 59

Tibet, W., Songs from 57, ff.

Tikka II., k., and Irumadi-TirukkS.]attid6va 86

Tikkana-SomayS-jin, court poet to Manmas-
siddha of Nellore ... 84

iihshnas a fiery spy 257

Tilakan§ii4yana [Manu]-masittarasan, a Te-

lugu Choda 11

Tilunga-Yidya, a Telugu-Ohoda of Nellore 9

TimmarSija (Udagiri) Karnata k 96

Tippalidgvi, queen 92 n.

Tiruk&ladSva-Mahlirdja, a Telugu-Ohoda 11, 86

Tirukaiatideva, Allu, a Telugu-Ohoda 11,86

Tirukkovalfir, in S. Arcot, inscrips, at ... 7
j

Tirumala, Rdmaraja-Tirumalayyad6ya-MahSi
I

r§.ja, a Karnita, ruler of Udayagiri 94;

or Tirumala I., k 96, 97

Tirumala, in N. Arcot, inscrip, at 93 n.

Tirumalaiyadftva, and Yira-prat&pa Vira-

Bhujabala Tirumaladftva-MahdiAja, a Yi-

jayanagara 94

Tirum§.layl.nddn, Malddhara 137

Tirun&gisvaram-Udaiy^r temple in N6.gapud©l 87

Tirupati, in Godavari dist., inscrip, at, 93 ; or

Yfenkatddri 129; 139

Tiruppasfir, in Ohingleput dist., Telugu-

Ohoda inscrips, at *.• ... ... 10

Tirurangapperum6Jar-ayer or Srirangar-^j-

^rya .«• *« ••• ... 136

TiruvS<langSidu, in N. Arcot dist., Telugu-

Choda inscrips. at ... ... ... 10; 86 n.

Timvann6>malai, in S. Aicot dist., Chola

feudatory inscrips. at 87
Tiruvarangapperum&larayer, Rangisa ... 137
Tiruvarangaitmdddi, the, a work by Amu-
dau of Arangam

Tiruvorriyfir, in Ohingleput dist., Telugu-

Ohoda inscrips. at ... ••• ... ... 10

Tiravoymoliof Namm&lvar, a work by Satdii

*139, 140
TitaiAwa, Tetrdwa, Pdla inscrip. at 239

tobacco, a tabu 56
Tobacco, was it in vogue in 1600 ? 176
Topary (Polonnaruwa) an account of the

ruins of... ••• ••• 110, ff

.

topes, of Ramagrdma, etc 154, 156
Travers, J, Benward, Collector of Nellore

and Ongole in 1802-03 97
Treasury, replenishment of the, in the Artha-

sastra of Ohanakya 260
Tribhnvanachakravarbin Bdjagandagepala-

deva, probably also calledMadnr§ntaka-Pot-
tapi-Chola SriranganS,tha, a Telugu-Ohoda
of Nellore 86

Tribhavanamallad6va-Ch6damah^iAja ... 9

Tribhnvanap&la, P&la Yuvardja ...244, f., 247
Tribhuvanavirad6va, Kulottunga III. 10 n.

Trilochana, Sk. for Mukkanti, a semi-mythi-

cal Pallava k. ... ... ... 85 n.

tripundra, a Kshatriya caste mark 119

TripuiAntakam, in Kurnool dist., inscrips at

9; 85, 88; 92

TripurdridSva, a Kdkatiya feudatory 86, 8S

Troubles of Love, The, a Panjabi song ... 149
Tsandavolu, cap, of the Yelanandu chiefs ... 7
Tnlu, lang. 159, ff.; 188 ; special deve-

lopment of vowels 189, ff.; 201 , ff.

Tuluvas, usurped the rule of Vijayanagara ... 93
Tundira, 00 ., conquered by Virfipaksha ... 12
tdris, musicians 45
Turkestan, Chinese, and Dr. Aurel Stein ... 297

Turki army of Skardo, the Hor 67

Turks invaded L&dakh 63 ; 67

Turushka dyn., and k. Narasa 93

bdryakara, trumpet-blowers 263

Udagiri, Timmar&ja, a Kar:^6a k 96

neutral k 284

Ud^is, sectarial marks of 121 and n.

uddsthita, indifferent spies 264

Udayagiri, fort, and KrishnaiAya 93; or

Uddagiri, and Banga 11.94; inscrip. at,

95; most important Yijayanagara pro-

vince 96 ; or Ri/pfir-sima, captured 97

Udayagirirl<jya, kingdom including most of

Nellore ... •ftr ... 91, 92, 94.

Upper Oxus Yalley 297, 299, 300
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Dpper Wakhan Plateau 300

U^aiytir, Cho^a cap 8 n.; 85.

urdhpitnd, tke Vishnpad or Vislmu’s foot-

print, a sectarial mark ... 119, f.

UsM 180, 183,186.

utsava, festival ••• ••• ••• ... 63

Utsiir grant, insorip of Ranga VI 95

Uttara, son of Virata 179, 181, 185.

Vadhfllan§;tba, MudaliyS.ud§.]i, a disciple of

RS>mdnuja ... ••• 136

Vaduganambi (Tamil) or Andhraptirna ... 129

Vabishtem Mano, one of the Amesba Spentas

1,2

Vaidumbas, conquered by Pai^ntaka I. ... 7

Vaidyadeva, k. of Assam 241

Vaisbnava, sectarial marks 119, 120 and n.,

121 n ; Gospel, and Andbraptlrna 129

;

purificatory observances 130 n.; cave at

SSrdSmi ... ««• 255

Vans Agnew, Mr., murdered ... ...172, 175 n.

vanyat forest produce 260

Varada, g. 134, f., 140, 144.

vardhakif carpenter 263

vardhapundra, a Brahman caste mark 119

varga, communities .«« ... ... ••• 264

Varun, g of the Western quarter 127

Varuna, g a. ... ... ... ... 6

Vasisbtha, f« «•« *•« 187

VasudSva, g - 178, 186

Vablivy&ibi, a widter on policy 303

VatsSsa ... ... ... ... ••• 137

Vatsyanatba, Nadfidfir-^Jv^ir, a disciple of

Rfimfinuja •at ••• ... 136

Vayu, g. of the N. W. quarter 127

Veda, the, and Armaiti 4 and n.j and Haur-

vatat and Ameratat 3, 6

Vedas, the, and R. Piscbel ... ... 25, f.

Vedanta systems 129, and n ,
ISO

Veddrihasangraha^^i, VeddrthasanksMpam

,

a

work ••• 138

Velandndu chiefs of Tsandavolu ... 7, 8 n.

Vlllore, and the Vijayaenagai^as ••• 94

VSlugoti, family name of the Vnkatagiri

Zamtnd^rs ••• 27

V6ma, a Reddi k. 88, f

.

V6dgi, cap of Vira-Oboda 7 and n , 8 and n.

Venka, a Telugu-Oboda chief 8 and n.

Venkata I., k , second Vijayanagara dyn.

94; and Ceylon ... ... ... 95 and n.

Venkata II., k,, perhaps called Venkatapati-

dfeva 95; grant of ... ... ... 96

V^hkat^dri, Tirupati ... 129, 137, 139, 140, 143

Venkatadri Ayyavfiru, a Vijayanagara k. ...95 n.

Venkatagiri Zamtnd&rs in the Vijjayanagara

period 37

Venkatapati, a Venkatagirl Zamind&r 97
Venkatapatideva, Vijayanagara k., perhaps
Venkata II , insciips. of 95 and n.

Venkayya, Mr V , and Yirfipaksha ... 12 n.

vermicelli, sewtydii^ a tah^t 95
Vibhishana, brother of Rdvana 179
Vidydnagara, c, founded by Harihara... 90, f.

Vidy^i-anya, a sage S9
Vigrahapdla I

, ( or V , II. or IH. ) 235, f.

aZtoe Sfirap^ I
,
genealogy of, etc. 244, 245 and

n , 246, 248
Vigrahapdla II., genealogy of, etc. ... 244, f., 248
Vigrahapdla III., genealogy of 244, f

. ; in-

scrips. of 247,

1

Vegrihydsanam sandhdydsanam VigriJiya

ydnam sandhdyaydnam samblvdyapraydnam
cha. Neutrality after proclaiming war or

after concluding a treaty of peace ; etc. ... 309

vtJhdras, at Sankfisya 152 ; and Pdtaliputra ... 155

Vijaya-Bukka alias of Vira-Bukka ... 92 and n.

Tijaya-Gandagopfila, a Pallava chief 85

Vijayanagara dyn. 89, ff
,
93 and n., 94, 96, f.

Vijayanagara, c. founded 89, ff
, ; siege of, etc. 93, 95

Vikramasiihhapura, or Nellfir 10; and the

Ohodas 84 n., 86, ff

.

vikshepa, transference 264

Vi£l]lsapura, tn., Pfila grant issued from ... 239

Vimaldditya, B. Ohalukya k 7 and n*

Vinikonda, co , conquered by Ranga II. ... 94

Virabhadra of lifijahmundry, a Reddi chief

92n.,93

Vira-Bukka, alias Vijaya-Bukka, perhaps a

name of Vira-Vijaya ... ... ... ... 92

Vira-Oboda, a viceroy of Vlngi 7 and n.

Viradeva, Abbot of Ndlandfi ... 235

Virapratfipa Saddsiva, k., later Vijayana-

gara dyn ••• 94

Virapratdpa-sri-Ramachandraraya, perhaps

Rdma IV ... ... *.• 90

Virapratdpa Virabhujabala Tirumaladdva-

Mahdr^ja, perhaps Tirurualaiyadeva ««• 94

Virapratdpa Vira-Ramad6va-Mahai*aya, later

Vijayanagara dyn. perhaps Rdtna IV. 95 and n.

Vira-Saivas or Lingayats, their literary

activity

Vira-S6m6svara or Karnataka Som^sa, Hoy-

sala

Vira-sri-Savanna-Odaya, a Vijaj^nagara k. 91

Vir0»ta, father of Ottara ••• ••• 1/9, 181

Vira-Vijaya, or Vijaya-Bukka, alias Vira-

Bukka, a Vijayanagara chief .« ••• 92

Virfidhaka, g. ...

Virfipaksha, Ariyur Plates of, by T. A.

Gopinatha Rao M.A-
^

12, ff.

Virfip&ksha, VirapratApa Virtl [p^ksha]-i4ya,

Mahar&ya, a Vijayanagara k. 92 ;
bore the

title Fx*audhad$varaya 33 a.
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Tir<!lp4ksl]sip'ara, tii. ••• t«» ... 12

YishnUy footprints as sectarial marks 119^

121; 130 andn., lSl;l37n.> 138; 140; or

KamalSsa 144 ; 148, 149 ; 179

Vishnu (Jandrdhana) temple at G-ay^ 140, 142

Vishnupad temple, GayS ••• ^36

Vishvan^tha, composer of the Ariytiy plate

grant 12

Yisravas, father of Rfivana 179

Visvarfipa, father of Zakshapdla, Bengal k.

243, 24S

Yitthalasv^min temple at Hampe 96

Vohumano, a Yarathushtrian spirit 2, ff.

Yraja to ... 182, 185

vyavahdHka, supdt. of law or commerce ... 263

vydydma, industry 283

Wakkan Plateau, the Upper ... 300

Wala Olay Seal of Pnshy^na ... ... 145 and n.

Wall, the Great, of China ..., 297

washing of the head, a tabu ... 66

wdstd, jagjUjp •j« ... 1 24
Water-earner caste, Sakka, tabus among ... 66

Watters, and Gandhdra 162 ;
and the Asoka,

etc., 153,

weddings in Gurgdon 126

ioirt or birt does payable to a Brdhman
318 and m.

women, and tabus 64, ff,; and caste marks
in S. India 121

wood carving in India...
'

.»• *•# 146

Yadavadri 141
Yadava-Ndrayana Perumdl, Yishnu temple
m Nagapudol ... ... 87

Yddavaprakdsa, the advaitic ascetie, Pre-

ceptor of Kam&nuja ... ... 131, 136

Yddavas ... ... ... ... 179; 184

Yadugiri, Yatigiri 144, f.

Yakshapdla, Yakskapdla, Pila k., inscrip, of

240 ; 243 ; genealogy, etc. ... 244, 246, 248

YSm rdj, g. of the S. quarter 127

Ydma, g. of death 125 and n.

Yamuna, or Ydmun&rya of Srirangam... 129,

131,133, 136, 138, £f., 144

yawa, marching ... ... 303

Yarada, g. ... ... ... ...131, ff, 136

YaragOd inscrip. 91

Yarkand ... ... ... ... ... ... 300

Yasin, Chinese army in ... ... .... 299

Yathisa, ESm^nuja 142

Yatt-Dharma Samuchchayam, a work hy
Yadavaprakasa 136

Yatirdjavaibhatam, The, of Andhrapflrna

(Life of Rdmanuja) by S. Knsbnasvami
Aiyangar, M.A 129,

Yogavrittam, The conduct of Government

officers 257

yojana 263

yoniposhaka, those Tvho rear animals 263

Yudhishthira, the Pdudu ... 177^181, f., 185

Yilsaf and Zulaikhdh, tale of 149

’aZam-dhyangs-rnam-rgyal, k. of Ladakh ... 66

Zamorin, Tamlirdn • ••• ... 54

Zangskar 59

Zarathushtra 2, 5,

6

Zarathushtrian, refomers and the numeral

seven 1,2; and fire 3 ; religion and mono-
theism 6

Zlbn’n-nissd, daughter of Aurangyeh ... 82

Zlaba-mgon, Tibetan prince, traditional son

of K. Nyima-mgon 67
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aaliisaiiiya. AMg. 80.

aaliisikka. Fkt. 598.

aahLSio. AMg. 439.

liahissadi. B. 312.

aahlhara. A. M. 100, 340.

Qahikaru. A. 366^.

[lahihare. M. 367®.

tiahiM. A. S. 100, 386.

nahl. Pkt. 426.

nahli. AMg. 385.

nahie. Pkt. 885.

nahivadinain. S. 381.

nahu. M. A. JM. S, Mg. 14, note 2, 106,

351, 368, 378, 415, 418.

mahaa. Pkt. 82.

nahuarakula. M. 184.

mhnario. JM. 387.

nahu. Pkt. 182, 378.

nahum. AMg. S. Mg. 182, 378, 879.

tnaliuno. S. 579.

mliumaliaaa. M. 188.

nahumahanena. M. 143.

'uahu-^-asava. AMg. 353.

nahurattana. M. 597.

tnahurapalavijai. A. 100.

mahulattana. Mg. 597.

mahasiriparinama. M. 98.

mahu. Pkt. (except S. Mg.) 378.

tnahua. Pkt. 82.

mahui. Pkt. 182, 331,

mahuS. Pkt. (except S. Mg.) 378.

mahuim. Pkt. 182, 378.

mahuni. Fkt. (except S. Mg.) 378.

mahusava. M. JM. S 158, 327®.

-mahusavammi. JM. 366®.

niahejja, AMg. 460, 513.

maheuda. M. Mg. S. 159.

mahGndassa. M. 356.

mahesi. AMg. S. 57, 157.

maliesino. 8. AMg. SSO, 881.

mabesu. Pkt. 415.

ma. (All dialects) 94, 114, 150, 185,

note 2, 516.

maai, M. 487.

maam. M. 392.

maanti. M. 487.

niaaram. M. 392.

maara. Pkt. 389, 392.

maasi, M. 487.

maaha. A. 392.

maa. M. 889, 392,

mai. A. 487.

maiin. AMg. A. 6.

maindajala. JM* 158.

maimarana. AMg. 55.

mairakkhiya. AMg. 55.

mailla. AMg* 595.

maillaya. AMg. 595.

maihara. M. 55.

rnai. Pkt. (A.) 389, 392.

malna. AMg. JM. 392.

maiDam. AMg. JM. 58, 392.

maihim. AMg. JM. 392.

mau. AMg. (text) 148.

maua. M. 375.

mauoya. AMg. 55.

mauoye. AMg. 356.

maukka. Fkt. 299.

maucclia. M. 148, 211, 315, 375.

maapiasnjaya. AMg. 55.

mauyahga. AMg. 367.

mauya. AMg. 55.

maulahga. AMg. 207.

maasiya. AMg. 148, 315.

maussaa. M. 148.

maussia. M. 148, 315.

mau. Pkt. 889.

made. AMg. JM. 892.

mae. M. 392.

makim. Ved. 6.

machali. Gujarathi, 233.

madambiyaibbha. AMg. 160*

manaitta. Pkt. 600.

mauallla. M. 595*

manamsi. M. 78.

mauamsiul. M. S. 74, 78.

mauana. AMg. 361.

maiiavao. AMg. 367.

maaabe. *3. 22.

maua. AMg. 365.

nmnini. M. 92.

}, manima. AMg. 602.

manusamamsa. Mg. 229.

mauusa. AMg. 328.

maiiusada, A. 599.

mauusatta. AMg. 597.

manuse. JM. 866®.

manusesuvavanna. JM. 1/2.

maiienam. AMg. 182.

matarain. Pkt* 203, note 4.
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Mathava. OP. 191.

Maiburu. Dh. 25, 208.

madaram. Db. S. 25, 392.

madarapiara. S. ( false) 391.

mada. S. A. Mg. 392.

madae. S. 892.

madapidare. S. 391.

madapidaro. S. 391.

^madamabassa* B. 429.

madiyaccbala. B. 55.

maduka. Mg. 55.

madakeblm. Mg. 376.

madughara. B. 55.

inaducchaa. B. 148, 211.

maducchia. B. 148, 211.

made. S. 392.

Madhala. Dh. 25.

mayanti. JM. 487.

ma;^andaznahaayindehim. JM. 368.

may’anna. AMg. 37, 276.

madaram. AMg. JM. 392.

xnaj’aro. AMg. 392.

maya. AMg. JM. 87, 93, 392.

ina;fae, JM. 392.

ina;^ao. AMg. 875.

mayacaru, JS. 85.

mafacaro. JS. 85.

ina;^apuaam. JM. 357, 391.

mayapiihim. JM. 391.

mayamosa. AMg. 78.

mayahim. AMg. 392.

ma;^ssa. AMg. 405.

marai. JM. A. 553.

inaram. AMg. 849, note 1.

maranaa. A. 602.

znari. A. 594.

znariada. A. 599.

marijjai. JM. 543.

znarijjaii. JM. 548.

marijjami. JM. 543.

znarijjissami. AMg. 549.

maridnm. S. 573.

marualaddhattbamo. M. 356.

znarei. M. A. 553.

maream. JM. 573.

znareti^. JM. 582.

znaredba. B. 471, 553.

maresi. M. 553.

xnarebisi. M. 528, 553.

malaidnm. Mg. 578.

mala!. M. 204.

malae. A. 874.

malam. M. 83, 374.

malattl. A. 194.

malatto. M. AMg. JM. 374, 375.

Maladi. B. 386.

maladi. M. 204.

rnalantam. Mg. 397, 553.

zimlabt. A. 374.

malahu. A. 874.

malabe. A. 374.

mala. B. Mg. M. AMg. JM. 374.

malaa. M. AMg. JM. 374.

malai. M. AMg. JM, 874.

malau. M. AMg. JM. 374.

znalae. Pkt, (M, B. Mg.) 374, 375.

malao. M. AMg. JM. B. Mg. 374*

malana. M. AMg. JM. 874.

malana. M. AMg. JM. 374.

malanain. M. AMg. JM. B. Mg. 374.

malado. B. Mg. 374.

malari. M. 167.

malasu. M. AMg. JM. B. Mg. 374.

malasil. M. AMg. JM. 374.

malasuip. M. AMg. JM. S. Mg. 374.

mal^aznto. M. AMg. 374.

malahi. M. AMg. JM. 374.

malabt. M. AMg. JM. 374.

malahim. M. AMg. JM. B. Mg, 374.

malahimto. M. AMg. JM. 374.

malidum. Mg. 573.

m^issasi. Mg. 528.

male. Pkt. 374.

maleda. Mg. 553.

maledum. Mg, 573.

maledba. Mg. 23, note 2, 471, 553,

malentam. Mg. 553.

malemi. Mg. 553.

m^ehi. Mg. 468, 553.

malobada. AMg. 161.

masala^i. Mg. 229.

masa. M. JM. 89, 291.

masam. AMg. 350.

masaddha. AMg. 291.

masammi. AMg. 366^
masala. M. 89.

masalaanta. M. 89.

m^alia. M. 89.

masalm. AMg. 358.

masiya. AMg. (text) 148.
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masu. JS. 312.

tnase. AMg. 367®, 439.

mabana. AMg. JM. 250, 367®.

mahanam. AMg. 250, note 8.

mahanatta. AMg. 250.

mahanarisi. AMg. 56.

mahanaruvaga. Pkt. (JM. ?) 250.

mahaaassa. JM. 250.

niahaaa. AMg. 357.

mahaai. AMg. JM. 250,

mabaine. AMg. 385.

mahappa, M. 334,

Mahava. S. 360.

Mahavasiriuo. S. 383.

Mabavi. M. 386.

mahuliriga. Pkt. 207.

mi. AMg. JM. 85, 145, 313, 415, 417, 418,

498.

miaa. S, 54.

mianka. M. D. S. Mg. 54.

Miankavammassa. . S. 402.

Miafikavammo. S. 402.

mianga. 'S. 51.

miafiga. S. 438,

miatanha. S. 54.

miataabia. S. 54.

miatiaba. B. 54.

miatinbia. B. 54.

mialoa^t. A. 350.

miinga. S, 51, 101.

miu. AMg. S. 52.

mimja. AMg. JM. Pali, 74, lOl and note 1.

°mimjae. AMg. 361.

miinjiya. AMg. JM. 74.

mimdba. AMg. 86,

mimclbaga. AMg. 86.

mimdbaya. AMg. 86.

miipdbiya. Pkt. 86.

miga. AMg. 54.

migausabha. AMg. 157.

migavva. AMg, 54.

migasirao. AMg. 436.

miccu. S. 52.

micella. AMg. 84, 105, 136, 233.

miccliatta. JM. 597.

mijjai. AMg. 477.

mijianti. AMg. 477.

ini]hjbisamaiii. AMg. 556.

mijhjhisamina. AMg. 556.

minja. Pkt. 108, note 3.

mittham. Mg. 303.

mintha. JM. 293.

mitta. Pkfc. (S.) 107, 119, 293,

mittada. A, 599.

mittada. A. 71.

mittaiial. AMg. 381.

mitta. JM. 515.

Mittea. B. 84.

Mitteaba. Mg. 366.

midanga- Mg. 51, 101.

midu. AMg. S. 52.

middabai. JM. 222.

midhnna. S. 367.

midliunaim. S. 367.

mimam. Pkt. 415.

miya. AMg. 54.

miyanka. JM. 54.

miyasirao. A Mg. 54, 409.

mira. Pkt. 176, note 2.

miz-iya. AMg. 177,

mini. AMg. 177.

milakbhu. AMg. 17, 92, 105, 13C, 233, 372.

milakkbfmam. AMg. 381.

milakkbuni. AMg. 381.

znilaanta. S. 136.

milaamana. 8. 136.

milai. AMg, M. 136, 479.

milana. M. JM, S. 136.

miliccba. Pkt. (AMg,) 84, 105, 136, 233.

milnkkhaya. AMg. 105.

miva. M. AMg, JM. P, 143, 336.

missa. Mg. 64, 315.

misa. M. 365.

misimisanta, AMg, JM. 558.

misimisinta. AMg. JM. 558.

misimisimana. AMg. JM. 558.

misimisSnta. AMg. JM. 558,

missa, S. 64, 315.

missai. Pkt. 64, 557

.

missia. S. 64.

missida. S. 64.

mihokaba. AMg. 347.

milia. Pkt. 240.

misa. M. AMg. 64, 315.

mTsajaya. AMg. 64.

misaya. AMg. 64.

mlaalia. Pkt. 64, 595.

misijjai. AMg. 64,

misiya, AMg. 64.

mu. AMg. 85, 417, 498.
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mua. M. 219, 485.

mual. M. 485.

mnanta. M. 897, 485.

muanti. M. 456, 485.

muasi. M. 485.

ninasa. M. 485.

muiuga. M. AMg. JM. 51, 101.

muo. M. 92.

mumdha. Pkt. 86.

mukka. M. JM. AMg. S. Dh. Mg. 90, 566.

mnkkamottia. S. 566.

mukkaha. A. 180, 264, 370, 566.

mukke. M. 86 C®.

mukko. Pkt. (JM.) 145, 213, note 3.

mukkha. S. Mg. 189, 287, 302.

mukka. P. 190.

muggara. M. 'S. 125.

muccai. M. JM. AMg. 279, 542.

mnccae. JM. AMg. 457, 542.

muccanta. M. 542.

muccanti, M. AMg. 542.

muccami. JM. 542.

mucdmsu. AMg. 549.

ZQUccissadi. 542, 549.

muccissanti. AMg. 549.

muccihii. AMg. 549.

mnccejja. AMg. 462, 542.

muccejja. AMg. 460, 542.

niucchal. AMg. 561.

mucchanta, M. 397.

mucchamane. AMg. 561.

muccha. M. 233, 287.

mujjha. JM. (false), 418,

mujihihii. AMg. 527.

munca. JM. S. Mg. 485.

mnncai. M. 485.

muScadi. S. 472, 485.

muncada. Mg. S. 469, 486, 542.

muncadha, S. 485.

muncanti. JM. M. Mg, 485.

muncanto. M. 485.

muScasu. JM, 485.

muncaha. JM. M. 485.

mnncijjadu. S. 542.

mnncissadi. S. 526,

muncihii. JM. 526.

mnnciadn. S. 642.

mnncedi. S. 472, 485.

muSoedha. S. 485.

muncesi. M. S. 485.

muncehi, S. 485.

mnnja. Pkt. 84.

mnnjaana. Pkt. 84.

mutthi. M. 808.

mufethina, Pkt. 379.

mutthippahaleiia. Dh. 25, 519.

mutthia. M. 385.

mufthiaa. AMg. 379.

mnnai. M. AMg. JM. A. 104, 489, 511.

munadi. JS. 21, 104, 489.

muuala. M. AMg. S. A, 51

.

muualiahe. A. 375.

muni. AMg. 379.

mumasa. A. 461, 467.

mnnijjasu. A. 461, 467.

muainam. AMg. 99.

munino. AMg. 380.

mnniya. AMg. 73.

munisiha. JM. 436.

munissa. AMg. 879.

mum. AMg. 879, 880, 462.

mumasu. A. 467.

munei. A. 34, note 4.

munedavva. JM. 489, 570.

munedavvo. Pkt. 21.

muneyavva. AMg. 489.

munda. M. 'S, Mg. 125.

mundino. AMg. 405.

mu^disihandi. AMg, 405.

munde. Mg. 423,

miitta. Pkt. 270, 566.

muttajala. AMg. 97.

muttadama. AMg. 97.

mutta. Pkt, (M. S.) 125, 566.

muttajala. AMg. 97.

muttahala. S. M. JM. 125, 184, 200.

muttahalilla. M. 125, 200, 595.

mutti. A. 594.

muttisuham. AMg. 171.

muda. S. 291.

mudanga. S. Mg. 51, 101.

muddae. JM, 85.

muddida. S. 102.

muddha. AMg. JM. M. 86, 270, 288.

muddhadahe. A. 375.

muddhamia. M. 54.

muddha. Pkt. 402,

muddhae. Pkt. (M.) 85, 875.

muddhanam. AMg. 402.

muddhanamsi. AMg. 402.
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muddhanenain. AMg. 402.

muddhano. Pkfc. 402.
muhenam. M. 182,

muddhi. A. AMg. 375, 402.

mua, Pkt. 90.

muala. Pkt. 595
muddhena. AMg. 402. mOalla. Pkt. 595
munati. Pali 489. mualliaa. M. 595.
muya. JM, 219. mudka. M. 595.
mu;^ai. JM. AMg. 485. mudho. M, 145.
ton^adi. JS. 485. muta. Ved, 489.
muyanga. AMg. (text) 101. muya. AMg. 87.
muyantesum. AMg. 485. miila. AMg. 36C».
muyanto. JM. 485. muJamsi. AMg. 366 ».

rauyamana. AMg. 485. mulatta. AMg. 597.
niuyasu. JM. 486. mulattae. AMg. 861.
muyiiiga. AMg. JM. 51. mOlamaiita. AMg. 601.
muyitta. AMg. 582, miilamaute. AMg. 397.
muraa. M. B. 254. mulamanto. AMg, 396.
murava. AMg. 236, 254. mulani. AMg. 367,
muravi. AMg. 254. miilado, S. 345,

murukklia. S. 22, 131, 139, 195, miilabi. M. 365.

murakha. (text) 139, mfilabimto. Pkt. 365.

mulla. M. AMg. JS. S. 83, 127, 286. mull. A. 3C6»

niusam. AMg. 78, 114. mullda. S. 158.

xnusala. Pkt. C6. muse. Mg. 462.

musa®. AMg. 51, 78, 114. miisedi. Mg. 462, note 2.

musavao, AMg. 131. musala, Pkt. 66, 124.

musavada. AMg. 78. musa®. AMg. (text
) 51, 78,

musavMi. AMg. 78. musido. Dh. 228,

musijjamo. M. 455. me. AMg, M. JM. S. Mg. 85, 169, 415, 418,

inustiiia. Mg. 388. 423, 515, 517, 519.

musfcle. Mg. 388. momtbi. Pkt. 86.

mulia. M. JM. (false), 188, 343, 418. memdba. AMg. 86.

muliauvvridha. M. 160. mumdbaga. AMg. 86.

niuliam. Mg. 179.
i

meqicibi. Pkt. 8G.

muhatbambha. JM. 308. mekba. OP. 27, 191.

mubabbiipjae. AMg. 234* mekbo. CP. 345.

mubamabaiio. B. 379, megba. P. 190.

mubara. Pkt, 94. meccha, AMg, M. JM. S. A. 17, 84,105,136,

mabara. Pkt. 94. 233, 296.

mubala. M. JM, S. 257, 603. medambba. Pkt. 166.

mubalagbanapaanjjantaam. M. 603, medbi. AMg. 221.

muba, AMg. 465. Meqakka. A. 194.

mubaim. Plct. 180. mentba. Pkt. 293,

iniibado. S. 519.
menda. Pali 293,

mubum. AMg. 181. ®mCtta. M. AMg. JM. S. 109, 119, 293,

mubutta. M, AMg. JM. 283, 343. °inettaka. S. 109.

mubuttam. AMg. 349, note 1. ®mettapphala, M. 196.

mubuttaga. AMg. 70, -mettao. M, 603,

inubulla. Pkt, 595. mettr. M, JM, 60.

mubt*. S. 95. mettbapnrisa. S. 109, 293,

mube. S. 366^ medbnna. JS. 60.
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medhavittana. S. 597,

meyanna. AMg. 276.

mera. AMg. JM, 176,

Mem. A, 100.

Meruagara, JM. 162^

Merainmi. JM, 379.

melai.’ Pkt. (M.) 110, 486, 562?,

melanti. AMg. 486.

melaTai. Plit. 553.

melavi. A, 486, 588,

melaveiiisi. JM. 528, 552, 553,

melitta. JM. 582.

mellna. M. 110, 486, 562,

mellai. A. 588.

mellantalio, A. 397.

mellaiitihe. A. 386,^

mellari. A. 588.

mellf. A. 461.

melleppinij. A. 588.

meva. Pkt. 836.

meha. M. A. 188, 367^

meham. AMgr 143.

mehara. Pkt. I66.

mekala. M. 188, 376,

mehalae. JM. 375.

raehalasiii. M. 87G,

raehalahi. M.^376,

niehari. AMg. 405,

niebaYi, AMg. 849, note 1, 405-

mehaYilrim. AMg. 405.

mehuna. AMg. 60-

mehnuaya. JM. 60.

mo. AMg. 85.

mo. AMg. JM. 313, 415, 417, 498,515 and
xfcote 3,

moavaissasi- S. 528.

moavia. M. 552.

moavedk &. 472-

moavemi. S. 552.

moavehi. *&. 552.

moggara. M. S. 125, 270.^

moccham, Pkt- 523, 526.

mocchihi. M. 526.

niQCchihu, M. 526.

mottiiai, S- 238.

motfima. S. 238.

mottimam. S. 238.

moda, Pkt. 16*6, 288.

modaissam. Mg. 238, 528.

modaissamir Mg. 238, 628,

modia. Mg. 238-

modia. A. 288-

modenii. Mg. 233-

mona. S- M. AMg- JM. 6L
monda. Pkt. 125.

mattayVa, Pkt- S70-

inotta. M.S. 125-

mottia. M. S. Clg,270, 56G.

mottiauppatti. S. (false) IGQ-

inottiuppafcti. 9. 160.

mottiya. JM. 61^

mtfttuana. Pkt- 584-

motturp. Pkt- (M-) 573, 576.

mottupa. M. JM. 586.

mottha. M, 325.

moyanae. AMg. 361.

mora. M- AMg. JM. S, A. 166,

moraa. A. 166.

tnoraga. AMg. 166.

moriyapiatta. AMg. 134.

Moriyavamsa- JM. 134.

Mori;^avamsaaam- JM. 173-

mori- M. 9. 166.

moli. M.S. 6P.

Malia, Mg. 134.

molia. A. 238.

moll- Mg. 166.

molia- AMg- JM- 127 and note 1, 286.

mosa. AMg. 78.

mosa°. Pkt, 51.

mohsu M, 166.

moliakklioba. JS. 319-

mobakkbohavilirino. J9. 214.

mobs, AMg. 365, 516.

mobaa. M- 361.

mobidamadina. S. 388,

mobn. A. 34 note 4,

mba. M. 419.

mba. Pkt. (M- 9.) 96, 268, 313, 387, 415,

498.

mbi. M. 9. JM- Mg. JS- 85, 96, 145, 268,

j

2&4, 313,478, 498.

Btbu. Pkt. 498.

inb&. Pkt, (M.) 96, 268, 318, 498,

ya
ya. AMg. JS. JM. 16, 94, 113, 131, 141, 143,

156, 172, 184, 187, 350, 353, 3&5, 357, 361,

866S 867, 367^ 369, 382, 886, 397, 405,

413, 447, 448, 462, 465, 518, 519.

yai. Mg, 252, 367®' note 2,

yam. Mg. 252, 487 note 3, 519.
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yampidena. Mg. 29G,

yajna. S. 276.

yanna. P. Mg. 276.

Tannasenl. Mg. 276.

yatfchi. Pali 255.

yaiiaddaaaii. M. 14, note 2.

yanavada. Mg. 236.

yaaeMm. Mg. 236.

yati, P. 418.

yad. P. Mg, 252, 341, 418, 427.

yadi. Mg. 252.

yadru. A. 268, 425, 427,

yadhastam. Mg. 11, 290.

yadha. Mg. 113, 203, 252.

yadhasaluva. Mg. 252,

Tamadaggi. Mg. 237.

yamitavai. Ved. 578.

yampidena. Mg. 236.

yammantala®. Mg. 236.

yalahala. Mg. 236.

yaska* Mg. 252.

yaske. Mg. 324, note 1.

ya^mti. M, 15.

yas4a. Mg. 427

.

yas^im. Mg, 348.

yaso.* pa. 227,253.

yasnai. (Avestan) 364,

yahastam. Pkt. (Mg.) 11, 252, 290.

yahke. Mg. 324, note 1.

ya7 AMg. JM. 417, 465.

yaa. Mg. 236.

yaim. Pkt. (AMg.) 335, 357, 417, 427.

^yajl. PG. 253, 406.

yanai. JM. 170, 510.

yanadi. Mg. 236, 510.

ya^vatta. Mg. 252.

yanasi. JM. M, 170, 510.

yanai. AMg. 510.

yanadi. Mg. 510.

yanami. AMg. JM. 170.

yanamo. AMg. 170.

yanasi. Mg. 237, 510.

yanaki. Mg. 185, 510.

yania. Mg. 591.

yanida. Mg. 565.

yanidam. Mg. 236.

yanidavva. Mg. 570.

"vanidawain. Mg. 236.

yaniyyadi.* Mg. 11, 236, 252.

yanissamlia. Mg. 236, 3 1 4, 534.

yanissamo. Mg. 534.

yaniadi. Mg. 11.

Yanua. Mg. 118.

ya (ne). Mg. 236.

yatisa. P. 190, 245, 252.

yadamettaka. Mg. 109.

yadi. Mg. 252,

yamaki. Pkt. 454.

yamada. Mg. 391.

yayade. Mg. 236.

yala. Mg. 237.

yavanti, AMg. 357.

yavi. AMg. JM. 143, 427.

y^i. Mg. 455.

yasaur. Pkt. 200, note 1.

yasadar. Pkt. 200, note 1.

yaha. Mg. 427.

Jaham. AMg. 172.

Yina. Mg. 236.

yinna. Mg. 58.

yidindie. Mg. 16.

yiadi. Mg. 237, 482.

yianta. Mg. 482.

ylantam. Mg. 397.

yiva. Mg. 482.

yivantavasca. Mg, 233.

yivasi. Mg. 482,

yivavida. Mg, 552.

yivesi. Mg. 482.

yiha. Mg. 65, 332.

yu. JM. 186.

yuga. Mg. 252.

-yuge. Mg. 256.

yujjha. Mg. 11, 280.

yujjhaskamanam. Mg. 324,

yutta. Mg. P. 252.

yumhatisa. P. 245, 252.

yuyyha. Mg. 11,

yuva. VG. 253,

yuvadj. Mg. 90.

yudialavamana. Mg. 156.

yfilaka. Mg. 238.

yujake. Mg. 350.

ye. Mg, 324, 425.

yei§tha. (Sakari) 24.

yettia. Mg. 163.

yettika. Mg. 153.

yedu. Mg. 473.

yeva. Mg. P. 11, 90, 95, 252, 336.

yevya. P- Mg. 90, 95.
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yo. P&. 253.

yoisa. Mg. 237.

yogyo. AMg. 465

.

°y61laka. PG.253.

ycalaa. Mg. 217.

ycalai. A. 217.

ycilam. Mg. 217.

ycistba. Pkt. (Sakara?) 217.

yjaa. Mg. 217.

yjalai, A. 217.

yyeva. P. Mg. S. (?) 11, 23, 95, 324 and

note 5, 336.

yyevva. Mg. 95,

yhannayyhananta. Mg. 236.

ybatti. Mg. 236.

ra

raaa. M. 186.

raana. & M. 11, 132 and note 2, 603.

raanamuura. S. (text) 123.

raanai. M. 367.

raan^m. A. 359.

raada. M. 204.

raabbi^na. M. 102.

ral. pb. JM. 25, 366«.

raiaro. Pkt. 312.

raigbarammi. JM. 366®.

®raiyavaccbe. AMg. 409

,

®raiyasirasao. AMg. 407, 409.

railliya. AMg. 596.

raiviramalajjiao. M. 376,

ralssa. M. 379.

raibara. M. 184.

raibarabiznto. Pkt. 365.

Rale. M. 5.

raena, M. AMg. 409.

raenam. AMg. 409,

raeba. M. 471.

lakkbai. Pkt, 463.

rakkbama. S. 571.

rakkbanla. 94.

lakkbanta. AMg. 397.

rakkbasa. M. AMg. JM. S. 320.

Rakkhasatp. M. 324 and note 5.

rakkbasai. M. 358.

rakkhasinda. AMg. 160.

rakkbasl. AMg. 320.

rakbkliasl, Pkt. 193.

rakbkhasu. Pkt. ( M. ) 467.

rakkbasenda. M. ] 59.

rakkbabbuamga. M. 184.

rakkbida. B. 390.

rakkbidnm. Db. 25.

Takkbejja. AMg. 462.

Takkbejjabn. A. 463.

rakkemo. Pkt. 463,

ragga. Pkt. 566.

raggaa. Pkt. 566.

raccasi. A, 202.

raccba. M. S. 280,

-racobae. M. 375.

rajassa. B. 409 •

rajja. M. AMg, JM. B. 83, 279,

rajjandi, Pkt. 275,

rajjasu. M. 467.

lii. AMg. 527.

rajjuo. AMg. 337.

Xanjiiina. JM. 586.

ranjeba, M, 471.

ranna. P. 276, 399.

ranno. P. 276, 399.

rattbi. M. 347.

rattbika. PG. 10, 83, 193.

rattbe. PG. 193.

ranna. M. AMg. JM, A. 142.

rannadaa. A. 599.

ran^a. AMg. JM, S. 399.

randan, M. 346, 365.

ranno, AMg. JM. S, 399.

ratta, M. JM. S. 270, 291, 866®, 566.

rattagani, JM. 367,

rattaccba. JM. 156.

rattadi. A, 599,

ratti. M, 87.

rattiandbaa. M. 162.

rattim. JB. 87,

rattidivabam, JB. 87.

rattimmi. B, 386.

ratti. B. 87.

rattoppala. S, 159.

radana, S. D. 11, 97, 132.

radanacbattbim, S. 519.

radanamuura. B. 123,

radanaim. S. 11.

radanana. JB. 850.

radanavalle, S. 385.

Radie, A. 192, 385.

Radie. A. S. 5, 99.

Radie. Pkt. (S.) 5.

ranta, S. 582.

rantiina. P. 586.
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rattduaa. S. 275, 584.

ranna. AMg. JM. 399, 519.

ranao. AMg. JM. 399,

raphasa. CP. 191.

ramamdi. 'S. 275.

ramanijja. M. JM, AMg. JS. 91, 134, 138.

ramanla, S. 91, 138.

ramate, P. 457.

rainade. S. 457.

xatnantassa. M. 397.

ramanto. AMg. 397.

ramandi. Pkt. 275.-

ramandi. B. 275,

Tamamha. Dh. 471.

rauialia. Pkfc. (Dh.) 456, 474.

raniatQ.0. M, 45b.

raniaveuti. M. 552.

ramia. Pkt. 589.

Taminiin. Pkt. 576.

rataijiai. Pkt. 538.

ramidum. S. 575.

ratniyyate. P. 252, 457, 538.

rame. AMg. 457.

ramSppi* A. 300, 588.

ram^pplo.'i* A, 588.

ramevi, A. 184, 300, 588.

xaiiLpa. Pkt, 208.

rampai. Pkt, 208.

ramphai. Pkt. 208*

Rampha, CP. 191.

ramnaai. Pkt* 538.

layam. AMg. JS. 409.

rayana. AMg. JM. JB. 97, 132.

rayanamaya. JM. 70.

°rayaaa-iiLi“ai6nLain. AMg. 353,

rayanaim. S. 11*

rayaaaaa. JS- (text) 350,

rayaaamalya. AMg. JM. 70.

rayaaamaya. AMg. JM. 70,

Rayanavali. Pkt. 36.

rayaai. AMg. 132, 141.

rayaaujjala. JM. 158.

rayaae. AMg. 357,

rayayamaya. AMg, 70.

layasa. AMg. 408.

rayie. AMg. 361-

ravai. Pkt. (AMg. A.) 473, 494.

ravanaa. A. 91, 251.

ravahi. M. 365.

xavi^o. M. 379.

ravissa. M. 379.

ras. (Avesta) 320.

rasahh. (Avesta) 820.

rasa. Pkt. (AMg. JM. PG.) 30, 193, 245, 303,

350, 353, 442, 443.

rasao, AMg. 69.

rasamanta. AMg. 601,

rasamantaim. AMg. 397.

rasaala. M. 186.

xasala. Pkt. 595.

rasollolla. S. 111.

rassi. Pkt, 812.

rassino. S. 379.

raha.‘ Pkt. (MA) 188, 245, 442, 443.

rahajogga. AMg. 376.

raliatta. M. AMg. 142.

lahasa. M. 188.

rahassa, AMg. M. JM. B. 132, 315, 354.

rahahT. A. 368.

raba. M. 515,

rahaaiya, AMg. 80.

rahidapaiikammo, JS. 402.

Rahunaha. M. 188.

rahe.
‘

Pkt. (AMg.) 68, 845.

rahokamma. AMg, 345.

raa. M. S. A. 139, 157, 166, 399.

raalila. S. 168.

raam, S. 348, 399,

raana. Pkt, (JM.) 399.

raano. AMg. JM, 399.

raammi. Pkt. 309.

raarakkbidaim. S, 182.

raasala, S. 315.

raasalasaiptliaaaa» S. 71.

raasiribhaaaa. M. 98,

raasiria. M. 385.

xaa. S. AMg. JM. 397, 399, 400.

raau, Pkt. 399 *

raao, Pkt. 399*

raaaam. Pkt. 399.

raaao. AMg. JM. S, 399, 438,

xaadu. Pkt. 399.

raado. Pkt, 399.

raasamto. Pkt. 399.

raalii- Pkt, 399.

raabiiuto. Pkt. 399.

raio. AMg. 99.

raimdi^a. AMg. 87,

raikka. Pkt. 598.

rainain. Pkt. 399.
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raiaa. JM. 133, 899.

raimyae. AMg. 182 note 1.

raino. AMg. JM. 399,

raiana, AMg. 151.

rainnakulaai. AMg. 367.

raimmi. Pkfc. 899.

®raiya, AMg. 87.

railla. M. 595.

raL AMg. M, 87,

ralaam. AMg. JM. 399, 436, 4 47.

raiblioyaaa. AMg. JS. 87.

raisara. JM. 158.

raisu. M. 387.

raisum. Pkt. 899.

ralsumto. Pkfc. 399.

raihim. AMg. JM. 399.

laihimtu. Pkfc. 399.

niula. JM. D. 168.

rae. Pkt. AMg. JM. 399.

raeaa. JM. 899.

raek M. S. 57, 157, 379.

raesino. S. 379.

raesurp. Pkt. 399.

raehim. Pkt. 399.

rao. M. AMg. 845, 379, 386, 399, 418.

ragadosa. AMg. 196.

ragaddosa. AMg. 196.

ragaddosadayo. AMg. 380.

raca. OP. 191, 256.

raca. OP. 27, 191 note 1, 399.

racanam. CP- 191 note 1.

racina.* P. OP. 153, 237, 276, 897, 399.

raciiio. OP. P. 237, 276, 399.

racina. OP. 237,

racini. CP, 287.

racino. OP. 237.

rajaiila. Mg. (text) 168.

rajam. CP. P. 191 note 1, 348, 399.

raja, CP. P. 191 note 1, 399.

R5dha. S. 257.

rana. Pkt. (JM.) 899.

radi. S. 87.

Rama. S. 360.

Ramakanha. M. AMg. JM. S, 52.

Ramammi. S. (false) 366^.

Rama-Ravananam. S. 860.

Ramado. Pkt. (M.) 204, 365.

raya. AMg. JM. 87, 899.

rayaula. JM. 168.

rayam, AMg. JM. 348, 899.

rayakulagamlni. AMg. 405.

rayakulehimto. AMg. 369.

rayagai. Pkfc. 65.

Rayagilie. Pkfc. 68.

rayano. JM. (text, incorrect) 399.

rayamacca. AMg, 156.

rayarisi. AMg. 56.

ryarisimmi. AMg. 379.

rayarisissa. AMg 379.

rayaleha. AMg. 343.

rayasantiyaim. JM, 367.

rayassa. AMg. JM. 399.

rayahanie. AMg. 99.

rayahanimsi. AMg. 386.

raya. AMg. JM. 71, 357, 399, 400.

rayiinam. AMg. JM. 899.

rayano. AMg. JM. 399, 436, 447.
raya-y-u. JM. 358.

Ravana. A. 860.

Ravana-Ramaha. A. 360.
rasimsi. AMg. 379,

rahuottbaria®, Pkt. 589.

riu. AMg. M. 56, 164, 186.

riuno. M. 330.

riuraino. S. 400

.

riuvveya. AMg. 56, 139, 195.

riu. M. 380.

riuna. M. 881.

riusu. M. 881.

riubim. M, 381.

rikka. M. 666.

rikkasi. AMg. 516.

rikkba. M. AMg. JM. S. 56, 318.

ricaim. S. 56, 358, 413.

riccha. M. AMg. S. 56, 57, 318.

Rittha. M. A. 142.

rifcfcha. AMg, 142.

ritthaga. AMg. 142.

Ritthanemi. JM, 142.

rifcthaya. AMg. 142.

ritfchamafcui, Pkt. 203 note 4.

ritfchamaya. AMg, 70, 142.

rina. M. JM. 56, 57.

ritta. M. 566.

rittha. JM. 270.

ridn, S. 56.

riddhi. M. AMg. JM. JS. S. A. 56, 57, 333.

riddhihl. S. 386.

riddhio. M. 387-

riddhlna. JS. 350.
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risao. AMg. 380.

risabha. AMg. S. 56.

ri&aha. M. AMg. 56.

risi. AMg.JM.S 56.

risio. S. 380.

rlittha. AMg. 517.

nyante. AMg. 457.

rua. M. 468, 495.

ruai. A. M. 495.

riiatitanitai « M . 397.

riianti. M. 456, 405.

ruasi. M. 495.

ruasu. M . 468, 495*

ruahi. A. 264, 455, 495.

rmimi. M. 495.

luavia. M. 552.

TTi^vei. M. 552.

rni. Pkt. 385.

ruiri. M. 596.

ruila. AMg. 257.

rula. Pkt. 385.

rula, Pkt. 385.

ruii. P kt. 385.

rule. Pkt. 385.

ruehi. M. 4G8, 405*

BukkinT. Pkt. 277.

rukkha. M. AMg. A. JM. S. 6, 257, 32

36 6^

rukkbae. S. 367^.

rukkhadalayamsi. AMg. 359.

rukkbatta. AMg. 597.

xukkhattac. AMg. 36 i.

rukkbatto. Pkt, 365.

rukkbamulatcisi. AMg, 366*.

rukkliamule . AMg. 366*.

rukkhavadiae . B 375.

lukkhasu. A. 366.

rukkbaseanake. S. 360, 367*.

rukkhahnm. A. 369.

rukkha, AMg. 89, 367*.

rukkhMm. AMg. 358.

rukkliani, AMg. 358>

rukkho. Pkt, 36

rukma. Pkt. 277.

rugga, M. 276.

ruccai. A. 488.

Tuccadi. S. 197, 488.

ruccham. Pkt. 529.

riicchahe. A. 365.

rucchadu. A. 365.

nijjhai. Pkt. (A.) 507, 546.

rudclhi. AMg. 52.

rnnujhurii, A. 461.

runna. M. 566.

rudatu. S. (false) 495.

rudida. 'S. 566.

rudissamo. S. 520.

Rudda. Pkt. 268.

Riiddo. ph.25.

riiddhl. A. 5G5.

Rudra. Pkt. 26 8.

rundbai. AMg. 507.

rundhasu. M. 507.

rundhijjai. Pkt. 546,

rundheviuu. A. 507, 588.

rundhehi. B. 507.

ruppa. Pkt. 277.

Ruppi. AMg. 277.

Ruppinl. AMg «IM. S. 277.

Kupimmi, AMg. 405.

Ruppiaam. AMg. 405.

rubbhai, Pkt. (M, JM.) 266, 507, 535, 540.

rubbbaiita. Pkt, (M.) 535, 546.

Tubbhamriua. M. 540.

Rumauiiado. B. 297, 396.

Rnmauuo. B. 396.

9> rumpa, Pkt. 208,

rnmplia. Pkt. 208.

rumbhal. M. AMg. 266, 507, 5of).

rumbhaiita. Pkt. 535.

ruj'a. AMg. JM. Jb. 187.

ruyai. JM. 495.

ruyantT. JM. 495-

ruy'aiitle. JM. 495.

ruyaniani. JM. 495, 563.

ruyasi. JM. 495.

ruj'asu. JM. 495.

luy'aba, JM. 495,

rajamanim. JM. 40*.).

ruvai. M. AMg. A. 24G, 47G, 41)7

ruvanti; M. 473.

ruvasi. Ved. 2o4,

ruvasu. M, 473.

ruvava. Zigeunenscli 4^ 3.

ruTiijal. Pkt. (M.) 473, 536-

ruvvai. Pkt. (M.) 473, 530.

ruvvasii. M. 473, 5t>6*

rubira. M. 188.

ruhirapahain, Db. 2 d,

rua, M* lb4, IbG.
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riiadaa. A, 599.

ruadati. A. 352.

ruakka. A. 394.

ruahimto. Pkt. 865.

rfieip. A. 146.

rudha, AMg. 376.

Tuclhla. M. 385.

ruvaga. Pkt. 250.

ruvam. AMg. 465.

Tuva-m-aduii. JS. 353,

ruvi. AMg. 405.

rusai. M. 488.

rfisiayva. M. 570.

rOsiijai. A. 543.

ruseurn, M. 573.

I’iisesu, A. 527,

re, Pkt. (A) 25, 7l.

reblia. Pkt. 200.

reha. M. 376^ 436, 438,

rehaim. A. 359, 438.

rehau. M. 376.

rehao. M. 376.

roa. S. 495.

®roanesu. M. 3-71.

roadi. A. 488, 495.

roanta. M. 397.

roanti, S. 495.

roante. A. 495.

roantem. A. 397.

roa^ia, M. 96, 552,

roi, A. 461, 495.

roiavva, M. 570.

roittha. AMg, 517.

roidi, 'S. 495.

Toiri. M. 596.

roissain. M. 529,

rouna. M, 586.

roehi. AMg. 468.

rocchara. Pkt. 523, 529,

rottawa, Pkt. 570.

rottuana, Pkt. 584,

rottum. M. 574.

rottuna. M. 586.

rSttuuam. M. 585.

roda. S. 468, 495.

rodasl. S, 495.

rodavida. K 552.

rodiadi. S. 495.

rodidum. S. 495, 574.

rodisi. S. 495.
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rodissam. S. 529.

rodiadi. S 495, 544.

rodesi. S. 495.

romam. M. 358.

romamsi, AMg. 404.

romakuvehim. JM. 369.

roma^co. M. 519.

romao. AMg. 4u2.

royal. JM. 495.

royanti. AMg. 495.

royaiitl. JM.495.
royamana. JM, AMg. 495.

royamauT. AMg. 563.

rovai. Pkt. (M. JM.) 78, 246, 473, 497.

rovanti. M. 473.

rovami. JM. 473,

rovava. Zigeiinerisch 473,

rovium. JM. 473.

roviuna, JM. 586.

roviya. JM. 473.

rovira. Pkt. 596.

rotja, M. 227.

Tosaitta. Pkt, 600.

Rohaguttehimto. AMg. 360.

rohaiiti. M. JM. 482.

rohinlo. AMg. 436.

Rohinsakua. M. (false) 848 note 2,

la

laana. Mg. (text) 132 note 2.

lai. A. 594.

laia. A. 594.

laiichiin. AMg. 368.

lakkhara. AMg. JM. 448, 519.

Lakkhana. AMg. M. JM. S. 97, 312.

lakkliana, AMg. 367,

°lakkhasL P. 256

lakkliidum. Dh. 25.

lakkhehl. A. 868.

lagga. M. 12 note 4.

laggal. Mg. A. 197, 488.

laggae. M. 457.

laggadi. Mg. 488.

laggivi. A. 488, 588.

laggissam. M. 527.

laggihii. M. 527.

laggihisi. M. 527.

laghu. A. 166.

langala. Pkt. 260.

langilla. M, 260.

lahghitta. JM. 582.
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iaijghcum, M. 573.

kiiglicjia. JM. 4G0.

iaughevi. A, 588,

lacclildo. Mg. 375.

kccln. M. AMg. JM. J'S, S. D, A. 312.

kcelililla. S. 595.

kjjasG. M. 457.

lajja. M. 90.

kjjami. S. 94.

lajjamo. M. 345, 455.

lajjalua. M. 59.5.

lajjaluittaiia, S. 597.

lajjiao. M. 37 G.

lajjiyai. A. 85.

kjjira. Pkt. 596.

lajjirf. M. 596.

lajjhaL. Pkt, (JM.) 541, 544.

lafiuhaua. M. 272.

laiiiia. Mg. 399,

la'iiio. Mg. 399.

lattia. Mg. 303,

latfcha. Pkt. 5G4,

latthi. M.AMg. JM.S.Pali7, 255.

latthia. Mg. 303.

latthia. 'S. M. 255.

lattlii. M. AMg. JM. 255.

laclahattanaam. M. 14,

ladala. Pkt. 260.

ianna. Mg. 399.

laano. Mg. 399.

laaha. M. AMg, 315,

lanliaa. M. 315.

latta. M. 666.

latti. Mg. 87.

lattim. Mg. 87.

lattimdivam. Mg. 87.

ladala. Mg. 132.

ladao. M. 204.

laddlia. M. 270.

laddhanamassa. S. 402.

laddhasiso. JM. 411.

laddhuin. AMg. 576.

laddhuna. AMg. 586.

laddhe.' Db. xiMg, 25, 366^.

laddhosadba. S. 223.

lapati. P, 455.

iapate. P. 457.

lapitam. P. 190,

labblia. AMg, 465.

labbliai, M, 541.

iabbbadi. Pkt, (S.) 366i^ 541.
labbha. Prdi, AMg. 465.

iabbhiln. AMg, 541, 550,

iablianti. AMg. 456.

labbittba. AMg. 517,

labhiya, AMg. 590.

iabbksami. AMg. 525,

labile, AMg. 462.

labbejja. AMg. 462.

^abhblia. Pkt. 193.

labbya. AMg. 465.

labhyani. AMg. 465,

lamatiTa. Mg, 91, 138.

Iambi. M. 603.

lambira. M. 596,

lambhaT. Pkt. 36G’\

laaibbami. AMg, 484.

lambliia, S. 590.
lambhissam, S. 525,

lambhiadi. S, 541.

lambluamo, S. 541.

layyavaittaa. 8. 600

lalata. Pali 260.

lalada. 8, 260, 354.

laliaiigulia, M. 385,

lavaQ a. 8, 154.

lavaaasarauddaiittaraiia. AMg, IGO,

laskam. Mg, 324, 448,

Jaskase, Mg, 324 note 1,

laska. Mg, 324.

laskaim. Mg, 324, 448,

laMcidara. Mg, 324,

lascide. Mg, 324.

lascbide. Mg, 324,

lastia. Mg, 303.

iastia. Mg, 303,

lasthia. Mg. 303,

lasira. M, 596.

lasuna, AMg, JM, 210,

laskase. Mg. 324,

lahai. A, 34 note 4,

labaT. AMg, 175,

labaiirn. Pkt. 579,

labae. AMg, 457.

labanam. A, 579,

lahasa. Mg, 256.

labasi. A. 264.

labai. A. 455.

lahahT. A. 45G,

I lababu. A, 455,
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laliia. Fkt. 589.

laliimp. M, 57G.

lahijjai. S, 541.

laliijiSjjai, Pkt, 535.

lahimii. A, 108, 346,

lahiyana . AMg. 592,

lahissaipi. S. 525.

lahissamo. JM, 525.-

lahu. Mg. 379.

lalina. M. 188, 354,

lahuam. M. 414.

Miua. A. 166.

lalmu M.S. 139.

lahuei. M. 559.

lahnehi.. M. 368.

lahuip. Mg. 379.

lahuvJ. Pkt. 139.

lahe. &. 457, 460.

lakeam. &. 143, 460-.

iahejja. Pkt. 535.

laheppi. A. 588.

lahcppiiui. A. 588.

lahevi. A. 588.

lahevinu. A. 34 note 4.

LaljkasaiiJ. Mg, 324.

lahka^u. Mg. 467.

laljkase. Mg. 324 and note 1 ^

kWviduni. Mg. SC?"* note 2^

liia. Mg. 256, 399.

laadla. Mg. S. (text) 168.

laam Mg. 348, 399.

laanioe. Mg. 94.

laaana. M. 186.

laa. Mg. 399.

laanam. Mg. 399,

laano. Mg. 94, 399.

laino. Mg. 399.

laima. AMg. 602.

laivi. A. 588.

Ian. AMg. M. 141, 186, 201.

lauip. AMg. 141,

lautta. Mg. 1G8.

lautte. Mg.
kuya. AMg. 141, 201.

laula. Mg. S. (false) 168,

ku. AMg, 141, 201.

Inesi. Mg. 229,

teesino. Mg. 379.

Iljaiila. Mg. 1G8.

ladayavisaynrayauo . JM . 400

,

Ladesara. S, ?60*

^adha. AMg, 5G4.

Ladlia. AMg. 257.

labham, AMg. 5l7,

lablia -m- atthio. AMg. 353.

labha. AMg. 365.

labbe. AMg. 36

Lama. Mg. 360.

layida. Mg. 256.

lalappai. AMg. 65G.

lalappatnana. AMg. 556.

laska. Fkt. 324 note 2.

lasaiia. AMg. (text) 210-

laha;i. S-315.

Lahala. Pkt. 260.

I

Kara. Pkt. 59,

limba. (
Marathi ) 247,

limbacla. ( GujpathI ) 247.

likara. Pkt. 59.

likkai. Pkt, 210, 566.

likliapita.
(
Mansehra Inscription) 7.

likhapitu( Shahbazgarhi Inscription ) 7.

likhapayisaip. Girnar 7.

likhapita. Asoka 7.

likhdpita. ( Jaugada Inscription ) 7 ^

likhapeti. Pali and Pkt. 7.

likhitena. PG. 224, 863.

licchai. JM.-'S ? 328, 555.

liccha. Pkt. 328.

licchn. AMg. 328.

libbhai. Pkfc,( S. ) 206, 535, 541.

limba. Pkt. 247.

limbadaa. A. 247.

lilada. AlVlg, ( false ) 260.

livi. AMg. 16.

lisi. Mg. 56.

lisinam. Mg. 367^

lissanti. AMg. 315.

lihami. Pkt. 454.

lihavaissam Mg. 7, 528.

lihaviya JM. 7,

lihavemi. Mg. 552.

lihia. A. 100.

lihij]‘ai. Pkt. 544.

liliimo. M. 108, 455.

liliiya. JM. 92,

lidbusa. M. 158.

Ima. Mg. 56.

line. Mg. 73,

Ilk. CP. 260.
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ua. M. 568.

Inadi. Mg. 495.

laejja. AMg. 473, 511.

liikka. M. JM. AMg.S. 560.

lukkai. Pkt. 566.

lukkha. AMg. 87, 257, 323.

lukkhatta. AMg. 257.

lukkhaya AMg. 257.

luncimsu. AMg, 516.

Innai. Pkt. 511.

Imiaveduin. Mg. 573.

lunijjai. Pkt. ( AMg. ) 511, 536, 548.

lunt^ipi, A. 688.

Ludda. P. 256.

Luddam, GP. 191 note 1, 256.

Luddo. ph. 25.

luddliu. pb. 26, 256, 846.

ludhilapadham. Dh. 25.

luppai. AMg. 542.

luppanta. M. 542.

Inppanti. AMg. 542.

lubbhai, Pkt. 488.

lubhai. Pkt. 354.

Inmpitta. AMg, 582.

lumbio. M, 387.

liiTvai. Pkt. ( AMg. ) 611, 586, 548.

luhai. Pkt. 354,

luhilam. Mg. 360.

luhilapadharp. Dh. 25.

Luhilappiam. Mg. 256.

luhile. Pkt. (Mg. ) 857, 363^

lusiyapnyvo. AMg. 17.

luha. AMg. 87, 257, 323.

liihitta. AMg. 257.

Ifihiya, AMg. 257, 323.

luhei. AMg. 87, 257, 323.

le. Mg. Ph. 25, 71, 256.

lei. Pkt. 474.

lokhapita. ( Girnar Inscription ) 7.

Lecchai. AMg. 119.

Lecchai. AMg. 381.

letthu. AMg. 304.

letthua. S. 3U4.

letthnya. JM. 304.

ledu. Pkt. 304.

ledna. Pkt. 304.

ledxikka. Pkt. 194, 304.

leddu. Pali 804.

ledhnkka. Pkt. 87, 194, 804.

lena, Pkt. (AMg.) 7, 153.

leppinu. A. 300, 588.

lelti. AMg. 304,

lelii. AMg. 304.

lelnmsi. AMg. 74, 31*2, 379.

lelnna. Pkt. 379.

leluna. AMg. 379.

levamayae. AMg. 85.

levi. A. 588.

levian. A. 300, 588.

lesanaya. AMg, 8L5.

lessao. AMg. 438.

°leha. AMg. 348.

lehi. A. 859.

lehT. A. 471.

loa. M. 164, 185.

loanai. A. 367.

loanahS. A. 264, 370.

loana. Pkt. 367.

loanihT. A. 128.

^loanenam. M. 182.

loanghT. A. 128.

loadi. Mg. 488.

loaho, A. 867, 872.

lou, A. 346.

loe. AMg. JM. JS, 187, 250 note 8, 366a.

867a.

loga. AMg. JM. JS. 202.

logarn. AMg. 593.

logaipmi. AMg. 305®.

logamsi, AMg. 74, 313, 350, 357, 366*.

logantij^adeva. AMg. 463.

logapala-m-alnaip. JM. 353.

logapala. AMg. 447.

logapalanam, AMg. 447.

logammi. AMg* 181,

logalogam. JS. 202.

lognttama. A IMg. 1 59.

lojjami, S. ? OS.

lottai, M. 279,

Kttliaka. S. 304.

lodk A. 288.

lodha, AMg. JS, 87, 304.

Iona. IM, AMg. JM. A. 154.

ioiiiya. JM. 154.

loana, M. 154.

loda. Mg. 495.

lodamapaa^a. Mg. 495.

loddhaa. Pkt. 125, 270.

lobha. AMg. 365.

lobheuain. AMg. 182.
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lobhovaiifcta.. AMg. 46 6«

lomaharisa. AMg. 135.

lomehim. AMg. 404.

loya. AMg. JM. JS. 187, 26G.

loyam. JM. 143.

loyane. JM. 367a.

loyaloyam. JS. 202.

lola. JM. 97.

°lovav3a. M. 603.

lokggi. Mg. 229.

losaggi. Mg. 72.

losamalisapalavvasa. Mg. 222.

lostagudia. Mg. 304.

lohabharu. AMg. 85.

lohabbaro. AMg. 85.

lobala. Pkt. 260.

lobagara. AMg. 603.

lobar. AMg. 167.

lobavedi. S. 552.

lobiaai. Pkt. 558.

lobiai. Pkt. 558.

lobidamascake. Mg. 519.

lobiyapfiiyapai. AMg. 87.

lohilU. M.595.

Ibasai. M. 268, 330.

Iba&ia. A. 330,

Ibaaoiia. AMg. 210.

Ihikka. M. 210, 566.

Ihikkai. Pkt. M. ? 210, 566.

va

vaa. M. 12, 287.

vaai. Pkt. 465.

Yaam. D. S. 415, 419, 428.

vaamsa. M, 74, 142, 315.

Yaamsiabn. A. 74,

Yaamsi. M. 74.

Yaanam. Pkt. 358.

vaana. Pkt. 367.

vaanai. Pkt. 179.

YaanaT. Pkt, 179, 180.

Yaanaiin. S. 367.

vaanani. Pkt. (S.) 179, 367*,

vaano. Pkt. 358.

Yaattba. S. 309.

vaassa. M. S. 74, 315.

vai, AMg. 311, 413 note 1.

vaialla. Pkt. 61.

vaiera, S. (false) 107.

vaiesa. Pkt. 61.

Yai‘ AMg. 350, 413.

vaim. AMg. 418.

Vaikuntba. AMg. 61.

vaikkanta. AMg. 151.

Vaijavana. M. 61.

vaitalika. M. 61.

Vaidabbba. M, 61.

Yaidesia. Pkt. (AMg. ?) 61.

Vaideba. Pkt. (M.) 61.

Yaimanta. AMg. 601

.

vaimanto. AMg. 396.

vaira. JM. AMg. 61, 135, 166.

Vairasimhariiyassa. JM. 400.

Yairamatiu. Pkt. 203 and note 4*

vairamaya. AMg. 70, 135.

vairi. JM. 61.

Vairoyana. AMg. 61.

Vaisampaaaa. Pkt . 6 1

.

yaisamma. Kf* 61.

Vaisavana. Pkt. 61.

Vaisala. Pkt. 61.

YaisSha. AMg. 61.

vaisika. Pkt. 61.

vaissa. AMg. 61, 315.

vaissanara. Pkt. 61.

?ai* AMg. 413,

vale. AMg. 409.

vae. AMg. 376.

vaebimto. AMg. 369.

vao. AMg. 356, 357, 409.

°araka. M. AMg. JM. A. 74, 287.

vaipcania, Pkt. 269.

vamjara. Pkt. (M.) 86, 251.

^vamja. P. 273.

®vamjaba, S. 273.

°vamti. M, 8. 269.

va(m)dapayati (Lena Dialect) 7.

yamdino. Mg. 405,

vamdibim. Mg. 405.

vamsavatta, M. 184.

vamsabl. A. 366».

vakka. 8. AMg. 74, 279.

vakkadara. 8. 74.

vakkanta. AMg. 142.

yakkaiiti. AMg. 142.

vakkamai. AMg. 142, 481.

vakkamanti. AMg. 481.

Yakkamama^a. Pkt. 562,

vakkamana. Pkt. 562.

ya. M. JM. AMg. 8. A. 92, 93, 96, 113, 143,

155, 174, 180, 345, 367, 388, 465, 500, 519.
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vakkaya, AMg. 74.

vakkala, M/S. 62, 296.

vakklda. '8.74,

vakklia, CP. 191.

vakkliatthala, S. 193, 321.

vakkhanaissam. S. 279.

vakkhaaaisii. JM. 99.

vakkliamo. AMg. 529.

vakhkkafchthala. Pkt. 193.

vaga. AMg. 52.

vagi. AMg. 52.

vagga. AMg. M. 52, 287.

vaggai. AMg. 296.

vaggana. AMg. 296.

vagganao. JM. 876.

vaggavagguliirn. AMg. 171.

vaggi. Pkt. 277.

vaggitta. AMg. 297.

vaggu. AMg. 290.

vagguhim. Pkt. (AMg.) 99, 382.

vagguhi. AMg. 156.

vagguliim. AMg. C, 381.

vaggha. CP. 191.

vaiika. A. S. (false) 74.

vankakadakkhaha. A. 370.

vankatta. JM. 597.

vaiikahT. A. ? 1-8.

vaiikia. M. 74.

vaiikima. M. A. 74, 402.

vafikibT. A. 128.

vankudaa. A. 74.

vafikuna. Pkt. 74.

vankuaT. Pkt. 74.

vankeliT. A. 128.

vaoahagaiitliT. Mg. 206.

vacca. D. AMg. 202, 572.

vacoal. M. AMg. JM. D. 26, 168, 203 and

note 3, 527.

vaccae. M. 457.

vaccamsi. AMg. 74.

vaccamsi. AMg, 405.

vaccadJ. A. 26, 202.

vaccantenam. JM. 182, 397.

vaccasi. S. 488.

vaccassira. AMg. 405.

vacca. AMg- 587.

vaccamo. JM. M. 455.

vaccihli. M. 527.

vaccihisi. JM. 527.

vaccejjasu. JM. 461.

vaccha. M. AMg. JM. 'S. 10, 320, 321, 327.

vacchattala. Pkt. ? 321.

vacckatto. Pkt, 365, 367.

vaccliatthala. S. (wrong) 321.

Vaccharaassa. 'S. 400.

Vaccharao. S. 400.

vacchala. M. JM, 8. 327,

vacchaau. A. 366,

vacchahu. A. 3G5.

vacchalie. A. 365.

vacchadu. A, M, 365.

vacchado. M. 365.

vacchi, Pkt. 529,

vacclilmi, Pkt. 529.

vaccliikimi, Pkt, 529,

vacche. AMg, 856,

vacckena, M. 409.

vacclio, Pkt. 366^3.

vajja, M. Dll. 287, 488.

vajjai, M* A. 14 note 2, 26, 202 note 3,

vajjanaa. A. 602.

vajjadi, S. D. Dh. 26, 197, 202, 203, 455, 43S.

vajjamha. S. 202, 488.

vajjava, A. 251.

vajjasi. Dk. 488.

vajja. M. 12 note 4.

Vajjalagga. M. 12 note 4,

Vajjalaya. M, 12 note 4.

vajjia. S. pii. 589, 590.

vaijiiina. AMg. 586.

vajjissamo. Pkt. 4S8 note 4,

vajjevi. A. 588,

vajjeha. Pkt. 488 note 5,

vajjiia. Pkt, 331.

vajjbaa, Pkt. 331.

va'^icio. AMg. 145.

vancidabhacluka. M. o5.

vanjiilu. M. 515.

vanna. CP. I'^l*

vannae, Pkt. 488 note 5.

vannarndossa. Mg, o97.

vanSamdassa. Mg. 275.

vannacii. Mg. M. 104,^ -3'» *5. dst.

va'i'andassa. Mg. 488.

anBanii. Mg. 483.

annedba. Fkt. 488 note 5.

atisa. CP. 191.
^

atta. Pkt. (Ablg. Pali) 49, -14. ->0.., 4...,.

itl' M. AMg. JM. A. 8,289. 453. 4;.5. 46S.
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vattaii. Pkt. 467.

vatiau. A. 453.

vattae. D. 457.

vatfcaga. AMg. 289.

vattati. Pkt, CP. CP.) 8, 453.

vattatha. P. OP. 453, 4C7,

vafcfcadi. JS. S, Mg. Dh. 8, 289, 453, 455.

vatfcadu. JS. S, Mg. Dh. 289,467.

valtade. JS. 457.

vatbadesu. S (text) 397.

vafctadha. JS. S, Mg. Dh. 453, 467.

vafcbanta. M. AMg. JM. 289.

vattanti. Pkt. (AMg). 289, 453.

Tatbantu. Pkt. 467.

vatfcaBte. Pkt. 457.

vattantesu. S. 397.

vatbamana. AMg. JM. 289.

Taftamauanam. AMg. B50.

vabtamu. Pkt. 467.

vatfcamha. M. S. Mg. Dh. JM. 467.

vattaya. AMg. 289.

vattasi. M. A. 269, 453.

vattasu. Pkt. 467.

rattase, Pkt. 457.

Tattaha. Pkt. 453, 467.

Tattahi. A. 458, 467,

Tatfcahl. A. 453, 467.

vattahu. A. 453, 467.

vatfeahu. A. 453.

yatta* JM. 334, 358.

vattama. S. 455 not© 1.

Tattami. Pkt. (Mg.) 289, 45 S.

Tattamn. Pkt. 467,

Tattamo. S.? AMg. JM. 453,455 not©l, 467.

vattahi, AMg. 467.

Tatti. AMg. A. 289, 459.

Tattia. Pkt. 289.

vatfu. A. 467.

Tatte. S. AMg. A. JM. jS. Mg. 457, 459.

yattearn. S. 459.

yatfeja’ Pkt. (PG.) 10, 253.

vatfcujja. Pkt. 459.

vattejjax. Pkt. 459.

vattejjasi. Pkt. 459.

vattejjasei. Pkt. 459,

yatfcejjaha. Pkt, 459.

yattejjahi. Pkt. 459.

yattejja. Pkt. 459.

vattejjama* Pkt. 459.

yattejjtoL Pkt. 459*'

vaffcejjSsi. Pkt. (JM). 459, 460.

TattDjjasu, Pkt. 459.

Taftejjaha. Pkt. 459.

Tattejjahi. Pkt. 459.

Tattedha. S. Mg. [Dh.] 467.

rattemha. M. S. Mg. Dh. JM, 467.

rattesu. Pkt. 467,

Tattehi. Pkt. 467.

Tatfehn. A. 467.

°vattha. M. 347.

®vatthaveti. PG. 153, 184, 189, 193, 199,309,

651.

Vatthim. AMg. JM. 446.

yabthida. 142.

vadanam. Pkt. 9.

vadabhihim. AMg. 387.

vadava. Pkt. 240.

radavaiiala, M.'' 240.

vadavamuha. M. 240

.

Tadimsa. AMg. 103, 142.

Tadimsaga. AMg. 103, 142, 219.

radimsaya. AMg. 103, 219.

Taddakahim. Mg. 366 .

Taddattai^a. A, 800, 597.

raddappana. A, 300, 597.

Taddenam. JM. 182.

Taddhai. M. AMg. JM. 8, 291, 455^

Taddhati. Pkt. 8.

Tacldhadi. S. 8, 291, 455.

Taddbamana. AMg. JS. S. 291.

Taddhaissam. S. 528,

vaddhamo. AMg. S. 345, 455.

vaddhayemi. S. 552.

Taddhi. AMg. 52, 333.

vaddhittha. AMg. 517.

radha. AMg. 207.

radhara. Pkt. 257.

Tadhala. Pkt. 257.

vana. S. 347.

yanam, Pkt. 243, 432.

va^amim. Pkt. 182.

yanammi. Pkt. 313.

yanadosini. S. 2l5.

vanapphai. AMg. 311.

yanapphadi. JS. 311.

vanapphala. AMg. 367.

Tanamala. M. 92.

vanammi. Pkt. 313.

Vanarasi. Pkt. 354.

va^araisnin. S. 376, 387.
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vanavasu. A. 351.

vanasimha. S. 76.

vanassai. AMg. 311.

vanassaisarlra. AMg. 355.

vanaliatfcahim. M. 92.

vanahattlii. M. 405.

vanaa. M. 361

vanai. Pkt. 182.

vanaim. Pkt, 182.

vanamim. Pkt. 182, 367.

vanali. M. 161.

vanimayae. AMg. (text) 248.

vaniya. AMg. 438.

vanimaga. AMg. 248.

vanimage. AMg. 36 7*.

vanimayayae. AMg. 248.

vane. M. 457.

vanesnra. M. 371.

vanoli. M. 161.

vanta. Pali 63.

vanna. M. 287.

vannaamo. M. 490.

vannao. AMg. 69.

vannam. AMg. JM. 265, 273, 442, 445.

vannagghaa. M. 196.

vannamanta. AMg. 601.

vannamantaim, AMg. 397.

vannamante. AMg. 397.

vanna. M. JM. 367.

van^aim. AMg, 171.

vannao. M. JM, 367.

vanninm. M. 573.

vanki. ‘AMg. JM. S. 49, 380.

vatanaka. P, 190, 224.

vatta. AMg. M. 333, 603,

®vattanta. Pkt. 165,

vattamana. S. 563.

^vattanin. Pkt. 446.

vattavva. JM. AMg. S. ? 570.

vatti. M, 289.

vattia. Pkt. 289.

°vattiyam. AMg. 281.

vattnm. S. 570, 574,

vattnkama. S. 577.

vattejjasi. AMg. 460*

vattekami. JM. 528.

vattkae. AMg. 578,

vattkagandka-m-alainkarain. AMg. 353.

vattkadkarissa. AMg* 405.

vattkavana. PG. 83, 193, 224, 307, 363.

vattkaim. AMg. 438.

vattkabkaranani. JM. 367.

vattkabkaranekim. JM. 868,

vattku. AMg. S, 879.

vatthnm. JS. 379.

vattkuni. S. 379.

vatfcknssa. AMg. 379.

Yatsa. Pkt. 10.

vadiara. S. 107.

vaddka. Pkt. 53.

vaddliamyarp. VG. 224, 253.

Yaddhamana. AMg. 291.

vaddkamanaga. AMg. 231 note 4.

vaddkavei. AMg. 291.

vadkanika, PG. 598.

vadkanike. PG. 10, 193, 224, 288.

vadkunam. S. 348,

vanfca. AMg. 582.

vanti. M. 487,

vantei. AMg. 659.

°vantka. M, JM, 403.

vandanijja. AMg. 252, 571.

vandanxa. S. 252, 571,

vandanarfckam. JS. 156.

vandamo. S. AMg, 455, 470.

vandaraa. M. 52.

vandaki. AMg. 468.

vandiu^a. AMg. JM. 686.

vanditta. AMg. JM. 8, 582,

vandittn- AMg, JM. 577.

vandida. JS. 203.

vandima. AMg. 602,

vandimo* M. AMg, 108, 455.

vandejjaki. AMg. 461.

vandra. JM. 268.

vanna. Pkt. 225.

vanso. Mg. (false) 348 note 2.

vappa. pkt. 305.

Yappairaa. M. 270.

vabbkai. M. JM. AMg. (text) 541.

-vamarsa, VG. 402.

vammaka. S, (false) M. JM. A. 251 and

note 4, 278-

vammaka^v^ake. A. 3/5,

vanamakadka^n. M. 184.

Yanimaho. JM. 143.

vammiya. AMg. 80, 296.

vamiQxa. M. 80, 296.

Yammu, S. 296.

vamxno. Pkt. 357.
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vamhala. Pkt. 142.

°vaya. AMg. JM. 442.

vayarp. AMg. P. JM. 250 note 8, 350, 356,

409, 415, 419, 616.

vayamsa. JM. 74, 315.

vayaipsialin. A. 376.

vayana. AMg. 97.

vayanani. AMg. 175, 515.

vayanasiripallava. AMg. 98.

-vayane. AMg. 603.

vayantam. AMg. 423.

vayantassa. AMg. 423.

vayanti. AMg. 173, 488.

vayasa. AMg. 355, 364, 408.

vayaha. AMg. 456.

vayamo. AMg. 488.

vayasi. AMg. 516.

vayasi. AMg. 516.

vayyedha. Pkt. 488 note 5.

vayyenti. Mg. 202, 488.

’varai- Pkt. 477.

varai. M. 80.

Varanasi. Pkt. 354.

Varaviranamadligjjo. AMg. 518.

varasn. JM. 467, 477.

'varaa. M. 80.

'varaia. M. 350.

varahi. M. 365.

\aria. Pkt. (M.) 134, 398.

varilla. M. 123, 595.

Yarisa. M. AMg. JM. S. PQ. 135, 189.

varisai. A. AMg. 100, 135, 486.

varisain. JM. 220.

varisana. Pkt. 135.

Yarisanta. S. 135.

varisa. AMg. 135.

varisala. JM. 167.

varisi. S. 135.

Yarisinm. JM. 135.

varisidum. S. 135,

Yarisei. A. 135.

Yarisae. A. 100.

Varnna. M. 257.

vare. S. 867a*

varemo. AMg. 490,

varom AMg. 159.

valaa. A. 100.

valaajjala. M, 186, 240.

valaamnlia. M. 240.

Yalaamukam. Pkt. 226 note 3.

valaaraa. M. 167.

valaiijai. M. 543.

valagganti. M. 142.

Yalanta. A. 397.

Yalantahi. A. 39 7.

valayamuha. JM, 240.

valavamuha. M. 240.

valahamnliain. Pkt. 226, note 3.

.

vali. A. 594.

valium, M. 576.

valioru. M. 159.

valisa. Mg. 135.

valisasada. Mg. 229.

valisam. Pkt. 226 note 3.

Valuna. Pkt. 257.

vale, Pkt. 457.

vallabkamadena. PG. 189,

vallave. PG. 363.

Vallaharao. S. 400.

vallio. AMg. 887.

vavarove jjasi. AMg. 461,

vavaroYejja, AMg. 460.

vavasaa. M. 286.

-vasa. Mg. 256.

vasa. Mg. 229.

vasca. Mg. 327.

vascala. Mg. 327.

Yassadi. Mg. 62.

vasamma. S. 445 note 1.

vasantassa, AMg. 397.

vasantnssavauvaana. S. 157.

vasantiisaYa. S. 158, 327a.

vasantodara. S. 161.

Yasabha. M. AMg, JM. 49.

vasabbo, AMg, 345.

vasamha. S. 445 note 1.

vasaha. A. M. AMg. JM. JS. 49.

vasabaindha. M. 164, 184.

vasabi. M. AMg. JM. 207.

vasablo, JM. 387.

vasa. M. 365.

vasae, AMg. 861.

vasado. JS. 865.

vasamo. S. 445 note 1.

vasabi. AMg. 468.

vasabim. AMg. 182.

Yasia. M, 803, 564.

vasio. M. 519.

vasitta. AMg. 582.

vasittanam, AMg, 583.
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Taae. M. S, Mg. 413 .

vaai. M. 413.
•vasudhadhipataye. PG. 156, 189, 253, 377

381.

Vdstave. Ved. 578.

vastie. Mg. 3 10.

vaspa, Pkt. 305,

vassaridu. S. 62.

'°valia. M. JM. 403.

vahattayae. JM. 361.

vahatthiareho. M. 14.

vahanfci. AMg. 361.

vahai. Pkt. 364.

vahae. AMg. JM. 361, 364.

vahijjai*. Pkt. 541.

vahiadi. S. 641,

vahum. M. 83, 348.

°vahuttam. M. 184.

vahumaa. M. 97.

vahumuha. M. 97,

vaknlia. A. 238.

vahfi.' S. M. 97, 188, 385.

vahua. Pkt. ( M ) 114, 385.

vahua. Pkt. 385.

vahuL Pkt. 385.

vahiig. Pkt. 386.-

vahue. Pkt. 386.

vahilo. Pkt. 385.

Tahuna. M. 387.

vahunam. M. 387.

valiumiiha, M. 97,

vahusahijja. JM. 97.

vabesi. Mg. ? 531.

vahmala. 'S. ( text) 312.

va. AMg. JM. S. Mg. 85, 93,113, 204, 304,

341, 348, 360, 363, 365, 358, 366^, 367, S69»

375, 879, 386, 414, 418, 460, 460, 465, 489’

498, 616, 659.

vaai. M. 487.

vaaii. M. AMg. JM. 378.

vaaiitta. Pkt. 168.

vaao. M. AMg. JM. S. 378.

vaam. AMg. 413.

vaadi. S, 487.

vaandolanaonavia. M. 161.

vaanta. M. 487.

vaanti. M. 487.

^vaarana. Pkt. 1C 7.

vaavo. M. AiMg. JM. 376.

vaasu. A.

vaa. M. 413.

vaao. M. 413,

v^su. M. 413.

vai. M. 487,

^ainam. JM. 405,

vSa. Pkt. (AMg.) 355, 378.
vaum. Pkt. ( A,

)

72, 178, 378, 379.
vaummi, AMg. JM. 378.

vaiimsi, AMg. 378.

vaiikaiya, AMg. 855.

: vaukaya, AMg. 356,

:

vaujiva, AMg, 365.

j

vauna, A. 3/8,

,

vauna, Pkt, 378.

_

vauno. M, AMg. JM. S. Mg, 378, 380, 3SL
:
vautta, Pkt, 168.

vautto, M, AMg, JM. 87S.

vaummi, Pkt. (S.) 378, 379.

vauya. AMg, 218,

« vaula, JM, 218, 244.

vaulla, Pkt. 695.

' vanssa. Mg, (verse) 378,

vausarira, AMg. 355.

;

vaussa. M. AMg. JM. 378,
* vauha. A, 378,

vauliT, A. 378.

vauhu, A. 378,

vauhe, A. 378,

vauho. A, 378.

vau. Pkt. (M. AMg. JM.) 178, 355, 378, BSO.
vauu. M. AMg. JM. 378.

vauo. M, AMg. JM. 378.

vauna. M. AMg. JM. 378.

vaunam. M. S. Mg. 83, 378.

vausu. M. AMg. JM. S. Mg. 378.

vausurato. Pkt. 378.

vaulii.’ M. AMg. JM. S. Mg. 378.

vauliimto. M, AMg. JM. 378.

vae. Mg. 457,

vaem. A. 146, 343.

vaoli. M. 161.

vaka. xVMg. 62.

vaga. AMg. 62.

vagaranehim. AMg. 368,

vagaranti. AMg, 509.

vagar6]]a, AMg- 509.

vagala. AMg. 62.

®vajapeya. PG. 253.

vajapeyassamedhayaji. PG. 156.
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Tataka(ip). PGr 363,

Vanamantara. AMg. 261,

\anaru. A. 346,

Yana^antara, AMg. 2 51

,

^vagalia, AMg, (text) 141,

vanaliao, AMg. (text) 141.

Yanarasihl, S, 386,

Yanarasi. AMg, JM. A. 354,

Yanarasie, AMg, 385,

vani. AMg, 16,

vaderida, S, 159,

vappa, Pkt, 305,

Yappha, Pkt. 305,

vamanihim, AMg. 387,

Yamado, S, Mg, C9.

vamaddana, AMg, 291,

vamado, 8. AMg, 69, 375,

^vaya. AMg, (text) 78.

vayani, AMg, 173, 418,

vayaghanaddabi, AMg, 167,

vayanta, AMg, 897,

vaja, AMg, 355, 413,

vayae, AMg, 413,

vayao. AMg. 418,

vayabi, AMg, 413.

vayur, AMg. 358.

vayu-r-iya, AMg, 353,

yaraissadi, S, 528.

varana, Pkt, 167.

yarana(Tii). PG,363,

varanakbandba, M, 1 96

,

varasa, AMg. 443.

Varanasi, 8. Mg, 354,

Varanasie, AMg, (text) 364,

varimai. JS, 70.

varlmal. jS. 70,

Varunia, M, 885.

Varunl. 8. 257,

Tareum, AMg. 573.

valattana, 8, 597.

valabilla, M, 184,

valae, AMg, 361,

ValanasI, Mg. 854.

Valanasi, Mg, (text) 354,

Yalinam, 8, 405.

valnyakayalo. AMg, 346,

vavada, M. AMg, JM. S. Mg, D, 218,

yava^o. 8, 144.

yavaijjissai. AMg. 549.

yavadaissadi* Mg. 528,

vavadia, 8, 590,

yayadladi. S, 543.

yavMIasi. Mg. 550.

yavara. S, 97.

yavlo. AMg. 382.

vavisu. AMg. M. 382, 387.

vavuda. S. 218.

vavudada. 8, 218.

vavei. Pkt. 504.

Vasudevakatn. (Sakara dialect) 70,

vasu. Mg. 71, 386.

vasa. M. AMg. JM. 62, 156.

vasai. AMg. 62.

yasam. AMg. 350.

vasagbaramsi. AMg. 74, 366®.

Vasandia. 8. 275.

Vasandie. 8. 275.

Vasandi. 8.275.

yasasatasabassaya. PG. 361, 363.

yasaim. JM. 367 , 447.

vasani. JM. 367.

yasaridu. 8. ? 62.

yasasu. AMg. 358.

yasiukama. AMg, 62, 577,

yasino. S. 405.

®vasibi. PG. 406.

yasenolla. AMg. 161.

yasebim. AMg, 447.

vaspa. Pkt. 305.

vaha. M. JM. 8. A. (text) 286, 305,

yabam. AMg, 516.

yabanao, AMg. 413.

vabattum. M. 575.

yabaria. M. 565.

Yabarijiai. Pkt. 537.

yababi. A. 553.

vahium. JM. 573,

vabitta. M, AMg. JM. 194, 286,

yabitta. JM. 582.

vabippai. Pkt. 286, 537.

vabippantn. JM. 286.

yabima. AMg. 602.

vabi-r-ivosabebiiii. AMg. 353,

vabla, M. 885.

vabesi. Mg. 553.

vabebi. A. 468, 553.

vi. Pkt. (M. AMg. JM. PG. A. A. 8. Mg,
JS. D.) 10, 14 note 2, 16, 63, 94, 143, 166,

171, 174, 180, 184, 185, 189, 199, 336 and

note 7, 342, 350, 360, 365, 366^
, 367, 367%
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405, 414, 417, 428, 436, 437, 438, 439, 458,

462, 465, 466, 478, 511, 516, 519.

via Pkt. (S. Mg, M. ) 22, 52, 143, 336, 3S7>

376.

viamsana. AMg, 74.

viaddi. Pkt, 291.

viaddha. M. S. 222.

viana, Pkt. 151,

viana. M. 81.

viatta, M. 102.

vialida. Mg. 256.

viasia, M, 340.

viasida, 'S. 102.

vianadL S. Mg. 170, 510.

viaaehu. A, 106.

viari. A. 461.

viaria. S. 241.

viarilla. Pkt. 595.

viarulla, Pkt. 595-.

viasaittaa, B. 600.

viasam. JM. 102,

viasu M. 405.

viikkarata, AMg. 151.

viikkantahirn. AMg. 376.

viinna. JM. M, 58,

viinnaura, M, 164,

viinno. M. 519,

vimtanta. M. 491.

viuem. A. 130.

viakkamanti. AMg. 481.

viukkamma, AMg. 590.

viuttana. AMg. 232 note 1.

viatbanti. AMg. 361.

vinttami. AMg. 232 note 1.

vinnei. M. ( text ) 559.

viuda. M. 204,

vinviuna, JM. 508.

vinvva'i, AMg. JM. 308, 508, 565,

viuwae. JM, 457, 508.

vinwamnna. AMg. 50 8

.

vinvviuDLa. JM. 586.

vinvviuuaiii. JM. 585.

vicivvibta, AMg, 194.

vinvvittae. AMg. 578.

vinvvitta. AMg. 582.

viuvviya. AMg. JM. 194, 508, 565.

viuvvissami. AMg. 533.

viusL AMg. 411.

vinso. JM. 409.

viaha. M. 186', 201.

vifl. AMg, 6, 411 and note 2.

vioa. M. 186,

vioem. A. 130,

viojayanti, AMg, 350.

viola. M. 163, 166,

viosagga. Pkt. 235 note 1.

viosire. xiMg. 235.

vimcna. Pkt (M.) 50, 74, 118, 301.

vimckia. M, 50, 74, 118, 301.

vimchna. M. 50, 74, 118, 301,

Vimjha, M. AMg, JM. B. 269, 280, 331.

Yimjhakedu, S. 269,

vitpbharai. Pkt. 313.

viknppae, M. 457.

vikuvvanti. AMg. 508.

viknvvirasn. AMg. 516.

vikuvvissanti, AMg. 533.

vkikaattham. Mg. 290.

vikkania. M. 287.

vikkamam. A. 359.

Vikkamabahuno, S, 379.

Vikkamarao. JM. 400.

vikkava, Pkt 296.

vikkinai. M. JM. 511.

vikkinanti. JM. 511,

vikkinanto. AMg. 397.

vikkinami, JM. 511.

vikkinia. ph. 511,

vikkinida. S. 511, 565.

vikkinladL S, 548.

vikkimanti. S. 548.

vikkeai, Pkt. (A.) 487 and note 2, 511, 557.

vikkeL Pkt (A.) 487, 511.

vikkhambba. M. xlMg. 302.

?ikkhirejja. Pkt. 459.

viga. AMg. 52,

vigada. AMg. 49, 219,

vigarabaraana. AMg. 132.

viginca. AMg. 468, 485.

vigincal. xlMg, 271, 485, 507, 561.

vigincainane. AMg. 485, 561.

viginciyavva. AMg. 570.

vigincejja. x\Mg. 485.

vigilai. AMg. 136.

vigilaejja. AMg. 479.

viguttaiin. A. 359.

viggaba, AMg. Mg. 97, 256.

I

viggabao. AMg. 99.

Yiggabalaanalesalasillnam. Mg. 256.

Tiggba. M. 276.
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Tigghe. PG. 193.

Tioari. A. 594.

vicinanti. M. 502.

vicinavedi. S. 551.

viciaida. S. 502, 565.

viciadu. S. 536, 545.

vicca. A. 202.

viccuo. M. 50.

viccham. Pkt. 523, 526.

vicohadda. M. JM. S. 291.

vicohaddaitta. AMg. 291, 582.

vicchaddi. Pkt. 291.

vicchaddia. M. 291.

vicchaddida. S. 291.

viccHaddiya. AMg. JM. 291.

vicchindai. AMg. 506.

vicchindindihinti. AMg. 532.

vicchindejja. AMg. 506.

vicchiya. AMg. 50, 118, 301.

vicchua. M. 50, 118, 301.

vicchubha. AMg. 66.

vicobuya. AMg. 50, 118, 301.

vicchuhai. M. 66, 319.

vicohahire. Pkt. (M.) 66, 319, 458.

viccbudba. M. 66.

vicchudhavva. M. 66.

vicchohagaru. A. 192,

viohodavi. A. 588,

Vijaavammaip. S. 402,

Vijaavamma. S. 402,

vijadha. AMg. 565.

Vijaya. VG. 253.

Vijayabuddha-vammassa. VG. 4'02.

vijayavejayike. PG. 60, 253,

Vijayasenena. P. 190.

vijahai*. AMg. 577.

vijanua. M. 118.

vijjai. AMg. 850.

vijjajn. AMg. 396.

^ijjajjbara. A. 196, 216.

vijjam. AMg. 299.

vijjantaarp. M. 603.

vijja. JM. 366®.

vijjaninimiyainmi. JM. 366®.

vjijaniaiita. AMg. 601.

vijjasu. AMg. (text) 382.

vijjaharlsu. AMg. 382.

vijju. M. 244.

vijjua. M. 244.

M. 280.

vijjuna. Pkt. 395.

vijjnno^ Pkt. 395.

vijjoda. S. 244.

Tijjula. M. 244.

vijjnlia. M. S. A. 244.

vijjnlx. M. 244.

vijjuvilasia. M. 340.

vijju. M. 395.

vijjue. Pkt.* 396.

vijjejja. Pkt. 535.

vijjhavai. M. 326.

vijjhavia. M. 326.

vijjhavei. M. 326.

vijjhavejja. AMg. 326.

vijjhaventu. AMg. 326.

vijjhase. M. 457.

vijjhaa. M. 326.

vijjbaanta. M. 826.

vijjbai. M. 326 and note 4,

vijjbaya. AMg. JM. 326.

vijjbaviya. AMg. 326.

vijna. S. 276.

vincao. M. 50.

rinnana. P. 276.

Tittadu. Mg. 271.

vitfchi. M. PG. AMg. 51, 119.

vidajjhamana. AMg. 222.

vidatts. Mg. 219.

Tidava. M. S. 198, 248.

vidavi. Pkt. 248.

Tidala. Pkt. (text) 241.

vidia. M. 81, 240.

vidima. AMg. 103, 248.

vidda. AMg. 240.

vidda. AMg. 90, 240.

vidbajjia. S. 212, 219.

vidhatta. M. JM. S. 223, 286, 565. -

vidhattau. A. 223, 286, 565.

vidhatte. Mg. 219.

vidhappai. AMg. JM. M. 223, 286, 643, 548.

vidhappiadi. Pkt. 543.

vidhavai. AMg. JM. 223, 286, 553.

vidhaYijjai. AMg. JM. M. 223, 286, 543,

vinaimsn. AMg. 516.

vinaejja. AMg. 460, 462.

vinaettu. AMg. 577.

vinattbai. A. 366®.

vinadau. A. 100.

vinayanna. AMg. 276.

vinassadu. Mg. 63, 315.
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vinassai. AMg. 63.

vinassara. JS. 31 S.

vinassihisi. JM. 527.

vina. (All dialects) 114,

vinasihl. JM. 165, 527.

Tiiiasehami. JM. 528.

viiiiamsana. M. 74.

vhiikkamai. M. 302, 481.

viiiikkassa. AMg. 590.

vmikkhamai. M. 302, 481.

vinijjia. Pkb. 589.

viaiddhunamana. AMg. 503,

vininta, M. 493.

viniuti. M. 493.

viiiintehiin . M. 397.

vinibudda. M. 566.

vinimukka. AMg. 566.

vimmuyantim. AMg. 560-

viiumiiyantenam. AMg. 397.

viiuramavidu. A. 192.

vinimmuyamaua. AMg. 485.

viuimnmyamani. AMg. 485, 563.

viaihanti. AMg. 499.

viiiihammauti. AMg. 540.

vimliittu, JM. 577.

vinn. A. 114, 351.

Tiiitu. AMg. 469.

vinenti. M. 493.

vinehii. AMg. 521.

vinodaissaiuo. S. 528,

viata. AMg. 53, 116, 333.

viiuiaLdavva. "S. 551.

vinuavai. Pkt. 553.

viiitiavaiiahi, AMg. 382.

viiuiavauahl. AMg. 350.

viiiiiavia. Mg. 276, 551.

viiTLuavidani . S. 551.

vianaviduktoa. S. 577.

viiinavlssa’'a. S. 528, 551.

vinnavladi, S. 543, 551,

vinuavedi. S. 548, 551, 553.

viaiiavemi. S. 551.

Yinuaveitio. S 551.

vinnavenika. Pkt. 45 o.

viuiiavehi. S. 551.

viiiuaiia. Pkt, 276.

viunauapatta, AMg. 116.

viiiiiada. Mg. S. 276, 565.

vinuadum. S, 574.

vinuasa. M. 282.

vinnua. M. 105.

Vinlin. JM. D. Mg. 119, 312, 314.

Vinhuno. Pkt. (M.) 180, 379.

Vinhudasa, S. 119.

Vinhu. JM. D. 72.

ntarama. Pkt. (PGr.) 10, 455.

vitartoo. Pkt. 10.

vitigimchai. AMg. 74,215, 555,

vitigimclia. AMg. 74, 119, 215.

vitigimcliae. AMg. 593.

vitigimchiya. AMg. 74, 215, 555.

vitigicclia. AMg. 119, 215, 327.

vitigicchami. AMg. 215, 327,

vitigicchiya. xAMg. 555.

vitiriocha. AMg. 151.

vittT. AMg* 350.

vittbada. AMg. 219.

vittliarai. M. 505.

vittharanta. M. S. 505.

vittharia. M. 505.

vitthariuip. M. 505.

V tthariya. JM. 505, 565.

vittharaittua. S. 600.

vithatthi. Pkt. 207.

vidaddba. Pkt. 222,

viditta. AMg. 582.

vidittaaam. AMg. 583.

vidisasu. AMg. 413, 439.

vidu. AMg. 411 note 2.

vidunate, AMg. 411 note 2.

viddaa. Pkt. 568.

viddaya, JM. 568.

viddiiua. Pkt. 240, 244,

riddba. Pkt, 53.

Tiddba. Pkt. 417 note 3.

viddhi. JM. 52,

riddbuna, AMg. 586.

Yiddbo. Pkt. (JM.) 34, 145.

vidbuvedi. S. 503.

vinasae. JM. 462.

Viiiesi. PGr. 224.

yindebim. JM. 368.

vindhai. AMg. 489,

vindbauti. M. 489.

vindbejja. AMg. 489.

vinnappa. AMg. 57*2.

vinuavaiia. AMg. 1^3.

YiiinaTitta. JM. 582.

vinnayain. JM. 519.

yinnayapariiiayamitta, AMg. 109.
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vlnnu. AMg. 105.

vinau. AMg. 330.

vipakkha. A. 367 .

vipanollae. AMg. 244.

viparamusalia. AMg. 47L
viparmamittap. JM. 465.

vipatbattha. S. 285.

Yippainaai. AMg. 367.

vippakkha. A. 198.

vippagabbhiya. AMg. 296.

vippagalal. S. 553.

vippajadha. AMg. 67, 565.

Yippajahai. AMg. 500.

Tippajahaaijja. AMg. 571.

vippajalianti. AMg. 600.

Yippajahamana. AMg. 500.

Yippajabami. AMg. 600, 582 note 2.

vippajabamitta. Pkt. 582 note 2.

vippajahaya. AMg. 591

.

Yippajabltta. AMg.. 582.

yippajahiya. AMg. 565.

vippajahissamo. AMg. 530.

•vippajabe. AMg. 500.

Tippadivanna. AMg. 173.

vippadiYa. Mg. 220.

Tippanavanti. AMg. 251,

TippadiYa. pii. 2*20.

vippadivu. Dh. 25, 346,

vippadlvehim. ph. 868.

Tippamukka. AMg. 566,

yippariyasa. xAMg. 184, 173.

vippalarabbaa. Dh. 71.

vippava. Pkt. 296.

vippasarittha. AMg. 517.

vippahaiyaolamba. AMg. 161.

vippahuna. AMg, 120, 503.

Yippahodaa. S, 311.

viphphnramta, Pkt. 193,

vibudhayijaaa. S. 361.

vibulia. JM. 201.

vibbhala. Pkt. 209, 332.

Vibbhara. AMg. 266.

vibhajja. Mg. 506.

vibhantadi. A. 599.

vibhayya. Mg. 506, 546.

vibharai. Pkt. 313.

Tibhavedi. S. 475.

Vibhasa. AMg. 208.

vibhusae. AMg, 361.

vibhelae. AMg. 121,

vibhelaya. AMg. 244.

vibhbhamo, Pkt. 193.

vimaaa. M. 409.

vimanam. M. 409.

yimanai. M. 409.

vimauahim. M. 409,

vimano. M. 409.

vimala. AMg. 603.

vimalai, M. 244.

yimalia. M, 244.

vimauehim. AMg. 369.

vimukka. AMg. JM. 'S. 566.

vimukka, AMg. 94.

vimuccai. AMg. 542.

yimuccadi. AMg. 542.

vimhaa, M. B. A. 313.

Timhaya. JM, 313.

yimbarai. Pkt.
( JM. ) 813, 478.

vimhario. S. 478 note 2.

yimharida. B. 96, 478.

viya. AMg. JM. Pali 336, 337,

yiyaggha. AMg. 134.

viyatta. AMg. 333,

viyada. AMg. 49, 219.

yiyana. JM. 81.

viyarijjai. AMg. 637.

viyahittu. AMg. 577.

yiyagaranti. AMg. 509.

viyagarei. AMg. 509.

viyagarojja. AMg. 509.

viyagaremane, AMg. 509.

yiyagarehi. AMg. 509.

viyanao. AMg. 398.

viyanadi. JS. 510,

viyanai. AMg. 170, 510.

viyanadi. JS. 510.

yiyanasi. AMg. 510.

viyanahi. AMg. 510.

viyaniuna. JM. 586,

viyanitta. AMg. JS. 21, 582.

viyaniya. AMg. 73, 591.

Tiyanedi. JS. 610.

viyanehi. JM. 468.

viyale. AMg, 366 % 386.

viyavadiya, AMg, 219.

viyyahala. Mg. 280.

yiraaami. S. 490.

viraida, S. 367.

viraema, S. 455, note 1,

yirattau. AMg, 367.
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viram. M. 376.

viramasa, M. 467.

virala. M. 603.

viralapadavacchaasum. S. 376.

viraba. M. 603.

virahao. A. 366.

virabida. S. 97.

virahisu. M. 99.

virabissa. JM. 405.

virabukkantbida. S. 90.

viral yanga-in-aiige. AMg. 353.

virayae. AMg. 171.

virayanfce. AMg. 397-

viraviao. M. 405.

viiikka. M. JM. 566.

°viruddhaiia. JM. 350.

viruva. Pkt. 80.

virubanti. AMg. 482.

viiobino. S. 405.

vdaggantam. S. 488.

vilaggcjjasi. JM. 460.

vilambia. 102.

vildla, S. 241.

vilasiniu. A. 346, 387.

villa.
* M. 151.

vijia. M. 81, 240.

vilihaiitu. M. 471.

vilumpaha. AMg. 471,

vilumpifcta. AMg. 582.

viloijjamti. B. 11,275.

viloianti. B. 11.

viva. M. AMg. JM. P. 143, 336, 337.

vivaa. M. 355.

vivai. A. 413.

vivaiuna. M. 58.

vivajjissam. M. S. 527.

vivajjejja. JM. 462,

vivanaada. M. 204.

vivalaa. M. 567.

vivalaai. M. 567.

vivalaauta.- M. 567.

vivalaaiiti, M. 567.

vivaiaamaua, M. 567.

vivalai. M. 567.

v.valbattba. M. 285.

vivikka. AMg. 101.

viviaa. M. 199.

vividbe. JB. 367.

visa. Mg. 263.

visakauiiaa. Mg. 229.

visumaledi. Mg. 313, 478.

visesa. Mg. 229.

Visau. AMg. 314.

Yissavasii. Mg. 315.

Vissavasussa. Mg. 229, 379.
visa. M. AMg. JxM.S. 263.

®visaamsenarp. M. 182.

visae, J'S. 367a.

visamgbadaatebim. M. 307.

visamthala. M. B. A 308.

visajjaissadlia, B. 528.

visajjidaisidaraa, S, 157.

visajjida. S. 463.

visaiikhala, Pkt. (M. S.) 54, 213.

visattaniaaim. AMg. 563.

visadha, M. 67, 304, 565.

visamathana. A, 375.

visama, JM. 94.

visammiJiti. M. 527.

visaya. PO. JM. 227, 253, 400.

visayam. AMg. 465.

visayadidarp. JM. 348.

visay^ado. JB. 365.

visaye. PG. 169, 227, 253, 363.

visarai. Pkt 478.

visaria. M. 313, 478, 565.

visalaa. Fkfc. 333.

visabanfcassa. M. 397.

visanae. AMg. 361.

visaua. P, 225,

visaraya. Pkt. 30,

visababiin. AMg. 376.

visiyauto. AMg. 397.

visum. Pkt. 152.

visuddbasabbbave. JB. 367* .

visumaranii. B, 313, 478,

visumarida. B. 478, 565,

visumarissam. B. 522.

visumarissadba. B. 522,

visumai’issasi. B. 522.

visumaresi. B. 478.

visiu*ai. Pkt. 478.

visurabi. A. 455,

visedbi. AMg. 66, 304,

\isesiivaogo. JM. 158.

visottiya. AMg. 91.

Visnu, Mg. 314.

vismaa. Mg. 314.

vismayanirvede. S, 22.

yisrasa. AMg. 364.
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vissamia. B. 590.

Wssamiadu, S. 64, 315, 489.

vissambha. S. 64, 316.

vissariya. JM. 64, 3leS, 478, 565.

vissariyam. JM. 348.

Vissavasu. S. 315.

TisBoasiya. AMg, 91.

viha. AMg. 263, 442, 454.

vihaga. AMg. 345,

vihadavia, M. 552.

Tihadide. Mg, 36 Ga.

Tihadidehim. B. 368.

vihananti. 8 . 499.

Tihatthi. AMg. 207.

vihatthimitta. AMg. 109.

Tihammamana. AMg, 540, 562,

vihammana, AMg. 550, 562.

viharai. AMg. 477.

Tiharao. AMg. 396,

viharanta. AMg. 516.

viharanti. JM.
viharahi. JM. 468,

viharimsu. AMg. 350, 516.

viharittae. AMg. 578. 1

viharittha. AMg. 517.

Yiharidum. S. 575.

Tihatissai, AMg. 522.

Tiharissanti. JM. 522,

Tiharissaha. AMg. 522.

viharissamo. AMg. 522.

viharejja. M. 462.

viharejjaha. AMg. 463,

vihala. Pkt. ( M. JM. ) 206, 209, 332.

vihalavasaria, M. 184.

vihaliya. JM. 332.

vjhalissarri. Mg. 522.

Tihaledi. Mg. 477.

vihava. S. 475,

vihavu. Dh. 25, 346.

Tihave. Mg. 366^ 367^ and note 2/

yihavehim. JS. 368.

vihasanti. A. 206, 456,

Tihasia. B. 102.

vihasiuna. M. 586.

viliadi. S. 489.

Tihavedi. S. 475,

viki, A. 100.

viMmsai. AMg. 507,

Tihina. M, 96.

vihi^erva. M. (false) 96,

vihino. S. 379.

vihidu. A. 192.

vihinnu. AMg. 105.

vihimini. JM. 379.

viblna. JS. B. 120.

Tihurn. Pkt. 72, 379.

vihurpdua, Pkt. 275,

vibunai. M. AMg. 120, 503.

vihunanti. M. AMg. 503.

vihunami. AMg. 503.

vihunalii. AMg. 503.

vihuniya. AMg 503, 591.

vilinne. AMg. 503.

vihunenti. M, 603.

vihunduo. Pkt. 9.

vihuvvai. M. 536.

YihuTvanta, M. 636.

Yihuhatthe. JM. 366®* .

Yihuna. M. AMg. JB. A. 120, 503.

vihuniya. AMg. 73, 503, 591,

viheum. JM. 576.

viheunam. JM. 585.

Yihesi, *M. 500.

via. M. ? 165.

Yii. M. 186.

viikkanta. AMg. 151.

Yiingala. AMg. 102.

yiivaitta. AMg. 70, 151,

vnvayaraaDa. AMg. 151.

vnyayamane. AMg. 70.

Yiti. (Ved.) 593.

Yimamsaya. AMg. 251.

Yimaipsa. AMg, 251.

Yiya. M. ? 165.

Yirachim. D. 360.

Virakanha. M. AMg. JM. S. 52,

Virasingha. B. 267.

Yirie. AMg, 93, 357.

Ytriya. AMg. JB. 134.

®Tiriyayare. JS. 367®.

-viladame. Mg. 402.

vilayine. Mg, 256,

Yll!. Pkt. 107.

visa. AMg. A. 64, 75, 76, 445, 449.

Yisai. Pkt. 445.

Yisaim. Pkt. 445.

Yisaima. Pkt. 449,

visai. AMg. 445.

visam, AMg. JM. 75, 76, 445, 447.

Yisanham. Pkt. 447.
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vibattha. iUIg. JM. S. 64.

visaddha. A. 367.

visama. S. 489.

visamai. M. JM. S. 64, 315, 489,

visamau. M, JM. 489.

visamamruia. JM. 489.

visamamha. S. 480.

visamasi. M. JM. 480.

visamasu. M. JM. 489.

visamaiuL M. JM. 489.

visamamo. M. JM. 489.

visamladu. S. 489.

vTsambha. M. 64, 315, 343.

Visambhaghaiua. JM. 405.

visarai. Pkt. 178.

vlsaria. M. 64, 313, 478, 565.

vTsarida. JS. 3l3, 478, 565.

visariya. JS. 64, 478.

visasai. M. 64, 496.

vTsasadi. S. 64, 496.

visastoL S. 496.

visase. AMg. 64, 496.

visa. AMg. JM. A. 75, 76, 100, 364, 445.

vibi, AMg. 287.

vlhmam. AMg. 381.

vihmi. AMg. 358,381.

vuccal, AMg. 279, 337, 544,

vuccai. AMg. 544.

vuccattba, AMg. 337.

vuccadi. S. Mg. 279, 337, 544.

vuccanti. AMg. 544.

vuccamaua. AMg, 544,

vuccasi. S. 544.

vucca. AMg. 587.

vuccami. S. 544,

vucohamu. AMg. 346, 455, 516.

vujjhai. Pkt. 541, 544.

vunai. A. 104, 237, 488.

vuSeppi, A. 287,

vuSeppi. A. 488, 588.

vuneppiiau, A. 237, 488, 588.

vuttba. M. 51.

vuttbae. A. 337.

vuttbi. AMg. JM. 51.

vatthe. AMg. 85.

vuda. Pkt. 219,

vudalia, S. 241,

vuddha. M. AMg. JM. S. Mg. 53, 333.

vuddbakustani. Mg. 386.

vudtjhi. AMg. 333.

565,

vuddhcna. AMg. 173.

vumia. Pkt. 276.

vutta. AMg. JM. 337,
vuttaipta. S. 275.

vuttanta. JM. S. 51,

vuttauteiiam. AMg. 182.
vutto. pii. AMg. 25, 250 note 8.

vmtha. M. S. 303, 337, 564.

vuiidfii-aa. M. 52.

vuppanta. JM. 337.

vubbhm. M. AMg. JM. 266, 337, 541.
vubbliai. Pkt. 541.

vubbhasi. Pkt. 541.

Vusaha. S. 49.

vusima. AMg. 602,

vudha. M. JM. 337 note 3, 565.

vQJha, M, 376.

Vudho. M. 519.

vuhae. AMg. 76.

veaiia. S. 102.

veamanae. Pkt. 563.

vea. M. 365.

vearia. Pkt. 77.

vearium. M. 77, 573.

vearijjasi. M. 77.

veuvviya. AMg. JM. 565.

veg evatn. AMg, 174,

veccham. Pkt. 523, 520, 529.

vejayike. PG. 60.

vejja. M, JM. S. 60, 280, 535.

vetthi. PG. AMg. 119, 193, 303.

vethati. Pali 87, 304.

vethita. Pali 87,

veda. AMg. 122, 240.

vecjisa. M. 101, 218.

veclujja. Pkt. 241.

ve(Jha, M. jiMg. S. 304.

vedhai. Pkt, (M.) 87, 304*

vedhana. M. 304.

vedhaviya. JM. 304.

vedkavei. AMg. 304, 552.

vedliia. M. 304.

vedhium. JM. 304.

vedhitta. AMg. 304.

vedbida. S. 87, 304.

vedhima. AMg. 304, 602.

ve^biya. JM. 304.

vedbiyay’a. JM. 304.

vedhei. AMg, JM. 87, 304, 490, 552.

vedheuin. JM. 304 •
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vedhetta. JM. 304, 582,

vedlienti. AMg* 304.

vedhemi. AMg. 304.

venaiyanam. AMg. 173.

veuaiyauuva^ani. AMg. 181,

venu. AMg. 243.

Veaudeva. AMg. 243.

venta. Pkt. (M.) 53, 119, 333.

Ve^u. Pkt. 119.

vetasa. P. 101, 190, 218.

vetalika. Pkt, 01.

vetti. S. M. (both false) 96.

vettuni, Pkt. 574.

Ycttiiaa. Pkt. 586.

vedanti. AMg. 553.

vedasa. S. 101, 218.

vedimsu. AMg. 516.

Tedissadi. S. 529.

vedissanti. AMg. 529.

teduua. Pkt. 240, 244.

vedema. AMg. 490.

vobbhala. AMg. 119, 209, 332.

Vebhara. AMg. 266.

®veya. AMg. 97.

Veyaddha. AMg. JM, 60, 279.

veyanti, AMg. 553.

Veyaraaim. AMg. 175.

Veyarani. AMg. 175.

veyaviu. AMg. 411.

veyaYido. AMg. 855,

yeyavi-y-ayarakkhie. AMg. 353.

TeyaYi. AMg. 413.

Teyavacca. AMg. 219, 280.

vera. M. AMg. JM. S. 61, 166.

yeragga, AMg. JM. 279.

yeri. M. JM. 61.

yeria. A. 61.

yeriya. JM. 61.

yerulia. M. S. 80, 131, 134, 241.

veruliya. AMg. JM. 80, 131, 134, 241.

veruliyamanimOlla. JM. 70,

yeialiyamaya. AMg, 70.

yela. Mg. 61.

yelaaaya. AMg, 240.

velia. Mg. 61.

vela. AMg. Pali 243,

veluga. AMg. 243.

yeluya. AMg. 243.

yeiuiia, Pkt. 241.

yeluria. Pkt. 241.

velulia. Pkt, 241.

velalia. Pkt. 241.

velavaaa. Pkt, 70.

veluna. Pkt, 240, 244.

veluvaiia, Pkt. 70.

vele. Mg. 357.

vella. S. 107.

vellai. M. A. 107.

vellamana. S. 107.

vellari. Pkt, 107.

yella. Pkt. 107.

yelli. M. 107.

vellira. M. A. B. 107, 596.

vevai. Pkt. 560.

yevaiitoru. M. 386.

vevaha. Pkt. 456,

vevira. JM. M. S. 596.

vevirapaoharanam. Pkt. 180.

Vesika, Pkt. 61.

vesa. S. 600.

vesaia. 61.

vesattaua. M. 597.

Vesamana. AMg. JM. 61, 261.

vesalaga. AMg. 78.

vesa. M. 815.

yesajana. S. 315.

vesaha. S. 61.

vesi;fa. AMg. 61.

vessa. AMg. 61, 315,

ygssajaua. S. 315.

vehai. AMg. 489.

vehavva. M. 60.

vehima. AMg, 602.

VO. M. B. PG.420, 422.

voccattha. JM. 337.

voccham. M. AMg. 104, 523, 529.

vocchami. M. AMg. 529.

vocchijjai, M. 546.

vocchijjihinti. AMg. 549,

vocchindai. AMg. 506.

Yocchiudanta, M, 506.

yocohiiidantassa. M, 397.

vocchindasi. AMg. 506.

vocchiudihiivti. AMg. 532.

j

vojjha, AMg. 104, 572.

! vojjhaa. Pkt. 104.

vojjhaatnalla. Pkt. 104.

Yodhuna. M. 586.

vouU. Pkt. 53.

YottaYva. (S.) M. 570.
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vottuana, Pkt, 584,

vottnm, M, AMg. JM. 104, 570, 574.

vottuna. M, 586.

vodana. AMg. 154.

vodraha, M, 268.

vovalo. Pkt, 86.

vosirai. AMg. JM. 235 and note 1,

vosirasu, JM, 235.

vosirtoi. AMg. JM, 235.

vosiritta. A, 235,

vosiriya. JM, 235.

vosire, AMg. 235,

vosirejja, AMg, 235,

vyadha. AMg. 67.

vratta. A, 268,

vrattu. A. 194,

Vrasa. A, 268.

vrasu. A, 28,

vva. M. S. Mg, JM. JS, AMg, 21, 72, 85, 92,

96, 113, 142, 143, 185, 333, 336, 402, 409.

-vvavabaro. M. 227.

&a

^aanahSi, Mg. 179, 264-

aaala. Mg. 207.

saiilanam. Mg. 179.

samcide. Mg. 357.

^amcehi. Mg. 502,

^arotlaavelii. Mg. 310,

fiamthida. Mg, 310,

sainyammadlia. Mg. 488.

samvutta. Mg. 144.

sakki. Mg. 85, 364.

sakkiadi. Mg. 545.

sakke, Pkt. (Mg.) 85, 364-

sagudahasunthi. Mg. 206.

sankhala. Mg. 213.

saccakam. Pkt. 487 note 8.

satthavaha. Mg. 290.

satchavaha. Mg. 290.

satta®. Mg. 442.

sattle. Mg. 385.

sattuno. Mg. 379.

satthavaha. Mg. 290.

sada. Mg. 448.

sadakhajide. Mg- 366^.

4add]ia.
’

Mg. 333.

Santa, Mg. 83.

4anti. M. AMg. JS. Mg. 498.

sante. Mg. 145.

sapatheyya. (Ved.) 570.

saputtakam. (Sakara Dialect) 70.

sappa^ia. Mg. 94, 229.

samale. Mg. 256, 366^.

samavisamain. Dh. 25.

samassasadn. Mg. 88, 229, 315, 496,

samassasidamana. Mg. 408.

samasasiadi. Mg. 229.

samudahalami. Mg. 477.

samndda. Mg. 229.

samussasadi. Mg. 496.

sampadam. Mg. 203, 220.

salanaip. Dh. 25, 228.

salahaaia. Mg. 132.

salila. Mg. 229.

salisa. Mg. 245.

Pallia. Mg. 229, 256.

salilaha. Mg. 63, 366.

°savalaim. Mg. 182.

savettliaaarn. Mg. 303,

savedhana. Mg. 304.

savedhanam. Mg. 303.

savSstanena, Mg. 803.

savvanSa. Mg. 105, 276.

sawaniiattana. Mg. 507,

Bavvuyyaiaa. Mg. 158.

4a^adi. Mg. 815, 496.

4asanta. Mg. 397, 496.

sastassa. Mg. 290.

sastayaha. Mg. 290.

saspakavala. Mg. 305,

sasyatavalia. Mg. 290.

sahasa. Mg, 95.

sahasa. Mg. 95.

saliassa. Mg. 229, 315, 448,

sahi lamia. Mg. 282.

saho. Mg. 406,

saadam. Mg, 203, 315, 348.

samyammadlia. Mg. 480.

samaiiiia. Mg, 282.

samina. Mg, 405.

saniuio. Mg. 40-5.

samipasadaa, Pkt. (Mg. b. '^) *>61.

samippasadatthaip. Mg, b- 290, oOl

sammam. Mg. 405.

salakalia. Mg. 36b.

^vaka. Mg- 211-

4avaka. Mg. (text) 202,

4avakT. Mg. (text) 202.

^vaga

savaga.

Mg. 202.

(Voc. sing,) AMg- Mg, 17, 20*.
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fevaganam, AMg. 17. sumala. Mg. 478.

savagi. Mg, 202. snmaladi. Mg. 139.

savage. AMg. 17. Bumalanii. Mg, 478,

sasadi. Mg. 499. sumalida. Mg. 478, 566.

sahu. Mg. 379. sumalidavva. Mg. 478.

Bi. Mg. 145, 498. sumaledi. Mg. 313, 478.
siala. Mg. 60. sumalehi. Mg. 478.

simpa. Marathi 286. sumalesi. Mg. 478.

simpanem. Marathi 286. sula. Mg. 256.

simpvura. Gujarafclii 286. sulahittana. Mg. 597.

simha. Mg. 267. Bavannake. Mg, 357, 423.

simhasavaa. Mg. 76. suvauaacoliae. Mg. 375.

sinu. Mg. (false) 608. suvissam. Mg, 629.

^ila. Mg. 256, 864, 409. suske. Mg. 362.

SI Iasi. Mg. 229, 468. sastu. Mg. 303.

silascalaaa. Mg. 301, 407. sussu^ida. Mg. 555.

Bill. Pkt. (Mg.) 98, 229, 864. BiiBsuBide. Mg. 315.

Bilinaip. Mg. 256. saska. Mg. 302.

4ile. Mg. 364, 366 , 409. sa§feii. Mg. 308.

^iloluha. Mg. 347. suska. Mg. 802.

^iTila. Mg. 201, 256. BuskavaiBsan. Mg. 569.

sivilai^ivesa. Mg. 229. suskhe. Mg. 302.

sidadi. Mg. 482. susta. Mg. 303.

sipa. Marathi, Gujarathi, 286. ^ustida. Mg. 810.

iJisa. Mg. 87. sula. Mg. 244, 284.

®siSaka. Mg. 87. se. Mg. 94.

sukkha. Mg. 302. se. Mg, 16, 144, 357, 423 and note 4, 429,
4ukkha. Mg. 302. I senam. Mg. 176.

sakkhavaissarp. Mg. 302,
I

sejya. Mg. 101.

sukkhe. Mg. 302.
1

sejyae. Mg. 375.

sDghalinittana. Mg. 597. sela. ph. 26, 228.
suua. Mg. 603, sevam. AMg. 173.

sunadha. Mg. 503. sevida. Mg. 376.

sunantu. Mg. 503. sevide. Mg. 366^

sunahaka. Mg. 206. sesti. Mg. 303,

sunadi. Mg. 503. sokkha. Mg. 61®-.

sunadu. Mg. 469, 603. sotthakam. Mg. 303,
sunadha. Mg. 471, 503. Botthakani. Mg. 303.
sunami. Mg. 503. fiotfchikam. Mg. 303.
sunia. Mg, 691.

1
sotthikam. Mg. 303.

snnissam. Mg. 531. Bonianaidamsana, Mg. 97.
sunladi.’ Mg. 467. 636, 546. Bonida, Mg. 229.

suniade. Mg. 457. sonidam. Mg. 397.
sunn. Mg. 310, 503.

1
sonukam. Mg. 303.

sunudha. Mg. 503. sonukkam. Mg, 303.
Bunedha. Mg. 503. Bodhavedum. Mg. 673.
sundikagala. Mg. 84. sostukam. Mg. 303.
sunnu. ph. 25, 228. Bomammi. Mg. 366®.

toadhali. Mg. 92. Bomesalaeva. Mg. 98, 229.
sudam. Mg. 619. spfevedum. Mg. 229, 578.
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sostakain. Mg- 303.

sohide- Mg. 357.

soipra. ( Avesta ) 818. -

scedaa. Mg. 233.

°schedaa. Mg. 233.

ssalQvarri. Mg. 11.

sa.

sa. JM. PG. AMg. S. 92, 94, 423.

saa. M- 448.

Saambhum. Pkt. 383,

Saambhuna, Pkt. 383.

Saaipbbuno. Pkt. 383.

Saambhussa. Pkt. 383.

saaiiga, AMg. 156.

saajtha. AMg.
saadia. S. 207, 238.

saaddha. AMg. 291.

saadha. AMg. 207, 238.

saananam. Mg. 179.

saaaba. M. 164.

saala. M. 164, 186.

saaht. A. 371.

saabuttam. M. 451.

saa. M. 118.

saaraputbhe. Pkt, 45, note 3.

sal. M. AMg. JM. 118.

sa’irn. AMg. 181, 451.

saingala. AMg. 102.

saittae. AMg. 578.

saira- Pkt. 61.

safla. CP. 60, 260.

saila. OP. 367.

sai. M. 560.

sauaria. Pkt. Gl®*.

Saliindale. S. 275.

saiinaha. A. 264, 370.
,

saunibS* A. 381.

Saiintale. S. 375.

saurisa. M. 164, 840.

saUba. Pkt. 61®*.

sae. AMg. 493.

saejja. AMg. 493.

saebiiQ. Pkt, (AMg.) 180, 369, 433.

sam. AMg. 350.

samkanta. S. 402.

sainkantamana. S. 409,

samkamal. M. 481.

Sainkaragbaradbivasino, B. 405.

Samkalam. Mg. 348.

samkflittba. AMg. 136.

samkilissai. AMg. 136.

samkuli. AMg. 74, .302.

samkull. AMg. 74.

samkhadi, AMg. 219, 306.

samkhaya. AMg. 49, 30G.

samkbae. AMg, 598.

saipkbuddau Pkt. (AMg.) 206, 291.

samkbuhia. M. 319.

samkbejjaha. AMg, 451,

samkbejjana, AMg. 465,

samkbob. M. 603,

samkbohida. S. 319,

samgantba. AMg, 333.

saingahanagahao. AMg, 436.

samgama. GP. 191.

' samgamammi, AMg. 366a.

sarnginbittanarp, AMg, 583.

samgba. 8. 368.

samghaana. Pkt. 267,

samgbai, M. 267,

samgbadi. S, 267,

samghayana, AMg. 267.

saipghayam. AMg. 267.

samgba. S. 76.

satpghainia. AMg, 602,

: samgbadlo. AMg. 439,

ji sarngbara. Pkt. 26 7.

I
samcarauabaudbura. M. 10*2.

I

samcaranti, B, 456,

samcari. A, 594.

samci. A, 502,

j
samcikkbau AMg. 492,

samcikkbamaua, AMg, 49*2.

satncikkbe, AMg, 492,

samcitthaQa, AMg, 4:i3.

samcinai. AMg. 502.

satnciau. AMg. 502.

sarnjae. AMg. 85.

samjada. M. 204*

satnjamauvaghaya. JM, 1.57.

satpjamao. AMg, 99.

saipjamijjanti. M, 538.

samjaTauttara, AMg, 369, 3Sl.

samjayam. AMg. 6S.

samja. Pkt. 276.

samjada, M. 204.

samjayasaddba. AMg. 333.

saipjatta. AMg. 404.

samjutto. Pkt. (PG.) 10, 1*53,

samjnavibhaga, 39.
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samjhaai. M. 558.

samjhL M. JM. S. 269, 280,

samjhaadi, S. 479, 558,

samjhavahuavaudha. M. 1&2.

samfliaranti, M. 553,

samthavahu. A. 558.

samthavehi, M. 551.

sarnthai. M. 309, 483.

sarntbanaa. S. 71.

samthaaosappiDi. JM. 161*

samdasa. AMg. 222.

&amnaj]hai, M. 331.

samnahebi, AMg. 468.

samtattba. M. 308.

samtappadi. S. 95.

samtappida. S. 565.

samtappidavva. S. 570<r

samtaria. A. 100.

samtarima. AMg. 602,

samtava. M. S. 275.

samtavanivvanaltfcia. S. GOO^

samtavanivvavaittaa. S. 600..

samtivedi. S. 490.

samtbada. AMg. 219.

sarntbarehi, AMg. SSO-,

samthunai. AMg. 494.

samthunitta. AMg. 494, 592,

aamthuya. AMg. 76.

samtbuvvanta. JM. 586.

saiptbuvvanto, JM. 397.

samdatfa. M. 804.*

samdattebhamottia. M. 157,

samdara. M, S. 275.

samdavida. 8. 275.

samdavedB. 8. 275,

samdbai. Pkt. (AMg ) 500, 575;

samdbantena. M. 500.

samdbium. JM. 575.

sayndbinli. M. 500.

samdbivalasaddbim. AMg. 862.

&amdhis8ami. AMg. 580,

samdbibT. A. 379.

samdbibisi. 8. 530.

samdhei. AMg. M. 500.

samdbejja, AMg. 466.

samdhenti. M. 500.

samdbemaaa. AMg. 500.

sampaa. A. 413.

sampaa. M. 413.

sampai. A. 413.

sampajjadi. 8. JS. 95, 208.

sampajjittanam. AMg. 583.

sainpajjissadi. 8. 527,

sa.mpaddi. M. 204,

sampadbarladu. 8.543.

sampaya. JM. AMg. 413.

sarpparWnda. AMg. 219.

samparivude. AMg. 862.

sampalimajjamaDLa. AMg. 257.

sarppalinti. AMg. 493.

sarnpavevae. AMg. 457.

sainpassiya. AMg. 590.

sampahae. AMg. 598 note 1.

sampaima. AMg. 602.

saippaunanti. AMg. 504.

sainpaunejjasi. AMg. 504.

sampadaittaa. 8. 600.

sampadiavando. 8. 569,

saxapademba. Pkt. 455.

sampaviukama. AMg, 577.

sampaharimsu. AMg. 516.

sampihittaaam. AMg. 583.

sarnpi^ia. M. 240.

sampija. AMg, 240,

sampehai, AMg. 328,

sampehae, AMg. 328, 598,

sampehitta, AMg. 823.

sampehei. AMg. 323.

sampeheitta. Pkt. 582 note 2.

Bampbasa, AMg. 367®.

sarnphase. AMg. 486.

sambandha, 8. 97.

sambujjhaba. AMg, 71.

sambohiyani. JM. 367.

sambliam. JM. 367®.

sarnbliamanta. 8 275.

sarnbharaig^. M. 313.

saipbbarimo. M. 455.

sambhare. AMg, 460. *

sainbha7ai. Pkt. 475.

sambbayaandi. 8. 275.

sambbavayamdl. 8. 275,

Sambbiiobim. JM. 360.

sammadda. Pkt. 291,

sammaddia. M. JM. 8. 291.

sammadda. M. AMg. 8. 291.

sammanemo. AMg. 470.

sammanebinti. AMg. 528.

sammillai. Pkt. 488.

saipmllia. M. 5S9.
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gammlliadahii^aai^. M. 589.

gamrakklianas^. S. 361.

samrujjliihti, S. 649.

samnindhihu. Pkt, 632.

samlatta. JM. 564.

samlavamani. AMg- 563.

samvatfaga. AMg, 289.

samvarevi. A. 588.

samvidhuaittanam. AMg. 583*

samvidhuaiya. AMg, 503, 691*

samTmayika. PG. 224.

®samvinayikam, PG. 253.

samyuda. AMg. 219.

samyadakammassa. AMg. 402,

sainyude. AMg. 17.

samvutta. S. 376.

samyuttaai. JM. 357.

samyuda. S. 219.

samyudi. M. 204.

samvu;y^a. AMg. 219.

samyedium. AMg. 593.

samySllai. M. A. 107.

samyellei, AMg. 561.

samvellemane. AMg. 561.

samsagga. JS. 97.

°ggl. AMg. 97.

samsarammi. AMg. 36 6«'.

samsara. A. 100.

samsi. AMg. 433.

samsiccamana. AMg. 542.

samsiccamana. Fkt. 692 and note 2.

samsinciyanaxu AMg. 692.

samharad, A. 166.

samharo. A. 100, 166.

samhayaamdi. S. 276.

sakakale. PG. 169, 315.

saka^abbhi. AMg. 196.

sakann!. A* 100.

sakalusaarg. pb. 26.

sakalusaaip. Db. 228.

sakabao. AMg, 132, 358, 382.

sakimina. AMg. 406.

sakissamba. S. (text) 531.

sakka. Pkt. (S.) 270, 279, 566.

sakkaa. M. 76, 306.

sakkai, S- JM. A. 302, 465, 506.

sakkanodi^ S. 195.

aakkanomi. Sn 140, 505.

sakkada. S. 76, 306*

gakkade. JS. 457.

sakkaya. AMg. JM. 76, 306.

sakka. Pali AMg. JM. 6, 465, 505.

sakkara. M. AMg. JM. S. 76, 257, 306.

sakkariya. JM. 76, 306.

sakkaremo. AMg. 470.

sakkarebinti. AMg. 528.

sakkala. Pkt. 257.

sakkinya. AMg. 195.

sakkissaba. JM. 531.

sakkissamo. S. 531.

sakkibisi. M. 581.

sakkiadU 545.

sakkunodi. S. 195.

sakkunomi. S, 140, 505.

sakkuli. AMg. 74, 802.

sakkei. JM, 465, 505.

sakkejja. JM. 462, 505.

Sakkenam. AMg. 182.

sakkenti. JM. 505.

sakkeba. JM. 505.

sakkebii. JM. 531.

sakkebL JM. 165, 531.

sakkhaxn. AMg. 114.

sakkha. 114.

sakkbamo. AMg. 525.

sakkbino. M. 406.

sakkbL Jx\I.S.406.

sakkbikadua. S. 406.

sakbinkbiniya. AMg. JM. 206.

sakhinkbini. AMg. JM. 206.

saga^a. AMg. 207, 238.

sagadabbbi. AMg. 196,

sagauai. A. 359.

Sagaranno. JM. 400.

Sagaraputtayacana. P. 190.

Sagarainam. JM. 400.

saggapbala, 200.

sagge. JS. 366®.

saggba. AMg. 315.

saiikala. AMg. 213.

saukala. AMg. JM. 'S, 213.

sankaliya. JM. 213.

sankaliya. AMg. JM* 213.

saukaba. Pkt. 456.

sankalua. M. 59o.

saiildao. M. 405.

sankba. AMg. 345.

sankbala. M. S. 218, 272#

sankho. AMg. 845.

saaga. M. AMg. JM-. A. 60*
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sanga. AMg. 131 note 2.

sangasattma. JS, 850.

sacandanesum. M. 371.

sacittakamme, AMg. 366a,

Sacldo. S. 386«

sace. Pali 428.

sacca. M. 280.

saccam. AMg. 349 note 1.

saccavai, M. 559.

saccayia. M. 559.

saccaham. M. 608.

Saccakama. M. 14.

saccamosa. AMg, 78.

saccitta. AMg. J'S. 196.

saccittam, AMg. 360.

saeco. S. 95.

sacchara. M. (false) 559.

sacohahe. M. 366^*.

Sacchie. Pkt, 385.

Sacchie. P. 385.

sajoi, AMg. 411.

saj]a, Pkt. 270.

sajjananam M, 870.

sajjiku, AMg. 527.

sajjTa. M. 196.

sajjha. S. M, Mg. 331.

sajjhaya. AMg. 299.

sajjhasa. M. JM. S. 299.

sanna. P. 276.

satta. Mg. 449.

sattha. Mg. 449.

satthi. AMg. A. 446.

satthiin. AMg. JM. 446, 448.

sattkitanta. AMg. 44G

.

sattki. JM. 446, 448.

sattkie. JM. 448.

satktka. Mg, 449.

sadai. Mg. 222, 482.

sadangaYl. AMg. 341, 413, 441.

sap. M. 207.

saddka. AMg. JM. 223, 333.

sadpai. AMg. 333.

sadpa. AMg. 223, 333.

saddki. AMg. 228, 833.

saddkiya. AMg. 333.

sapa. Pkt. 207.

sadkila. Pkt. 115, 150, 221.

Sanamknmara. AMg. JM. 74,

SanamkumareDam. AMg. 182.

sanappkaya. AMg. 148.

saniam. M. S. 84, 176.

sanimcara. Pkt. (AMg.) 84, 181.

saniccara. S. 84.

sanicckara. AMg. 84.

saniddka. A. 140, 313.

saniyam. AMg, JM, 84, 176.

saniyanappaoga. AMg. 357.

saneiira. S. 126.

saaeka. Pkt, 140, 313.

santka. OP. 191,

sanpya. AMg. (false) 213.

sannavapki, AMg. 350, 382.

sanna. M. 276.

sanka. M. AMg. 812, 315 and note 1.

sanko. Pkt. 315 note 1,

sata. PG-. 189, 227.

satana. P. 190, 224.

satasakassa. PG. 448.

satasakassappadayino. PG. 287.

satta. M. S. AMg. JM. 298, 442, 448.

sattama. M. AMg. JM. S. A. 449.

sattakkkutto. AMg. 451.

sattakkkkutto. Pkt, 193.

sattanka. M. AMg. JM. J'S. 196, 442.

sattapam AMg. JM. JS. 442

sattama Pkt. 103,

sattarasa. AMg. JM. 245, 443, 448.

sattari. AMg. JM. 245, 446.

sattarim. AMg, JM. 245, 446.

sattarlsi. 56.

sattayanna. AMg. S. 103.

sattayannekim, AMg. 368.

sattayika. AMg, 451.

sattayisai. AMg. 445.

sattasaa. M* 448.

sattasattkira. AMg. JM. 446.

sattasu. Pkt. 442.

sattakattarirn. AMg. JM. 264, 446.

sattaka. AMg. 451.

sattakim. AMg. 442.

satta®. Pkt. 70.

sattaim. AMg. 367.

sattaisa. A. 445.

sattalsai!. A. 447.

sattanauim. AMg. 446.

sattani. S. AMg. 367.

sattanaiiya. Pkt, 449,

sattayannam. AMg. JM. 265, 273.

sattayannaT. A- 265, 273.

sattayannae. AMg. 447.
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safctavisarp, AMg. 445.

sattavisamjoano. Pkt. 9.

sattavisa. AMg, 445,

sattasuiEL. AMg. 446.

sattiagga. AMg, 162.

sattivanna?. AMg, 103,

Sattissa. PGr. 379,

sattu, M. 283.

Sattuggha. S, 132,

satfcacuauaim. AMg. 367.

sattuao, S. 379.

Sattuhana. S. 1 32.

sattu. AMg. 38 1

sattovavaiya, AMg. 498.

sattha. AMg. JM. M. Mg. 97, 240 288, 331.

satfehava, Pkt. 76,

sattharam, AMg. 349 note 1, 390.

satthara, Pkt. 76.

satthillaya. JM. 59/5.

satthua. Pkt. 76.

sattheht. A. 128, 180.

sada. S. 448.

gadakiaa. S. 879.

sadi. S. 896.

sadda. S55, M. 270.

saddala. M. 298.

saddayeliiiiti. AMg. 528.

saddakai. AMg. 333, 500, 561.

saddakaua. JS. 333.

saddakadi. JS. 333, 500.

saddakanti. AMg. 333.

saddakamana. AMg. JS. 333, 500.

saidakasu.’ AMg. J'S. 333, 467, 500.

saddakai. AMg. 333, 500.

saddakaaa, AMg. 333.

saddakami. AMg. 333, 500.

saddakaki. AMg. JS. 333, 500.

saddakia, M. 333, 500.

sadidakimo* M. 333, 500.

saddakissai. AMg. 530,

saddake. AMg. JS. 333, 500.

saddakejja. JS. 500f

saddS. AMg. 465.

saddala. AMg. 595.

saddavaissatn. S. 527, 559.

saddavitta. AMg. 582,

saddaviya, JM. AMg. 559.

saddaviadi. S. 87, 559.

saddayei. AMg. 559,

saddayetta. AMg. JM. 559.

saddayedi. S. 559.

saddavemi. S. 559.

saddayesi. 'S. 559,

saddavehi. 'S. 559.

saddiftki. JS. 196.

sadde. A. 166.

saddei. JM. AMg. 559.

saddenam. JM. 182,

saddkasa. Pkt. 299.

saddka. M. AMg. JM. S. 333.

saddkala. Pkt. 595.

saddkalua. M. 333, 595.

saddkirp. AMg. JM. 6, 83, 103, 288, 850, 362.

saniip, Pali 84,

sanikam. Pali 84, 176.

santam. S. M. 397.

Santa. JM, 397.

santanarn. AMg. 897.

santi. M. AMg. JS. 45 note 3, 173, 381, 417,

498.

santiudaa. S. 162.

santi. JM. 560.

sante. AMg, 366^ 397.

santekiin, AMg. 368, 397.

sandara, S. 275,

sandayedi. S. 275.

sandi. S. 275.

sandkeya, AMg. 213.

sapadaga. AMg, 218.

sapadiduvare. AMg. 366a.

saparir. Pkt, 200 note 1.

sapisallaga. AMg, 232.

saputtaTjia* Mg. 292.

sapehae. 1 AMg. 598 note 1.
sapekae. J

°

sSpekiya. AMg. 73, 323, 590.

sappim, AMg. 411.

sappiyasa. M. 196.

sappi, AMg. 358, 411 and note 3.

sappurisa, M. 270, 340.

sappka. Pkt. 3u5.

sapkala. S. 200.

sapkalatn. AMg. 404 note 1.

sabadku. A. 192, 519^

sabbkava. M. 270.

sabbkaye na:p . M. 182

.

sabbkiiehim. AMg. 868.

sabhan. Pkt. 200.

sabkala^ Pkt. 200-

sabkalad. A. 192,
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sabhalaq). Pkt, 200.

sabba. P. 190.

aabbae. AMg. 876.

sabhaovasa. JM. 161.

sabhajaidiim. S. 573.

sabbasae. AMg. 16.

sabbikkbu. Pkt. 340.

samaavasenam. M. 182.

samai. AMg. 489.

samae. S. 367^.

aamaeuarn. AMg. 182.

samakkanta. M. JM. 88.

samaccbarebim. M. 828, 376.

samattba. AMg. 173, 290.

samattbe. AMg. 173, 290.

samana. AMg. 367 .

samanakkban AMg. 306.

samaaamabanaalhi°. AMg. 156.

saraanasaippaya. AMg. 376.

samaaasabassio. AMg. 448.

samaiia. AMg. 357, 396, 397, 516.

samaaauso. AMg. 396.

samaaauarn. AMg. 382.

samaainam. AMg. 882.

samanugammanta. AMg. 538.

samaniijanai. AMg. 510.

samaa'ajaaamiaa. AMg. 110, 562.

samanujanabi. AMg. 510.

samanujanejja. AMg. 460.

samaaunna. AMg. 276.

samanuvasejjasi. AMg. 460.

samaue. AMg. JS. 16, 367a

feamaaeua. AMg. 465.

aamatta.

samattba.

samattbao. AMg. 367.

samattbijjai. M. 543.

samanii-®gammamaaa. AMg. 538.

samanenam. AMg. 182.

samanninti. AMg. 498.

samapaabt. A. 866a.

samappiba. M. 549, 550 and note 1,

samappetiina. P. 586,

samabbiyanabi. AMg. 349 note 1.

samabbiloe. AMg. 463,

samaya. AMg. 157.

samayammi. AMg, 366®.

sama^amsi. AMg. 366®.

sama;^anna. AMg. 276.

samaj’unaim. M. 436.

samara. Pkfc. 250.

samalliai. M. 196, 474, 482.

Samalliyai. JM. 196, 474.

samalllna. M. 169.

samavattbavemi. 9 . 309, 551

samavisamam. Db. 25, 228, 351.

samassaia. 9. 473, 690.

samassasa, 9 . 496

samassasadu. 9. 88, 496.

samassasadba. 9 . 47], 496.

samakarisium. JM. 575.

samagae. JM. 367a,

samagacchia. 9. 581.

samagamissai. M. 5*23.

samajambi. Girnar 7.

samadbatta* M. 223, 286, 565.

samana. AMg. JM. Pali 561.

samanamsi. AMg. 366®*.

samanasabassio. AMg. 376.

samanassa. AMg. 126.

samapia. M. 81.

samSni. AMg. JM563
gamanu. A. 351.

samadSya- AMg. 591.

samadabamana. AMg. 222.

samayae. AMg. 593.

samarabhejja. AMg. 131, 4G0.

samarabbejjasi. AMg. 460.

fiamarambbantani. AMg. 397.

samarambbante. AMg. 397.

samarambbavei. AMg. 652.

samarambbaTejja. AMg. 552.

samambai. M. JM. 482.

samarnbantammi. M. 397.

eamarubasu. M. JM. 482.

aamaroviya. JM. 690.

samavia, 9 - 591.

samavei. Pkt. 504.

samasajjavitabam. AMg. 172.

samasijja. AMg. 21.

samabattu. AMg. 289, 577.

samijjbai. Pkt. 326.

samiddbi. M. JM. 77.

samifain. AMg, 75.

samiya. AMg. 75.

samiyae. AMg. 75.

samirij'a. AMg. 177.

samlla. AMg. 247.

samive. 9 . 102.

samukkbaa. M. 80, 566.

M. AMg. 9. 214, 307, 308.

Pkt. (M. JM.9.) 214, 288, 307, 303
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samukkhivaL 319%

samuccinau 502.

samucchiijihintu AMg. 536, 649%

samucchida% S% 287.

samuccliiliinti% AMg. (metric) 535, 649% ^

samutthae. AMg. 593.

samutthehi* JM% 483%

samutthaium. M. 309,

samutthide. Mg, 310.

samudda. AMg% M. 'S% 160, 268, 288, 329, 439,

samudda. OP. 191 note 1, 367%

samudra. Pkt. 268.

samudhdhare. S% 462 note 1.

samupeham ana% AMg. 323.

satnupehiya. AMg. 823, 590, 592.

samiipehiyanarp. AMg. (metric) 592.

samuppaniia. S% 102.

saniuppajjittha. AMg. 517.

samuppajjibd. AMg. 527.

samuppanna. JM. 349.

samuppehamana. AMg. 323.

sainuvastida. Mg, 3l0.

samuventu AMg. 493.

samussinai. AMg, 511.

samussi^itoi. AMg. 473.

samussinasi. AMg. 473.

samussi;^a, AMg. 64, 327®'.

samusasanta. M. 496.

samusasanti. M. 143,496.

samusiya. AMg. 64.

samusua. S. 327®*,

samecca. AMg- 591.

samera, AMg. 176%

samo. JS. 85.

samotthaia, M, 309.

samosatta, AMg. JM. 67 note 2.

samosaddha. AMg. JM% 67 note 2.

samosadha, AMg. JM. 67 , 235, 304, 565.

aamosadda. AMg. JM. 67 note 2.

samosarax. M. 477.

samosarana. AMg. 235.

samosaranani. AMg. 439.

samosaranta, M. 477. .

samosaraha, AMg. 477.

samosaiia, M. 565,

samosariukama, AMg, 235.

samosariya. AMg. JM. 235, 566.

samosarejja. AMg. 235.

samohanai. AMg. 499.

samohaiaanti, AMg. 499,

sampai. M. JM. 220,

sampadam. S. Bb. 184, 203, 220.

sampadi, M. 204.

sampayara. JM. 220. .

sampabittanam. AMg. (text) 583.

I saramam. AMg. JM. JS. S. M. 75, 358.

I

sammattadainsino. AMg. 405.

I

sammaneuna, JM. 586.

I

sammera. AMg. (text) 176.

samino% PG. 857.

samvacchara, AMg. 350.

saya, AMg, JM. 448.

sayai. AMg. 493.

^sayam. AMg. 450.

sayaggbl. AMg. 276.

si^aggblo. AMg. 387.

sayanijjamsi, AMg. 366^

sayam. JS, PG. 349.

sayamana. x\Mg. 493,

sayarP. JM. 245, 446.

I

sayarl. JM. 445 note 2, 446.

savalaattbamiyajiyaloa. JM. 156.

sayalagunanihino, JM. 381.

•sayaiam, JM, 143, 187.

•sayalae. JM. 375.

sayalana. Pkt. 187,

sayasabassain. AMg. 448.

sayasahassaim. AMg, 448.

sayasahassT. AMg, 448.

•sayasahasslo, AMg- 448.

sayasahassTnam. AMg- 447-

' ^sayabassakicbatto, AMg. 4§1,

say a. JM. AMg. 367, 448.

sayaim, AMg. 436, 439, 448, 450.

I
sayaaara. JM. 265, 447.

•sayba. Pkt, (Mg.) 331.

saraa. M. AMg. JM. S, A. 355.

I
saraasura, AMg. 156.

sarax, Pkt, (JM.) 235, 313, 477, 478.

saraT. AMg. 73, 31 3, 478.

sarao. Pkt. 355, 358, 413.

saradixya. AMg. 82, 259.

i

sarada. Pali 855.

sarantapavaha. M. 376.

sarapbasa. CP. 191.

sarammi. M. 409.

saraya. AMg. JM. 355.

sarala. Pkt. 226.

sarala. A- 367*.

* saravarebim. A, 368.
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sarasakalttana. 597.

garasi, Pkt. it08.

garasu. JM. 313, 467, 478,.

Sarassal. M. JM. 815.

garassala. M. 385..

Sarassadi. S. 815,

Sarassadmvaana. 162,

Sara. M. 409,

garaaa. M. 409.

sarani. AMg. 409,

sarami, JM. 313, 478.

sari- AMg, A. 245.

saria. A. 895.

saria. M. 376, 895,

s^riaha. M, 264, 395.

sariccha, MS. 245.

sarita. Pali. 187, 244, 895.

sarittae. AMg. 578.

sarittaya. AMg. 413.

sariya. Pkt. (JM.) 187, 395.

sarisa. M. AMg. JM. JS. S. D. A. 245, 608*

sarisaehimto. AMg. 369.

sarisam. M. 840.

sarisamkula. M. 340.

sari&ammi. M. 306*^.

sarisaya. AMg. 245,

»a;risava. AMg. 81, 185.

sarisavakhala. M. 184.

sarisima. A. 245.

sarisiya. AMg. 245.

sarisiva. AMg. 81.

sariM. A. 395.

sarlra. AMg. 355.

sarlram. S.jl45.

sariraim. AMg. 465.

gaiTisava. AMg. 81.

aarlsiva. AMg. 177^

sarlsivauam. AMg. 16.

saresu. AMg. 409.

sarehi. M. 4U9.

sarehim. A. 368.

garo. M. 345, 356.

sala. Pkt. 256.

salanam. Dh. 25.

salapha, OP. 191.

sakkai. M. 132.

salahijjai. A. 132.

salaliijjasu. A. 1 32, 46 1

.

aalahaua. M. 132.

salahanijja. M. 132.

salahama. S. 132.

salahamana. M. 182.

salaha. M.S.182.

salahladi. S. 132.

salila. P. 260.

salila. AMg. 244.

salila. AMg. 244.

salilal. Pkt. 180.

saliluppannai. M. 385.

saloaa, A. 154.

sallaiu. A. 346, 387.

sallaihT. S. 386.

sava. A. 251.

sava. M. JM. 201.

savai. Pkt. 473, 494.

savanayae. AMg. 364.

savanaua. JM. 350.

savatta. M. 276.

savatti. M. JM.S. 276.

savattio. AMg. 387.

savattiuam. AMg-. 387,

savattha. PG. 10, 193.

savara. M. AMg. S. 201, 250.

savarT. M. AMg. 201, 250.

savala. M, 201.

savalesu. xAMg. 447,

savaha. M. 199.

savimo. M. 455.

saviya. AMg. 390.

saviliya. AMg. 81, 240.

sayisesam. S. 414.

sayeiyatoranehT. Pkt. 180-

savva. AMg. M. 157, 287.

savvatthesu. JS. 156.

sayyauvarilla, AMg. M. 157, 595.

savvarn. pb. 351.

savyakammavahao. AMg. 85.

sayyaiigao, A. 376.

sayvaiigia. M. 598.

sayyajina-m-anuauaa, AMg. 853.

sayyajoya^a. JS. 350,

sayvajja. M. 276.

sayyafina. P. 105, 276.

sayanna. S. 276.

savyannu. AMg. M. JM. 105, 27G,

sayyanuu. JS. 366a,

sayyauuuiiaip . AMg. 381

.

savyanhu. S. (text) 105,

sayyanhu. JS. 366a.

1
sayyatto. Pkt. 197.
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savvattha. PG, M. JM. 287, 293.

savvatthameiJa. M. 40‘2.

savvadarisTnain. AMg. 405.

savvadarisihim. AMg, 405 ^

eavvanttu, JM. 92.

Bavvappanayae. JM. 401.

savvapbaliyamaya. AMg. 70.

saYvablibbaiitarilla. Pkt. 193.

saYvarayanamaya. AMg. JM. 70.

saYvasabiibi. AMg* 131,

Bavvasumina. AMg. 447.

fiavvassa. P. 9*>, 336,

Bavvassenavi. S. us.

BaYYabT. A. 868.

saYYao. AMg. 433.

savYana. JM. 350.

saYYanam. S. 361, 433.

savYaYanti. AMg. 357, 396*

fiaYYasim. AMg. JM. 433.

saYYUpparilla, AMg. M. 157, 595.

savve. AMg. 357,. 465, 46o.

saYvesim. AMg. JM. M. 16, 108, 433.

fiaYYebina. AMg. 369, 433.

saYVOuj'a. AMg. 157.

aasai. M. 315,496.

sasanebi. A. 140, 313.

Basanta. M. 397 , 496

,

fiasavvasiddho. JS* 36 7».

sasa. AMg. 392.

sasialasiittina. M. 383.

sasina. M. 405.

sasiniddba. AMg. 140,

sasiao. M. 405.

sasiriya. AMg 98.

sasiriya, AMg. 98,

sasisebaravallaba. M. 227*

sastavabe. Mg. 290.

sassiria. S. 98, 195.

sassirlattana. S. 98, 195.

sasslrxada. S. 98, 195.

sassirle. AMg. 367a-

sassiriya. AMg. 98, 195.

saba. S. 519.

sabaire. Pkt. 458.

sabaT, AMg. 73,

sabajein. A. 146.

sabattba, PG. 193, 807^ 315.

sabattbe. M. 367*.

sabanti. S. 417.

sabandi. S. 275.

sabama. Pkt. 455.

sahami. Pkt, 454.

sabamu, Pkt, 455.

Sahara. M. 188, 200.

saharisa. S, 135.

sabari. Pkt. M. 200.

sahala. Pkt, 200.

sahasa. M. JM. 92, 96.

sabasakkareba, AMg, 471.

sabasa. AMg. 355, 364, 408.

sabasagaassa. M. 172.

sabasetti. M. (false) 96.

sabassa. M. AMg, JM. J^. S. 315, 148.

sabassarassi. AMg. 312.

sabassarassimmi. AMg. 366*, 370.

sabassarassino. & 379.

sabassarassimmi. AMg. 312.

sabassaso. JM. 451.

sabassahuttain. M. 451.

sabassa. AMg. JM. 448.

sahassaiin. AMg. 443,

sabassatireka. PG. 156.

®sabassaya, PG. 253.

sabasse. AMg. 448.

sabassehiin. JS. 368.

sababl A. 456,

saba. M. 188.

sabaattana. S. 597.

! sahamaccena. JM. 172.

^ sabavattba. JM. 309.

' sabaYetta, AMg. 582.

sabaventi. M. 552.

I

sabi, S. 386.

j

sabia. Pkt, 150.

I

sabiS, A, 375,
I . . oo

sabima. Pkt. 4 55.

sablmu. Pkt. 455.

sabimo. M. 455.

sab Ira. Pkt. 596.

sabirl. M. 696.

sabirio. M. 387.

sabire. Pkt. 458.

1 sabi. JM. 72, 379,

! sabia. Pkt. 385.

1

sabia. Pkt. 385.

' sabli. Pkt. 835.

j

sablu. M. 887.

^ sable. Pkt. 885.

j sablo. M. S. 387.

I
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sahina. M. 387.

sahihi. M. 387.

sahIhT. M. 387.

sahihim. M.S.387.
sabiMmi. A. 63, 520.,

sahfi. A. 81. 206, 352,

saham, A. 352.

saheire. Pkt. 458.

sahettu. AMg, 577.

saheVFaS. A, 254, 570.

Sabya. Mg. 331.

sa. AMg.JM.A. 16, 92, 94.

aaadam. S. 185, 203, 315, 348.

sSarabo. A. 366.

saare. M. 85, 92.

saala. Mg. 238.

saijjamo. AMg. 470.

saima. AMg. 602.

sao. AMg. 433.

saka. PG. 227.

sagapagae. AMg. 202, 364.

Sagaracando. JM. 857.

sagarau. AMg. 367.

sagaro. AMg. 845.

sagajroYamakodakodio. AMg. 438.

BagaroYama. AMg. 448.

sagaroyaiDakodakodi. AMg. 448.

Baaa. A.. 403.

Baaassa. AMg. 403.

sane. AMg. 403.

sano. Pkt. 403.

Satahani, PG. 224.

satha. CP. 191.

sanandahiyayaim. JM. 357.

samaa. Pkt. 80.

samaggaa. M. 334.

Bimaccha. Pkt. 281, 334.

eamattha. Pkt. (M. JM.) 281, 334.

samari. AMg. 88, 109, 259.

samala. A. 100.

samali. AMg. 88, 109, 259.

samalo. A. 346.

samanlyasahassinam. AMg. 447.

sami. M. JM. 405.

samiaho. A. 366.

saxuim. JM, 405.

samijasa. PG. 253.

stoina. JM. 405.

sarnino. JM. 405.

samitta. AMg. 597.

samiddhi. M. 77.

samissa. AMg. JM. 405.

samihii. A. 405.

sami. AMg. JM. M. 405.

samTo. S. 406.

samisu. S. 405.

®samibi. PG. 406.

samoaa. M. 157.

sayam. AMg. 141.

Sayambhallsalasivila. Mg. 256.

Sayanamitta. AMg. 109.

SayaYahana. JM. 244.

Barakkliana. AMg. 76.

Barakkhanaya. AMg. 76.

sarakkhanijja. JM. 76, 571.

sarakkhantassa. JM. 76, 397.

sarakkhamana. AMg. 76.

sarakkbi. AMg. 76.

saranga. Pkt. 132.

Baranglkka. A. 194.

sarassaya-m-Aicca. AMg. 358.

s5rabissa. AMg. 379.

^sarabinam. AMg. 381.

sarikka. AMg. S. A. 321.

sarikkba. S. AMg. A, 245.

sarikkbada. S. 245.

sariccba, M. JM. J3. 78.

Bariccba. M. JM. JS. 78 note 1, 245, 321.

sarobi. AMg. 76.

sala. S. 71, 829.

salaa. g. 329, 439.

salamkaran^. Pkt. 180.

salatta. AMg. 597.

salattae. AMg. 361.

salamanta. AMg. 601.

salamanto. AMg. 396.

SalaYahana. M. 244.

Salasamajasa. PG. 253.

Salabana. M. 167, 244.

salinganavattie. AMg. 366».

SaliYahana. JM. 244.

salini. AMg. 358, 381.

saYa. A. 62.

BaYaa. M. 199, 315.

savaka. Mg. (text) 202.

saYaki. Mg, (text) 202.

savaga. AMg. JM. 202.

savagani. JM. 357.

savada. S. A. 815.

saYaya. JM. 315.
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savayattana. JM. 597.

savayanam. AMg. 382.

saviyanara. AMg. 882.

saventa. AMg. 397.

sasa. A. 367^.

sasam. AMg. 897.

sasaaassa. PG. 224, 227, 363.

sasanta. AMg. 397.

sasanto. AMg. 397.

sasava. AMg. 62.

sasaasi. 558.

sasanala. A. 156.

sasijjai. A. 0. 26, 499, 535, 544.

sasida. S. 390.

sasilla. AMg. 595.

sasiadi. S. D.? 499, 535,

sasue. S. 64.

sasu. M. 64.

sasehim. M. 868.

saha. A. 64, 262, 434.

sahai. M: JM. AMg. JS. 264, 499.

sahatta. AMg. 577.

sahattu. AMg. 76, 289, 577.

sahananti. AMg. 76, 499.

sahanijje, S. 571.

sahanitta. AMg, 76.

sabania. S. 315.

fiShanti. M. JM. 499.

sahamminlo. AMg. 382, 387.

saharai. AMg. 76.

saharantu AMg, 76, 477.

sabarejja. AMg. 76,

sahavo. AMg, 369, 380.

sahasam. S. 421.

sahasu.* M. JM. 88, 499.

s&assl. AMg. 448.

saha. M. 188.

sahao. AMg, 439,

saharai. M. JM. 499,

sahamia. S. 54.

sahamo. M. JM. 499.

Sahara. M. 167.

sahahi. AMg. 376.

sahie. AMg. 367a.

sahijja. M. AMg. JM. 108.

sahijjasu. JM. 461.

sahijja. Pkt. 101 note 1.

sahiyam^ AMg. 850.

sahTya. AMg. 73.

sahu. A. S. 6, 879.

sahuajjava. AMg. 162.

sahui. Pkt. 189.

sahukkara. M. 196.

sahuao. JM. 380, 381.

sahmnmi. JM. 379.

sahusD. Pkt. 88 note 7.

sahussa. AMg. 379.

sahu. JM. 880.

sahunam. J'S. 881.

saheu, M. JM. 499.

sahejja. M. AMg. JM. 108,

sahenti. M. JM. 499.

sahenti. M. JM. 499.

sahemi. M. JM. 499.

sahesn. M. JM. 499.

sahehi. M. JM. 499.

si. AMg. M. JM. S. 85, 145, 169, 423, 498, 519,

siala. M.S. 50.

siali. Mg. 50.

sin. AMg. (test) 148.

sim. JM.423.

simgha. Pkt, (AMg.) 76, 267,

simghamuha. Mg. 76.

slinghala. 267.

siinghali. M. 267.

siinghaaa. AMg. 267,402.

simghanei. AMg. 267.

simbalim. Pkt, 109 note 1.

simha, AMg. S. 76, 267.

simhanada, S. 76,

simhadatta, Pkt,? 76,

simharaa. Pkt, 76.

simhalihim. AMg. 387.

sikka. M. 566.

sikkhai. M. 319.

sikkhanta. J^I. S. 319.

sikkhanta. S. 397.

sikkiivei. AMg. 559.

sikkhavgtta. AMg. 582.

sikldiavemi. S- 319,

sikkhavehi. S. 559.

sikkhavehii. AMg. 528.

sikkhia. M. A* 319.

sikkhida. S. 819.

sikkhidukama. S. 319. 577.

sikkhiya. JM. 319.

sikkhiadi. S. 319.

sikkhn. A. 106.

sihkhala. Pkt. (M.S.) 54, 21b.

sihga. M. AMg. JM. A. 50, 272,
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singae, AMg. 361,

singha. S. (false) 267.

fiingbadaga. AMg. 209.

einghaaei. AMg. 559.

siccantl. B. 542.

siccanto, JM. 542.

siccamaua. S. 542, 563,

sijja. M, AMg. JM, 101 and note 1, 107, 108,

note 3,

sijjayari. JM. 101.

sijjliimsu. AMg. 141, 5 16.

sijjliissanti. AMg. 527,

sijjhihii. AMg. 527.

sijjhihinti. AMg. 527.

sijjhihi. JM. 527.

sincadi. B. 485.

smcamha. B. 485.

sincia, B. 590.

sincissam. B. 526.

sincedi, S. 485.

sidhila, M. AMg. B. 115 and note 1, 150, 221.

sidhilattana. M. 115.

sidhilada.* S. 115.

sidhilei. M.S.115.

sidbilehi. B. 468.

Binai. AMg, 133; 487.

slnaio. Abig. (text) 133.

sinana. AMg. 133.

sinayaga. AMg, 138.

sinayanta, AMg. 183.

sinayanti, AMg, 133*

si^ayaya. AMg. 133.

sinaventi. S. (wrong) 133.

siniddba. M. AMg. JM. S. 140, 270, 313.

siuiddbaam. M. 140.

sinidbdbam . Pkt , 193,

sineba. M. JM, S. 140, 313,

sinna. M. 815.

sinba. Pkt. 312.

sitta. Pkt. 566.

sittba. AMg. 270.

sUtbaa. Pkt. 270.

siddbam. AMg. 16.

siddbattha. A. 367®'.

siddba. AMg. 417.

siddban. AMg. 173.

siddhim. AMg. 141.

siddbi. AMg. 141.

siddbikida. S. 49.

sinana. P. OP. 243.

sinata. P. 183, 224,

sinana. P. 224.

sindiira, Pkt. 119.

sindbava. Pkt. 84.

siadbu. M. 84,

sipa. Sindbi 280.

sippa. M. AMg. JM. 211, 296.

sippai. Pkt. 28G, 535, 542,

sippanta. M. 286,

sippi. B. 296.

sippino. S. 405.

sippi. M. AMg. S. Pali 286.

sippla. M. 385.

sippira. Pkt. 211.

sibha. Pkt. 200.

simina. Pkt. 183, 177, 248.

simisimanta. M. 558.

simisimaanta. B. 553.

simpal. Pkt. 286.

simbali. AMg. 109.

simbba. AMg. JM. A. 267, 312, 315,

simbbiya. AMg. 267.

siya. JM. 366&.

siyarattapadayabbusie. JM. 36G».

siya. AMg. Pali 94, 134, 141, 417, 464, 466,

498.

siyala, AMg. JM. 50.

siyalaga. AMg. JM. 50,

siyalattae, AMg. JM. 50.

siyali. AMg. JM. 50.

sirai. Pkt. 235.

siram. M. 356, 409, 426.

siiakamala. M. 347.

sirakavalana. M. 407.

siraccbea. M, 347.

sirammi. JM. 409.

siralagga. M. 847.

sirayibatta. M. 347.

sirasa. AMg. B. 408.

sirasi. Pkt. 408.

sira. AMg. 211.

sirabi. M. 409.

siri. M, VG. A. 98, 402, 409.

siriananda. A. 98.

sirio. AMg. 99.

sirim. B. 417.

sirikakka, JM, 98.

sirikakkuya. JM. 98.

Sirikanta. JM. 98.

sirikamalauba. M. 98.
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sirkaya, JM. 98.

sirikhandadasa. S. 98.

Sirigutta. AMg. 98.

sirighara. AMg. 98.

siri Jasavamma. M. 98.

siri Nahada. JM. 98.

sirittarlanda. JM. 98.

sirittala, M. 98.

Sirithaqia. M. 98.

Siridamsana. M. 98.

Siripavvada. S. 98.

siri Bhillua. JM. 98.

Sirimai. JM. 98.

siriya. AMg. 98.

siri Rajjila. JM. 98.

siri Raaseliara. M. 98.

siri Lakkhana. JM. 98.

sirilarudatta. S. 98.

sirivacclia. AMg. JM. 98, 327.

sirisa. Pkt. 80.

sirisainauaBaingba. JM, 98.

sirisamanavesao. AMg. 98.

sirisatQudaya. AMg. 98.

Siri Sarassadiaam. 'S. 360.

sirisiva. AMg. 177.

sirisuyaga, JM. 98.

Sirisevia. M. 98.

siribara. AMg. 98.

siriba. JM. 206.

siribiri. AMg. 98.

siri. Pkt. (S.) 135, 360.

Siria. M- 385.

sirle. pkt. 385.

sirxo. AMg. 98.

siriya. AMg. 98.

sirisa. M. 80.

Sirisamaiiavesao. AMg. 98.

sirisamaUasa. M. 98.

sirisiva. AMg. 81, 177.

sirlsebiin. AMg. 368.

siru. A. 34:6, 356.

sire. AMg. M. 409.

sirena. M. A. S- 409.

airenam. AMg. 409.

sirebi. M. 409.

sirebiiin.. M. 409.

siroampa, M. 407.

sirodbara- S- 347.

sila. A. 100.

silae. Pbt. 68.

sllasilaadi. S. 558.

sila. AMg. 97.

siMalekkadesa. S. 161.

silavuttlia. AMg. 51.

silittba. AMg, JM. 136.

silimba. Pkt. 136, 312.

silujjane. JM. 366 .

silesa. AMg. 136.

silesai. Pkt. 489.

siloa. S. 136.

siloga. AMg. JM. 136.

silogagami. AMg. 202.

silogo. JM. 92,

siloya, AMg. 136.

siva. AMg. 16.

sivakbaradavamo. PG. 10, 1G9, 227, 287, 402.

sivina. M. S. 133, 177, 248.

sivinaa. M. S* Mg. 177, 248.

siviuae. S. 95.

siviya. AMg. JM. 165, 201,

sivira. JM. 201.

Sivc. AMg, 367®,

sivvinT. Pkt. 197,

sivvissami. AMg. 527,

sivvi. Pkt. 9, 197.

sisira. M. 227.

1 sisiramsi. AMg. 866^.

sisu. M. 117, 227.

sisuala. S. 117.

sisuiiaga. AMg. 117.

SisupMa. AMg. 117.

sisubbava. S. 117.

sisubi. M. 381.

sissa. JM, S, 63, 315.

sissani. AMg. 63.

sissa. S. 63.

sissini. AMg. 63.

sibai. Pkt. 311.

siband^^LO. AMg. 405.

sibara. M. 196.

Sibarimmi. AMg. 405.

Sihario. AMg. 405.

sibare. JM. 366®.

sibarovari. JM. 172.

sibala. M. 595-

sibiaain. M. 406.

sihi^ia. pkt. 406.

sibiqiehi, Pkt. 406.

sihi-r-iva. AMg. 353.

sibi. M. 405,

siai. Pkt. 482.

siala. A. 364.

siapariinattbeiia. M- 519.

siu^^ba. AMg. 133, 312.
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sidadi. S. 482.

sidalaadi. S. 558-

sidalavehi. S. 153, 559.

Sida Mandavi Umruila. S. 162.

Sida Ramehim. S. 360.

sipa. Hindi 286.

sipL Hindi 286.

sibbara. M. 206, 266.

simam. PG. 374.

siyal, JM. AMg. 482.

siyatta. JM. 597.

siyasina. AMg. 133.

fiiya. AMg. 165.

siyao. AMg. 375.

siyalisam. AMg. 445, 448.

Blla. P. 260.

silamanta. AMg. 601.

silamanta. AMg. 397.

silamanto- AMg. 396.

silnmiiauliaT. Pkt. 180.

sisa. M. AMg. JM. S. A . 63, 87, Bi 5.

sisai. M. JM. 488, 499, 544.

sisam. AMg. 175.

sisakka. M. 194.

fiisaga. Pkt. 63.

sisammi. JM. M. 866^ 519.

sisabi. A. 264, 366a.

sisaa. M. 865,

sisao. AMg, 367.

siha. M. AMg. JM. A, 76, 267.

Sibaguha. AMg. 76.

siba-m-aiao. AMg. 353, 380.

Sibamuba, Mg. 76.

sihara, M. 206, 266.

sibasamba. 76.

SM. AMg- 93,

sibi, AMg- 76-

slbn. M. A. 188, 346.

slbo. AMg. 345.

STi. A, 428.

sua, M. 12, 186.

snai. M. 8, 152, 497.

STiakkbaya. AMg, 353,

snanassu. A. 1U6, 366.

snanu, M, 386-

snanuyatta. JM. 162,

suanebiin, A. 368.

suadumiavanarapariosa®, M. 204.

snanti. M, 497,

Bualamkiya. AMg. 162-

fiuavattadi. A. 599.

snasi. M. 497-

suaba. M. 497.

suabT. A. 152, 497.

suabijjiya. AMg. 162.

suaikkbam. AMg. 853.

suina. A. 152, 177.

suidavva, S. 570.

suidi. M. 204.

suiram. M. 589.

Btiila. Pkt. ( AMg.)l86, 296.

suisi. AMg. 57. 162.

suisi, Pkt. 379.

siiujjuyara. AMg 156.

siiuddbara. AMg. 156.

suumiira. M. S. 123, 257.

Suumarakesarasihaim. Pkt. 180.

suurisa. Pkt. 167.

sue. AMg. 139, 345.

suinsska. Pkt. 74, 296.

sumsumara, AMg. 117.

sumsumari. AMg. 117.

sukada. AMg. 49, 219.

sukadbiya, AMg. 221, 297.

Sukanba. M. AMg. JM. 52.

sukilla. AMg. 136 note 1.

sukumara. S. 123, 257.

snkumtoya. JM. 123, 257.

sukumala. AMg. M. 123, 160, 167, 257.

sukrdam. A. 47.

sukrdu. A, 47.

sukka. AMg. JiVr. 74, 296, 302.

snkkanti. AMg. JM. 302.

sukkabl. A. 302, 557.

sukkila. AMg, 136 note 1, 195, 296.

BukkiJia. JM. 136, 195.

sukkilla. AMg. 136 note 1.

sukkba. M. AMg. S. 302.

snkkbanta. M. 302.

sukkhavianti. B. 543, 559.

snkkbana, S. 302.

sukkhiyam. JM. 519.

snkkbu. A. 423.

sngandbatella-m-aiebim. AMg. 363.

sugandhattaua. Pkt. 84.

sugga. Pkt. 829.

sngbe. A. 192, 366^

snnga. Pkt. 296.

sncinna. AMg. 340.

sucirad, AMg, 341.

sucoai. AMg. (text) 536.

succa. JM. 587.

snjja. Pkt. ( M. ) 276, 284,

sujjapaa. S. 376.
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sujjodae. S. 95.

sut3thu. S. M. Mg. 185, 303, 379, 421.

suthicca. AMg. 587.

ButbthTi. Pkt. 193.

suna. JM. S. 503.

snnaa. M. 206,

snnai. M. 503.

su^ai. JM. 503.

sunaii. Pkt. 472, 503.

Bunaehim. AMg. 516.

sunaga, AMg. JM- 206.

sunadha. S. 503.

sunanti. JM. M. 503.

sTinantu. AMg. 471, 503.

sunamade. AMg. JM. 206.

su^amana. AMg. 503.

su^amane. AMg. 561.

su^amha. S* 503.

suiaaya. AMg. JM. 206.

sunasu. JM. M. 503.

Sunasseha- S. 211, 329,

snnalia. M. AMg. JM. D. 206, 366,, ,
503.

sunabad. A. 206.

sunabapalirainmi. M. 366*.

sunau. Pkt. 503,

suaadi. S. 503.

snpLadu. S- 469, 503.

STiiaami. S. 503.

sunamo. S. 503.

sunavida. S. 552

.

sunabi, S. 503.

sunia. S. A. 591, 594. •

suniuna. Pkt. 5£6.

sumjjai. AMg. 536, 545.

sunijjae. AMg. 536.

sunijje. A. 536.

sunitta. AMg* 582.

Bunittu. AMg. 577,

snaidavva, S. 570.

sunidam. S. 574.

sunimo. M. S. 108, 455, 503.

suniya. JM. 591.

suniya. AMg. JM. 206.

sunissai. JM. 531*

sunissam. S. 581.

sunissamo. S* 531.

suniai. AMg. 536.

sumae. AMg. 536.

sunladi. 8. 536, 545.

suniadti. 8. 536.

suDLianti. 8. 536.

sumyaEflti. 8-275, 536.

Bunu. Mg. S. 310, 503.

sunei. JM. AMg. 503, 561.

suneu. Pkt. ( AMg. ) 472, 508.

sunetta. JM. 582.

sunedi. 8. 503.

snnemi. AMg. 8. 503.

snnemba. 8. 503.

sunessami, AMg. 531.

Bunessamo. AMg. 531.

siiueba. AMg. 508.

sugebi. A. 468.

sunomi. 8. ( false ) 503.

sniida. Pkt. 84.

suadia. Pkt. 84.

sunnabiaattaaa. 8 . 597.

suunara. Pkt. 66.

sunni. A. 594.

sunbatta. AMg, 148.

sunba. M* AMg. JM.8. 93, 111, 139, 148 and

note 6, 263, 313.

sntikkha. AMg. 812.

sutta. M. AMg. JM. 151, 270.

snttam. AMg. 16.

suttadbali. 8. 92.

suttisu. M. 99, 384, 447.

sndarn. 8. 519,

sudavandena, 8. 569,

sudnttara. AMg. 307.

Suddhoaai. Pkt. 84.

sudbiradhamma. AMg. 357-

sunaix. Pkt. 472.

sunakba. Pali 206.

sunusa. P. 139, 148, 224, 268, 313.

sundaria. Pkt. (8.) 34, 134.

sundera. M. 8. 84, 1/6.

' sunnagarainsi. AMg* 366*.

supakka. 8. 101.

! supati. Pali 3,

!
supavayaim. AMg- 367.

: snpiua. Pali 248.

,
supurisa. A, 864, 367.

suppad. M, 279, 544.

suppasiddbaaam, JM. 350.

subambbaaa. AMg. 250.

subabuena. JM.465,

Subuddbinameuamaccena. JM*

Snbuddbi. AMg. 71, 379,

subba. pkt. 296.

subbbi, AMg. 148.

Siibbaddappamubanam. AMg. 350.

sumanaip* Pkt. 356.

snmaQia, AMg. 408.
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sumanao. S. 409.

sumappajjai, AMg. 417.

sumara. S. 478.

sumarai. M. AMg. JM. 139, 313,

sumaradi, S, 139.

sumarasi. S. 478.

sumaraha. AMg. 478.

sumaraidaYva. 8. 570.

sumarami, M. 8. 478.

sumaramo. 8. 455, 478.

sumari. A. 251, 478.

sumaria. 8, 590.

sumariuua. JM. 478.

sumarijjai. M. A. 537.

sumarijiaii, JM. 537.

siimarittae. AMg. 578.

sumarida. 8. 478, 565.

sumaridaYva. Mg. 478.

sumariya, JM. 478, 590.

sumarissasi. 8. 522.

sumariadi. 8. 537.

sumare. Pkt. 478.

sumareum. AMg. 465.

sumaredi. 8. 31 3, 478.

sumaredha. 8. 478.

sumaresi. 8. 478.

sumaresu. 8. 94, 478.

sumarehi. S. 478.

sumahalla. AMg. 595.

sumiaa. AMg. JM. 133, 152, 177, 248.

sumiaaga, JM. 177, 248,

sumina. AMg. 447, 519.

sumum. Pkt, 379.

sumuha. AMg. 340.

Sumbka. D. 360.

Sumbha-Nisambhe. D. 860, 367®^.

aummau, JM, 261, 536, 545.

Sumba. Pkt 330.

aiiyai. JM, 8, 152, 497,

suyaii. JM. 469, 497.

suyam. AMg. 519.

su-y-akkhaya. AMg. 353.

suyaga. Pkt. 392.

suyantaasa. JM. 497.

Buyamaaie. AMg. 563.

suyamano, JM. 497.

Buyarae. AMg. 345.

snyasabassa. JM. 448.

suyya. 8. 284,

iuoa. S. Mg. 284.

suraana. A. 100.

suraasuramanuyamabiya. JM. 156.

surakusumebi. M. 14.

sur-anncara. AMg. 853.

surabbi. AMg. 148.

suravai. JM. 379.

suravadbuo. AMg. 387.

surasaranta. M. 558.

surasurnem. Marathi 558.

surabim. M. 348.

surasura. JS. 156.

Suruggha. Pkt. 139, 276.

snruva. AMg. 340.

surenam. JM. 182,

sulaba. Pkt. 340.

sulusulenta, JM. 558.

suluba. AMg, 257.

savai. M. 8, 152, 497, 536.

suvauna. Pkt. 182.

suvannam. Db, 351,

suYannareba. A, 100.

suYanaasadasabassio. 8. 448.

suYanr3.asayaai. JM. 367.

suYannaim. Db. 182.

suYaania. Pkt. 84.

suYanna. AMg. 340.

su7arabi. A, 251, 478.

suvasi. M. 497.

suvasu. M. 497.

suYami. JM. 8. 152, 497.

suYiaa. AMg. JM. 133, 152, 177, 248.

suYinaga. JM. 177, 248.

suvidaYYa. S. 570.

suvidaYYam. 8. 497,

suvissam. S. 529.

suYiadi. 8. 544.

suYe. Pali AMg. 107 note 11, 189, 345.

suvemha. 8. 472, 497.

suvo. 8. 139, 345.

suYYai, JM. M. 261,503, 536, 545,

suVYai. AMg. 536.

suYvaii. JM. 469.

suYYae. AMg. 536.

suYYanta. M. 536

,

suYYanti. AMg. M. JM. 536.

suYYamana. M, JM. 536.

SQsamYuda. AMg. 219.

susamvude. AMg. 460.

susamiddbae. 8. 375.

su&ilittba. S. 136.

susa. Pkt. (8.) 148, 318.

susana. AMg, JM. 104, 312.

susanamsi. AMg. 866^.

susane. AMg, 366®.
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susiihum. Pkt. 379.

SQsahu, Pkt. 379.

susissa. ^S. 6S.

susa. AMg. 117, 177.

susuaadl. S- 558.

susumara. AMg. 117.

sussuissam. S. 528.

siissusai. AMg. JM, 555.

sussusaidum. S. 555, 573.

sussusaissam, S. 555.

snssusamana. AMg. 555.

sussusidapuruvvo. M. S. 227, 315.

sassusidavva. S. 555.

sassusidavvo. M. 227.

suha. Pkt. (AMg.) 16, 329.

suhaami. Pkt. 557 note 2.

suhai'ttaa. S. 600.

suhambharappa. M. 401.

suhadattaua. A. 597.

suhama. AMg. 140, 323.

suhama. AMg. 131 note 2.

suhammamana. AMg. 540.

Suhammae. AMg. 375.

suhammi. M. JS. 21, SGGfl-.

suhalli. Pkt. 107, 595.

suhavi. M. 281.

snbaa. S. 22, 361.

sabaa'i. M. 558.

subaadi. S. 558.

subae. AMg. 361.

snbana. AMg. 350.

subani. S. 367.

subliui. M. 557.

subavedi. S. 559.

subavesi. M. 559.

subiyao. JM. 466.

sabuma. AMg. 82, 131, 14D, 323.

subenam, AMg. JM. 182.

subeili.* M. 107, 595.

subma. AMg. 181 note 2.

suaa. Mg. 867.

sui. A. 100.

^suidain. S. 429.

^suldassa. 429.

suu M. 164.

sunao, AMg. 875-

sumala. AMg. 128,d67» 257.

sura. All dialects 284.

surino. JM. 880, 381-

suriya. AMg, 134.

surisa. Pkt. 167.

suribimto. JM. 379.

sure. AMg, 366^

.

sure. AMg. 17, 345.

sulahi. AMg. 175.

susai. M. 488.

susaire. Pkt. 458.

susasa, S. 327®*.

suhava. S. M. 62, 124, 231.

se. AMg. JM. 85, 367, 423, 425, 427.

se. AMg. JM. M. S. J'g. 7, 16, 17, 85, 94,

126. 150, 175, 182, 290,357, 361,423 and
notes 3 and 9, 427, 429, 465.

seal. Pkt, 485.

seubandba. M. (false) 96.

seubandhalabaam, M. 414.

seubandbo. M. 96.

seummi. M. 204, 379.

seenazu. M. 182.

seo. JM. M. 839, 519.

sekha. Pali 323.

sejjam. AMg. 423.

sefla. M. AMg, JM. Mg. (text) 101, 107, 284-

sgjjae. Mg. 375.

sejjayara, JM. 101,

setthi. AMg. JM. 8. 66, 304, 315.

set{him. AMg. 405.

settbissa. .JM. 405.

sediii. AMg. JM. 60 and note 1, 804.

sedhiya, AMg. 6G, 804.

Seuakanba. M. AMg. JM. 8. 52.

senaval. D. 72,

senna, M. 8. 60, 282,

settain. AMg. 428.

sedusimantammi. 8. ( false ) 86 6j^.

seiiaijga. S. 400.

senapati. PG-. 224.

sendura. Pkt. 119.

sepha. Pkt. 267, 312, 815.

sebha, Pkt. 200.

sebbalia. Pkt. 200-

sembha. AMg. 267, 315.

sembha. AMg. JM. 267, 358.

sembhiya. AMg. 26".

*scmba. \ 267.

sema^. J

seyain. AMg. JM. 94, 356, 409, 414,

seyamsa, AMg. 414,

sey’amse. AMg. JM. 409.

seyyatba, Pali 423.

sera. 8. tJl.

seram. Pkt- 313.

scrade. 8. 493.
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serayam. AMg. S50.

seriha. M. 188.

sela. M. AMg. JM. 60.

Selagajakkhaaiuhaiia. AMg. 156.

sevanti. AMg. 357.

seva. M. JM. 90.

sevimsu. AMg. 516.

sevittha. AMg. 517.

sevittha. AMg. 517.

seve. AMg. 166.

sevejja. AMg. 462.

seTva. Pkfc. 90.

SGsapphana. M. 196.

aesaho. A. 264.

sese. JS. 367a.

seha. AMg. JM. 328.

sehanti, AMg. 323.

sehambadaliyambeliim. AMg. 295.

seharahi. S. (false) 365.

sehalia. M. g. 188, 200.

sehaviya. AMg. 323.

sehavei. AMg. 323.

sehavehir. AMg. 528.

so. M. Jg. g. 92, 94, 95.

so. M. g. AMg. A. JM. Jg. A. D. P. 94, 95,

131, 144, 169, 359, 423, 465, 519.

soamalla. Pkt. 123, 285.

soaYva. M. 570.

soaro. M- 390.

soindiya. AMg. 158.

sonm. JM. AMg. M. 152, 465, 497, 574, 576.

souana. Pkt. 584.

sou^iiya. AMg. 152.

souna. M. JM. 586, 588.

sounain. JM. 585.

soevL
*

A. 152, 254, 497, 570.

sokkba. M* AMg. JM. Jg. g. A. 61^, 279.

sokkbaha. A. 370.

soccam. AMg. 114, 587.

SGCcam. AMg. 114, 349.

soccam. AMg. 587.

socca. AMg. Jg. JM. 21, 114, 299, 587.

soccaua. AMg. 587.

soccham. M. AMg. JM. g. 6, 523, 531.

socchittba. Pkt- 520.

soccbima. Pkt. 520.

socchimu. Pkt. 520.

socchimo Pkt. 520.

socckissamo. "j

®mu. >Pkt. 620.

®ma. J

socchiha. Pkt. 520.

aocchihami-
]

®mo- J[

Pkt, 520.

soccbihittha- Pkt. 520.

°hima. Pkt. 520.

°himi. Pkt. 520.

®hima- Pkt. 520.

°himo- Pkt. 520.

®hissa. Pkt. 520.

°hiha. Pkt. 520.

sodira. M. 284.

sodTrattana. g. 284.

sonara. M. 66, 152, 167.

sonaratiila. M. 92.

soniyae. AMg. 361.

soniam. AMg. 73.

sondira. g. 284.

sondirada. g. 284.

sonha. Pkt. (M.) 189, 148 and nole 6, 263,

813.

sotta. M. 91

.

sottum. Pkt. (M.) 180, 574-

sotte. g. 4u9.

sotthi. M. g. 152, 361, 379

sotthiya. AMg. 152-

Botthivaana. M. g. 152.

®naa. M. g. 152.

sodaTva. g. 570,

sodha. g. Mg. 61®',

sondajja. g, 84.

sobbayanta. AMg. 490.

soma. AMg, JM. 8, Ol®', 87, 282, 60S.

Somadatto. g. 566.

somara. Pkt. (M.) 123, 166, 257.

Bomala. M. 123, 166, 257.

Bomma. M. JM. g. 61®', 87, 282.

soya. AMg. 87, 91.

soyao. AMg. 69.

soyavisayam. AMg. 465.

Boyavva. JM. 570.

soya. AMg. 356.

soria. Pkt. 134.

solasa. AMg. JM. 240, 441, 443.

solasanham. AMg. JM. 443.

solasama. Pkt. 449.

soiasaya. AMg. 443.

solasaviba, AMg. 451.

solaba. A, 240, 441, 443-

sola. A. 443.

soila. AMg. 244, 666.

sollai. Pkt. 194, 244.

sollaya. AMg. 244, 566-

soUiya. AMg. 244 and note 6.
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sovau Pkfc. 78, 152, 497, 574.

sovana. Pkt, 78, 152.

sovaiiiya. AMg. 152.

sovaai. AMg. 78, 152.

sovadhanike. PG. 407.

sovaga. AMg. 78, 152.

sovagi. AMg. 78, 162.

sovGnti. JM. 152, 497.

sosavia. Pkt. 552.

solia. M. 92.

soliagga. M. AMg. JM. S. Ol^-, 279.

soliadi. S. 227.

sohammakappaiiddlialoya. AMg. 160.

Soharame. Pkt. 68.

sohase. M. 457.

sohino. S. 405.

sohiila. M. 595.

sohna. - S. 148.

skandham. Mg. 306.

skandhena. Mg. 306.

skhalantl. Mg. 306.

skhiiiiii. M. 90.

snaami. Mg. 487.

sta. Mg. 23.

stavaissam. Mg. 551.

stavia. Mg. 651.

staveml. Mg. 551.

stida. Mg. 310.

stuua. Mg. 310.

V. Mg. 310.

stu^eyya. Vedic 570.

snade. Mg. 175.

spalisa. Mg. 311.

sphamsa. Mg. 74.

sphutanti. A. 238.

sphulanti. Mg. 311.

sma. Mg. 498.

smi. Mg. 145, 498.

svapitaki. Pkt. 454.

sve. Pali 107 note 11.

h
’ha. AMg. 175.

ha. AMg. 275.

hai. A. 417.

haia. Pkt. 121.

haS. A. 34, 142, 352, 415, 417.

haiim. Pkt. 417.

’ham*. JM. AMg. Mg. 175, 518.

ham. A. M. AMg. JM, Mg. 34, 275, 415,

417 and note 3.

hamiiri. 417.

hatma. Pkt. 275.

hamti. JM. 275.

ham da. 1

I
AMg. 275.

hambho. AMg. 267, 275.

harnlio. S. Mg. 267.

hamsa. Pkt. 74, S15, 354.

hamsajuanao. M. 403.

hamsattae. AMg. 364.

hamsa. A. 71.

hakam. Asoka 417.

hake.
*

Pkt. (Mg.) 415, 417.

hakkarido. S. 22.

I

hakke. Pkt. 417.

hakkhai. Pkt. 265.

hage. Mg. 94.

hage. AMg. Mg. 17, 22, 23, 94, 142, 202
,
415

417, 419, 421, 498.

hagge. Mg. 142, 194, 202, 415, 417.

haggo. Pkt, 417.

hacche. Mg. 310.

hattha. Pkt. 188.

hatthatutthacitta-m-elnandiya. AMg. 353.

hada. AMg, JM. 219.

hadaka. Mg. 194.

hadakka. Mg. 50, 150, 194, 222, 244.

hadakka. Mg. 71.

hadakkado. Mg. 345.

hadha. M. 198.

hanai. M. A. JM. AMg. 499, 561.

hanao. AMg. 396.

hanam. AMg. 348, 396.

hananti. AMg. 361, 499.

hauamane AMg. 561.

hanaha. AMg. 471, 499.

hanai- AMg. 499.

haaami. AMg. 499.

hania. A. 565.

hanifina. JM, 586,

hanijjai. Pkt. 540, 544.

hanij]a. AMg. 464, 499.

hanida. Pkt. 188.

hanida. M. 204.

haniya. AMg. 134, 464, 499.

hanirX. Pkt. 188.

haniasi. S. 414.

Hanna. Pkt, 251.

°ua. Pkt. (text) 251.

Hanumam. M. 398.

Hanumantammi. M. 397

•

°tassa. S. 397.

Hannma. M. 398.

Hanumante, M. 397.
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Hanumasihale. Mg. 398.

Hanume. Mg. 398.

haue. AMg. 464, 499.

liaaejjasi. AMg. 461.

hancjja. AMg. 350, 460, 464, 499.

handana. Pkt. 188.

Lande. Mg. 71.

liatta. Pkt. (A.) 194, 565.

‘'battari. AMg. JM. A. 264.

°hattanm. Pkt. (AMg.) 264, 446
hattha. S. M. Mg. 161, 214, 307, 310, 32L
hatthaggejjha. M. 572.

liatthada. A. 699.

liattbadaa. A. 699.

halthapphamsa. M. 196.

hatthaphamsa. M. 196.

hattha. M. JM. AMg. 360, 498^

hatthi. Mg. A. 310, 405.

®hattliie. Mg. 310.

hatthiip. M. AMg^ JM. 405.

liatthikkhandlia. JM. 214.

"^am. Mg. 306.

hattliiasa. AMg. 406.

hatthi. AMg. M. JM;B. 406, 439, 517*

hattbikidam. S. 519.

hattbi&u. AMg. 405.

hatthjhi. AMg. 406*

hatthu A. 351.

hatthiittaraliiip. AMg, 376 and note 4,

hatthnlla. Pkt. 595.

hatthesv, AMg.
hatthehi. A. 123, 180.

hatthehim. AMg. 350.

hada. S. M. 86, 96, 204.

hado. S, 85.

haddhf. *&. 71.

haiia. JM. 499.

Lanta. M. AMg. JM. S. 2 76, 463.
hantavvammi. M. 36C^.

baiita. AMg. 71, 275, 349, 582.
hantuna. D. M. JM. 684, 686.
handa. Pkt. 275.

handi. AMg. 276.

hatnara. A. 434.

haniira. Pkt. 188.

hamma. Pkt. 540.

hammai. Pkt. (AMg. M.) 188, 260, 540, and
note S, 544, 550, 357, 680.

540.

bammamana. AMg. JM. 540.

bammare. A. 434.

bammaro. A. 100.

hammibii. Pkt. 549.

bammihanti. AMg. 550.

baya-m-ai. AMg. 353, 380.

bayapuvvo. AMg. 17.

bayao. AMg. 367.

hayayamanakamma. JM. 402.

barai. M. JM. 477.

haraibsadi. S. 533.

barae. AMg. 366a..

Harakkhanda. S. ?196.

Harakbanda. S. ? 196.

baradai. Pkt. 218.

baradai. Pkt. 120.

baradi. JS. 477.

barantena. S. 397.

haraya.’ AMg. 132, 332, 354.

baramo. JS. 470.

Hararabanaa. M. 361.

HaralinganalajjiyaS. A. 85.

liaravidu. A. 192.

barabaraiya. AMg. 558.

harabi. AMg. 468.

Hariando. JM. 301.

Harlanao. JM. (text ) 301.

Harianda. M. JM. S. 301.

liariala. Pkt. 354.

bariiiai. A. 359, 367.

Harino. JM. 379.

bariddaa. M. 375.

barioie. AMg. 98.

Hariyanda. JM. 301.

hariyamanta. AMg. 601.

bariyaiii. AMg. 367.

banlll’ M. 595.

barisa. M. AMg„ JM. S. 135.

barisai. Pkt. 135, 486.

barisala. Pkt. 596.

baiisavida. S. 135.

barise. AMg. 135, 462.

baribii. M. 522.

baribo. A. 372.

HarL Pkt. 71.

bare, Pkt. 338.

barejjaba. AMg. 477.

baremi. M. 477.

Hala. Pkt. 256.

balaa. Mg. 50, 244,

ba^aka. Mg. 50, 194, 244.

baladi. Mg. 477.

baladda. Pkt. 116, 257.

baladdi. Pkt. 115, 257.
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has^ssama. Pkt. 520. .

hascssami. Pkt. 520.

®mu. Pkt. 520.

®mo. Pkt. 520.

hasehama. Pkt. 520.

®ini. Pkt. 520.

hasehii. Pkt. 520.

hasekare. Pkt. 458, 520.

kasehittha. Pkt. 620.

kasehimi. Pkt. 520.

®mu. Pkt. 520.

®mo. Pkt. 520.

kasekissa. Pkt. 520.

kasekika. Pkt. 520.

kastado. Mg. 310.

kasti. Mg. 310.

kastiskandham. Mg. 306,

kasti. Mg. 405.

haste. Mg. 23, 310, 366*.

kassa. S. AMg. 315, 354.

kassae. AMg. 361.
kasslkar^nti. AMg. 354.

kaa. Pkt. 188.

kayai. AMg. 500.

karaya{tlil. S. ( text) 255.

karalatthi. S. 255.

harayai. Pkt. 553.

klrayiraiyaraocha. AMg. 409.

Harianda. M. 301.

kalidda. AMg. 257.

hallida. AMg. 115.

kas§. AMg. 365.

kasaa. M. 361.

hasayia. M. 552.

kasijjai. Pkt, 543.

kaslal. Pkt. 543.

hasei. Pkt. 472, 551.

hia. M. 150, 219.

kiaa. M. S. Mg. A. 50, 186.

kiaam. M. 85, 184.

kiaanivvisesammi. S. ( false ) 366*.

kiaatta^. 597.

kiaau. M 365.

kiaaki. M. 365.

klaakiinto. Pkt. 365.

kiai. A. 85.

kiao. 357.

kiada. A. 599,

kiadaa. 599.

kiadaa. A. 352,

kia^. A. 71,

kiia. A. 82.

kio. S. 134, 331. -

kimsai. AMg. 507, 516.

kimsanti, AMg. 507.

himsaido. JS. 379.
'

°atIdo. JS. (text) 379.

himsimsu. AMg. 350, 516.

kimsidu. A. 192.

kimsissau AMg. 516.

kiccanam. AMg. 587, 299.

kijjo. Pkt. 134, 831.

kittha. M. AMg. JM. 107, 308.

107.

hittkahida. Pkt. 308.

kittkima. AMg. 107, 157.

hitaakam. P. (false) 191 note 2.

kitapa. ‘P. 50. 191, 254.

kitapaka. CP. P. 47, 50, 191, 254.

hittba. Pkt. (M.) 214, 308,

kittka. Pkt. 308.

kidayae. AMg. 861.

Himayai. M. 396,

Himayadassa. * 397.

Himavanta. AMg. 405.

Himayantassa. 398.

Himavante. AMg, 397.

kimora. Pkt. 266.

kiya. AMg. 16, 150.
’

kiyam. AMg. 413,

kiyattkae. JM. 861.

kiyaya. AMg. JM. JS. 50, 187.

hiyayatfcha. JM. 309.

kiyae. AMg* 861.

’hiyasae, AMg. 175.

kira. Pkt. 259, 338.

kiranna, AMg, JM. 282.

kirannakodio. AMg. 387.

kirannakodihim, AMg, 439.

kiraanenain. AMg. 182.

Hiri, AMg. 92, 98.

luriami. S, 98.

kiripadicckayana. AMg. 98,

kirime. AMg. 98.

kiri/siri/dka/kitti/parivajjiya. AMg, 98,

hirisiriparivajjiya. AMg. 98*

hiri. Pkt. (AMg.) 98, 135.

kirlo. AMg, 98.

hire. Pkt. 338.

kiva'i. Pkt. 482,

hi. S.22.

kina. All dialects 120.

kirai. M. JM. 284, 537.
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lairanta. M. 537.

hiranti. M. 537.

hirasi, AMg. 'S. (fal»e) 537.

hu. M. AMg. JM, JS. A. S. 7, 94, 148, 421,

423.

hual. Pkt. 476.

haaire* Pkt. 458.

hnamga. Pkfe. 188.

haaga. Pkt. 188.

bua. A. 476.

huire. Pkt. 458.

huei. Pkt. 476.

hueire. Pkt. 458.

huejja. Pkt. 466.

huejjaire. Pkt. 466.

huejja. Pkt. 466.

huejjaire. Pkt. 458, 466.

hnjja. Pkt. 466.

hujjaire. Pkt. 458, 466.

hujjala. M. 172.

hujja. Pkt. 466.

hujjaire. Pkt. 458, 466.

huttha. AMg. 84, 338.

hunai. AMg. 501.

huuami. AMg. 501.

hunasi. AMg.'^SOl.

hunijjai. Pkt. 536, 545.

hunitta. AMg. 582.

huttam. M. 206, 451.

hunti. M. JM. A. AMg JS. 475, 476.

hunto. A. M. JM. AMg. jS. 476.

humaa. Pkt. 188.

hulai. Pkt. 364-

hulaui. • AMg. 182.

huudi. M. (false) 124.

huvai'. Pkt. 475.

huvamti. S- 275, 560.

huvadi. S. 475.

huvanti. M, 188, 476.

huvanti. S^ 476.

huvidavva. Mg. 188, 286, 476, 570,

huvidavvam. Mg. 476.

huvissaia. Mg. 521,

huvissadi. Mg. 521.

huvissadi. S. 521.

huvissanti. S. 521,

huvissasi. S. 521,

huvia. M. 466, 476.

huTiadi. Mg. 188, 476, 536, 550*

huveyya, P. 188, 252, 462, 475.

huvvai, Pkt. 536, 545.

hu. JM, AMg. (text) 94,

kua. M. 476.

hua. A. 476.

hana. Pkt. (AMg.) 120, 503, 566,

huvanamauti. AMg. 172,

husana, Pkt. 188.

he. Pkt. (AMg.) 71,403.

hea. Pkt. 188.

heuhim* AMg. 99.

heuim. AMg. 358,

hem. Pkt, 336.

hecca. AMg. 587,

hecca, AMg, 587.

heecana. AMg. 587.

heccanam. AMg. 587.

hetfeha. M. AMg. JM. 107, 308,

helthao. AMg. JM. 107.

hettliam. AMg. 107, 114,

hetthatthia, JM. 107.

h^thato, Pali 107,

hetlkammi. M. 107.

hetthayammi, JM. 107.

hettha. AMg. JM. 107, 114, 142, 345,

hetthi^. AMg. (text) 107.

hetthima. AMg. 107, 414.

hetthimauvarima. AMg. 157.

hefethimaya. AMg. 107.

hetthilla. AMg. 107, 595.

hetlheua. JM. 107.

hedisa. Asoka (Khalsi) 121.

hedisa. Asoka 121.

hedisa. Asoka 121.

hemantagimhasu. AMg. 358.

bemauta^m. AMg. 358.

helaa. M, 375.

helai, M. 375.

helli. A.107,

heTam, Pkt. 336.

ho. Pkt. 372.

hoai. Pkt. 476, 487.

boaire. Pkt. 458.

hoauna. Pkt, (A.) 487, 586,

hoana, Pkt. 188.

hoasi. Pkt. 487.

hoami. Pkt. 187.

hoi. A. AMg. M, JM. A. JS. 26, 94, 145, 154,

188, 204. 356, 475, 476.

hoijjai. M. JM, A. AMg* JS. 476, 536.

hoire, Pkt. 458.

bolai* M, JM. A, AMg, JS. 476, 536.

hou. M.JM.A. AMg. JS. 71,469, 476.

houm, M. JM. A. AMg. JS, 188, 475. 476

»

hou/ AMg. 71, 476.
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Bouna. JS. A. M. JM. 47e, 487, 586.

hoiinam. AMg. JM. 585.

hoei. Pkt, 476-

koeire. Pkt. 458.

koejja. Pkt. 466,

hoejja. Pkt. 466.

hokkhai. AMg. 521.

hokkham. AMg. 521-

hokkhanti, AMg. 521.

kokkhami. AMg. 521.

kocca. AMg. 587.

h<.ja. Pkt.(Pa.VG0 10, 92, 188, 189, 258.

466,

ho]>. M. AMg. JM. S. ? 466, 476,

hojja. JS. 462. 466.

hojjai., Pkt. 466.

hojjafa. Pkt. 466.

hojjaii. Pkt, 466.

hoijama^. Pkt. (AMg.) 466, 561.

hojjasi, Pkt. 466.

hojjaau. JM. 466.

hojjassam. Pkt. 521,

hojjasstoi. Pkt. 521.

hojjahami. Pkt, 521.

hojjahii. Pkt. 521.

hojjaliiml. Pkt. 521.

hojjabisi. Pkt. 521.

Lojja. AMg. JM, 91, 252, 459, 466, 475, 476.

kojjai. Pkt. (AMg). 466.

hojjala. Pkt. 466.

bojjan. Pkt. 466.

bojjasi. JM. 466.

bojiami, AMg. JM. 466*

bojjasi. Pkt. 466.

bojjabain, JM, 466.

b5jjabi. JM, 466.

hojj^bii. Pkt, 521.

bojjabimj. Pkt. 521.

®bisi. Pkt. 621.

bojjibii. Pkt. 521

.

bojjehii. Pkt. 521.

botta©. AMG. 578.

bStta. S. 582.

bdttba. AMG. 476, 517.

bodarva. S. Mg. 188, 286, 476, 570.

bodi. a JB. Mg. (false) 31, 145, ]54, IPS.

203, 475, 476 and note 3,

bodu. M. 204.

bodum. JS. 188, 475-, 476.

boduna. S. 584.

bodba* S. 471, 476.

boatammi. M- 397.

bonti. M. JM. A. AMg. JS. S. 45 note 3,

456, 475, 476.

bontu. M. JM. A. AMg. JS. S. 471, 476.

bonto. M. JM. A..AMg, JS. 476.

boppinu, A. 351.

bomaao. M. JM. A. AMg. JS. 476.

bomi.‘ M. JM. A. AMg. JS. S. 14, 475. 476.

bomo. M. JM. A. AMg. JS. 470, 476.

bamba. S. 470, 476.

boyavva. AMg. JM. 188, 286, 476, 570.

hosa A. 166, 315, 521.

hosi. M. JM. A. AMg. jS. S. 476.

bosu. M. JM. A, AMg, JS, 476.

hose. A- 166, 521.

bossain, M. 315, 521.

bcssama. A. 5

bossami. Pkt. 521.

bossamo. Pkt. (A.) 520, 521,

bossamu. A. 521.

boba. Pkt. 456.

babadl. Pkt. 127.

bobama. Pkt. 521.

bobami. M. AMg. JM, A. 263, 315, 521.

bobama. Pkt. 521.

hobamo. Pkt. 520, 521.

hobi. S. M. JM. A. AMg. JS. 102, 468,

476, 521.

hobii. M. JM. 165, 521.

hobitha. Pkt. 520 and note 1, 521.

bobittbamo. Pkt. 520 and note 1, 521.

bobinti. M. JM. 521.

bobima, Pkt. 521,

bobimi. M. AMg. JM. A. 263, 315, 520,

521.

bobima. Pkt. 521.

bobimo. Pkt. 520, 521.

bobisi. JM. 521,

bohissaui. JM. 521.

bobissa. Pkt, 520 and note 1, 621.

bobissamo. Pkt. 520 and note 1, 521. ’

bobi. JM. M, 165, 521,

bobia. Pkt. 466.

I

bradabT. A. 366*.

brassa. AMg. 354.

brdakko. Mg. (text) 194.

bri, AMg. 98.

bladakko. Mg. 194.

bvaanti. Pkt. 45 note 3. '

lisasta. Avesti 319.

Avest. 319.
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